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interpreters which has originated the exposition we are considering does not stick at trifles—the more enormous the discrepancy the
more implicit the credulity. At least, so
A strange notion has taken possession of have we found it in our travels through life.
some that the railroad system of locomotion is But to proceed. " They jostle one another
revealed in the prophecy of Nahum as a in the broadways," when one car runs off the
sign of the latter days, indicating the ap-track and blocks up the course of another.
pearing of Christ. The following, they say, They then get into a " rage," and rage at one
relates to locomotives and their lightning another ; that is, the drivers and conductors,
speed. " The shield of his mighty men is made who swear at each other ; and the '· tickets"
red, the valiant men are in scarlet; the chari- within, who are always on the growl! Thus
ots with fiaming torches in the day of his pre- " they rage in the streets, and jostle one anparation, and the flr trees shall be terribly other in the broadways." The description,
shaken. The chariots shall rage in the streets, however, is not complete till the rushing
they shall jostle one against another in thetrain is seen approaching in the night " like
broadways: they shall seem like torches, torches," and " running like the lightning,"
at Parliamentary velocity, some twenty miles
they shall run like lightning.'1
In the interpretation given, the " shield an hour!
made red" is the danger-signal of the rail- Ο interpretation of interpretations what an
road companies' valiant switchmen! whose interpretation art thou! Nevertheless it is
uniform, however, does not happen to be not more extraordinary than many others
" scarlet," unless by chance some of them may emanating from the same source; that is,
happen to wear a scarlet vest, or red flannel " the thinking of the flesh," unenlightened by
shirt. But this is not peculiar to the switch- the gospel of the kingdom, or promises covemen, who only wear such garments when they nanted to the fathers, and evangelized in the
can get no better. They and the engine-dri- name of Jesus> as the King of the Jews. Navers are " mighty men," and ." valiant," be- hum's lightning chariots converted into New
cause of the mighty catastrophes produced York and Erie trains, is on a par with a
by their recklessness ! The locomotives and Swedenborgiau Society, or Nauvoo, being
cars are the chariots with flaming torches. the New Jerusalem; and the darkening of
The torches are the camphene lights, reflected the air in the Blue-laws State in 1780 a sign
through stained glass from the fore-fronts of of the coming of the Son of Man to Mount
the chariots! The fir trees terribly shaken Olivet in Asia in 1843! Is it to be wondered
are the trees cut down and chopped up into ; at that prophecy should be brought into distirewood for the furnace. They are thus sha- ; repute when heralded forth by such incompeken out of their forests into the fires, running ; tent expositors ? They hear that a " prepaon wheels like lightning ! The chariots rage ; ration" is to precede the coming of Christ,
in the streets, though the raging iron-horse is ; though they have but a confused notion of
turned oiF into stable, because the corporation \ what that preparation consists in. They
will not let him run through the streets! have an idea that it is something of the marThis part of the interpretation is rather lame, vellous and terrific, and somehow connected
it must be confessed ; but then the class of with the increase of knowledge. This is
i4

Nabum18 lightning chariots proclaim this to be the
day of Christ's preparation."
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enough. Unlearned in their mother tongue, I pire, which, while that city was the seat of
and unstable as the sea, they rush forth for > government, is symbolized in Dan. vii. 4, by
excitement to crowded meetings, where men, ?" a Lion with Eagle's wings." Moses informs
as ignorant of the gospel as themselves, ha- $ us that the city was built by Nimrod, the
rangue the multitude on the fiery baptism of > beginning of whose kingdom was Babylon,
the earth and sky. They become intoxicated \ Erech, Accad, and Calneh in the land of
with foolishness; they catch the crotchet of > Shinar. " Out of that land he went forth to
the hour, and under its inspiration they swell I (or invaded) Assyria, and builded Nineveh,"
into extraordinary dimensions, until they are <; Gen. x. 2. In the days of Jonah, who was
lost in their own magnitude. Their knowl- > sent to preach repentance to it in the reign
edge of prophecy is now intuitive ; and their \ of Jeroboam II., king of Israel, it was " an
rules of interpretation, sound and feeling. 1 exceeding great city of three day's journey "
" They feel that this means thus and so; at > through, and though the one God was known,
all events, it sounds very much like it!" The j its wickedness was great, and, as might be
sound of the words accords with their feeling, > supposed, its populace exceedingly ignorant;
and their feeling with the sound; therefore, < for God himself testifies, that it contained
with such potent testimony, who can reject > 120,000 persons that could not discern beor question the interpretation!
$ tween their right hand and their left. Its
The ic- - - - - - chariots '
don
.
.
been elaborated after a similar fashion. The < about 21 miles long, 9 miles broad, and 54
> miles in circumference. Its walls were a
! hundred feet high, and so broad that three
1
preparation.' This was enough, lie had ? chariots could drive abreast upon them. Its
no suspicion that the Bible revealed any j towers, of which there were fifteen hundred,
other day of preparation than that preceding > were each two hundred feet high.
Christ's appearing. He, therefore, jumped \ At the time of its overthrow, Nineveh was
to the conclusion that Nahum spoke of it; | v e r v r i c n . for Nahum says, speaking of its
and that, as the prophet speaks of red, of; ? ο ι ( ] a n ( i silver, "there is no end of the store."
cars, of flamings, of streets and broadways, T h e s e riches, however, were not obtained
and of running like the lightnings; he jelt \ a i o n e ^y honest industry and gain; but by
that this must have reference to trains and the conquest and spoil of other nations. The
locomotives! So he started the idea that it} yl0n being the symbol of the Ninevite power,
was so ; and as foolishness is seized voracious- S he styles the king of Assyria " the old lion,"
ly, while truth is spurned, the ignorant re- the males of his family, «the young lions,"
joiced in so visible a sign ; and, like the dark- \t h e females of the harem, " his lionesses," and
ening of the sun in 1780, it became with it, > t h e h e i r apparent, "the lion's whelp ;" and,
a fixed idea, a technic of "Adventism"—a ) speaking of the way riches were heaped up
sign of the coming of the Lord!
\ [n h j s vaults, the prophet says, " the lion did
Seeing, then, that we utterly reject so un- \ tear in pieces enough for his whelps, and
founded a supposition, it is fit and proper ? strangled for his lionesses, and filled his holes
that we present the reader an interpretation $ w ith prey, and his dens with ravin,"—ch. ii
that cannot be scripturally nor logically < 9.12. Besides this source of wealth, the
gainsayed.
5 spoil of nations, Nineveh was full of people
As the prophecy of Nahum is brief, we \ devoted to money-making. It was the Lonshall in so doing give him a sketch of the d o n o f the ancient world, into whose bosom
whole, by which he will be the better able to > w e r e p 0 U red the riches of Persia, India, Chisee the natural and necessary meaning of the ·»n a a n ( j the West, by the caravans, and navipart so absurdly prostituted by the patentee \ gation of its rivers. " Thou hast multiplied
aforesaid.
j thy merchants above the stars of heaven,"
) (ch. iii. 1G,) which shows that the Ninevite
THE VISION OF NAHUM INTER- \ w a s a ^eat commercial as well as military
rrishirjiJ.

s power.

Nahum declares the subject of his own j The moral condition of the city at the
prophecy in ch. i. 1, where he styles it "The < time of its greatest glory was excessively
burden of Nineveh," α,ηά the words of it, "Tlie $ corrupt. Modern Rome is a fair specimen
Book of THE VISION of Naltum" "The bur- \ in proportion to its size, or Papal Europe
den"—5*E}>2> massa, an oracle threatening to \ rather, of the impiety and abomination ramNineveh.
/ pant in Nineveh; whose fate, therefore, with
NINEVEH, standing on the banks of the \ that of her sister, Babylon, have become the
Tigris, was the capital of the Assyrian em- \ type of that entire and complete desolation
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that awaits Rome and the government which \ away, and hath said to Judah and Jerusalem,
support her iniquity. The moral condition I Ye shall worship before this altar in Jermaof the city of Nimrod is apparent from the lem ?" In this, Kabshakeh rejected the idea
epithets bestowed upon it by Nahum, who of the God to whom the altar in Jerusalem
styles her " the well-favored harlot," " the was dedicated, being the true God; but on
mistress of witchcrafts." In her day she the contrary, maintained that the God wortraded in nations and families, whom she sold shipped at the altars on the high places,
by lies and robbery, as Rome has done, and which Hezekiah had demolished, a god recogcontinues to do at the present time. " Woe ! nized by Nineveh, was the god men ought to
to the city of bloods!" saith Nahum ; " it is worship. He therefore continued, referring
all full of lies and robbery ; and the prey de- ί to that god, and said, "Am I now come up
parteth not;" that is, it is not restored. For \ without Jehovah against this place to destroy
this cause he threatens her with ruin. De-! it ? Jehovah said to me, Go up against this
struction was to overtake her," because," says > land, and destroy it."
he, "of the multitude of the whoredoms of- m , .
, e 1Ί
. ,, ,
.
,Λ
e
tu well-favored harlot, the mistress of!
Ihwsort of address in the hearing of the
u l
ιη
witchcrafts,
Τ andΤ his
ν associates.
' W ^ Γ ^ The
T'. S Psub-t
1
ι , ι that selletl
ι ν τnations
+ι through
ι ι? iί ™
ο to" Eliakim
vor the claims of the gods of the nations ;
ness passed continually,"—ch. iii. 1, 4, 19.
and might possibly come to the conclusion,
The spiritual merchandize of the well-fa- > that Rabshakeh's account of the matter was
vored harlot was forced upon the nations correct; and that the miseries of Judea were
by her military power. By her riches she t } i e vengeance of the god of Nineveh, on
sent out large armies to compel the nations account ~of- the impieties of Hezekiah.
— • • •If
to receive her yoke ; and to purchase, at the this supposition should be revived and
price of their religious liberty, civil indepen- strengthened in their unstable minds, they
dence, and precious metals, the lies she had m j g h t r e b e i against the house of David, and
prepared by the incantations of her astrolo- \ o p e n the gates to the Assyrians, to appease
gera, magicians, and soothsayers, who, when \ t n e wrath of Sennacherib and his god. Apher shame was displayed before the nations \ pre hciisive of such a result Eliakim and his
and kingdoms she had spoiled, emigrated to \ fricnds interrupted Rabshakeh, and said,
Babylon, and became the wise men and \ « H p t , l k > ι p r a y t i l c e > t o t h y servants in the
counsellors—the clergy and ministers—of g y P i a n language, for we understand it; and
Nebuchadnezzar, the heir-of her departed talk not with us in the Jews' language in
&l°ry·
< the ears of the people that are on the wall."
Nineveh's success in these expeditions of <,But Kabshakeh was too much of a serpenther Propaganda is boastfully displayed in < diplomatist for that. He perceived his adRabshakeh's, the king of Nineveh's general's, \ vantage and was determined not to forego it.
speech to Eliakim, the vice-governor over the < If he could not persuade Hezekiah's minishousehold of David, in the reign of Hezekiah. \ ters, he might move the Jews to revolt against
This king had rebelled against Nineveh, ί them, which would answer his purpose as
which, in the fourteenth of his reign, had \ well. He wanted the city, and cared not by
spoiled him of much gold and silver. Judea ΐ what means he obtained it. Therefore, disrewas accordingly invaded by a mighty army j garding Eliakim, he turned to the men upon
under Sennacherib, who, being detained be- ί the wall, and cried with a loud voice, in their
fore Lachish, sent Rabshakeh to demand the \ language, saying :
surrender of Jerusalem. In delivering his:> ^ Hear the word of the great kinir, the
messago to Eliakim, (a type of Messiah, Isai. \ fcmg of Assyria : thus saith the king, Let
xxii. 20-25,) he said, " Thus saith the great ] 1 1 0 t Hezekiah deceive you : for he shall not
king, the king of Assyria, to ilezddah, J be able to deliver you out of his hand: neiWhat confidence is this in which thou trust- ; t j i e r \et Hezekiah make you trust in Jehoest? Thou sayest (but they are vain words) \ v u h , saying, Jehovah will surely deliver us,
I have counsel and strength for the war. s a l M j this city shall not be delivered into the
Now, on whom dost thou trust, that thou > hand of the kin^ of Assyria. Hearken not to
rebellest against me? Now, behold thou ! Hezekiah ; for thus saith the kinar of Assyria,
trustest upon the stair of this bruised reed, \s e e k m y favor w i t h a present, and come" out
upon Egypt, on which, if a man lean, it will .! t o m e > a n j then eat ye every man of his own
go into his hand, and pierce it; so is Piiara-'. Y\m% a u j e v e r y o n e of his tier tree, and drink
oh, king of Egypt, unto all that trust on him. ; y e e v e r y o n e the waters of his own cistern,
" But if ye say unto me, AVe trust on Je- j until I come and take you away to α land
hovah our God : is not that he whose high ; like your own land, a land of corn [and wine,
places and whose altars Hezekiah hath taken \ a land of bread and vineyards, a land of the
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oil olive, and of honey, that ye may live and j into the hand of the king of Assyria. Benot die: and hearken not unto Hezekiah, j hold, thou hast heard what the kings of Aswhen he deceiveth you, saying Jehovah will / syria have done to all lands, by destroying
deliver us.
Ifath any of the gods of the ', them utterly ; and shalt thou be delivered ?
nations delivered at all his land out of the J Have the gods of the nations delivered them
hand of the king of Assyria ? Where are the \ which my fathers have destroyed ; as Gozan
gods of ITaniath, and of Arpad?
Whore Ί and Hanin, and lleseph, and the children of
are the gods of Sepharvaim, Hena, and [• Kden which were in Thelasar? Where is
Ivah? Have they delivered Samaria out \ the king of Hamath, and the king of Arpad,
of mine hand ! Who are they among all the \ and the king of the city of Sepharvaim, of
gods of the countries, that have delivered / Hena, and Ivah?"
their country out of mine hand, that Jeho- j
^\lQ p r o w C s 3 of the forces of Xineveh he
vah should deliver Jerusalem out of mine \ j < n e w t o b e g r c a t j f()r j t w a s preeminently
hand?"
,' «the city of bloods"—the blood of all the
Here, then, was a direct and mighty issue i nations had been poured out by her sword :
created between the God of Nineveh and \ nevertheless, he would not yield ; for though
Jehovah. The great ±s isroch, the god of \ reduced so low as to be unable to keep an arSennachcrib, had conquered all before him \ my in the field, he had faith in the promises
(for what the conquerors of the ancient j covenanted to his father, David's house, and
world effected in the name of their gods, they ; in the present assurances of Jehovah, liczeattributed to them,) while Jehovah's land was \ kiah acted as a man who considered that the
overrun, his cities laid waste, and the only / controversy was between Nineveh and Jeltothing left to him was Jerusalem, and his a I- J vah; and not between himself and Sennacherib.
tar in the midst of her ! The reader will | lJe therefore laid the king of Assyria's letter
perceive that the issue formed was about < before Jehovah in the temple, where " h e
Zion; " which Jehovah had chosen, and de- j dwelt between the cherubim ;" and earnestly
sired for his habitation, that it might be his I invoking his attention to the document, berest, and dwelling place for ever." J's. exxxii. \ sought his interposition, " t h a t all the king13,14. Should Ν isroch of Nincvc/i, or Jehovah \ doms of the earth might know that tliou art
of Jerusalem possess the city and the land? j Jehovah of Gods by thyself."
t h i s was the question, which in the Scrip- j
j,.]^^
did not answer Hezekiah in the
ture is styled " T H E CONTROVERSY OF ZION ' j temple ; but communicated with him through
(Isai. xxxiv. 8,) a cause docketed long before, >J s a i a h i n a i l s w o r t o h i s p r a y e r .
Concerning
often called, but as often adjourned, and still J the king of Assyria, he said, " The virgin
in abeyance, awaiting final adjudication in \ daughter of Zion hath despised thee, laughed
the latter days.
j t n c e t ( ) s c o r l l . t ] i e daughter of JeruttiThe crisis was one of " trouble, rebuke ί lem hath shaken her head at thee. Whom
and blasphemy." Nisroch seemed to have it j hast thou reproached and blasphemed ? And
all his own way. The word of Jehovah ap- \ against whom hast thou exalted thy voice',
peared powerless, for Judali could not stand \ and lifted up thine eyes on high?
Even
in the battle ; and his little army was cooped \ against the Holy of Israel. By the hand of
up within the Avails of the beleaguered city· / thy messengers thou hast reproached the
In this extremity all that could be done was \ Lord, and hast said, With t/ie multitude of
to keep the gates closed; and to wait and \ my chariots I am come up to the height of
see the salvation of Jehovah. Hezekiah sent \ the mountains, to the sides of Lebanon, and
to Isaiah informing him of the king of j will cut down the tall cedar trees thereof,
Assyria's "reproaches against the liv- \ and the choice fir trees thereof; and I will
ing God ;" and requesting him to pray ; enter into the shadow of his borders, the forto Jehovah for their deliverance, and j est of his Carmel. I have digged and drunk
the vindication of his own name. The j foreign waters, and with the soles of my feet
prophet told his messengers to tell the king \ have I dried up all the rivers of places benot to bo afraid of the· words with which the j sieged.''
king of Assyria had blasphemed Jehovah ; \ ^ h i s w . l 3 ι ] κ ϊ j ) O a s f c j n i v o f the Ninevite
for Jehovah said, that " he wouid send ϋ ; power, wlik-h attributed'to its «rod Nisroch,
blast upon him," and he should hastily re- ; t h o ( i r e a t K l l i i j c s b y w I l 0 s t ; w i j ; , s i t s j j i o n
treat, and Mall by the sword m his own ; S u a r c t l a l o f t . U V C l . a ] f t I l 0 e j l I . t I j ? i t : J c x a itati(»n
*an"·'
j and grandeur ; and its triumphant invasion
Kabshakeh having returned to Sennache- ; of Jehovah's land, which it flattered itself
rib, at Libnah, without an answer, he sent a ; was destined to remain, in its totality, a vasletter to ilezokiah by others, saying, " Let ί s;il jn'uvinci? of its dominion. A\rith the annot thy God in whom thou trustest deceive ί eients as with the moderns, succi'ss was the
thee, saying, Jerusalem shall not bo delivered ; criterion of right; because with the world
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at large it is a maxim, that " might is right" j cause lie was unable to defend them against
4i
y e a j « divine right;" by which it justifies I Nineveh and her μ-od, but because they had
the most cruel despotisms, and sanctifies the } sinned against him," and because they walked
most debasing superstitions. Λ11 the " order" J in the statutes of the nations which occupied
and "civilization" concentred in Nineveh, } their country before they acquired possession
believed that the Lion winged by the Great j of it, and in the statutes of the kings of lsEaglc was more powerful than JKHOVAH, the ] rael. <· Therefore Jehovah was very angry
founder and proprietor of a contemptible / with Israel, and removed them out of his
little kingdom in J udea. Not being of faith, \ sight;"—"out of their own land, to Asthey judged by sight. J lad not Shalmancser, J Syria."
the (ireat Eagle's vicegerent, overturned the j As to Judah, she was not blameless in his
kingdom of the Ten Tribes, and carried Is- /sip:lit; but walked in the statutes of Israel,
rael away into Assyria, and at his pleasure • Therefore it was that they also had been
placed them in Halah, and in Halor by the ) visited with war which hitherto had expelled
river of Gozan, and in the eities of the 5 them from the open country, and shut them
Medes ? 2 Kings xvii. ?>, G. Was not all that > U p i n their castles and fenced cities. Their
portion of Jehovah's land in the possession calamities would have been fatal to their
of Nisroch?* Was he not the monarch of commonwealth, only that they had a king
the mountains of Lebanon, whose valuable ! that loved and venerated Jehovah's name,
cedars and firs he disposed of at his pleasure? ) a } ) O v e Nisroch and all other idols, which he
Had Jehovah been able to stay his conquests, > detested. This zeal for Jehovah he had disor to save his cities from his power? Here > played in " removing the high places, breakwere facts, and facts were stubborn things. ; ing"the images, cutting down the groves, and
Could the " order" and u civilization" of the ι breaking in pieces the brazen serpent that
world be blamed for despising the name of) Moses had made, calling it Nehushtau," a
the God of the Jews, seeing tliat he could not I piece of brass ; "for unto those days the
protect his people and land from the oppres- ί children of Israel did burn incense to it." He
sion of their enemies? It was despised, and, \ trusted in Jehovah the Gods of Israel ;* so
being despised, it was reproached and bias- that after him was none like him among all
phemed ; and he was taunted as a deceiver ^ the kings of Judah, nor any that were before
of his too-confiding and credulous friends and \ him." This high character of the King of
partisans. " Let not thy God in whom thou the Jews procured for Judah an arrest of
trustest, Ο Hezekiah, deceive thee!" Gould \ judgment, until the controversy concerning
anything be more insulting, more calculated J the "holy land and city was settled between
to arouse the indignation and fury of Jeho- \ him and the Ninevite vicegerent of the Great
vah?
j Eairlo, by plucking off its wings from "the
•••'"
~
'"
Nah.il 11. By the
i cup of Jeruller kings
always leaves in outer darkness those who are \ evil against Jehovah, therefore he sold them
unfortunate enough to be led by it. They ) unto the hands of their enemies to afflict them,
know not the ways and purposes of God ; for, \ Hence, it was for Israel and Judah's wickednot being his servants, he has not revealed < ness, and the wickedness of contemporary
his plans, principles, and intentions, to them. ; nations, that he had made Nineveh to triJehovah, no more than prudent and sagacious \ umpli over them.
belligerents, reveals not his strategy to his ί J ^ t the kings of Nineveh did not think
enemies. He keeps their powers in
inYhc
the dark, ) so ; lor
for Isaiah
Jsaiah testihe
testifies that the Winged-Lion
that, in digging
pits for him, they may be \ί power said, " By the strength of my hand I
disnrintr Pits
taken in their Own traps. What the kings j[ have done, and by my wisdom ; for I am
of Assyria had done against Israel and the \ prudent: and I have removed the bounds of
other nations, was not by the power of Ν is- \ the people, and have robbed their treasures,
roch, which was no god ; but by him whom ; ™\ l I i a v e P u t (]o™ the inhabitants like a
they blasphemed. In regard to" Israel, they ) valiant man : and my hand has found as a
had been conquered and broken up, not be- ί iwst the riches of the people; and as one
J gathereth eggs that are left, have I gathered
* ^ , nisr-dch, signifies a great ea(jk. I have ;: all t h e e a r t h : and t h e r e was none t h a t moved
ηη/ΐΛ,κΤ"*κ f *i
·
11* ι ι τ
A'· the wing, or opened the m o u t h , or p e e p e d . "
no donbt that the winged lions excavated by Layard ,
r·'
ι
'
I l
from the ruins of Ninovch, were the symbols of its ' .
- -- power in union with the deity, whose presence the
::
Ninevites represented by an "Eagle, whose head was • ' " " ϋ ^ Ί υ τ ^ Π Ξ ^ ΓΠΠ^£' by-yehdicah eldhaione of the four faces of the cherubim between whose ylsra'lil; therefore he hopedin God Almighty and in
wings, in the Most Holy Place of the Temple, Jehovah his Christ, who are '" the Gods of Israel," as we have
dwelt by his glory—ike Shekinah.
rendered it.
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—Isai. x. 13. He knew not that he was a \ cst power on earth, was displayed in the
mere rod, axe, or saw, in the hand of Jehovah j overthrow of its hosts at Libna, when 185,000
for the punishment of Israel and the nations, perished by a blast from Jehovah in a single
He boasted as if he were the workman in- j night.
stead of a tool—"the rod of Jehovah's anger, j This Armageddon was the beginning of
the staff in whose hand was Jehovah's indig- \w o e s to the Assyrian in its controversy with
nation." The pride of his magnificence and \ Jehovah concerning the holy city and land.
power was great and ostentatious. " Are \ The situation was remarkable, and we believe
not my princes altogether kings? Is not) typical; the elements whereof may be thus
Calno as Carchemish ? Is not Hamath as j enumerated :
Arpad? Is not Samaria as Damascus ? As ' τ τ ι
ι
ι +ι χτ·
ρ *ι,

have done unto Samaria and her idols, 50 do I 2 · T h e K i n £ o f t h c J ews breaks in pieces
to Jerusalem and her idols ?" True ; but says · the serpent to which the Jews had long
Nahum, " Thy crowned ones (are indeed) as ; burned incense ;
the locusts, and thy captains as the great}
3. The land of Israel is covered with the
grasshoppers, which camp in the hedges in { forces of Assyria, whose object is the possesthe cold day; but when the sun ariseth they j sion of Jerusalem ;
flee away, and their place is not known where >
; 4 > The armies of Assyria, destroyed by a
they are."— Ch. iii. 17.
\ blast from heaven, which is the putting of a
But, in answer to his question, " Shall I j hook in the nose of its king, by which he is
not so do to Jerusalem and her idols ?"— turned back ; but the end of the power is not
Jehovah's reply was, " N o ; thou shalt not > yc^ 5 a n ( l
come into this city, nor shoot an arrow there, ] 5. Jehovah having expelled the Assyrian
nor come before it with shields, nor cast a j from his land, stirs up peoples to attack it in
bank against it. By the way that thou \ its stronghold, and to subvert it.
earnest, by the same shalt thou return, and > These circumstances and events grouped
shalt not come into this city. For / will ; together in one epoch, which constituted the
defend Jerusalem to save it for mine own sake, \ « latter days" of the first, or Ninevite Assyrian
and for my servant David's sake, saith Jeho- j monarchy, form a mystery in type, and a very
vah." It was true that Nineveh had done \s t r iking one too, of the future contemporary
terribly, and that no power had stood before \ overthrow of the Constantinopolitan Assyrian
her ; but, said Jehovah, addressing her vice- j confederacy of powers, and deliverance of
gerent, « Hast thou not heard long ago that \ Jerusalem and Judah, by «the King of the
I have done it; of ancient times, that I have \ jews» energized by omnipotence, in " the latformed it Γ As if he had said, " Didst thou > t e r d a y s » r e f e r red to by Daniel in his internot understand that I, Jehovah, arranged all p r e tation of Nebuchadnezzar's dream— Ch.
this, as the Arbiter of nations ? didst thou \ i i # 2 8 . But, as the putting a hook into the
not know that I am the Almighty Ruler, > j a w o r n o s e o f t h e Ninevite power, and the
when thou repentedst at the preaching of > turning of it back to its stronghold by the
Jonah ?" " Now I have brought it to pass \ terrible defeat of Sennacherib, was not immethat thou shouldst be to lay waste defenced ) diately subversive of the Ninevite Assyrian
cities into ruinous heaps. Therefore their \ dominion; so, neither will the first stroke
inhabitants were of small power ; they were f r o m h e a v e n t h a t s h a l l f a l l u p o n G og the
dismayed and confounded : they were as the , P r i n c e o f R o s h > w n e n h i s m y r i a d s shall cover
grass of the field, and as the green herb; as /t n e jjoly Land as a cloud, be the consummathe grass on the housetops, and as corn blasted < t i o n o f t l i e Constantinopolitan Assyrian dobefore it be grown up. But I know thy ; n i i n i o n . The first concussion will deliver
sitting, and thy going out, and thy coming \ Messiah's land from Gentile sovereignty; and
in, and thy rage against me. And because \i n s o d o i n g j b e a hook in the jaw of Levithy rage against me, and thy tumult, are j a t han, and the turning of it back to the place
come up into my ears, therefore will I put \ o f i t s throne. It will inaugurate " the latter
my hook in thy nose, and my bridle in thy ) d a y s » o f t l i e Assyrian in theJron and Clay
hps, and I will turn thee back by the way \p e r w d of its existence, during which, like its
by which thou earnest. '—Isai. xxxvn.
) Ninevite predecessor, it will be reduced to
Such was to be the end of the old Ninevite \ chaff, and its territory become the province
lion's attempts upon Jerusalem, by which \ of a new dominion. Here, then, is a period
'£ all the kingdom's of the earth might know J typically defined by the defeat of Sennacherib,
that he was Jehovah'of Gods by himself." j and the subsequent fall of the Ninevite Power;
This superiority over the Assyrian, the great- i and anti-typically illustrated in the smiting
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and grinding to powder of Nebuchadnezzar's
image. Nineveh did not fall at the instant
of Sennacherib's disaster. This was only the
beginning of woes for " the bloody city full
of lies and robbery." It retained its dominion nearly a hundred years after his supernatural defeat—a period beginning with the defeat, and ending with the fall, of Nineveh.
This period comprehends what is styled by
Nahum, " THE DAY OP JEHOVAH'S PREPARA-

TION ;" that is, when he prepares the Medes
and Babylonians under Cyaxares and Nabopolassar, for the destruction of the city. The
reader will be better prepared for acquiescence in this interpretation, when he is made
acquainted with the history of the period
before us. We shall therefore, at this point,
narrate the conclusion of Jehovah's controtroverey with Nineveh.
(To be continued.)

Visit to Canada and the West
(Continued from p. 258, Vol. VI.)
Arrive at Paris—Our doings there—The Devil's Ameliorations necessarily abortive—Preaching the truth
fatal to popularity—Novel Ground of Ecclesiastical
Proscription—Visit to Eramosa—Protestant Ascendancy in Trouble—Roadside congregations—Questions put and answered—Translation into the Kingdom—An Official Dignitary—Return to Paris—Depart for Illinois.

W E left Toronto in company with our
friend, Mr. Coombe, with whom we had sojourned during· our stay in that city, on Saturday, July 19, at 3.47, for Paris. This is a
town containing about 2,000 inhabitants, six
spiritual bazaars, called " churches" in the
parlance of " Christendom," a Mechanics'
Institute, bank, newspaper styled the Paris
Star, two flouring mills, a woollen factory,
three foundries, brick-yard, <fcc. It is situated
about half a mile from the station, on both
sides of a little stream called Smith's Creek,
and derives its name from the plaster of
Paris beds in its vicinity, and which are a
source of considerable revenue to the place.
In journeying (journeying is too slow a
word to express the transportation of living
bodies from one place to another in so fast
an age as this ; it belongs to the slow-coach
system of travel over the trackways of thirty
years ago, in lightningizing rather) from
Toronto to Paris, a distance of seventy miles,
we retraced the rails to Hamilton, where we
exchanged the Toronto Branch for its parent
stem, the Great Western Railway. On leaving Hamilton, the road skirts the southwestern shore of Burlington Bay, and crossing the Desjardine by a substantial bridge,
enters a range of hills by a heavy grade.
Looking back, the view is beautiful, em-

bracing the waters of the Bay and Lake Ontario, the banks of which are studded with
elegant residences and groves — the city
spread out from the mountain to the bay in
fine panoramic expansion, and the mountain,
with its bold cliffs, combine to form a scene
whose portrait cannot be adequately delineated by sketches of the pen. About three
miles from the station, the road runs along
the narrow ridge between the foot of " the
mountain" and the verge of the valley, till a
point is reached in view of the village of
Dundas, romantically situated in a deep valley, and connected with Hamilton by the
Desjardines Canal, which terminates in Burlington Bay.
Leaving Dundas station, the road continues a westerly course through a hilly region, mostly covered with pines, until w% arrived at Fairchild's Creek, fifty-two miles
from Elgin. Eight miles onward the country is still uneven, but in a better state of
cultivation. At the end of this distance the
road crosses the Grand River ; and two miles
further brought us to the Paris station,
where it is intersected by the Buffalo, Brantford, and Goderich Railway, which also
crosses the Grand River by a bridge about
100 feet above the water-level. We arrived
here in about three hours after leaving Toronto, and had the pleasure of finding Bro.
George L. Scott already waiting to receive
us.
Paris, like its European namesake, contains more friends of the Old Mother and
her Harlot Daughters, than of " the truth."
It would be marvellous were it otherwise.
There are, indeed, very few there who care
anything about it; or have even conceived
the idea that such a thing exists apart from
the traditions doled out to them by the spiritual merchants of " Christendom." Bro.
Scott's is the Jason-household of the place,
which very hospitably entertained us, while
he procured a hearing for the Gospel of the
Kingdom as it is Jesus.
On the forenoon of Sunday we immersed
our friend Mr. Coombe, who had for a considerable time been searching the Scriptures
to see if the things he read in Elpis Israel
and the Herald were really so. In coming
to the understanding of the truth he had
fallen in love with it, and determined to obey
it; and will, we feel persuaded, strengthened
by a continued indoctrination of its sublime
precepts, " work out his salvation " to the
glory and honor of Him who has called him
to his kingdom and renown.
While in Paris, we spoke twice in the
Town Hall to respectable audiences, and
three nights afterwards at the Congregation-
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al Temple by the favor of one of its trustees.
On one occasion, we spoke on THE APOSTA-

SY, which, of course, brought us into direct
collision with " Babylon the Great, the
Mother of Harlots and of all the Abominations of the Earth." Some of the Pope's
children being present, they very naturally
felt aggrieved; so that next day we heard
rumors of great wrath on their part against
us. They are said to be quite numerous in
Paris, and not very peaceably disposed. In
Canada, their "ecclesiastical dignitaries,"
says The Star, " have loft the arena of spiritual contests, and entered the political. They
have attacked our institutions, intrigued
with our public men, and threatened our political rights. They have^t-lms made themselves public property, and laid their actions
open to the criticism of public journalists.
Neither cope, crozier, nor mitre will protect
the man from the shafts of truth and justice
wherever a free press exists, if he trenches
upon the privileges of the people. Our
whole political system is now deranged by
priestly interference, and we cannot, dare not
be silent." To the sons of freedom these
semi-pagan ecclesiastics and their tail have
no answer butr threats of violence and brute
force. We w ere informed that they threatened to throw the editor of the Star from the
railway bridge into the Grand River. They
did not, however, execute their threat upon
his person, though they did upon his types,
which they hurled into the stream. They
were reported to have threatened us with a
similar defence of their diabolism ; but their
rage was restrained, and we finished our testimony in Paris to the torment of some, but
without dismay or damage to the outward
man. Many who heard, did so, we were told,
with much earnestness, watching us closely
to lay hold upon our words—but without result ; for they confessed that we kept so close
to Scripture that they had not been able to
succeed.

which appeared in in its columns, that Dr.
Thomas's lectures are subversiye'of the great
truths taught in the Holy Scriptures. Subversive of errors, the fruit of the
great apostacy, indeed they may be : but1 subversive of
the truth no arguments can be which are
logical deductions from the writings of Moses
and the prophets, Jesus and the apostles.
The Doctor professed to give an outline of
the religion taught in the Bible, and in doing
so he showed that the coming of the Lord
was the grand object of hope among the
first Christians. That the Great Salvation
which began to be preached by the Lord in
Galilee, in the largest sense of the term, is
the deliverance of the human race from sin
and its consequences, so that there shall be
on earth no more death, neither sorrow nor
lamentation, nor any more curse nor pain.
In a more limited sense it is the deliverance
of the Twelve Tribes of Israel from their
subjection to the Gentiles, and the consequent establishment of them as a powerful
and independent nation in the Holy Land,
called the Kingdom of God, and the contemporary deliverance of all other nations
from the tyranny of the cruel, infidel, and
profligate governments that now oppress
them; so that being subdued by their conquerors, and enlightened, they might all be
* Blessed in Abraham and his seed.' In a still

more restricted sense, it is the deliverance of
individual Jews and Gentiles who believe the
promises of God, set forth in the prophets
and in the teaching of Jesus and his apostles,
from their past sins, through the name of
Jesus, and from the grave to the possession
of glory, honor, incorruptibility and life in
the aforesaid Kingdom of God. The lectures
were delivered with an earnestness which left
no doubt upon the minds of the audience
that he was speaking what he considered
most important truth. His style is easy,
clear, chaste, and elegant, but more calculated to convince the understanding than to
tickle the ear."

The following notice of our lectures appeared in the Parts Star of July 30, 185G :
Among the three friends who were "at
" On Wednesday evening, the 23d inst., charges" for our visit to Canada, was Mr.
Dr. Thomas delivered to a highly attentive D. ¥'. Stewart, of Everton, Eramosa; a
audience, in the Congregational church, the place about forty miles in a direct line north
last of his course of lectures upon * The of Paris. An interesting biography makes
Kingdom of God.' Although differing rad- this gentleman an exception to the ordinary
ically in his conceptions of religious matters specimens of our common, matter-of-fact, ynfrom the popular theology of the day, he was spiritual, humanity. He is a native of Scotable to retain the interest of the majority of land, and the first that entered himself a stuhis hearers throughout the entire course. A dent at Bethany College. Before the gospel
wrong impression has been made upon the of the kingdom shone into his understandpublic mind, through the medium of a lead- ing, he was wildly enthusiastic in his admiraing journal,* which, by the way, refused to tion of Campbellism, and in schemes for the
insert a reply to a very one-sided article amelioration of the human race through a
wholesale emigration of the industrious poor
of Britain to the unoccupied lands of the
• 77te Toronto Globe.
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United States. To one acquainted with God's
plan of amelioration (as, indeed, it is now to
his more enlightened self),the contemplation
of his speculation is amusing, lie sees now
its impracticability, and the fruitlessness of
all individual and associate enterprise in that
direction. Ungospclizcd sin's flesh cannot
socially ameliorate the flesh, if by amelioration is to be understood bettering its condition so that justice and truth shall be the law
developing the happiness of its community.
A truly wise man will take this world as he
finds it, using it without abusing it, and
" contending earnestly" for nothing out " the
faith once for all delivered to the saints." As
it is, mankind have even now more good at
the hands of God than they deserve. They
are rebels against his precepts, and treat him
as a liar, yet " he fills their hearts with food
and gladness." They must first be made
faithful and obedient before they can be
blessed ; for it is " in Abraham and his
Seed," not in the Devil and his ameliorations, " all the families of the earth shall be
blessed." Mr. Stewart has discovered this ;
and is therefore found no more in the halls of
marquises and corporations, soliciting their
cooperation in a speculation suicidal to their
manufacturing prosperity, (they would rejoice
to empty Britain of all the rogues and vagabonds of the ground-stratum of society ; but
not to expatriate the industrions poor for the
bettering of their condition by whom they
have their wealth;) but is now found ameliorating his own in studying the BOOK OF THE
COVENANTS, and in extracting a living from
the soil.
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still sound in Campbell ism.
What more
natural than that his brother-in-law should
send his own sister the Herald ? Or that
Mr. Stewart should read it ? And that he
should desire to gratify his curiosity in hearing those who preached the gospel of the
kingdom? All this he did ; and yet was he
still true to Bethany: nevertheless, in so
doing, he came under the condemnation of
the wise men of Eramo.-a-! Thus, when he
went to reside in the township, knowing how
popular he had been as a visitor and
preacher among them, and being conscious
of no offence and perfectly innocent of
" heresy," he confidently applied for admission
as a recognized member of their local society.
But, to his astonisment, his admission was
vetoed ! What had he done? It was admitted that there was no charge against
him ; but that they understood he had been
reading the Herald, and might be perverted
by it, and hereafter cause trouble in the
church: to prevent which they declined to
receive him! Thus, they excluded one of
their own faith from their fellowship, not for
any evil he had done, but for what he might
(or might not) possibly do! Such is the
wisdom of serpents, and the harmlessness of
doves, in Canada West!
By such means as these, the Gothamites of
Eramosa forced Mr. Stewart into separation
in advance of his convictions ! Having thus
the reproach of " heresy" without the merit
thereof, he became interested in its examination ; and, although it has not resulted
as yet in putting off the old man of fleshly
sectarianism (at least it had not when we
Mr. Stewart was formerly, not only the were with him) in the obedience the gospel
first-begotten of the Bethanian Alma Mater, of the kingdom demands, he became so far
but a zealous and acceptable preacher of her convinced of its truth as to be satisfied that
traditions, and general travelling agent for his antecedents were sectarian and not
the Bethanian Millennial Harbinger in the Christian ; and to desire a visit from us, that
United States and Britain. With the Camp- he and his quondam co-religionists might
bellites in Canada West, and especially in have the doctrine presented systematically in
Eramosa, a kind of chief lodge of the order outline for their enlightenment upon the
in that province, he was a remarkable favor- greatest question of the age, if demonstrated
ite.· Then he knew nothing of Moses and to be what we affirm, the truth of the living
the prophets. This was once our own case, God by faith in which salvation can alone be
and then, even as he, we were remarkably obtained.
popular in the sect! Is it not strange, passIn compliance, therefore, with his request,
ing strange, that this fact does not give them we left Paris, July 24, for Eramosa, accompause in their opposition ? When men becomepanied by his sister-in-law, who sought to imintelligent in Ifoses and thepropJtcts sectarians prove her health, which was enfeebled by a
disown them, and seek to expel them from residence in the country parts. We did not
their synagogues; but so long as they continue lightningize to Eramosa, the road being only
ignorant, grossly ignorant, of their testimony, partly by rail, the remainder by an old stage
tfiey approve and commend them above mea- belonging to a by-gone age, and a farm wagsure ! This has been the experience of Mr. gon. The distance was only fifty miles,
Stewart in Eramosa. Having married a sis- which, by rail, at Canadian rate of travel,
ter of a believer of the gospel of the king- might be performed in an hour and a half;
dom, he became an object of suspicion. His whereas we were made to journey it for nine
wife was deemed heretical, though he was hours and a half. We left Paris at 8 A. M.
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by rail for Fairchild Creek, alias the paper from the step of a doorway into their midst,
town of Harrisburg. We were detained and to distribute several rapid and heavy orhere about three hours as the cars for Gait thodox blows upon them ere he was himself
and Preston do not leave the station until disabled. After this, they were assailed
the arrival of the train from Niagara Falls, with hootiDgs and stones by the children of
or Elgin. The railway to Preston is a new the Pope and spade, who had congregated
line, being laid to Guelph for intersection i near the Post Office from the adjacent railat that town with the Grand Trunk Rail- way. A fight ensued, in which Protestant
way, which, when finished, will extend from Ascendancy was temporarily subjected to the
Halifax, Nova Scotia, through New Bruns- fist of wickedness in its Popish peculiarity.
wick, by Montreal and Toronto, and receivThis success gave confidence to the Romans.
ing on the route a branch from Portland, They began to smash windows and to disMaine, via Quebec, to Sarnia, at the south- j charge pistol shots. The Mayor read the riot
ern extremity of Lake Huron, and thence act, and swore in special constables. These aracross the peninsula of Michigan to Grand rested a ringleader, who was rescued by his
Haven, on Lake Michigan, opposite to Mil- militant co-religionists while the constables
waukie.
were bearing him off to gaol. To this point,
After a patient waiting for the time speci- the prospects of Protestant Ascendancy
fied, we left for Preston about fifteen miles looked blue; and the orthodox railway
from Harrisburg. This place is a small, but " navvies " gave victory to the Banners of
thriving village, about three miles from Gait. Rome! But the apparition of 40 riflemen,
It is expected to become a place of import- headed by their officers, cowed the hearts of
ance. The houses are substantial stone the Papists, who are ever most courageous
buildings, and the greater part of its popula- when wreaking their vengeance upon the
tion, as well as that of the surrounding coun- defenceless. The sight of forty rifles restored
try, German. Gait, near by, is a flourishing the fortunes of the night; and, by 10 o'clock,
place, situated on both sides of the Grand Protestant Ascendancy ruled the destinies of
River, and contains about 3000 inhabitants. her Britannic Majesty's loyal, and hitherto
We were detained an hour at Preston, in peaceable, town of Guelph. The ringleader
which we dined ; and, at 1 P. M., started in was recaptured, and committed to take his
an old four-horse stage for Guelph, twelve trial at the ensuing assizes; others were
miles distant. We were five insides. The fined ; and a well-known anti-law-and-order
weather much warmer than we expected to member of the " pisantry," was committed to
find it in Canada; the country pleasant, the gaol for twenty-four hours for contempt of
wheat harvest abundant; but the roads an court, in openly endeavoring to persuade the
impalpable dust of magnesian lightness, convicts not to pay their fines.
raised into clouds by the rotation of four
It being now 4 o'clock, we took our seats
wheels and the fretting of sixteen hoofs un- in the cars for Rockwood, eight miles east of
der whip and sun. Enveloped in a halo of Guelph. They were much crowded, as all
dust and heat, we had to endure a rough and the country-side were returning from the
tedious ride of two hours. We arrived at circus they had been to see. Before us were
Guelph, on the Grand Trunk, an hour before two Romish Sin-Pardoners, whose occiputs
tho train started for Toronto, by which we and parietals, with an occasional glimpse of
had still to go eight miles to a place called their frontals, we had a good opportunity
Rock wood.
of studying. Their organizations were of
These two places, a few days before our the villainous type, one rather more so than
arrival, had*acquired notoriety in Canada as the other. They conversed in Latin, their
theatres of anti-Romish enthusiasm and ecclesiastical mother-tongue ; and from the
popish brutality. The Orangemen, devoted trumpery they had on, and the vestment-case
to Protestant ascendancy in the British do- they seemed to carry, they were probably on
minions, had their Twelfth of July celebra- a sin-pardoning expedition, merchandizing
tion at Rockwood. In the evening, about souls.
We had now arrived at Rockwood, where
seven o'clock, when the festivities of the day
were over, some half-dozen of them, wearing Mr. Stewart was to meet us with his farmthe badges of their order, were proceeding waggon to convey us five miles further, to his
on their arrival in Guelph to their several house near Everton. But Bro. Scott's letter
abodes in the town, as it is said, " in the informing him of the time of our arrival at
quietest possible manner." But, on their Rockwood had not reached him ; and we
turning the corner of a certain street, the de- were consequently landed upon -a platform
moniac spirit of the old Roman Strumpet where a station is to be with no one to direct
rushed into the head of a worshipper of the or receive us. Here was the prospect of a
Image of the Beast, and caused him to leap fatiguing walk with more baggage than we
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were able to carry without fainting by the Stewart's enabled us more highly to appreway; or of putting up for the night" in a ciate the benefit conferred by the elder's
place whose appearance indicates that stran- team. It was with great satisfaction we at
gers are taken in and done for, rather than I length arrived at Mr. Stewart's. He was
entertained with hospitality and good cheer. j not at home, having gone to meet us in a
Yea verily, we would have preferred to ί sprmg-waggon. He had, however, taken the
camp in the woods than to sojourn there. ί other road ; but had heard of our arrival and
The scattered hovels that bear the name of < departure by the messenger, which had reRockwood are situated on the margins of a ί lieved him of all anxiety on our account. A
deep hollow, very recently all rocks and j thorough ablution from head to foot with
forest, but now all rocks and a black-looking, { cold water, a change of apparel, and a cup
stagnant mill-pond. But we were delivered of tea, restored us to a state of agreeable exfrom this gloomy alternative by the kindness j istence, which is pleasant to think of even
of a Campbellite lady, whose husband being now. That night we enjoyed a rest to
a kind of factotum (an elder, we think) which we rarely attain. Our friend did not
among the Bethanians of Eramosa, had a return till late, so that we did not see him
year before nominated himself, and therefore till the morning.
been specially commissioned, to meet the
We spoke four times in the township of
President of Bethany College at Toronto,
and to escort him thence to their encamp- Eramosa ; namely, on Thursday and Friday
ment by Everton. Through our companion nights, and twice on Sunday, July 27. The
in travel, who was acquainted with her, and place of meeting in the week was a log-buildfrom whom she learned the difficulty we were ing called the " Central Church," belonging
in, she kindly invited us to seats in the wag- to the Bethanian Disciples, and distant from
gon that had come to meet her at the cars and Mr. Stewart's some three or four miles.
to convey her home. As there were two roads Being hay-time, the people did not assemble
in opposite directions from the platform to .till 84 P. M.; but then they filled the house,
Mr. Stewart's, and being uncertain about his and listened very attentively till ten o'clock,
movements, we sent a message by a pedes- after which we had to travel home in the
trian, who happened to be going by one road, dark, or by the light of our understanding of
the way, not being favored with the moon. A

dox team only could travel without dismay. tree. The light within being of no account,
Amid all the upheavings and down fallings we appealed to a box of lucifers and a canof the way,v however, there was something to dle, by which we regained the road; and
amuse in the contemplation of a Campbellite without other interruption than the clumsy
elder's " establishment" conveying our repu- device against quadrupeds, called " drawdiated and heretical self into the very sanc- < bars," invariably presents, regained our cartum of the encampment; and we at the same ! avansera between eleven o'clock and midtime on a visit to set forth a doctrine, which ! night.
reduces the principles of the Order to immateriality, and nothing more! On arriving j On Sunday our appointments were on the
at the proprietor's gate, the elder's wife in- roadside under the shade of certain trees.
vited us very politely to go in, and take tea ; The meeting in the morning was appointed
but our compagnon de vox/age knowing the for 9 A.M., that the members of the Camporthodox horror that existed within doors bellite body might have an opportunity of
against our alleged " heresy," declined putting hearing about the kingdom of God; and,if
the elder's nerves to so cruel a test; so thank- they wished, of attending their own meeting
ing his good lady for her politeness, and the likewise at 10J. We were there at the hour
real benefit she had conferred in the use to appointed, but as yet no one had arrived ; we
which she had applied the elder's waggon,we J therefore took a walk, and on return found
left part of our baggage with her to be sent < quite a goodly number. We told them that
for, and handling the rest, we started afoot ) " we had been punctual, but not they. Our
to Mr. Stewart's. The distance, judging \ time was, therefore, so reduced, that it would
from the fatigue experienced in the walk, is \ be impossible for us to do justice to our subfrom a mile and a half to two miles. Much \ ject before it was probable many of them
of the way was through dust, and smoke \ might wish to leave for another place. They
blown from burning logs on the windward \ could do so ; but we should continue neverside of the road; so that with dust, heat, < theless to discourse to those who Tjere dissmarting eyes, weighty baggage, and debili- \ posed to stay until we had fairly laid the
ty from previous sickness, this walk to Mr. ί matter before them." Here a Bethanian,
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reclining upon the turf, called out, " Come } who have drunk of the intoxicating cup in
then, to the marrow right off" " That," j the hand of Babylon the Great.
said we, " is for us to determine. In ] In the case before us, the questioners were
the present perverted state of the public ; of that order of sectarians who have been
mind it is not possible to bring ' the mar- taught to believe that the Gospel was
row' of divine truth intelligibly before them preached for the first time on the day of
' right off' There is much rubbish to be . Pentecost, by Peter. They could not gaincleared out before the foundation can be laid : say the demonstration we had established :
upon which to rear a superstructure owned ! First. That the Gospel was preached to
and accepted of God, the great masterAbraham.
builder through the truth. If, when 10\ arrives, you wish to leave, the way is open ; if Secondly. That Paul says, it " first began to
be preached," in his own day, " by the
you prefer to remain, none more welcome : :
while we reserve to ourselves the ordering of
Lord Jesus."
our discourse to suit our own views of the Thirdly. That what he preached was " confitness and propriety of things."
firmed " to Paul and others by the
apostles who heard him.
We proceeded then to address them on
the kingdom of God ; showing, from Moses Fourthly. That salvation is predicated on
and the prophets, that God once had a kingthe obedient belief of what Jesus and
dom upon the earth; that he has not one ;
his
apostles preached ; and,
there at present; but that his kingdom will ;
hereafter be restored where it was before, by ; Fifthly. That what they preached was " the
Gospel of the Kingdom of God."
Jesus Christ, at his appearing in power ; and
These five points, we say, neither they
by him be presented to his church, which is
the aggregation of the brethren of Jesus, ; nor any other man admitting the authority
and of the co-heirs with him, and not the"of the Scripture, can set aside. They saw
there was a gospel preached before Pentesubjects of the Kingdom of God.
cost of which they knew nothing. Now, if
When half-past ten arrived, we perceived they admitted that this gospel, preached
a movement on the part of some to go. We, before the crucifixion, were the gospel to be
therefore, remarked, that as speaking in the believed for salvation, the admission would
open air was fatiguing,Awe would pause for a convict them of infidelity, and of being yet
few minutes and take a glass of water, which in their sins, though they had been immersed
would refresh us, and afford an opportunity for remission of sins! As the lesser diffifor those to retire who wished so to do, culty, therefore, they clung to their sectarian
without disturbing the speaker or those who tradition, that the gospel was first preached
wished to hear. Upon this, our friend on Pentecost; and assumed that what we
elongated upon the turf arose and went to had demonstrated must be another gospel,
his barouche, to consult his companions about making two ! Hence their question, " Which
a move, but they had no wish to go, so he of the two gospels we had named was the
and they remained; albeit, a few others power of God for salvation?"
withdrew from the declaration of God's tesBut we did not say that the Scripture
timony, to present themselves at " Cen- exhibits two separate and diverse true gostral Church," where Moses and the prophets pels. We showed that it affirms but one
figure as a Hebrew almanac out of date !
true gospel, whether preached to Abraham,
On Friday night and Sunday afternoon, to Israel in the wilderness, by Jesus before
questions were put to us by certain of the his crucifixion, or by his apostles on and
leaders among the Bethanists; such as, after Pentecost, to Jews, Greeks, Scythians,
" Which of the two Gospels we had named Barbarians, bond or free. It is this gospel
was the power of God for salvation ? !" and, alone that is " the power of God for salva" What did we mean by Jesus not being at tion," as Paul says ; even that very gospel
this time a high priest?!" and, " If there which, in the same chapter qnoted from by
were no kingdom now, what did Paul mean our questioners, he declares he was separated
by saying that · God had translated us into to, and " which God had promised aibre, by
his prophets in the Holy Scriptures."—
the kingdom of his son ?!' "
Rom. i. 1, 2, 16. But they have yet to learn
These questions were evidently proposed that the Gospl is A WHOLE, composed of
as a foil to darken the truth we had set divers parts; that the parts are essential
forth. If they were honestly propounded, to that whole ; that a part or parts do not
they fairly illustrated the confusion of mind contain the whole; that a part is not the
produced when the truth, scripturally exhi- whole ; that is, the divine sonship of Jesus is
bited, salutes the ears of people indoctrinated not the gospel, but an essential and necessary,
with the traditions of the schools—people an indispensable element thereof.

Visit to Canada and the West.
" But was there not something peculiar in^r ing." They were called by the Campbellite
the preaching of the apostles on Pentecost, ^ gospel to a kingdom men call " the church,"
that distinguished it from the preaching of s and to a glory " beyond the skies!!" But
Jesus before his crucifixion ?" Doubtless <the Uible contains no such call to transkythere was; but this peculiarity did not \ Icingdomia, the Utopia of " Christendom."
constitute their preaching another gospel The very reverse. It invites men to u dothan his. He preached the gospel of the king- minion, glory, and a kingdom" upon earth—
dom as a message from God to Israel; and to '· a kingdom and dominion, and the greathimself as that Christ of God, and divine ness of the kingdom under the whole heavson of David that was to come. The en," and not above and far beyond it—Ban.
apostles preached the same message, and vii. 27. This hope proclaimed by Moses
setting forth THE NAME of the crucified and and the Prophets, Jesus and his Apostles,
resurrected Jesus for repentance and remission is not their hope, our adversaries themselves
of sins, "for all and upon all who believe" being judges. They have no "confidence" in
" the things of the kingdom of God, and the it; neither do they therefore " rejoice" in it;
name of Jesus Christ."—Rom. iii. 22 ; Acts, and consequently they adjudge themselves
viii. 12. This was the Pentecostian peculi- to be not of Christ's house ; so that he is no
arity. If a man believed the gospel of the High Priest for them ; nor for any others,
kingdom, but rejected the claims of Jesus to who can show no better faith than that of
be son of God, and son of David, and demons, " who believed and trembled."
heir of David's throne, as the unbelieving
We affirmed and proved our affirmation
Jews did, he could not be saved ; for though
he believed in the kingdom, he rejected the from the word,
name. So, on the other hand, if a man con- First; That had Jesus remained upon earth
fessed that Jesus was Son of God and Christ,
after his resurrection, instead of ascending
but repudiated the Gospel of the kingdom,
to the right hand of power, he could not
or were ignorant of the things concerning it,
have been a priest in Israel, so lojig as the
as our contemporaries are almost universalMosaic Constitution was the law of the
ly, he could not be saved ; for he was " alienland.
ated from God's life through ignorance," and Second; That he is hereafter to'sit upon his
rejected the things of the Second Will, or
throne in Jerusalem, as a priest after
Abraham's covenant confirmed by the blood
the order of Melchizedec; and
of Jesus ; by which covenant alone men can
be justified, sanctified, saved. " He that be- Third ; That then, and not till then, will
lieveth not shall be condemned."—Eph. iv.
he be a High Priest for Israel and the
18 ; Rom. xv, 8 ; Heb. x. 9 : 10.
nations.
As to the second question, it was simply
After our discourse on Sunday afternoon,
sufficient to say, that we did not affirm that a person in some way connected with a
" the Lord Jesus was not at this time a High Campbellite paper published in Canada, rePriest." What we did affirm was, that since marked that they had heard that the kingdom
the entrance of Jesus within the veil, and of God did not now exist upon earth ; he
through the rent thereof, he has been High would, therefore, likeu to know what Paul
Priest only " over his own house ; whose meaut by saying that God hath translated
house are they who hold fast the confidenceus into the kingdom ?"
We met this inquiry by asking him, " If a
and THE REJOICING OF THE HOPE firm unto
the end"—Heb. iii. 6. This definition of person wrote a letter about a certain subject
Christ's household, composed of " kings and to another, would that individual be justified
priests for God," of course excludes all who in interpreting it of something else ; and if the
are ignorant and faithless of the " One hope writer expressed himself indefinitely as to
of the calling," though they may believe with time, would the interpreter do right in makthe demons of antiquity and confess, saying, ing the time definite?" He admitted it
" Thou, Jesus of Nazareth, we know thee would be wrong. We remarked then, that
who thou art; thou art the Christ the Son thii admission applied to the case in hand.
of God !" Our questioners were destitute of Paul is writing concerning the change which
this hope, which Paul styles " the hope of had taken place in the position of the ColosIsrael," and on account of which, he says, sians ; not of entering into the kingdom of
he was an ambassador in bonds—Acts xxvi. God, which Jesus told Nicodemus, no man
G, 7 ; xxviii. 20 ; Eph. vi. 19, 20 ; Cvl. iv. could do except he were born of water and
3. They had not been " called to God's Spirit—Jno. iii. 5; and which Paul to the
kingdom and eternal glory" (1 Thes. ii. 12 ; same purpose testified when he said, " Flesh
1 Pet. v. 10) and, therefore, that kingdom and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of
and glory are not their hope, nor their " call- God." So long as a man is " flesh and
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blood," he is not born of Spirit. He isflesh- dom of God. The baptism is the translatand not spirit; for " that which is born of ing act, by which the state is changed; and
the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the believer transferred from under a senthe spirit is spirit." Paul did not write to tence of death, and comes under a sentence
the baptized in Colosse, that God had trans- into life. The Colossians had been translated
lated them into his Son's kingdom, which into this new state, the hope of which is the
spirit-men can alone inherit; for Paul well kingdom of God, but the state is not the
knew that none of them had been born of kingdom itself. No one of spiritual underthe Spirit in rising from the dead.
standing would confound the state and the
What the apostle did was to write to them hope of that state with the thing itself hoped
of that intellectual and moral qualification for. Paul was writing about translation
they were the subjects of, as compared with into the hope of the kingdom, not into the
their position before they were enlightened— kingdom itself; and rejoices that God " the
while they were under " the dominion of the Father had qualified him and them for the
darkness." Then, as he reminded the bap- portion of the inheritance of the saints in
tized in Ephesus, " they were alienated from the light;" and that inheritance is the kingthe life of God through the ignorance that dom of God and his Christ, constituted m
was in them"—they were " without Christ." its full development of " the kingdoms of
They had not been " translated into" him. this world," which are to become his, when
They were " aliens from the Commonwealth the times of the Gentiles shall be fulfilled.—
of Israel, and strangers from the Covenants Rev. xi. 15.
of Promise, having no hope, and without
As to the time when they had been transGod in the world." But a great change lated into the hope, he speaks indefinitely.
had happened to them through " the good- He uses the aorist and not the perfect tense,
ness of God," who had sent Paul " to open which declares the fact, without specifying
their eyes, to turn them from darkness to the time of the action. A strictly gramlight, and from the power of Satan unto matical translation of the passage stands
him." This Paul accomplished as the in- thus—" Giving thanks to the Father who
strument of God. He sowed, " the word of has qualified us for the portion of the inherthe kingdom" in their hearts, and God, by itance of the saints in the light, who himself
the signs and wonders, and divers miracles, delivered us from the dominion of the darkand distributions of the Holy Spirit, where- ness, and transferred us to the kingdom of
with he bore witness to the truth according the Son of his love, in whom we have the
to his will, gave the increase—Heb. ii. 4 ; 1 redemption through his blood, the remission
Cor. iii. 5.
of sins."
Our questioner said, " translated" was in
And because they were God's increase,
Paul writes to them, giving thanks to the the perfect tense in the Greek. We replied,
Father for them, " on account of THE HOPE that it was so in the English version of the
laid up for them in the heavens, which they Greek, but not in the Greek itself; " made
had before heard in the word of the truth of meet," " delivered," " translated," were all
the gospel." The hope was preached to them of the aorist, and not the perfect. He rein the gospel, and they believed it. It was peated that they were not the aorist but the
the hope that made the preaching glad tid- perfect; thinking, we suppose, that the mulings. The belief of the good news changed titude, which know as little of Greek as himtheir relative position; for, believing self (for we were told afterwards that it was
they were baptized into God, into Christ, all hieroglyphics to him) would mistake the
into the hope of his kingdom and glory, into repetition of the assertion for proof. Upon
the faith, &c. In their old position, they this we dismissed his question with the rewere under " the power of darkness," or ig- mark, that if he said, " translated" was the
norance ; in their new, under the power of perfect, then he did not know a perfect when
light, or of the divine knowledge, styled by he saw it in the Greek. He said he was in
the apostle " the knowledge of God"—CQI. good company, but in what respect we have
i. 10. The subject-matter of this knowledge yet to learn.
After we had finished,ΉΓ. Stewart inwas "the kingdom of his dear Son," which
is set before men as the hope to which they quired of a Mr. Parkinson, a Bethanist, and
are called or invited in the Gospel of salva- townrecve, how he liked the discourse?
tion. To be translated into this knowledge, ) " Not at all; he had never heard such perAn
is, for a believer of the kingdom to be re- | versions of the Scriptures before!"
stored again to Israel on the basis of the ! excellent judge, this same Mr. Parkinson,
Abrahamic Covenant, to be baptized into ί doubtless; seeing that he is as skilled in Moses
the name of God manifested in the flesh, in and the Prophets as the sagacious creature
hope of eternal life and glory in the king- \ who rebuked the madness of Balaam in pro-
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phesying for hire against the tribes of Ja- Uieavings of the way, keeping us on the strain
cob !
I in balancing an umbrella and our own posi" Perversions!" exclaimed Mr. Stewart; tion on the unstable board. At length we
" what are they ?" " Oh, they are numerous!" arrived at the platform, where we found shel" Name one, Mr. Parkinson?" But Mr. P. ] t e r in a sort of sentry box, lighted by a
was more ready to assert than to prove. At Ι *™Φ pane ; the architectural nucleus,
length he affirmed that we had said that the j perhaps, of the future station! Confined to
apostles had learned nothing from Jesus!! this coop by the rain, which fell pretty freely,
Upon this barefaced declaration Air. Stew- we tarried for the Toronto train till twenty
art's indignation boiled over. He denied it; minutes to nine; for to Paris via Toronto
and straightway appealed to us to confront we preferred to go, though seventy miles
the man. " The very reverse," said we, " as further, rather than by way of Guelph to
every one that heard us can attest." We stage it on to Preston. Having bid our
had been particular to show that Jesus taught friends adieu, and bequeathed to Mr. Stewart
them more than he did the multitude ; for to an honorable contention for the faith, among
these he spake only in parables ; but his his quondam co-religionists, we evacuated
apostles he indoctrinated in the mysteries of the watchbox, and were soon en route for
the Kingdom; Jesus made them intelligent the Provincial Capital. We arrived there
in the Kingdom ; and, therefore, they put a at 11.15 A. M., and were detained at the
very pertinent question to him after his re- station till 12.20 P. M., when the train startsurrection, saying, " Wilt thou at this time ed for Hamilton. A short distance from
restore again the Kingdom to Israel?" this place we met the Great Western cars,
Then turning towards the people, MY. Stew- into which we were transferred bag and
art said that he was willing to meet Mr. baggage, and conveyed thence over our
Parkinson before them at any time he might former route to Paris the Less. At 3 Mi)
appoint, and defend the truth they had heard j 1 > M · we reached this station, a five hours
so abundantly proved, against anything Mr. and a half run from Rock wood, or 120 miles,
P. might be able to prefer against it. But exclusive of detention at Toronto. We were
Mr. P. has grown into a Reeve of one of the met by Bro. Scott, with whom we retired to
townships of JJer Majesty's backwoods since his hospitable home. That night two Nicohe used to insist upon Air. Stewart making demuses called to see us, and propounded
his house his home when he came to Canip- many questions, which we endeavoured to
bellize in' Eramosa ; he would not, therefore, answer according to the word ; but whether
" condescend" to have anything to say to him. to their conviction we are not able to aflirm.
Paris was the original terminus we had
But the time of our departure had arrived.
In all we had said in Eramosa we made no proposed for this visit to our foreign relaattack or allusion to Campbellism in partic- tions of the Province. But through the
ular; yet the spirit of the old Adam en- \ lady who was the bearer of the letter and
throned at Bethany could not be si ill; but report from Edinburgh, whom we found
seemed bent upon a suicidal opposition. there; and who had communicated with
The conviction, we were informed, left upon certain friends in Wisconsin respecting our
the minds of many was that the lights of visit to Paris; we received a pressing inviEramosa are flickering and expiring wicks, tation to extend our tour into that State.
morning, therefore, we were
—" children in knowledge," but in prejudice On Tuesday
;
and presumption Titanic men. May the again ' aboard" the Great Western on oar
truth presented be an extinguisher of their way to Geneva, St. Charles, and Aurora, in
traditions from the hearts of many ; and may Illinois ; and from thence to Milwaukee and
they be induced by what they have heard to Pewaukee in Wisconsin. In all these places
attend to what God has spoken to the Fa- we expected to address the people in behalf
thers by the Prophets, and to their posterity of the Gospel of the Kingdom of God; albeit
by his Son, that, believing, they may become [ from sickness our expectation was not enobedient to " the faith once for all delivered | tirely fulfilled.
to the Saints," (of which at present their ;
(To be continued.)
view is blended with the densest fog.) that, \
having duly suffered for the truth, they may \
rejoice in the presence of the Lord during j Epistle from " the Called" ill Edinburgh
his manifestation and kingdom.
< to their Brethren in New York City.
^ On Monday, July 28, we departed from j The following letter, with the " general
Eramosa at 7 A. M., in our friend's farm \ Report" referred to, was received about the
waggon for Rockwood, that great city of i latter end of June or beginning of July. We
rocks and stumps of forest trees. Rain add- ! should have laid it sooner before the friends
ed to the discomfort of the joltings and up- j of the great truth we advocate identified
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with the Herald, together with our abstract joyment of Christian fellowship.
As yet
of the report, and the reply of the brethren there has been very little done in that way ;
in this city, so happily expressed by bro. probably from the predominance of that most
James Beadman, their amanuensis—but that common element in our character—individual
our time has been so much occupied in and associate—indifference to others. By
travelling and disseminating the gospel of saying this indifference is reprehensible, we
the. Kingdom in Kentucky, Canada, Illinois, condemn ourselves it may be. Let us amend
Virginia, and elsewhere. AVe are now in our ways and, on as large a scale as we conwinter quarters, and, among other things, \ veniently can, consider one another, to proshall endeavour to prepare from the report a voke into love and good works.
condensed view of the kingdom's prospects j It is gratifying to find that the question of
and present fortunes in Britain, for the infor- ! the Lord's coming is exciting some interest
mation and encouragement of all who are in various quarters among religious men :
interested in the preparation of the Bride for but it tends to so little good, is so barren of
the marriage supper of the Lamb. In the result, that it is a question whether any great
mean time, by way of instalment we lay be- end is served toward the dissemination and
fore our readers the following epistle and reception of the Gospel of the Kingdom of
reply.
Editor.
God. And therefore a question whether the
Dec. 15,1856.
general mind is at all prepared for that complete submission to God's Christ, so much
desiderated in all disciples. Of many preachers of this doctrine it may be said, their words
To Dr. John Thomas for the Brethren with shew a comprehension of things " not far from
the kingdom of G o d " ; but the hearers are
him in New York, U. S.
only tantalised with the echo of future greatDEAR BROTHER :
ness, deriving no further good than the bulk
Through the favor of our sister Jessy of the community who never hear of these
Lindsay from Dundee, en route for Wisconsin, things. Truly there is no hope for men until
we send you a copy of the Report of the they cease from following the clergy, and
position of matters as they are (or they take to the reading of the Bible.
were, rather, for this was gathered at New
AVe are happy to inform the brethren,
Year time) in Great Britain, so far as we through you, that we are generally in good
can ascertain. The document in question health. Of those personally known to you all,
will sufficiently explain itself; and we trust Bro. T. Ren wick and Sister Agnes Arcus, we
that the perusal of it will be interesting to
have to say they are well; the former has recov-<
all the brethren in New York. Perhaps
ered his health so much as to be able, to some
also the friends in other places may see from
extent, to resume work. Brethren J . Forit how things fare on this side of the
j man, AVilliam Wilson, J . Cameron, A. Tait,
Atlantic.
j James Lawrie, &c, are in ordinary health.
It is very natural and very proper too that 5 AVe live together happily and to some profit,
we should feel some interest in those of the and increase our number by occasional adsame faith who are scattered throughout the \ dition—thus, to-day we receive amongst us
United States and Canada. We hope there- ξ Mr. Robert Norrie—known to some of your
fore that ere long we shall be furnished with J number.
as copious information on this head as you can
j AVe all, even those who are not personally
procure. AVe doubt not that you, yourself,
] known to any of you, feel a considerable
will have a sufficient clue to such places and
'{ interest in the church in New York, and are
persons as shall be likely furnish you with the
somewhat acquainted with Bro. J . THfomas,
necessary material, and that there are plenty
through his writings. May we indulge the
of energetic men in the church in New
hope that we shall by-and-by receive a letter
York to undertake the necessary correspon! from you—to inform us of your welfare, to
dence. It has been also suggested that you,
| stimulate our faith and hope, to increase our
Bro. Thonuis, will be the likeliest person to
j joy ? Farewell!
know whether there are any brethren on the
j
May the blessing of the God of Abraham,
continent of Europe—in Germany or France,
with whom we could communicate. If you through our Lord Jesus the Christ, be on
GEORGE DOWIE.
know of any such, we would feel obliged by ί you all.
\ Edinburgh, June I, 185G.
you informing us of them.
Apart from the mere statistic value of our
inter-British correspondence we expect that
< The
" The wise shall inherit glory."
an occasional epistle well helps to enhance
our advantageousness and increase our en- simple shall inherit folly."—Prov.
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Reply to the Brethren in Edinburgh. < of every new-born saint as the advent of an
mm
r j> τ
m · • AT ν * L ? angel—an addition to the common fund of
The Church of Jesus Christ in Ν. Υ to those > e n j o y m e n t a n d finding g r e a t e r blessedness
in Edinburgh who have obtained like pre- /t h a n ' t b a t o f p a s s i v e l v receiving happiness in
l
cious faith with us, javor and peace be?; t h e
^tWQ
of imparting it."
1 H k e vrero
multiplied to you through the knowledge 0/ And, Beloved Brethren, we again thank you
God and of Jesus Christ our Lord.
< f ( ) r tokinff t h e first s t e p i u t h i s d i r e c t i o n <
Beloved Brethren,—Your interesting letter, j From what has been said we would not conand the report sent by Sister Lindsay have { vey the idea that our church is t;quite isolated
been received and read to us by Br. Thomas, > and neutral amidst the cry of what shall we
and we send you many thanks for your ; eat and drink, and with what shall we be
Christian courtesy in affording us so much j clothed," and how fast can we make money,
pleasure. We were, indeed, pleased and sur- J constantly ascending from the insane crowds
prised at the number of Churches and the i around us ; no, brethren,we have often brought
number of brethren, but especially at the j us on the wings of the winds and lightning
tolerable uniformity in their practice. Com- < notes of cheer—from various and distant replete agreement could
be exneeted.
expected, Sgions
ild hardly
hardlv be
irions; : from
from the
the north
north and
and the
the glowing
glowing
It would be strange
g if so many,
y employed
p y so south ; from the prairies and the regions of
And we believe it is the intention of
g
long under the builders of modern Babel, gold.
were all found speaking the same language, our beloved brother Thomas to collect inforespecially the language of Canaan ; but we mation on these subjects, to collate your inare persuaded that all who have really re- teresting report, and publish them in his expented, believed and obeyed the Gospel will cellent paper.
Further on you remark <; that the coming
by-and-by rectify what is wrong, and become
of
the Lord is exciting some attention among
fused into that Unit so earnestly prayed for
by our dear Saviour previous to his suffering. the sects, but there is no hope for the people
For ifwehaverepented,that will have brought ; u n tilil they
the
andd begin
h forsake
fk
h clergy
l
b i to
us into unison with God's way of thinking; if ) s t u d y the Bible." This fearful fact is too
we have "the Faith" we shall purify ourselves ; > true, and from what we see and hear we feel
if we are obedient children we shall do whatso- > certain that there is no well-founded hope for
ever he has commanded us, and by these means '} the people. Respecting the Gospel they seem
succeed more or less in attaining the charac- ) willingly ignorant; of the nature of repentter of our dbar Redeemer—his dignity and \ a n c c towards God—God's way of gifting imhumility—his gentleness and firmness—his \ mortality to man, and the destiny of the
justice and benevolence—his hatred of sin , World in the Golden Ages now rapidly apand amazing compassion for the erring.
\ proaching—they have but little more knowIn your letter you express the hope to be \ ledge than if God had not spoken on these
furnished with like information, respecting \ subjects ; they are " intoxicated with the wine
the Church ofr Christ on this side of the > of the Mother of Harlots," and, like most
Atlantic, to w hich we beg to reply, that no i people in that condition, they imagine themconcentrated effort has been made by us of! selves extra sober and sensible. In this state
that kind, owing we hope not altogether to it is quite easy for the priests who blithly
an excess of selfishness, but partly to that Ϊ officiate in the temples to flatter excited seliand other influences inseparable from the > esteem, and by an artful admixture of Mythsingular position in which we stand, both to ? ology, false reasoning and perverted scripture,
our past lives and to the religious world. Ϊ to persuade the deceived people that they have
You know the scales have not long fallen ' found a smooth highway to Heaven, and that
from onj eyes ; we have hardly done wonder- they are leisurely walking in their silken
ing at our past credulity and the amazing slippers to the starry abodes of angels and
darkness in which we have been stumbling ; of God. Now, for people so circumstanced
our vision is not yet nicely adjusted to the \ to stand still and consider the simple truths
new light poured on it from the fountain of} of the Gospel of the Kingdom, and bend to
day; the glorious things revealed still astonish > its humiliating conditions, seems impossible,
us ; we yet reel with the weight of glory ; to > They have deposed reason ; they have given
keep anything like steady, demands most of \ up her clear and satisfying conclusions for
our time, and, after all, as with the Magnates \ mere sensuous pleasures ; their delirium is too
in the Satanic kingdom, we cannot always \ agreeable—the enchantment thrown around
maintain the balance of power. We shall, it \ them is too delightful—they cannot be unde13 hoped, in a little while act
more as if, in the ] ceived till the sentence is pronounced, " He
beautiful words of Harris u we wished all the \ that is filthy, let him be filthy still." Not but
saints in Christ Jesus to constitute one fa- \ that the Gospel is still the "Power of God to
mily, clothed in a robe of happiness, with )) all who believe," but they are mostly outside
charity for a girdle, and hailing the addition and beyond its saving influence, Indeed we
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think we see an awful parallel between this i place for every Christian, on the first day of
generation and that cotemporary with the j the week, is at that table, refreshing his
ministrations of the Redeemer. The world j memory, strengthening his faith, intensifying
is full of religion, but nearly empty of Christ- \ love, and edifying his brethren. Again, the
ianity. There is a good deal of sacrifice, but ! I^anark difficulty respecting the death of
precious little of obedience,and hundreds of op- Ϊ Christ being the Gospel, its being the result
posing sects claim the possession of the Spirit \ of the love of God, &c.—although a more
of the Holy One, while the victory of the » sober difficulty, is not very hard of solution,
world over the churches, and the masses of j The death of Christ, certainly, is not the
corr
posed,
nations. But it is time to leave this painful
subject, that we may offer a few suggestions
respecting a difficulty or two noticed in your
reports, as having troubled some of the brethren.
The first which we shall mention is tccto-

the result of the love of God : it is rather the
result of a law of God, namely, that" without
the shedding of blood there is no remission"
, —that is, the sentence of death, which has
ί passed on all men, could not be remitted ex«cpt blood or life had been given for the lives

nothing to do with teetotalism, and for Chris- that we love, and therefore pay the price
tians to insist upon it is like glorifying moon- \ demanded. God gave his beloved for his
shine, and neglecting the great source of all otherwise lost children on earth; the Jews,
its light—it is acting like that portion of the of their own free will, crucified him through
doctoring community, who ply all their chem- envy. These two statements are perfectly
istry, drugs and nonsense, to the palliation or reconcileable; it is only to the mere metaremoval of the symptoms of disease, and pay physician that such passages present any difno attention to the laws of health and life. ficulty. We Christians are willing to take
Christianity is the only remedy for the moral such facts as we find them. We may not
diseases of man,—it can cure them, teetotalism alter them, or explain them away : the Bible
never. Temperance in all things is the great is not a book of metaphysics—it is a book of
law of Christians and we would recommend induction, from which earnest men, by careful'
that teetotalism, as a piece of useless lumber, study, may learn the nature of that God with
be thrown, with a stone round its neck, into whom he has to do, secure immortality, and
obtain suggestive
glimpses of a bright desthe depths of the sea.
a long wray into the future eternity. If
Again, as to whether it is proper to send the tiny,
r
Sacramental bread and wine to absentees, a we would be approved sons of God, we must
few words will suffice. The Lords supper is drop metaphysics, and become earnest believers and lovers of the Bible.
simply a family feast commemorative of a
wonderful event—an event on which hangs
We would, in conclusion, venture a remark
the redemption of the world. It is to be on the subject of the Holy Spirit; but it is
eaten by the church in its associative capa- so vast, that we fear to place our ibot on its
city, and not sent to the sick-room, except threshold. In its comprehension it is infinite ;
that church agrees to keep the feast in the yet, in its relation to man, it is one of the
sick-room, in consideration of the disabled simplest in the records of light. It is difficult
brother. It ought not to be sent to the of apprehension, principally with the lovers
careless loiterers at home, or Sunday-visitors of the wonderful, who are apt to remain unabroad : they don't care for it. The com- satisfied with common blessings, and are almand to them is, " Forsake not the assem- ways reaching after special gifts and flowers.
bling of yourselves together." There is no There was " one Spirit" when God began to
transubstantiation, no salvable virtue, in the create the worlds. The influences of the
bread and wine : they are symbols only of the spirit diffused themselves in mighty waves
body and blood of the dear Saviour ; and the proceeding through the universe, to return
effects, when they are produced on us by par- again to the throne of the Eternal, laden with
taking of them, are the result of ideality in gladness and praise from millions of beings
combination with that peculiar moral con- j in many worlds, mingled with the lofty songs
dition into which repentance, faith, and the < of the Seraphim, and the humble and fervent
Holy Spirit have brought every true son of i thanks of forgiven man. All men are subject
Abraham. The proper place for the Lord's to, and enjoy, these influences of the Spirit.
Supper is on the Lord's table ; and the proper • IsTor can we shun them any more than we
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can flee from the influence of the sun, between
which and the influence of the Spirit we think
there is a beautiful
parallel. When man was
created a being1, who had to develop his
character and happiness out of supplied materials, but chiefly from an humble imitation
of his Creator's perfections, God at proper
times diffused abroad other influences of his
Spirit—influences illumined with light, warmed with love, vivified with power, and dark
with vengeance; and men were found with
affinities (to use a chemical phrase) for those
new spiritual influences, and transmitted them
to future generations. Hence Moses legislated, David sang, Solomon moralized, Isaiah
and all the prophets withdrew the veil from
futurity, and revealed the glories of an eternal
kingdom. Christ taught a divine morality,
suffered, and bled. Apostles preached it to
the world, and wielded the attribute of Deity
to prove their ambassadorship, and to produce faith in them who heard; and we, in
these last days, may enjoy the combined eflects
of those spiritual influences and efforts until
we are transformed into the image of the
Christ, and reign in the approaching kingdom. With these we may well be satisfied
and thankful, without craving the gifts of
powers ; or, if we greatly desire them, let us
bring ourselves up to the standard of faith ;
and then, if the gifts are not imparted, it will
be because our Father deems them unsuitable
for this day and generation.
Hoping this epistle will be received in the
same spirit which dictated it, with love to
all the holy brethren, we remain,
Yours, in one hope of our calling,
In behalf of the Church,
(Signed)

JAMES BEADMAN.

New York, Sept 10, 1856.

Christ and his brethren's Reign on Earth
Defended against Campbellism.
DEAR BROTHER THOMAS,—On the fifth

Lord's day in November, after having met
and worshipped at Zion, in· this county, some
of us went to Jerusalem and heard Mr. Orvis, a noted man among the " Reformers,"
with whom brother Magrudcr held debate.
He read 2 Pet. iii., and commented on it,
advocating the second personal coming of the
Lord from the passage read, and from other
passages—his second personal coming not to
reign on the earth, but to burn it up ! He
dwelt particularly on his raising all the dead,
both the righteous and the wicked simultaneously. In a word, he contends, that the
Lord will judge all at his second coming :
he will send the wicked into an eternal hell,
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burn up the earth, and take the righteous
with him to heaven, there to dwell always.
He also came down upon us for having
left %i the Reformation," and appearing to
wish to know our reason or reasons for having done it. After he had finished, I arose
and made an appointment for Zion, the next
Lord's day, saying, that the Lord enabling
me, I would prove, not that I believe, but
that the Holy Scriptures teach,the reign of the
Lord in person upon the earth one thousand
years. 1 also stated Mr. Campbell's claim
to the SUPERVISORSHIP in my presence, and

my having demurred to it. Upon this some
conversation ensued, and resulted in an agreement to have a friendly discussion at Jerusalem on the ensuing Friday and Saturday,
December 5th and Gth. 1 agreed to affirm
the proposition of Messiah's personal reign
upon the earth for 1000 years after his
second appearing : and Mr. OrvL undertook
to maintain the opposite.
It was not from confidence in myself, but
in the truth, and in the God of truth, 1 undertook this discussion. We met and discussed on the days appointed. I had been enabled to classify the testimonies ] wished to
adduce, and much to my .satisfaction.
Class 1, was designated by the phrase, Messiah's throne, embracing the passages concerning David's throne as promised to his
Seed, the Messiah.
Class. 2, designated by McssialCs residence <n
Mount Zion, the city of the Great King ;

embracing passages concerning Zion.
Class. 3, designated by Messiah's land and
people.
Class. 4, designated by Messiah's inheritance among the Gentiles ; and
Class. 5, designated by Messiah's reign, and
the reign <>f his Associated. Brethren, the

Saints; eml3racing Messiah's times.
This arrangement enabled me to remember
with quickness all the testimonies I deemed
it necessary to adduce. I trust, in all
humility, that my proposition was abundantly shown to stand proven in the Holy Scriptures—shown to all the unbiassed, to the noble-minded, and to the honest-hearted.
The discussion closed to all appearance in
friendly feeling. Mr. Orvis. doubtless, did
all he could; but he evidently appeared to
me weaker than when he discussed with
brother Magruder. I might name some of
the passages he quoted in opposition, but
they are so well known in what is styled
'· the orthodox world," that 1 deem it unnecessary.
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Brethren King and Dr. Lemuel Edwards*
expressed themselves as well satisfied with
the effort I was enabled to make in defence
of the truth. I challenged my friendly opponent to produce one passage to prove that
David's throne had ever been transferred into
heaven above. He maintains that Jesus has
been reigning 1800 years, and says he has
proven it! He asserts, that the passages
concerning David's throne have no connection with Messiah's second appearing. But
he made no effort to give us a testimony that
J )avid's throne had ever been transferred to
heaven.
He said he would not discuss the subject
any more.
In private, he said, that we would increase
like the Millerites did ; and in public, he limited our increase to 1866.
You can publish this communication if
you think proper ; it may stimulate our public advocates to hold themselves in readiness
for discussion at any time an opportunity
may offer. There is no need to publish every
debate; if we have many, they can benefit the persons present—so many of them as
are rightly disposed.
I think the friends of the truth have no
need to be discouraged. God is for the
truth, and is their God who faithfully advocate it. He will cause it and them to triumph when the time shall have arrived.
You, dear brother, will not be ashamed,
when you stand before the Son of Man, to
remember that you contended earnestly and
faithfully for the faith once for all delivered
to the saints.
I have immersed twelve this year. This
looks small; but God does not despise even ί
a " little flock," when right.
ί
That the good Lord may be the shield and J
exceeding great reward of yourself and of j
all who advocate his cause, is the desire and )
prayer of yours, in the bonds of fraternal af- j

Friday, your quondam friend, Mr. White,
made a motion to adjourn sine die, indefinitely. This was seconded by another man
whom I did not know ; but it was disregarded. I considered this motion as a good indication.
I was pleased in having the discussion in
Jerusalem, because it was carrying the war
into Africa.
Let our trust be in the truth, and in him
of whom Moses says, that he is a God of
truth ; let him be our shield and buckler, and
our exceeding great reward. I understand
that Mr. Orvis is to receive six hundred dollars for preaching at Jerusalem, next year;
so he appears to be bound.
He says you called him a hireling.
A. A.

Scholia.
No interpretation of one part of Scripture
can be correct, which invalidates another.
Two testimonies, each consisting of very few
words, completely overturn the earth-burning theory based on 2 Pet. iii., or any other
text. These are : " One generation passeth
away, and another generation cometn ; but
the earth abidcth forever—Eccles. i. 4 ; and
" God laid the foundations of the earth, that
it should not be removed forever—Psa}. civ.
δ. When Mr. Orvis, or any one else, shall
have converted these into a revelation of the
burning up of our planet, it will be quite
time enough to attend to their igneous interpretation of Peter.
Furthermore, when Mr. Orvis, or the Supervisor shall have disposed of Isaiah xxvi.
13, 14, they will have less difficulty in proving the resurrection of all the dead. Till
they have scripturally and logically reconciled that with their proposition, we may
rest upon our oars and float along.
Where is their " eternal hell," and what
does it consist in ? Let them put their heads
fection,
ALBERT ANDERSON. 1 together, and show us from the word! The
Acquinton, King William, (Va.)
\ same question may be put concerning their
'* heaven."
Dec. 13, 1856.
\ Why have we left " the Reformation ?"
P. S.—At the close of the discussion on j Because it is deformation and defamation of
the truth.
• Bro. J. B. Edwards was not at the discussion. He ]
does not like to go to this Jerusalem house, being just- <
,
The reign of Jesus as u a priest upon his
ly indignant at the unrighteousness of the so-called ( throne"' after the order of Melchizedec for
Reformers" who excluded him and others from the \
use of this house, notwithstanding their having liberally \ 1800 years, is 800 years too long.
contributed to the building thereof. These self-styled \
" Reformers ' excluded them from the use of the house, < Nay ; we shall not increase as did the
and did not refund the money which brother Edwards ; Millerites. We adhere too rigidly to the
and others of our brethren contributed.
\ word for that. The truth never will be emBrother Edwards is willing for you to publish this
in connection with what my letter states about broth- - braced by the multitude this side the resurren Hill King, and Dr. L. Edwards.
' rection. Sectarianism and its patrons will
It was a knavish piece of business; but quite in <
keeping with the inspiration of the old Adam, by whom \ have the ascendancy till then. Our day will
not come till the apocalypse of Jesus Christ,
they arc supervised.—EDITOR.
41
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After 1866, our increase will be " a great , thorns, and anxious, by a sine die adjournmultitude which no man can number."
\ ment, to allay their prickings, and to cover
his
Mr. Orvis is to receive $600 per ami. prox. {
Protege's retreat! He is not.wise and
for preaching his « eternal hell," earth-burn- too presumptuous to be taught. What can
ino·," universal resurrection, saint-emigration ** done with such a man ? Leave him to his
ID
to Skyana, to the Bethanian Jerusalemites, 1(lols > a n d w l s h him,wel1
Paying tor their
T
according to the testimony before us! Then destruction; for then there maybe some
c h a n c e of hia
is the editor of the HERALD perfectly justified
deliverance from thrall!
in styling Bro. Anderson's " friendly oppo-! But we must conclude in heartily congratunent," a hireling. If Mr. Orvis do not relish \ lating Bro. Anderson that he has satisfactorily
the epithet, let him cease to dull his palm. { defended the faith, and so sickened his oppowith the bribe ; and it will afford us great j nent of his wretched work, that he has deterpleasure to announce that a hireling he has J mined not to discuss the subject any more!
ceased to be.
" Prudence" is said to be "the better part of
The wisdom of the serpent is clearly
* He appears to be bound." Doubtless valor!"
the appearance betokens the reality. If the ( feen: shall we henceforth expect the harmBethanian Jerusalemites would give him \ l e s s n e s s o f t h e d o v e ?
$600 per annum, to show them what Mosos j Dec
EDITOR.
and the prophets teach in connection with ,
' ^ iy5i)
the words of Jesus and his apostles, even \
though it might lead him and them to renounce what Lord Bacon styles " the idols of
A Word from the Bush.
the den," then there would be no appearance
Bear Sir,—Through the kindness of Mr.
of bondage. But, under existing circumstances, all this is reversed. He is bound to Gilmour, of Goderich, I have had the perpreach Campbellism (every one knows what usal of this year's Herald, and would long
this term imports), or forego the $600 per ago have possessed myself of the whole work,
annum. The* proof of this lies in the fact, } but for certain matters having been rather
that he cannot preach the doctrine advocated ! under the weather. I am greatly pleased
by Bro. Anderson, or Presbyterianism, &c, Ϊ that you have visited Canada. God grant
and retain the fee. Therefore, we style it j that that visit may be the means of arouses bribe; and add, that he is bound by this j ing some to a knowledge of the truth as it is
bribe to serve his paymasters (and they are > in Jesus. If the Herald could get introduced
hard cases), or be practically dismissed. This j here and there, much good, I think, would
is awful bondage, for which a paltry $600 a be the result. It is to this work, under
God, that I am indebted for what little I
year is but a fretting to the soul!
I know of the Gospel ; and I can
We doubt not but brother Anderson, who ahope
is a freeman, gave good account of the bond-) a ls ms uO rr fe t ytoou tmh aa kt et hme perusal
of it
at first, used
h a i r s t a
d U
man who attacked him on the way. The ίηιι
y
" P> so conw e r e lts
" testimony for Jesus, which is the spirit of \ c eΎi v e d
teachings to all my pre-conprophecy," " dwells richly" in Bro. Α., who
notions of God's truth. It is hard to
'' meditates on it day and night." We pity unlearn and reject the strong Calvinistic
the man who ventures to parade his igno- teaching of thirty-five years—the system of
rance of the truth under the whole broadsides religion of one's parents, relatives and ache is capable of booming upon him from the quaintances, and which, of course, from its
batteries and fortresses of God. His only agency in advancing the cause of civil
defence is the greater ignorance of them that \ liberty and enlightenment, was looked upon
hire him. Ambrose* was, doubtless, on ί a s t h e o n l y t r u e f a i t h · A h > yes! it is
• indeed hard for one, so firmly grouuded in
) the prejudices of Presbyterianism as I have

• This same Ambrose, when we had fellowship in ( been, to be convinced t h a t it is all w r o n g ,
times of ignorance (out of which there is but little hope . r ι η ρ . ι η 1 n { nv -mlv <ι™>·»Ηη«τ for -villi (lru\ i l l
of his deliverance), was about as zealous a friend of ours i V
lmmanly bptakini», 101 ,Vllll UOll all
as he is now of the "friendly opponent" of tho word > t h i n g s a r e easy.
ΛΥ i t h me, indeed, t h e
which God has magnified above all his name in those ί struggle has been a h a n r one ; b u t 1 t h a n k
days of zeal without knowledge, he wanted others to > 1 T ·
,.
, ,
,. ,· , , T
unite with him in settling us in King William. But a i i i m Wl1 What measure Ot light I possess,
certain Bethanian, named Duval, obtaining an inkling a n d p r a y for m o r e .
of what was in agitation, baited Ambrose with a present
,
.
,
of two pointers, and so caught him with guile! After)
1 should h a v e given m u c h t o h a v e m e t
that important event, Ambrose filled his «ails with the ; y o u a t T o r o n t o , b u t this region is so r e m o t e
Bethanian breeze; and we, like Jonah, were11 made ac- , t οr O m v \n a t, m a r b\ e
π ι 4ι
· ·ι· ι
η
quaintedwith the deep! Thus this "disciple, so unlike \
^
)
P a l l e d i h e Civilized world,
the unstable waves of the seu (!), performed a somerset, ) t h a t it is n o t often we g e t d o w n t h e

Ku^
the air!

« f « m a » living, as it
were, civilization, refinement at least, and
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all the churches behind him, to study the
Looking for and hastening unto the glorifirst principles of the Bible iu the bush. ous appearing of our Lord,
The ways of God are indeed unsearchable, ;
I remain, yours,
and incomprehensible, until His own light
GARRET W. ROBINS.
dawns upon them, and reveals what lie
Camp Point, Adams, 111.,
pleases to the creature.
Nov. 30, 185G.
If you have published the "Message," as
you intimated to the good folks of " Elizabeth town," please send with the Heralds to
Mr. Combe, 5s. worth, that is to say, a dollar's worth, for me.
P.S.—Bear with me, brother, while I
It is a pity that the third volume is out of inquire if there is no possibility of my obprint. Could you not manage to print a taining a copy of Elpis Israel ? Please send
new edition ? It must interfere greatly with me also a few copies of " The Wisdom of
the completeness of the work. I should ! the Clergy Proved to be Folly," to the
think that you could easily get an amount ! amount of one dollar.
guaranteed, sufficient to warrant this step.
Ε^ The edition of Elpis Israel is entirely
I would willingly contribute my mite.
sold off, and no copy can be obtained until
I am, my dear sir,
the publication of a new edition, which
'Yours very truly,
many have urged us to issue. One friend is
WM. (JUNN, P.M.
so desirous of a re-issue, that he undertakes
Inver Huron, Bruce, C. IF.,
to contribute one fourth of the expense. We
Nov. 19, 185G.
promised him to take the matter into consideration. We are thinking of i t ; and
should, perhaps, conclude at once to issue a
third edition, if we had not at present more on
The Hope Confessed.
hand and in prospect, than we could attend
Dear Brother,— I have succeeded in to with such a super-addition. We have not
obeying the truth. Through the assistance read the work since we originally published
of Τ. Η. Chase, I and my wife were bap- it in 1850. We know what ought to be
tized into the one hope of the kingdom of there, and we must examine it to see if what
ought to be do really obtain. Just now,
God.
however, we have not the time for this
It is with much interest and benefit that revise.
I have read the back volumes of the Herald.
Of the pamphlet referred to, none remain·
It is beyond my ability to express the advantage your writings have been to me in
EDITOR.
the study of the word of the truth of the
Dec. 18, 185G.
gospel of the kingdom ; especially as exhibited in that article from your pen, under
the title of The Great Salvation, in vol. ii.,
No. 2. I regard it as a matchless producEngland, Persia, and Russia.
tion.
About
ten years ago we published in the
It is truly gratifying to have the opportunity, as well as the means, of procuring so Herald of the Future Age, and since in Elpis
great a work as the Herald ; and also the Israel, that England and Persia would beexpectation of meeting its author in the come antagonist powers; and that Ruskingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus sia would be found on the side of Persia.
Christ. To this end do 1 labor, and shall We learned this from the prophets, and dehave all my desire satisfied when I awake clared it as their teaching. The news by
the Europa informs us that England has dein his likeness.
clared war against Persia; and that Russia
It may not be amiss to inform you that, has announced her intention of assisting
on Christmas day, 1844, I and my wife Persia with 50,000 troops, if invited by the
were baptized into Campbellism, and that in Shah. This may lead to a renewal of war
1851 I became an elder of the congregation ; between Russia and England, the natural
but now, by the shining of the word of \ and implacable adve^aries of " the time of
truth, which is light, into our hearts, we have the end." This new movement is a sign of
rejected it, and are confidently looking for the times ; for Persia is a member of Gog's
the accomplishment of Israel's hope, in confederacy.
which we rejoice, and consider ourselves
EDITOR.
infinitely bettered.
Dec. 30, 185C.

HERALD
OF THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TO· COME.
"And in their days, even of those kings, the God of heaven shall set up A KINGDOM which shall never perish, and
A DOMINION that shallnot be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms
and itself shall stand for ever."—DANIEL.
JOHN THOMAS, Ed.]

N E W YORK, FEBRUARY, 1857.

The Vision of Nahum Interpreted.
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; of his land and sovereignty over Israel. The
! country having been rent from Assyria in
(Concludedfrompage 9.)
)h j s father's reign, he determined to re-unite
BEING SO terribly overthrown by the blast it. He accordingly invaded the territory of
of Jehovah, Sennacherib returned with the the Ten Tribes, and took captive as many as
remnant of his shattered forces to Nineveh. were left, and carried them into Assyria;
His hatred of Israel was enhanced by his late I and then planted colonies of idolaters there
disaster. Instead of making peace with them, in their stead. The prediction of Isaiah was
and doing homage to Jehovah their God by then fulfilled, which said, "Within three score
whom he had been expelled from Judea, he and five years sfiall Ephraim be broken, that
was filled with rage and cruelty against it be no more a people." This was exactly
them. Multitudes of them resided in Nine- the space of time which elapsed between the
veh, and its subject cities. Every day h e ! prediction and the event: and the people of
caused great numbers of them to be massa- the Ten Tribes did then cease from being a
cred, and their bodies to be left exposed in visible nation, a situation from which they
the streets and broadways, forbidding any have never recovered until this day.
man to bury them. TOBIT, to avoid his ^ Esarhaddou having possessed himself of
cruelty, was obliged to conceal himself for, that part of Jehovah's laud tenanted by the
some time, and suffer all his effects to be \ Ten Tribes, sent some of his forces into
confiscated.
temper ι
own family ι
" whelps," named Adrammelech and Sharezer, Ion. Having remained there some time, he
conspired against him and killed him in the was at length released, and permitted to retemple in the presence of the Great Eagle as turn to Jerusalem.
he lay prostrate before it. But the assassins j This national calamity is alluded to in
fled to the mountains of Ararat, leaving the ] Judith in these words : " The children of
throne of Nineveh to a younger brother, < Israel that dwelt in Judea were newly renamed in Tobit, Sarchedonus, who was the J turned from the captivity, and all the people
same as the Esarhaddon of Isaiah.
\ of Judea were lately gathered together ; and
This ruler of Nineveh had a long and: the vessels, and the altar, and the house,
prosperous reign of thirty-nine years. In \ were sanctified after the profanation."—Jud.
the early part of his career, the line of here- \ iv. 3. This was the captivity of Manasseh,
ditary governors of Babylon, who had made ) and profanation of the temple by the Assyrithemselves independent of Nineveh in thejans, while Jerusalem was in the hands of
days of Baladan (2 Kings, xx. 12), became ! Esarhaddon s forces, and not to be confounded
extinct; and Babylon was filled with troubles > with the return from Babylon under Cyrus'
and commotions for eight years. Esarhad-) decree.
don taking advantage of this juncture, made ) Esarhaddon was succeeded by his son Sahimself master of the city, and re-annexing j osduchinus, who is styled in scripture Nebuit to his former dominions, reigned over his! chodonosor. This man carried the controunited acquisitions thirteen years.
] versy of the Winged Lion of Nineveh against
The lion of Nineveh still continued his \Jehovah, to its ne plus ultra of impiety. He
controversy with Jehovah for the possession > made proclamation that u l i e was the lord
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of the whole earth ;" and decreed the de- \ " god," whose myriads "perished bythebatstruction of all the gods of the land, " that J tie of Jehovah."
all nations should worship Ncbuchodonosor j χ η β wickedness of Nineveh had now beonly, and that all tongues and tribes should < c o r a e Very great. The impiety of Nebucall upon him as god." This was assuming \ chodonosor was the culmination of its oppothe position of the Antichrist of modern ; s i t i o n t o the God of Israel, to whose people
times. He commissioned Holofernes, the \ a n j sovereignty its enmity was bitter and
generalissimo of his forces, to go through all j i n t e n g e . Tobit, of the tribe of Naphthali,
the countries of the West with 120,000 in- > w h 0 n a d been brought to Nineveh by Shalfantry, and 12,000 mounted bowmen, to re- j maneser, was still living there. But perceivduce them to an obedient recognition of his \ \lvr \x\s end approaching, he forewarned his
godship. This vicegerent of the Ninevite \ children of the sudden destruction of the
Deity entered upon his mission with great > c i t y . o f w h i c n a t that time there was not
zeal in the service of his lord, who swore " by j t h e i c a s t appearance. He advised them to
his life, and by the power of his kingdom, \ q u j t l n e c i t y before its ruin came on, and to
that whatsoever he had spoken he would do j depart as soon as they had buried him and
by the power of his hand." Wherever the >, i l i s w i f c . « Q0 \nto Media, my son," said he
Nincvite forces appeared, everything belong- > t o Tobias, " for I surely believe those things
ing to the rebellious was wasted and de- j w n i c h the prophet Jonah spake of Nineveh,
stroyed. The gods of the nations were \ that it shall be overthrown, and that for a
abolished, their groves cut down, and the ; time peace shall rather be in Media." Tobit
worship of Nebuchodonosor the First estab- s ] l a v i n c r s o o n aftcr died, Tobias removed to
hshed on their ruin.
j Ecbatana, the capital of Media, where he
1">..J. J.1._ l . ' i i i . i_?
ι
./·
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But
the little kingdom
of
Judah,
confiding
livedτ until
he attained
the
age of
127 years.
in Jehovah to whom it belonged, refused to " But before he died he heard of the destrucacknowledge the Anti-jehovite pretensions of tion of Nineveh, which was taken by Nebuthe old lion, and prepared for war. Achior, chodonosor and Assuerus: and before his death
the chief of the Ammonites, advised Holo- j he rejoiced over Nineveh."—Tob. xiv.4—15.
femes to avoid a contest with the Jews, | Ncbuchodonosor died, and was succeeded
' lest their Lord should defend them." This 5 by Saracus, a contemptible and effeminate
counsel, however, was opposed by the other prince. Nabopolassar, a native of Babylon,
chiefs, because " Israel was a people that and general of his army, rebelled, and usurped
had no strength, nor power for a strong bat- the Babylonian section of the Assyrian empire,
tle." The clamour against Achior having over which he reigned one and twenty years.
subsided, Holofernes said, " Who art thou,
Assuerus, or Cyaxares I., king of Media,
Achior, and the hirelings of Ephraim, that hearing of the defeat of Holofernes by Israel,
thou hast prophesied among us to-day, and j determined to attack Nineveh and destroy
hast said that we should not make war with it before it could recover from the disaster,
the people of Israel, because their God will He engaged the remnant of the great army,
defend them ? And who is God but Nebu- which he defeated, and drove back» upon
chodonosor ? He will send his power, and Nineveh. Pursuing his victory, he laid
will destroy them from the face of the earth, siege to the city, which was upon the point
and their God shall not deliver them ; but of falling inevitably into 'bis hands,, when
we his servants will destroy them as one he was obliged suddenly to raise the siege,
man ; for they are not able to sustain the ; and returi^to Media to repel au eruption of
power of our horses. For with them we \ the Scythians, which, with the war against
will tread them under foot, and their moun- j Lydia that followed it, delayed the fate pf
tain3 shall be drunken with their blood, and j Nineveh about nine years,
their fields shall be filled with their dead
j n the meantime Nabopolassar, king of
bodies, and their footsteps shall not be able Babylon, having become old and infirm, asso
to stand before us, for they shall utterly per- j c i a t e j his son 'Ncbuchodonosor called " the
ish, saith king Nebuchodonosor, lord of all \ Second," with him in the throne of the kingthe earth ; for he said, None of my words > (iom. This young king is the celebrated
shall be in vain."
] Nebuchadnezzar spoken of in the Book of
This, however, wa3 one of those " lies" of \ Daniel. His exaltation to the joint-occupawhich Nairnm says, Nineveh was " full ;" for j tion of the throne of Babylon with Nabomany days did not pass over ere IlolofernesJ poiassar, occurred in the fourth year of
was a headless corpse by the hand of a \ Jehoiakim, king of the Jews; and two years
Hebrew woman ; and their encampment in ! before his father's decease,
the plain of Megiddo, the scene of confusion, \ Having mediated a peace between Assuslaughter, and dismay. Bethulia's widow, j ems and the king ol'Lydia, Nebuchadnezzar
the feeble and beautiful Judith, by the help S fur himself and father contracted an alliance
of Jehovah, silenced the vain boasting of the ί with A^uerus, king of the Medes, for the
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conquest and destruction of Nineveh. Hav- city. Of Nebuchodonosor, Nahum says, to
ing therefore united their forces they besieged Nineveh :—
the city, took it, killed Saracus the king, and
«F
thee hath there gone forth one
Who imagined evil against Jehovah;
utterly destroyed it. The two armies enA most wicked counsellor riched themselves with the spoils, and AssuBut though this pretended god was obeyed
erus prosecuting his victories, made himself
master of all the cities of the kingdom of by myriads,
"Thus eaith Jehovah,
Assyria, except Babylon and Chaldea, which
belonged to Nabopolassar.
Thus Babylon and Chaldea became the
Then addressing Israel, he says:—
nucleus of a new Assyrian empire. The
"Though I afflicted thee I will afflict thee no more ;
wings of the Great Eagle were plucked from
For now will I break his yoke from off thee,
the Assyrian Lion, and it was made to stand
And I will burst thy bonds in sunder,
upon its feet, and a man's heart was given
, And Jehovah will command concerning thee,
That
thy name )jfb no more scattered abroad. '
unto it. Nebuchadnezzar commenced his
career as general of the kingdom ; and by
Then to Nineveh he says :—
the conquest of Syria and Judea, he suc"From the house of thy gods will I cut off
The graven and the molten image:
ceeded to the sole inheritance of a throne
I will appoint thy grave; for thou art vile. '
which at his father's death comprehended
But Judah shall live in peaceful independunder its dominion Chaldea, Assyria, Arabia,
Syria, and Palestine, over which he reigned ence when her oppressors are no more. Nain Babylon, the capital of the empire, forty- hum saw this in his vision as the consummation of "the Controversy of Zion.11 Nineveh
three years.
The destruction of Nineveh by the kings and all her successors in her great contest
of Babylon and Media fulfilled the prophecies with Jehovah for sovereignty over his people
of Nahum and Zephaniah. The latter, who and land, should be destroyed ; for the deprophesied in the reign of Josiah, king of the cree is that " the wicked shall be wholly conTherefore, saith the
Jews, said, " Jehovah will stretch out his sumed, and cut off."
hand against the North, and destroy Assyria ; prophet,
Behold upon the mountains the feet of nini
and will make Nineveh a desolation, and dry
like a wilderness. And flocks shall lie down
in the midst of her, all the beasts of the
For he shall no more pa** through tlvee:
nations : both the cormorant and the bittern
The wicked is wholly consumed, he is cut off."
shall lodge in the upper lintels of it; their
Thc
er of t h e wickc(1 s b a u n o m o r o
voice shall sing in the windows : desolation p a s s through Judea, because of Him who
shall be in the thresholds : for he shall un- b r i n i r s t h e proclamation of peace to Judah.
cover the cedar-work. This is the rejoicing B u t " t h e p o w c r o f the wicked is supreme
city that dwelt carelessly, that said in her t l i e r e t o t h i s d a y . therefore, in these words,
heart I (am supreme) and none beside me : N a l m m i oo ked beyond the fall of Nineveh.
how is sue become a desolation, a place for
etrated into that future indicated by
beasts to lie down in! Every one that passeth Hj ^e ^p c n
i n g i m i l a r w o r d s
ί
by her shall hiss and wag his head.—ch. ii -13. ?
"
How
beautiful
appear
on
the
mountains
Such is Nineveh, and such has she been for I
tidings,
ages. Until the late discoveries of Layard, <; Of Him that proclaimeth peace!
the site of the city was a matter of dispute. <
"»?
bringeth good tidings of good,
Nineveh and Babylon, the destroyers of the <
kingdoms of Israel and Judah, are both fallen, \
and vanished ; but Israel, Judah, and Jeru- £ The watchmen shall lift up their voice;
salem, the people and city of Jehovah, re- \
That Jehovah restoreth Zio7i."
main, and are preparing to " blossom aud £ «Burst forth into joy; sing together
bud, and fill the face of the world with fruit!" \
Ye waste places of Jerusalem !
r o m

1

1

u

T h e

O f

The historical outline presented before the \
reader will show him the fitness of Nahum's \
introduction, in which he says :—
\
" Jehovah is a jealous and an avenging God;
Jehovah avengeth, and ie very furious.
Jehovah recompenses his adversaries,

\

f e e t o f

H i m

t h a t b r i n i r e t h g o o d

t h a t

For
Jehovah hath comforted his people;
1Ie h a t h
redeemed Israel,

And all the ends of the earth shall see
The salvation of our God."—Ifia. Hi. 7.

The Assyrian has not yet abandoned his
pretensions to Jehovah's land ; there can
therefore be no peace for Judah until thc
power.
Assyrian's claim shall be extinguished in the
Jehovah is jealous of the honor of his ^ utter consumption of his power. The fate
name ; therefore he avenged it in fury upon $ of Nineveh and Babylon is the earnest, as
Sennacherib Nebuchodonosor, and their \ well as type, of that of Rome and Constanti•
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nople, the modern seats of the Assyrian's
power. Hence, Micah, looking forward to
the final deliverance of the Holy Land from
the Assyrian of the Latter Days, whose dominion, as it will be in those days, Nebuchadnezzar saw in his dream, speaking of the
Judge of Israel born in Bethlehem, says :
" He shall be the peace, when the Assyrian
shall come into the land. He shall deliver
us from the Assyrian when he cometh into
our land, and when he treadeth within our
borders."—Oh. v. 5, G. it is easy to perceive that Nahum, Isaiah and Micah, all
speak of the same person ; that is, of the
Christ. Their testimony exhibits him as
the publisher, and the giver of peace to Israel—the Shiloh to whom the gathering of
the people shall be. When the Assyrian
falls upon the mountains of Israel after the
manner of Sennacherib, peace shall be upon
Israel for evermore.
In the second chapter, Nahura announces
that the destroyer, the united army of the
Medes and Babylonians prepared by Jehovah, marches against Nineveh to avenge the
cruelties and desolations inflicted upon Israel. " Behold, saith Jehovah of armies,
I am against thee; and I will burn thy
chariots in the fire, and the sword shall devour thy young lions ; and I will cut off thy
prey from the earth ; and the voice of thine
ambassadors shall be heard no more." Hence
the destroying army was Jehovah's preparation—his mighty and valiant men with bloodred shield, and scarlet uniform, brandishing
their spears ; with scythe-chariots blazing in
the sun like flaming torches. As they approach the fated city there are heard,
1

The cracking of the whip, and the noise of the rattling
wheels;
And of prancing horses, and bounding chariots.
The cavalry mount, and the flame of the sword,
And the glittering of the spear are seen."—Ch. iii. 2.

lie shall recount his mighty men;
Th«y cast down as they march on;
They hasten to the wall, and a covert is prepared.
The gates of the river are forced;
And the palace, and the citadel are dissolved."

The Assyrian captains try to rally their
dismayed troops, who, they perceive, are disposed to turn their backs upon the assailants :
44

Stand, stand, they cry, but none looketh back.
Their hearts melt, and their knees smite together;
And there is great pain in all loins,
And the faces of them all gather blackness.
There is a multitude slain, and a heap of dead bodies;
And there is no end to their carcasses,
Over which they stumble."-Ch. ii. &-10; iii. 8.

The city being taken, the victors proceed
to secure their prisoners, to collect the spoil,
and to demolish her towers. Referring to
this Nahum says,
" She is led away captive, she goeth up;
Her maids are led away moaning as doves,
And smiting their hands upon their breasts."-Ch. ii. 7.

As to the spoil, he says, speaking of Jehovah's troops,
" They seize the silver, they seize the gold,
And there is no end of the glorious store,
Because of all kinds of desirable furniture."—v. 9.

The result of this pillage is that
" Nineveh is void, and empty, and waste.'1—v. lft.'

The walls and towers of the city, whose
men of war had become effeminate, and
whose king and nobles had given themselves
up to luxury and repose, however thick and
lofty and numerous they might be, would
be but an indifferent protection to its inhabitants, and offer but a feeble resistance to
the enemy. This was the case with the fortifications of Nineveh, which, as Nahum foretold, were easily subdued by her destroyer.
"All thy strongholds," says he, "shall become
Like fig-trees loaded with the first ripe figs:
If they be shaken, they fall into the eater's mouth.1'
Ch. iii. 12.

Such in vision was the appearance of Jehovah's hosts as they approached the city.
Nahum saw them moving in battle-array—
an imposing spectacle. But Nineveh was
fainthearted and unprepared. This appears
from Nahum's words—

This was not the case with Sevastopol.
Her stronghold, though much shaken, did
not come so easily into the mouth of the
eater. A slight shaking will bring down Ά
shower of ripe figs from the tree. The figure
is, therefore, very expressive of the facility
with which

The issue would therefore not be doubtful, \
when the shock of battle came. Having
passed through the gates of the land, Nahum
saw them at the gates of the city preparing for
assault. This is expressad by the phrase, " He
shall recount his mighty men." They shall
be brought into line—they shall be arrayed
for the onset.

and all the dens and lairs, or strongholds of
Nineveh were captured by the Medo-Babylonian army of Jehovah, the omnipotent and
victorious God of the Jews. Thus, the skirts
of the well-favored harlot, the mistress of enchantments, who trafficked in nations and
tribes, were reversed upon her face , and her
nakedness exposed to them she had deceived.
She was made vile, and set as a gazing stock
in a deserted land.

"The habitation of the lions,
And the feeding place of the young lions;"

44

Lo, thy people are as women in the midst of thee: j
The gates of thy land are set wide open to thy foes." <
" Thy shepherds slumber, 0 king of Assyria;
!
Thy nobles give themselves up to repose."
<

" The chariots rage in the suburbs ;
They charge one against another in the broadways:
They appear as torches, they run as lightning:

44

And it shall come to pass
That all who see thee shall flee from thee.
And shall say, NINEVEH IS DBSTBOYED t
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that there is a power claims Jerusalem
mightier than the Sennacherib or Nebuchcdonosor of the Latter Days. " Then saith
Thy people are scattered upon the mountains,
the Lord God, my fury shall come up in my
And no man gathereth them.
face; and Gog shall fall upon the mountains
There is no healing of thy hruise ;
Thy wound is become grievous;
of Israel: for I will consume him with the
All that hear the report of thee shall clap their hands
spirit of my mouth, and destroy him with the
over theo:
For thy wickedness hath passed continually upon brightness of my coming."—Ezek. xxxviii.
all."—Ch. iii. 5-7; 11, IS, 1<J.
18; xxxix. 4 ; 2 Thess. ii. 8.
From this declaration, then, of what the
Thus was determined in favor of the truth,
the great question of the eighth century be- Lord will do, it is evident that he has not
fore the birth of Christ, Is Jehovah, God of departed from his old method of settling
questions pertaining to his sovereignty over
Israel, or Nebuchodonosor, God of Nineveh, the
Lord of the whole earth, and ruler in the king- the earth, and Israel. He is now holding
dom of men ?—Dan. iv. 7. The truth was es- back until the principles of the Apostacy
tablished in the defeat of Holofernes, and the shall develope themselves into full maturity of
destruction of Nineveh, according to the blasphemy in the impiety of G og. Some may
word of Jehovah's prophets, in the reigns think that it is impossible for a man to stand
of the impious father, and his contemptible up in the nineteenth century, and to declare
and effeminate son. The truth was mighty, of himself in the old formula, that " There is
and prevailed ; not by argument, however, no God of the earth but Nebuchodonosor ;"
but by the sword employed by Him who has but, when we find, in the " enlightened city
said, " I have magnified my word above all of Boston," a paper, extensively patronised,
avowedly hostile to the Bible, ana declaring
my name."
This is a world in which Jehovah's truth that " its divine authority has no foundation
cannot prevail by the mere force of testi- in truth ;" and that Nature is a better guide
mony and reason. It never has so prevailed, to truth and virtue than it;—when such
and never will while " sin flesh " is the na- folly can be gravely enunciated in Protestture of man. The Christianity of the fourth ant America, we believe that it is quite poscentury was not placed on the throne of the sible for the dark regions of " Holy Moscow"
Cojsars without war. The anti-papalism of to present the intoxicated nations with a
the fifteenth century did not enthrone it- chief, who will not blush to affirm his own
self in the Protestant States without a long godship and omnipotence. Men, unenlightand bloody war. Testimony and reason be- ened by the doctrine of the Bible, are capagin the strife which is victoriously consum-ble of uttering the most egregious nonsense,
mated by the sword. This is Jehovah's me- and of perpetrating the most flagrant abthod. l£e dealt so with Nineveh, with Baby- surdities. The only difference is, the way
lon, with the Home of the Caesars, with Ger- they manifest their folly. A man at the
man Popery, and hereafter with the Rome head of nations defies the God of Israel with
of the Popes. When Gog, the Prince of a mighty army ; a puny editor of a Boston
Kosh, shall rule the Image-Empire of the paper insults him with a lying pen! ExLatter Days, he will not fail short of the im- tremes meet. Whether armed with a sword
piety and arrogance of Nebuchodonosor the or a pen, it is the thinking of the flesh,
First. Like him, he will claim the lordship which is enmity against God ; is not subject
of the whole earth; and " Oppose and ex- to his law, neither indeed can be ; for the
alt himself above all that is called God, or thinking is the mentality of sin. " Mental
an object of fealty ; so that as a god, he sits Liberty," and Romish and Muscovite Superin the temple of the god, exhibiting himself stition all hate the Bible, and make a mock
because he is a god."—2 Thess. ii» 4. In at sin. No pretensions are too impious or
this assumption of divinity an, issue ΛΥΪΙΙ be blasphemous to issue from the mouths of such.
formed between him and Jehovah ; or rather Infidelity and Superstition are extremes that
the old issue will be revived, the time and per- meet; and when they shall kiss each other
son chiefly differing. By virtue of this sdi- with fraternal and political embrace, THE
exaltation to supreme godship, or lordship APOSTACY will have produced the LAWLESS
over all the earth, Gog will claim possession ONE in the fulness of his power, whose infiand sovereignty over Jehovah's land, and delity of Jehovah and Jehovah's word, will
Jerusalem, the city of the Great King. " He embolden him to claim the Lordship of the
sluill think an evil thought,11 which will impfl World. But enough. The sword will settle
him to follow in the footsteps of Sennacherib the question ; and the nations will learn that
and Holofernes against Judea. He will oc- there is but " One Lord " and " One God,"
cupy the sites of their encampments, as well and that Jehovah, the Avenger of Israel,
as the Holy City. The crisis is then form- and the hope of his people, is He.
ed, and the nations will be taught to know
Jan. 1,1857.
EDITOR.
Who will bemoan thee ?
Whence shall I seek comforters for thee ?
TlIOU 8HALT BE HID.
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Visit to Canada and the West.

EOUTB from Paris to Geneva—Bigotry Reigns there—
the Ecclesia at Geneva—Excellent Singers—Good
Singing a Desideratum-Visit St. Charles-" Anything
Clerical will do for the West"—Clergy at a discount
in St. Charles—Visit
Aurora — Manifesto—" '55 Adventists11—Singing by Moonlight Away—Invitation
to Revisit Toronto—Visit Milwaukie—Disabled by
Sickness—Lake Voyage—Land on Mackinaw—Indians there—A Wrong-headed Kansas-Goose—Slavery—Excitement on board—Arrive at Toronto—
Private Meeting--Arrive in New York.

W E left Paris at 11.23 A.M. and arrived
at Windsor opposite Detroit, Michigan, on
the Detroit river, at 5.40 P. M., a distance
of 157 milc3 from Paris, and 229 from Elgin
and the Niagara Suspension Bridge.
The route passes through Woodstock,
London, and Chatham to Windsor. The
first of these towns is nineteen miles from
Paris. For eleven miles east of it, the region
is level and highly cultivated. The town is
situated on a hilly section of country, and is
the shire town of Oxford county. It contains 1300 inhabitants, six bazaars called
"churches," a grammar school, and the
county buildings.
To the west of Woodstock the road is
bounded on either side by a range of hills,
and five miles further on enters the valley
of the Thames at Beachville. From this,
it continues down the valley, with hills on
either side, covered with a heavy growth of
timber, in which there is considerable mountain-pine. From Ingersoll, 100 miles from
the Suspension Bridge, the country appears
newer, and continues its hilly aspect, with
extensive pine woods frequently bounding
the view, until a distance of nineteen miles
is reached, when the road enters the city of
London the Less.
London, whose population is 10,000, is situated on an elevated plain, at the confluence
of the two branches of the Thames, and is
one of the most thriving of the young cities
of Canada West. It is in the heart of one
of the richest agricultural regions, but dates
its prosperity from the completion of the
Great Western Railway. Its streets are
handsomely laid out, and many of the buildings are commodious and elegant. It contains fourteen or fifteen Guardian Saints'
Bazaars, as the Spirit in Daniel styles the
Church-depots the Gentiles use for spiritual
merchandizing ; and many of them are noted
for their architectural beauty. It has also
three or four bank agencies, extensive foundries and machine-shops, several mills, two
daily and four weekly newspapers, two markets, and nearly one hundred stores. There
are also extensive barracks near the city in
which are stationed a regiment of the line
and a company of artillery.

400 feet in length, and 20 feet above the water, after which the land continues somewhat
high and uneven for a few miles, when it
spreads out into broad and fertile flats on approaching Lobo, a little village situated in
the midst of a fertile and well cultivated
country. From thence the road strikes an
air line, which it keeps for a distance of fiftysix miles; the surface of the country being
) quite level, and the road bounded on either
side with heavy timber, except here and
there an opening made by the woodman's
axe near some of the stations which intervene.
One hundred and sixty-eight miles from
the Niagara Suspension Bridge is Chatham,
containing 3,000 inhabitants, a well-built and
thriving town on the banks of the Thames;
and in the season of navigation has steamboat communication with Detroit. Leaving
Chatham, the road soon enters the prairie,
which sweeps off on either haud, extending
on the right to the shores of Lake St. Clair.
The entire section is almost devoid of cultivation, and being low and marshy, possesses
nothing to relieve its monotony. A few
miles iurther on, and the road comes in sight
of the Lake. A motley collection of weather-beaten houses is dignified by the name of
Rochester, near its shore. From this point
the land is mostly covered with timber, and
of extraordinary fertility. '

Windsor, so named after the town in England near which the Queen's palatial castle stands, commands a beautiful view of Detroit, half a mile distant, on the other side the
river. Its population is about 2000. This
is the western terminus of the road. It was on
Tuesday evening, the 29th day of July, that
we arrived here. When the baggage was
transferred, we crossed over to Detroit,
situated on the river or strait, of the same
name, connecting Lake Erie and Lake St.
Clair ; and is one of the largest commercial
cities in Michigan. It was founded by the
French in 1740, and now contains a population of 40,000. It is distant from Chicago,
to which we were directing our way, 282
miles ; a length of road over which we passed between six P. M., and seven P. M., of
Wednesday, being a little over twenty-one
miles an hour, which for railroading is remarkably slow.
On issuing from Detroit, the road follows
the river a short distance, and then bears off
through a level and fertile country, in a
south-westerly direction, many parts of it
being in a state of high cultivation. About
ten miles from Detroit, the road bears westerly through a level, but less populous secHalf a mile west of the city, the road tion. The timber is similar to that growing
crosses the Thames by a substantial bridge on the bottom lands, and in many places
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grows quite dense. The farm houses are
mostly small, and old as the country is, it
nevertheless has a raw-material aspect, which
is characteristic of all settlements bearing
the impress of the colonization of the French,
a degenerate and degenerating variety of
mankind.
A few miles onward, the country assumes
a more undulating appearance ; the farm
houses are more substantial and commodious, and the country in a more advanced
stage of cultivation. The road soon enters
the valley of the Huron, and at thirty miles
distant from Detroit, arrives at the village
of Ypsilanti, containing a population of
3,000 people, and situated on both banks
of the Huron river, in the midst of a rich,
and populous farming district.
After leaving Ypsilanti, the road continues up the valley, crossing and re-crossing
the serpentine river on substantial bridges,
and amid scenery extremely picturesque.
Seven miles beyond is the city of Ann
Arbor, containing 5,000 inhabitants, also
pleasantly situated on both sides of the
Huron, and in an excellent farming district.
It is elevated and dry, and has the reputation
of being one of the healthiest in the State.
Beside the county buildings, the State
University is located here, the buildings of
which are large and imposing. There are
also an Observatory and Medical College
which are beautiful structures, and considered creditable to the liberality of the
city of Detroit, and the State government
which favored their erection.
On leaving Ann Arbor, the road winds
along the Huron crossing it at intervals, and
for the most part walled in by a range of
hills on either side, covered with a growth of
scrubby oak. Thirty eight miles onwards is
Jackson, a flourishing country town of 4,000
inhabitants, situated on the Grand river.
Emerging from this place, the road crosses
a long trestled structure, and enters a highly
cultivated and beautiful country, sufficiently
undulating to carry off the surplus water.
From Parma the road continues through
an undulating and fertile country, and at
Albion enters the valley of the Kalamazoo.
Twelve miles from Albion, the road reaches
Marshall, one hundred and seven miles from
Detroit, a prosperous village of 3000 inhabitants, on the Kalamazoo river, and the
seat of law, which is neither gospel nor
justice, for Calhoun county.
After leaving Marshall, the country is not
so thickly settled, though presenting the
same diversity of surface, with occasionally
high hills bordering the road on the north.
About ten miles from Marshall is the junc-
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tion of Battle Creek, with the Kalamazoo,
whence the road continues down the valley;
now close upon the river bank, and anon
crossing a wide interval; and then again by
the side of a range of hills, which lock the
valley in on the north. The country is
| thickly settled, and in many parts highly
cultivated.
Thirty-six miles from Marshall, and one
hundred and forty-three west of Detroit, is
the fair village of Kalamazoo, pleasantly
situated on the left bank of the river after
which it is named and said to be one of the
most flourishing of the State. It was first
settled about twenty years ago, and now
numbers nearly 6000 inhabitants. Plank
roads, and, indeed, all the natural advantages
of the region have been developed with remarkable rapidity. The streets are wide,
and regularly laid out, and pleasantly shaded
with native burr oak, which a good taste
preserved from the axe of the settlers.
From Kalamazoo the road enters a timbered country, dotted here and there with
farm houses, and cultivated fields, with ever
and anon a station around which are clustered the dwellings of the ordinary adjuncts
to the formation of villages, a tavern, store,
and divers mechanic shops.
Forty eight miles from Kalamazoo is the
beautiful village of Niles, on the right bank
of the St. Josephs' river, which is navigable
for steam boats beyond this point. Thirtyseven miles from Niles is Michigan City, a
sandy place on the shore of Lake Michigan,
and said to be one of the most flourishing
villages in the northern parts of the State of
Indiana. After leaving the station, the
road enters the Prairie, which it keeps to
Chicago. The scenery characterizing this
portion of the road is exceedingly monotonous.
The soil is of uncommon fertility, but mostly
of a swampy nature, which will prevent it
from being reclaimed for some time to come.
Fifty-four miles from Michigan City is
Chicago, the " Garden City," of the west.
It is situated on both sides of the Chicago
river at its entrance into Lake Michigan,
and is considered as the natural centre of
the trade of the north and north-west, and a
considerable portion of the south-west. It
is built on an extremely level plain, sufficiently elevated to prevent being as yet overflowed by the lake, and extending many
miles without a tree, towards the south and
west. The country adjacent to this plain,
consists of beautiful and fertile prairies interspersed with groves, and diversified by
gentle slopes. The Chicago river and its
branches divide the city into three parts—
the main stream flowing directly eastward, is
about two hundred feet wide, forming one of
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the best harbors on the lake. Substantial Her citizens, however, as far as our experipiers have been' extended into the lake, on ence went, are more sectariau and bigoted
one of which is a light-house. Vessels as-; than those of St. Charles. They will neither
cend the river a distance of five miles. The read nor hear testimony or reason that \s
shores of the lake are lined with wide and : not in support of, or that calls in question,
shaded avenues, on which are numerous \ the scripturality of the superstitions of their
elegant residences of the sons of Mammon, fathers. There is a small ecclesia there of
who have devoted themselves with success to \ about sixteen brethren, most of whom, we
the services of his cathedral. The streets \ believe, were formerly Bethanian Skyites;
are generally planked and lighted with gas. or of that class of sectarians, who believe in
Some of the planks were being removed Skyism, and look to the President of
opposite the Metropolitan where we put up Bethany College as the Grand Rabbi of
en retour for repair of the street. \V"e per- their sect. We do not think any of them
ceived the foul air very readily, and doubt wore Millerites, or of that modification of
not, that the reason Chicago has suffered so Millerism known as Adventism, of which our
much from cholera in past times, exists in well-meaning friend J. B. Cook, is the
the subplank abominations of the city. It "spiritual" advocate—a system which may
contains sixty-one churches for the mer- be compared to a quaint, threadbare, and
chandize of souls ; where superplank abomi- particularly tender, "old garment" patchnations enough are •vended to place it on ed with new cloth, according to that pea like physical relation to Lake Michigan, > culiar stitch technically yclept, " gobblethat the cities of the plain have long sus- j stitch." If there be any among them who
tained to Lake Asphaltites. The city is once paraded themselves before the world in
wholly devoted to Mammon in'its church I this comical array, we are not informed ; but,
and municipal economies. Its population is : of this we are able to bear witness, that,
said to be 100,000 ; but this may be a local ; whatever their antecedents they have put off
exaggeration in the spirit of hyperbole, their old patchwork and filthy apparel, and
characteristic of young and vigorous com- ; put on " fine linen, clean and white," in obeymunities. In 1842, while we resided in the I ing the Gospel of the Kingdom which they
country, its population was 10,000. But ; have intelligently confessed. They have now
since then all is changed.
only to keep their garments unspotted, and
We arrived in this, the commercial Metro- to " contend earnestly for the faith once for
polis of Illinois, at seven a. m., and put in for ; all delivered to the saints," and the kingdom
breakfast at the Tremont house. % e were } will be their's when the Lord shall come, and
detained here till 9. 20 A. M., when we were shall have restored it again to Israel,
again " aboard" for Geneva, on the Fox \ The ecclesia at Geneva has several very
river, thirty-five miles distant from Chicago, j intelligent and enterprising members, who,
by the Galena and Chicago Union, R. R. We j; !however,. are not all residents of the village.
arrived at this prairie village, the seat of law \ Some of them being printers they not only
for Kane, at 11. 30 A. M., and in passing speak, but to some extent, print the word,
from the station according to instructions But such is the unintellectual prejudice of
received, we were addressed by name by a their neighbors that they will neither hear
brother from whom we had often heard, but j them speak, nor read what they oiler them
never seen before, bro. Benjamin Wilson, who gratuitously. So long as a people pursue so
recognized us, if we remember rightly, by ί stupid and suicidal a policy, it is impossible
our resemblance to the likeness in Elpis j to enlighten them. They are hopelessly
Israel.
) joined to their idols, and are only fit for capGeneva is about two miles below St. \ ture and destruction " in the ditch," with
Charles where we resided some thirteen \ their blind clerical guides who lead them
year3 ago. St. Charles is more populous ; astray.
but Geneva being on the railroad, is taking j The brethren at Geneva have built themthe lead of it. There is indeed, a railroad ] selves a very comfortable stone meetingfroin St. Charles to the Junction, but it is a \ house which cost them about $G00. In this
miserable affair, and worked by an old \ they meet every first day throughout the
kettle, which is, or might be, worthily named j year ; and are quite competent to teach their
after one Minard, whose policy, we were told, • neighbors "the words of eternal life," unhas for the present at least, stagnated the ' mixed, and unperverted by the "spiritual,"
fortunes of the town. " Minard's kettle," is \ or pious, absurdities, or " sentiments of all
the iron horse that wagons to and fro travel- \ Christendom," as they are styled by our
lers and freight over a very rough prairie \ quondam friend, Dr. Jefiersonville of Indiway. Geneva fell into better hands, and better j ana. Their congregational singing is quite
secular time3 have therefore come upon her. \ a treat to the ear, the treble, base, counter,
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and tenor, being well sustained by all. We hope for in ten years to come, if every believare satisfied that our heavenly Father, the er do his duty, as God expects, seeing that
Great Inventor of Harmony and Melody, of the gospel is now intelligently advocated by
sound and speech, prefers to hear his own several, who are quite competent not only to
glorious praise ascending to his throne in teach it, but to confound the clergy before
concord of sweet sounds, than in the horrible the people ? All the brethren have to do is
discord of twanging noses, and counter- to be " instant in season and out of season,"
screeching with a base accompaniment of commend their doctrine by their good congrowls from croaking throats. Jehovah ap- duct, and leave the rest to God, who in his
peals to Israel, and inquires, if their governor own way will give the increase according to
would be pleased with them, and accept their \ his word,
persons, if they were to treat him as they did j On Monday, Aug. 4, we visited St. Charles,
that governor's superior? See Mai. i. 8. where it was appointed that we should
The moral of this question is that men should \ address the people at the Baptist House
approach Jehovah with their very best ser- \ three nights in the week. We were agreevices; that is, their services rendered in the j ably disappointed at the largeness of the atvery best manner : and that, if they would ) tendance. Something caused the citizens to
not enter the presence of an earthly poten- j lend an ear that did not operate upon the
tate without carefully preparing themselves Genevese. Perhaps the truth has been more
with the best that is possible ; neither ought discussed in Geneva. Where this is the case,
they be content to present themselves before the leaders, or rather, mtsleadcrs, of the peo" the Blessed and Only Potentate, the King ple become tormented; and as they cannot
of Kings and Lord of Lords," with anything refute it, they warn the people in self-defence
short of what is attainable by the cultivation not to go to hear it. The truth is a great
of the faculties he has bestowed upon them. torment to its enemies ; hence the witnesses
u
If we were one of the kings of the nations, thereof are styled in scriptures, prophets
and any of our subjects sought admission to who torment them who dwell on the earth."
our presence to sing our praise, we should One cause, we were given to understand,
expect them to sing in harmony, or to be of the people turning out to hear in such
content to speak it. God made the human numbers, was that the clergy in St.
voice, and he made it capable of giving forth Charles had lost their influence over the
a concourse of sweetness, and as he is a God minds of the people to a great extent. The
of order, not of confusion, we believe, he clergy in the West, we were told, are genewould rather his people should order their j rally a very ordinary set of men, the rank
voices, than distract one another from his <, and file, as it were, of the order, wjio were
praise by grating their ears by a nasal con- < only fit to garrison the backwoods' settlefusion of sounds. The melody of the praise 1 ments of the church frontiers.
Talented
di from
f
th llarynx ! clerical
l i l geniiii are monopolized
lid by
b the purplein sound and sense ascending
the
of the ecclesia at Geneva, is an inspiration and-fine-linon Christians of the Atlantic
to souls in harmony with the truth. It glows cities ; while jobbing craftsmen are sent to
through the inward man, the brain and nervous pick up a living in the backwoods and praisystem, with thrilling effect; and if he have ries, upon the principle that anything in
to speak, enfeebled by over-action, or de- morals and intelligence will do for the West!
pressed from external causes, he is attuned to Ϊ The people of St. Charles, it is supposed, are
the instrumental work of setting forth the } tired of nibbling the cob-ends usually thrown
words of God to a crooked and crotchety to swine. Not so, however, the (Jenevese ;
generation. From the whole, then, our ad- the cob-ends of nibblings are thankfully revice to the brethren is, learn to sing, that ceived and cracked witli a relish which igthe melody in your hearts may find expres- i norance of better stuff can alone impart,
sion in melody of voice attuned to praise.
! Pearls and holy things are not for prairie
We spoke in Geneva four or five times to \ dogs and western swine; therefore the Clerismall assemblies, but with what result time :' cal East sends them bones and garbage, the
will show. There is no insuperable ground ;' fragment-offal of Atlantic sumptuousness.
of discouragement even in Geneva. Some \ But this is bad policy, and will be found to
dozen years ago, the gospel of the kingdom \> react upon " the church " to its disadvantage.
had no adherents in those parts. Yet while l( . If the clergy wish their craft to prosper
we were then persuading men to turn from \ there, they must send efficient workmen, who
the clergy to the Bible, a preparation was! by their accomplishments can command the
being made for developments which now ex-} respectt and
d admiration
d i t i
off the
th people.
l
Thi
This
ist. There is now quite a scattering of j is said not to be the case at present; and
believers in the northwest who have accepted \ notably so in St. Charles. Hence, their disGod's invitation in the gospel to his king- \ position there " t o hear some new thing.'"
dom and eternal glory; what may we not) This " New Thing" (and new it is to this
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generation) we presented to them in brief; J those which Moses and the prophets, Jesus
and they heard us with seeming interest and and his apostles, have spoken of assuredly
attention ; but whether what they heard will believing and affirming that if any man
cause any of them to search the scriptures speak not according to these, * it is because
under the conviction that the words of eter- there is no light in him.'
nal life and glory are to be found there, we
" We would, therefore, invite all who are
cannot tell. All we can testify, at present, sick and tired of trusting in fables, to attend
is that four persons of good report in society, at Temperance Hall, and judge for themwho had been studying the word assisted by selves whether the doctrine inculcated by
Elpis Israel and the Herald, requested us to Dr. Thomas, be ' of his own coinage' or not.
give them the aid necessary to enable them And as the exhibition of * the truth' is the
to yield that obedience which the gospel of j sole object of these lectures, we trust that all
the kingdom demands. The request was who have a disposition to know it as testicomplied with, and they were immersed in fied by the before-mentioned authorities, will
the Fox River that same hour of the night.* come Bible in hand, and test what they may
On Thursday morning, Aug. 7, we jour- hear, for themselves."
neyed in the Minard's Kettle-Wain to the
^ The Clergy are particularly invited
Junction, where we took the Chicago and on this occasion, as the Doctor holds himself
Burlington cars for Aurora, also on the Fox in readiness to answer any respectful quesRiver, about 12 miles below St. Charles. tions, at the close of each Lecture.—lectures
We spoke here four times in the Temperance free, and no colle'ction.
Hall, but with little personal satisfaction,
PETER INNES,
being on the verge of sickness,· but not at
L. Z. BAKER.
the time aware of it. The audiences, which, Aurora, Kane, 111..
it was supposed, would be the largest here,
Aug. 4, 185G.
were for the population, really the smallest.
Public opinion had been forestalled by one
But, notwithstanding this appeal to the
of the newspapers of the town, by which, no
doubt, many had been turned aside. Two candor and impartiality of the Aurorans, the
brethren sought to correct the impression audiences at Temperance Hall, were made up
made, by publishing before our arrival in the of attendants from Geneva, Dundee, St.
Charles, Naperville, Northfield, &c, with
town, bills to the following effect:
only a sprinkling from the town itself. The
" The Aurora Beacon of Aug. 1, having prophets are in no favor in Aurora. Besides
published a perversion of a notice left at its the natural incredulity of the heart of man,
office *for insertion concerning Dr. Thomas' and its enmity to the things of God, we suslectures ; and The Guardian having neglected pect they have been brought into greater
to give publicity to the one left for it, we disrepute by the misapplication of their tesclaim that it is our duty to offer a few words timonies by the perverts of Adventism. Cerof information in regard to the lecturer and tain calling themselves " Advent-Believers/'
the proposed lectures.
j or " Believers of the Advent Near," held a
" The lecturer we have known for the last ί meeting at Aurora, preaching the coming of
17 years, and is a man whose character for \ Christ in 1855 ! A Mr. By water, who beintegrity and moral worth, none have been >lieves in the restoration of the Jews, attend}
able truthfully to impeach. The Beacon ied, and somehow got into a discussion with
would have its readers understand (if they i one of their preachers named Mansfield, who
should dare to go and hear said lectures) that ί hated the idea as rank Judaism ! Reader,
they might expect to have served up some \ only think of a man professing to be a Chris' old hash,' the fabrication of the lecturer's j tian, hating the restoration of Israel! Can
own fertile brain, and counters of his own ] there breathe a greater misbeliever than such
4
coinage !' But we, the subscribed, pledge \ an one ? Well, in the discussion, Mr. Byourselves to all intelligent persons who will j, water was in the act of reading the words of
attend the lectures, that their good sense J Paul, namely, 'And so all Israel shall be
shall not be shocked with dry disquisitions <saved ;" but Mansfield, happening to know
on abstract ideas,· or obsolete words ; but <what was coming, when his opponent arrived
" Israel," exclaimed, " Shall be
that he will speak of none other things than ] at the word
damned ! ; ' u No," said Λ1 r. B., " it does not
* One of the friends wo immersed on that occasion read so ; ' shall be saved' are the apostle's
writes, " Your lectures while here have left deep im- words :" upon which M. exclaimed, "Yes ;
pressions on the minds of some. It is hard for them but they will be damned any how !" Such
to think upon, being like seed sown among tares; for
their minds are so much indoctrinated with the tradi- was the incident us "reported to us by an eartions of the schools of the clergy, that it is hard to take witness. The West is overrun with such
root- Since your departure, Mr. M. and his wife have j " Kingdom-believers," mere darkeners of the
become obedient to the faith."
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Divine counsel by words without knowledge. ^ assist in so desirable a thing as the bringing
They talk about prophecy, not knowing < together of the earnest, active, truth-seekers
whereof they affirm; and by their vain bab- of this city and vicinity."
lings only bring the prophets into contempt.
In the second, referring to certain who had
Let the brethren beware of such; and be- become interested in the truth, he writes:
fore they afford strangers facilities to address " They hope most ardently that you may
the public, let them assure themselves by ap- be induced to return from the Far West via
proved letters of introduction, and by per- Toronto ; and are ready to guarantee all
sonal examination, that the applicants '* un- expenses thereby incurred." In the same
derstand the word of the kingdom," and have letter he says, " a Campbellite from Bow·
obeyed it. " The Ecclesia of the living God mansville the head quarters of the Bethanian
is the pillar and stay of the truth ;" it is its President was in this afternoon. He says,
duty, therefore, to see that that truth is not all is distraction and distrust in the camp
perverted and nullified by the crotchets and there. This place is East, what Eramosa is
traditions of fanatical and visionary men, of West of Toronto, the rallying point of Camphigh or low degree.
bellism. Now, in the event of returning
We are not certain how many obedient be- this way, you might think it proper to go
lievers of the gospel of the kingdom sojourn in amongst them, and assist them in getting on
Aurora; but we think there are about eight the right path. It is a fine country, mostor ten. Three were immersed while we were ly settled by old countrymen, and easily acthere ; and we have recently heard that they cessible from the city, there does seem to be
have wisely concluded to meet every first day a breaking up of old elements more or less
of the week, to show forth the sufferings and all round."
death of Jesus, and to read the Scriptures,
Before receiving the third letter at Geneand to edify one another as best they can.
va, the friends had met at Toronto at a priOn Sunday evening, Aug. 10, our ap- vate house, and were about to meet a second
pointments closed at Aurora. At 8.30 P.M. time. Previous to this second meeting, the
we left the town with a spring-wagon load same brother writes, saying, " We are to
of about twelve or fourteen of the brethren, meet again on Sunday, at 3 P. M.,and with
for Geneva-—being a moonlight ride of ten their approval, I am to bring forward some
or twelve miles up the Fox River. It was of your strong pieces in favor of the absovery pleasant, and made more agreeable by lute necessity of reimmersion in all cases
good " part singing" by the way. At 10.30, where the subject of a prior one was faithwe arrived at Geneva, where we sojourned less of ' the gospel of the kingdom.' This
for the night. At 9.20, on the following will be the first point for those inquirers to
morning the time had come for us to bid have settled to the conviction of their own
adieu to the brethren in Illinois for the pre- minds. As soon as I know definitely when
sent. We had renewed our personal ac- you will be here again, I will arrange to get
quaintance with those parts after an absence them all together. Your services will be
of thirteen years, under much more favora- invaluable towards clearing up doubts, solvble and interesting circumstances than of old. ing difficulties, &c, where the sole aim is to
Then everything was dark, sterile, cheerless, arrive at the truth. You will naturally be
unpropitious ; but, as we have already re- very anxious to press on to New York ; but
marked, all is changed; all things for the would you not wish to speak here once or
better, nothing for the worse : still, even oftener ? There is certainly a good deal of
that change requires vast improvement be- interest in many minds respecting you and
fore a man imbued with the principles of your writings."
truth and righteousness, can say, " I am conThings being after this sort, we concluded
tent." The " Great West," any more than to return by way of Toronto, after we bad
the " Mighty East," can never transcend the fulfilled our appointments in Milwaukie. On
limits of a wealthy and luxurious barbarism, Monday, Aug. 11, we left Geneva for that
until the enlightener of the nations shall re- city via Chicago, where we were detained
visit the earth, and extend to its utmost from 11.30 A. M., to 4 P. M. The weather
bounds the civilization of the kingdom of was very warm and dry, but in about two
God. Nothing short of this will satisfy the \ hours and a half it suddenly changed. The run
aspirations of the true believer.
from Chicago to Milwaukie is 90 miles, and
While at Paris and Geneva, we received is performed in four hours. Thunder, lightpressing invitations to return to Toronto on ning and rain came upon us between Kenoour way to New York. In the first, the sha and Bristol, and continued late. On
writer says, " It has occurred to me, that, arriving at the Milwaukie station W3 were
perhaps you may feel it in some sense incum- met by certain of the brethren, one of whom
bent on you to return via Toronto, and aid and had formerly belonged to our ecclesia in
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New York. It was about three miles, for week-night meetings ; besides which they
or between two and three miles, to the intended to hire a hall for Sunday. They
house wThere we were to sojourn while in had not made the appointments fortunately,
the city. No hackman could be induced to having concluded to wait till we came. But
drive us so far in the rain ; so we got into getting worse instead of better, we found it
an omnibus which conveyed us about a mile necessary to abandon the undertaking, and
of the way, and walked the rest. On arriv- to impose silence upon our voice as a means
ing at brother R. Harper's, we felt that our of cure. Still we could not entirely escape,
health was failing. We had been in evil being requested to speak at a meeting of the
case a week or ten days before leaving Mott brethren in the house we sojourned in. This
Haven, and which continued greatly to our we did being unwilling to disappoint them
annoyance while we were in Toronto. But altogether; though we were very far from
on leaving that city, a change occurred in being fit to do so. But, we suppose, some of
our system, the reverse of what had hitherto our good friends think, that our voice must
obtained. We are subject to this condition not be silent even in the article of death.
as the result of much uninterrupted exercise
We lay by disabled in Milwaukie about
of brain in speaking. The nervous fluid, ten days. A day or two before we left, Bro.
which is so much for the whole body, by Harper drove us over the city and suburbs
much brain-work accompanied with but lit- to view the place. It is certainly a flourishtle muscular exercise, is expended too largely ing and prosperous city, situated upon a river
by the brain in its own operation, to the and bay of it3 own name, and containing
detriment of the other internal members of some 50,000 people, of which about half are
the body. The stomach, liver, and other said to be Germans. Its houses are built of
parts of the alimentary system, become tor- a cream-colored brick, of wood, and some of
pid, and the pressure of circumstances pre- hewn stone, imported from Joliet, in Illinois.
vents the correction of this condition. This The people are becoming rich, as the many
torpor of the chylopoietic viscera becomes elegant residences and public buildings plainthe proximate cause of painful and trouble- ly attest. Guardian Saints' Bazaars, or
some symptoms. In our case, it produced houses of church-merchandize, dedicated to
tenderness of the teeth, painful swelling of popish and protestant saints and angels,
the face, tightness of the frontal region of abound in the city. The Old Roman Mothe brain, sleeplessness, and extreme general ther's Establishment as seen from the Bay,
debility, so that talking became a burden, towers conspicuously above them all; and
and the grasshopper too.
affords an elegant sanctum for the celibate
On the night of our arrival we spent a priests of her abominations. The Germans
wakeful and restless one. We had taken have twelve bazaars, and as many factories
medicine, and hoped for better things. In of " lager bier," being a brewery for every
the morning we walked out with Bro. Har- church ; so that the churchmen of fatherland
per to view Milwaukie Bay, which from the may get bousy to their heart's content. We
heights overlooking the shore, is very fine. understand that the fatherlanders frequent
Bat we were not in a state to enjoy scenery, the saloons more faithfully than the churches
however grand or picturesque. All terrene on Sundays, having bands of music, and other
beauties fade upon a sickly eye. The barom- entertainments, to enliven their libations of
eter of our nervous system was falling too lager bier. The population of Milwaukie,
rapidly for us to remain abroad. We ac- however, does not appear to be less orderly
cordingly returned, and were soon overturned than of the towns of puritanical and sanctiby the contending elements within. At night monious New England. Our friend, the
we could not lie in bed, being very restless ; Baptist preacher of Toronto, who says that
but about 4 a. m. the operation of the we are mad, and preach another gospel; that
medicine procured us a hard, but not refresh- is, another gospel than that preached by
ing sleep. We sat in an easy chair all next him, which we readily admit to be the case;
day, and until four o'clock next morning, used to minister his traditions in Milwaukie.
finding the brain most at rest in this position, He resided there two years, and on leaving
and then fatigued by sitting, we retired and them, said only two, or not one convert (we
slept. We found that as the action of the do not remember which) had been made
medicine increased the equilibrium of our during that time. The argument in this
nervous system returned ; and by Aug. 20, case made and provided by the theology of
though feeble, we were enabled to resume our sectarianism, is that the Milwaukies are unjourney en retour.
proselytable hard cases; too hard for preveuient or subvenient grace! It is not the
It was evident that our public speaking parson's
fault, nor the church's fault, but
had arrived at a terminus for the present. what they style the " Holy Ghost's." He is
The Evangelischen Kirchen had been promis- the converter without the Word ; so that the
ed to the brethren by some German friends
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Holy Ghost of Baptistism failed to do any them in French (for they only knew a few
work for his particular church all the time English phrases) if they belonged to the
his reverence remained! It was high time party in the boat ? Upon which one of them
he wiped off the dust off his feet against Mil- replied in very good Yankee, "Ngnah, I
waukie; which he accordingly did, striking guess not!" lie seemed to think the supposition quite insulting.
his tent, and pitching it in Toronto.
Lake Michigan at these Straits flows into
On Wednesday, Au.ir. 20, we left Milwaukie in the Chicago and Collingwood steamer, Lake Huron. Its surface is 14 feet below
expecting that the voyage would be beneficial Lake Superior, and 4 feet above Lake Huron,
to our health. The weather was* fine, and which flows into lake Erie. Lake Michigan
clear, and the lake smooth and sparkling. is 330 miles long, and 60 miles wide, and is
We were led to expect by the bills of the the largest collection of fresh Witter in the
route, scenery of a grand and sublime char- United States. Having finished taking in
acter. But in this we were greatly disap- coal, we left Mackinaw, and steamed the
pointed.* We touched at a few inconsider- Huron about 170 miles on a parallel with
able landings, such as, Shcboygan, the Two the Manitoulin Isles. Lake Huron, which is
Rivers, &c, remarkable only to a pass- 260 miles long, by 180 broad, is said to conenger as places for the export of lumber and tain 2,000 islands. We hoped that our track
shingles. On the next day we arrived at the would be among them, that we might enjoy
Straits of Mackinaw, between Lakes Michi- a diversified landscape as we steamed along.
gan and Huron. We staid here about three Bpt we kept at a very respectful distance
hours taking in coal. In this interval we from them all, with nothing without to reascended to the fort, where is a company of lieve the monotony of the voy; ;e. The
United States artillery. The fort we suppose greatest depth of Huron is 1000 feet, or
to be between two and three hundred feet about 400 feet below the level of the sea.
above the waters; and commands a very ex- About 170 miles from Mackinaw, we entered
tensive view of the surrounding· region. Op- the Georgian Bay, taking a southeast course
posite to it is Bois Blanc island. The village to Collingwood, which is about 500 miles
presents nothing of any particular interest. from Milwaukie.
It is composed of common frame stores and
If it was nearly all monotony without,
dwellings ; some of the signs announcing
"Indian Curiosities" for sale, which reminds there was diversity within. On leaving Milthe voyager that he is on the frontier of waukie, a Methodist clergyman became the
modern barbarism and aboriginal savage life. loudest talker in the saloon. He collected a
Passing by one of these stores a thick, shaggy- group around him to whom he discoursed in
haired old Indian, with blear and watery large swelling words about slavery. There was
eyes, the effect of the " fire-water" circulating j another great talker who coincided with
in his system, reeled out and stood before us. | him in opinion. They talked long and loud,
He wanted to shake hands. We gave him ; till others in the slavery interest put in, and
our hand, and then the road, leaving the | then great words of anger and defiance ensavage to balance himself as well as he could. . sued. " Who are you ?" said one to the layPassing further on we saw a boat-load of , man. " I am," said he, " a man that owes
these creatures preparing to depart. It con- ί no one anything, and can pay my way whertained a squaw, several papooses, a grown ί ever I go." " Stranger !" said another, " did
Indian, also drunk, and the first savage, , yuu say, you owe no man anything ; why,
whose name was Jackson, and who joined I where <io you live ?" " In Massachusetts."
them while we were with them. There were ] '· Oh," exclaimed the inquirer," I thought you
two others leaning against the boat, very ί did not live in the Western Country, for no
well dressed in citizen's clothes. We asked ( one here is out of debt!"
• After this it was discovered that there was
: an Episcopalian parson on board, on his re• The bill of the route says, " The Chicago and Col- turn from Kansas, where he had been acting
lingwood Route has received well-merited distinction
from the entire press and travelling public, and has the missionary among the " Missouri Ruibeen universally characterized as the most romantic, fians." Of course, he became forthwith a
leasant, and popular route, ever established in the
nion. It is the route for the business man, the tourist, ] sort of lion, whose roaring it was desirable
and the pleasure seeker. It abounds with the wildest to hear. At all events it would amuse the
and grandest scenery—the beautiful shores of Lake mind of our steaming public, if it did not
Michigan, and the Islets decking the northern outlet;
the classical Island of Mackinaw ; the traditionarv settle the Kansas question ! It was moved,
Manitoulin Islands (the home of the Indian Spirit of seconded, and passed, that his reverence
the Lakes;) and the myrioramic-like Isles of Georgian should be respectfully requested to lay before
Bay—form a series of views unsurpassed on the northern continent. On arrival at Toronto, passengers can ] the company his three year's experience in
in a few hours visit the Great Suspension Bridge, and : Kansas. In this resolution he very obligingly,
the Falls of Niagara, or trip it through the Thousand
and perhaps, condescendingly, acquiesced.
Islands, and the Rapids of the S t Lawrence.
11
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The company then took seats, and his Methodist reverence was proposed, seconded, and
voted into the chair. The meeting being
organized, his episcopal reverence was introduced, with a bundle of manuscripts, and
having bowed right and left, and all around,
began his " Three years on the Kansas Border," by an eulogy upon the liberty-loving
disposition of the Episcopal Church! He
told us that he was a clergyman of the Protestant Episcopal Church, by which he had
been sent as a missionary to Kansas. That
he did not approve of clergymen dabbling in
politics ; but, that situated as he was, he
could not be wholly indifferent to what was
passing around him. He was looked upon
as a fine preacher, but not " right upon the
goose," on account of which he had to leave.
Illustrative of the liberty-loving character
of the church he belonged to, he cited the
case of Bishop White. When peace was
proclaimed between England and her late
colonies, the Rev. Mr. White went to England, to obtain episcopal ordination, and so
receive the grace of " apostolic succession,"
that it might be by him transmitted to others
upon whom he should lay consecrated hands.
While he was there, the authorities offered
to pay him up all his arrears from the outbreak of the rebellion, to the acknowledgment of colonial independence. But this
favor the new Bishop respectfully declined !

prised to hear that he was popular in any
quarter, and it is difficult to conceive how
such senseless cacklings would be expected
to benefit the republican cause. Tradition,
indeed, lays the internal City under a considerable obligation to the bird of St. Michael.
But Col. Fremont's chance of success must
be very small, if it depend upon a grey goose
quill from even a " consecrated pinion." This
was the impression made upon us at the time
of the reading, what, doubtless, he considered
the most passable of his composition. His
declaration that his church was the friend of
liberty, was made either in ignorance of history, or on the presumption of the profound
ignorance of his audience. Ask the tithepayers of Hanover Co. Virginia ; the Baptist preachers, who used to harangue the
people through the gratings of their prison
doors ; the Dissenters of England, and " the
Pilgrim Fathers," of Plymouth Rock ! Ask
these witnesses, and they will testify that
Anglicanism is tyrannical, and inimical to the
rights of men. The case of Bishop White
was policy, not principle. He was going to
return to America, and to officiate among
republicans. It was necessary, therefore, if
he would be popular with these, to sacrifice
his arrears. It would have been bad policy
for him to accept them ; for in so doing, he
would have been regarded as a retainer of
the British Government—a Tory wolf in the
clothing of Republican sheep !

Having twaddled after this sort for fifteen
or twenty minutes, to the no little trial of
our own individual patience, he at last arrived at the Kansas border. He told us
he was writing a narrative of what he had
witnessed in Kansas, and would read us the
titles of the chapters he had written, and
then select one or two for present reading, so
as to give us a general idea of proceedings
there. As we took no notes we cannot now
go into details. But, we learn from the
London Leader, of Nov. 15, that the manuscript from which he read has appeared in
the form of a book, entitled " Three years on
the Kansas Border," and through Trubner
& Co., has been introduced to the English
public. Speaking of a book they were noticing being what it professed to be, the Leader says of the one in question, "We wish
as much could be said for the vulgar, incomprehensible effusion by the Episcopal clergyman. According to his own statement, he
was looked upon as " a fine preacher, but
not right upon the goose." The phrase is
afterwards explained as the symbol of proslavery opinions. Not to be right upon the
goose indicates abolitionist tendencies, and,
consequently, the Episcopalian clergyman
was not in very good odour at Kickapoo.
Judging from his writings, we should be sur-

After he had ceased his cackling, his little
reverence sat down, having left no impression
upon us at all, savoring of " fine preaching."
A pro forma vote of thanks was passed, and
the meeting adjourned, sine die. But not so
the subject. Abolition and Pro-slavery almost came to blows in her Majesty, Queen
Alexandrina Victoria's own waters of Georgian Bay. Ardent men shook their doughty
fists on the lengthening countenances of his
Methodist reverence, and his brother of Massachusetts ! The tone of their voices was
greatly lowered, and the emphasis of their
words wondrously subdued. Perceiving the
oozing of their spirits from their leaky vessels, the fire of the Buchanans burned more
fiercely, and the bystanders, who were beginning to partake of the spirit of the situation,
expected blood, and blackness of eyes and
nose, ere long to diversify the pallor of the
divine and his companion, whose crests, in
their extremity, were unequal to the crisis
they had provoked. But the intervention of
the captain saved them from impending possibilities, lie commanded peace, and forbid
the discussion of slavery, pro or con, so long
as they were in the ship. His orders were
obeyed, and tranquillity was restored.
We arrived at Collingwood, about ten,

" Rush like a Tempest with Chariots:'
a.m., where we were detained till three, P.M.
This place is quite new, and therefore in the
rough ; sand, swamp, scrub oak, and cedar,
with more propitious surroundings, are the
natural elements of what may become a very
thriving and eligible city. It is connected
with Toronto by a railroad, from which it is
distant about ninety miles. The dinner at
the hotel was excellent, being well furnished
with fish fresh from the Bay, which cannot
be surpassed.

wide and far travel, much writing, and more
speaking, to get at the sheep, and bring them
out from among the goats, scattered as they
are up and down the earth.
The friends having retired, we prepared for
our departure homeward. At eight, P.M.,
of Sunday, August 24, we found ourselves
on board the steamer for a voyage across
Lake Ontario, which is 190 miles long, 40
wide, and 60 feet deep, and therefore navigable by the largest vessels. Bidding fareAt seven, P. M., we arrived in Toronto. well to our kind and hospitable brother
On our way thither we touched at Lake Sim- Coombe, we left the harbour of Toronto, for
coe, but with this exception there was no- Oswego, in this State, and distant about 150
thing particularly attractive to one who is Λ miles. We arrived there at seven, A.M.,
familiar with " new countries " in their begin- < which made our speed about thirteen and anings. Brother Coombe met us at the ί half knots an hour. At Oswego we took the
station, and informed us that there was a ί train for Syracuse, which left at nine, A.M.
goodly company of friends at his house wait- At Syracuse we were transferred to the train
ing to sec us. We were, however, too for Binghampton, on the New York and
fatigued to undergo the labor of a two hour's Erie Railroad. We were detained here three
meeting at least, after a three day's journey or four hours. At length we were en route
in our present state of health. We arranged, again, rapidly descending along the banks of
therefore, that the interview should be defer- the Delaware to Port Jervis. At this point
red till Sunday afternoon, and that in the we left the river, going East to Goshen, and
meantime we would live in retirement with from thence South by Patterson, N. J., and
across the Passaic to Jersey City and New
him.
York, where we arrived at one, A.M., after
On Sunday afternoon, our friends, to the an absence of six weeks, and a journey of
number of about thirty, met us at brother 2,441 miles.
Coombe's. We laid before them " the Unity
Dec. 31,1856.
EDITOR.
of the Spirit" in its seven elements, as exhibited in " the Unity of the Faith and of the
Knowledge of the Son of God," in Eph. iv. 4
<& \) t \ ο ρ ο I i t i c α I .
-6. It was a discourse of definitions, defining
from his own writings what Paul meant by the " Rush like a Tempest with Chariots."
'One Body/'the " One Spirit," the " One Hope
No writer on prophecy, whose opinion is
of the Calling," the " One Lord," the " One
Faith," the " One Baptism," and the " One worthy of any respect from the biblical stuGod and Father." After we had finished, dent, denies that " the King of the North,"
we then gave an opportunity to any present contemporary with " the Time of the End,"
to propose questions relative to any difficul- testified of in Dan. xi. 40, is " the Prince of
ties hindering their comprehension of the Rosh, Meshech, and Tobl" of Ezekiel, or the
truth. Since that meeting, as we think we "Autocrat of all the Russias." This may
have published elsewhere, four of the friends be regarded as a settled interpretation ; and
then present, have become obedient to the any speculation that disputes it, is not worth
the time of its reading.
faith.
This truth ascertained beyond doubt, it is
Tho present result, then, of this tour
through Canada and the West, has been the easy to discern the destiny of the Russian
baptism of fourteen persons. What the power. It matters not what present obstafuture may bring forth, it is not for us to say. cles encounter her, nor what disasters befal
The time is too short for a great deal to be her, she will override them all, and rise to the
effected; still, there 13 time enough for all ascendant ultimately ; and in so doing, bind
who are Christ's sheep, " as many as the Europe to her chariot-wheels for a little seaFather has given him," to hear his voice, the i son preceding her destruction by the hand
voice of the truth, and to follow him—John of God. Multitudes of our contemporaries
x. 20, 27 ; xvii. 2. From the condition of will live to see it, and to confess that " Rusthe people's minds, and the smallncss and sia triumphant and Europe chained" is no
feebleness of the means, we do not believe fancy-sketch, or fiction of the Jjrain.
that there are in this generation many more
The king of the North is to " come against
sheep to respond to the voice of the Great HIM," or that Power that " divides," or apShepherd in the truth proclaimed. Still, our portions, " the Land (of Palestine) for a
diligence must not be relaxed ; for it requires price."—Dan. xi. 39; Joel iii. 2. This
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power is, and can be, no other than the Ottoman, or Euphratean, which is " drying up."
But, mark how the king of the north is to go
against him,—" He shall rush like a tempest
1

upon him WITH CHARIOTS"—ϋη5ΐ Τ^3 "isma*

over ten years ; an estimate which supposes
that the communities of Western Europe,
especially England, France, and Holland,
would be contributing at the rate of £4,000,000 a year for ten years, towards the resources of Russia ; and it seems to be settled
that Russia has really succeeded in obtaining
this great subsidy."
The correspondent of the London Times
at St. Petersburg, under date of Nov. 8,
says, " There are not wanting those who
afifect to say that political, even much more
than financial objects have been kept in
view, or perhaps held up to view, by the
address of the representative of France at
the recent coronation of the Czar.

yistahair ahlahv berekev. If this simply
meant artillery, there would be nothing peculiar in this attack of the king of the North
compared with that of the king of the South
who " pushed a t " the same power before
him. The king of the South, or Egypt,
drove his artillery-wheels against the Sultan
with disastrous effect in 1840; but he did
not rush with locomotive-speed in trains of
chariots. But this the king of the North is
to do; for we believe that the " chariots " in
the text are iron-horsed cars. The rushing
" Rumor adds that the intention is to call
of lightning trains across the steppes of the
North, filled with the soldiery of the Russian for 30 per cent, immediately, or nearly so.
empire, for the conquest of the Ottoman, is If such should be the fact there must have
the only movement in " the time of the end" been caution money demanded by the Rusthat can be compared to a whirlwind-rush sian government. Yet the most careful inwith chariots upon a foe. We believe, there- quiries have not led to the discovery that any
fore, that the text refers to a railroad move- caution money has to be deposited. On the
ment of the king of the North against Turkey, contrary, it is supposed that this usual preand other countries also; for they are to be caution or condition will not be enforced ;
" ioundated and passed over," by the same and if so, it will be another argument at
least, if not proof, that political, as much or
power, or "overthrown."—Verses 40, 41.
more than technical orfinancialconsiderations,
But Russia cannot do this immediately, have been prevalent, it boiii": well known to
for the simple reason that she has not got have boon, until quite recently, insisted upon
the railroads. The late war, however, has in the Department of Public Works that
taught her the necessity of them if she would caution money should be lodged by all who
succeed in her enterprize of establishing her obtained concessions.
ascendancy over Turkey and Europe. She
" It is possible, however, that another
has, therefore, for the present suspended her
military operations until she can resume them reason may exist lor making so heavy a call
with equal facilities of locomotion with what- in the first instance. It would bind numbers,
soever combination she may be destined to perhaps nearly all, to continue to pay up the
other calls rather than sacrifice so large an
contend.
instalment."
It is a trite, but often a true saying, that
Another writer in The Times upon the
" coming events cast their shadows before."
The coming event of a whirlwind railway de- same subject, says, " At present if the railscent from the North, seems to be forecasting ways could be made, they would subserve
its shadow at the present crisis. In the only one purpose, to menace Western Europe
London Leader, Nov. 1, 185C, in its " Re- by the facilities they would offer for moving
view of the Week," it is remarked," Russian armies, and thus to revive that oppressive
invasions are usually most dangerous when sense of indefinite dread which has recently
they are not carried on sword in hand. Much been dissipated through the happy ^co-operaof the Russian territory has been won by tion of England and France."
peaceful encroachments ; the victory which
The Times itself, viewing these gigantic
she lost by arms in Sevastopol has since been railways through a sparse population as a
gained by craft in the chamber of diplomacy ; financial and commercial enterprize, regards
and now, after imposing· upon France and them with unmitigated contempt, and goes
England heavy war taxes, repayment of on to say, that " the lines are laid out, not
which they do not exact, she is invading their for passenger traffic or for commerce, but for
money market by a railway rate. A contract military purposes.
In fact the Western
for the construction of a great system of rail- States are invited to make for Russia a miliways in Russia has been granted to one of tary road from the Bailie to the Euxine, and
the" commercial associations which were com- military roads from St. Petersburg and Mospeting for the purpose. The sum estimated cow to Warsaw and Konigsberg, enabling
is £40,000,000 sterling,* to be spread, say, her to lay armies at a few days1 notice on the
frontiers of Prussia and Austria. The rejec* $193,060,000.

tion of Riga and Odessa in favor of Libau what less time than she now could 50,000. It
and Kaffa is a significant commentary on the is asked here whether the Barings and Hopes
announcement that Russia intended hence- are considered good patriots in England, but
forth to devote herself to the works of peace of course no direct answer can be given to
and social improvement! There is no reason, such a ticklish question. The Augsburg
however, at least there will be no objection Gazette learns from Poland that, if the profelt, to assist in the formation of military jected Russian railroads had been completed
roads if they will become great channels of when the late war broke out, " the immense
trade, and if, by so doing, they will pay a superiority of Russia would at once have
good dividend. But the interests of trade been seen." The correspondent does not
are utterly set at naught, as well as the inter- deny that Russia is so impatient to have her
ests of the shareholders, by railways which railroads completed in order that she may
leave Odessa out of the question, and in the use them for military purposes."
north propose to encounter the competition
From these premises it is manifest that the
of the railway from Riga up the valley of conviction of the leading men of Europe is
the Dwina."
that Russia is playing them false. That she
After showing how little profit, if any, can has no idea of devoting herself to the works
possibly accrue to the shareholders, the of peace for the sake of peace ; but that she
Times remarks, " When they have received is actively preparing means for the developtheir magnificent 2A per cent, for their money ment of her internal resources by which she
for twenty years, the Russian government can descend as an overwhelming tempest, and
will have, it appears, the right of purchasing wreak her vengeance upon her adversaries
the railway at a valuation based on the net for their violence, and her ally for its ingratiprofits of the last five years. We very much tude in her time of need. Sir Robert Peel,
suspect that even twenty years hence the who has recently returned from Russia, and
profits will be nil, and that by the terms of who, as a member of the British Government
the concession the Czar will be able to walk must know more than most people, has solinto the 2,GOO miles of railway with no other emnly announced at a Staffordshire public
payment, or formality, than a civil speech to dinner, that Europe is "on the edge of a volthe unfortunate proprietors. With this dis- cano"—"meaning," says the Leader, "that
mal prospect we are resigned to see this we are at a point just before the probable
magnificent concession pass into other hands. renewal of war. Sir Robert appeared to alThere are tradesmen, indeed, so devoted to lude both to the re-commencement of Russian
their business, and so proud of fashionable hostilities and to the state of affairs in Italy ;
customers, that they are glad to supply a and he spoke with marked suspicion of leadlord for nothing, or what comes to the same ing French statesmen,"—the ministers of the
thing, at ruinous credit. Our contemporary Frog-power, ever ready for intrigue where
would be glad to supply so grand a person mischief is to be done.
as the Emperor of all the Russias with rails,
EDITOR.
chairs, and locomotives on almost any terms.
Dec. 20, 1856.
We are old fashioned enough to estimate a
customer by the intrinsic value of his custom,
and the intrinsic value of the custom in this The Right Direction for the Gogueehip.
instance we believe to be a very minus quanSINCE the ratification of the treaty of
tity."
Paris the Western Powers have ceased to
We shall conclude our quotations from the think of the ambition of Russia—it is the
London Times by what follows from its Vi- ambition of America which now disturbs
enna correspondence, Nov. 20.
their dreams. Alexander is marching no
"There are at present several foreign army towards the Pruth—is organizing no
financiers of note in this city, among others navy in the harbors of the Euxine—is mediMessrs. F. and A. G. Baring, of London, tating no outrage or aggression against
and Mr. W. Borski, who is at the head of Christian or Infidel. Russia has for the
the first Russian house in Amsterdam. It is present beaten her swords into plowshares,
stated that the three gentlemen are endeav- and her spears into pruning-hooks. She has
oring to persuade the Vienna bankers to abandoned the paths of war and violence for
take a share in the Russian railroads, but it the peaceful pursuits of industry. Hence
is difficult to believe that such can be the France and England have jumped to the concase. The Austrians are not particularly re- clusion that the arrogance and ambition of
markable for their patriotism, but still they the great Oriental Empire have descended
will not assist Russia in the construction of into the grave with Nicholas, and that the
roads which would enable her to march half a might of Russia is no longer dangerous to
million of soldiers across the frontier in some-Europe.
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It is a great mistake, however, to infer
from the present pacific attitude of Kussia,
and her application to industrial avocations,
that she has laid aside all thought of territorial aggrandizement, or that she is pleased
with the conditions of the late treaty. Her
Czar, indeed, may have assented to that
treaty because he was glad to escape from
the contest on any terms, but her statesmen,
it is certain, only did so from the conviction
that the financial and military exhaustion of
Russia required the suspension of the conflict
till some more favorable opportunity. That
opportunity may not present itself immediately, but it is evident that Russia is determined to be prepared to take advantage of
it when it does. The experience of the Crimean campaigns revealed to her generals
and ministers the sources of Russia's vulnerability in defensive war. They have become
sensible that the inadequacy of her revenue,
and the remoteness of her frontiers from her
centre, and from each other, were the great
causes of Russia's disasters in the recent
war, and her sovereign and government have
decided, that so far as encouragement of home
industry can remove the one, and modern
science and skill surmount the other, neither
shall ever again exist to take from the
strength and effectiveness of Russia in case
of foreign invasion.
The avowed object of the industrial works
which Alexander and his Cabinet have recently projected is not of course what we
have represented. The promotion of Russia's
prosperity and the facilitation of her commercial operations by the connection of her
interior with her extremities, is the sole object which they profess to have in view.
But who that looks at the plan of the great
network of railways which was laid down at
Warsaw by the Autocrat and his ministers,
can doubt for a moment, that the men who
devised that scheme were actuated by other
considerations than those which stimulate
merchants, or economists, or philanthropists ?
The great lines of that plan are to connect
St. Petersburg with Warsaw, and Odessa,
and the Black Sea on the West, and with the
Volga and the Sea of Azoff on the East.
Now it must be admitted that the construction of these railways will tend very much
to promote the industry and prosperity of
Russia. But can we believe that her diplomatists and statesmen projected these lines
for this purpose alone, and without any regard to the political circumstances, and physical disadvantages of that great empire?
Can we believe that such astute publicists
thought only of the interests of trade and
nothing of politics or war, when they were
considering those projects with their youthful
Sovereigu? Is it probable that a conviction

of the facilities which the lines in question
would afford for the speedy concentration of
an overwhelming force on any given point of
their frontier, contributed nothing to the
decisions which they arrived at on that occasion ? Is it probable that the conviction
of the vast accession of power and influence
which would accrue to Bussia in the future
of Europe, from the execution of these great
works, contributed nothing to the favorable
consideration which they then received? It
is in the name of commerce and peaceful industry, indeed, that these mighty works are
to be undertaken and executed, but the great
and paramount object of their projectors is
not on that account the less evident.
When that railroad shall have been constructed which is to connect St. Petersburg
and Warsaw—the metropolis of Russia, and
the metropolis of Poland—a chain will have
been forged which will bind the Pole more
firmly than ever to the chariot of the Muscovite, and place the German in abject prostration at the feet of the Czar. When those
railroads shall have been constructed which
are to connect Warsaw with the Euxine, on
the one side, and Moscow with the Sea of
Azoflf on the other, two great outlets will
exist by which Russia can at any time suddenly transport vast masses of soldiery to the
south for the purposes of defence or aggression, together with provisions and munitions
of war for their sustenance and use, to any
extent necessary. What money and what
time the execution of these great works will
require we cannot of course say, but this we
are confident of, that when completed they
will add four-Μά to the effective strength
of Russia, whether in offensive or defensive
war; and will increase her weight in the
scale of nations in corresponding proportion.
Pacific, therefore, as is the present attitude
of Russia, rigid as may be the fidelity with
which she is fulfilling the conditions of the
late treaty, intense as is the ardor with which
she is applying herself to the pursuits of industry, it is nevertheless very evident that
she has not interred her ambition in the
grave of Nicholas, or abandoned all hope of
reestablishing her supremacy on the banks
of the Danube and the waters of the Euxine.
But she discovered her weakness and nakedness in the recent war, and now she is laboring to acquire that wealth, and to possess
herself of those agencies which will enable
her, at a future period, to turn to more
complete account her Titanic force.—Ν. Υ.
Times.
Upon the mountains of Israel shall the
Assyrian be broken by Jesus of Nazareth,
the King of the Jews.

Encouragement from Afar.
l

se3." " Be thou faithful unto death, and I
will give thee a crown of life." You
will bear with me if I should appear too minute in detailing a case illustrative of the
Encouragement from Afar.
illuminating influence of the truth, as set forth
MY DEAR "BROTHER,—Although personal- in " Elpis Israel." The case is my own, and
ly unknown to you, I have, nevertheless, in I can, therefore, speak with certainty. Previrtue of a unity and identity of " hope," pre- vious to coming in contact with the abovesumed thus far upon your forbearance. It has mentioned work, I was zealously affected for
long been my intention to write you, but what I considered the truth, viz.: The ideas
hitherto I have been deterred by various propounded from the pulpit. I believed them
considerations. At last, however, I have got and, so far as I am aware, walked consistently.
the pen in my hand, which I am resolutely de- I was sincere, quite in earnest, and my language
termined not to relinquish till I shall have mentally was, " Sirs, what shall I do to be
transferred my ideas (such as they are) to saved ?" On all hands I invariably received
paper. My object in writing, is more to en- the response, " Believe on the Lord Jesus
courage you in the struggle in which you Christ," &c. Being in perfect ignorance, exare engaged, than to perplex (?) you with cept of what I had received from maternal inpointless questions and imaginary difficulties. doctrination, I accepted the generally receivAllow me to remark, then, that, to my mind, ed understanding of " Believe, &c," as truth.
you seem to be carrying forward the " good I was just on the eve of being immersed on
tight" to a successful termination, for I con- Baptist principles, when a friend handed me a
ceive that the capture of the " good and hon- " Herald." There was something so rational,
est-hearted" (of which I painfully testify so comprehensible, something which partook
there are but few) by the truth, is the very so much of common sense, that my attention
highest point of success to which we could was at once arrested. My curiosity was so
aspire. This, then, you are certainly accom- much excited, that nothing short of an underplishing. True, in relation to the mass, the standing of the whole matter, in some way or
progress of the truth is slow and uncertain. other, would satisfy me. I therefore proWhile the state superstitions, and the most cured a copy of " Elpis Israel," and read it
extravagant absurdities of the multifarious with intense interest. I then compared it
" sects and denominations" meet with respect with what the Scriptures actually said, and
and command attention, " the truth," even I was perfectly struck with the identity of
with the most " learned" and " intellectual" the language. Without further hesitation, I
among them, meets with the bitterest oppo- renounced forever the absolute blasphemies
sition, and its adherents they treat with the to which I had before adhered, viz.: " immost profound contempt. In fact, their " di- mortality of the soul," " heaven," " hell," an
vines" " philosophers," " fathers," &c, do not atmospherical recompense at death, &c, &c,
deem it worthy of investigation. They sum- &c.; and, having become aware of the existmarily discard it as altogether even unworthy ence of a meeting of believers here, although
of notice, while they will gravely discuss such then only in my fifteenth year, I identified
monstrous absurdities as Romanism, Camp- myself with them by putting on Christ by
bellism, Mormonism, &c.!!! But with the immersion. In followiug this course of acother class it is the reverse. When the tion, it is almost needless to add, that I ex" word of the kingdom," (Matt.) is sown in perienced the most abusive misrepresentau
good ground" it springs up and bears fruit, tion and utter contempt that vindictiveness
some an hundred fold, &c,—a synonymous could possibly devise. Former friends turnexpression with a belief of the truth. There- ed their backs and became sworn enemies ;
fore, my dear brother, although it may ap- relations became cold ; and all agreed to
pear anomalous that a young, inexperienced \ pity my infatuation. And yet, if you " reayouth such as I, should be encouraging a \ son with them from the Scriptures," the very
hardy veteran ; still, I cannot but speak from ! strength of the argumeuts, the very overthe fulness of my heart, and encourage you <powering nature of the evidence, seems to
to persevere. What, if by your faithful ad- j confirm them in their unbelief; they, therevocacy of the truth, you entail upon yourself fore, hesitate, stammer, sputter, and turn
the contempt and abuse of all Christendom ! round and brand you as an " infidel" "mateThat's nothing but what Paul experi- rialist," &c, &c, reminding one forcibly of the
enced from the " philosophers" too! And words of Paul, " To the one it is a savor of
it is nothing but what all must and do expe- death unto death," &c. They will not reason,
rience, who " contend earnestly for the faith but resort to vociferous vituperation. Surely
once delivered to the saints." But, after all, these are not sincere, surely they are not inthese considerations would afford little con- terested in the absorbing question, " What is
solation, were it not for the " gracious prom- truth?" who will not reason. Their faith is
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certainly, as you express it, " An unreasoning I of Zadok;" from the ninth to the fourteenth, inclusive, and from the seventeenth to
assent to certain dogmas."
Brother Thomas, my gratitude is unbound- the end of the chapter, the subordinate rank
ed. I cannot possibly give utterance to my of the priesthood, is the subject of the legisfeelings. What a great salvation has been lation.
revealed! What a book is the Bible!!
They are not only not to take for their wives
What a God is Jehovah !!! My heart swells a widow other than the widow of a priest, but
with grateful emotion, when I contemplate they are to drink no wine on entering the
these things. My thanksgiving knows no inner court. " They shall stand before the
bounds—no bounds when I revert to the people to minister for them;" but, " they
former contemptible, effeminate appearance shall not come near unto me, saith the Lord,
which these things made, when reviewed to do the office of a priest unto me, nor to
through the medium of sectarian theology.
come near to any of my holy things, in the
My efforts for the diffusion of the truth, I most holy" " But the sons of Zadok shall
regret to say, can extend no farther than con- stand before me, to offer unto me the fat and
tention, of which I have plenty. Being only the blood, saith the Lord, they shall come
seventeen years of age, I am, of course, poor near to my table," which will be in the
in this world's goods, or else, I can assure most holy place.—xli. 22.
you, dear brother, the " Herald" should
Here are evidently two classes of priests,
never go down for want of funds. As it is, one that may enter the most holy, and
however, my exertions in behalf of the truth the other that may not. The Lord's table
must be confined exclusively to speaking, and, is in the most holy, and he said to the
when the time comes, they will also be ex- apostles, a Ye may eat and drink at my table
tended to co-operation in the way of funds ; in my kingdom ;" but the others may not
and then, when Jesus returns, he will reward drink, and may not come beyond the inner
every man according to his works.
court. They are, therefore, not the sons of
I am afraid I have trespassed on your for- Zadok, of whom marriage is affirmed; for
bearance, but then you know how to excuse they who may not drink are they who may
not marry any other widow than the widow
one that is in earnest.
of a deceased priest.
With an earnest desire that you may be
spared until our Lord returns to Ziou, I remain your affectionate brother in the hope
of the promise made to Abraham, Isaac, and
Job's Tempter.
Jacob,
As to Job's tempter, we think that a
ROBERT ROBERTS.
critical reading will remove the obscurity.
Aberdeen, Scotland, Oct. 8, 1856.
Job was a priest, and the greatest of all
P. S.—DEAR BROTHER,—Since writing the sons of the East; he was withal " perfect
the above, it has occurred to me to ask your and upright, and one that feared God and
mind on a certain point: In the 44th of eschewed evil." He was also a faithful
Ezekiel, it is said, after laying down some teacher of the truth ; for, saith he, " I have
other obligations binding on the " Sons of not concealed the words of the Holy One."
Zadok," " Neither shall they take for their He was above princes and nobles ; for when
wives a widow, nor her that is put away, &c." he appeared among them, " the princes
You understand the individuals here alluded refrained from talking, and the nobles held
to, to be the glorified saints; but I can hardly their peace." Yea, " I chose out their way,"
reconcile this supposition with what Jesus saith he, " and sat chief, and dwelt as king
says: " In the resurrection, they neither mar- in the army."
ry nor are given in marriage, but are as the
The excellent of the earth were his assoangels in heaven.'' If you could find a little ciates and friends—the sons of God, who
space for a remark or two in explanation, I'm presented themselves from time to timo
sure a great many of your readers would be 5 before the Lord, according to his appointgratified.
ment.
R. R.
But the sons of God in all past ages have
not all of them been without rebuke. Many
have passed for sons of God who have been
The Ezekiel Law of Marriage.
but roaring lions and ravenous wolves.
THE solution of the difficulty concern- " Judas was a devil;" yet, " an aegel of
ing the marriage of the parties named light," or messenger of knowledge, and a
in Ezek. xliv. 22, will be found in a " minister of righteousness"—a very satan
right divison of the word. The fifteenth amid tueu sons of God ; for said Jesus to the
and sixteenth verseg refer to "the sons i twelve,, Qn.e of you is a devil.," Yet he
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seut this devil out to preach the Gospel, to know of in this part of the country. Now
proclaim repentance, and to heal the sick. and then, a preacher comes along who says,
He went up to the house of God in company he is " a kingdom-believer;" but it turns out
with Jesus, took sweet counsel with him, to be Utopian in the end.
Respectfully yours,
and betrayed him. This constituted him a
satan to Jesus ; for Jesus had more satans
H. W. HUDSON.
than one to contend against him.
Homer, Calhoun, Mich., Dec. 14,1856.
^wwH hash-satan, signifies the adversary,
There are many who profess to befrom •pTD sahtau, to he hostile, to oppose.
The noun with the definite article occurs in lieve in the kingdom, who do not believe the
glad tidings or gospel thereof; and when exJob i. G. When Job and his friends, the
amined, evidently do not know what are the
sons of the Elohim, came to present them- principles of the oracles of God. Iu our
selves before Jehovah, a Judas, the adversary travels we have heard of many such, who
of Job, came in the midst of them. Jehovah, would confer a benefit on society if they
knowing the enmity of his heart against Job, would stop preaching what they call ki kingopened the conversation respecting him, dom," and devote themselves to some honest
recorded in the book. The adversary of secular affairs. Talkers who peddle books
Job was evidently a powerful prince, accord- and merchandize in souls, and speak slightly
ing to his own account, for he seemed to of the prophets, and call God's message to
march to and fro at his pleasure ; only that Mary by Gabriel, " Thomasism," though
he could not invade Job's possessions to they may advocate " no immortality out of
destroy them, because Jehovah had " made Christ, and all the wicked will God destroy,"
a hedge about him."
and speak of u kingdom " too, have really but
But Jehovah's protection was removed one object—a living on easy terms. Of such
from everything but Job's person, and his beware!—Editor.
adversary was allowed to prevail against
him. The Sabeans^ (ire from heaven, the
miscellaneous.
Chaldeans, and the whirlwind, were the
means by which Job was reduced to the
greatest extremity. These were the " hand,"
"Διι Interesting Question."
and " power" of the adverse T, or satan, of
Job, who is said to have done the evil,
W E cut the following from the Toronto
because he moved Jehovih to do it. " Thou Globe of a recent date. The theological promovedst me against him, saith Jehovah, to fessor of Yale is behind the times in announcdestroy him without cause." Jehovah did ing the world's profound mistake, " respecting
it all, but it is attributed to Job's adversary, the Hebrew word, given as " Jehovah," in
because he instigated Jehovah to do it; the Old Testament; the readers of the
and Jehovah did it, not to torment Job, but Herald of the Kingdom have long since been
to vindicate his integrity against the asser- supplied with the proposition and the proof,
tions of his enemy.
that ppn& 'ici* ΐΐ^ΐΐχ ehyeh aslier ehyeh,
Much might be added upon this subject; the Memorial of the Invisible, and |-pn&
but, for the present, we must dismiss it, with Ehyeh, his Na?ne, signify I SHALL BE WHO I
the hope that sufficient has been said to re- \ SHALL BE, and / shall be ; and not, as in the
move the obscurity that may have existed. I English version, " I am that I am," and " I
\ am:" and that the Memorial enigmatically
EDITOR.
i foreshowed, that AIL-SHADDAI, by which
\ name he was alone known to Abraham, would
M
Kingdom-Believers."
| afterwards appear as a distinct person, yet
Dear Sir,—You still send me the Herald, plurally in the same, as indicated in the " glofor which I am very thankful. It is assur- \ rious and wonderful name ipnja fTWTii*
edly a noble work, and I regret that I do aith Yehowah elohekah, the 1 SHALL BE THY
not pay you better for it. In money mat- GODS. The great mystery of spiritrand-truth
ters the " times " in this state at present are worship, " God manifested through flesh, &c.,
" hard." But I want the Herald, neverthe- and exhibited in " the wisdom of God in a
less ; for I know of no such book in this, or mystery," as spoken by the Apostles and
any other, state or country, which is sayiug the Lord. See Exod., iii., 14, 15; vi., 3 ;
α great deal for it, surely. There are " re- Deut, xxviii., 58 ; John, i., 1,14 ; viij., 58 ;
ligious writings," so called, enough ia the xiv., 9,10; 1 Tim., iii., 16 ; 1 Cor., ii., 7.
country ; but to me they are worthless : for
The Chrism with which Jesus was Christed
by reading the Herald the darkness in them, j or christened, at the Jordan, when the Dove
and around me, becomes visible.
j descended upon him, was the Holy Spirit of
We have no scriptural teacher that I > the Father. This was He who said " before
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Abraham was I am;" and " He that hath
seen me hath seen the Father." That holy
thing, born of Mary, and named Jehowahshuah, Jehoshua, Jahveh, Jah,
or Jesous, in
the English version " Jesus,11 was the body
or flesh of sin, prepared for Christ; and,
therefore, when the Chrism of the Father
filled it, the body prepared was " made
Christ," and " called Christ"—Acts, ii., 36.
But, we are losing sight of the notice in
the Toronto Globe. If the book came in our
way, we shall tell the reader more about it;
at present, we content ourselves with having
thus directed attention to it. The notice
referred to is as follows :—

existed having that faith, who was ignorant
of God's purpose of setting up a kingdom in
the Holy Land with Messiah upon its throne ;
and of giving it to the Saints with him for
their inheritance.

Another very specific point is, that no
man having the one faith, ever denied, but
firmly believed in the indwelling of the
Twelve Tribes of Israel, according to the
flesh, in the Holy Land, under the government of Messiah.
Another very specific point is, that all
true believers in the apostles' days, " believed the things concerning the kingdom of
God AND the name of Jesus Christ"—Acts
viii. 12, before they were immersed.
" An Interesting Question.—A book is
Another very specific point is, that every
about to be issued from the press of Gould
and Lincoln, Boston, written by " a venerable man justified by faith is sanctified by the
Professor of Theology, in Yale College," en- Abrahamic Covenant through the offering of
titled " Yahveh Christ, or the Memorial the body of Christ once; and that one igName." The main object of the author is norant or faithless of the promises to Abrato show that the world has hitherto labored ham, Isaac, and Jacob, so confirmed, cannot
under a profound mistake respecting the be justified, washed, and sanctified thereby,
Hebrew word given as " Jehovah," in the though he may be dipped a thousand times.
Old Testament. He undertakes to prove
There are other specific points that might
that it was not " Jehovah," but " Yahveh
;" be stated, but these may suffice for the presu
and it does not mean " I am," but He who ent.
will be,"—in short, that the " Jehovah" of
Our friend Marsh i£ very much mistaken
the Old Testament, and the « Christ" of the in supposing that we are " determined to inNew, denote one and the same Being. The validate his baptism on some principle." We
point is argued with great ingenuity, force, should be most happy if we could scriptuand eloquence, on both philological and his- rally and conscientiously declare, that we betorical grounds. The important bearing of lieve he had intelligently obeyed " the Gospel
the discussion upon fundamental doctrines of of the kingdom of God " in being immersed;
theology will be readily apparent."
and that he had thenceforth " held fast
Christ's name, and had not denied his faith."
—Rev., ii., 13. Far be it from us any such
determination. But we cannot close our
eyes to facts ; and ignore our knowledge of
II Signor Inoognito Explains.
the truth and reason.
IN " The Expositor" for Jan. 1,1857, our
Three pages and a half of the eight confriend, the editor, has about eight pages of
explanation on divers points under the cap- sist of extracts from Elias Smith's New
tion general " Valid Immersion" in which he Testament Dictionary on " Soul," " Punishstates that our mutual friend Joseph Pierce, ment," " Destruction," " Immortality," and
" was mistaken, that is all," in saying that " Canaan," which show that said Elias at that
in relation to the " One Faith" about which, time was greatly in advance of his contempoas a part of the " unity of the Spirit," they raries. Elder Marsh says, " he fully endorswere conversing, he had no faith previous to ed and taught them more than thirty years
his immersion. Elder Marsh declares (and since."
brother McMellan of Rochester, who heard
He then gives the reader Elias Smith's
the conversation between him and brother definition of the Kingdom, which stands
Pierce, he says, corroborates the declara- thus, " The time will come when all kingtion) " that it was in response to a specific doms contrary to what is contained in the
point of the gospel of the kingdom, as taught Scriptures will be done away, and men will
by Dr. Thomas, in which we said we had no be in obedience to Christ, live in love and
faith previous to being baptized."
peace, and honor him as the one Lord and
What the " specific jwint" referred to is, King over all the earth."
On the word king Elias says, " The grace
we do not see defined in the eight pages;
we however, say this, as a very specific point by which we are saved teaches us to deny
in relation to the " One Faith," namely: ungodliness ; for this reason the followers of
that no manf since the days of AbraJiam, ever Christ are called kings, and because they are
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hereafter to be in authority as kings on the the resurrection of the just; and that all
earth, under Christ the king of kings"—"Rev., men will not be raised immortal.
v., 10.
5. That all kingdoms will be abolished;
After all the extracts our friend remarks : and that Christ will be king over all the
"Thus it is seen what the sentiments of earth; and that the Saints will reign with
Elder E. Smith and a large portion of the him upon the earth.
Christian denomination were in their early
6. That Canaan signifies the land once
history. It is true they were not fully informed on some of the great fundamental possessed by Canaan the son of Ham, son of
truths of prophecy, and it is also true that Noah; and that the Jews shall return to
they held to several erroneous theories; but this land.
imperfect as they were, few writers of the
Now, if this were his faith, it wa3 very
present day—Dr. Thomas not excepted—are well as far as it went. But we hear nothing
able to express these great truths in a clearer in all this, of that to which Paul refers, when
or more correct manner than is done in the describing his preaching, he says, " We speak
foregoing extracts. As we understand Dr. not the wisdom of this age, nor of the leaders
Thomas, faith in these truths will qualify a of this age ; but we speak the hidden wisdom
person for baptism. The sentiments of Elder of God in a mystery, which God defined beE. Smith and Dr. T. are nearly, if not quite, fore the ages unto our glory"—1 Cor., ii., 6,
identical."
7. If our friend can add this to the above,
" There was another class of the Christian we should have no objection to his immerbrethren who differed in sentiment from El- sion.
der E. Smith. They ultimately became the
But, leaving him to his baptism, which is
most numerous, and gave directions to the his concern more than ours (any further than
body, so as to cause a large majority to that we are anxious for his own sake, that
apostatize from the true faith, and to embrace he should be really and truly the subject of
many of the fabled dogmas of the other sects. the One Faith and One Baptism) what shall
We, however, ever stood opposed to this we say to its consequents? He escaped
apostatizing party, in consequence of which apostasj from the true faith when Christians
our sojourn among them was not unfrequently became Christ-yons ; but how was it with
marked with controversy and sore trials."
him when Christians became Millerites ? He
Our friend then proceeds to state, that he made a bonfire of the kingdoms, the Jews,
did not "stoutly deny," before and subse- the Holy Land, and the very earth itself!!!
quent to his immersion, the testimony we He abandoned what he calls " the true faith ;"
quoted from the prophets in our article, "E and instead of responding to the song of the
Signor Incognito Demis;" and, to prove it, redeemed in Rev., v., 10, he denied it by burnreproduces an article he published in the ing up their inheritance ! Was the apostasy
Christian Palladium, on the State and Pros- of the Christ-γΆΏΒ to " the fabled dogmas of
pects of the Jews, from the London Quarterly the sects," equal in enormity to this ? But
Review. This appeared, he says, after he having confessed to the above inations of
was immersed ; and is offered in evidence Millerism, he proceeds to remark, " We still
that he believed in the restoration of the hold, however, to the gathering of' Spiritual
Jews.
Israel' at the advent of Christ into his kingFrom all these premises, we suppose we dom on the New Earth." This was only
are expected to admit that our friend was a adding fallacy to fallacy; for the bonfiredoctrine converted the Bible into a cunningbeliever in the following principles :
1. That Man is a Living Soul; that soul ly devised fable; and consumed into smoke
is simply life; and that the theological dog- all the Spirituals contained within it. The
ma of the existence, in the flesh, of an im- Bible says nothing about a kingdom of Christ
mortal soul, is unscriptural, and therefore on any other planet than our earth, which
our friend says, he believed was to be burned
not to be received ;
up. We are astonished that our friend does
2. That punishment signifies just suffering not see, that in confessing faith in Millerism,
for a crime, that a person may be brought he is proclaiming himself an infidel of the
to repentance; and that all who obey not gospel of the kingdom ; and, if he ever really
the Gospel will be destroyed by the second believed and obeyed it before, an apostate
death, which is the sorer punishment;
from the truth. If we were in his case, we
3. That destruction will take place at the should rejoice in the invalidity of an immerday of judgment; and does not mean that sion antecedent to being a Millerite. It is
the wicked will exist eternally, in a state of better to be an immersed infidel who had
punishment.
never known the truth ; than to have known
4. That immortality is to be attained at the truth and obeyed it, and afterwards to
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have apostatized to the beggarly thinkings
of the flesh.
But our friend inquires, " Would Dr.
Thomas have us re-immersed for the commission of this mistake ?" We answer, that
depends upon the premises in your case. If
you really did believe what Paul calls " the
hidden wisdom of God in a mystery" as revealed in the gospel he preached, before you
were immersed ? we answer, by no meam be
immersed again. But, if this were not your
fault, and you be an intelligent believer now,
we say, certainly be immersed again, that
your faith may be counted to you for remisr
sion of sins, and the sin of Millerism, not the
least among the number. If, however, you
have been truly or scripturally baptized, your
friends can do no more than leave you in the
hands of the Lord ; and pray that, when you
shall appear at his tribunal, he may be merciful to you in the retribution he shall visit
upon you for " denying his faith,1' when you
ought to have lifted up your voice like a
trumpet against the seducers, seeing that
you have renounced their abomination ; and,
as we hope, are earnestly striving to recover
your balance from which you have been so
rudely shaken, and overturned.
Truly, dear friend, you need not be anxious whether we forgive you or not. Jf God
forgive you, you are safe enough ; but that
you cannot know until Messiah come. Can
you with respect to yourself, say " Amen"
with joy, to these words of Paul, " You hath
he reconciled in the body of his flesh through
death to present you holy and unblamable
and unreproveable in his sight; if you continue in the faith, GROUNDED AND SETTED, and
not moved away from the hope of the gospel?11

There is no man, intelligent in the Scriptures,
who can deny this proposition. A man who
can confess no more than the trembling demons of antiquity did, when they said, " We
know thee who thou art, thou art Christ the
Son of God," is not fit for immersion ; and
if immersed, he will need to be immersed
again, if he shall afterwards believe the
truth, but not else. We our friend shall
have obtained complete emancipation from
the hallucinations of the past, he will change
his opinions, as he has often done before, on
the recession of his darkness before the light.
We wish to see him scriptural in theory and
practice, that his labors may not result in
merely " beating the air." At present, many
believe his teaching to be gospel mystification, and a justifying of the ungodly in their
disobedience. For this cause, in Charlottesville, in Richmond, in Baltimore, and in New
York city, his services are declined.* We
know that the friends regret this necessity.
But there is no hope for it. Elder Marsh
cannot, and ought not, to outrun his convictions ; neither could they justify themselves
in affording him facilities for preaching what
they assuredly believe is not the truth.
What our friend styles our " very singular
and apparently reluctant manner," has been
assumed to soften down as much as possible,
without detracting from the point, the plainness of speech we are to use. Not wishing
to hurt hi3 feelings, we have veiled the person aimed at; for it is possible to speak with
less risk of offending to one under a fictitious
than under his proper name. We should
have noticed the request before, but were
prevented by circumstances beyond control.
Wishing him a happy exit out of all his
entanglements, we subscribe ourself his friend
and well-wisher, the
EDITOR.
Jan. 15,1857.

You know that Paul says, we are members
of Christ's house on condition of " holding
fast the confidence and the rejoicing of the
hope firm unto the end;" and in another place,
" We are made partakers of Christ, if we
hold the begining of our confidence steadfast
unto the end". But you made a bonfire of
The Russian Railroads.
the faith and the hope; and had you been
"
THE
government is determined
the Noah of your generation, when you to set its French
face against the Russian railroads.
turned Millerite, the faith and hope of the " I am informed,"
The Times1 Paris
gospel would have perished from the earth. correspondent, " thatsays
it has been intimated
Our friend says, that our theory concerning to the semi-official journals that they are not
a valid immersion is " defective ;—it will to publish advertisements relating to these
not even bear scrutiny." This is his opinion, railroads The same journals will probably
though it does not happen to be according soon open a rolling fire against the undertakto fact. It is a very simple and intelligible ing. The cause of this hostility will be at"theory," and has borne the scrutiny of tributed to the fact that the railroads are
thirty-three years; and no man has yet ap- less with a view to commercial advantages,
peared who can set it scripturally aside. than for strategic purposes."—Nov. 22,1856.
The " theory " is this, that no immersion in
water is the " One Baptism " of which a person is the subject, whose faith is not the " ONE • Of course, we mean by those who we in fellowship
FAITH " and " ONE HOPE OF THE CALLING."

with us.
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ia i w l . i "' l i i 1 r c P e e l i n g of t } * man in body,
•• soul, and spirit. Paul was one of ** the perContinuedfrom Vol.OT\p. 277.
; ^ V y e t ^ could say of himself, " not as
ι though Γ were already perfect." Jesus was
OUR zealous tractarian, "Y\r. K . " is cer-J at once perfect and imperfect; lie was perfect
tainly not only a very bold, but barefaced j in a moral sense, and imperfect in a physical,
and reckless accuser. H e says, that " for ) Paul says that " he was made perfect through
justification by faith J)r. T. substitutes salva-' sullerinus ;" and Jesus himself tells us when
tion by baptism." To assert this is either that perfecting should take place : " Behold,"'
profound ignorance or wickedness; if the;saith h e , " ! cast out demons and I do cures
former, then he speaks falsely when he says;, today and to-morrow, and tlie third I skill be
he has read Elpis Israel; for he can find n o : perfected." That is, his ministry was to consuch doctrine there, the very reverse being* tinue during the three succeeding years ; and
maintained ; but if he have read the work, it- i» the third year from the time he sent the
is not a mistake, but deliberate wickedness,, message to Herod, he would be perfected by
for he knows better.
resurrection. This having come tu pass, the
ι1ϋ
What we believe the scriptures teach is /«*-! U;Ψ°*
**)**> t ! , u l t " b e " i n - ™^ perfect, he
r a m
tificatioa bu faith m the obedience uf the truth.
f the author of eternal salvation to all
This expresses the means of justification ; t h e m i h l l i (lh^ l u " V ' , b oa f. o t t h e ; . ' c u u d
,, ;.
,
. *
ot witnesses he reiers to m Jleb. xi, of whom
andΊ the time when it occurs. Δικαιοσύνη εκ; ^ ^
^ t b a t , I1H.V u j I h a y i
^
^ &
π^τεωζ-rendered in the common version,"tlie ^iQl[ r 0 ] J u r t lin-ouo-U faith, recciccd nvl the
righteousness from faith," is a state of being .' r o m i s e . {ioi\ i,. l v i M l f pmvided some letter
perject on account ofjaith.
Paul says, this is; t j l i n K Γ υ Γl l s %x\lilt t l l 0 V without us should nut
revealed in the gospel of the Christ εις πιστιν i: }JC m<ideperflri."
Hence, the reeciviiiu of the
for faith, or, that it may be believed in ; so ; better hope promised, is when the faiihtid livthat the good message concerning· the kingdom ) \Wr U nd dead VAV made perfect by the spirit
contains in it, tv αντω a doctrine of perfec- · at the epoch of resurrection.
tion to be believed in, as well as the doctrine; The teaching then, is, that moral or spiritof the kingdom. When men entered the state ;u a i l M M . f l i c l i o n p.-oi-edes corporeal or physical,
of perfection, they were addressed by the T l l ( i slate of moral perfection is entered upon
apostle as " t h e perfect."
In writing to : W1KMI ·· tho answer of a good conscience" is
Corinth he says, " We speak wisdom among." pcriptiirnlly obtained. Ί his entrance could
them that are perfect;" and to the Phihppi- n o t b c e {^. c t e d through the institutions of the
ans he says, " Let us, as many as be perfect,} ^\^d\c ] a w . *. \^ u il't a i i n j sacriliees/' says
be thus mmded ;" and speaking of the means , i>tm\f .<vm\{i 1 K ) t 1 η ^ ί ( ί ι ι η ι ι t i , . l t ( ]ia the serol this perfection, he observes, ·' Tlie law ( o f , \ i c o pcrfed as pertanunn; to the wuscicncc:"
Moses) made no man (v. r.) perfect, but tlie * * - -MOr the law having a shadowing forth
bringing in it was of a better hope ; by which 'o f ffOOli \\x\u^ t o come, not the image of the
we draw near t o God." This better η ο ρ ο . ^ , ί , , ^ , can never with those sacrifices which
styled elsewhere, ik better covenant established: they olicr continually every year make the
upon better promises," was the perfecting ; C omers thereunto perfect. Otherwise would
institution.
; they not have ceased to be oflered? because
But the perfecting was not the absolute ' that the worshippers once purified should
«Salvation by Baptism."
J
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have no more conscience of sins ; but in those > believed,"—" nearer," and consequently not
there is a remembrance of sins every year."
yet attained to. And, again, " Work out
Perfection as pertain·»* to the conscience S Γ " ' °r.f a l . v a . t i o 1 1 w | t h r e r c r e n e e a n d d i m '
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tained, the believer has " come to the spirit >'<Hlr " « » « * any more ; «go on, therelor(
t o
of a justified man made perfect." His spirit
;'
l e c t i o n » of character-work out
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better covenant, "his si!,3 and iniquities are i * : l v ' f f 7 ' ^
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remembered no more."
This oblivion or * ! m l l u ft· ^'""«'^s, and without reproach m
«overing o f s i n 3 p ! n c e g t h em a ni u a p o s i t i o l l
i * «frl*. at the appearing of Jesus in his
in which the Lord imputes to him no E q u i t y . k m ? i d " m a n d Κ' 0 1 ?· J I c n . c c · , !, 1 C n ' S " ' M " 0 1 i
is not an instantaneous work. The saving of
Now, the man thus circumstanced is regardindividuals, and the saving of the nations, is a
ed as a man without spot, or wrinkle, or any
progressive affair. The saving of an indisuch thing ; in other words, he is said to be
vidual begins with saving him from the sins
perfect, just, righteous, holy, clean, and so
of his times of ignorance and unbelief; and
forth. In this state he is a blessed man, as
ends, or is consummated, in his deliverance
it is written, " Blessed is he whose transgresfrom death and corruption ; and in his exalis forgiven, whose sin is covered ; blessed
atl
a r l d h o u o u r
is the man unto whom Jehovah imputeth not
°J "o dU' J> r | °7
. r. ' " . t h cα, k ' " - ' d 1o m o l tw
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iniquity, and m whose spmt there Jm, pule." \ '
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A guileless spirit is " a good conscience ;" a j l>°"' t s · w l ' ! J ' t ( l ' ' " » ' 3 . a d a > ' o f f ™ 1 ι . ο η ;
spirit made perfect by the principles of the M l l ! 3 w n t e "< "*',
' « . ^ acceptable t me
jiospe]
ί "ow is a day of salvation.
1 he heart of
^ man being naturally " diiceitful above all
W e see, then, what the stale of perfection is < things and desperately wicked," it requires
in its moral or spiritual
period of
of lime
time to
to break
it, ana
and 10
to bring
it
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i tt will
win not
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.the apostles were denizens of! into subjection to the will of God; that it
this state, made
Iw free from sin by the t r u t h ; ! may be " a broken and a contrite heart,"
yet they could say,
say '* in me, that is, in my flesh, \ which are " the sacrifices of God that he will
dwelleth no good tiling ;" " we all miss many \ not despise." T o turn such a natural reprot h i n g s ; " " if we >ny that we have no sin we bate into a faithful and obedient son, is bedeceive ourselves. a:id the truth is not in u s ; " j yond all power save that of G o d ' s ; and,
" we also are men of like ]>a1s,sions Avith you." j though God is omnipotent, " the power" he
A man may be pardoisul. and guileless, and ) has established ''for salvation," though of
yet be much afilielti] uirli the turbulence of I extraordinary efficacy^and might, is not equal
his nature es^entiaih r.-L'!!i"Us against (io<l. \ to the work of breaking the-spirit and hearts
True Christian \niue. hiAvevi-r, consists in J of all mankind. It requires hearts of a pecucontrolling aiul Mib-hium this turbulenee ; so •; liar character to operate successfully.
Seed,
that it .shall nut l»n ak forth in violation of { though good, Λνίΐΐ not vegetate in all sorts of
the diviu< h:w. T)n> is more or less difficult ( soils ; neither will " the power of God for salin different l'ullvii'ii.il-*; but the greater the \ vation" prove effective in all sorts of hearts,
difficulty \'w L^-LI.T «he \ir»»ie in success. ; With time, and " honest and good hearts," it
Of our.M'k.^ \ u - ί,τ,. v r v weak through the j can do wonders. I t can breal* the proud
flesh ; but Π ι π ο *-\m\>r Iheinnir \m in his own j and world-loving spirit of the llosh, " a n d
peculiar a ' · ' a;;.-!.M.l Ά . Ι \ . no embarrass- Ί make it humble and teachable as, a little
ment^u.· -'•·>';·.*! -·· ι ;jM>ule us from the child's ; so that the only desire will-be to
prize.
knaw what God requires, and to do it.
Wh··:,. i - . - y r -ii :,tat<\ a man is rndi'Πιο interval, or day of salvation, is 'κιοχvidual'\ ·
-ii in Abraham and in his \ ered in the scripfuns by words expressive of
seed/'"l·
^ni.d froi,i his past sins, be-ί salvation as a pr
'isiv work. Thus, in
<com-s a |- a.j.M- of i U di\ine nature, and a ί Acts ii. 47, Luke su,s tluu '«J'be Lord added
ί ( ) t n e
joii.i-in re Aiii them of tin· promises of God. ΐ
congregation σο)ζομκνους
the being
Bui t!i.»i,:i -^ive<l from \\w, conseiiucnces of j saved:' This is the literal rendering of the
])&>\ ti.ti.-.;·-» —-.i<fii, and, therefore, no longer < verb in the present partici}»le passive, which
liabi»· to } aiiishuu-nt for the past, he has not ) designates the action as present, or in continattaini-d v> the salvation of the gospel, " the > uance, but still incomplete. Hence, the p n great i.:i!\.ilion," in the full sense thereof. .,' sent participle is also styled t h e imperfect.
lie Λί/Λ ι·#//// entered into the slate of being \ The common version takes no account of the
saved: so that to such as have been some present action, but refers it all to the future;
time in that state approved, an apostle says, as, " The Lord added to the church daily
'· Now is our salvation nearer than when we such as should be saved." B u t such a ren-
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dering as this cannot be accepted grammatically or doctrinally; for it is as incorrect in
the one as the other. Among the Lord's daily additions to the congregation, "were Ananias and Sapphira, and many other such ;
who, as Peter informs us, "turned as dogs to
their vomit again ; and as washed sows to
their wallowing in the mire."' All these
were added to the congregation by the Lord,
but will never be saved ; lor, in Ananias' and
Sapphira's case especially, they lied to the
Holy Spirit, which is an offence that admits
of no .forgiveness ; while the others, having
" sinned willfully, after they had received the
knowledge of the truth," have no further
access to sacriiice for sins ; " but a certain
fearful looking for of judgment, and fiery
indignation, which shall devour the adversaries." An addition, therefore, to the church
even by the Lord himself is no assurance that
he will be saved.
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complete. We were ?aved from imperfection
of conscience on account of sins when we
embraced the hope of the gospel; and we
were saved from imperfection of body, it will
hereafter be said, when we experienced the
redemption of the body in rising from the
dead. The words "are saved" qualified by
the perfecting of the conscience or spirit, and
the perfecting of the body, cover the interval
between the two points left undefined by the
aorist. In this view, they may be accepted
as expressive of a salvation as yet incomplete.

In 1 Cor. i. 18, the progress»veness of the
salvation is indicated in the original, though
not in the common version. '' The doctrine
of the cross." says Paul, " is God's power to
us who are being saved"—τοις σωζομενοις
to the being saved, literally. Also in 1 Cor.
xv. 2, through which (gospel) also ye are
saved BY A CERTAIN WORD 1 preached to you
if ye hold it fast; unless ye believed in vain."
But, if King James' courtiers have put all Here the '* are saved," ο~ωζεοόε\$ qualified by
salvation in the future, Messrs. Whiting and the hypothesis, " if ye hold fast;" if they did
Campbell, in their editions, have put it all not continue to hold fast the word preached,
in the past. In the former the text is ren- then they would not be saved. The saving
dered, '· And the Lord added those saved to process was continuous with the holding fast.
the congregation daily ;" and in the latter, If they let go the process stopped, and they
'•the Lord daily added the saved to the con- were lost. In 2 Cor. ii. 15, Paul says, ''We
gregation." These versions express the opin- are a fragrant odor of Christ for G o d ^ ' τοις
ions of the editors, but not the teaching of
ωζομεΐ'οις in them who are being saved, and
the word. This informs us clearly enough
in them who are being lost"—απολλνμενοις.
that the Lord added to the congregation believers, whose salvation was commenced in The common version has it, " In them that are
their becoming the subjects of repentance j tared, and in them that perish ,·"' but " saved"
and remission of sins in his name—versv. 38; ! and " perish" are both in the same tense; so
but not finished. They were in the. slate of j that if-are saved" be correct, it o\ight to
being saved, as expressed by the tense of the1 ( read '· are perished" likewise. But perdition
word ; but whether the state of being would s is a process of dean/, as salvation is of growth.
ultimate in the salvation, depended upon their j Diseased trees grow worse and worse until
" continuing in the faith, having been unwa- j they perish, having borne only evil fruit;
vering and steadfast, and not being removed while good trees grow up to maturity, and
from the hope of the gospel, which, having \ yield abundantly. So that, " If our gospel
been preached to every creature under the ( be hid, it is hid from them that are being tost
\ _ M > τοις απολλνμενοις
in whom the god of
heaven, they heard."
' this age hath blinded the understanding of the
Again, in Rom. viii. '24, 25. Paul says,
| unbelieving, in order that the illumination of
" We are saved by the hope" that is unseen,
j the gospel of the glory of the Christ, who is
and waited for with patience. The words
the image of God, may not shine unto them."
" are saved" are not to be taken in the present ; because the apostle did not write in the' j la Eph. ii. 5, 8, Paul tells them who are
present tense, but in the first aorist passive— j being saved, that it is '' by the favor of God
εσωθημεν we were saved ,· were saved by a | they are saved through the faith ;" and that
something expected. Here the salvation was j the saving through the faith was not their
not in the past any more than in the present, own work ; but " the gift of God." The faexcept in the aorist or indefinite sense. An vor, or grace, of God got at them through
aorist salvation is a past and complete salva- that system styled " THE FAITH." They were
tion, when the hope waited for is realized. not being saved by favor without the " one
This hope—the better promises upon which faith .·" as though God Wiice partial to them
the better covenant is established—perfected i above all other people, and would save them
the conscience ; by not being removed from 1 irrespective of what they might believe or do.
it, the conscience continues in perfection; No ; his favor was communicable to them, as
and by realising it, *· the redemption of the to all others, through α system of means (failed
body" is attained, and the salvation rendered "the faith ;" but then they were not to sup-
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" full end" arrives a thousand years after the
resurrection of the first fruits; when they
are led astray from their allegiance to Christ
of t h e i r own :-ovic εξνμ.ωΐ', not <<f ijoursctecs, ; mid the Saints. But while they are walking
but of Cod ; or, in the words of David, " Not '; joyously in the light of their righteous govunto us, 0 Jehovah, not unto us, but unto j eminent, men and women arc being saved as
thy name give glory, for thy mercy and for • now, though in vastly greater multitudes, not
! by the same system of means, however, nor
thy truth's sake."
for the same purpose as we ; but for a salvaThis was a very necessary intimation, as
tion, which, when attained after the suppresthere were many in those days as well as in
; sion of the; post-millennial rebellion of the nathese who seemed to1 think that because they
', tions, will put them in possession of immordid what was granted them to do, they were
tality ; and the honor and happiness of eterperforming1 very meritorious acts, whereby
nal residence on earth, then entirely renovathey were entitled to salvation as a divine
ted, under the glorious supremacy, no longer
obligation due to them. This was falling
\ sacerdotal, of Jesus and the saints.
into the old error of the Jews, who went
about to establish a righteousness of their own.
; The great salvation, then, set forth in the
But says the apostle in Tit. iii. 5, " It is not
-. glad tidings of the kingdom, is adapted to
on account of works the which we have done
\ the necessities of mankind, individual and
for righteousness, but according to his mercy
Ϊ national, in harmony with the purpose of
he saved us." There is no room, then, lor
God. The ills that flesh is heir to are mo1
boasting ; for it is excluded by the law of faith
ral, social, and corporeal. JI is purpose is to
which justifies a man without recognizing exeradicate these upon principles that will repiation for his srns in anij of his dads.
' dound to his own glory and honor. The
Lastly upon .this point, we remark, that the great want of society is a just and perfect
progressive η ess of the great salvation is not sijstcm of law, together with a wise, infallible
confined to individuals, but is extended to the and righteous administration thereof. This
nations also. This appears philologically from want God has in the Scriptures promised to
Rev. xxi. 24. Speaking of the saints in glory ; satisfy. This promise, however, to the unas a splendid city shining· as the sun, the Spirit believing mind, presents an insuperable difsays, ''And the nations if them that are saved, iiculty, which is this, the formation of suck
τα έθνη των σωζόμενων <]iu]\ walk in the an administration;
where are the men to
light of it." Dr. Whiting in his edition come from who shall be at once wise, infallihas omitted the words των
σωζόμενων ble, and just? Admitting the force of this
Being a Millerite when he published it, and objection, (Jod has devised a system of means
consequently a believer in the dogma of - all , by which this moral impossibility as it apthe wicked will God destroy at the coming pears, may be overcome. " All things arc
of the Lord ;" he could see no use for words ; possible with him ;" and in the Scriptures
that taught a day of sulwilion for the nations he has told us how he intends to accomplish
contemporary with the glory of tin Ntw J> ru- it ; and that the result of his work will be,
sakm; so he condemned them as an interpo- men canal to angels in character, uttclligcnce,
lation, and hands us the following mutilation and pm/siad const ι tut ion. So long as human
—"And the nations wTill walk by the light nature is i% the Jtesh of sin," it wrill be mortal
of i t ! " The American Bible Union in its ; and corruptible ; the subject of disease, pain,
paragraph version has mutilated it in like passion, weakness, A:e. The physical cause
manner upon the pestiferous authority of of these morbid conditions must therefore be
" all the recent editors." Jii A. Campbell's eradicated before a being can be produced
edition it reads, " t h e nations οί" the saved;" from our race and parentage who shall be of
and the common version, " the nations of them unerring judgment in all things ; for it is
that are saved ;" as if the work of saving the from and by brain-flesh, which is as much
nations were finished at ·· the manifestation ; " sinful ilesh" as any other part of the body,
of the sons of God." The great national re- that thought, reason, judgment, &c, are elageneration has then only begun. They are borated. A transformation, then, of human
manifested for the work of " healing the na- nature is indispensible. It must be changed
tions"—a progressive, not an instantaneous, into a better nature—into a nature in which
work. In the healing process, all nations the sin-principle has no place : it must bewill be blessed in Abraham and his seed, come a βΰΛ-a.nd-bones investment of the Eterwalking in the light; neverthole.s, these na- nal Sp;nt, such as the Lord Jesus is at this
tions will not exist eternally ; for Jehovah present, as it is written in 1 Jno., iii. 2,
saith to Israel, "Though 1 make a lull end of '· We know that when he shall appear, ive
all nations whither I have scattered t.hee, yet s'tidl be like him :" he is'· the Lord Spirit,"or
will I not make a full end of thee." Tiieir the Lord the Spirit, 6 Κνρως το πνενμα

pose that in believing in" the faith," and subjecting themselves to its divine influence, they
were saving* themselves by a righteousness
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εστί whose u brethren" will also be πνεύμα the peoples have such impotent hatred and
αγιωσννης
holy spirit; lor "we all with face indignation. When this THEOCRACY prevails,
unveiled (having our eyes open) beholding· as there will be a world-wide " Ministration of
in a mirror (the testimony of God) the the Spirit" through the glorified Jesus and
his brethren. All nations will be blessed in
lord's glory, are changed into the same
him, and and call him blessed ; and the whole
image (being renewed by knowledge after
earth will be full of his glory—Ps. lxxii.
his image) from ((he mental contemplation The miserable burlesque of Christianity that
of the) glory into glory (at his appearing, now obtains, will be abolished ; the clergies
when we shall be) in the likeness of (κ,αΟαπερ and ministers of Christendom, will be supαπο) the Lord (who is) spirit"—a quicken- pressed as nuisances; and mankind, freed
ing or life-imparting, spirit.—2 Cor. iii. 18 ; from the curse of blindness perpetuated by
Col. iii. 1 0 ; 1 Cor, xv. 45.
leaders of the blind, will yield enlightened
The production of beings, corporeal be- and acceptable service to God ; and live in
ings, from the ashes of the dead, who shall harmony, peace, and joy all the years of their
be incarnations of spirit, and that the Spirit ', appointed time, from the Imperial East to
of God ; and the conferring upon them au- earth's utmost habitable bounds.
thority and power to administer the affairs ,'
Here, then, is a destiny opened up to the
of the nations, will meet abundantly the ne- past and present generations. This purpose
i<
cessities of the case.
To him overcoming • of God with respect to the world is proand keeping my appointments (τα έργα, claimed to them ; and they are invited to the
things to be (lone) till the end, I will give au- ! high calling of cooperating writh the Spirit
thority over the nations, and he shall govern ; in ruling it in righteousness for a thousand
them with an iron sceptre (as earthen vessels years. Is it unjust to refuse men a part in
it is broken to pieces) as also I received that theocracy, who declare that they have
from my F a t h e r : " and " To him over- no faith in such a government ever existing
coming I will give to sit with me on upon the earth? The Spirit has given abunmy throne, as also 1 overcome, and sit dant testimony that it shall exist. But " the
with my Father on his throne"—Rev. ii. : pious" of this generation almost universally
26, 27 ; iii. 21. This throne of Jesus and deny it ; and in so doing, give the Spirit,
his Father, is inseparably associated with whom they profess to have dwelling in their
Zion by covenant with David, who reigned \ infidel hearts, the lie. Is it unjust to exclude
there ; and that it does not now exist, Jeho- such people from this divine government,
vah has said, and none can alter it, " On which is to be administered in truth and
Zion, the hill of my holiness, set I my king :" righteousness ; from cooperation with that
" I have chosen and desired it for a habita- Spirit '-which is the truth" — can " t h e
tion : it is my rest for ever ; J will dwell truth" and its rejectors and blasphemers cothere; and there will I make the horn, or operate together? This is an incompatibility
power, of David to bud ; for I have sworn which God does not intend shall find any
r
by my holiness and truth to him, that Τ will ·
place in his THEOCRACY. All who shall find
set of the fruit of his body upon his throne
a place in its ranks are required to believe in
for evermore ; and I will do it." When \
it with full assurance of faith and hope, while
14
Zion is redeemed with judgment" out of
it has no other existence than as a matter of
the hands of the nations, he will perform j
promts?. Hence, the highest kind or form
his oath ; and then proceed to give to his ;
of faith is made the basis of acceptance with
Son Jesus those " nations for his inheritance, ]
God : so that " without faith," as defined by
and the uttermost parts of the earth for his '
possession." They are decreed to him, but , Paul in Heb. xi. 1.," it is impossible to please
he must overcome them before he receives (rod." And by consulting that definition it
them.
He overcomes first, and then sits will be seen, that this faith is a firm convicνττοαταοις,
upon the throne as '· king overall the earth." tion of promises understood ; for
This i s " the joy set before him," which he rendered '* substance," signifies firm, confident
rendered
invites all to share with him " who keep his anticipation, &c. ; and ελεγκος
orders till the end"—Ps. ii ; exxxii ; lxxxix ; ; ·' evidence," signifies whatever serves to conwhile
Zech. xiv. 9.
\ vince, which implies intelligence;
'· things hoped for and unseen" are matters of
From these testimonies, then, we may ; testimony and promise. It is evident, therepious, canknow, if we will not be faithless, but believ- fore, that the ignorant, however
<%
ing, what sort of a government is decreed not have this faith ; but it is he that hears
for the nations; even an administration of the word of the kingdom, and understandeth,"
diuine law by wise, infallible, and immortal that bears the fruit unto eternal life.
men. This implies the removal of all the
The fountain atid origin, then, of perfecgovernments that exist ; and against which : tion in relation to body and spirit, or consci-
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enee, is faith—such as the Scripture indi- • professors by the pious dogmatism of the
cates. This is not faith in tliree or four fuels ; / velvet cushion. Between this spirit and the
but a faith called u" precious faith /'because \ word-generated disposition, there is the
it comprehends 4* the knowledge of the ex- ) *· enmity" God lias put between the serpent
ceeding" great and precious promises." A and the woman's ^L(\. The serpent was a
faith that consists of this knowledge heartily subtile, charming, and seducing creature.
l>elicveil, is a power. *' Knowledge is pow- It could talk about God, and charm its vicer ;" but this kind of knowledge is preemi- tim with a spiritual interpretation of the
;
nently so. I t is the power by which God word ; and so can the * Christian spirit" so
creates men in the image of Christ ; as Paul much lauded by godly infidels, and, pious
says, " The new man is renewal bij knotrl- sinners, who will believe anything, and do
edije (εταγνωσις exact knowledge) after the ; anything, but "what the word enjoins.
Beimage of him that creates him." Jn another ware, then, of this spirit, for it is no part of
place, he says, '* lie saves us by a bath of : the "divine disposition;" but inimical and
regeneration, and a renewing of the Holy I subversive of the truth.
Spirit;" and in a third place, speaking of
A sinner, firmly convinced of the covethe renewed collectively, he says, " Christ
loved the church, and gave himself for it, that • nanted promises, and by these a partaker of
he might sanctify it, having cleansed it by the • a divine disposition, is prepared by '* the
bath of water with the word." .In these ; power of God" for an introduction into that
texts, " renewed by knowledge." u renewing • slate which4i is styled, " the righteousness of
of the Holy Spirit" and '· with the word," > God." In looking narrowly into the perare explanatory of each other ; and testify fect law of liberty," he will have come to see,
that th'i Holy Spirit creates the New Man of ; that Jesus is the Alpha and the Omega, the
the heart by knowledge of the word. So that first and the last, the Messiah predicted, and
*' the word of the kingdom," which eontaius ; the Christ come. Understanding what God
the exceeding great and precious promises had covenanted to Abraham and David:
understood, AS* the renewing or regenerating ; and that Jesus was God, by his spirit manipower. Therefore it is that James says, ; i'ested through sinful flesh, as Paul teaches;
·· Receive with meekness the engrafted word ; he will have learned that .Jesus v>as the Μκ; ηίΛΤΟΐίΤΛΐ, TKSTATOR o"f the Abrahamic and
which is able to save yaur souls. But, be ye
' Davidian covenants, testaments, or wills;
doers of the word, and not hearers only, de' and that, therefore, he must needs have suiceiving your own selves." Λ word aide to
! fered death to bring them into force, ere the
save is power for salvation ; and must there\ believers of the things covenanted, or promfore be effectual for all purposes connected
; ised, could be in any way benefited by them ;
with it. Peter says, that by faith in this
' and this, too, on the well-established princiword we may become partakers of a divine
ple of law, " that a will or testament is of
disposition. This is ju-4 what is required. no force while the testator livcth."
" Except ye be changed, and become as the
But, lie will also have learned, that the
children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of \
the heavens." AVlien prowl, ambitious, high- ngiik'ons enhj are to inherit tlw promises ; and
minded men, become as children through be- that men being hereditary, constitutional,
lief of God's promises, they are changed and practical sinners, they can only become
from the spirit of the flesh to the spirit that righteous by being constituted such upon
was in Abraham and Christ, which is a divine divine principles. He v-'ill understand, that
disposition.
This is making new men of to be constituted righteous is to be pardoned
them. Instead of cavilling at the word, and for ail his past sins, by which he will have
putting " charitable1 constructions upon it to ' no more conscience of sins ; so that his consave their popularity, and the IW'HMirs of science being perfected, the pardoning1 act
their friends, they only require to kt.ow what ; by which it is perfected, will give him *' the
" the word" teaches, and what it demands, answer of a good conscience," and it will
to believe and do. This is a characteristic ί have become ·· the spirit of a justified man
of the divine disposition but rarely met with .', mad:.; perfect.'' But in the affair of pardonin this day; and the reason is, that the ' ing sin, he will have learned, that "without
" conversions"' current are not genuine. In- the shedding of blood there is no remission,
stead of being effected by the- word, they ', and that the blood of quadrupeds cannot
are produced by the machinery of sectarian- expiate human transgression.
This would
ism. The word is neither preached i:or un- necessitate the condemnation of sin in the
derstood ; therefore its ancient, appropri- offending nature ; but then, as " No man can
ate, results ni'O not forthcoming.
The by any means redeem his brother, nor give
*· Christian spirit" of the da}T, is not the to God a raiisom for him,that he should still
spirit of the word ; but the spirit of the live, for ever, and not sec corruption ;" it becreod—the theological spirit infused into ' came neeessarv that God should find a ran-
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\ the " surety of the covenant;" and therefore
• stand ; for the covenant itself, or is insepara• ble from it, 1 Icneo, he may well be styled
a covenant. Being perfectly indoctrinated,
then, in what was written of him in Moses
and the Prophets, he said to his disciples on
> the night of his betrayal, " I am covenanted
: for yon, as mi/ Father hath covenanted for me
a kingdom : that ye may eat and drink at my
'•• table in my kingdom, and *it vpon thrones
' ruling the Twelve Tubes of Israel."
This
' saying accords exactly with Isaiah's about
establishing the land. When this is effected
if Jesus had died a natural death, like the tribes will be there, the kingdom will be
other testators of wills, would not that have • restored to them ; Jesus will occupy its
brought the covenants into force? No ; be- ': throne as the throne of his glory ; the aposcause " i t was necessary that the heawnly • ties will be the twelve enthroned princes of
things should be puriiied with sacrifice," or
his realm ; and all others sanctified by the
blood. God's covenants are made scinci/fytug
eo\cnant will share in their kingdom and
to believers of their 'promises by being dediυ1 ν
cated, or purified hi/ blood. It was so with ! ο' \ ·
the Mosaic, and afterwards with the Abra- :
A man who denies, or does not believe, or
hamic ; for " through the Second Will, we , is ignorant of the promises covenanted to
are sanctified through the offering of the body ; Abraham and David, and consequently, not
of Jesus Christ once :" and " by one oilering, i sanctitied by the Second Will, is styled by
he hath perfected for a continuance them that \ Paul " a stranger from the covenants of the
are sanctified" by the; will. The blood of Jesus : promise ;" that is, he is not allied to them.
is the blood of the Abrahamie covenant, \ It is not possible it could be otherwise. Is
styled the New Covenant, or.teslament, and i it. reasonable to suppose that, though men
also the Second Will; because, though made ' may profess to believe that the blood of
and typically confirmed 430 years before the '. Jesus purifies from sin in some way or other,
Mosaic, it did not come into force, or had no
they can be sanctified, cleansed, or purified,
cleansing and sanctifying power, till the Mo' by a covenant, in whose promises they not
saic " had waxed old and was ready to van'< only have no faith, but which they scandalize
ish away.'' About 1'ortv years before it did
' by their reproaches? Paul says, 4i We are
vanish, Jesus took the cup of the paschal,
sanctified by the Second ]\'ill,1' made sanctifyleast, and said. '* This is my blood, the (blood)
• ing by the blood of Jesus. That will proof the New Covenant, the (blood) being
mises an (Verlastrng possession of Palestine
poured out for remission of sins for the .sake
in fee-simple to Abraham, to Christ, and to
of many ;"' therefore sailh the Spirit by Zeall that are theirs, individually and nationchuriah to him, " liij the blood, of tin/ covenant
ally ; it promises that Abraham shall be the
I .s.'nd lorth linj prisoners out of the pit
father of many nations ; that those nations
wherein is no water , ' lh;ifis, by virtue of
shall be blessed in him and in Christ; that
i;iy blood, with which t h y covenant with
Christ shall possess the gate of his enemies ;
A b r a h a m has been made sanctifying and
and so forth. But a man of a certain kind
cleansing, 1 send forth them, who, believing
of piety, says, N o ; Abraham, Christ, and they
iii its promises, have been purified by it, and
that are their's, have got as much of Paleshsji'om·1 thine from t h e grave, by a resurrectine as they ever will have ; they are now in
tion unto eternal life. Jiy the blood of Jesus
heaven enjoying their reward (which, of
lining the blood of the A b r a h a m i e Covenant,
course, sets aside the resurrection ;) the
Jesus becomes a covenant, and '· t h e A r k of
natural descendants of Abraham will never
1
tli· C o v e n a n t " in symbolic, s t y l e : as it; is
have everlasting national possession of
written, 4i ! will give tln'e for a covenant of
Canaan, nor be restored to that country ;
the p e o p l e : " and what for ? - T o establish
and all the blessing the nations will over
the l;;nd, to ctnsc to pauses^ t/t,- desolate csenjoy in a parental relation to Abraham,
lii.'c-i. I lenee, the covenant not. only has ίο
they have, and do now, experience, in the
d<> wii.ii purifying from sin, and lv-unwtion
Christian civilization of the Nineteenth Ceii«if the. jmrilied, but to a reeoverv of t!;>' 1 loly
uiiv; and in salvation of their immortal
l-iiid iVom desolation : for to " es!,;hlis't the
s nils through Chrisi from " a n eternal hell."
A//*'/," is to restore the Twelve Tribes of !.;Me affirms these things, and caps the climax
i'a-Ί to (heir possessions, and to give them
»>f his daring by tUclaring, that " the times
their kingdom a-ain. The blood of Jes.is
appointed by God's patience are exhausted ;
being ihe blood of the covenant, Jesus is
and that he is goiiiii to send Jesus Christ to
soul, who .should be exempt from the disqualification common to all mankind. A man
liorn of the will of the flesh could not be
Testator to the Wills, by which through their
blood-dedication, their heirs were to be sanctified and cleansed. A mortal testator, and
vet the God of Abraham and David, was
the desideratum, which the wisdom of God
provided in Jesus.
Being " flesh of sin,"'
but without transgression, he was unlike all
other men ; and being* God in Spirit-manifestation, before Abraham, v.ms ho.
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snatch away the faithful (of which he is a j on account of faith." Here then, is a state
bright and illustrious example! ! !) and to \ of being revealed in the gospel in which the
destroy all nations root and branch in a fiery t believing are perfect. It is God's state of
and dissolving conflagration of the earth !" j in-being perfection, as opposed to all states
Those who profess these heresies are regarded ί beyond its limits. In the English version,
by themselves and the unenlightened multi- \ the state is styled "God's righteousness,"
tude, as the very salt of the earth. Their
\ " his righteousness," or " the righteousness
disposition is held up as the model of u a \ of God." It is his system, styled by Paul,
Christian spirit," of which they profess to be | " the Faith of God," according to which he
most profound and exquisite judges ! They ; constitutes a sinner of understanding heart
prate about " grace," and " the dear Saviour," \ and divine disposition, a righteous person, or
and how they love the Lord, " sanctifieation," '< saint. Jn order to do this, he places his aband " imputed righteousness," and " the \ solutely holy and just image, his Son Jesus
cross," and " the precious Jesus,'' and " saved ; Christ, at the door of entrance into the
by grace," are the technics of their pious \ state, or sheepi'old ; who proclaims, u I am
worship. But shall we be misled by this \ the door of the sheep ; if any man enter in
" form of godliness," and regard them as ; by me, he shall be saved." But, he is not
anything else than " strangers from the I only the door of entrance, he is also in a
covenants of the promise ?" In clutching \ certain sense, %i a great and perfect taberwith a death grip to their heresies as they \ nacle which the Lord pitched, and not man."
do, they deny the covenanted truth which '< " Destroy this temple," said the Spirit, " and
Jesus has sanctified by his blood. How can \ I will in three days raise it up ;" but says
the prayer of Jesus to the Father find ac- \ John, " H e spake of the temple of his
complishment in them ? So long as they ; body."
thus resist the truth,how can Jesus pray for
k<
them with any prospect of his petition being \ Here then, is a building of God," a tent,
;
tabernacle,
or
temple,
" a house not made
answered, " Sanctify them through thy
truth ; thy word is truth : for them I sanc- ; with hands eternal in the heavens." There
tify myself, that they also might be sanctified is but one entrance into that house, and that
by the truth." Faith in the blood of Jesus : is by the door. The area within that buildcannot sanctify a man who denies the truth \ ing is holy ground ; and the jasper wall is
which it sanctifies, or makes purifying. | holy. It is the true holy place, or place of
" Sanctify them by thu truth1' are the words ; ί holiness, pcrfectness, or righteousness. It is
place of righteousness, " a heavenly in
deny the truth and there is no sanctifying ί; God's
Christ
Jesus," into which they who have
principle for such.
< '' purified their heartsu by faith" are invited
Now, a sinner having studied " the word ; to enter. But theiv is No admittance here
of the kingdom," and come to the under- for the unleash d.''
standing of it, has a power within him, ' Before this Holy Place is an altar to
wThich did not exist there in his times of which faith approaches : and which was
ignorance. Paul styles this power, " the ί cleansed by atonement- being made for it,
law of the spirit of the life in Christ Jesus;" \ before it was placed there. It is most holy ;
and says that " it sets free from the law of \ and whatsoever toucheth it becomes holy.
sin and death." If then, it sets free, it is
" the law of liberty," as James expresses it. Paul styles this altar, Jesus. It was cleansed,
In another place, Paul styles this law, or : when the blood of its consecration was
power, " the gospel of Christ." His words < poured out from his side. All the worshipare, " I am not ashamed of the gospel of the \ pers who would enter the Holy Place must
Christ, for it is the power of God for salvation | tirst come to this altar, that touching it they
ta every one believing." This is, then, the { may be holy.
saving power, and there is no other. If a \ But,bct\veen the place of God'srighteousness
sinner would be saved by God, and no one : and this altar, is a Laver or bath of water,
παλιγγενεσίας
else can save him, he must be saved by the ; styled by Paul το λοντρον
gospel, by the truth, by the law of liberty, : the New-Birth. Laver ; and in another place,
which are the same, for his power is there. ; το λοντρον τον νόατος the Laver of the
But this power can only save the believing. • Water. Tly^law of this arrangement is,
It has no power over the faithless. But that " when tney go into the holy place, they
before dismissing the subject, the Apostle shall wash with water, that they die not ; or
tells us what gives the gospel of the Christ when they come near to the altar to minister,
its saving efficacy,
lie says, " i t is the that they die not." Neither the altar nor
power of (rod for salvation to the believing, the holy place could be approached without
BECAUSE God's state of being perfect on washing under penalty of death. The gosaccount of faith is revealed in it for faith : pel of the arrangement is not less rigid than
JIS it is written, The justified man shall live the law. Who are they that shall enter in

" Salvation by Baptism."
by the door, and be saved ? Hear the voice I others. When therefore, he went to Corinth
of the Great Shepherd's words :—" He hav- he preached the word, "and many of the
ing believed the gospel and been baptized, > Corinthians hearing, believed, and were bapshall be saved." But, may we not strike f tized." When he wrote to them afterwards
out the words " and been baptized," as an j he reminded them, that some of them had
interpolation ? If you do, you must also j been " fornicators, idolators, adulterers, efremove the " New-Birth Laver" away from feminate, abusers of themselves with manbetween the Holy Place and the Altar ; and kind, thieves, covetous, drunkards, revilers,
if you do that, you approach them both and extortioners; and that such shall not
under penalty of death, without the possibility possess the kingdom of God" he preached:
of touching either. " He that believes not but he also reminds them by what means
shall be condemned." The unbelieving have they were delivered from the perdition ennothing to do with altar, laver, or holy place ; tailed by such horrible offences. " Christ,"
for these are institutions only for the en- says he, " sent me to preach the gospel to
you, which is the power of God. 1 declared
lightened of the word.
Again, ask Peter, if the Laver may be unto you his testimony concerning Jesus
abolished ? What saith he ? His words Christ, and him crucified, which he confirmed
arc, that " Baptism now saves us through with a demonstration of Spirit and power.
the resurrection of Jesus Christ." Saves 1 spoke to you of the things which God has
whom? The man that has no faith in the prepared for them that love him. What
things covenanted to Abraham and David ? you heard, you believed, and joyfully emNo ; baptism will not save him : but it saves braced, waiting for the coming of the Lord
"us' who have faith in the blood-sprinkled Jesus Christ. Hearing and believing, ye
-covenant, by giving us access to the most were was/ied, sanctified, and justified, BY THE
Holy Altar and Holy Place. What did NAME of ilte Lord Jesus, and BY THE SPIRIT
Peter do with Cornelius and his friends who of our God." They were washed by the name
believed whaHie and Jesus preached ? He and by the Spirit in believing the gospel and
sent them all to wash in the laver; as it is being baptized into the name; or iu being
written, " He commanded them to be bap- " sanctified and cleansed by the bath of the
tized." Did he tell the three thousand on water with the word." The bath of water
the day of Pentecost to believe and be saved ? cleanses, not by virtue of any I lung; infused
Nay ; he understood God's righteousness too into the water, but because of the association
well to do that. He sent them also to the of the name of the Lord with immersion in
laver, to be washed that they might touch water. " Peter commanded the household
the altar, and be holy : " Repent," said he, of Cornelius to;>be baptized in the name of
llcnce, having the indts" and be baptized unto remission of sins on the Lord Jesus.
account of the name of Jesus Christ." The jwnsable prerequisite of a Sc Tpturul faith,
name and the altar are inseparable ; it is when washed they were also sanctified and
there that Jehovah has placed his name ; and justified by the name of the Lord Jesus, and
to the Altar Jesus " give all the prophets by the Spirit of God. They were saved by
witness, that every one believing into him baptism in the sense in which Peter uses the
ες αντον shall receive remission of sins words. But, if tiny had been immersed
without a true and scriptural faith, they
through his name."
would have been sanctified, justified, and
Though Paul had seen, and spoken with saved, neither by the name, the spiriv, nor
Jesus, mid believed, he was still in his sins baptism. The bath of water sanctities and
until the moment he obeyed the message of cleanses no one apart from " the won I ;rJ for
the Lord by Ananias. Did he say to Paul, without faith, blood, water, spirit, bread,
" Thou hast become a praying soul, and very wine, prayer, or song, leave the sinner i^ his
penitent of heart; thou believest that Christ sins, and subject to death, as it is written,
died for you, and by this belief thou layest u He that believes not the gospel shall be*
hold of him, and his righteousness is imputed condemned."
to thee for remission of sins : now then,
From this exposition the reader will perarise and be comforted, and go, and join the
church ? Did Ananias speak thus ; or did ceive that " W. K's." accusation is false.
he not rather say, " Arise to be baptized, We do not s.ubstitute salvation by baptism
and to wash away thy sins, calling upon the for justification by faith ; but maintain the
name of the Lord ?" He obeyed, and indispensability of them both in the right
carried his sins with him to the Laver, and place. Baptism without faith is of no more
called upon the name by being baptized into use than faith without baptism ; therefore,
it, and for the sake of that name he returned our sentence in regard to them is, " What
God hath joined let no man put asunder."
with a perfect conscience.
Now what he did himself he prescribed to Baptism gives the believer introduction to
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God's righteousness, so that being in that ( wrong, in this he was scripturally orthodox,
state he is in Jesus, at once the temple of \ as the reader may easily satisfy himself by
the living God, and " the Lord our righteous- turning to Rev. v. 9, 10 ; xxi. 4, 6. Truth
ness."
\ may be taught by evil men ; it does not
«a ,,, m
) therefore follow, that they who believe " the
" The Corrupt Mould of Cerinthus." \ truth" also approve their errors and evil
-no
J
r
ι
There is truth in Mohammedanism.
Λ^ deeds.
FEW of our readers perhaps, ever heard of B u t b e c a u s e w e b e l i e v e with Mohammed
Cerinthus or his mould « W. Κ however, t h a t « t h e r e i s o n e G o d ; , a r e t h e f a b ] e s o f t h e
we doubt not is much more intimately ac- K o r a n t o b e p a l m e d l i p o n t h e p u l ) l i c a s o u r
quainted with both than with the Apostles, c r e e d ? N e i ^ e r a r e \yQ t o b( T a c c u s e d o f
and the system of doctrine, τνπος διδαχής j Cerinthianism, because with Cerinthus we
into which the saints were delivered by them, j believe in the reign of the Saints upon the
But familiar as he may be with the Cerin- earth with Jerusalem for their seat of governthian heresy, if he have no deeper knowledge ment. Try our views by the scriptures ; by
of it than of our views, he is but an archaeo- these, and not by their supposed resemblance
logical babbler,—a prater in archaisms, no- to the opinions of ancient heretical dogmathing more. lie says, we "destroy every tists, we stand or fall. If this be not done,
fundamental truth of revelation, save those it is a tacit admission that the objector lacks
of the resurrection, and the future kingdom the ability ; and feeling his incompetence,
of God, but even those cast in the corrupt \ finds it more expedient to dust the eyes of
mould of Cerinthus."
his readers, than to contend in fair and open
It is a fashion with those heretics who \ encounter, leaving them to decide according
deny the personal reign of Jesus upon the <t 0 the evidence in the case. But justice,
throne of his father David for a thousand honour, and truth, are elements that enter
years, to attempt to discredit this fundamen- wot into the policy of knaves, especially of
tal truth of the gospel, by associating with ! P i o u s knaves, with whom all things are fair
it the name of Cerinthus ; who is alleged, in that will serve " the cause."
the unreliable traditions of ecclesiastical
The reader will not care to inquire farther
literature, to have been a personal opponent about Cerinthus, or " his mould," when he
of the Apostle John. He wrote an Apo- is informed, that he considered Jesus as a
calypse in which he spoke of an earthly mere mortal, the legitimate son of Joseph
kingdom, and certain sensual pleasures which and Mary ; though the best and wisest of
the saints should enjoy for a thousand years human race, selected as the worthy instruat Jerusalem. Now, because he advocated ment to restore upon earth the worship of
this, and was an enemy of John's, anti-mil- j the true and supreme Deity. It was alleged,
lennarian heretics (the most ignorant pre- { that when he was nailed to the cross, he was
tenders among theologians) rush to the con- ι endowed with a miraculous apathy of mind
elusion, that the personal reign of Messiah and body, which rendered him insensible of
in Zion is an anti-apostolic and unscriptural \ his apparent sufferings. It was insinuated
fiction ! But the reader instructed in the I also, that if he suffered, he deserved to suffer ;
word will not be so simple as to reject the j that human nature is never absolutely perpersonal reign because heretics and other J feet; and that the cross and passion might
wicked persons have acknowledged it. Judas ) serve to expiate the venial transgressions of
preached the gospel, and Ananias and Sap- ' the son of Joseph, before his mysterious
phira obeyed i t ; but it is not therefore the union with the son of God! Such is the
less worthy of all reception. So with the \ mould into which '· Λ\Γ. Κ." testifies we have
testimony concerning David's throne and j cast the resurrection and the kingdom of
kitigdom, and the possession of them by J God! Our readers know that this accusaJesus and the saints. IVJ^ny of the clergy j tion is wholly false. We do not believe that
und devotees of the Stattrllarlots and Sec- Jesus was the son of Joseph ; nor that he
tarian Abominations of the earth believe in \ had any sins of his own to expiate.
'' W.
the personal reign ; but mix up with it the ', Κ." finds no such doctrine in KLIMS ISRAEL.
truth-nullifying heresies of their creeds. ) Whatever errors it may contain, there are
These are " W. K's.'' brethren, and " digni- J none analogous to this. He is a false witties." Does he deem their articles and creeds J ness, as the reader, no doubt, will admit we
false, because they hold with Cerinthus in have satisfactorily proved. Such, then, we
expecting an earthly kingdom? Let him, j leave him before the world, in company with
then, if possible, be just, and not attempt to ι a host of others we have convicted as sigcreate a prejudice against our writings 1 nally as himself. They are our enemies, not
because Cerinthus happened in this particu- \ because we have done them personal wrong";
lar to teach the reign of Jesus and the saints ; but because tlie truth we advocate is ilestrucon earth. h\ whatever else he might be · tive of their craft. As our enemies, we dis-

Fleshly Fabrications

and Cent radiations of
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Sinners.

comfit and pray for them. May they come ) suffering of God waited in the days of Noah
to the knowledge of the truth, and repent of while the ark was a preparing, wherein few,
the evil they have sought to do ; and becom-! that is, eight souls were saved by water."
ing obedient to the faith, and walking by j I ^was once given to understand that this
faith in the hope of the gospel, may they at ί meant, that it was the Spirit of Christ in
length receive a crown of righteousness in \ Noah that preached to the Antediluvians,
its kingdom with eternal glory! This is the j But, how can this be, when it is said that
blessing we invoke upon the heads of u W. ' " He went and preached" to the spirits in
K.," the Bethanian President, and all their < prison. By the same spirit he was raised
sincere, pious, but blind and misguided \ from the dead. Now the Spirit of Christ
frien(]s.
EDITOR.
; i» Noah could not preach to " spirits in
ί prison."
It is true, that Noah was " a
—.
- | p r e a c n e r of righteousness," but it was to
© Ρ t U (J ο U Π ί t I .
< fleshly men and women. And we read in
1 Pet. iv. 6, of the gospel being preached to
~
,
=z=r
= ( (jiem ijiai a r e (im^ i\mt t n e y might be judged
Fleshly Fabrications and Contradic- { according to men in the flesh, but live actions of Sinners.
J cording to God in the spirit :" and thus the
Sir .-Having believed the Gospel of the) i c l c a )° m* understanding is suggested of
Kingdom, and having bee,, immersed into > Ψ"1'1"* a " d e a d . ' » · ' « " " » *P?>l-aatc, and
the name of Jesus, i £ n seeking for more of ί ' n , h a t ^ ' t ° ,
the gospt-l being preached

the true meaning of the Scriptures.
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) with the Scripture saying, that " the dead
1 have read Elpis Israel, and Anatolia, ; know not anything ?"
Please be explicit
and I read the Herald when 1 can get hold ) here. As it respects the dead knowing noof it. 1 hope you will bear with me while ) thing, 1 will state freely what is in my mind,
I bring before you certain passages of Scrip- J and the idea I have partly received from
ture, and submit my thoughts upon them, ; yourself. The dead, then, that know not
that you may correct what you perceive in ί anything are those who have not had the
them contrary to the word ; for I am open ) capabilities of developing a character, such
to conviction, not wishing to be led astray j as idiots and children, and are as though
from that which is truly the word of God. J they never had been.
The first passage 1 shall introduce to your < Again, it is written, " I am the God of
notice is in Phil. i. 23, where Paul says, " Ι ί Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob ; God is
am in a strait betwixt two." That two \ not the God of the dead, but of the living."
desires were in his mind, one " to depart and s Now, here again, we have the idea thrown
be with Christ, which is far better ;" the ' out, that Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob are
other to remain in this state for the benefit s alive, although their bodies are dead,
of his brethren.
; Again, when our Lord is in Jerusalem, he
Now, when Paul uttered these words, did $ meets with one that is said to be possessed,
he not expect, that if he had departed this ί who said, We know tlu'e who thou art, the
life he would be with Christ the moment his ! Holy One of God. Art thou come to destroy
breath was gone ; that is, in a conscious or \ us before the time?" Here again, it is sugknowing state ? To my understanding the { gested (at least, to my mind it is) that there
words imply as much. But, if the words do j is a spirit-state after death ; and that they
imply as much ; and if Paul did in reality are conscious of their condemned state, and
expect to be with Christ, knowingly, the \ are only waiting for their execution ; for
moment his breath was gone, how does this \ they say, " Art thou come to destroy us
square with Psal. cxlvi. 3, 4, " Put not your j before the time ?" Thus they have Λ knowtrust in princes, nor in the son of man, in • ledge of the time, or why say what they did?
whom there is no help: his breath goeth \ O r , was it the acuteness or wittiuess of
lorth he returneth to his earth ; on that the man's understanding being deranged by
very day his thoughts perish." His thoughts ! d i s e a s e t h a t p r o m p t e d him thus to speak ?
perishing may mean, that they are not exer- { T o m y m i n d fhe s c r iptures appear to teach,
cised on the things going on in this world, ; t h a t s o m e h a v e after death a consciousness
as they once were. But I do not say that | o f t h e i r condemned or justified state. But,
this is the true meaning.
b e i t r e m e m b e r c d ) t h a t \ b a v e
n o t t h e l e a s t
Again m 1 Pet. m. 18, 19, 20, " For idea of man being immortal by now having
Christ hath once suffered for sins, the just { in him an " immortal soul."
" God only
tor the unjust, to bring us to God ; being 1 hath immortality;" but there are some who
put to death in the flesh, but quickened by ' are seeking to be made immortal by a resurthe Spirit, by which he went and preached - rection from the dead ; and I am one of
to the spirits in prison, when once the long-' them.
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Waiting· for the kingdom, I subscribe my- who exclaimed concerning the Lord Jesus,
self most affectionately,
" Crush the Wretch," and Volney, Gibbon,
Your Brother in Christ,
Hume, infidels and deists; and Paine, an
A SEEKER AFTER TRUTH.
impious and beastly sot, and affirm that
Nottingham. England,
these wrere better, and far saner men than
January 1857.
we! These are the disciples of him they
eulogize as " THE SACK" of Bethany, and the
The above is entitled to, and shall receive, means they adopt for his glorification ! But
all due and respectful attention. But before the malice by its intensity is deprived of all
replying to it, we may as well permit a its power for evil, and defeats itself. We
certain anonymous doggrelist, who appears to offer them the truth, and they spit upon aud
be very zealous for Campbell ism, to give his ! hiss at us, berating us with curses loud and
opinion upon matters and things bearing on deep. Alas, for them ; it is the old story
the points before us. The following " Origin- revived anew. Their brethren of antiquity
al," as it is styled, is of Arkansas manufac- crucified " THE TRUTH" between two thieves;
ture, and has been printed in handbill-form but they, more villainous, not content with
by " F . G. C , " " for distribution," as he tells two, have oppressed us under five. But the
us. We came into possession of it through Lord forgive the creatures, for they know
the distributive liberality of one, who is as not what they do !
fond of darkness as " the poet" he admires ;
and whose opinion of the worthlessness and j
Original.
baseness of our character and principles, he j
cordially endorses, l i e signs himself" L. T . "
For distribution by F. Q. C.
being ashamed, it is possible, of his name in
Those holy men, whom God, in Christ ordaind,
full. AVe give his letter also, as a specimen
To promulgate the doctrine they maintain'd;
By whom the gospel's banner was unfurl'd,
with the doggrel, of the kind of weapons
And free salvation to a ruined world,
Oampbellites wield for the defence of their
Proclaimed in Christ the great Messiah's name,
Who sent them forth those tidings to proclaim,
traditions and the overthrow of the truth.
Are all now numbered with the mighty dead—
We know not at which to be astonished the
From earth, to heaven, their spirits loving sped,
most—their ignoranco, malevolence, or preTo juin the great assembly of the Blest,
And there enjoy their everlasting rest.
sumption ! As ignorant as donkeys of Moses
But ere their spirits left their earthly home,
and the Prophets, and consequently of the
They all predicted that, in days to come,
teaching of Jesus and the Apostles, who
False prophets, and false teachers would arise,
And turn men's itching ears, from truth, to lies.
preached the prophets and expounded " the
All which has come to pass, as then foreseen,
mystery" they ministered, which had been
Known and foretold by those inspired men.
Whether by birth, of high or low degree,
hid from the ages and generations of the
Their learning what, or what their gifts may be,
Mosaic System (see Acts xxvi. 6, 7, 22 ;
Is not the question. 'Tis enough to know
Rom. xvi. 25, 26 ; 1 Cor. ii. 7 ; Col. i. 26 ;
{Andknown it is that all these things are so,)
That, men there are, in this enlightened age,
1 Pet. i. 11,12 ; Kev. x. 7,) they yet rush
Who madly dare an open war to wage,
head over heels to the condemnation and
Against the, throne and majesty of God—
The Prince Messiah, and his written ivord,
blasphemy of those, who have made them
Keckless of truth, and in assertion bold,
their especial study for twenty years! If
As were apostates in the days of old,
Jesus styled his contemporaries blind men
(Whose fables were so cunningly devised,
and fools for not believing " all that the pro- '< Their main design so artfully disguised,
And so alluring the fair baits they set,
phots had spoken"' (Luke xxiv. 26), what j Thousands were drawn into their fatal net)
Bad at the best, and waxing worse, and worse,
shall we say of " F . G. C , " and " L. T.,"
Foes to themselves, and to the world a curse,
who belong to that class which echoes the
These dark designing men on mischief bent,
tradition of its " sage," that " every part of
And on the ruin of men's souls intent,
To speed the vengeful missiles they send forth,
Mows'1 law worthy of our regard hus been reHave reared their thundering batteries in the north.
published and reenacted under more glorious
My allusion is to *him, and men like thim,
circumstances and with more illustrious sanc(Whose ears to truth are deaf, and eye» are dim,)
Who edits Heralds of the Future Age,
tions by Jesus," and that, consequently, the
(Reviles and emulates a real %sage,)
prophets have fallen, as it were, from the
In whose cracked brain the dark idea rolls,
Of the mortality of human souls.
high position of predictive heralds of MesMen, who to speed, and carry out their plan,
siah's Aion, to the out-of-date recorders of
Would wrest from God the destinies of man:
old Jewish Annals!
The presumption of j With iron horns would push into the tomb,
these ignorant and foolish men is in strict > Of dark nonentity's eternal gloom,
Both sinless babes, and all of Adam's race
keeping with their malevolence. They have j Except the saved through faith by pardoning grace.
no personal acquaintance with us, and know ;'
Deceiving still, and being still deceived,
but little (nothing, indeed, as they ought to s And hoping in the end to be believed,
They would, to keep the minds of men perplexed,
know, to qualify them for pronouncing a just j Involve in midnight gloom the sacred text,
and enlightened sentence upon us) of what /
we toad ι; and yet they select Voltaire,' • Dr. Thomas, of New York, t Joseph Marsh ά Co.
% A. Campbell.
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Put to silence the Ignorance of Foolish Men.

If you are not disposed to publish this
letter, I will get some other person to do it.
L. Τ *
Ouachita Co., Arkansas,
Dec. 15th, 1856.

And at one blast, blow out the holy light,
Which beams from Heaven upon our mental eight:
Their own devices, rather than forego,
Wisdom's eternal counsels over-throw;
Annul the laws which God to man has given,
Then, in return therefor, give laws to Heaven :
And side by side, with God's anointed son,
Exalt grim death to an eternal throne.
Those heresies on which their names are stampt,
Are older than themselves, but newly vampt:
Still would they have the world believe them new,
And what is stranger still, believe them true.
Eternal justice, (if they deem it aught,)
They would forever banish from their thought:
And headlong rush into the thunderers aim,
To reach their goal, and get themselves a name:
Voltaire, and Volney, Gibbon, Hume, and Paine,
Than these, were better men, and far more sane.

" PUT TO SILENCE THE IGNORANCE OF FOOLISH

MEN."—Peter.

Now, having laid before our readers these
ungodly "thinkings of the fiesh," as Paul
styles the opinions of those who criticise his
words, and those of other Scriptures, being
< ignorant of the gospel of the kingdom which
God promised by his prophets, we shall proceed to throw off a few remarks on them,
Such is the rodomontade being circulated beginning with the last.
And first, then, we would say that "L. T."
in the southwest, and enclosed in a letter of
is egregiously mistaken in thinking that we
which the following is a copy :
envy the President of Bethany College, who
Die. JOHN THOMAS,
is so great and good in the estimation of
Sir—As far as my acquaintance extends, that class of the Arkansas mind, which
lies against truth, to say nothing of
with some two or three exceptions, the hon- piously
u
the truth." We aver with all the emphasis
est opinion both of professors and non-professors of religion is, that all that the poet and all the solemnity possible, that we do
has said of you, your doctrine, and designs not envy Mr. C. On the contrary; we
in the piece herewith enclosed, is literally thank God that we do not occupy his posijust and true; and that to disprove any part tion in any sense. We would not jpj earth and
thereof, you will have in. the first place to all its riches and honors, with the life of
prove ihat Solomon the wise king, Stephen Methuselah to enjoy them, believe his docthe proto-martyr, Paul the apostle, and trine, or act according to his policy. We
Jesus the Messiah, were ail mistaken, and honestly, and without any hostile feeling in
spoke erroneously. The first, when he said the conviction, declare that, according to
that the spirit of man, when he dies, goeth what we see in the Old and New Testaments,
upward, i. e., returns to God, who gaye it; he has neither the faith, practice, nor spirit
the second,'when with his dying breath, he of a Christian. He is an enemy to the truth,
besought the Lord of life and glory, to do a friend of the world, and a worldly man,
for him that which he had neither the will and therefore an enemy of God. lie is a
nor the power to do; the third, when he man of worldly ambition, and his ambition
said that for him to depart and to be with is not controlled by conscience. Fowler,
Christ, was more desirable to him than, to the phrenologist, told him this a few years
remain any longer in the body: the fourth, ago in a description written and afterwards
Christ, in sundry instances ; first, wrhen he printed, which description Mr. C. himself
said of God, " He is not the God of the endorsed, perhaps unwittingly, but which is
dead, but of the living ;" second, when he strictly in accordance with the crooked and
said of infants, " Of such is the kingdom of j disingenuous policy he has pursued towards
heaven ;" third, when he said of Lazarus, j .us. All we require is to be judged accordWe demand just judg" He was carried by angels to Abraham's j m% ^° our
bosom ;" and of the rich man, " In hell, he ment,
* whether we are condemned or justified
thereby. We have followed our convictions
lifted up his eyes, being in torment;" and to our own temporal damage; when, by
fourth, when he said to his fellow-sufferer on eehoing Mr. Campbell's interpretations for
the cross, " To-day shalt thou be with me in lucre's sake, we might be in the receipt of
Paradise."
$2,000 per annum for preaching CampbellIs ow Sir, if you can prove all this by i s m > a s ]). g. Gurnet j s saj(} t o be a t " Sevenadmissible evidence, I for one will admit, teenth Street, New York." But the Campthat m your way of proving things, you can bellites never could make a hireling of us;
easily prove that the earth, with all her sis- \ for straitened as we have been at times, we
ter planets, together with the centre round < n e v e r c o l l id b e induced to sell our birthright
winch thoy revolve, are self-created and self- j for a mess of pottage. Envy! Base, indeed,
sustaining bodies; and that you are almost^ ——;•-„,
•
* Τ Λ 1 1 Τ ·«»--·*

equal to the great and good man whom you
so much envy.

i

c i d e n t

^ e received \t.-Ed~itoV.
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with our faith should we be to envy the 5 right to call for the proof. This we do, and
president of a factory for the preparation of j demand that the points be proved from
youthful mar-texts and perverters of the \ Moses and the prophets in harmony with the
truth. Nay, nay; he is joined to the "idols j teaching of Jesus and the apostles. We will
of his den;" and seeing that our efforts for / accept no proof short of this ; for it is writhis redemption have been in vain, (for he i ten, " To the Law and the Testimony, if they
declares he has not read what we have sent \ sjieak not according to this Word, it is behim for years) we regretfully abandon him \ cause there is no light in them." Come on,
to the perdition that awaits them at the ) then, ye quibblers on Scripture fragments,
speedy apocalypse of Christ.
and show us at large the Spirit's teaching.
Having disposed of this Doint, we proceed S h o w U 3 w h e r e » i ] 1 a11 t h e writings of Moses
to say that we heartily believe that Solomon, a i l d t h e prophets, the Spirit teaches the exof tlu! thin
Stephen, Jesus, and Paul, all taught the \i8tence
£ y ° u c a l 1 a n " immortal
same thing concerning the living and the <y o u l " m S i n ' s flesh 5 o r where he teaches the
dead. We believe that all they said in the !; " f u t l i r e state" oi your systems, to which, at
several languages they used was true ; but) death,
we do not believe the construction put upon the j
" Men's spirits speed
Enfsh versjon of their words by L T. Afar- J
^o joi^tho ^
« e m b ^ r f t j » Btat,
text, the idol oi his admiration, and the
clerical lords of Protestant and Papal Chris- \ B u t > w b y c ] l a n e u g ( i y o u t o compass impostendom. Our readers need not be told how l s ibilitios. 'Your strongest men have tried
vast a difference there is between rejecting , a n d failed—miserably failed. They know no
the words of the Spirit enunciated by bolo- \ m o r e a b o u t t h c m a t t e r t h a n a C l
Or a
mon, Stephen, Paul, and the Lord Jesus, and < Blackfoot Indian, as Macaully truly said,
rejecting the interpretations of their words ; u B e c a u s e , therefore, of their consummate
by self-constituted expositors. This is the j i t e r a n c e of the true doctrine of immortality,
head and front of our offending. We reject j t h e y ( l o n o t s e e t h a t M o s e s a m l t h e p r o p i l e t s
the theological interpretations of the Scrip- >( l o t e a c h res urrection, immortality, and a
tures as nonsense—pure, unmitigated non- j future s t a t e . b u t w h i l e they read their testisense; and therefore it is that the impotent j m o n v > / b l m ( 1 r u i d e a o f o w l s a m ] b a t s a s
wrath of the F . G. C. and L. T. class is dis- ; b l i n ( ] , l l i a t t h o y a r i i r, l l l i ! y s e e n o thing of
tributed in mimic thunders against us. But, j them, because they are looking for what is not
as one of the sons oi Zion, and not of Rome, j there—the everlasting rest of human ghosts
Geneva, nor Bethany, we despise them. We i n s k y a n a - a n d therefore they say truly,
shake our head at them with ineffable con- j t h a t Moses and the prophets are silent on the
tempt, and say " Jesus we know, and Paul \ s u b j e e t ; and untruly affirm that they confine
we know, but who are ye!"
/ themselves to rewards and punishments in
But to return. We deny that Solomon )the present state !!! Hence it is, that the
said, that " the spirit of a man, when he dies, j clergy being so stupid and blind, their discigoeth upward ;" we deny that the denial of < pies are so malevolent, presumptuous, and perimmortal soulism is affirming that Stephen \ verse ; for the common qualities of the mulbesoughtthe Lord to do what he had neither ) titude are the consequence of the profound
the will nor power to do ; we deny that Paul « ignorance which clerically enslaves them,
said what is attributed to him ; AVC deny that '< Not only not knowing the truth, but denying
Jesus said men had immortal souls in them, j it, and being unable to square their foolishin saying that God was the God of the living, ness with the glorious word, the policy of
not of the dead ; we deny that Jesus taught \ priest and people is to throw off the burden
that the kingdom of heaven was made up of \ of proof which is too heavy for their ricketinfants, or contained the ghosts of infants, in ' tiness, upon the shoulders of their adversaries;
saying what he did ; we deny that Jesus j and to call upon these to prove that this and
taught that angels carry either ghosts or men < that text does not mean what they presumpinto Abraham's bosom before the resurrec- tuously assume. All we are bound to show
tion of the j u s t ; or that he taught the pun- is what, the Scripture doth teach, without reishment of dead men, rich or poor, before } gard tit all to their Pagan notions. The
" resurrection to judgment;" and lastly, we • doctrine of the Bible cannot be harmonized
deny that Jesus told the thief that he should i with these. The Bible is an exhibition of
be with him in Paradise on the day of the God's thoughts and ways ; and it declares
crucifixion. All these points we deny. But ) that these are point-blank opposed to the
Gentile theology affirms them all; and all ; thoughts and ways of men ; which are mere
logicians know, or ought to know, that the } inventions mid thinkings of the flesh, and
burden of proof is with the affirmative. It J always very admirable and agreeable thereto,
is we, then, who deny, that are entitled of ' Therefore, let l< L. T.," and his " great and
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good" guides in folly, cease to shirk their ) dispute with the schoolmen of the Apostacy.
duty. Let them show that the texts upon , That word is the verb άναλνσαι,
analusaiy
which they hang their traditions, do mean \ aor. 1. inf. act. I t comes from
αναλνω,
what they affirm. And this they must do, \ analuo, which is compounded of ava back
so as not to make one text contradict
• and χ
it i a particularly
tQ / o ( ^
another; for right reason accepts nothing \
r ι u LI
* 1
• 4i
n
e
b
as demonstration which does not harmonize \ ψΑΐβά
? ^ τ , to loosening he cables of a
with Scripture in all Us parts. When they ; s h l P ™ or*cr
\° f}1 f [ O m Ρ ° Φ \ • Τ '
shall have accomplished this, it will be time s a ^ Parkhurst, « m the N. Test to return
enough to review their « vain babblings and ^ d + e P a r t > ™d occurs in Luke xn 36 ; where
oppositions of science falsely so called?" In \ A V e t s t e i n s h ° w s t h a t t h l s v e r b ' f o l l o w / d hJ
τ ω ν
the meantime, for the satisfaction of « A ) αττο
δείπνων, εκ σνμποσιον, &c, is,
m
t h e
(
Seeker after Truth," and persons of his cast <
* r e e k writers, likewise used for
of mind (of the little children type), we shall ' returning, or departing from a supper—from
leave " L T . " and " F . G. C." to revel in all j a banquet, &c.
the glitter and moonshine of ghostology, and \ The text in Luke reads thus : " Be ye/'
proceed to show what the Spirit signifies in ) saith Jesus to his disciples, " like to men
the passages adduced.
• waiting for their lord ; at length he shall re'} turd (αναλνοεί, analusei) for the nuptials :
" D E P A R T A N D BE W I T H C H R I S T . " j g 0 t h a t c o m m g a n d having knocked, immeThe first passage '' A Seeker after Truth" J diately they shall open to him. Happy are
desires information on, is that in Philippians. : those servants, whom the Lord coming shall
Although we have often in times past ex- \ iind watching." Here the sense of the verb
plained it, we shall, nevertheless, upon the ) is obvious enough to any other than a mind
line-upon-line principle, and for the benefit • spoiled by the philosophy and vain deceit of
of new readers, interpret it agaiu.
ί the schools.
These know nothing about
In the first place, we remark, that Paul " the nuptials" so that in reading the text
did not write what is attributed to him in they cannot see the sense. " At length the
the common version of the New Testament, ί Lord shall return for the nuptials." Or read
Before, then, we can interpret his words, we j it thus: " At length the Lord shall depart
must ascertain what he said ; and because ( for the nuptials ;" who cannot see that " dethe English does not truly report them, we [ part" here signifies return ; for, for the Lord
decline the impossible task of scripturally ί to depart when the " at length" shall have
expounding the English text. What, then, \ expired, is equivalent to his setting out from
did the apostle say ? 'Let us see !
\ where he is, that he may go to where the
" Γ know," saith he, <· that this (the preach- \ \)nuc r e s i d e s - N o ^ F a u J ^
us that THE
in- of Christ in pretence or truth,scorer. 18,) ECCLESIA (commonly styled church) is his
b r i d o
a n d s h e ]S
will result in deliverance to me through your i
Ϊ
notoriously a resident on
«application, and assistance of the spirit of I O a r t h · ( S e e E P h · v · 2 3 ~ 3 2 '' R e v · f lx ' *> 8 ·)
H e
Wlll
Jesus Christ: according to my earnest ex->
> therefore, depart from heaven to
]»eetation and hope, that in nothing I shall i *"™» to be fi'ldllJ a n d forever united to the
be confounded, bat with all boldness of i espmised who are loading jor him. This was
speech, as at all times, also now Christ shall Ϊ t h c earnest expectation and hope of the
l»i? matt-niiied ix MY BODY, whether through \ apostles, as it was of all whom'they enlightlile or through death. For to me the living i e i l C ( ] ' a n d a s ύ 1 S n o w o f a 1 1 w h o h a v e a n y
/s· Christ, and the dying, gain. But since ) scriptural claim to the name of Christian,
the living in tlesh is for me ;i fruit of labor, \ T l l i s i s s t ) ' l e ( 1 i n Scripture, T H E RETURNING ;
what even 1 myself shall choose 1 know not. ) a n d i s t h u s expressed in Acts 1. 1 1 — " This
For I am straitened by the two, having the >s a n i e J e s u s > w n 0 i s t a k c n U P f r , o m y o u m t o
earnest desire for the returning and bein«· > t n e leaven, shall so come in like manner as
with Christ, far better by much. But the ί )' e h a v e s e ( M 1 h i m g° i n t o t h e heaven." All
continuing in the flesh (is) more needful ί t r u e Christians, in all ages and generations
on account of you. And having this convic- I s I l l c e > l i a v e b c c u waiting and watching for
tion, I know that Γ shall continue and remain ί t l l i r i event, upon which depends their life and
among you all. to the advancement and re- ) ^ l o l T i n t ] l ° Aions. " Constantly hope for
joieing o f your faith."
'; the μ-ift to be brought to you" saith Peter,
Now, with such a translation as t h i s / " a t t l i e unveiling of Jesus Christ"'—1 Pet.
which ciinnot be set aside, no one would ever ! ]- 1 3 · ^ u t ^ v e 1 K v d l K > t multiply words on
have thouirht of reieniug to the passage in \ t l l i s l ) o i n t : t h o returning or departing is one
proof of immortal-soulism in any of its de- J < ) f l l l ( 1 first^or elementary principles of the
tails. There is one word in the Greek, how- oracles oi Cod.
ever, the senso of which is uncertain, and in
But, as return is so obviously the sense
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of the word in this place (a conviction which vening time be annihilated to the departed,
the king's translators could not resist, for so that to them to die and to be with Christ
they have so rendered it)—how comes it will seem to take place at the same moment.
that they have rendered it " depart" in Christ himself, however, expressly indicates
Philippians? The answer is, they had the time at which we shall be with him ; " ]f
doubts, which they disposed of by splitting" I go and prepare a place for you," saith he,
the difference—giving return to one text, " I will come again and receive you unto myand depart to the other. They found that self ; that where I am, there ye may be also."
Paul said to Timothy, " I am ready to be —John xiv. 3.
offered up, and the time of my analysis
From what he writes to Timothy, we have
(αναλυσις) has approached:" they con- seen that Paul did not expect to be with
cluded that Paul had a desire to be with Christ at his personal analysis. In his letter
Christ by analysis, or dissolution ; and there- to the Philippians, he shows that he looked
fore rendered it depart in the sense of his to his synthesis as the crisis of that happy
immortal soul shuffling off its mortal coil, and event. By his synthesis is meant the oj>
winging its flight to glory!
posite to his analysis. Referring to his synBut Paul had no idea of any such analysis. thetic manifestation, he says, u 1 have suffered
He considered, that between its occurrence the loss of all things, and do count them but
and the manifestation of Christ and the dung, that I may win Christ, &c.; that I
kingdom, his crown of righteousness was may be acquainted with him, and the power
" laid up ;" and would not be given to him of his resurrection, &c.; if by any means I
until the day of his return. " My analysis might attain to the resurrection of the dead.
hath approached," saith he; " henceforth Our citizenship begins in the heavens ; from
there is laid up for me a crown of righteous- whence also ice wait for a deliverer, the Lord
ness, which the Lord, the righteous Judge, Jesus Christ: who shall change the body of
will give to me at tliat day,'1 mentioned in our humiliation, that it may become of like
the first verse—the day of his appearing form with the body of his glory, according
" and not to me only, but unto all them also to the energy whereby he is able also to subwlto love his appearing." 2 Tim. iv. 6-8. due things to himself."—Chap. iii. 8, 10, 11,
That was the day to which he looked with 20, 21. This was the mark of the prize of
desire—not his own personal analysis, or his high calling, towards which he pressed ;
loosing from life ; but the analysis of the and ad the times and the seasons, of the
righteous Judge from the heavens, when he Lord's apocalypse, do not appear to have
should weigh anchor from that roadstead, been known to him, at the time of writing
and set sail for earth.
this epistle, he tlsought that the time was at
Analuo and analusis, the verb and noun, hand to realize the hope ; for he says in the
are only used three times in the New Testa- next chapter, "The Lord is at hand ; be carement ; the former twice, and the latter* once : ful for nothing," verse 5. He did not, howand the instances are before the reader.
ever, expect it before his analysis. This is
John Milton, the poet (not, however, of evident from his expressed anxiety to attain
the " F. G. C. " craft), in commenting upon to the resurrection, which must of necessity
the supposition that Paul desired to obtain follow it; yet how long or short a time after
immediate possession of heavenly perfection his analysis he knew not, nor would he care ;
and glory, remarks, " It by no means follows for a dead man is indifferent to all things ;
that, when the soul of each individual leaves and to him the extinction of life at death,
the body, it is received immediately either and the rekindlement of it at resurrection,
into heaven or hell. For he had " a desire to are but the momentary succession of thought.
be with Christ;" that is, at his appearing, He is utterly unconscious of the interval.
which all the believars hoped and expected Hence, if Paul meant his own departing that
was then at hand. In the same manner, one he desired, and not Christ's, he very properly
who is going on a voyage desires to set sail and consistently with his other writings,
and to arrive at the destined port (such is associated that departing with the being
the order in which his wishes arranged them- with the Lord, for he will be unconscious of
selves), omitting all notice of the intermediate any interval till he attain to the resurrection
passage. If, however, it be true that there of the dead. He is now, and has been since
in no time without motion, which Aristotle his analysis, " wading for a deliverer." The
illustrates by the example of those who were " body of his humiliation," which is himself
fabled to have slept in the temple of the (for ho wrote, " In ME, that is, in my flesh), is
heroes, and who, on awaking, imagined that dust and ashes. These are all that remains
the moment in which they awoke had suc- of Paul, save his writings and character.
ceeded, without an interval, to that in which His earth is in the invisible, confined there
they fell asleep ; how much more must inter- by the law of the avaXvoLcj} analysis common
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to flesh and blood. And as the Lord could clutches in the Lord's service ; and as the
synthesize his dust in the twinkling of an Lord could have released him, but did not,
eye, and bring him out of the invisible, or he was more the Lord's prisoner, than the
grave, at any moment he pleased, he is there- Roman Devil and Satan's (Rev. xii. 9.)
fore the Lord's prisoner, as are also the dead
Such, then, is Paul's present condition,
saints. Hence, the righteous are so styled " like to a man waiting for his lord ," or, as
in the prophets. Job says, " Why died I he has it, " waiting for a deliverer—the
not from the womb ? Why did I not give L o r ( j Jesus "—to come and change the body,
up the ghost (was this his " immortal soul ? " j o f his humiliation, into a like form with the
if so, what, then, was the " /," whose death
of his glory. This will be Lis synhe laments did not happen?) when I came thesis—the putting of him together again ;
out of the belly ? For now should I have the rebuilding of his dust and ashes into the
lain still and been quiet, I should haye slept; human form—an incorruptible, deathless,
THEN (in sleep) had 1 been at rest, with kings and glorious body—with the spiritual, or
and counsellors of the earth ; or as a hidden , mental and moral, characteristics of " Paul
untimely birth, I had not been ; as infants the aged » incorporated therein.
which never saw the light (are abortions and
^ . exposition, it will be seen, that
ρ
sill-bonis immortal ?) Ί here (in the, grave)
· Jt
j
h
Λ
[{
b t
p
:lvi. 3, 4. \Ve do not
the
wicked
cease lrom
and ")
there
"
weary
(as opposed
totroubling;
" the wicked
arethe
at
wt»«rxrThe
ίαβ prisoners
nrmrvafvl if\
" flip
ΙΧΜΡΙΓΜΙthey
"\ nrA
nt. ) undertake the impossible task of harmonrest.
rest
together;
hear
not the voice of the oppressor. The small izing mistranslations, and clerical opinions,
with the teaching of the Spirit. The supand the great are there."—iii. 11-19.
posed difficulty must be removed by those
" There is no work, nor device, nor know- who fabricate it. If men say, '- the dead
ledge, nor wisdom, in the grave, whither are conscious and intelligent in a spiritTHOU (the thinking and immortal " J " of the world;" and the Spirit say by Solomon,
schoolmen, in the second person) goest."— " the dead know not anything "—they create
Eccles. ix. 10. Such is the nature of things a contradiction by their stupid nonsense ;
with respect to the captives of death, good let them, therefore, reconcile it if they can.
and bad, great and small, while in his cus- The fact is, it is irreconcilable ; and they
tody—prisoners asleep and chained to the place themselves in a strait betwixt two.
sides of the pit, who cannot leave their which imposes upon them the necessity of
prison-house, till He who hath the Keys of abandoning their dogma or the Bible. They
the Invisible and of Death (Ilev. i. 18), cannot, before God, believe in both.
comes and unlocks the gates of the unseen.
At the time Paul wrote the passage in
It is part of the mission of Jesus to do question, he was in the custody of his ·' adthis. Thus in prophecy, the Spirit saith to versary the Devil," who, " as a roaring lion"
Christ, " I, Jehovah, have called Thee, and threatened to "devour" him.—1 Pet. ν. 8.
will give Thee for a covenant of the people, This appears, from Phil. i. 13, " My bonds,"
for a light of the Gentiles ; to open the blind saith he, " for Christ are manifest to all the
eyes, to brpig out the prisoners from the prison, Prajtorium, and to all others." Ho was unand THEM that sit in darkness out of the certain how it would go with him ; still he
prison-house." - - Isa. xlii. 6, 7. And in rather inclined to the opinion, that he should
Zech. ix. 10,11, the Spirit saith of the King be delivered, as the result of the minds of
who was to rideT into Jerusalem upon the his judges being influenced in his favor, by
foal of an ass,
" shall speak peace unto t h e preaching of Christ, in pretence, or
as, " He
the nations ;" and then addressing him as through envy and strife, or in truth out οΓ
o o d will
a m l b
their
if present, saith, " As for these also, by the £
>
y
supplication of the
blood of thy covenant 1 have released THY I'hilippian disciples in his belialf, and by tli
prisoners out of the pit, in which is no water." assistance
assistance ofof the
the Spirit,
Spirit, when
when he should
Paul is one of these prisoners. He is in a speak in his own defence, or rather iu defence
pit, in which there is no water of life ; and, of the truth. This might result in his being
if ever he get out of it, as he certainly will, set at liberty, which he styles το ζην, to
the living ; " or, all these influence
it will be by virtue of the blood of the Abrahainic Covenant, which was anti-typically \ might fail, and he would be condemned to
dedicated^and made sanctifying to all the | death. This he styles TO αποθανκν, to
children thereof, by the blood of sprinkling, apothanem, α the dying." Here, then, his
shed from the side of Jesus ; and with which body stood related to two things—α judicial
he was sprinkled in obeying the truth. Even acquittal, or " life ;" and a judicial condemwhen alive, and in the custody of the Roman nation, or 4< death." Now, he saith, " My
Dragon, he styles himself " the prisoner of earnest expectation and hope is, that in noththe Lord;" for he got into the Satau's ing I shall be confounded, but with all
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boldness of speech, as at all times, also now j difficulty which flesh, but not the Spirit, has
Christ shall be magnified IN MY BODY, whe- j created.
ther through life, or through death." He > Peter's words arc, « Christ once for all sufhad no conception of Christ being magnified r e m i o naCcount of sins—a just one on behalf
by himself in anyway apart from body, lie > of unjust ones—that he might lead us to God."
never talked about Christ being magnified \ ] j o w aid he suffer, who said, " Before Abrain his immortal soul. This is a clerical con- } j i a m w a 3 j j a m ? »> ]{ear Peter, " Having
ceit, not an apostolic principle. If his body j b e e u p u t ' t o d e a t h i n d e e d f o r ^ b u t m a t £_
lived, it would be Christ living in him, by )a l i v e f o rt h e S p i r i t B y w h i c l l (Spirit) also
faith and His spirit, and working through \ having gone, he preached to the spirits in
him; so that such a living was for him " a ·p r i s o n . t o t ] i e disobedient formerly, when
fruit of labor," or, as we should say, " a life ; o n c time the long-suffering of God waited in
of labor," or a laborious life. But if his •
' N o a h ' s days, while the ark was being prebody died—if it were put to death by the ;p i i r e d—in which a few, that is, eight souls
judicial sentence of the Praetorian officials of w e r e s a v e ( j b y m e a n s o f w a t e r . t o w h i c h
•flin i-Ln__it.t T?nrl Τ\ι>ο /ΥΛΙΙ
_T.V_T»i__-f « r m i l / l οία/". \Λ(Λ
__·_
_
Ι·
Ι
Ο
the Great Red Dragon, Christ
would also be an antitype,
baptism, also now saves us, &c.
magnified in the maltreatment and execution
of his body to death ; for the death of the j I n t n e s e words, Peter does not say. that
body would have been incurred in consc- IJesus
preached to them ; but that Christ
quence of his bold defence of Christ's doc- fdid.
On Pentecost, Peter said, « Let all the
h o u s e o f Israel k u o w
trine. " The dying " would be " gain " for )hath
assuredly, that God
him ; for « he that loses his life for my sake," \
made that same Jesus, whom ye have
saith Jesus, " shall find it
for the crucified, both Lord and Christ"—Acts ii.
Bon of Man shall come in the glory of his 30. Was he " Christ" while dead in the
Father, with his angels ; and THEN he shall ! sepulchre? No. Was he " Christ " when
reward every man according to his works " — )h e c a m e *» h i e ? Y e s · H o ws o? " God
Matt. xvi. 2.7—and not before.
\made him CIirist"
% what means ? The
-r, , 1
, ., ι ν ,
· ·,
' Spirit of God entered into the dead body
But he was straitened by twa coDsidera- < ^ , , r f j
.?
a n dΛ
η
Μ
&mM^
tioi»-tbe desirableneee of at once resting | „it_ ton^ g 0 t h a t u h ^ m e g i r i t ' d
from hi.;penlou3 labors by falling "asleep m j
peter gaith
^
mad_ J
fJ
Jesus (as he expresses it elsewhere) and so g . i t . , ^
h
b
f
ft
g . ^
waituw for his re urn; and he desirableness . ^ ^
^ h ^,.'
irit
g 0t h a t
of continuing his iabors in the care of all the t Q ft g
' churches of Asia, he saith,
churches, seemg that apostacy was revealing „H ^ , h a _ e a _ ,_th , h ^w h a t ^
itself on every side So, then, as the general g r .. _ a i t h
h chnrchee."
good was to be preferred to his own ease, the j
conviction seemed to gather strength that ί To prevent misunderstanding, we remark,
the Lord would not permit the Devil to de- further, that before Jesus died, he was Christ
vour
him;
andthis
therefore
hesaying,
ended his
also the
; because
was "sealed
of the Father
;"
Spirithefilled
him without
measure.
cogitation
upon
point, in
" I and
know that I shall continue and remain But he was not Christ, or Anointed (which
among you all to the advancement and re- \ is the meaning of the word), until his bapjoicing of your faith."
\ tismal anointing. He was for thirty years
j " Son of God," as Adam the first was " Son
\ of God" (see Luke iii. 38); who was to be
" THE SPIRITS IN PRISON."
ί made Christ at his baptism, and afterwards
« A Seeker after Truth," having his mind Ia t h i s r e s u ^ c t i o » ·
more or less perplexed by the remains of the
" Though we have known Christ after the
old heathen traditions indoctrinated into it flesV s a i t h P a u l > " y e t henceforth know we
h i mn o
by the clerical fictions in which he was
more."—2 Cor. v. 16. In speaking,
trained, is in difficulty about "spirits in therefore, of the Resurrected One in his relation t o
prison," and the preaching of the Gospel to ί
Noah's days, Peter says, " By which
the dead. He thinks he'can see in these, ! (Spirit), having gone, he preached." What
dead men alive in a spirit-state
; yet he can-! t h e S P i n t d l d m Noah's days Jesus is said
p
;y
1
il the
th crotchet
h twith
i h the
the Scrip
Scrip- t o h a v e d o n e a l s o » a s " t h e ^ ΐ ά f t h e Spirit.'
nott reconcile
p
J
f
Jesu
^
ά
ture declaration, that " t h e dead know not ^
s ^'^ not become πνεύμα άγιωσννης,
anything." They are irreconcilable. He \ p^uma haghiosunes, by resurrection, Peter
must, therefore, give up one or the other, ί would not had said he preached in Noah's
If he hold on to the crotchet, he must re-i days ; because it was as Spirit, not as flesh,
ject the Scripture ; and if he adhere to this,! n e preached then.
he must leave his spirit-bubble to the air. ! Peter says, Christ's Spirit was in the proBut let us see if we can help him out of the phets.—1 Pet. i. 11. Noah was one of
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Spirits in Prison."

these, so that the Spirit of Christ was in \ of the Lord Jesus," being born from the dust
him also. Being in him, the Spirit preached j of the spirit by resurrection: for " that born
through him, warning the Antediluvians of j of the spirit is spirit."
what was coming upon their generation ; j The gospel was not preached to them after
and endued Noah with ability to construct ί their decease. Peter does not say that it
a ship, which, for due proportion and couve- \w a s . But that the gospel was preached to
nience, has not been surpassed by the most ί persons, dead indeed while he was writing,
skilful naval architects of our day.
\ but alive when they heard and became obeBut the longsuffering of God ceased with j dient. Preaching the gospel to dead men!
the completion of the Ark; he therefore If that does not beat everything! What
swept the disobedient into the invisible by piece of tomfoolery will not the clergy teach,
the flood. Before the waters subsided, they and their dupes believe, after this. Why " a
would have been resolved into the chemical living dog is better than a dead lion;" yet
constituents of flesh and blood, held in solu- the dogs of the apostacy are both deaf and
tion by the deep. They were no longer dumb. What would not their corpses be in
bodies ; but " a wind that passeth away, and respect of truth!
But here we must pause for the present;
cometh not again."—Ps. lxxviii. 39. What
better could Peter term them than " winds," in our next, we shall resume.
EDITOR.
or spirits ? for wind is the primitive mean- )
ing of the Greek word, rendered " spirits."
Feb. £th, 1857.
Chemistry has reduced animal bodies almost ) it may not be amiss to republish at the
entirely to airs or gases ; about five sixths present time, the following article which apto one of earthy matter. It is said by peared in our periodical in 1845, under the
David, as already quoted, "flesh is a wind caption of" Spirits in Prison," as it contains
that passeth away ;" so that revelation and two or three points we have not touched in
science are. here agreed. They are winds in the foregoing. Here is the letter and our
prison, pent up in the caverns of the deep ; reply :—
so that they can blow no more. When \
„
r
preached to they were Hot "spirits in pri- \
"- T H E S P I R I T S IMPRISON.
son ;" but" fleshly men and women," criminals < Bro. Thomas—I heard one of * our Evanat large, like the worldly religionistsof our gelists,' whom I esteem very highly, cornown time. The Spirit of Christ, or Christ- ment upon 1 Peter iii. 18-20. He said, that
ing spirit, preached to them while the Ark the Spirit of Christ, after he was * crucified,
was building ; not afterwards. When judg- j dead, and buried,' went and preached to the
ment overtook them the preaching ceased, { imprisoned spirits of the disobedient antediand they became prisoners of the deep. Pe- j luvians, kc. ; and remarked, that his idea
ter designates them " spirits in prison" while < was confirmed by ch. iv. 6, from which he
he was writing ; but not as such while the J concluded, that< the gospel being preached to
preaching was in progress.
] the dead, that they might be judged accordi ing to men in the flesh,' proves that they
w e r e
*' THE ayspEL PREACHED το THE DEAD."
not in the flesh, but * disembodied spi„ ., . .
.
.
\ rits.' He remarked, in conversation with me
WaS
eache
0 d e a d
" *T 11
^I'f
Pi
? ί
ί afterwards, that l,o would like to hear your
ones, that they might be condemned by men interpretation
of i t : so would I, although Ϊ
lor flesh but live by God for spirit."—-1 Pet. ί d i s l r e e with him in his opinion Mo calo.
iv. b. Ihis is not difficult to emlain. The!
Yours faithfully,
dead referred to were persons who, previous ί
j
to the time Peter was writing had heard the j Hendersorit
Ky...
JuUj J 2 8 , 1845.
gospel and obeyed it. The truth they be- \
*
REPLY.

In a few words, we understand the Evangelist to mean, that the Disembodied Spirit
caused their former companions to speak !\ of Jesus went to the disembodied spirits of the
evil of them, and to persecute them even to Antediluvians, 'and preached the gospel to
death; ^vhich Peter terms condemnation for \ them in Hades! This is the most extraorflesh. Their refusal to gratify the flesh, and \ dinary dogma ever broached by living man
their reproof of fleshly gratification in others, \ i n the face of the Oracles of God. On the
was the ground of their condemnation. But > supposition that their ghosts are in Hades,
their work shall be rewarded; for having ) i n the orthodox sense of the word, which is
put to death the deeds of the body, they j the heathen sense, how could the ghost of
shall live "for spirit," πνενματι. The gospel \ Jesus preach the gospel to them (which is
was preached to them with a view to this result ! remission of sins, and eternal life to believers
—that they might become spirit " in the day ) of the promises covenanted to Abraham and
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is his power, or agent, by which lie
David, through his death AND resurrection) which
J
seeing· that he had not risen from the dead? affects every thing. In the next verse, it
Take from the gospel facts the resurrection of continues,'by which also having gone he
Jesus, and the gospel ceases to be the * power preached to the spirits in prison, to the disof God for salvation.'—* If Christ be not risen, obedient formerly, when once the long sufthen is our preaching vain, and your faith fering of God waited in the days of Noah,
is also vain. * * Ye are yet in your sins. &c.' — Here we have the relative εν ώ,
Then they also that are fallen asleep in ' by which.' This pronoun by rule claims
Christ are perished.' Now the disembodied j ' the Spirit' for its antecedent. ' By which
phantoms of the Antediluvian World held \ Spirit also having gone, preached, &c.,' is
the same relation to the gospel preached by <the reading ; but the question upon which
Jesus' Ghost before he rose, that the Hyme-the correct interpretation of the passage
nean Corinthians did to it preached by the turns, is—by which Spirit of God, who went
Apostles after his resurrection, when they and preached ? The answer is, God went and
averred a principle, which, in its operation preached to them, not Jesus, nor the Ghost
on the faith, set aside his resurrection from of Jesus; but God went, and by his Spirit
the dead. What could the ghost of Jesus preached to the Antediluvians. He also
have preached to them? Remission of preached to them in time past, as well as to
sins by his name? His name was ineffi- us in time present, and raised up his Son
cacious to that end until he rose again. Jesus, and all by his Spirit: for • in sundry
Eternal life by his name ? If in default of times and in divers manners, God, who spake
his resurrection his name had no power in it in time past unto the fathers by the prophets,
for remission, they must have continued in hath in these last days spoken unto us by his
their sins, and consequently entitled only to Son,' and by the same Spirit. ' Many years
the wages of sin, which is death. The name didst thou forbear them, and testified against
of Jesus could not give a right to eternal them by thy Spirit mthypropfiets-, yet would
life previous to his return from the dead; they not give ear.' This, though affirmed of
for had he not risen, it would have been Israel, is equally true of the Antediluvians ;
proof that God had not accepted him as a for the history shows, that God, not Jesus
khaphporeth, or COVERING for sin : and a non- testified against them by his Spirit in Noah.
resurrected sacrifice would have been of no
But, it is supposed, that whoever went to
more profit than the sacrifices under the
Law. All the dead, righteous or unrighte- preach to them, did so, in the interval beous, who had died before his crucifixion, or tween the death and resurrection of Jesus ! It
since, would have eternally to sleep the sleep does not mean, that the Spirit preached to
them while in prison ; but, that he went and
of death.
preached through Noah to the AntediluWhat else beside remission of sins and vians, who were then living, tout, while Pethe life and glory of Messiah's Aions, can ter was writing, were in the custody of
you conceive," ghosts in Hades" stand in Death, and in the prison-house of the deep.
need of? These the gospel could give them He did not mean to say, that the Spirit
no title to before Jesus rose ; it would have preached to dead men, or to the ghosts of
been useless, then, for the ghost to go and dead men; but to men living in Noah's day,
preach it to them. But on the supposition, and dead in his.
* For this cause the gospel was preached
that the gospel of a non-resurrected Messiah could save them, what utility could ί to them also who are dead, that they might
there be in preaching it, seeing that, though ί be judged according to men for flesh, but
made ever so plain, they could not under- ί live according to God for spirit:' ' who are
stand it, being without wisdom, sagacity, or | dead;' that is, while I, Peter, now write.
ability to do ; for it is written, " there is no J Living, when the gospel was preached to
work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor wis- \ them, but dead now ; having been judged, or
dom in the grave wither thou goest ?' No ; put to death by men for flesh, as was Jesus,
the "dead know not anything ;" the preach- because they would not forsake the truth,
ing the gospel, therefore, to physically dead but who shall be made alive again for spirit
men, is altogether out of the record. This according to the purpose of God, which canspeculation then is not the sense of the pas- not be frustrated. ' Being put to death for
sage before us. Let us see what is.
flesh,' and' being judged according to men for
flesh,' are phrases which apply to Jesus and
In verse IS, two things are predicated of j the saints, who like him are persecuted unto
Jesus, namely, he was put to death for flesh ; Jdeath : and both import the same things :—
and secondly, he was quickened, or made ί to be judged for flesh, is to be put to death
alive, for the Spirit, i. e. of God. In this ι for flesh ; and to be quickened for spirit, is
verse, there are two personages named, to I to live according to God by the Spirit for
wit, God and Christ; the Spirit of God, >spirit.

New Holy Alliance.
j tivity. The people of Continental Europe
j need not cast their eyes across the sea to find
(the causes of the increase or decadence of
nations. They have only to turn to the little
i Republic of Switzerland for an example.
EDITOR.
i There they may look on the spectacle of a
\ population inhabiting a mountainous region,
(ft lj e t ο ρ ο I i t i t α I .
< little favored by nature, but industrious and
\ prosperous because they are free. There,
New Holy Alliance.
also, they may see some two millions of peoAT the present crisis, it has become the ple, inspired by liberty, successfully defying
fashion throughout Continental Europe to one of the great military Powers of Europe.
represent the British Power in the part it The same causes operating on a larger scale
enacted at the Congress of Vienna in 1815, have made the greatness of England. Until
as the victimizer of the innocent and confid- the Continental nations have shaken off many
ing monarchs of that region ; and that by prejudices, and made great advances in
its " infernal art," it placed the elements of knowledge, it will be useless to endeavor to
disorder under every European throne, that convince them that the people of England
it might check the industrial development of honestly desire to see them increase in wealth
other nations, and clothe their peoples in her and power. The commercial supremacy of
cottons! In short, they say, that " the this country causes distrust in the present
treaties of Vienna were but the solemn con- day just as much as the arms and ambition
firmation of the absolute supremacy of Great of the French Empire excited the terror and
inflamed the resentment of Europe at the
Britain."
This absurd and ridiculous view of the commencement of the century. As, at that
matter, emanating, it is said, from that bril- time, the Great Powers were intent only on
liant centre of wisdom and truth, the capital curbing the power of France, and erecting
of the Czar, is assiduously promulgated and barriers against her supposed aggressive
maintained with great literary ability by the spirit, so now their leading idea is to raise
hireling scribes of the absolutist governments obstacles against the progressive industry of
of the Head and Horns of the Beast. The England. While our statesmen cherished
following remarks, which we extract from an the delusion of protection, we were taunted
article in the London Weekly Times, under with our exclusiveness; and now that we
the caption
of " Proposal for a New Holy have thrown open our ports, at home and in
Alliance,11 will unfold to the reader the work- the colonies, to the produce and shipping of
ing of Muscovite cunning for that European every country, we are charged with a design
ascendancy, which it is certain to compass of monopolizing the commerce of the world.
by hook or by crook, as its manifest destiny If we ask other nations to imitate our example, they suspect us of selfishness, forgetting
" marked out for it by the finger of God :"
that no two countries can carry on free interi
" Accusations against perfidious Albion' change without mutual benefit. We desire
find ready credence amongst populations to see the States of the Continent as free, as
jealous of our wealth and prosperity, and pacific, and as prosperous as ourselves; for
incapable of understanding the origin of our they cannot become rich without making us
greatness. The musses of the European richer, and unrestricted commerce is the
population have yet to learn the first princi- parent of liberty arid peace. If the British
ples of political and economical science. Government had been actuated in 1815 by
Where there is no political, religious, or the motives now imputed to them, they would
social liberty, there can be no great develop- have stipulated, in accordance with the econment of industry. We have learned in this omical notions then prevalent, for commercountry to trust to private enterprise and to cial privileges and advantages, which they
give it free scope, and we only require of the might easily have obtained from the monarchs
Government that it shall not meddle or inter- whose thrones they had rescued from the
fere with the operations of trade and com- ^grasp of Napoleon. Their great error lay
merce. On the Continent the Governments \ in the aid which they gave to the despotic
protect everything, regulate everything, and j Sovereigns, and their acquiescence in the
paralyze industry by their efforts to restrain acts of the Holy Alliance, to whose princifreedom under military repression. Where ples they refused their sanction. The partisickly manufactures are coddled up by pro- tion of Europe into patchwork monarchies
hibitive duties, where revenues are raised was the result of the rapacity of the Northfrom monopolies, and the working classes ern Powers, and the troubles of the Continent
are controlled in their movements by a med- since 1815 have been caused by the gross
dling and omnipresent police, it is useless to breach of faith of Sovereigns, who, when
look for a healthy growth of industrial a o
" I f this interpretation be rejected, we
should like to see something more consonant
with the word of truth. Till then, we hold
jt as the only true exposition of the text."
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the danger was passed, broke every promise ; ' All chance of a struggle by sea would thus
they had made to their people in the hour of j disappear, while by land an armed conflict
adversity. Even now, they have but to do \ would be impossible. Who, in fact, would
justice and show mercy, in order to remove j dare to attack France and Russia united—
the necessity for enormous standing armies, \ Russia, moreover, having at her dispose!?
and the * armed peace' so oppressive to their ί the whole force of Prussia, when the aggressubjects and so pregnant with danger to \ sor would be most assuredly crushed V
themselves.
< France and Russia would compress Germany
" But the abuse of England to which we ί between them, and there would be establishhave adverted, and the perfectly true picture i ed on the Continent ' THREE PREPONDERATING
drawn of the difficulties arising from over- ί INFLUENCES, whose mission would be to segrown military establishments, is not intend- \ cure peace, the "consolidation of thrones, and
ed to lead to any relaxation of the repressive ξ the well-being of the people.'
No more
system which weighs so heavily on the Con- j conquests would be tolerated in old Europe,
tineMt. On the contrary, the object is topre- < and any.' modifications of territory' which
pare the way for a new Holy Alliance, of \ might be found necessary would be decided
which the project is said to have ripened in \ by a general congress. Such is the proposal
the Absolutist Cabinets. I t is believed in j for the regeneration of Europe by the establishthe higher political circles of Northern and j ment of Cossackism, pure and simple, based on
Central Europe that tlie time is favorable for < «• solidarity of despotism,
establishing Cossackism as a ruling principle, \ " T h e policy recommended by public writers
and we are assured that ' notes have bean ! in the interest of Russia is now acted upon
drawn up on the question, overtures made, ί in practice, although it is not consolidated
communications exchanged, and, in a word, j by formal engagements, i t is possible that
negotiations are at this moment carried on ( personal vanity, the desire of playing a great
in the silence of Cabinets.' That some such part in Europe, and the hope of placing his
movement has been set on foot by the re-) dynasty under the protection of a general
newed activity of Russian diplomacy, we s guarantee, may lead Napoleon I I I . to favour
have no doubt. The Anglo-French alliance \ the project of a new Holy Alliance. But
is the main obstacle in the way of a compre-1 although France is now Imperial she has a
hensive scheme for the concentration of ab- > people, and her liberal politicians, although
Bolutist power, and against that alliance all j compelled to silence, are not dead. The
the force of the conspiracy is directed. Eug- j French people have chosen their form of
land, therefore, is represented as the fountain government, but all the force of Europe
and origin of European disturbance, and ] could not impose upon them a ruler or a dyRussia as the pacificator and regenerator. As j nasty that they did not approve. The Ema first step, Russia proclaims that she has re- peror by drawing closer to the legitimate
nounced all notion of aggrandisement in monarchs would only obtain insincere allies,
Europe.
She professes to have learned, j while he would alienate the heart of France,
from the experience of the late war, that she ) If he retain the sound judgment which has
cannot make the smallest advance in that hitherto marked his career, he will close his
direction without provoking a general cru-1 ear to Muscovite flattery, and decline the
sade. Henceforth all her efforts will con- i perilous advantages of a Russian alliance,
verge on Asia, where she may, or may not, > The Emperor of the French may enter into
come into collision with England ; but any \ a confederation of monarchs, having for its
consideration of that contingency, she thinks, j object the consolidation of thrones, but the
may be postponed. Seeing that Russia has j French people will not go with him. We
abandoned all idea of aggression in Europe, / do not think that Louis Napoleon will court
the end of the alliance between England and
France has been accomplished, and it may
now be dissolved. The next step would be an
alliance between France and Russia.
The
two Emperors have more than one point of
resemblance—more than one bond of sympathy. They are both reserved, both free, to
choose their political relations, and the Czar,
the incarnation of absolute power, is pleased
with the form of the Imperial Government
of France. Then the political consequences
would be enormous. France united with
Russia would become the centre of η great
maritime confederation, and the British flajj
would no longer flaunt supreme on the seas.
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the
tory of his uncle, or the origin of his sovereignty, the cause of liberty would probably
gain in the end. England will have nothing
to do with Holy Alliances, and it is to be desired that her Government should avoid intimate and compromising relations with the
absolutist Cabinets. The alliances of the
English people ought to Vie with peoples and
not with monarchs. λνΓο do not despair of
the cause of freedom in Europe, and we will
best help it by throwing in our power to
sustain Belgium, Sardinia, Switzerland, and
the Scandinavian kingdoms against the ag'• gressions of their despotic neighbors. For

New Holy Alliance.
the rest, if the Liberals of the Continent
lose energy, abandon hope, and surrender
themselves unconditionally to absolutism, we
ApuM be content to accept isolation in Europe, and to look for compensation in drawing closer our alliance with the free AngloSaxon Republic of the Western World."
The writer of the above, who has the
means of being well-informed, concerning the
intrigues of the Demons of the political Aerial,
tells us that the project of a New Holy
Alliance has ripened in the Absolutist Cabinets ; and that the conviction of this Aerial
is, that the time is favourable for establishing
Cossackism (Kzekiel would style itGogucism)
as a ruling principle in Northern and Central Europe. There is no doubt that iliis is
what .things are tending to. N o obstacle,
not even the Anglo-French alliance, can prevent it. The Oracles of God show, that
Europe is to he subjected to the dominion of
One Policy, and that that policy will b* Cossack; and in its Asiatic operations and schemes
furiously hostile to the British Power. We
have shown this in multifarious illustrations
of the current signs of the times. We do
not intend to go into the matter at any
length at present; we only call attention
here to what is at work in u the silence of
Cabinets,'' illustrative of what T H E FUOGS
are doing.
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against whatever stood in the way of his
ambition. The same necessity obtains at
the present time. One Policy must be established, preparatory to the siege of Jerusalem
by " Gog of the land of Magog, the Prince
of Rosh, Meshech, and Tobol," and all the
hosts of the nations under his command.

Will the reader also ask himself another
question ? What possible inducement could
there be for Russia, at the head of the armies
of Europe, to invade Palestine, and to lay
siege to Jerusalem, if that country and city
were simply, as now, in the hands of the
eflete and feeble Turks ? Manifestly, not
any. Then what follows? The answer is,
that the magnitude of the invading hosts
indicates the magnitude of the power to be
expelled ; and that, consequently, Palestine
anil Jerusalem will be occupied by a power
independent of, or in alliance with, (we believe the latter,) the Ottoman or Euphrateans.
; The oracles of Cod show, that this power
; will be the T H E BRITISH—the Merchants of
Tarshish, with Shoba and Dedan. This is
the natural and destined antagonist of Russia, the crowning element of the Eighth
i Head of John, the King of the North of
Daniel, and the Gog of Ezekiel.
We need not be surprised, then, at the
hatred which exists in the Absolutist Cabinets against England. They know that in
The New Holy Alliance, when consum- the mass of England's population there exists
mated, will reflect the declaration of the a deadly and intense hatred of themselves ;
Spirit, that '· The Ten Horns have ONE and that the British Government, though far
MIND, and shall give their power and strength from possessing an unblemished and spotless
to the Beast." When these Horns are in character for uncompromising integrity and
such an alliance with the Eighth Head of the righteousness of principle, dare not disregard
Beast, the New Holy Alliance, now fore- the popular voice. They behold in England
shadowed, will be complete. Doth not the a free press, unfettered liberty of speech,
oneness of mind predicted, indicate one policy ,· constitutionalism, a grinning contempt for
and do not the terms of the prophecy show their superstitions, a secure asylum, and a
that the alliance is to bo headed by a superior generous and sympathetic reception of the
styled 4k the Beast;" for he is the receiver, enemies of their thrones, a rich and prospernot the giver, of the strength and power? ous rival, and the only power occasionally
A sovereign power receives the gifts of infe- willing and able to defend the weak against
riors. On a little reflection, the reader will the strong. They behold the British active
perceive the necessity of an alliance among and zealous propagandists of civil and relithe powers, with a sovereign power among gious liberty, and unsparing -denunciators of
them to direct their movements in '· the time all tyranny, which is not mechanically and
of the end." Let him put this question to commercially advantageous to number one.
himself, namely : ·· How are the armies of all Now, such a nation is a thorn in the sides of
the nations to he gathered together to battle the Dragon and Beast which sustain the
against Jerusalem, so long as each government Horns. They regard it, therefore, as " the
tun an hidependent policy of its own ?" That fountain and origin of European disturbance."
lluy are to be so gathered, see Zech. xiv. 2 : They have no respect for such an establishJoei iii. 1-2. What was necessary before ment, ami would illuminate their capitals for
the nations could be led against. Moscow in joy were it sunk like lead in the mighty wai Η11! ? That their governments should be teiv. All this is natural enough. The devil,
brought under the dominion of one policy by though outwardly a very smoothfaced and
ι-Oiiquest or cunning. This was efieeted bV iutv nsely fervid professor of religion, despises
Napoleon the Great. When he became the those who see through his hypocrisy, and are
ί-Όΐ-d of Kurope, he directed its armies incessantlv exhibiting it to the execration of
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the world. He will leave no stone unturned < be effected seem to be indicated in the pre
to silence or put such an inconvenient adver- / diction, that " The King of the North shall
sary out of the way. But his favourite < enter into the countries, and shall overflow
strategy is to proclaim his own immaculate- j and pass over, and many shall be overthrown^
ness, and to contend zealously for reform, j Something of this sort must happen effe
thinking, by this, to blind the eyes of men to j; long,
situation of affairs will
g for the present
p
hi own deformity,
d f i t andd tto attach
t t h th
i tto i not admit
d i t off a peaceable
bl solution.
lti
Th
his
the pious
The
his person, so as to make him their champion world cannot be made to stand still, and
against a common foe. This is Russia's ought not; it does not want to go back on
policy at the present time—Russia who is, the dial of its existence : on the contrary, its
when it becomes the Captain of the Holy aspirations are upwards and onwards, which
Alliance now proposed, the sovereign element is the very direction in which the old dotards,
of Daniel's Fourth Beast, styled in the who hold the reins, do not wish it to run.
Apocalypse " the Dragon, the Old Serpent, Hence, the peoples are straining off one way,
surnamed the Devil and Satan." Only think while their riders are " geeing" and " hawing"
of Russia as " the pacificator and regenerator them another, into the old track of mediaeval
of Europe." The Devil's peace and the feudality and barbarism. Unless the diaDevil's regeneration ! Surely, when she shall demed cavaliers can get some friend to help
have consummated her work, it will be the them, their restive steeds will certainly throw
devil of a peace and the devil of a regeneration! them, and break their necks. They feel this,
But of such a pacification and regeneration and heuce their outcry for " pacification" and
the Anglo-French alliance is considered in " regeneration ;" not of themselves, but of
the way. The key of the new position is their ungovernable peoples. " Peace, peace!"
this stronghold, which must be taken by however, may be their cry ; but " there is no
bribery or assault. By either, the ruin of peace for the wicked," saith Jehovah ; " for
Louis Napoleon is inevitable. If he "remain they are like the troubled sea that cannot
true to England, a coalition may be formed ) rest, whose waters throw up mire and dirt."
for his dethronement; if he fall into the em- I will give you peace and regeneration,"
braces of Russia, England may arouse the exclaims the Czar; " come unto me, ye
French nation against him, and assist them kings, and I will give you rest; take my
in pulling him down. In every view, his yoke upon you, and Jearn of me, for I am
position is a dangerous one. Europe is a meek and lowly of heart; and ye shall find
powder magazine, and Louis Napoleon holds rest to your souls. For my yoke is easy, and
the match. It is, therefore, of prime impor- my burden is light!"
tance to the bystanders to secure his good
And will they accept the invitation ?
will, or to bind him fast, if they would not Why should they not ? Is the sovereignty
be blown to atoms. If they could secure of Russia terrible to such miserable reprohim, they would not fear the magazine ; but bates as the monarchy of Naples, Spain,
they have been unable to do that yet; there- Greece, Rome, &c. ? Is anything more terfore, it is necessary to court his favour and rible to them than their infuriate populacultivate his good will. It is exceedingly tions, in open insurrection, demanding good
disagreeable, however, to be living every day government and the rights of men ?
in expectation of being- sent among the stars This is the alternative that awaits the
on a barrel of gunpowder before night. It Royal Horns of the European Beast of
is a cause of great anxiety and restlessness. the Sea—fall before the people, or give
The diademed occupants of the Thrones of the their strength and power to the Czar.
Beast are nervously alive to the perils of the Every thing is tending to this—a swordsituation. Hence their desire to detach the compelling quiet of the turbulent, the
match-bearer from " perfidious Albion// and consolidation of the thrones by Russian alto get him into their own hands. It certain- liance, and the well-being of official people,
ly would wonderfully promote the success of who profit by abuses. No obstacle can pretheir schemes, if they could make a tool of vent this consummation. England may
Louis Napoleon. By involving him in a threaten ; her fleets may sweep the seas, and
war with England, they might hope to ex- blockade the Continent: the coalition will
haust both nations, and, in the meantime, \ be formed, and her rival will marshal its
" regenerate Europe by the establishment of hosts, and lead them on to Asia to contest
Cossackism, based on a solidarity of despot- with her there the dominion of the East:
ism !" This accomplished, and the time for so it is revealed of heaven—that "God
would have come for a coalition against Louis hath put in the hearts of the Horn Powers
in favour of the Bourbons. The French to fulfil his will, and to agree and give their
Empire is a merely temporary institution, kingdom unto the Beast, until the words of
destined to be superseded by the restoration God shall be fulfilled."—Rev. xvii. 13,17.
of monarchy. The means by which this will
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" Blasphemy" and " Names of Blas- not establish their claim to citizenship
phemy."
in the commonwealth of Israel. Thus in
" I have heard all thytlasphemies which thou hast Rev. ii. 9, the king of the Jews says, " I
spoken aguinst the mountains of Israel, any frig, They know the blasphemy of those who say they
are laid desolate, they are given to as to consume.
Thus with your mouth ye have spoken great thing* are Jews, and are not, but are the synaagainst me, and have multiplied your words against gogue of Satan ;" and in ch. iii. 9, he styles
me; 1 have heard them."—Ezek. xxxv. 12,13.
them liars.
In the above passage of Ezekiel's prophecy
The text at the head of this article shows
1
the word " blasphemies' in the original text that the mountains of Israel may be blasjj
is m^fcO» ntahtzoth, reproaches, contumelies, phemed, and that in blaspheming them Je&c, or, in the words of the prophet, " great hovah is himself blasphemed.
things spoken with the mouth against" an ob- Mark testifies to the Holy Spirit being an
ject.
object of blasphemy in his day, in ch. iii. 29,
In the Greek, neahtzoth is expressed by 30 ; and Paul exhorts or commands that
the noun βλασφ7}μιαι, blasphemiai, which the Ghri3tiaus, who are servants and wives, be
English or anglo-Saxon reader will readily respectful and obedient to their masters and
perceive is the anglicised word blasphemies husbands, that the name, doctrine and wordf
in its Greek dress. It is derived from the of God be not blasphemed.—1 Tim., vi. 1 ;
verb βλασφ?ιμεω, blasphemed, which is it-Tit. ii. 5.
self derived from the phrase βλαπτειν την
To blaspheme is, therefore, in a scriptural
φημην, blaptein ten phemen, to injure the sense, to bring divine things into disrepute ;
reputation or fame of any object; which, if so that whatever words or doings tend to,
undeservedly done, is to calumniate, rail or really do accomplish this, are blasphemies.
against, revile, reproach it, &c.
The punishment of blasphemy, by divine
In scripture the objects of blasphemy are
various, such as " God, his name, his taber- law, ft death. " He that blasphemeth the
nacle, them that dwell in the heaven," the name of Jehovah shall surely be put to
Jews, the mountains of Israel, the Holy death, as well the stranger as he that is bora
Spirit, the doctrine of God, the word of God, in the land."—Lev. xxiv. 16.
the sanctified of the Father, the king of
For men to say they are Jews, while yet
Israel, &c.
they are not, is blasphemy, because it is α
The following passages will sufficiently es- lie, whether they intend to lie or not. Hie
tablish this. In Rev. xiii. 5, 6, it is said, intention does not alter the fact. Lying is
that a mouth was given to the Gentile Beast, the hypostasis or substance of blasphemy;
or System of Powers, " speaking great for no good thing can be injured by the
thinge and blasphemies. And he opened truth. When Gentiles, who are neither
his mouth (papal) in blasphemy against God, Jews outwardly nor inwardly, pretend to be
to blaspheme his Name and his tabernacle, Jews, they calumniate that society of which
and those dwelling in the heaven ;" that is, the King of Jews is the chief; and in so dor
to the injury of the reputation of all these in ing they calumniate or blaspheme him : the
the estimation of society.
change of object from the less to the greater
44
The Jews'7 are blasphemed by pretend- only enhances its iniquity. Verbal and
era to that honorable community who can- practical lying ftre both mortal sins; but
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their iniquity is aggravated when the lie is
against God, his name, and his doctrine or
word. Practical lying is profession contradicted by practice. Thus, " I f we say we
have fellowship with God and walk in darkness, we lie, and DO NOT THE TRUTH."

" If a

man say I love God, and hateth his brother,
he is a liar."—1 Jno., i. 6 ; iv. 20 ; and " If
ye love me, keep my commandments ;" for
" ye are my friends if ye do whatsoever I
comirfand you." Thus, the truth of men's
professions is made to turn upon the conformity of their actions to the words of God.
When those actions are a denial of his doctrine 4r word they make God a liar, so far as
their influence extends. If their words and
actions agree, and both give the lie to God
or his word, which is the same thing, though
less hypocritical, they are not less impious ;
and the impiety is itself blasphemy.
No greater offence can be committed
against God than not to believe what he has
promised. The reason of this is because he

|
\

Idumea shall be recompensed according to
its hatred of Israel, who shall be delivered
after Idumea is destroyed ; " I will make
myself known among Israel when I have
judged thee, Ο Mount Seir, saith Jehovah ;
and thou shalt know that I am Jehovah,
and that I have heard all thy blasphemies
which thou hast spoken against the mountains of Israel, saying, They are laid desolate, ^they are given us to consume ; thus
with your mouth ye have boasted against
me, and have multiplied your words against
me ; I have heard them."
The reader will observe that JelLOvaJt, re-

\ gards blasphemies^ or false statements, concern| ing the destiny of the mountains of Israel, as
\ great words or boasti7igs against himself: the

| Idumean Seir declares that those mountains,
| even though Jehovah were there, would
never belong to Israel, but to Edom ; for it
says, " they are mine, and we will possess
it though the I SHALL BE were there." But
why is this declaration a blasphemy against
" HAS MAGNIFIED HIS WORD ABOVE ALL· HIS the Holy Land ? and why, if a blasphemy
NAME ;"and not to believe that word is to against that land, is it a boast and multitreat him as a liar, which is blasphemy ; and plication of words against Jehovah ? Be" he that blasphemeth the name of Jehovah cause it states falsely the destiny of Palesshall surely be put to death," whether Gen- tine. At present the two nations of Israel
ttie or Jew : this is the reason why it is de- | and Judah, and their special divisions of the
cieed that ·* he who believeth not (the gos-j Holy Land, are in the hands of Esau, Edom,
ip^sltall be condemned." When we do not or Idumea, synonyms of the power that in
believe we walk in darkness; and walking the latter days inherits the hatred of Isaac's
in darkness, or unbelief, we do not the truth ; eldest son against Jacob; " for," says Adonai
for in relation to the truth no man can walk Jehovah, (the Old Testament title rendered
in the light of what he does not see, or do Lord Jesus in the New,) " when the whole
that in which he does not believe.
earth rejoices I will make thee desolate. As
There is another form of lying or blasphe- thou didst rejoice at the inheritance of the
my against God which is brought out in the House of Israel because it was desolate, so
text from Ezekiel. It is this : If men in their will I do unto thee ; thou shalt be desolate,
ignorance or impiety affirm a thing, which in Ο Mount Seir, and all Idumea, even all
its logical or practical bearing contravene ofit."
tlte promises of Jehovah, they blaspheme, or Idumea, then, represents a power to be
speak evil of the subjects of those promises;made desolate when the whole earth rejoices
and in so doing speak great words against, with God's people, Israel, as Moses has preor blasphemies against the promiser. ·
dicted. Idumea now triumphs over Israel
If the reader peruse Ezek. xxxv, in the \ and their land, and blasphemes them both ;
light of God's covenanted promises to Abra- | the ldumeans decree that Judah and Israel's
ham, Isaac, Jacob, David, and their seed, he < two territories shall for ever constitute incannot, we think, fail readily to perceive tegral parts of the Ottoman Empire ; and,
the truth of our statement. Jn that writing, consequently, that the two nations or twelve
Mount Seir, the seat of Edom's dominion, is· tribes of Jacob, shall never constitute one
addressed as a Power, having perpetual hat- independent kingdom and nation in -the
red against the descendants of Jacob ; re- land : this is pronouncing a sore evil against
joicing in their calamities, and in actual oc- Israel and their native mountains; but becupation of their country, commonly styled ing a lie against their destiny it is a blasTHE HOLY LAND. While thus possessed of phemy against them all.
Palestine as the fruit of conquest, Seir is
But why are these blasphemies against the
represented as saying of the kingdoms of Jews and their inheritance, boastings or calIsrael and Judah, " These two nations and umnies against Jehovah ? Because, if it
these two countries shall be mine, and we should so happen, that Idumea, in this conwill possess it though Jehovah were there." troversy concerning Zion, were to establish
Upon thi3 the prophet forewa
them that its power in the Holy Land, to the final exclu-
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sion and suppression of the kingdom and ^ tiply men upon you, all the house of Israel,
throne of David there, it would make the ' even all of it: and the cities shall be inhabpromises of Jehovah, which he has sworn by ) ited, and the wastes shall be builded ; and I
his own life and holiness to fulfil, of none will multiply upon you man and beast; and
effect. It is impossible that such a result they shall increase and bring fruit; and I
should come to pass ; but to attempt to es- will settle you after your old estates, and do
tablish it, or to declare such a result, or to better for you fhan at your beginnings ; and
believe the declaration, is equivalent to deny- ye shall know that I (Adonai) am the I SHALL
ing and rejecting the contrary, and in effect BE. Yea, 1 will cause men to walk upon
declaring that Jehovah is a deceiver and a you, even my people Israel; and they shall
possess thee, and thou shalt be their • inherliar.
itance, and thou shalt no more henceforth
Now, let us see what Jehovah has said— bereave them : thus saith Adonai Jehovah,
whether he has given the inheritance to because they say unto thee, thou land deEsau or to Jacob. Read the next chapter vourest up men, and hast bereaved thy naof Ezekiel; this portion of his prophecy con- tions ; therefore thou shalt devour men no
tains a testimony of God in direct opposition more, nor cause thy nations to fall any more;
to the blasphemies of the Idumean nations, neither will I cause men to hear in thee the
concerning Israel and their mountains ; the
prophecy is addressed to these—a prophecy shame of the nations any more, neither shalt
of good things, " Because, saith Adonai Je- thou bear the reproach of the people any
hovah, the enemy (a term which stands for more, neither shalt thou cause thy nations to
the Desolater who triumphs while the land fall any more, saith Adonai Jehovah."
enjoys its Sabbaths) hath said against you,
Here is a time indicated which has manAna! even the ancient high places are ours ifestly not come; for the Jews and their
in possession "—thus they boast at this dav country are still subject to all these things,
•—" therefore prophecy and say, Thus saith which at a " set time" of their history shall
Adonai Jehovah, Because they have made be no more.
you desolate and swallowed you up on every
There is another testimony in Ezek. which
Bide, that ye might be a possession to the
residue of the nations, and ye are taken up convicts " the talkers" of the Gentiles of
in the lips of talkers, and are an infamy blasphemy against the two nations and their
of the people ; therefore, ye mountains of two territories which they claim for themIsrael, hear the words of Adonai Jehovah : selves, and of calumny against God. In chap,
thus saith Adonai Jehovah to the moun- xxxviii. 21, Adonai Jehovah saith, " Betains and to the hills, to the lowlands and hold, I will take the children of Israel from
to the valleys, to the desolate wastes and to among the nations whither they be gone, and
the cities that are forsaken, which became a I will gather them on every side, and bring
prey and a derision to the residue of the na- them into their own land; and I will make
tions that are round about: therefore thus them one nation in the land upon the mounsaith Adonai Jehovah : Surely in the fire of tains of Israel; and one king shall be king to
my jealousy have I spoken against the resi- them all; and they shall be no more two nadue of the nations (that * residue' to be tions, neither shall they be divided into two
stamped with the feet of the fourth beast, kingdoms any more at all; neither shall they
—Dan. vii. 19,) and against all Idumea defile themselves any more with their idols,nor
which have appointed MY land for their pos- with their detestable things, nor with any of
session with the joy of all their .heart, with their transgressions: but I will save them
out of all their dwelling-places wherein they
despiteful minds, to cast it out for a prey.
have sinned, and will cleanse them ; so shall
" Prophecy therefore concerning the land they be my people, and I will be to them for
of Israel, and say unto the mountains, and Elohim—waani ehyeh lahJiem lai-elohim. And
to the hills, to the lowlands and to the val- David my servant (David II.) shall be king
leys, thus saith Adunai Jehovah, I have over them, and they all (the twelve tribes)
spoken in my jealousy and in my fury, be- shall have one shepherd : they shall also walk
cause ye have borne the shame of the nations; in my judgments and observe my statutes,
therefore thus saith Adonai Jehovah: I have and do them. And they shall dwell in the
lifted up my hand (that is, I have sworn,) fond that I have given unto Jacob my servant
surely the nations that are about you, they wherein your fathers have dwelt; and they
shall bear their shame. But ye, Ο moun- shall dwell therein, even they and their chiltains of Israel, ye shall shoot forth your dren, and their children's children during the
branches, and yield your fruit to my people age—ad-olam ; and my servant David shall
of Israel, for they are at hatid to come. For be prince over them for the age—le-olam ;
behold, I am for you, and will turn unto you, moreover, I will make a covenant of. peace
and ye shall be tilled and sown; and I will mul- with them, it shall be an everlasting covenant
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with them ; and I will place them and multiply them, and I wHi set my temple in the
midst of fhem for the age—le-oldm. My
dwelling-pS?e alse shall be with them : yea,
I will be to them for Eiohim, and they shall
be to me for a people. And the Gentiles
ehall knpw that I, Jehovah, do sanctify Israel, when my temple shall be in the midst
of them for the age—lt-olam,v
Frem these testimonies, then, we learn
that the following things are decreed :
1. That " the two countries," or territories of the Holy Land formerly occupied
by the " two nations" of the Jews, that
is, the kingdom of the Ten Tribes and
the kingdom of Judah, are to be exalted to a better condition than when possessed by the Israelites in the beginning:
2. That the Gentile Power in possession
of Adonai Jehovah's land is to be finally dispossessed whea he makes himself
known among Israel's tribes:

i e predetermined of Jehovah—
ud-olam:
8. That all these benefits will be guaranteed to the nation by the " covenant of
the age;" styled also the " covenant of
peace"-^$
tr^O-tail© m ^ . berith
shdlum, berith olam ; —tfie Constitution
of the Kingdom, in the phraseology of
the Gentiles:
9. That during the age, and for the purposes thereof, a Temple will be placed
in the midst of the nation. Ezekiel
describes it, chap, xl.-xlii. The mystery of the temple is set forth by Paul,
Peter and John :
10. That Adonai Jehovah, Israel's Shepherd-King, will dwell with them, and
be to them fcTlbab» lailohim, for Elohim, or Gods—for all the saints or future kings and priests of Israel and the
nations, are constitutionally or federally
" in him ;" H B is for Gods.
y

Now, these ten items, deduced from the
3. That "all the house'of Israel, even all foregoing testimonies, are the intelligible and
of it" are to take possession of the lanc^ obvious purpose of Jehovah with respect to
and to be settled upon its mountains, Canaan and its heirs national. No language
and hills, and lowlands, and valleys, and could have been devised to make his intendesolate wastes, and forsaken cities, af- tions plainer or more easy to be understood.
ter the old estates of their realm, in He has not said that these things may come
peace, plenty, security, and great per- to pass if fortuitous circumstances favor
their development; but he has declared that
petual prosperity:
he will create the situation that shall neces4. That the nations and kingdoms of Is- sitate the results ; and that ho will accomrael and Judah shall be one united na- plish them, not for the sake of the generation and kingdom upon the mountains tion of Israel existing at th.3 crisis, but for
of Israel; so that " Ephraim shall not their fathers' sake, on itfliose account they
envy Judah, and Judah shall not vex are beloved, and for the honor of his own
Ephraim" any more : but as a bird of character. " I have pity for my holy name,
prey, " they shall fly upon the shoulders which the house of Israel have profaned
of the Philistines toward the west (the among the nations whither they went: therewestern powers) ; they shall spoil them fore say unto the house of Israel: Thus saith
of the east together ; they shall lay their Adonai Jehovah; I do not for your sakes,
hand upon EDOM and Moab; and the Ο house of Israel, but for my holy name's
children of Ammon shall obey them"—· sake, which ye have, profaned among the nations whither ye went. And I will sanctify
Isa. xi. 13,14 :
5. That when finally resettled in Adonai MY GREAT NAME* which was profaned
Jehovah's land, (his, by covenant made among the nations, which ye have profaned
with Abraham and his seed, " who is in the midst of them ; and the nations shall
the Christ," says Paul) the whole know that I am the Jehovah, saith Adonai
twelve tribes will be under οηβ supreme Jehovah, when I shall be sanctified in you
before their eyes. For I will take you from
head or king :
among the nations, and gather you out of all
6. That they will then be a purified and countries, and will bring you into your own
sancftfied people—" they shall defile land."—Ezek. xxxvi. 21-24.
themselves no more with any of their
How easy to be understood, how devoid
transgressions:1' this implies that all
their past national offences will have of mystification! Is it not astonishing that
any man professing to believe and study the
been blotted out:
?. rjfhat their ShefJBer<!MKing will be a Da- scriptures should affirm that God has utterly
vid, and immortal; and reign over and for ever cast off the Jews; that there
them» during the age of their national
glory, however long its continuance may
• Thifl name is Yah-shua, or in Greek, Je*us.
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will be no restoration of them to Palestine ; reduce the promises to a nullity. This is
and that God has no more use for them than right in every view ; for to make void the
for the gypsies! To affirm this is to speak future glory of Zion is to rob the faithful of
blasphemies, or lies, against the mountains their inheritance;4< for " salvation" saith
and people of Israel; and in so doing to Adonai Jehovah, is of the Jews .·" and
speak great things against God with the when men are robbed of their rights, they
mouth, and to multiply words against him. do not feel very charitable towards the
This is the wickedness of all the children of thieves.
Esau. Nationally they seize upon Jacob's inAll systems of religion, or forms of faith,
heritance, slay his seed with the sword, and are blasphemies or " abominations/' which
{
proclaim the independence and integrity of a - uphold dogmas subversive of the promises
dominion that incorporates the land of Ad- of Jehovah. Piety of disposition in the
onai Jehovah and his people in its domains. worshippers, or moral precepts commingled
" These two nations and these two territories" in their ethics, will not transform blasphesay they, "shall be mine, and we will possess mies or indignities into things worthy of
it though Jehovah were there"—" they are laid God. His doctrine a)id word are blasphemed
desolate, they are given to us to consume:"— when tliey are brought into disrepute, and
Individually, they endorse the truth of this ; contempt is generated in men's minds respectthey preach it from their " sacred desks ;" ing the things they setforth. This is characthey publish it in their periodicals; they teristic of the thing called " orthodoxy"
register it in their creeds; ignoring Israel among the Gentiles ; which assigns all the
and Israel's land in all the plenitude and curses of God to the Jews, and all his blessfolly of their traditions. But the issue is ings to their enemies. But all Gentilisms
briefly and simply this : If the doctrine of that do this, whether orthodox or heterodox,
Esau's progeny be true, then the promises of are blasphemies against God, his name, his
Jekovak, covenanted with an oath, and con- tabernacle, and them that dwell in heaven.
firmed by the blood of Adonai Jehovah, are a They constitute the darkness of this world,
deceit and a bald imposition on the credulity and they who walk in them " walk in darkof the Jewish nation ami their friends—το ness," and neithei believe nor do the truth.
u
AFFIRM THE DOCTRINE OP ESAU IS TO GIVE Such persons are very apt to say they
have fellowship with God," because they
THE LIE το GOD.
appear to one another to be righteous in
But with the apostles, we say, " Let God talking piety, and making long prayers ; and
be true, but every man a liar ; as it is writ- because, under the influence of human apten, That thou mightest be justified in thy plause, they " feel good," profess to be " at
sayings, and mightest overcome when thou peace with God," and are on excellent terni3
art judged." The sentence- of God stands with themselves. But it is easy to show,
firm, though over thirty-eight hundred years that their peace with God and their conhave elapsed since it was uttered — " The science is all on one side. Take a disciple
elder shall serve the younger" Edom shall \ of Millcrism, for example, and press upon
be subject to Jacob ; therefore Edom shall his attention the promises we have adduced
not always triumph in the land, lie that in this article, and you will very soon find
doctrinally reverses this decree belongs to him putting a construction upon them all
the family of Esau, sets himself against the. which will force upon them a signification
promises of God, and becomes the enemy of <
diametrically opposite to what they express.
Jacob. (Jan the reader possibly have any ί
difficulty in discerning this principle ? We \ In this way he will give Jehovah the lie
blaspheme God when we affirm the contrary of]upon the old-serpent-principle, that God
what he decrees. It is an oblique method of \ doth not mean what he says, lie will tell
telling him that he has not decreed the truth. J you, in defiance of grammar, history, fact,
It is taking sides against him in " THE CON- ( and declaration of prophets and apostles,
TROVERSY OF ZION"—Isai. xxxiv. 8—a con- j either, that it is all fulfilled ; or that it refers
troversy to be decided in favor of them that to Methodists, Baptists, &c, who believe in
the personal advent of Jesus to burn up the
believe truth.
world, whom he styles " spiritual Israelites,"
This great controversy it is that in reality or the true Israel of God ! If you show him
defines the seeds — the seed of the woman, that it is the people who once served idols
and the seed of her enemy. The §eed of the in Canaan that are to return there, and not
woman are all on the side of Zion. They be- Gentile sectarians, who never had covenant
lieve all" the glorious things " that Jehovah ) occupation of the country, you arouse all
hath spoken concerning her. They love Je- j the enmity of his fleshly mind against the
rusalem, and rejoice in all the good Jehovah t promises, and he contemptuously stigmatizes
hath sworn to do unto her ; while they repu- i you as " an old carnal Judaizer," destitute
diate with indignation all traditions which ί of all spiritual discernment. But, such a
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course as this proves to a demonstration he was condemned by Pilate, and crucified
that, though he say he has fellowship with unto death, and buried, and rose again the
God, he is really at enmity with him, being \ third day, and ascended to heaven aftera blasphemer of his doctrine and word. { wards ; and that he will come from thence
Such a professor, however pious and sancti- [ again to judge the world, but not to burn it
monious he may seem, walks in darkness, \ up; they believed in remission of sins, the
knowing not what he is at, nor whither he \ resurrection of the body, and in life everlastgoes.
\ ing ; but not in the sense imposed upon the
But the Millerite is not alone in this con- words by Gentile theology. The Gentile
demnation. Blasphemy against the moun- " Names and Denominations" styled apocatains and people of Israel, and consequently ! lyptically " NAMES OF BLASPHEMY," do not
rejection of the covenanted promises of Je-1 believe the things the apostles believed and
hovah, is the mortal sin of all wno believe j taught, but interpretations of some of those
not " the gospel of the kingdom," which is I things approved by their blind leaders of
the said promises evangelized. He that di- >the blind. These interpretations, which are
rectly denies the restoration of the Jews, {anti-scriptural discords, constitute their theand the reign of Jesus over them in the Holy j ology, which, making of none effect the
Land, ad-dam, " during the age," or indi- promises of God, as the leaven of the old
rectly denies this, by affirming that his hope, j Pharisees did, generates a vain worship,
and consequently his only hope (for scrip- j and blasphemies against him and his docturally, there is but " one hope of the call-) trine.
ing "), is the translation of his immortal soul
The popish and sectarian interpretation
to transkykingdomia at death, and its re- \ of " the Apostles' Creed " is the gospel beturn for reunion with the mortal dust it left \ lieved by all " Christendom." The aposwhen it comes with Jesus to burn up the ] tles, however, did not preach the Gentile inearth and world : he who thus directly or \ terpretation of their creed, which is thereindirectly denies this great and divinely at- \ fore " another gospel." This the papal and
tested purpose of the Most High One, is \ Protestant, or sectarian world, now believes.
under the condemnation of the sentence \ The world's gospel is, that Jesus, a person
which reads, "He that believes not shall be \ of immaculate nature, is Son of God, who
condemned." This infidelity is the sin of all died for sins, was buried, and rose again ;
the ecclesiastical factions of the Gentiles. and that whosoever believes this, and beThey content themselves with the creed pre-; lieves that he died for him, and repents, his
pared for them by the Papacy, called " the j immortal soul shall be saved from eternal
Apostles' Creed," which ignores the Hope \ torment in liquid fire and brimstone ! Some
of Israel, for which Paul was a prisoner in ; sects may modify this statement somewhat;
Rome, as completely as if earth had no Holy \ nevertheless, as a general definition, it is the
Land, no Jewish inhabitants, and no destiny j Gospel according to " the Mother of Harinvolved in their glory and independence! \ lots and of all the Abominations of the
This popish version of what the apostles be- \ Earth," and of those Harlots and Abominalieved recognizes a resurrection of the body ' tions too. This is a gospel that has nothing
and a judgment; but such a resurrection \ to do with the promises covenanted to the
and judgment as never entered into their ,| fathers. When a man professes this gospel,
heads to conceive of. This resurrection \ and presents himself to the old Roman
dogma of Gentilism is the reunion of a ficti- \ Mother, or to any of the State-Harlots, or
tious celestial soul from the skies, with certain)
to any of the innumerable sectarian-Abomigrains of dust in the earth's crust! This is ) nations, or " Names of Blasphemy," all
not the resurrection the apostles believed in. ; styled " Churches," from the Mother to the
To admit the Gentile dogma is to admit j most insignificant of her rebellious progeny :
" the immortality of the soul," which is Pa- >when such a one makes application for adganism, and not Christianity. Their " judg- I mission within their pale, no member therement " is akin to it—a judgment invented ; of, lay or clerical, ever thinks of inviting his
by the fleshly mind for " immortal souls;" · confession of faith in the things promised to
the judgment of nonentities/ It is a libel j Abraham, David, and their seed! The unupon the apostles, a defamation of their ; lucky zealot, or bigot (by whatsoever name
Christian fame, a blasphemy of their glori- \ they might reproach him matters not), who
ous faith, to dignify such nonsense with their \ should pi^sume to make inquiry as to
official name. They believed in God the \ whether the candidate's "faith" embraced
Father Almighty, and in Jesus Christ, his ; " the substance of things hoped for," " unto
son, their Lord ; they believed that he was ?which hope the twelve tribes of Israel, conborn of a virgin, but not of an " immacu- stantly serving night and day, hoped to
late" one, nor that his nature was immacu- ; come," and on account of which Paul was
late, as Protestants do ; they believed that accused of the Jews :—if such should be his

"Blasphemy" and "Names of Blasphemy,"
Such is the blasphemy of Edom, the name
inquisition that he might assure himself if
the candidate's faith were justifying faith; used in Scripture for the enemies of the Jews;
and, finding that he knew nothing about the and surely they are their enemies who assign
good things God had promised to Israel, all God's curses to them, and monopolize the
nationally and individually in Christ, he blessings for themselves. Upon this princiwere to object to his fitness for admission to ple, then, all the sects of Edom are incorchurch-fellowship :—were he clergyman or porations of blasphemy against God ; an
layman, who does not know that he would idea apocalyptically set forth in the words,
immediately become a marked man, an ob- " Upon the seven heads of the beast THE
ject of suspicion, and be regarded as an un- NAME OP BLASPHEMY ; " and in Rev. xvii. 5,
charitable disturber of the peace, a pre- where the beast is said to be " full of names
sumptuous and conceited fellow?
It is of blasphemy," and commented on above ; —
well known that such is the fact.
What a gospel-nullifying fraternity, denying the
has Gentile church-fellowship to do with truth in ignorantly maintaining the opposite ;
God's promises to Abraham, David, and or, in mixing it up with their traditions ; or,
their seed, national or individual ? Noth- in rejecting it without qualification or reserve.
ing ! Only " believe in Jesus," as they The disciples of these systems are the " talk7
define it, and a fig for Israel, their moun- ers' on whose lips Jewish affairs are taken
up
reproachfully. They prate against the
tains, and the promises. It is enough, say
they, that you believe that Jesus is the truth with volubility inexhaustible; being
Christ, the Son of God. But the demons " unruly and vain talkers and deceivers,
whose mouths," says Paul, " must be stopped.
believed this, and trembled.
This is enough for them who endorse the Wherefore rebuke them11sharply, that they
blasphemies of Edom. Believe a barren may he sound in the faith.
The same apostle says," there is one faith."
p roposition, and be pious, and make a bonfire of the promises. I say, a barren propo- Now this is the faith which justifies; but
sition ; for the confession that " Jesus is the not the faith of Christendom. Justifying
Christ," in the Gentile sense of it, is the faith, and the faith of the unruly talkers of
mere acknowledgment of " a fact," irrespect- Edom, are antagonist and mutually destrucive of the promises evangelized concerning tive systems of belief. The latter has no
the kingdom by the apostles and himself. soundness ; and in the former, soundness can
What more natural than that the sons of only be attained by an intelligent belief of
Edom should delight in a gospel that ignores the " covenants of promise." Men are justhe promises ? Is it likely that they would tified by an enlightened and hearty faith in
rejoice in the blessing of Isaac upon their the gospel of the kingdom of God preached
brother Jacob—that he " shall be as the by Jesus and the apostles. This is evident
smell of a field which Jehovah hath blessed ?" from the consideration that when the Lord
Would they, pluming themselves on having Jesus sent Paul to preach the faith that justhe birthright, rejoice that God should give tifies, he sent him to " open the eyes of the
Jacob " of the dew of heaven, and the fatness Gentiles, and to tarn tltem from darkness to
of the earth, and plenty of corn and wine ? " light, and from the power of Satan to God,
Is it to be expected, that they being Gen- \ that they might receive remission of sins (or
tiles, and rejoicing in Gentilism, would re- be justified) and inheritance among them (the
spond "anwii! " to the eulogy, " Let people saints of Israel) who are sanctified by faith
serve thee, Ο Jacob, and nations bow down the which leads into him"—morec τη εις εμε
to thee ; be thou lord over thy brethren, It is clear from this, that illumination of
and let thy mother's sous bow down to thee: mind preceded the reception of remission,
cursed be every one that curseth thee, and and a right to the inheritance. He whose
blessed be he that blesseth thee " ?—Gen. eyes are unopened by the gospel of the kingxxvii. 28. It is expecting too much of dom " walks in darkness," and is obnoxious
reckless Edom that he should delight in to the sentence, " he that believes not shall
such promises as these. " Thou shalt serve be condemned." As there is but one
thy brother Jacob," to a man that lives by j true faith, it is also manifest, that this
his sword (ver. 40), is a galling and bitter condemnation is pronounced upon him
humiliation. No wonder that Edom hates ; who believes not that " one faith," or the
Jacob, and repudiates all the promises con- ] gospel; and therefore styled " the faith of
cerning him—that having acquired dominion ! the gospel." Now we have shown often that
by his sword, and for the time, broken J a - ; the faith of the children of Edom is not the
Cub's yoke, he should seek to persuade him- •
· " one faith" which the apostles preached ;
self that the Millerite dogma is true, and nor is any other form of faith which ignores
that Jehovah hath indeed cast off his people, the promises covenanted to the fathers of
Israel, forever 1 For, if this be so, then Israel: for " faith is assurance of things
Mom shall not serve Jacob, and the word hoped for, a conviction of things not seen ;"
of God becomes a lie!
and these unseen matters of hope are the
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subject of the covenants of promise : for in when Jerusalem becomes " a strong city,"
speaking of the death of that cloud of wit- Israel sings, " Ο Jehovah, thou wilt ordain
nesses who had obtained renown through the peace for us"-—Isa. xxvi. 12.—Yea, " I
possession and exercise of this faith, Paul will make with them a covenant of peace, and
says, " these all died in faith, not having re- will cause the evil beasts to cease out of the
ceived the promises, but saw them afar off:" land ; and they shall dwell safely in the
and the reason he gives for their dying with- wilderness, and sleep in the woods. And 1
out receiving, is, that " God has provided will make them and the places round about
some better thing for us, that they without my hill (Zion) a blessing ; and I will cause
us should not be made perfect," or immortal. the shower to come down in its season ; there
The gospel, we have said, is the covenanted shall be showers of blessing. And the tree
promises evangelized. To make our meaning of the field shall yield its fruit, and the earth
distinct, a word or two must be said in re- shall yield its increase, and they shall be safe
gard to " evangelized."
This is a Greek in their land, and shall know that I (Jesus)
word in an English dress, being in its own am the Jehovah (/ shall be) when I liave brokcountry ο.ΰλΧαάενα'γγελίζω^ναι^Ιΐάζο. This en the bands of thnr yoke, and delivered them
is the noun εναγγελιον,
evangel ion, with a out of the hand of those that served themselves
verbal termination implying action—a put- of them. And THEY SHALL NO MORE BE A
ting into action the noun. Now this noun is PREY το THE NATIONS, neither shall the beast
composed of εν eu, signifying good,well ,· and of the land devour them ; but they shall
ayyeXiapngeUa, a message, from α γ γ ε λ λ ω dwell safely, and none shall make them afraid.
angello, to narrate; from which comes ay- And I will raise up for them A PLANT FOR
yελoςangelos, one sent, a message-bearer, an- RENOWN, and thcij shall no more be consumed
gel. Evangel ion, therefore, signifies a good with hunger in the land; neither bear the
message, which, when put into circulation, is shame of the nations any more. Thus shall
evangelized. Now, a message to be good they know that 1 Jehovah their Gods am
must be something excellent, beneficial, and j with them, and that they, the house of Israel,
to be desired by those to whom it is sent; are my people, saith Adonai Jehovah"—
25. The Son given to Israel is
and because this is the fact, God has culled > Ezek. xxxiv.
u
the message, or " word he sent unto th°, child- ;styled, the Prince of Peace," of whom it
ren of Israel by Jesus Christ proclaiming ( is written, " Of the increase of his government and peace there shall be no end upon
peace" to them, good. That " peace" is the
the throne of David, and upon his kingdom
subject matter of the covenants of promise ;
to order and establish it with judgment and
and is the reason why we so often meet with
with justice from henceforth and during the
such passages as these—" Thou shall see the
age"—Isa. ix. 7. Then, " He shall speak
good of Jerusalem all the days of thy life.
peace unto the nations; and his dominion
Yea, thou shalt see thy children's children, shall be from sea to sea, and from the river
and peace upon Israel " — F s . exxviii, 5, C :— (Euphrates) to the ends of the earth"—Zech.
" As for such as turn aside unto their crook- ix. 10 : " And I will break the bow and the
ed ways, Jehovah shall lead them forth with sword and the battle out of the earth, and
the workers of iniquity ; but peace shall be will make Israel to lie down in safety"—upon Israel"—Ps. exxv. 5 :—" Our feet shall Hos. ii. 18.
stand within thy gates, Ο Jerusalem. Pray
Now, when the time had nearly arrived
for the peace of Jerusalem: they shall prosper that love thee. Peace be within thy for the Prince of Peace to be born, a comwalls, and prosperity within thy palaces. munication was made to Mary that she
For my brethren and companions' sakes (the should be his mother ; and that, as Isaiah
saints) I (Messiah the Prince of Peace) will had predicted, the throne of his ancestor
now say, Peace be within thee ! " — P s . exxii: David should be given him by the most
— " In his days shall the righteous flourish ; II igh,whose Son he should also be ; and that,
and abundance of peace so long as the moon when seated there, he should reign over the
endures"—Ps. lxxii. 7 :—" Ue will speak house of Jacob for the ages εις τους αιώνας
peace unto his people, and to his saints : but and that of his kingdom there should be uo
let them not turn again to folly. Surely his end. This was announcing peace to Israel
salvation is nigh them that lear him ; that through the Son to be born. So Mary unglory may dwell in our land. Mercy and derstood i t ; and in the rejoicing of her spirit
truth are met together; righteousness and in God, said, " lie helps his servant Israel in
peace have kissed each other"—Ps. Ixxxv. remembrance of mercy as he spake to our
8 :—" I will extend peace to Jerusalem like fathers, to Abraham, and to his Seed, for the
a river, and the glory of the Gentiles like a age"— εις τον αιώνα.
flowing stream"—Isa. lxvi. 12. In the song
That the mercy covenanted to Abraham
which shall be sung in the land of Judah was peace to Israel through the Messiah is
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also manifest from the words of tlic Holy j thorn the hope. They were called upon to
Spirit spoken through the father of John the \ become heirs of that hope by embracing it,
Baptizer, who said in view of the birth of the < and becoming· obedient to the c(*nmands of
Christ, " Blessed be the Lord God of Israel; ! Jesus. ]t was therefore styled " the hope of
for he visits and redeems his people, and \ their calling," by faith-in which, says an
raises up a horn of salvation for us in the X apostle, we are saved.
house of his servant David ; as he spake by j
Understanding then, that the gospel or
the mouth of his holy prophets which have J g ] a d tidings, is not salvation of immortal
been from the begining of the age α π ' αιώνος j s o u i s from endless torment in material tire
that we should be saved from our enemies, who believe that Jesus in flesh was God's
and from the hand of all that hate us ; to immaculate Son and died fur them ; but, that
perform the mercy promised to our fathers, i it is the promises of everlasting peace and
and to remember his holy covenant ; the ] glory to the Jewish nation, and of contcmoath which he sware to our father Abraham, > porary blessedness to all other nations ; when,
that he would grant unto us, that we, being as one dominion, they shall exist under the
delivered out of the hand of our enemies, j government of Christ, and of his called,
might serve him without fear in holiness and ij chosen and faithful " brethren and companrighteousness before him, all the days of our ions" when he shall sit and rule as a priest
life"—Luke i. 68. What a beautiful com- upon David's throne : which promises were
ment is this upon the Abrahamic Covenant; covenanted to Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and
how forcibly it exhibits the national blessed- i David, and their seed ; and continued by
ness to come upon the hereditary seed of j the death and resurrection of Christ : it is
Abraham through the Christ. But not ex- \ these confirmed and covenanted promises
clusively upon them ; but upon all other na- \ evangelized, or circulated among men in a
tions through him also ; for " I n thee and in proclamation, in which Jews first and afterthy seed, shall all the nations of the earth wards Gentiles who bchevp said promises and
be blessed :" therefore, it came to pass, when recognize the claims of Jesus to be that Christ
the birth of Jesus had occurred, that his ^(iS he is described in Moses and the Prophets,
mission was proclaimed by a multitude of the j arc invited to copartnership with him in said
heavenly host, saying, " Glory in the highest covenanted kingdom and glory, on condition
places to God, and over the earth peace, and of becoming the subjects of repentance and regood will among men."
mission of sins in hisname. This is the PenHere, then, is peace to Israel, and peace to tecostian Gospel of the Kingdom^ of God
all other nations, promised and confirmed by preached by Peter and the apostles: the
ther, the salvation of immortal souls from
oath to Abraham, David, and their seed,
when Christ shall sit upon David's throne endless torture in material fire, is the Pope's
as the result of " mercy and truth meeting ( gospel—the clerical gospel of Home, Wittogether, and righteousness and peace em- < temburg, and Geneva—the gospel according
bracing each other." When Abraham rises ί to Christendom, by which its intoxicated
from the dead, and becomes the patriarch, or < peoples are ecclesiastically policed :—thegoschief father, of a believing and righteous s pel of Antichrist, which, admitting the divine
world, the multitude of its nations will be-j sonship and sacrificial character of Jesus,
come "his seed" as well as Israel, and the \ ignores the promises, blasphemes Israel, and
saints, the kings and lords of all. This is \ so " speaks great words against the most
Moses'doctrine of a future state, amplified High," who has "formed that people for
by all the prophets. Their oracles were its ( himself that they may show forth his praise"
depository ; and until Peter visited the house J —Isa. xliii. 21. Understanding, then, these
of Cornelius, these covenanted promises were j things ; and that justification comes by besupposed to be confined to Israelites alone. [ lief and obedience, or an enlightened and
It was not conceived possible, that men of j obedient belief of the gospel—what intelliother nations would be associated with Mes- · gent man can be at a loss to perceive, that
siah in the government of the Jewish na- < they are not justified who are ignorant of, or
tion and the Gentiles. The promises of the J reject the promises, when they seek, or are
holy covenant had not assumed the form of \ sung, prayed, or scared into immersion? Bea message of invitation to aliens from the \ lief of the gospel of Antichrist does not
Commonwealth-of Israel. The Jews were j make water saving ; and certainly none but
exclusively invited by Jesus, and by the ; a Romanist, Puseyite, or baby-sprinkler,
apostles for several years after his ascension. · would make it saving of itself alone. What
They went about explaining the purpose of;makes baptism saving then? for Peter says,
God, which was full of goodness and glory ί " we are saved by baptism." We answer acfor Israel; and inviting them to partake in \ cording to the word, the belief of Ihe promises ;
it with endless life and honor. This was j that, is, of the gospel the apostles preached.
evangelizing the promises, or setting before * The Baptistic, Millerite, Campbellite, Mor-
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monite, and general paidorhantist, theories God. Let them repudiate the uncovenanted
of belief, are not justifying; because they traditions of Gentilism, as " blasphemies
either ignore or destroy the promises. In against the mountains of Israel, and boastdoing this, they are, as we have shown, " blas- ings against their king." If dipped into
phemies," and punishable with death. Can Baptistism, Campbellism,or Millerism,&c.,let
a man be justified by the belief of blasphe- them put them off as " filthy rags"—as garmy ? Will a pious profession of love to Jesus ments " all tattered and torn," and " spotted
transmute blasphemy into justifying truth? with the flesh." They are investments unbeIs the sincere belief of what the Scriptures coming the divine presence of the Nazarite
style blasphemy, less offensive to Jehovah in KKing of the Jews. He invites men to walk
a modern religionist, than in an ancient with him in white—a white which the secEdomite ? Is it less blasphemy to say with tarian fullers of Edom cannot produce.
Millerism, " God has cast away the Jews ; " What is the chaff to the wheat, saith Jehe will destroy the nations ; he will burn up hovah ? " Some who read these lines may
the earth ; and we shall inherit Paradise have been dipped into divers Gentilisms,
with dominion over the beasts after the sim- sincerely believing they were obeying the
ilitude of Adam ;" than to say with Edom, truth ; but, if you have studied the prophets
" The mountains of Israel are laid desolate, to any good purpose, you will know that the
they are given to us to consume ? " One truth according to Edom, is not " the truth
saying is as subversive of the truth of God, as it is in Jesus"—your own good sense will
and as derogatory to his veracity, as the teach you, that your sincerity will not transother. If Immersed-Millerism decree the mute the one into the other. Do you find in
truth, Jehovah's promises, which we have the Bible such a dogma as, " He that is sinset forth, will never come to pass. Hence cere and immersed, shall be saved ? " This
God and Millerism are as much at enmity as is one of the gospel-nullifying principles of
God and Edom ; it is logical and scriptural Edom—a mere tare sown among the wheat.
therefore, to place Millerism and Edom side Abandon it, dear friends, and consent heartiby side against God. We say Millerism, not ly to the wholesome, unrepealed, words of
simply as such ; but as representative of all Adonai Jehovah, that " lie who believes (the
GentiUsms ending in ism, whose theology does gospel or promises) and is immersed shall be
not teach for justification, and whose organ- saved ; but he that believes not shall be conizations do not require for admission to their demned."
EDITOR.
fellowship, an intelligent belief and confession of the message of peace to Israel, as
taught in Moses and the prophets.
Ecclesiastical Cravena
Let any one read the faith of Mary, ZachBro.
Thomas:
— The refusal of the soarias, and Simeon, as expressed in their utterances prompted by the Holy Spirit ; and called " Christian Intelligencer" to insert
then imagine the proclamation of such gos- the following well-tempered reply to an artipel as sounds forth from the pulpits of the cle published in that paper, is another proof
Gentiles, being made to them—a gospel j of the meanness and cowardice of the " rewhich]assigns the Holy Land to Edom, and j ligious" editors of this generation of the
consigns Israel to curse and perdition : what \ Apostacy. Perhaps, however, we should
does he think those ancient worthies would ! not be surprised that Demetrius and his felhave said ? Would not their souls have boil- ( <llow-craftsmen still prefer the worship of the
ed over with bubbling and steaming indigna- ί silver shrine," by which they have their
tion ? Would they have rejoiced that their wealth, or popularity, to the now pecuniarily
eyes had seen such a Saviour as the Gentile ] unprofitable service of the ever living and
character stjded Jesus ? Would they have j true God. For my part, 1 do not wonder
seen in him an earnest of the remembrance that those who dwell in a powder magazine
by Jehovah of the oath he had sworn to j should dread the approach of one who brings
Abraham, and of the covenant he had made } a candle in his hand. Iiro. Edwards wielded
witlrDavid ? No ; they would have been like J a blade too trenchant, a battle-axe with an
our Jewish contemporaries, rejectors of Jesus, ί edge too keen, to be permitted to enter the
because'the Gentile description of his char- ί arena in which he can be assailed only at a
acter and mission did not accord with the ί safe distance.
Messiah as defined by Moses and the proph- < I hope you will find a place for his reply
ets. Let all, then, who believe in " the ex- \ in the HERALD, which I have reason to know
ceeding great and precious promises," and'S is more extensively read by the self-styled
who are disposed to accept God's evangelized \ "Reformers" than they are willing to coninvitation to his kingdom and glory, which c fess. To such of them as may be of " honhe has promised to them that obey him—let <est and good hearts," Dr. Edwards' scripsuch be honest to themselves and true to ! tural and powerful argument is incontro-
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vertible. As to Mr. Orvis and those in his of his charity, seems to think I am a " #ood
position, no one expects such to be con- sort of man in my way," but my head has
been " strangely bewildered by the dogmavinced.
A. B. MAQRUDER.
tisms and wild vagaries" of one whom he
Charlottcsville, Albemark, Va., )
supposes to be my Oracle. I cannot conFeb. 6,1857.
j
ceive how he could regard me as a good sort
of man in any way, led captive as I am by
The article above alluded to was sent to the will and influence of such an oracle as he
the Campbellite Intelligencer, edited, we be-represents Dr. Thomas to be. But let me
lieve, by R. L. Coleman and A. B. Wal- here propose a sober thought to Mr. 0.
thall, Knights of the Whited Sepulchre, ac- There is such a thing as a man's being imcompanied by the following note from Dr. pressed with a conviction of the truth, by
the living testimonies of God's holy revelaEdwards:
tion, independent of the will of mortal man.
Messrs. Editors—Will you do me the He who accustoms himself to think that
kindness to insert the following in The In- others, who differ with him on such momenttelligencer ? 1 would send it to the Herald,ous questions, are bewildered by the dogbut think as 1 have been spoken of, and ap- matisms and wild vagaries of human oracles,
pealed to in The Intelligencer (and this is when they have daily and nightly access to
well understood here), it is right that I the holy and ever-liying and unerring Oracles
should answer there. If you will grant me of Jehovah, by which they can try the spirthe favor, I will make you the promise I its and the actions of misguided men, has
will not ask the like favor again, even though surely never brought to bear practically
I may be replied to, or similarly alluded to, upon himself that fidelity due to self-examiunless you signify your willingness to hear nation and personal safety, in view of an
me. if you will not grant this favor, please eternal and irrevocable destiny! If he had,
grant me another—mail it to me again, if he would hardly believe that many considernot too much trouble. I send the stamps to ate men woulf trust such a broken cistern
do so. If you insert it, of course you need as a human oracle. I submit, then, to my
not return the stamps, but would be much friend, that his " good" neighbor, bewilobliged if you would send me a copy of the dered and superficial in the study of the good
paper.
Very respectfully,
Book as he may be, has not yet entirely lost
his personality, nor that deep sense of indiL. EDWARDS.
vidual responsibility which constrains him
Laneville,King William, Va., \
in the fear of God to work out his own salDec. 19, 1856. (
vation with fear and trembling, despite the
contumelious insinuations of his ostensible
enemies, or the more dangerous encomiums
The Faith of Abraham.
of kind-hearted and partial friends.
Messrs. Editors:—A friend of mine sent
m3 an issue of the Intelligencer, of the 13th Mr. 0. says I " was pleased to speak of
of December, in which I find an article on this faith in Jesus as the Christ, the Son of
the " Faith of Abraham," which Τ suppose the living God," as a " Gentile faith," and
is from the pen of my neighbor, Mr. Ε. Ε. being asked what kind of faith I would subOrvis, who signs himself " A Jew," and as stitute for it, replied " a Jewish faith, or the
he doubtless alludes to me, under the com- faith of Abraham."
plimentary or derisive cognomen of " AbraI do not remember ever having made such
ham, Jr.," I feel called upon to ask a place
a
distinction between Jewish and Gentile
in your columns, that I may reply to some
remarks he has thought proper to make in faith, but do remember, on being asked why
regard to myself. I have nothing to con- I was not satisfied with the faith 1 once had,
ceal, and therefore prefer writing over my that I replied substantially, because it was
deficient in the essential elements of the Gosown proper signature.
pel which was contained in the faith of AbraAs to what my friend has to say about a ham, who is the father of the faithful. If,
certain " Sir Oracle," I can only say that however, I used the term " Gentile faith,"
Dr. Thomas is fully able to defend himself and was understood to mean that faith which
against the misrepresentations of all the Abraham had, being uncircumcised, I was
second-hand hearers and wormwood enemies not far from the mark. But if by " Gentile
with which it seems to be his peculiar for- faith" I referred to the faith of Apostate
tune to meet whilst doing battle for what he Christendom, which professes to have this
earnestly, and I have no doubt honestly, be- element that " Jesus is the Christ, the Son
lieves to be "the truth as it is in Jesus."
of the living God," embodied in its manyMy friend and neighbor, in the plenitude 'colored Creeds and Confessions of Faith,
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then, 1 regard this item of the true faith so " Gentile faith" inappropriate, when applied
adulterated by the admixture of human tra- to those who, like Voltaire, Hume and ο tilers
dition as to be utterly void and inadequate mentioiietl by my friend, believe but litt!€>\n
to the salvation of any son of Adam.
the prophetic record save that which has
Call it by what name you please, then, it been already fulfilled and become historic
is certainly not the Abrahamic faith I so fact, and for believing which Mr. 0. thinkk
much coveted as the one only justifying faith they are entitled to DO credit ?
I think we are now prepared to appreof the gospel of Christ,
Let us see, then, what this Abrahamic ciate one very important difference between
faith is, of which my friend believes I am· this Gentile faith and the Abrahamic —
ignorant, and of which he deems it at kind* namely : Gentile faith believes in things past,
ness to inform his bewildered neighbor. In because they are facts, and repudiates things
Rom. iv. 10, the apostle says that " faith was future because they are incomprehensible.
reckoned to Abraham lor righteousness when; Abrahamic faith knows the things past, and
he was in uncircumcision, and he received believes with heart and soul the things future,
the sign of circumcision, a seal of the right- because Jehovah says, "11I the Lord fiave
eousness of the faith which he had, yet being spoken it and / will do it. [See Ezck. xxxvi.
uncircumcised, that he might be the father 33-36, which please read with the context,,
of all them that bolieve, though they be not and remember in connection with the obcircumcised, that righteousness might be im-jects of tlie Abrahamic faith.] Abrahamic·
puted unto them also who walk in the steps of faith, then* in contradistinction to this Genthat faith which our father Abraham had, be- tile or infidel faith, " is the substance of
things hoped for, the evidence of things not
ing yet uncircumcised."
seen, for by it the elders obtained a good:
By this citation we see at a glance the report." " By faith, Noah being warned of
transcendant importance of the Abrahamic God of things not seen as yet, prepared an
faitii, as this alone is accounted to the Gentiles Ark to the saving of his house."
for righteousness. But of this faith, it should
Let us now look at the specific objects of
be remarked, that it has two striking and
important characteristics, whicht however, Abraham's faith, as set forth in this 11th
are closely allied. The first is, that it is the of Hebrews, verse 8—" By faith, Abraham,
firm, unwavering conviction of things unseen,when he was called to go· out into a place
or, things which God has promised in the which he should after receive for an inheritfuture. The other is, that it lays hold with ance, obeyed, not knowing whither he went.
its accompanying hope upon the specific ob- By faith he sojourned in the Land of Promjects which God has promised those who have ise as in a strange country, dwelling in taberan abiding confidence in the •' word of prom- nacles, with Isaac and Jacob, the heirs with
ise." If this bo so, how shall we liken it to him of the same (land of) promise, for he
that faith which discourages the study of looked for a city (evidently in this place—the prophetic Word — that Word which this land of promise, which he should after
opens up the glories of the future, and brings receive for an inheritance,) which hath foun-1
to view the thrilling objects of faith and dations, whose builder and maker is God."
hope, which God in mercy has placed before Verso 13—" These all died in faith, not havus as so many powerful incentives, to enable ing received the promises, but having seen,
them afar off (in the future), and were perus to overcome the trials and temptations to suaded
of them, because being not weak int
which we are constantly exposed in this pro- faith they
were fully persuaded that what,
bationary state? And what shall we say of God had promised
he was able also to perthose pseudo-systems of religion which pro- form, and embraced them, and confessed
fess to have this " one faith," while they vir- that they were (then) strangers and 'pilgrims
tually ignore Moses and the prophets, and on the land.
For they that say soich
repudiate that " spirit of prophecy which ?<s things declare plainly that they seek a connthe testimony for Jesus,1' and whilst their ad- . try. And truly if they (Abraham and Saherents heap such unkind and reproachful rah,) had been mindful of that country (Ur,
epithets as " crazy brains," " bewildered of the Chaldees,) from whence they came
heads," " wild, dogmatical vagarists," and out, they might have had opportunity to
such like, upon those who earnestly desire have returned. But now they desire a betto follow the natural suggestions of the ter country, that is a heavenly (or heaven" one faith" and the counsel of the Apostle like, as the termination ly implies,) for he
Peter, to " take heed to the sure word of hath prepared for them a city."
prophecy a3 unto a light which shines in a
Let us now turn to the Mosaic record,
dark place," and who, at the same time, labor from day to day to induce others to do and by comparing it with this, we shall be
likewise ? Is the distasteful appellation of at no loss to find the objects of the Abra-
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liamic faith and hope, for there can be no the east and west shall sit down with Abradispute that Abraham believed aaid hoped ham, Isaac and Jacob, in the Kingdom of
for all the things which God promised him. God "—when that kingdom comes, and the
of God is done on earth as it is in HeavTo economise space, we ask the reader to "will
11
earth is filled with the
examine carefully the following passages: en —when " the whole
1
Gen. xii. 2-3 ; xiii. 14-17 ; xv. to end; glory of the Lord, * and " this land, which is
xvii. 1-8; xviii. 17-19; xxii. 15-18. now desolate, shall be like Eden, and its
Dcut. xi. 21, and compare them with Gal. wilderness like the garden of the Lord " — I
iii. By a careful examination of all these say, that this same Land of Promise, the territory of the Kingdom of God, with its metestimonies we find—
1. That God promised to give to Abra- tropolitan city, when these faithful sayings
ham himself the very land which he saw with of the sure wo> d of prophecy are accompli sited,.
his own eyes, lying between the Euphrates will be that heaven-like country and city for
and the Nile, for an inheritance—though not which Abraham looked, no spiritual son of
in his present life-time, as he was then to be Abraham can doubt for one moment!
only a sojourncr in it.
But it is worthy of remark that the Abra2. That this inheritance should be an hamic faith has passed through many editions, "enlarged and improved." Most of
everlasting possession.
3. That a promised resurrection to eternal the promises, especially that concerning the
life was here implied, because it would be land, were reiterated by covenant to Isaac
impossible to have everlasting possession in and Jacob, " the heirs with him of the same
promises," and the sweet singer of Israel
a mortal body.
sings, " Be ye mindful always of his cov4. That he should have a seed, or son, in enant, the word which he commanded to a
whom all the nations of the earth would be thousand generations, even of the covenant
blessed, because he was the Lamb of God, which he made with Abraham, and of his
to take away the sin of the world, and there- oath unto Isaac, and hath confirmed the
by bless all nations.
same to Jacob for a law, and to Israel for
5. That this son should also inherit this an everlasting covenant, saying—uuto thee
£ame Land of Promise as an everlasting pos- will I give the land of Canaan, the lot of
session—and hence it is called " Immanuei's your inheritance. 1st Chr. xvi. 15.
land," " the Lord's land," " the Holy land,"
If it be affirmed that this promise of the
" the glory of all lands," &c, &c.
land as an inheritance was fulfilled to AbraG. That his seed should possess the gate ham in his lifetime, or to his seed wider the
of his enemies—involving the authority, law, let the Holy Spirit reply—Acts vii. G :
power, majesty and dominion of the seed, " And he gave him (Abraham) none inheritthe Christ.
ance in it, no, not so much as to set his foot
7. That he should also have a spiritual on, yet he promised that he λγοιιΜ give it to
posterity, which should share with him in him for an (everlasting) possession, and to
the same promise.
his seed (which should come) after him,
8. That his seed, spiritually and naturally, when as yet he had no child."
should be numberless as the stars of heaven.
Again, Gal. iii. 1G : "Now to Abra'
9. That he should be the father of not ham and his seed were the promises made,
11
not to seeds, as of many, but as of one, ' and
one, but " many nations.
10. That the Land of Promise should be- to thy seed,' which is Christ. [Not in thy
seed all nations, &c, but " to thy seed " will
come a heaven-like country.
I give this land.] And this I say, that the
11. That Abraham and his seed should covenant that was confirmed of God in
then possess it " as the days of heaven upon Christ, the law, which was 430 years after,
the earth."
cannot disannul that it should make the
12. That God would prepare for them a promise of none effect. For // the inheritcity in that land, which hath foundations, a ance he of the law, it is no more of promise,
"city of habitation," whose great architect but God gave it to Abraham by promise.
is God himself.
Wherefore then the law ? It was superadNow, that this same Land of Promise, ded, because of transgression, till the seed
with its "Jerusalem, the City of the Great (or son) should come to whom the promise
King"—its Mount Zion, " beautiful for sit- was made. * * For if there had been a
uation, the joy of the wlwle earth'1— when law given, which could have given (eternal)
the Lord of hosts shall reign in Mount Zion life, then righteousness (and with it eternal
and in Jerusalem, before (Abel, Enoch, inheritance) would have been by the law."
Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and all) his But as there was no deliverance from sin
ancients gloriously" — when " many from and death under tlie law, the promise, as
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well as the law, " was ordained by angels in
Reader, would you not like to be of that
the hands of a mediator." Moses was the seed which is " of the faith of Abraham ? "
mediator of the Sinai tic covenant, and could ΛνΊΙΙ you not tuy and walk in the steps of
only give temporal possession of the land. THAT FAITH which our father Abraham
But Christ, the mediator of the Abrahamic had ? " Is not this the faith of that Gospel
covenant, through the blood of the covenant, which is "God's power unto salvation to all
gives eternal life with eternal inheritance; who believe it ? " Do you say you believe
for he is Jehovah's " messenger of the cov- that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of the livenant " and " minister of the circumcision, ing God ? Let me ask you does not the
for the truth of God, to confirm the promises " Man of Sin, the son of perdition," himself
made unto the fathers." ϊίοτη. χν. 8.
believe this ?—and he may adopt this eleAgain, in Rom. iv. 13, it is written—" For ment of the Abrahamic faith, ior aught I
the promise that he should be heir of the know, that he may appear an angel of light,
world was not to Abraham, or to his seed, and thereby become an arch-deceiver. Let
through the law, but through the righteous- me remind you that the Demons themselves
ness of faith, for if they which are of the law have made this confession ; but I pray you
be heirs, faith is made void, and the promise be not deceived.
made of none effect." Verse 1G : " ThereI know that this transcendently glorious
fore it is of faith, that it might be by grace, truth that Jesus is that Christ " of whom
to the end the promise might be sure to all Moses in the law and the prophets did
the seed, not to that only which is of the law, write," is the keystone of the arch of the
bui to that also which is of the faith of Abra- Abrahamic faith, but as the keystone without
ham, who is the father of us all, before him the arch would fall, so the arch without the
whom he believed, even God, who maketh keystone would crumble to pieces.
alive the dead, and calleth those things which
In conclusion, let me say to my friend, Mr.
be not as though they were."
Orvis, that 1 never designed any " impious
From these testimonies, it is obvious that ridicule" in anything I have ever said to
Abraham could not have inherited the land my fellow-sufferers under the dominion of
of promise in his mortal state, and conse- sin and death, upon these solemn and allquently must do so by a resurrection from important subjects—neither do I design to
the dead. Again : If this promise is fulfilled, " insult my neighbors" in warning them to
Abraham cannot look for a Canaan in Heaven, flee from the wrath to come, and lay
unless he looked for that which God did not hold upon what I conceive to be the only
promise. If not fulfilled, a Canaan in Heav- hope for lost humanity. If they get offenden would not fulfil it, unless indeed it can be ed, I cannot help it. I must do my duty to
shown that the land he saw with his eyes, the best of my poor ability, and leave the
" walked through," " sojourned in," and result to the searcher of all hearts.
which extended from the Nile to the Eu1 must also say, that I have no need to
phrates, was in "Heaven!
" lay aside the silly conceit that the faith of
But what is the nature of the promise Abraham, so far as its subject matter is
that Abraham and his seed should " heir the concerned, was one whit superior to the faith
world ? " This appears to me to embrace all of Peter," as I have never had such a conthings promised. "The meek shall inherit ceit—believing, as I do, that Peter possessed
the earth." "Their inheritance shall be the Abrahamic faith in a later edition, seeforever." " The righteous shall inherit the ing he was well instructed in the sure word
land and dwell therein forever." Ps. xxxvii. of prophecy.
Mat. v. 5, " Hath not God chosen the
My friend signs himself " A Jew," inpoor of this world, rich in faith, heirs of the wardly, doubtless because he believes he is
kingdom which he hath 'promised to them " of the faith of Abraham," whom he claims
that love him." Jas. ii. 5, "Thou art my as his progenitor in the faith; but hear his
son. * * Ask of me and I will give thee definition of this faith, in his own italicised
the lieathen for thine inheritance, and the ut-words. He says : " In what did this faith
termost parts of the earth for thy possession. (of Abraham) consist? Simply in believing
Ps. ii:—" Arise, Ο God, judge the earth, for the following fact—that 7iotwitfistanding the
thou shalt inherit all nations." Ps. lxxxii.: extreme age of himself and wife, they should
" And thy saints shall be heirs of God, and j be hlemed with a sou, through whom tlieir posjoint heirs with Christ."—"To him that ί tenty should become as numerous as the stars
overcometh will I give power over the na- j in the heavens. This, and this alone, constitions, and he shall rule them." Eev. ii. 26,\ tutcd the peculiar faith which Abraham
" He that overcometh shall inherit all J had !! "
things." Rev. xxi. 7. " And this is the J Now, I affirm upon Mr. Orvis's own premvictor ν that overcometh the world, even our \ iscs, that VolUtire has as much right to sign
faith."
*> self "A Jtw / "
LEMUEL EDWARDS.

An Idolator tSlain.
. _ · Ecclesiastics who will not insert so
well-written and scriptural an article as the
above, are knaves, whose craft is to hoodwink the people for filthy lucre's sake. They
are of those who make long prayers for a
pretence, preach perverse things for hire,
and devour the patrimony of orphans for their
own behoof. A " Name of Blasphemy,"
(see our article on Blasphemy) and nothing
else, is the denomination that glorifies such
hirelings as " evangelists " and editors of its
traditions. Miserable slaves are the people
who are content to be led by the nose of
soul-traders such as these!—EDITOR.
An Idolator 'Slain.
THE Archbishop of Paris, Archpriest of
the goddess Genevieve, " the lady patroness"
of that city, was slain while performing the
idolatrous rites of this ghostly fiction which
in France they style a " Sainte! " The man
who slew him on the spot was a priest named
Verger, an enthusiastic opponent of the Immaculate Conception, which he regarded as
idolatry. When he pierced the heart of his
besotted victim, he is said to have exclaimed,
" No goddess!" On being asked why he said
that, lie answered : " Because I do not believe
in the Immaculate Conception, upon which
subject I explained myself in the pulpit. I
wished to protest once more against so impious a doctrine."
The Archpriest was unquestionably an
idolator, as are all worshipers of the fictions
called " Saints," by the Apostacy. According, to the divine law, he deserved death;
and had the slayer lived under the Mosaic
law, he would have been justified in his deed,
and have earned for himself a name for
righteousness in Israel. The following is
the law in the case :
"If thy brother, the son of thy mother, or
thy son, or thy daughter, or the wife of thy
bosom, or thy friend, who is as thine own
soul, entice thee secretly, saying, Ixit us go
and serve other gods, which thou hast not
known, thou nor thy fathers ; namely, of the
gods of the people which are round about
you, nigh unto thee, or far off from thee,
from the one end of the earth even unto the
other end of the earth ; thou shalt not consent unto him, nor hearken unto him ; neither
shall thine eye pity him, neither shalt thou
spare, neither shalt thou conceal him : but
thou shalt surely kill him ; thine hand shall
be first upon him to put him to death, and
afterwards the hand of all the people. And
thou shalt stone him with stones that he die j
because he hath sought to thrust thee away
from Jehovah thy God, who brought thee
out of the land of Egypt, from the house of

bondage. And all Israel shall hear, and fear,
and shall do no more any such wickedness as
this is among you."—Deut. xiii. 6. The
offence was to be established by the mouth
of two or three witnesses ; but by the testimony of only one witness, death might not
ensue—ch. xvii. 2-7.
There is a very interesting passage in
Jewish history, illustrative of the execution
of this law. It happened about 423 years
after the destruction of Solomon's Temple by
the Chaldeans, or B. C. 1G8, on this wise.
Antiochus Epiphanes decreed that his whole
kingdom should be one people, and abandon
the laws peculiar to smaller communities.
To this the various nations subject to his
rule agreed. Many Israelites also consented
to his religion, and sacrificed to idols, and
profaned the Sabbath.
In those days, the king's officers came to
Modin to make the people sacrifice to idols.
Among these was a priest named Mattathias,
who resided at Modin, and who was deeply
moved at the tyranny of Autiochus, and the
apostacy of his people, who crowded to the
altar erected by his decree. Mattathias being
present, the king's officers endeavored to
make him conform, by fair speeches and
promises of high honors and rewards. Upon
which Mattathias cried out with a loud voice,
" Though all the nations under the king's
dominion obey him, and fall away every one
from the religion of their fathers, and give
consent to his commandments ; yet will I
and my sons and my brethren walk in the
covenant of our fathers. God forbid that
we should forsake the law and the ordinances.
We will not hearken to the king's words to
go from our religion, either on the right hand
or the left."
Now, when he had ceased, one of the bystanding Jews came forward in the sight of
all to sacrifice on the altar, according to the
king's decree. When Mattathias observed
this, his zeal was inflamed, and he could no
longer forbear " to show his anger according
to judgment;" wherefore he ran, and slew
him upon the altar. Also the king's commissioner, who compelled men to sacrifice, he
killed at the same time, and demolished the
altar. " Thus," saith the writer of Maccabees, " dealt he zealously for the law of God,
like as Phineas did unto Zambri the son of
Salom."—See Numb. xxv.
This event illustrates the Era of the Asmoneans, when Israel were " holpen with a
little help," about the conclusion of Ezekiel's
430 years, during which they were to " eat
their defiled bread among the Gentiles."—
See Dan. xi. 34 ; Ezek. iv. 4-6,13.
But the vengeance of Jehovah against
idolatry was not appeased by individual
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chastisement of offenders. The enormity of j and the celebration of days in nonof'tff their
the offence in his sight, is indicated by the sanctity by Protestants, is nothing but rank
terrible retribution commanded on a city idolatry—it is bowing down, or acknowledgtliat did not enforce the law against the ing their existence and superiority (for the
transgressors. Nothing belonging to it was greater is worshiped of the less), and doing
to be left alive ; even the unoffending cattle service to them, according to the ritual. The
were to be slain, and the spoil of it to be ut- Catholic system is nothing but demon and
terly consumed with fire. The following is idol worship, and Protestantism, in its
the statute in the case :
church and state manifestations especially,
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have withdrawn the inhabitants of their city, \
among the Jew?, so terribly, yet justly,
Baying, 'Let us go and serve other gods,'
denounced by his servant Moses, " who,"
which ye have not known ; then shalt thou saith Paul, " was faithful in all his house."
inquire, and make search, and ask diligently ;
and, behold, if it be truth, and the thing cerWould we, then, deal with Catholics, and
tain, that such abomination is wrought among Protestants, and other heathen as Jehovah
you; thou shalt surely smite the inhabitants commanded Israel to deal with one another,
of that city with the edge of the sword, de- in the case before us ? Not at present. The
saints to
stroying it utterly, and all that is therein, time hath not yet come for the
1
and the cattle thereof, with the edge of the " execute the judgment written' against tho
sword. And thou shalt gather all the spoil kings, priests, nobles and people of "Christen-'
of it into the midst of the street thereof, and dom."-—Psalms cxlix. 6-9 ; lviii. 10, 11 }
shalt burn with fire the city, and all the spoil Dan. vii. 22, 2G. During " the times" of the
thereof every whit, for Jehovah thy Cod : Gentiles," which are not yet quite expired,
and it shall be an heap during the Λ ion, and Cod permits the demon-worshipers (and alt
shall not be built beyond. And there shall i who believe in saints, ghosts or skyana, and
cleave nought of the devoted thing to thine i observe the days set apart to their honor,
hand; that Jehovah may turn from the
h andd approve the system that dedicates
fierceness of his anger, and show thee mercy, spiritual bazars to them, and places cities
and have compassion upon thee, and multiply and countries under their protection or
thee, as he hath sworn unto thy fathers, patronage, as England under St. George,
WHEN thou shalt hearken to the voice of Scotland under St. Andrew, Ireland under
Jehovah thy God, to keep all his command- St. Patrick, France under St. Denis, Spain
ments which I command thee this day, to do under St. James, Paris under Lady St.
right in the eyes of Jehovah thy God."— Gcnevieve, and clouds of temples under all
Deut. xiii. 12-18.
the angels, and saints, and souls that ever
Such was " the just recompense of reward " entered the crazy brains of barbarians and
inflicted, or rather ordained to be inflicted, knaves to think of; all who believe in
upon all in Israel who violated the precept, such folly, which is based on the immortal" Thou shalt have no other gods before me. soulism of the Apostasy, belong to the mamThou shalt not make unto thee any graven moth church of demon-worshipers) whom
image, or any likeness of anything that is in we say, " God hath permitted to walk after
heaven above or that is in the earth beneath, their own ways," having appointed A DAY in
or that is in the water under the earth. Thou which, by the hand of Jesus and his brethren
shalt not bow down to them, nor serve them ; at the head of the tribes of Israel, who are
for I, Jehovah, thy God, am a jealous God, his " battle-axe and weapons of war," (Jcr.
visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the li. 10-25), he will justly punish with aionian
children, unto the third and fourth generation destruction all who know not God, and obey
of them that hate me, and showing mercy not the gospel of Jesus Christ—2 These. 7unto thousands of them that love me, and 10 ; Isaiah Ixvi. 15,16—then first and finally
to be proclaimed by the angel-class referred
KEEP MY COMMANDMENTS."
E x o d . XX. 3-C.
to in Isaiah Ixvi. 19, and Kev. xiv. 6, 7.
This law, which the Apostasy admits to be
in force, defines what Jehovah deems to be
But while we, whose weapons at present
idolatry. The genuflections, bowings and are not carnal, would not slay with our own
crossings of Catholics before graven images, hand, nor hire, nor abet a Verger to slay
and pictures, and bony relics of fictions they any of the priests of the gods or goddesses
suppose to be in heaven ; and the dedication of Christendom, yet when we read of the
of spiritual bazars they call " churches " to valiant deeds of " the Israel of the Alps," of
imaginary saints, fabled to be in heaven ; ί the Waldenses of Piedmont, the Huguenots
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of Prance, and of the Ironsides of England's J The fate of the Archpriest of the ParisOliver, marching to the battle under the < ian goddess is but the earnest, as it were, of
inspiration of the soul-stirring melodies of j a mure terrible destiny that awaits the DeIsrael's king—when we read of their ven- j monolators at^ the apocalypse of Christ,
geance vomiting forth fire from their mouth, J The sentence of that day of vengeance imand devouring the armies of the beast (Rev. \ pending over " Christendom" is written
xi. 5-7), we rejoice, as Israel rejoiced when j against it, and will then be proclaimed with
their youthful champion'.slew Goliah. There J a loud voice, saying, "If any man worship
would seem to be something judicial in the J the Beast and his Image, and receive his
fall of the Archpriest of Paris. His prede- mark on his forehead, or on his hand, the
cessor was shot at the barricades in 1848, same shall drink of the wine of the wrath of
not in combating against arbitrary power, God, which is poured out, without mixture,
but in giving "souls" a passport to purgatory, into the cup of his indignation, and he shall
which is, in the sight of God, whatever it be tormented with fire and brimstone, in the
may be before apostate Christendom, a crime presence of the holy messengers, and in the
worthy of death. He fell into the arms of \ presence of the Lamb."—Rev. xiv. 9. This
the same man, the Abbe Surat, who also ) is the just recompense of reward for the vulcaught his successor when stabbed by Ver- j gar herd with high-sounding titles, that corger. This happened on January 7, " at the j rupt and brutalize the people by their convovena in honor of the Festival of St. Gene- < summate wickedness and abominable idolaVieve, the patroness of Paris." The 3rd of j tries. ΛΥΊ10 that beholds society without
January, the day on which she is supposed j spectacles, and having his eyes enlightened
to have died, is always observed as the first J by the scriptures of truth, but would heartiof a series of nine days' devotions, masses, j ly pray with the exile of Patmos, " Come,
&c. On the present occasion, at 5.30 p.m., } Lord Jesus, come quickly!" Come, and
the Archpriest was accompanying a proces- J punish the high ones that are on high, even
Bionof " the lady patroness, St. Genevieve," J the kings of the earth upon the earth : subwhen, as he was passing the outer door to \ due the nations to thy will, and cause the
enter the principal nave, and was turning ξ world to rejoice in the blessedness of Abraround to give his blessing to the persons J ham, thy friend!!
assembled in the lower part of the church, a ! r r n
... . _ _ ,
_ .
, 1 1
knife was buried in his chest, and he fell, j r h a t W l 1 1 indeed be a good time when bad
covered with blood. He died in the service egovernment
shall be abolished from the
of his demoness. " Thou shalt not bow \ c ar er td ht'> raonmd t l l mankind
shall have been delivC
down to them, nor serve them," is the voice i b t h e w o l v c s " s t r o n » delusion" perpetuated
of Jehovah ; but the Archpriest of the ) u y o n t h c m f u r ΐ»
beep's clothing, who raven
w h a t t h e y c a u e x t o i t U 1 t 1C
Parisian deity regarded it not. No goddess! | f oPr m o i
.
salaries,
perquisites,
exclaimed the avenger :; he was stabbed, and j!
.
•
* · . - · and
. , /ices,
• < lhe
,
fuU

[ priests, clergy, and ministers oi the Catno·
, .
, , ,,
. ,. , ,
-, ( lie, Protestant, and sectarian apostasy, will
l a m claims to be the most enlightened t h ' n b a v e b c e n u t t e r l a b o l 4 e d . ' T h e i r
of the cities of the nations; if so, what m u s t '
^
^ . the indigb c
the darkness of those cities be ! The brave ^ o n ^ c o n t e i n p t of an enlightened genand intelligent Parisians acknowledging
they dare to practice
Uon>
N o morQ\,u{
themselves under the protection and patron- t b i r
t
r o l c s s i o n o f \i n tlic
n a m e
age of a ghostcss ; and celebrating her or- f t ^ L o r d \)V f r u t h w i l f b c e t h e m l e > a m l
gies for nine successive days, through an l i e g t h c e x ^ p t i o n o f t l l i n g a i n t l i e a g 0 t o
l
b
Archpriest ami an ecclesiastical staff of
°
oiFicials, is the one step beyond the sublime, i
which proves them to be a braying commu- \ In that good time, when all nations shall
nity of dupes! A n alliance with such a ^ flow to Jerusalem, many people will say,
people in the management of the affairs of \ " Come, and let us go up to the mountain of
Europe, is a disgrace to the boasted moral- \ Jehovah, to the house of the God of J a c o b ;
ity and intelligence of Britain. N o good ) and Η κ will teach us of his ways, and we
will ever come of a copartnership with D o - j will walk in H i s p a t h s . " · — I s a . ii. 3 . —
cember-assassins, priestly impostcrs, and \ AVith such a teacher, can they fail of turnghost-worshipers. I t is true that Britain \ ing upon their former blind guides, and conis far off from perfection ; still she is in ad- ^ demning them for fools, or something worse?
vance of the nations; and is desired by the ' Yea, the teaching will astonish them, and
friends of truth and righteousness in the [ compel them to confess their present folly;
earth, not to dim the little"light she hath, in \ for it is testified, that " the Gentiles shall
subjecting her policy to the brutal and cor- ) come unto the Lord from the ends of the
upting influence of the Parisian harlot in ί earth, and shall say, Surely our fathers have
Hurch and State.
inherited lies, vanity, ami things wherein
Ί1
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there is no profit,"—Jer. xvi. 19; iii. 17. said to be unbiassed by theory, and which,
This is the scripture designation of the proving all things and holding fast that which
" NAMES AND DENOMINATIONS OF CHRISTEN- is goody can rid the community of the errors
DOM" ending in isin—mere lies, vanities, and and absurdities that darken and bewilder it.
unprofitable things. Then, if a man proph- And again, the political signs are so luminesy Romanism, Presbyterianism, Methodism, ously considered in it, as to make it especialEpiscopalianism, Lutheranism, Baptistism, ly interesting in a political point of view.
Campbellism, &c, in the name of the Lord, " Europe seems to be on the point of a fearhe will be charged with lying and put to j ful overthrow." The great statesmen, dear
death. This is evident from the testimony j brother, arc beginning to see now the reality
of God. For, speaking of the good time of what a few years ago they considered the
when the prophets (priests, monks, clergy, impossibilities of the future. Black wood
&c.,) and the unclean spirit shall be ex- says, " The British Government should keep
pelled from the laud of Canaan, the spirit a sharp eye upon Syria, and timeously seek
says, by Zechariah, " When any shall yet to extend our influence in that important reprophesy, then his father and his mother ί gion, as a preparation for the trial of strength
that begat him shall say unto him,—Thou which assuredly awaits us there." And again,
shalt not live, for thoa speakest lies in the he says, " it is curious to observe how the
name of Jehovah : and his father and his conquering march of the three leading powmother that begat him shall thrust him ers of Europe, beginning far apart, is conthrough when he prophesieth. And in that verging towards the same point." Elsewhere,
day the prophets shall be ashamed every one he says, " thus again are we brought back
of his vision, when he hath prophesied."— to the frontiers of Syria. Starting from
xiii. 3, 4. The truth will not then be tri- most opposite points, the march of extrafled with, as now; and men will learn to European conquest is bringing Russia,
respect it under the penalty of death upon France, and Britain into contact on that
most important of all regions, the great
the spot.
EDITOR.
Isthmus of the Old World. The necessity of
speedy communication with our Indian emand with our Australasian colonies,
21 η α U c t α ( S p i s t o l a r t a . pire,
destined to become a most puissant confederacy of States, renders it indispensable that
Letter from Dr. Passmore.
Great Britain secure to herself a passage
DEAR BRO. THOMAS : — I for one " think either across Egypt or Syria. And yet this
the Herald worthy of support," most liberal portion of the earth is the very point towsupport, and therefore send you some recipi- ards which both Russia and France are adents thereof at my expense. I do not hesi- vancing as the goal of their expansion. It
tate to say, most earnestly, that the Ikndd is the cynosure of their extra-European
is a periodical replete with knowledge of a policy. Strange region! thus attracting
most inestimable character, and which the \ from afar the greatest powers of the world.
"just and vivid conceptions," "power arid Marvelous point! towards which the White
learning," " clear ideas," and " lucid views" oligarchs of the earth, after subduing the
of this progressive age, render it impossible [greater part of the world in their path, are
to be obtained elsewhere. In it arc exhibit- \ advancing from opposite quarters, and in
ed the rich sublimities, the never fading glo- { rival bodies, to come in collision on its plains.
ries, the infinite variety of events, which are j Can their meeting be peaceful ? Can such
to be unfolded through the boundless ages Powers, so mighty in themselves, and each
of eternity ; these too, are delineated with a ι aided by a host of foreign legionaries—Arabs
lucidness of style, a witchery of force, and | from Algeria, Tartars from Upper Asia,
conciseness of expression, which, unfortunate- ( Sepoys from India—settle down in friendly
ly, is the property only of a favored few. It juxtaposition without first trying in battle
may be said of it, I think, as truly as of any < the strength of their dread armaments ? "
work in the language, that it is admirably
May you live and write and lecture until
adapted to inspire a love of truth—to guide Jesus in glory appear, and then may the
the footsteps of those who are benighted and image of God be ineffaceably stamped upon
bewildered by " a thousand phantasies"—to you. Farewell! and believe me,
refresh the mind, and fill " the soul with senYour affectionate brother,
timents august"—and by the attractiveness
W M . PASSMORE.
of its matter, the wisdom of its collocation,
Lunenburg, Va., Feb. 20th, 1857.
the potency of its language, to win the pure j
in heart and bring them to :ui obedience of
the truth. Tt is the only periodical, with
The fearful and unbelieving shall not
which 1 am acquainted, that can truly be · inherit the Kingdom of God.—Jesus.
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wings almost budding. We simple people
are utterly at a loss. We know that it takes
>u s months, and sometimes tedious years, to
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OR is ONLY RESPONSIBLE FOR WHAT APPEAR» ovKR \ know full well what every step which we take
ms OWN SIGNATURE
heavenward costs, and that, poor fools, we are
ready to weep with delight when, after long
The Gallows Repentance ; or, Convict- toil, we have climbed near to those " shining
table-lands to which our God himself is
Converts of the Clergy.
Sun and Moon." What must be our as[To the Editor of the Leader.]
tonishment, then, to see heaven taken at a
SIR:-—A disgraceful immorality is con- flying leap; to discover that by some covestantly exhibited whenever a convict is hang- nant a whole life of vice can be effaced by
ed. I do not now refer to the drunkenness the momentary assent of the understanding
and theft amongst an idle crowd, but to some- to a few propositions. Comforting truth
thing worse than this, because those who are this, for a besotted crowd to know that a
guilty are religious men, or, at any rate, pre- twisted, useless career can be unraveled and
tend to be so. No sooner is it known with rewoven in an hour or two before death!
certainty that a man has murdered a couple And the evil does not end here. Hypocof children or a wife, or ended his career as risy and cant, like a Nebuchadnezzar image,
professional villain by beating in a man's skull arc openly set up on the scaffold and paraded
with a life-preserver, than he becomes an ob- before the multitude. The people know it
ject of special anxiety to " the Church." All is all a sham, and when an honest man ather artillery is brought to bear upon him. tempts to teach them afterwards sincerity
He is regularly besieged night and day by a and truth, he finds that the ground has been
storm of addresses, exhortations, Scripture cut away from under his feet by those who
readings, and prayers, and then, after a time, have publicly executed these noble qualities
in nine cases out of ten we are told that the along with the murderer. People learn to
efforts of the worthy clergyman " had a laugh at virtue, telling you that it is all cant,
most beneficial effect" upon the wretch ; that and that the clergyman talks about all that.
he was observed to be frequently perusing Who can tell how much of Oie infidelity of the
his Bible, or sedulously repeating hymns. masses has been mused by the infidelity of reOccasionally, as was the case with a man ligious men ? It would be far better to
just executed for cutting the throat of the dispense with the services of the clergyman
woman with whom he had cohabited, the and all these religious theatricals.
We
murderer will shake hands with and kiss his should then in effect be proclaiming the great
attendants, hoping to meet them in heaven. doctrine that crime renders a man such a
We will not stop to inquire why all this at- slave, that nothing we can do in a fortnight
tention should be shown to such a reprobate \ or month can have any influence on his charwhen thousands more hopeful than he are acter. We should not, then, rob the excperishing bodily and spiritually every day. \ cution of half its horror by the softening
Perhaps, though, the care may not be gen- \ thought that most likely repentance and the
uine. Perhaps the poor felon is delivered > mediation of Christ have procured salvation,
over to the parson before execution much ' Neither would imposture be branded with
in the same way as his body is sometimes de-1 the Church's approval, nor would the mob
livered over to the doctor afterwards, and for \ below have an additional opportunity for forthe same reason, because subjects on which £ tifying itself in the belief that of all humbugs
to operate and refresh one's skill are scarce. | in the world, religion is the biggest. The
However, this we do not care to investigate. ' reason why we do not like to act in this way
We merely ask, is it not a monstrous thing j is, that we have a theory upon eternal punthat it should be publicly preached in this ishments, which divides the future world by
manner, that by some ecclesiastical hocus-po- an impassable partition into two great comcus or legerdemain all the laws of nature partments, one of which is filled with the
can be controverted, that by some religious > lost and the other with the saved.
Now
juggle a devil can be transformed into a j people very naturally revolt from the thought
saint, and in a ' hey-presto!' whisked out of $ of burning a man for ever. It is all very
hell into heaveu ? The magic is complete. \ well to condemn men to perdition by thouWe see the prison-gates close on the fiend— \ sands and millions, as is done in the pulpit
and a darkened, miserable, sin-steeped fiend \ every Sunday.
That is easy enough. We
he is, too—and then, in a trice, they open \ are condemning imaginary thousands and
again, and, by a most Wizard-of-the-North- ; millions, and do not realize what we are dolike transformation, we are presented with I ing. But when the Rev. A. has to stand
a humble, pardoned angel, with his seraph ? face to face with the man B., he naturally
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shudders more at sending that one poor for any errors that might be pointed out;
flesh-and-blood felon to hell than he does at but we are told by one of much experience that
sending thither all those infidels and atheists no printer here would be so rash as to venover whose awful fate he grows so eloquent ture on such an experiment.
every Sabbath. What, then, is to be done ?
Publishing, then, at the risk of being comTie theory must be saved, and the human pelled to speak nonsense through the negln
mstinct saved, too; and so we can do nothing gence of Typo, we must throw ourselves upon
but declare both to be true. There is a hell, the forbearance of the reader, and request
but the convict is not going there. The him te make all due allowance in the case.
mediation of Christ, kc. &c. Now if we
By turning to the January No., p. 20, col.
arc content to say that the Great Future is 2, line 12 from the foot, he will find the folin darkness except so far as present analogies lowing stuff: "always reaching after special
throw a dim light forward upon it ; if we gifts and flowers. There was ' one Spirit,'
say that the only thing we know is that crime when God began to create the worlds. The
ruins here, whatever it may do hereafter, we influences of the spirit," &c. Now this
shall then feel that we are not launching tho should have read as follows: " gifts and
murderer into a sea of fire, but into the powers. * There is one spirit.' When God
unknown world ; we shall be silently saying began to create the worlds, the influences of
that he is too bad for us to mend, and so we the spirit," &c.
commit him to his Maker. This would be sinBefore the February No. was finished we
cerity and true religion just on the occasion
staid in the office waiting for 1the proof of
when it is most wanted.
" 11 Signor Incognito Explains ' (see p. 46)
Yours truly, W. H. W.
that we might correct it before returning
How besottedly ignorant must mankind be home. On reading it, we congratulated ourto regard with the least respect a set of mis- selves that we had not trusted the correction
erable sinners like the clergy, who with the to another, as there were some very conspicBible in their hands, can oiler what they im- uous errors. We corrected them, and depiously style " the consolations of Christian- parted. Our chagrin, however, was not a
ity," to the gallows thieves and assassins usu- little, when, on receiving the edition, wo
ally turned over by the authorities to prison- found that our corrections had been disreehaplains ! Do not the knaves read what garded. As the only remedy, we have to
the Spirit saith, namely, that " No murderer request the reader to be kind enough to mark
hath eternal life abiding in him "—1 Jno, iii. for himself the following errata:
15; that "they who do the work of the
On p. 47, col. 1, line 26 from the foot, for
flesh shall not inherit the kingdom of God ; " " Dem is" read Denies ,· on same page, col. 2,
that " the unrighteous shall not possess that line 23, for " above inattons" read abominakingdom ;" that " he that sowetk to the flesh tions ; on line 21, for " hold" read held; on p.
shall of the flesh reap corruption"—Gal. v. 48, col. 1, line 12 from the top, for "fault"
19-21 ; vi. 8 ; and that the timid, the unbe- read faith; line 6 from the foot, for " thirty"
lieving, the abominable, murderers, harlotists, read twenty ; line 25 from foot, for " setted"
sorcerers, idolators, and all the liars (i. e. the read settled ; col. 2, line 9 from top, for " We"
clergy) shall have their part in the lake read When; lino 23 from top, for "hope"
which burneth with lire and brimstone : read help; and on line 32, for " are to" read
which is the Second Death—Rev. xxi. 6 ? are wont to.
But, as the writer of the above truly says,
" the theory must be saved ; and we add, to Enough mistakes in one article in all evil
conscience to satisfy the most negligent!
save the lure!—EDITOR.
EDITOR.

Errata.
IF the reader knew how much trouble an
editor has to get compositors to do their duty
conscientiously, he would be astonished rather
at the tolerable accuracy of typography, than
surprised at the blunders it displays. Compositors and binders cause us more vexation
than we can express. They seem to have no
ambition to excel, though they are better
paid here than abroad, when; the work is
better done. We heard of a printer in London who used to expose his proofs in his window to the public view ; and to off.T a reward

The Labor of '56.
OUR journeyings and speakings during1
1856 have been pretty extensive. The distance travelled has been over 6,000 miles ;
and our addresses, averaging two hours each,
90 in number. This is exclusive of our
weekly attendance on the public in New
York city during winter and spring. Our
most numerous audiences have hitherto been
in tho south and south-west, for there we
have labored most and are most extensively
known. The northern countries are new
ground to us ; and are powerfully monopo-

Railway to Jerusalem. Candle or no Candle. Fashionable Religion.
lized by the firm of Balaam, Jezebel & Co.—
Rev. ii., 14, 15, 20. But we work on, not
expecting great results at this late hour ; but
with full" assurance that the word will accomplish that whereunto it is sent. New York
city is a sort of Gomorrah, where people care
very little for God or his word. The flesh
reigns, and its abominations increase in enormity every day. Tilings could scarcely have
been worse in the days of Noah ; yet vast
sums are squandered upon ecclesiastical establishments— an evidence that they arc
cither positively demoralizing, or impotent
for good. We are at war with the whole
system, asking no quarter and giving none ;
therefore, every one baptized (and we are
ever and anon doing something in that way)
is subdued by the power of the truth.
EDITOR.

Railway to Jerusalem.
" S I R JOHN MONEILL has returned to Lon-

don from Syria and Palestine, where he has
been for some time past engaged in laying out
a harbor on the east coast of the Mediterranean sea, and the railway which is to extend
from thence to the Persian Gulf. General
(Jhesney remains at Constantinople, to get
the details of the firman completed, the general principles of which had been agreed
upon by the Turkish government before he
and Sir John left Constantinople for the cast.
The other railway on which Sir John has
been employed, is one of great interest to all
the civilized world, namely, that from the ancient seaport of Joppa, now Jaffa, to Jerusalem, and from thence to Damascus."
The power interesting itself most directly
and actively in the Holy Land, is evidently
'England, ller influence has gained the ascendancy in Turkish counsels, to the no little
chagrin of the French. She will, doubtless,
maintain it; and in cooperation with Turkey,
be instrumental in colonizing and developing
the resources of the land prior to the apocalypse of Christ. It is a sign of the times
not to be mistaken.

EDITOR.
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ous church of St. Paul's, Knight's Bridge."
The clergy and the churchwardens not being
able to agree concerning them, applied to
"the Right Reverend Father in God, the
Lord Bishop of London," in whose diocese it
is, for his decision. To the first question he
said, " Yes ;" and to the second u No." This
was splitting the difference, for the clergy
were for lighted candles on the altar; their
opponents for no candles, lighted or not. Ye
may have the candles and candlesticks upon
the altar, said the Bishop, " but ye may not
light them." The dense fog, however, afforded the Rev. Mr. Liddell and his curates the
opportunity of raising spiritual fire under
pretext of enlightening the darkness ; and
the candles were lighted. But churchwarden
Westerton, the chosen child, and undaunted
champion of Protestantism, felt called on to
act in this alarming crisis. He appeared
upon the scene with an extinguisher, literally
as well as metaphorically, and rapidly put
out the candles. But Liddell having arisen
from his devotions, and discovering the incombustibleness of the consecrated wicks,
darted oil'into the vestry followed by a curate,
and returned with a lighted candle. They
all then went up to the altar, and proceeded
to generate consecrated fire, to the amaze*
nient of the lookers-on. Thus the churchwarden was baffled ; for perceiving that the
repetition of his feat would lead to a fight
with the candle-worshipers, he acquiesced
and remained in his pew.
" To us," says an English paper, commenting upon the above, *· the papistry of the
candle is puerile ; but the Protestantism of
the extinguisher is not really more dignified.
This is the church, however, with its Liddells
and Westertons, for which Mr. Gladstone is
asking recruits, and for which the Bishop of
St. Asaph's is asking endowments. Before
we give the curates, or can expect landed
proprietors to supply the endowments, we
must settle the institutes of the church ; we
must determine whether it is candle or no
candle, before we " please to remember the
grotto!"

Fashionable Religion.
Candle or No Candle.
" W E are not aware that it is any of our
THERE is quite a conflict in the Anglo- Sbusiness to be talking about religion, cither
Hibernian Church, as by law established in \ fashionable or unfashionable. But the New
England, the mother also of Anglo-American ί York Herald has an article on the aboveEpiscopalianism in the United States, con- \mentioned subject, which, though designed
cerning the vastly important questions, \ for the latitude of New York, may not be
whether wax candles shall stand in candle- : altogether inapplicable to these parts. We
sticks upon the church altar, or not ; and, if i arc told that the Roman Catholics in the
permitted, shall they be lighted, or shall they | great Commercial Metropolis are very connot ? These grave religious questions have i stant in their attendance at church, but the
been greatly agitated of late at the " notori- poor Protestant generally finds the temple
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too fine, the congregation too much impregnated with mammon worship, and too splendid in attire, for the proper understanding
of the dispensation of Him who was meek
and lowly, and had no place to lay his head
—and the consequence is that the Protestant
churches are generally pretty empty on the
Sabbath. So the poor Protestant falls into
bad habits on Sunday—he reads novels or
sleeps, and is speedily accounted among the
ungodly that are to be cast into outer darkness, where there is weeping and wailing,
and gnashing of teeth. The Herald proceeds
as follows :—
" ' The churches as well as the theatres
have followed the fashionable movement up
town. On all the avenues may be found
religious edifices generally more expensive
than tasteful—more showy than comfortable
—more suggestive of the pomps and vanities
of this wicked world than of the pure and
holy: precepts which should be inculcated
within their wallg. The gorgeousness of the
edifice—the magnificence of the congregation
—the Pecksniffian discourse of the fashionable preacher—the gems from the last improper opera worked into sacred music for
the choir—all these are the elements of religion after the modern improved style.
" ' Fashionable religion is generally a good
speculation in a pecuniary point of view.
The pews are sold at auction after the fashion
that Barnum disposed of the choice seats to
hear Jenny Lind. Very large sums are netted in this way. Occasionally, the fashionable churches burst like other mercantile
speculations. One of the most exclusive
situated in the Fifth Avenue, is now in a tight
place, financially speaking. It is heavily in
debt, and in danger of being sold out by the
sheriff. It is a Baptist church, but the
preacher is not exactly the type of him who
preached in the wilderness of Judea. His
raiment is not of camel's hair, but of the
finest broadcloth ; his meat is something
more elaborate than locusts and wild honey ;
the water of his Jordan comes from far away
in the country, and is carefully warmed for
fear that the faithful might take cold in immersion. He does not cry " Repent ye, for
the kingdom of heaven is at hand," but he
preaches pleasant dulcet discourses, showing
the whitest of hands—the most immaculate
of pocket handkerchiefs—the most splendid
of ambrosial curls. He is a sweet preacher
for the ladies, and thoroughly understands
the dilletantism of modern Christianity.
Decidedly, John the Baptist would be astonished at his Fifth Avenue representative. It
is to be hoped that the bulls and bears of
Wall street will forget their quarrels for a
while, and come down handsomely for the
relief of the modem John the Baptist.

" ' It is a curious facithat the reformation
was brought about by the luxury, corruption,
and effeminacy which crept into the bosom
of the Mother Church, and that now those
who profess Protestantism, are following in
the same evil courses against which Knox,
Calvin, and Luther launched their thunders.
In simplicity of attire, abstinent habits of
life and devotion to the interests of their
flocks, the Catholic clergy now stand preeminent. On the other hand, the representatives of the stern old Puritans, who could
not bear the sight of a surplice, are turning
away to all sorts of abominations. There is
no more of the solid old Cotton Mather piety
left among us. There are velvet cushions,
artistic music, sweet preachers, nicely worded
somnolent discourses, worshipers rolled up
in Russian sables and loaded with diamonds ;
splendid churches, where the atmosphere is
redolent with perfumes, and the very light
shaded with many-colored tints, heavy floating debts, crushing mortgages, but not a
drop of the manna of righteousness, unless a
poor sinner for a moment, under fear of the
mighty sexton, offers up his lonely prayer in
a free scat. Such is fashionable religion in
New York in these latter days. Read
Christ's sermon on the Mount, and let us
have a fashionable discourse with the thirteenth verse for a text.' "—Richmond Whig.
Ail Interesting Book.
MR. EDITOR : I have just been reading a
very interesting book, and I felt a strong
desire, after reading the last chapter, to call
the attention of your numerous readers to it.
I presume that many of them have already
procured and read it, as it has been published
some time; but such, or at least some of
them, I believe, will thank me for calling the
attention of the public more particularly to
it. In fact, I have heard quite a number
speak about its interest, and express great
surprise that it had not been sought after
and read to a much greater extent than it
has been as yet. I know there are some
who have obtained it and read a portion of
it, and laid it aside as not being of sufficient
interest to warrant the finishing of it; but
those I have heard speak of doing so, freely
admitted that they did not commence reading
it with any interest, and not a few went so
far as to say that it was with strong prejudice against it that they commenced its
perusal; and it is not to be wondered at
that such should throw it aside before reading the whole of it. I will briefly allude to
a few of the objections offered by those who
did not read it through.
One was, that it was not a continued nar-

An Interesting Book.
rative or story; that, while one chapter
speaks of some family, place, or series of J
events, the next treats of others that seem to
have no sort of connexion with the first.
Although this is the case to a certain
extent, yet each chapter or series of chapters
that relate to any particular set of persons
or events, is complete of itself, and of course
does not interfere at all with the interest of
the book. This is, to my mind, an excellent
recommendation of the book, instead of an
objection to it; for we have a complete history or narrative of many different scenes,
instead of only one, as is the case with a
large proportion of the romances and novels
of the present day. Another objection to it
is, that it contains some sentiments and
opinions that they could not coincide with,
and that might leave a wrong impression
upon the mind after reading it.
I admit that there are some sentiments
advanced which all would not agree to, but
the book, as a whole, inculcates excellent
morals, and I hardly believe that any one
would err much, to follow the many valuable
and noble suggestions it contains.
Another objection offered is, that we are
not certain that it is true; but this is a
trivial objection when we consider the source
from which it comes; for some of the persons
who urge it have, to my certain knowledge,
read more than one fictitious tale since they
laid it aside; and I venture to say that if it
had been interesting, they would not have
questioned its truthfulness for a moment,
but would have devoured its contents with
avidity.
Still another objection is, that the scenes
described transpired a great many years ago;
but L imagine that there were transactions
in revolutionary times, or even further back
than that, of as great interest as any in
modern times, therefore I consider that objection of no importance.
But I have already taken too much notice
of the objections urged against this truly
valuable and entertaining book, and will
briefly notice a few facts in its favor that will
fur outweigh the objections.
The language used is chaste and relevant,
and the ennobling principle of love is diffused
through every page. Although there are
many pungent admonitions against the growing evils of the day, yet they are written in
such a kind and conciliatory manner, that
they ought to be received with kindness.
There are suggestions in it that, if heeded,
will add to the happiness of those who regard
them. Some of the principles inculcated
are " like apples of gold in pictures of silver."
But I shall leave your readers to read and
form an opinion of its merits, and I sincerely
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hope that it will be obtained by many who
have never perused it.
A word about the publishers of the book.
As it is not a copyright work, it has been
published by quite a number of different publishing houses, and has had a much larger
circulation than it could have had through
one publisher. In England, almost every
work of much worth and merit is issued in
many different styles and prices, from the
cheap paper cover to the elegant unique
turkey morocco, full gilt; and thus the
poor man, who is generally a lover of books,
can buy and read the same books that the
rich man does.
In this country it is not so to any great
extent; and therefore there are very many
books of interest and real merit, published
only in the middling or best style, which the
poor man cannot obtain. But with the
book of which I have been speaking it is
not so, and we should all be grateful for it.
I think there never has been a book published
in so many different styles, and at such low
prices as this one; and its reputation has
gone forth into other countries, and the desire
is so great to read it, that it has already been
published in several different languages.
There are men among us who take such an
interest in it, that they have given large
amounts of money toward having it circulated extensively, and many copies have been
freely given to those who were really desirous
of reading it, but who were not able to purchase. It may be thought proper for me to
give the names of the publishers, but as I
could not give the whole, I have thought it
best not to name any, and will only say that
one firm in this country has without doubt
issued more copies than all others combined,
and they will have their reward; for I believe
that the man or firm that publishes a good
book, and sells it so cheap that the poorest
person can obtain it, does a vast amount of
good, and will be blest in his affairs.
I have had the pleasure of conversing at
different times with many who have read
this book at least once, and there seems to
be but one opinion among them, and that is,
that it fills a void in literature that no other
book ever yet published could fill. Some of
these persons freely admitted that they read
it as frequently, and placed as much reliance
upon its truths and theories, as they did upon
the Bible, and were willing to place it in
the hands of their children, believing that it
would instil great and moral principles into
their tender minds. And among these were
men who have been looked upon as being
truly honest and devout, and whose lives
have been a continued warfare against sin
and error.
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Now if such men can recommend a book,
I should have no fear of its circulation being
increased to an unlimited extent; and if
those who have been so fortunate as to have
read it, and become interested in it, would
only speak of it oftener to. others who have
not done so, its circulation and usefulness
would be greatly increased. " A word to the
wise is sufficient."
As I read the book and became interested
in it, I marked some passages which I considered very beautiful, intending to give some
of them in this communication; but when I
had read the last chapter, and turned to make
some extracts, I found so many passages or
lines marked, that it would be useless to
think of trying to give them all; and the
selections were so nearly alike in interest,
that I. really could not decide which to use
and which to leave; so I concluded not to
give any, but leave it for the reader to find
the many beautiful and sublime passages or
extracts that I had marked for insertion
here.
And now it is befitting that I should, in
this public manner, admit that the author of
the book I have attempted to describe, or
rather call attention to, merits the heartfelt
thanks of every one for giving us a book of
such great interest, deep pathos, excellent
admonitions, and sound principles; and when
we read it, may our hearts beat in unison
with those who have read it and profited by
it; and may we do all in our power to increase its circulation and usefulness among
our fellow-men.
In conclusion, I will add that it is usually
customary to announce the title of the book
to be written about before speaking of its
contents or interest; but my design was to
awaken, if possible, an interest to procure
and read, without prejudice, this book, before learning its title, as a title sometimes
strikes a person's mind unfavorably, and
might lead them to omit reading even a
brief notice of the book. And now, dear
reader, I ask if you will promise to obtain
and read this book, candidly and thoroughly, if 1 will announce its title, and where it
may be found? Methinks I hear you
answer pleasantly, but with firmness and
determination—YES.
I then inform you that it can be obtained
at any bookstore, and its title is—" The
Holy Bible."—Family Circle.

The " Clergy " and their « Names of
Blasphemy."
The following appeared in " The Whig," a
political paper published in Richmond, V i r
ginia.
<;
The Christian sect was never called Baptist, Catholic, or Protestant. Scarcely had
the Christian sect been fully organized, when
' ministers of Satan' were attempting to
make counterfeit sects. Three such * wolves
in sheep's clothing' appeared at Corinth to
make new sects ' for filthy lucre's sake.'
Their names were transferred to Paul,
Apollos and Cephas to show the sinfulncss of
all modern sects, and the impossibility of
dividing Christ to give any part of him to any
modern sect. Then the apostle saith : ' Is
Christ divided ?' No. \\ r hat, then, are
Paulites?—Ah ! that's the rub ; 'they are
carnal and in their sins.' Into this mirror all
modern sects can look and behold their
hideous pictures of blackest sin, painted by
the spirit of the Lord, for all modern sects
are an abomination to God, and the greatest
curse that aillicts the world. When, therefore, the Gentile sects shall sink to hell, (the
grave,) and rise no more, one universal shout
of holy men and angels will make the earth
ring from pole to pole, for the happy
riddance. Modern sects were expected to
increase after Paul's decease, and so they
did; but Paul did not call any modern
' clergyman' by any nicer name than
'ravening wolf ;' for even Christ called hired
clergymen * wolves in sheep's clothing ;' and
* dogs,' and ' greedy dogs,' are other Bible
epithets by which the Holy Spirit distinguishes modern ' clergymen ' of every name,
from those holy men, who ministered to the
Christian sect,' coveting no man's gold, or
silver, or apparel, and eating no man's bread
for nought,' while on the other hand, modern
clergymen are * covetous, proud, lovers of
money and of pleasure,' but not of God
—' resist the truth '—4 having eyes full of
adultery—beguiling unstable souls—creeping
into houses and leading captive silly women
laden with sins,' and * running greedily after
hire.'

" Such are a few of the characteristics o^
all modern ' clergymen' now ministering to
modern sects; and yet such dogs are * wandering stars, to whom the blackness of darknesM is reserved forever ; '—they are 'clouds
without rain-dwells without water '—saith
Eternal Life.
the Lord. Such are the big clouds and deep
ETERNAL life is a matter of promise ; it is wells of all modern sects. Alas for the napromised only to true believers ; it is hid in tions in such a case, Lord Jesus, come
(Jurist, and is only obtainable by the dead quickly.
CHRISTIAN."
and living at hia appearing.

H E R A L D
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KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
"And intheirdays, evenof those Icings, the God of heaven shallset up A KINGDOM which shallnever perish, and
A DOMINION that shallnot be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms,
and itself shall stand for ever."—OAXIEL. .
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Did Moses teach Immortal Soulism, or very intelligible definition of Man. He tells
Resurrection to Immortality of Body ? us that Man is a living Soul. He does not
say, that man is an everliving, or an im" A seeker after Truth" has a suspicion mortal, soul; nor that his body contains an
that Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob are alive ; in immortal soul; but π*1!! E£:b D*W1 *ΤΡ
other words, that the thinking I myself called ye hi hahahdahm lentphesh khaiyahh, which
by those names, is in intellectual activity literally rendered signifies, the groundling
somewhere. .1 Le has no idea that this Abra- shall be for a living creature.
hamic-1, this Isaac-I, and this Jacob-I, are
But, perhaps, we had better give the whole
the bodies, which, in the days of their ex- of Gen. ii. 7 ; and, as we have among our subistence, were supposed by their simple-minded scribers Jews, who accept and reject Jesus
contemporaries to be the real Abraham, as the Messiah or Christ, we shall give it in
Isaac, and Jacob ; for, says he, " their bodies the Hebrew as well as in the English.
were dead." Now, this is equivalent to
saying, that the Abraham-body is one
thing; and the Abraham-possessive pro- *ιΞ3> Dnan-n» twba mm Ί Ε ^ Ι
noun, a different thing. Thus the he is alive, Vm ΕΡ*Π ΠΕώ ΤΕ&α π&^ι n&ian-'p
and thebfxly the" he" calls hisf is dead ; but
Terah styled the thing that came out of
Translation.
his loins, Abram, and AIL-SHADDAT iiflerAnd JEHOVAH ELOIIIM, the I SHALL BE,
wards called it Abraham; so that between
Terah, Cod, and our correspondent, we have the Spirit of Mighty Ones, Job xxvi. 13 ;
an Abraham who is at once both dead and I\s. xxxiii. 4; civ. 29, 30, formed the
groundling, dust out of the ground, and he
alive.
breathed into his nostrils breath of lives, and
But tlu? Scriptures know nothing about the groundling was for a living creature.
dead and alive Abrahams, Isaacs, and JaWe have rendered the word Adam by
cobs ; nor of disembodied living men. It
speaks of men who were dead and are alive groundling, as the word in our language
again; but never in a single instance, of that is nearest to the original. Groundling
men being dead and alive contemporane- is any thing pertaining to the ground: so
also adam is that which belongs to adamah,
ously.
the ground. The adam before it became a
They treat of man and his destiny; and living thing, is termed simply " dust out of
in their beginning define what sort of a the ground.71 The Spirit-former was the
creature it is they style man. Moses, the potter, and the dust when formed, the clay.
go-between, or Mediator between God and Before breath entered into its interior, it was
the Hebrew Nation, " who," says Paul, " was a clay-statue moulded into an " image1' of
faithful in all his house (or kingdom) as a (Jod; and capable, when made a living creaservant, for a testimony of these things that ture of developing THEIR " likeness." Hence
were to be spoken after1'—Hah. iii. 5 ;—the it is written, " THOU madest him a little
great prophet contemporary with the begin- lower than the ELOIIIM, or Angels"—Ps. viii.
ning of THE AION (απ' αιώνος, Acts iii. 21) 5. When the Spirit that garnished the
who have given the only authentic account heavens, that same Spirit afterwards incarof the origin of things, has given us also a nate in the resurrected Son of Abraham and
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Constitutional weakness may
David, inspired the day-statue's lungs with > strength.
" breath of lives," the groundling became shorten the loan-period, as strength may
like other breath ing frames, a living creature. lengthen it. The clay-statue lives so long
It became latinically a living human ; a \vord as payment is deferred; but when the dederived from humust ground : hence homo, posit is withdrawn from its nostrils, it is the
for humo, from humus, the latin for man, or a resumption of the Spirit's own, the statue
thing made of earth. Thus, an adam is a falls, and crumbles into its native dust.
human, or ground, soul; a soul taken " out
Such is the account handed down to us in
of the ground," and therefore li earthy," or the most ancient of all records, of the constia groundling, as we have rendered Ε*Ι& tution of the creature made in the image and
adam, from its affinity to fftn& adamah.
likeness of God ; and because he and all
The nishmah khaym is a compound air other animals are sustained in life by the
common to all breathing frames. I t is there Spirit, and not by separate and independent
fore styled khaiyim of " lives." I t is breathed spirits, ghosts, or " souls" of their own, thereinto men and all other creatures of every fore Moses styles that same Spirit " Jehovah
kind. The nishahmah is the atmospheric air, Elohim of the spirits of all flesh."—Numb,
which is compounded chiefly of oxygen, ni- xxvii. 15.
trogen, and electricity. In this medium,
But in all that Moses has written about
which is the breath and spirit of Jehovah the ground-soul of Paradise, he has not given
Elohim, every breathing groundling lives and the first hint of the existence of an immortal,
moves and doth exist. This is evident not or deathless, ghost tnerein. He was learned
from observation only, but from the words ! in all the wisdom of the Egyptians, who beof Moses; who in recording the threatened j lieved in metempsychosis, or transmigration
destruction of all antediluvian beings, says, \ of souls ; the basis of which is the incor" Behold, I, even I, do bring a flood of wa- poreal migration and immortality of souls.
ters upon the earth to destroy all jksh where- Nevertheless, Moses takes no more notice
in is Spirit of lives (asher-bo ruakh khayim) ! of the dogma than if he had never heard
from under the heavens ; every thing which thereof.
is injiie earth shall die"—(Jen. vi. 17. Then
Kabbinized and clericized, which are other
also, in recording the entrance of the saved names for paganized, readers of his writings
into the ark, he says, " They went in unto think they can see immortal-soulism in the
Noah into the ark, two and two of all jlesli phrases breath of life and living soul! Man,.
wherein is Spirit of lives (ruakh khaiyim.)— say they, has an immortal soul in him ; for
Gen. viii. 15. And again lastly, in recording } it was breathed into him by (Jod as the
the execution of the judgment he says," every ί breath of life, which coming from his mouth
man and beast, all in whose nostrils was the ί was a particle of his divine essence ! This
breath of the Spirit of lives, (nishmath ruakh \ was the living soul which Adam became !
khaiyim) of all that were in the dry land, j Now this is driveling nonsense. As we have
died." Ys. 21, 22.
j seen by the passages adduced, Moses teaches
This death of the world was accomplished j that the '· breath of lives" is in the nostrils
by stopping the supply of air and Spirit \ of all the beasts of the field, as well as in the
from the nostrils of all creatures. This was ] nostrils of the groundling of Paradise ; by
done by submerging them in a medjum in- s1 parity of reasoning, therefore, if such it can
compatible with the respiratory process. It be called, all animals have immortal souls as
was a cutting off of the supplies mechani- (l well as 4>the animal man. Neither does the
cally. In ordinary death the same thing oc- i phrase living soul" prove the immortality
curs on chemical principles!, which are equally I of an inner man ; for Moses styles all other
the agents of God. When the; vito-chem- ' creatures of the air, earth, ami sea, ^V^
" living soul," aa
ical processes of digestion and respiration ΓΤΠ ni'plicsli khaii/ah,
welt.—(Jen. i. 20, 2 1 , 2-1. o(). I n the verse
are stopped, all ground-souls become
F:fa F.T£C3 ncphahshoth maith, bodies of last quoted, the H e b r e w is
death, or dead bodies. In Scripture, the mn -zzi in-Tra "ρκη-ϊ? ir^ii bain
stoppage of these vital processes is termed
it la k<il romais al-hahahretz asher-bo
God's gathering of I Its spirit and bmith. ncphesh khaii/ah. that is, " And to every thing
Thus, it is written, " Μ he gather unto him- creeping upon the earth which (has) in it
self his spirit and his breath, all flesh shall • living soul." J lenee, if living soul mean imperish together, and man shall turn again to : mortal soul, then snakes and lizards have
dust."—Job xxxiv. 11. Hence '' the breath . immortal souls, which is absurd.
of lives," or the " breath of the spirit of
"There is spirit in man,"—Job xxxii. 8 ;
lives," are lent of Cod, the loan being for < but it is one and the same spirit that is in
;
an appointed time, rarely exceeding three ;. all other animals; for the Scripture saith,
score years and ten, except by reason of [ " They have all one spirit (nuikh ekhad) ; so
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that a man hath no preeminence above a ^ the immortality of the soul, speaks of it albeast: for the whole is a breath. All go to ) most always with doubt, and as one who
one place ; all are of the dust, and all turn ί supposes the system for and against it equalto dust again."—Eccles. iii. 19, 20.
j ly possible and rational."
This Spirit then is not the man, any more j Λ " Many of the philosophers admitted only
h()d
than it is the beast, It is not the 1 m>/se!f\ ^> and no pure spirits distinct from
—the thinking I ; but that which is lent to ί matter. Of this number were the Stoics.
'Me Μι/self, whether it be to immune or to \ l»ey did not believe that the soul was absobcast-mc, i'or the necessities of the temporary j lately immortal, but only made it live a great
; while, like crows, says Cicero.
while like crows say C
VVossius, in
existence of the animal-me.
his treatise upon idolatry, believes, that by
The " thinking I " of \he Gentile schools that great while, they understood the whole
is a mere metaphysical abstraction ; the na- duration of the world till the general con
ture of which the schoolmen, with all their / Hag-ration. For according to the Stoics, by
boasted philosophy, have never been able to ?a n ultimate revolution, the whole world was
agree upon : 4' and there is hardly a ques- \ to become only fire. "Particular souls were
tion," says one of them, " which shows more then, with ail the rest, to be resolved into
sensibly of what human weakness is capable \ a m j blended with the Universal Soul, their
when guided solely by its own lights. They \ f irs t principle. Till then they were to inhabit
dispute much with each other uboutwhat \ the upper region, (that is, Ski/ana,) where
the soul is, where it resides, whence it de- «· they would have nothing to do'but to philorives its origin, and what becomes of it af-« sophize at their case. Supremely happy
ter death. Some believe the heart itself to \ \n the clear vision of the universe, Cicero,
be the soul. Empedocles says, it is the \ w } 1 0 , though a pagan, would have made a
blood which is mingled in the heart : and j v e r v pod'professor of popular Christianity,
others, that it is a certain part of the brain. ' describes this beatitude in the philosopher's
Many aflirm, that neither the heart, nor the j heaven with_ a_ kind^ wof ^enthusiasm which
brain, are the soul itself, but only the seat of ί t j i e clerical rant of the pulpit cannot transthc soul; and that it is a breath, or else a \ c e n ( i . « Certainly," says he, " we shall be
fire. This last is the opinion of Zeno, the j happy, when, with our bodies, we shall have
stoic. Aristoxenes, the musician, who Mas thrown oil all passion and disquiet. What
also a philosopher, makes it consist in a cer- > 1 1 O W constitutes our joy, when, free from all
tain harmony of the different parts of the i c a r e > w e a p p ] v ourselves orderly to some obbody. Xenocrates places it in numbers, as j o c t t ] u l t engages and delights us, we shall
Pythagoras had thought before him. Plato j then do with far greater liberty ; abandondistinguishes three parts in the soul. He ) \U{r ourselves entirely to ihe contemplation
places the principal, which is reason, in the j o r ,d\\ things, which it will be given us to
head ; and makes the two others, choler and j ] ; n o w perfectly. The situation itself of the
cupidity, reside, the first in the breast, and i places which we shall have attained, in facilithe other under the heart. Aristotle per- s t a t i n <r to us the views of celestial objects,
reiving that not one of the four principles \a n j \n kindling in us the desire of penetratof which^according to him, all things are \ j ^ their beauties, will enable us fully to satmado, was susceptible of the properties of, \siy t n c insatiable ardor natural to us for
the soul, as thinking, knowing, loving, hat- j knowing truth. And it will discover itself
ing, &c, supposes a fifth, to which lie gives j m o r e o r ' ] e s s t ( ) u s < i u proportion as we shall
no name; calling the soul by a new term, j have been more or less solicitous to nourthat according to Cicero, signifies a con- j i s l l ourselves with it during our abode
tinued and uninterrupted motion, but a term >; o n earth. AVhat a si<>ht will it be,
in effect, of which the most learned neither w h c n W e shall be able, at°oiie view, to beunderstand nor can explain the force.
< ΐ10ια t h c whole earth, its situation, figure,
" This is the enumeration Cicero gives us ί limits, and all its regions, whether inhabited,
of the various opinions of the philosophers ί or desert and void, tlirough excessive heat
concerning the nature of the soul; and con- ) and cold ! "
eludes this detail with these words : ' which i The pagan philosophers who taught the
of all these opinions is true, some god may J immortality of soul, give it a diO'erent emknow ; we content ourselves with inquiring i ployment after death. The question, howwhich is the most probable.' Thc system \ ever, has greatly exercised and divided the
of the Academy which he espoused, was that · learned dunces of all ages. As to Plato, as
the false is universally mingled in such a well as Socrates, his master, and Pythagoras
manner with the true, and resembles it so who preceded them, he believed the soul to
much, that there is no certain mark to dis- be immortal. Cicero says, that Plato seems
tinguish them from each other. According- to endeavor to persuade others of its truth,
ly Cicero, in the places where he mentions ^ and to be fully convinced of it himself.
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Plato, treading in the steps of Socrates, < sentenced; and that thou the Spirit declares
opens two ways for souls after death : one | came out of the ground and goes to the
of these lead such as have sullied themselves ί ground again.
with crimes and violence upon earth to a
How different this doctrine to that of the
place of torments ; and by the other ascend
heathen who misled the people of old, and
to the august assembly of the gods, the pure
fill the pulpits of " Christendom" at this day!
and innocent souls, that, during their abode Our heathen contemporaries tell us that the
in bodies, have had as little intercourse as thou that sinned was an Immortal Soul in
possible with them, and have industriously the creature—that spark of ethereal fire
imitated the life of the gods, from whom given off from the substance of God. But
they derive their origin, by preaching every this is destructive of their crotchet; for if
kind of virtue." Rollin.
this be granted, then it cannot be immortal;
Such were the doctrinal speculations of \ for the penalty reads, " dying thou shalt die."
the heathen from Moses to Jesus, in regard | Whatever is affirmed to have sinned, it is that
to immortality. It was " the wisdom of the same thing that is sentenced to death. But,
world ;" loved by the dark-minded misleadcrs instead of approving the words of the Spirit,
of the multitude, who therefore, styled them- these pseudo-ambassadors of Christ, these
selves philosophers, and their craft philosophy, transformed ministers of Satan rather, pointfrom φίλος philos, a lover σοφίας sophias, blank deny them, or what is equivalent, make
of wisdom. But Moses, Jesus, and the them of none effect by their blasphemies.
Apostles, though great lovers of wisdom, The Spirit said to the intelligent creature he
were lovers of " the wisdom that is from had formed, " Thou art dust." " No," say
above," not of the earthly, sensual, and dev- they, " thy body is dust; but thou art a spark
ilish wisdom that exhales from the flesh of of heavenly flame. Eating thou shalt not die.
sin, unenlightened by the testimony of God. God doth know this. Thy body, which is
There is a natural antagonism, an inherent nothing, may go to the dust; but God doth
enmity in the wisdom of God, to the wisdom know that thou art immortal, and shalt
of the worldly wise. Moses and the Proph- ascend and be as the Gods, to know good and
ets, Jesus and the Apostles, utterly repu- evil." This is the lie of the Serpent and his
diated it; so that in regard to Moses and Seed in all their generations. It pervades
the Prophets, immortal-soulists admit, that all their superstitions, by whatever name they '
the dogma they delight in is not to be found are denominated. It is the basis of idolatry,
in the Old Testament; yet, inconsistently both papistical and mythological; and withenough, they put fragments of Moses' writ- out it the " Names and Denominations" could
ings into their crucibles, and blow hard to not exist. But for this Lie, there could be
sublime them into vapor !
no worship of saint-ghosts, no purgatory, no
But Moses and the Prophets refuse to tes- mounting and flying to skyana on the down
tify in favor of their tradition. Moses de- of angels' wings, &c.; the whole system of
fines the I myself to be a corporeal reality ; " Christendom" in theory and practice would
not a gaseous aura respired from the nostrils, phantasmagorially disappear, were this to
or exhaled from the pores of the skin. Thou \ be abandoned ; and the world would be rethysef is the second personal pronoun of j licvcd from the hypocritical presence of the
baldest imposture that has afflicted it since
I myself, which is the first. The definition men began to corrupt the way of Jehovah
of thou is therefore the definition of I ; for in all the earth.
a
I" is " thou1' when spoken to. Moses tells
us in the plainest language, what the perBut the constitution of " Christendom" is
sonal " thou" is ; and in so doing informs us judicial. It is a judgment entailed upon its
what is the Thinking I.
populations for glorifying the misdeeds of
Thus, he tells us that when the animated their predecessors. God gave them the truth
clay statue was placed in Eden's garden, in the Scriptures ; but they have done their
Jehovah Elohim said, " Thou niaycst not eat best to suppress them; and failing in this,
of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and to pervert them in blending their theological
Evil: for after the day that thou catest glosses with their testimonies. They began
thereof, dying thou shalt die." But he dis- this work in the first century,and the Apostle,
obeyed, and did eat. He was therefore ar- seeing what it would ultimate in, recorded
raigned at the bar of judgement; and being the following sentence against them, saying,
convicted, was sentenced in the following ί " Because they received not the love of the
words : " In the sweat of thy face shalt thou ί truth to their salvation, God shall send them
eat bread, till thou return to the ground ; for ί strong delusion, that they should believe A
out of it wast thou taken : for dust thou art, | LIE ; that all may be condemned who believe
and unto dust shalt thou return." Here the J not TIIK TRUTH, but take pleasure in the falsethou that sinned, was also the thou that was ( hood."—2 Thess. ii. 10,12. This strong de-
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lusion and system of falsehood, is the spurious tion ; by which also the Antediluvians were
Christianity of («reck, Roman, and Protestant taught that the immortality of the Tree of
Christendom, all of which is founded in the Lives was corporeal, and not ghostly.
Serpent dogma of sin-flesh immortal soulism,
But the writings of Moses not only teach
dearly loved and fondly cherished by all the incorruptibility and life of body by transSerpent's Seed. It is the lie piously and formation, but the same also by resurrection.
devoutly believed by the condemned. It is In Exod. iii. 14—16 it appears thus : When
the lie subversive of the truth; and all who the Angel in the bush, one of the Elohim,
teach it are practically the enemies of the as the messenger of the Spirit commanded
truth.
the reluctant Moses to appear in Israel a
Moses, then, did not teach the system of second time, and announce himself as their
error represented by the phrase, " the immor- I heaven-appointed deliverer from Egyptian
tality of the soul;" but the very reverse, He ί bondage—a&a savior sent by the Ail-Shaddai
presents us with a living creature, the head of \ of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob—" When
an animal world ; but with no mor.e immor- < they shall say to me," said Moses, ' What is
tality in him than the creatures of his domain. \ his name ?' What shall I say to them? " He
But one inquires, " Is no doctrine of im- i did not think it fit that he should go to
mortality recorded in the writings of Moses ?" Israel as the messenger of another, and not
Certainly there is. Moses teaches the im- be able to tell the name of Him who sent
mortality of body ; and the resurrection of him. The Angel of the Bush was not angry
body to that immortality : he does more, he with Moses in asking for the name of Abrateaches the immortality of body without ham's friend. The Spirit that dwells in light
even tasting of death, and all consequent on which no man can approach unto ; whom no
man hath seen nor can see, caused his Elohim,
the Obedience of Faith.
who visited Abraham's tent, and partook of
lie teaches the immortality of body by his hospitality, to announce him as AILtransformation of the living creature in the SHADDAI—God Almighty Ones; or the
record of the words of Jehovah Klohim in Strength of the Almighty Ones. But the
(Jen. iii.22: "Behold the groundling was time had come when the Spirit chose for
as one of us, to know good and evil : and himself " β New Name" As he had deterfor fear that at this time he should put forth mined to assume the nature of Abraham,
his hand, and take also from the Tree of the and to manifest himself as his seed, the MesLives, and eat, and live to the Aion ; there- siah or Christ, he chose a name with refereuce
fore Jehovah Elohim sent him forth from to that manifestation. In answer, therefore,
the garden of Eden, to cultivate the ground to the question of Moses, " When they shall
which he was taken out of." From this it is say to me, What is his name? What shall
evident, that had the man been permitted to I reply ? "—The angcl-Eloahh as the mescat of tin* Tree of the Two Lives, a change senger of the Spirit, said in behalf of that
would have come over his nature; and in- Spirit, πτίΧ *Τ2ί& ΠΤΙδί» ehyeh asher
stead of living only 030 years and then dying, chijch, I SHALL BE WHO I SHALL BE : and he
he would have been alive now, and continu- said, thus shalt thou say to the sons of Israel,
ing to live until Messiah's Aion,^.· the Age ^Γ;&"ΕΠΥΕΙΙ, I SHALL BE hath sent me unto
(
to Come. This longevity would have been you.
corporeal, and attained by a rebel without
tasting death. But, as the length of days
Xow, whenever the word fnj-i^ Yehowah,
which Wisdom hath in her right hand is not or as it is written in English, Jehovah,
for rebels, Adam was expelled from the gar- occurs, we must remember, that " I shall
den that he might return to his mother as be who I shall be" is the exposition of it. Jethe penalty of his sin.
hovah is the name of the Spirit; and deBut that which the dayman of Eden was clares of that Spirit that He was before
not permitted to obtain, one of his cotempo- Abraham ; that He is with Moses in Egypt
raries experienced. Concerning him Moses and the Wilderness ; and that He shall be :
writes, " Enoch walked with the Elohim, and first, on the Messiah ; and secondly, in the
ivas not found ; for the Elohim took him Saints, both of whom, that is, Messiah and
away." Paul in commenting upon this, the Saints, in glorified manifestation shall
says, " By faith Enoch was translated that be Jehovah Elohim ; or the Eternal Spirit
he should not see death ; and was not found incarnate in the glorified bodies of the rebecause God had translated him ; for before ! deemed : " GOD the all things m all Saints"
his translation, he had this testimony that ί 1 Cor. xv. 28.
he pleased God ; but without faith it is im- ί But what has this new name to do with
possible to please him."—Heb. xi. 5. Here \ the Mosaic teaching of resurrection ? Very
then was a man, who 57 years after the death \ much, as we shall presently see. AVben the
of Adam, became immortal by transforma- \ new name had been announced to Moses, the
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Elohim said to him, "Thus shalt thou say Ϊ generic ; "man" being a species of " living
el, JEHOVAH Elohim of soul:" " lion," " tiger," " dog," &c, being
unto the sons of Israel
your fathers, Elohim of Abraham, Elohim other species of living souls ; to which man,
of Isaac, and Elohim of Jacob, hath sent me untamed by divine principles, has a lively reunto you ; this is my name for the Aion; semblance.
and this my memorial for a generation of a
5. That " breath of spirit of lives" is in the
generation."
Ϊ nostrils of all living souls ; and consequently,
Now
iow the phrase " Jehovah Elohim of your j that it is not the principle of immortality or
fathers.
icrs," rendered into plain English, is " I s dcathlessncss: if it were, then all lizards,
shall be the Mighty Ones, or I shall be the snakes, and toads, would be immortal; for
Gods of your fathers Abraham, Isaac and they all have it.
Jacob." It is not I am the Gods ; but I
6. That immortality is deathlessness of
sfudl be their Elohim. But why did not the body; and the reward of faith in the promises
Spirit say to Moses I am their Elohim? of God, as illustrated in the case of Enoch.
Because Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob were
7. That man, destitute of faith in the dedead while Moses was at the bush as they
are now ; and the Spirit is not the God of clarations of God, is wholly mortal; being
the dead, but of the living; therefore in under sentence of returning into the ground
saying " I shall be their Elohim," the record from whence he was taken; as exemplified
teaches that THEY MUST RISE AGAIN TO LIFE in the history of Adam.
8. That deathlessness or immortality of
THAT THE SPIRIT MAY BE THEIR GOD OR
the real or corporeal man (and Moses hints
STRENGTH.
Moses, then, teaches the resurrection of at no other post-mortem sort of man), is atAbraham, Isaac and Jacob, bodily from the tainable by transformation without returning
dust of the earth, in which they now sleep. into the ground; or, by being taken out of
lie also informs us what they will rise for— the ground, through resurrection, after having
that they may possess the land of Canaan returned thither.
with their seed in the Aion ; when Abraham
9. That man being a living soul in common
shall be the father of many nations ; his with all beasts, fowls, reptiles, and fishes (to
seed shall possess the gate of his enemies ; which he is likened in Acts x. 12, 15, 28),
and all nations of the earth be blessed in and being animated by the same " breath of
him. This is the Future State which Moses spirit of lives," is in his original formation
teaches : a state in which the world shall be mortal. That is, " living soul" is essentially
ruled in righteousness by A THEOCRACY, com- ί a terminable organization of dust. The
posed of men taken from all previous gene- " inferior" specif s of living soul all die, though
rations, upon the principle of belief of the they transgressed no law ; and this is proof
promises of Jehovah, and obedience to his that living soul is a terminable nature apart
from any moral consideration. " Man hath
will.
preeminence above a beast; for they have
From these premises it is manifest to every no
all one spirit,"—Eccles. iii. 10 ; so that what
mind unspoiled by the vain philosophy of is true of beasts is also true of man. ManJewish and Gentile schoolmen, that the doc- soul is terminable like I ion-sou] hyen α-soul,
}
trine of Moses upon the subject before us, or fish-soul.
resolves itself into the following1 points:
And here we must enlarge a little, to make
1. That the real man is corporeal; fashioned into the form, or image, of Elohim ; the doctrine of Moses so plain that he who
with a natural ability, when living, of mani- runs may read. When man transgressed the
festing intellectual and moral attributes like Eden-law, no miracle was required in the
theirs—" ELOHIM said, Let us form man in execution of the sentence " dying thou shalt
OUR image, after OUR likeness."—Gen. i. 26. die;" neither was it necessary that any
change should be operated upon his ground2. That the real man existed before he nature, and that of his companion-souls, to
breathed the breath of lives; for on inhal- involve him and them in the common catasing that breath " man became (or was for) \ trophe of " THE FALL." Ground-nature
a living soul," or creature.
animated by breath of spirit of lives being
3. That the real man is either animated terminable of itself, all that was needful was
organized dust; or organized dust without ί simply to let it alone; o,t the same time preanimation : and that when the dust ceases to venting man-soul from makjug itself an exbe organic, the man has no more existence J ception to ground-soul in general, by eating
than Adam had before he was formed out of | of fruit that would have immortalized it,
the ground.
being, by its planter, ordained to that end.
4. That u a living soul" is a living crea-J But, it might be very pertineutly inquired
ture. The Mosaic use of the phrase is ( here, " Suppose man had been obedient to the
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Eden-law, would he lime died, seeing that his
nature was terminable of itself ?" To this wej Who are the Heirs of the Kingdom of
reply, Yes and No. Yes; if Jehovah Elohim j
God ?
had left him in statu quo: and No, if he had
The
Jews,
that
is,
Judah's and Benjamin's
sent him to cat of the Tree of the Two Lives^
to which he denied him access because of ί descendants, say they are : that the Messiah
transgression. Had he continued obedient, will come and set up his Kingdom, and they
lie would doubtless have been admitted to will be called back again to the land from
this tree, that in eating thereof he might whence they have been ruthlessly banished
have been "changed," like Enoch, " in the many hundreds of years, there to receive the
twinkling of an eye," though not, like him, reins of government by which to rule the
removed from earth undeiiled by sin. From world. Are they right, or rather cherishing
the Mosaic history, then, of the transactions " a strong delusion" that shall vanish away
and leave them nothing but subjects of that
in Eden, it is evident:
universal kingdom? Let us see what the
10. That groundlings can only attain to scriptures says upon that subject. The
life and incorruptibility by eating of a Tree Prophet Isaiah in the lxv. chap. 2-1G :
of Lives ; and
" I have spread out my hands all the day
11. That, when they have so eaten, their
unto
rebellious people, which walketh in a
ground-natures are no longer " living souls" 1 way athat
is not good, after their own
incapable of existence beyond the terrestrial thoughts ; a people that provoked me to anatmosphere ; but spirit-bodies, which can liveger continually to my face ; that sacrificeth
where no " breath of spirit of lives," but pure in gardens, and burneth incense upon altars
ether only, is found: bodies, which are not of brick ; which remain among the graves,
breathing frames, but incarnations of spirit, · and lodge in the monuments, which eat swine's
and therefore life, absolute and independent ; ilesh, and broth of abominable things is in
of all subordinate conditions. Such are ; their vessels; which say, Stand by thyself,
Enoch, Moses, Elijah, Jesus; and such, also, come not near to me ; for I am holier than
will be all who shall be born of the Spirit, thou. These are a smoke in my nose, a fire
by transformation and resurrection from ; that burneth all the day. Behold, it is writamong the dead.
ten before : I will not keep silence, but will
Such is the doctrine, not of Moses only, recompense, even recompense into their bobut of all the Prophets. They all, like Moses, som, your iniquities, and the iniquities of your
by their silence, refuse to testify to the exist- ί fathers together, saith the Lord, which have
once of an " immortal soul" in Sin's Flesh. burned incense upon the mountains, and blasWhen they speak of " soul," they testify
that phemed me upon the hills : therefore will I
1
"the soul that sinueth, it shall die; ' " He measure their former work into their bosom.
kept not back their soulfrom death ,·" " Hear, Thus
\
saith the Lord, As the new wine is
and your soul shall live," which teaches, by found in the cluster, and one saith, Destroy
implication «that it was previously dead ; and it not; for a blessing is in it: so will I do
" That soul will I destroy from his people," for my servants' sake, that I may not destroy
which teaches its destructibility—a quality them all. And I will bring forth a seed out
of soul the opposite toimmortality, the basis \ of Jacob, and out of Judah an inheritor of
of which is indestructibility. Of Messiah, the 1 my mountains : and mine elect shall inherit
prophets say, " If thon, Jehovah, shalt make it, and my servants shall dwell there. And
a trcspass-ollering of his soul;" " He exposed Sharon shall be a fold of Hocks, and the valhis soul to death ;" " Thou wilt not leave," ; ley of Achor a place for the herds to lie down
saith the Spirit, " my soul in the grave;7' in, for my people that have sought me. But
and, " Cod will redeem my soul from the ye are they that forsake the Lord, that forget
grare." Thus the prophets speak of " soul," my holy mountain, that prepare a table for
showing thereby that they regarded it as J that troop, and that furnish a drink-offering
mortal and destructible; and in death the! unto that number. Therefore will 1 number
tenant of the grave, from which it is redeema- you to the sword, and ye shall all bow down
ble throqgh resurrection alone.
\ to the slaughter : because when I called, ye
In our next article upon this subject, we did not answer; when I spake, ye did not
-hall answer the inquiry, " Did Jesus and the hear ; but did evil before mine eyes, and did
Apostles teach the Mosaic doctrine of Im- choose that wherein 1 delighted not. Therenortality?" Till then we commend what fore thus saith the Lord God, Behold, my
Λ-e have written to the candid consideration ! servants shall eat, but ye shall be hungry :
•f the reader, in hope that he will search the \ behold, my servants shall drink, but ye shall
Scripture, and see if we have not spoken ac- \ be thirsty ; behold, my servants shall rejoice,
but ye shall be ashamed: behold, my servwording to the oracles of God.
EDITOR,
j ants shall sing for joy of heart, but ye shall
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cry for sorrow of heart, and shall howl for me not: I said, Behold me, behold me, unto
vexation of spirit. And ye shall leave your a nation that was not called by my name ;"
name for a curse unto my chosen : for the and Ixvi. chap. 5, ver.: " Hear the word of
Lord God shall slay thee, and call his serv- the Lord, ye that tremble at his word : Your
ants by another name : that he who blesseth brethren that hated you, that cast you out
himself in the earth, shall bless himself in the for my name's sake, said, Ixjt the Lord be
God of truth; and he that sweareth in the glorified : but he shall appear to your joy,
earth shall swear by the God of truth ; be- and they shall be ashamed." Who were
cause the former troubles are forgotten, and those that were not called by Jehovah's name
because they are hid from mine eyes."
and were cast out by their brother men ?
Now, who is this people that are so per- Who but the Gentile nations around the Israverse and disobedient ? Who ? They who elitish camp ? The Gentile nations of modern
slew the prophets of the Lord and sacrificed times, although they spurn the Jews from
unto Baal ? Who cast down the ordinances them, and spit upon them ; yet the reviled
of the Jehovah under their feet, and pro- scorn their revilers, and drive them from their
gressed in their iniquity until as a final con- feasts and worship, denying that they have
summation they rejected their promised Mes- any right or claim upon the promises made
siah and long looked-for Deliverer, and de- to the Fathers.
The apostles were sent by Jesus to preach
livered him bound to the ferocious soldiery
of Pagan Koine to be crucified ? Who was the Gospel unto the Gentiles, that from
it but the self-same Jews who said " stand among them might be taken a people for his
by thyself, I am holier than thou,"—the name. Paul, Acts xxviii. 4-G, after being
proud boastful Pharisee who loved flattering rejected by his own people, went to the Gensalutations and greetings in the public tiles. The same apostle, Horn. ix. 6, 7, 8,
streets ? They think because they can trace says, " the children of the promise are counttheir genealogy down through the ages past ed for the seed," and at the 20th verse says,
to the old Patriarch who was so sorely tried, the Gentiles have attained to the righteousand who was the great recipient of the glori- ness of the faith ; and x. 1-3, if the Jews lost
ous promises; because their line of descent the heirship by setting up their lineal descent
is plainly traced down from Abraham, Isaac, und self-righteousness in opposition to God's
Jacob, Judah and his brethren, and that the righteousness, let us be careful and watch,
God of those Patriarchs has promised so and be warned by their loss, lest we also
faithfully that their descendants should in- come short of that great blessing. Isaiah
herit the land again ; that they must perforce Ixvi. 1, 2 ; Psalm xxxiv. 18; and li. 16,17 ;
be the chosen ones in that Kingdom. Dan- Matt. v. 3, 10 All of these references show
iel says, in the vii. chap, of his prophecies plainly who arc to bo the future rulers in
and 27th verse, that " the dominion and the blessed Kingdom of our Lord, when he
Kingdom shall be given to the people of the shall come to the earth and establish his
saints of the Most High," when Gog is judg- throne upon Mount Zion. The meek in
ed ; and where will the Israelites be then, at spirit are the spiritual seed of Abraham—
the coming of the Messiah ? They will be \ the chosen ones of God.
where they are now, scattered abroad upon I Oh! what a prize to strive for ; with what
the lace of the earth. Then it is evident vigilance ought we to pursue the race from
that the Israelites as a nation are not to be its commencement to its glorious terminathe heirs of a future Kingdom. Heirs of an tion. With what steadfastness onf*lit we to
estate are the possessors, not the subjects of fix our eyes upon the great reward, and
it. They have the control of its resources press forward to obtain the prize of our calland finances, while the subjects of it are the ing. An immortal crown of living glory ; a
producers of those resources and finances. joint heirship with the great Messiah, in the
The Jewish nation will be restored to its everlasting Kingdom prepared from the
land, and will become mightier and more foundation of the world. .Shall we be there
powerful than any nation that has ever ex- to inherit that glorious reward, and receive
isted upon the earth, but at the same time the gracious commendation of u Well done,
they will be the governed and not the gov- good and faithful servant ?" I/it us strive for
ernors.
\ it, brethren, strive faithfully and diligently,
If then, they, the " chosen people," are not for great will be our reward if we come off
to be the heirs, the question recurs who an; conquerors; yea, more than conquerors
" the saints of the Most High," of whom through Him who died that we might have
Daniel speaks as possessing the Kingdom ? everlasting life.
" Well dono, thou good and faithful one 1"
Well, let us see what says Isaiah, chap. lxv. >
Rethinks I hear the Saviour say;
ver. 1 : " 1 am sought of them that asked \/
"Thou hast been faithful, thou hast won
not for me ; I am found of them that sought )
The crown of life's eternal day.

The New Heavens and New Earth.
"That thou receivedst, thou didst use,
As every faithful servant ought;
Now, thy reward I'll not refuse;
Keceive the boon thou long hast sought.
" For every triumph over sin
When thou didet crush the tyrant down,
Keceive unto thyeelf, from him,
A brilliant jewel in thy crown!
"A name that's named on none beside ;
A robe washed white in my own blood,
Component of the * Mystic Bride ;'
Christian I eayest thou not 'tis good ? "
GENEVA, I I I .

The New Heavens and New Earth.
>
' There is a limit to the revelations of the
Bible about futurity, and it were a mental
or spiritual trespass to go beyond it. The
reserve which it maintains in its informations, we also ought to maintain in our inquiries—satisfied to know little on every subject, where it has communicated little, and
feeling our way into regions which are at
present unseen, no further than the light of
Scripture will carry us.
" But while we attempt not to be * wise
above that which is written/ we should attempt, and that most studiously, to be wise,
up to that which is written. The disclosures
are very few and very partial,* which are
given to us of that bright and beautiful
economy, which is to survive the ruins of our
present one. But still there are such disclosures—and on the principle of the things
that are revealed belonging to us, we have a
right to walk up and down, for the purpose
of observation over the whole actual extent
of them. What is made known of the details of immortality, is but small in the
amount, nor are we furnished with the ma«
Uirials of any thing like a graphical or picturesque exhibition of its abodes of blessedness, f But still somewhat is made known,
and which, too, may be addressed to a higher principle than curiosity, being like every
other Scripture, ' profitable both ibr doctrine
and for instruction in righteousness.'
y· In the text before us, there are two leading points of information, which we should
like successively to remark upon. The first
is, that in the new economy, which is to be
reared for the accommodation of the blessed,
there will be MATERIALISM, not merely new
heavens, but also a NEW EARTH. The second is, that as distinguished from the present, which is an abode of rebellion, it will be
an abode of righteousness.
* Not so few and partial as the writer imagines —
ED. IIKK.

t Of immortal-soulism and skyanian abodes, nothing
Is revealed.-ED. HE*.
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>T. We know historically that earth, that
a solid material earth, may form the dwelling of sinless creatures, in full converse and
friendship with the Being who made them
—instead of a place of exile for outcasts, it
may have a broad avenue of communication
with the spiritual world, for the descent of
etherial beings from on high—that, like the
member of an extended family, it may share
in the regard and attention of the other
members, and along with them be gladdened
by the presence of Him who is the Father
of them all. To inquire how this can be,
were to attempt a wisdom beyond Scripture;
but to assert that this has been, and therefore
maybe, is to keep most strictly and modestly
within the limits of the record. For, we
there read, that God framed an apparatus
of materialism, which, on his own surveying,
He pronounced to be all very good, and the
leading features of which may still be recognized among the things and the substances that
are around us—and that He created man with
the bodily organs and senses which we now
wear—and placed him under the very canopy
that is over our heads—and spread around
him a scenery, perhaps lovelier in its tints,
and more smiling and serene in the whole
aspect of it, but certainly made up, in the
main, of the same objects that still compose
the prospect of our visible contemplations ;
and there, working with his hands in a garden, and with trees on every side of him, and
even with animals sporting at his feet, was
this inhabitant of earth, in the midst of all
those earthly and familiar accompaniments,
in full possession of the best immunities ofn
citizen of heaven, sharing in the delight of
angels, and while he gazed on the very beauties which we ourselves gaze upon, rejoicing
in them most as the tokens of a present and
presiding Deity. It were venturing on the
region of conjecture to affirm, whether, if
Adam had not fallen, the earth that we now
tread would have been the everlasting abode
of him and his posterity. But certain it is,
that man, at the first, had for his place this
world, and at the same time, for his privilege,
an unclouded fellowship with God, and for
his prospect an immortality, which death
was neither to intercept nor put an end to.
He was terrestrial in respect to condition,
and yet celestial in respect both of character
and enjoyment. 11 is eye looked outwardly
on a landscape of earth, while his heart
breathed upwardly in the love of heaven.
And though he trode the solid platform of
our world, and was compassed about with
its horizon, still was he within the circle of
God's favored creation, and took his place
among the freemen and the denizens of the
great spiritual commonwealth.
* This may serve to rectify an imagina-
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tion, of which we think that all must be con- \ niture of this earth that we tread upon, the
scious—as if the grossness of materialism 1 greatness and the goodness of God are rewas only for those who had degenerated into j fleeted on the view of J Us worshippers,
the grossness of sin ; and that when a spirit« Ν θ ; m y brethren, the object of the adualizing process had purged away all our ministration we sit under, is to expiate sin,
corruption, then, by the stepping-stones of a but it is not to sweep awai/ materialism.
By
death and a resurrection, we should he borne t h u convulsions of the last day, it may be
aiuay to some ethereal region where sense, and s h a k e n , and broken down from its present
body, and all in the shape either of an audible arrangements ; and thrown into such fitful
sound, or of tangible substance, were unknown. \ agitations, as that the whole of its existing
And hence that strangeness of impression j framework shall fall to pieces ; and with a
which is_ ielt by you, should the supposition l i e a t s o l e r v e n t a s l o ] m . l t i t 3 m o s t s o l i d e l e .
be offered, that in the place of eternal bless- ments, it may be utterly dissolved.*
And
edness, there will be ground to walk upon; t h u s m a v the o a r t h ^ m become without
or scenes of luxuriance to delight the cor- ; f o r m a n d v o i d j b u t w i t l 1 0 U t one particle of
poreal senses ; or the kindly intercourse of i t s s u b s U m c e going i n t o annihilation. Out
friends talking familiarly, and by articulate o f the ruins of this second chaos, may another
converse together ; or, in short, anything h c a v e n a n d a n o t h e r e a r t h b e m a d e t o a r i s e .
that has the least resemblance to a local ter- and a new materialism, with other aspects
ritory, filled with various accommodations, of magnificence and beauty, emerge from the
and peopled over its whole extent by crea- wreck of this mighty transformation; and
tures formed like ourselves, having bodies the
th world
ld be
b peopled
l d as before,
bf
ith th
with
the vasuch as we now wear, and faculties of per- rieties of material loveliness, and space be
ception, and thought, and mutual conmiuni- lighted up into a firmament of material
cation, such as we now exercise. The com- splendour."-/;,·. Chalmers.
mon imagination that we have of paradise \
on the other side of death, is, that of a lofty
cerial region, where the inmates Jhat in ether,
or are mysteriously suspended upon nothing,
—wiiere all the warm and sensible accom- I N T H i a
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spiritual element, that is meagre and imperccp"
tible, and utterly uninviting to the eye of mor- From the Southern Literary
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tals here below—where every vestige of mateT l l e
rialism is done away, and nothing left but cerInefficiency of the Pulpit,
tain unearthly scenes that have no powers of
appliances
W l I E N
w e
CO hsider the vast
allurement, and certain unearthly ecstasies, f a b r O a d in this country for the propagation
with which it is felt impossible to sympathize, j o f Christianity, is not every serious and reThe holders of this imagination forget all the flective mind surprised and disheartened at
while, that there is really no essential connec- \ t ] , e apparently poor and inadequate result?
tton between materialism ami sin--that the · T h e r e a r e i n t h e U l ) i t c d > S t a t e s > p e r h a p s ,
world which we inhabit had all the ampli- ijorty.fiVli
thousand evangelical churches—-and
tude and solidity of its present materialism j adding various irregular places of worship,
before sin entered into it—that God, so iar, ι l h e number would reach sixty five thousand.
on that account, from looking slightly upon <;T h e r c a r e m o r c t b a n t h i r t l h ( ) l l s . U K j
rQgu]iir
it, atter it had received the last touch of his j m i n i s t c r s ; besides an irregular Methodist
creating hand, reviewed the earth, and the ; c ] e r K y o f s o m e thirteen thousand local
waters, and the firmament, and all the green \ p r e a c h e r s ; making in all forty-three thousherbage, with the living creatures, and the | a n d preachers οι the Gospel.} A very reman whom he had raised in dominion over S 1 ) c c t a b l ( i proportion of these men are the
them, and He saw every thing He had made, j b o s l educated men in the country. The
and behold it was all VERY GOOD. They for-j o t h c r s > a r C j p C r ] ! a p S ) m e n taken from the
get that on the birth of materialism, when it j p e o j c >a n ( 1 s e n t o u t t o pread^ o n account,
stood out m the freshness of those glories i t m a y b e presumed, of their speaking facuU
which the great Architect of Nature had t 5 e s > O n c d a y i n e v c r y W ( H i k i a appropriated
impressed upon it, and then » the Aliening \ t o t h i s b u d y i t b e l O n g s exclusively to them.
Stars sang together, and all the Sons of God /
shouted for joy," They forget the appeals \ * T h i s ^ f l c t i o n . P e t c r t w o n l s h e r e used did not
that are made everywhere in the Bible to \ refer to the terrestrial strata.—ED. HER.
this material workmanship—and how, from . + T f h a t i9> l}\e twng,ti»e 65,uoo call "Gospel? w; Inch
ρ
,.
- - i i i
ι ,.
is not " T H E G O S P E L , " b u t a h e a t h e n version of the
the face of these visible heavens, and the gar- ^ same.—ED. HER.
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No busy hammers, no holiday pageants, no \ ΛΥο presume no one, on taking this view
extra play-bills, as at Paris, no government- j of the matter, will doubt that the result of
bands as at London, break in upon the sol- \ pulpit ministrations, taken as a whole, is
emn stillness of the day. All is tranquil, J enormously inadequate. No one, we think,
quiet. The sabbath bells (most dulcet j can fail to see, that such a vast system of
sound !) peal forth with unobstructed voice appliances ought to make an impression befrom every spire in the land every seventh yond what has followed from it. The press,
day in the year. Public sentiment gives lor example, another power of the present
its sanction to the consecrated observance, ^ age—clashing, diverse, multiform as it is—
The arm of the Law restrains all secular en- > exercises an authority that has overshadowed
gagements. From so many pulpits, twice \ every other ; and why should a body, organor three times, on that day, proceeds one > ized, compact, acting in concert, make itself
general and uncontradicted testimony. " Ti- j less felt ? There are fifteen hundred editors
dings of great joy" are proclaimed from < in the United States, and forty odd thousand
every mountain-top aud in every valley, week I ministers; which are the most potent ? We
after week—with the grandest of themes to mean in themselves, independent of the ininspire, and the most tremendous of sanc- trinsic authority and prestige of their subject
tions to enforce. This makes no reference matter ? Certainly religion exercises in this
to the innumerable week-day exercises con- country a very large and widely-reaching
ducted by ministers, which in the way of influence ; but mainly this proceeds from a
regular sermons, prayer-meetings, revival momentum already acquired—from an enservices, miscellaneous addresses, &c, &c, ergy long ago accumulated ; and the question
would swell the number of appeals per week to be considered is, how much do the existon this one topic, to the number of at least \ ing ministry add to the acting force ? What
eighty thousand. Imagine a disciplined band 1 accession do they contribute to its velocity
"of thirty thousand men, (saying nothing of and ' volume ?
the irregular Methodist licentiates,) steadily
What then is the explanation of these
enforcing one cause, week after week ! Men, things ? What will account for the obvious
too, of respectability and intelligence ; with discrepancy between
so much expenditure
an audience, by associations and education, .dU{[ s u c h mea«rre returns ?
p
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Putting aside, then, this question of super- Here is piety, earnestness, learning, faithfulnatural influences, we propose to inquire ness, activity; what should there be to
why it is that the Christian ministry do ) obstruct ? What was the increase of the
not effect more than seems to result from so \ Presbyterian Church during the year last
much labor. We confine our inquiry to i reported ? The Old School numbered in 1854
this country, though it will apply also to \ two hundred and twenty-five thousand memthe evangelical pulpits of England and Scot- bers ; in 1855, two hundred and thirty-three
thousand—an increase of eight thousand,
land.
A writer in the Edinburgh Review has about one to every twenty-eight. The New
divided the church parties of the English School numbered, in 1854, one hundred and
church into the High-church, the Low- forty-one thousand members; in 1855, one
church and the Broad-church. We would hundred and forty-three thousand—an individe the churches (evangelical) of our crease of two thousand, about one in eighty.
country into the Democratic, the Conserva- The ministers of the Old School church
tive and the Genteel. The first will embrace numbered, in 1854, two thousand two hundthe Methodist and Baptist denominations ; red ; those of the New School sixteen
the second, the various Presbyterians, the hundred. The number of converts to each
Congregationalists, &c, and the third the minister of the first, was three and two
Episcopal Church. For the purpose of our thirds ; to each minister of the second, about
inquiry, we class together, first, the Episco- one. Sixteen hundred preachers preach a
pal, Presbyterian, Congregational, Luther- whole year, and each of them has at the end
ian, Dutch Reformed, &c, Churches, and of the period one convert.
proceed to a consideration of the causes
On the other hand, take that portion of
affecting their denominational development. the Episcopal Church in which religion is
We shall subsequently take up the Method- not a mere system of posturing, of fashion,
ist and Baptist Churches with reference to or of elegant sentiment, and where will you
the same question, premising that we regard meet a more refined and beautiful Christithe causes operating in the two cases to anity?* What church besides this could
obstruct the progress of Christianity as, in have produced that glorious and saintly
most respects, essentially different.
miuister, Henry Martyn? The modesty,
Take the Presbyterian Church (Old and the purity, the simplicity, the truthfulness,
New School). Here is a body numbering the self-denial, the delicacy, the refinement,
say three hundred and seventy-six thousand. the zeal, the culture, the sweetness of temper
There are, perhaps, four thousand ministers. —was not he the true forth putting of the
They are the best educated class of men in ) true, real, apostolical Church of England ?
the community. In the way of general / It seems harder (as compared with other
information and polite culture, unless the ί denominations) for the Episcopal Church to
Congregational ministry be an exception, throw itself cordially into the great popular
there is no question of it. That they are evangelical movement of the day,- but when
good men no one will have a doubt of it.* it does do so, how entire, and single-minded,
That, as a body of Christians, they are and unreserved the consecration! How
faithful, devout, laborious, will be as freely j pure, how true, how hearty the cooperation !
admitted. Take them generally, their piety >Then, all the graces of Christianity seem to
is of a high type. They are earnest, sin- ί acquire new vigor from all that is pleasing
cere, humble Christians·! They give their \ and beautiful in the politer circles of social
lives to their work. They toil year after ί life. Here we find a clergy that are all
year on small salaries—often in trying situa- \ emphatically gentlemen. They are no less
ltions—for
i n n s — f o r thp.
1ίη1,ο<Ί to.
in \ faithful, earnest, laborious, than those we
the ρ.η.ηκρ
cause tliov
they Η.ΓΡ
are linked
have just spoken of. They are also men of
* There can he no doubt of the contrary. Jesus \ education. What are the statistics of the
said to one, " Why callest thou me good ? There is \ Episcopal Church by the last returns? In
none good but one, that is God." Shall we, then, ad- ί 1853, there were one hundred and five
mit the undoubted goodmanship of the clergy who
blaspheme the truth, and live by the merchandize of \ thousand members of the Episcopal Church
BOUIS, pretending to cure them for a price, but leaving ) in the United States ; in 1854, there were
tneir disease untouched ? Do we call quacks, pretend- J one hundred and seven thousand. The iners, empirics, "good men ? " Nay, impostors rather!
) crease is two thousand, about one and one
— E D . HER.
t Piety of a high type. How many types of piety ί fourth to each minister.
are there? Which the highest, which" the lowest?
The Bible only recognises one, the obedience of > One of the chief obstacles in these
k-

faith," all other pieties are phrenological excitations
merely. Presbyterian high type is pharisaic; they
appear to unenlightened men to be righteous; but
they who understand New Testament Christianity
deny that they are " Christians," and reject their piety
as spurious.—ED. HER.

* Beautiful Episcopal Christianity ! Beauty of
the whited sepulchre typo; the burning beauty,
rather, of the eldeat harlot daughter of its Roman
mother.—ED. IIEB.
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churches to a more rapid and marked suc- dream-like music breathes through the
cess lies, we believe, in the character of their spacious aisles. And presently, " The Lord
preaching. Eleven thousand "Presbyterian is in his Holy Temple, let all the earth keep
and Episcopal sermons arc delivered every silence before him," from a clear, chaste voice,
week, and how are they delivered? Ac- initiates the pageant. The different parts
customed as we are to good speaking in this of the service are then more or less devoutly
country, let any one saunter some Sunday gone through—one of the most splendid
into (for example) a Presbyterian church. and imposing rituals that the imagination
After hearing the choir sing a hymn or two, has ever conceived, and one the most calcuand one very short and one enormously long lated to touch and impress an imaginative
prayer, the preacher commences the main heart. A hymn is then read from the chanservice of the occasion. He is boxed up in cel, and sung in the gallery; and then twentya pulpit. He would think it sacrilege if he five minutes are devoted to the reading of a
omitted to take a text, and accordingly a \ perfectly unexceptional and elegant productext he takes, applying naturally, or in the tion.
way of conceit, to his subject. With this
And that is the trumpet-call erst uttered
placarded thus in imagination above him,
and which/according to his taste, he recurs to " in the wilderness," and which was thundered
constantly as a sort of refrain, he launches at Cesarea before Felix and Drusilla, touching
out into his discourse, which will be sensible, that " righteousness, temperance, and judgeor decorous, or fanciful, or vapid, but always ment to come"!
formal—the sermon is written out. The
This is the dainty method by which the
speaker has conic there with a discourse in tremendous import of the Gospel—like arrowhis pocket, and its apothegms and its appeals root to the dying—is communicated to the
he gives over to his auditors, whenever he mawkish stomachs of the higher society.
can lay his finger on them. On their part,
How often is a true, manly, straight-forward
the congregation come to hear a sermon ;
yes, they come to hear a sermon; a certain address heard in such a pulpit ?
amount is to be dispensed, and a general
Such are no highly colored pictures of
assent to be returned, and the church breaks the preaching we hear in Presbyterian and
up, and all go home. The sermon is criti- Episcopal churches. Of minor points we
cised, the sentiments may be applauded, and will not just now speak. We commenced by
it is considered very good advice, and there speaking of the sermon. Here, as we have
the matter ends.
said, lies, we believe, one of the great and
No one heart has been touched, not one main obstacles to the success of these churemotion awakened, not one resolution adopt- ches. It is in the mode of the preparation,
ed. Not a human being, it may be, but, in and delivery, of these sermons, that is to be
a general way, has assented to or admired found in a great measure, we think, the
the sermon ; not one who, especially, and source of that barrenness of results which*
with a personal application, has grappled characterizes this preaching. The Sunday
address is prepared in the closet as a paper to
with its thoughts in his heart.
How poor to such a listener such a speech- be read, or as a discourse to be declaimed
making as this ; after listening to the fervid from a manuscript, and the mind becomes
appeals in the forum, where every sentence directed rather at a certain abstract theme,
strives towards a mark, or to the varied, than on the audience itself as a body of living men to be incited to real action.
easy familiar elocution of the stump!
The great question to be decided is, whether
Perhaps our adventurer has found his
way into an Episcopal church. There is a written sermons are effective?- We assume,
death-like propriety. All is still as the for such is the case, that the organizations in
grave. It is a " dim religious" edifice. There question do write their sermons. We know
is stained glass, and lofty groined arches. the vast difference of opinion that exists on
People step about as if the ground were ι his subject. We know how many of the
haunted. A genteel grave sexton moves most highly intelligent advocate it a priori.
mysteriously from pew to pew. There are But our convictions are not at all the less
solemn texts starting out from the walls. implicitly established : we are, almost withThe great emblem of Christianity is there out a wavering of opinion, decisively fixed in
broadly prominent, and now ingeniously our conclusion, that MS. sermons are the
evolved. Fashionable ladies and gentlemen, \ bane of these churches—and hang upon their
no one knows how, gradually fill the church. j ministries like a pestilential vapor, when it
A solemn form comes silently forward in a i behoves that they should be breathing the
stately robe, and, amid multitudinous folds, free and open air. It is like the dry and
dramatically kneels in prayer. A straiu of sickly temperature of a close and heated room,
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when what is wanted is the pure and life- ing to murder his family and servants; he ie
fraught warmth of the light from Heaven.
filled with emotion; he wishes to plead for
their lives; he wishes to put forth that poThe great object of the preaching of the
tent spell of human eloquence; how shall he
Gospel, is to produce a certain result. The
great end is a certain practical effect.
Any proceed ? Shall he call for pen and paper
contrivance, however respectable; any ap- and write out the considerations ?—or shall
pliance, however elegant, is utterly worthless he loose the faculties that God has given
which does not conduce to this object. We him, and pour forth from his impassioned
hold in all things, that the great aim should heart the warm and living current of pure
be, to be practical. That system of farming and true emotion ? Or let us suppose the
is best which is practical; that system of gentleman has been captured; and some idle
law is best which is operative ; that scheme day in the shade—like Caleb Williams in
of ology is best which produces ; that meth- the fiction—should undertake to appeal to
od of preaching is best which convinces—and the robber band on their enormities and
leads to action. In the most of the ordinary crimes. Should he best read to them from
affairs of life human necessities soon adjudi- a moralist in his pocket, or prepare for the
cate how a thing is to be conducted. An occasion some well-ordered discourse ; or
individual soon finds where his efforts arc to should he speak to them directly—in the lanbe directed, and the stern voice of hunger, guage of human nature—and with the abor one equally as imperious, soon blows to sence of all effort—and in such tones as
the winds any visionary edifice. In effecting would seem appropriate ?
any great moral objects—the result of which
The whole error proceeds from a radical
does not immediately bear upon our current misapprehension of what public speaking
necessary wants—there is a wider margin consists in. We understand all effective
left for the dreamer; and speculative sys- public speaking to mean eloquence. Now,
tems often gasp on for centuries, before what constitutes eloquence ? What suffices
their utter futility has been universally as- to make a man eloquent ? Our answer is,
sented to. How long any system of edu- that every sensible, unaffected, earnest discourse
cation may be fortuitously prosecuted, when is eloquent. Let a man be sensible ; let him
it is utterly unprofitable! How long any be natural; and let him be in earnest ; and
political measure may be clung to with he will be eloquent. Whatever impresses a
bigotry, when the evils it refers to have been man is eloquent. Whatever gesture even
wholly unmitigated! From one cause to expresses a human sympathy is eloquent.
another—perhaps mainly from indolence—it Even in conversation, every unaffected, earhas become in some churches now almost nest-minded man, who talks good sense, is
universal to use MS. sermons. These are pleasing — or, in other words, eloquent.
read more or less strictly according to cir- Every such person gets the attention.
What
cumstances. The address may be prepared then has a public speaker to do ? H e is to
specially for the occasion—or it may, as oc- address a jury. In the first place, of course,
casion offers, be brought out by the minister the matter must be sensible; on his part, all
from his treasures "new and old."
that is necessary is simplicity of manner,
and seriousness of purpose. Jf he has no
The great end, we say, of preaching is to purpose, he will not be eloquent. If he is
convince—or it may be persuade. The world not charged with a thought, he cannot fill
is regarded as a ruined and fallen race—a rep- with that energy another intelligence. Or
robate and blighted species—and to its vast even if he is, he must deliver it simply—he
multitudes comes a missionary of the cross must not do violence to nature. Such a
proclaiming a method of safety, and invoking man, if he has a story to tell, will be listenthe sin-enthralled victims to hearken to his ed to.*
message. The audience is admitted to be
The question arises then, can these condione the most deaf to the subject-matter addressed to them ; the interests are allowed to tions, on the occasions of public speaking,
be the most momentous that can concern a be met by a written discourse ? Our anthinking intelligence. How should this mes- swer is, that as a general thing, they caunot.
sage be conveyed ? Will rose-colored paper One of the essential elements is absent at
and an adjustment of didactic proprieties ι once. We mean the naturalness of the pro—or a dull, sleepy dissertation in theology or f
ethics—re-fire such an element ? Will even
an able, sensible, well-digested dissertation,
be the method of reaching those men ? I<et
us suppose a case. A band of higway robbers have waylaid a gentleman on the road ;
they have taken his effects and are proceed-

* Paul says, " I came not to you with excellency of
speech or of wisdom (that is, with the eloquence
and wisdom of the Greeks) declaring unto you the
testimony of God ; my speech, and my preaching was
not with enticing words of man's wisdom; but in de
monstration of spirit and of power; that your faith
Bhould not stand on man's wisdom, but in the power
of God." Such preaching as this the sermonizera cannot attain to.—ED. HEK.
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The same considerations apply to a writcedure. There must be a propriety in the
action. We will illustrate what we mean— ten speech. The audience is promiscuous.
the subject matter of a conversation may be They are to be addressed according to cirvery sensible, and a man may be very much cumstances. The feelings of the speaker,
impressed with the topic in question : but and the " environment" to (use one of Carthe very moment his discourse begins to be lyle's words) of the occasion, must modify
formal, it ceases to impress any second par- tliG manner and the subject-matter. There
ty. If he uses a manuscript, or if he con- is the same appearance of formality in pullverses memoriter, the sympathy is dissipated, ing out a manuscript. There is the same
and the attention is withdrawn. Indeed, recoil from the regular set-to that is unaearnestness cannot well express itself through voidably suggested. There is the same want
such a medium. Earnestness modifies itself of flexibility in running current with the
by the temperature around it. It conforms shifting'modifications of thought. The diitself to the thousand fluctuating accidents rectness—the simplicity — the subtle and
of the moment. In seeking expression, it sympathetic fluctuations of language—the
moulds its utterances to the shifting media impalpable and inter-penetrative refinements
that they encounter. The warmth of the of intonation·—the shading or re-touching of
object toward which it tends, governs the the current thought—the lowering or makfervor with which it goes forth. Its alter- ing room for the tone of emotion—these and
nations are instantaneous, and it passes with a thousand unappreciable accidents cannot
unappreciable rapidity from one form of be met, any more in a discourse than a conmanifestation to another. When it may versation, by the unyielding and rigid mould
nearly have reached its object, the observa- of a written preparation. It is almost imtion of some condition in that, may instan- possible, until the moment arrives, for any
taneously carry it to its destination, differ- one to foresee what will be precisely approing entirely in the tone and movement it had priate to the occasion. There must not be
in its inception. The fixed character of any pedantry. The speaker must exhibit the
writing—until the hearer shall have volun- most perfect ease. Κ ο expression must ever
tarily placed himself in the condition of the rise higher than the tone of the audience at
reader—is utterly at war with all this. The each precise instant, nor fall below it. The
appearance of any effort repels at once any very moment this is done the speaker ceases
one who is listening to language. The taste to be natural, and excites disapprobation.
requires a simplicity and a flexibility on the A speaker should indicate the appearance
part of the speaker which can hardly be dis- of confidence—the appearance of sympathy.
There should seem to be a community bepensed with.
Therefore, in conversation—even if a man tween him and his audience. He should
has earnest feelings—any formality or stiff- have the absence of reserve—a directness in
ness is at once repudiated. The whole thing his manner—which should at once awaken
must be simple—the whole thing must be fellowship. To attempt this with something
natural. The observations may not be in- formally gotten up, is unnatural on the menherently stiff or formal—but only· relatively tion of it.
as regards the circumstances. If individuals
We think, therefore, the same objections
were all very philosophical persons, and will- —at least in a very considerable degree—
ing to place themselves at the point of the lie, as to this point of naturalness, against a
speaker, the matter might not be stiff, might written speech, as against a written colloquy.
not be formal, but people are not philoso- On the same reasoning employed with regard
phers—they are not willing (and very prop- to the latter, it is equally difficult, with a
erly) to be approached in this way. They manuscript address, to exhibit any earnestdo not place themselves at the point of view ness. Earnestness, as we have said, always
of the discourser ; it is his part to draw expresses itself naturally, and when it atthem there, lie must take them in the pas- tempts to find utterance through any other
sive, relaxed state he finds them, and address medium, it is shocked and driven back.
them accordingly. To this the speaker must (No man can be in earnest in speaking to
adapt himself. Any very formal discourse another, unless he meets with sympathy—
—anything savoring in any degree of labor unless he is understood—unless he is attended
—anything evidently gotten up—will at once to.) And the very nature of earnestness is
appear incongruous, and no man who is -in to adapt itself to circumstances, and to conearnest could adhere to such a formula.
Earnestness, therefore, as well as fidelity to faith as delivered to the Saints." Let the clergy learn
the faith," let them cordially embrace it, let them
nature, would inevitably be excluded from a "discard
their sermons, and then plead for it as if
conversation or writing*.
they believed it, " earnestly;" it' such a course were
, possible for them, the evil the writer deplores would
* Therefore James says, " Contend earnestly for the 5 be corrected, But the case is hopeless.—ED. HEB.
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form to propriety. The very moment a man reading is inherently as efficient as speaking.
gets up to speak, he must not only be charg- Even Dr. Chalmers is said to have been
ed with his subject, but he must go about ex-: more powerful in his extemporaneous efforts.
pressing himself in intelligible language— \ There are minds (one in a thousand, perhaps,)
the language of the multitude. He breaks; that can re-produce the precise course of
down at once, the very moment he ceases j feeling they originally experienced in the
thus to utter himself. He is thrown out of \ composition of a sermon, that can call up
rapport with his audience—there is nothing again, with the same vivid distinctness, and
in common between them. However much, the same tone of emotion,—in spite of the
then, he may have his subject at heart, his effort to remember, or the effort to read—
speech is no longer earnest—for he has ceased the very same conceptions previously experito be understood—and the language of pas- enced—and that can exercise the self-massion is at once abated, when it meets with tery to hand them over in this manner,
no sympathy. And all this, supposing that weeks after their production, to a proeven the speaker is able to sympathise him- miscuous company. The memoriter speaker
self with what he had previously written, may do this, and make a most effective
[to sympathise with it in the very manner he speech : the reading speaker may have read
did originally when he composed it.] But with feeling, and moved his hearers with his
the remarks already made with regard to written reflections ; but the first will have
conversation, and the reader's own reflections, been a most difficult and paiuful effort ; the
(with some qualifications to be presently j second will have been no speech at all, but
noted,) will amply establish this point.
j have only evinced how much may be even
We announce, therefore, this conclusion, accomplished by good reading Very few
that it is extremely difficult for a written persons, as we have said, can do the first, and
discourse to be a good speech. This is the very few can do the second. Frequently
Vl1
conclusion wee would come to on an a priori] the
* "manuscript
' " " — i v -speaker
i ' —combines
' — - the
— two
7view. The essentials of eloquence cannot \m e t h o d s ' r c a d m £ -sometimes, and speaking
f r o m memory
memor
a t
others
H i s
a d d r e s s
w l U
:
be complied with.
we <
with We do not mean (as
'«- —
y
·
have before intimated) that the writing it- be effective just in proportion as he counterfeits
real
speaking.
self may not be eloquent. Inherently, it may
be a very fine composition. But we speak i But as to any capacity of pleasing generof it as to the purpose in hand. We speak j ally by reading a discourse, we do not believe
of it as a speech. We regard it as intended J in it—we mean comparatively speaking. It
to be communicated orally to a mixed ' requires, first, the talent to write what will
| sound well when delivered, and, secondly,
audience»
I the talent to induce a mixed audience to
But one will tell us, that after all, written j ,.
to them. The memorn
discourses are impressive ; they are listened ; iter
( l s t emethod,
™
we believe, is far more specious.
to : men are wrought upon by them : they >We know that men frequently—and it is
are delivered in an impassioned, fervid spirit: '
to conceive of it—prepare elaborate
great preachers do adopt this method of', c a s >
.. ,,
- ,-, . Λ . +,
Ί
ipeaking. A distinction must be drawn here o r a t ' ° f ' and recite them on tins plan in the
most
s t p Ieloquent
t manner.
a
Rr
between the ordinary manuscript preaching, ™ ™™> ™ ''" But in either of these cases, what a strugand the memoriter method of pronouncing
an address. They are by no means the same. \ogle must it be for the speaker (unless he reads
We think far more can be urged in behalf \ out and out) to keep his thoughts before him
of this, than in favor of the usual half-speak-j—to keep their ranks unbroken! How
ing, half-reading, method which prevails, j difficult to re-produce precisely the original
As to the instances of men having succeeded i train of emotion ! to keep up the delicate
well on the manuscript plan, Samuel Davies, \ poise that is to be maintained in the audience !
Dr. Chalmers, Mr. Wadsworth of Philadel- I A speaker may work his audience up to his
phia, are eminent examples. Of the brilliant J state of mind—but to keep them in that atoratory that may be exhibited on the memor- ί titude with a rigid train of thought, that
iter method, the French pulpit, and our or- ! has nothing to yield on its part, and must
dinary formal orations on certain special j rely altogether on sustaining its tone—is
occasions, are instances affording sufficient ; difficult exceedingly. If the discourse is
proof. We hear also constantly in our pul- from a manuscript, there are constant interpits most impressive discourses read from ruptions, from difficulties in catching the
the manuscript. We have only to say, that sentences. If delivered memoriter, the
we believe such a speaker as Dr. Chalmers slightest jar confuses every thing instantasucceeded in spite of his method—which we neously : a slip of memory, or some agitaregard as essentially vicious. A man may tion of mind, or inattention on the part of the
read with power, but it does not prove, that audience, will produce disorder throughout.
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And, then, whatever may be adduced of act. To impart certain opinions : to arouse
the effects of this speaking (and we have certain feelings : to communicate certain
seen something of it,) can there be the same facts : this may be done in writing : but you
directness of approach that there is where must see a man whom you want actually to
the speaker sees precisely what is wanted, put in motion. And so again, in the matter
and deports himself accordingly ? Suppos- of speaking, these opinions, these feelings,
ing that a very successful, eloquent oration these facts, may often as well be communicaof this sort has produced a certain general ted in a written discourse, as after (what is
impression—does it reach down immediately called) the ex tempore method : but to induce
to the individual conviction like a straight action, a more immediate and unembarrassed
forward, direct, hand-to-hand appeal ? Wien appeal is necessary. The more impassioned,
a man gets up, and speaks right off, bringing the more earnest, the more deeply solicitous
himself at once in contact with his audience a man is, the more thoroughly, the more ab—with nothing pretentious—with nothing solutely ho dispenses with all forms. All
high-flying—with nothing " philosophical"— the prepared appeals in the world would not
with nothing didactic—but simple, plain, suffice lor a person to cry to a drowning
outspoken, earnest—how it reaches the heart! man. If the imperilled man were stupefied
Plain men sit under the overshooting rever- or perhaps reckless, and the alarmist would
berations of that deep-throated artillery. It excite him from his lethargy, that cry must
must be remembered, that the audience is be as piercing and as home-reaching as pospromiscuous—rough, blunt men—that have sible. To induce that man to strike out and
a sympathy like yours, if you will approach swim, the movements of passion must be
them as a man. There is a tie between you, perfectly uncontrolled. So if there is a
if you will give them your confidence. They storm approaching, how should we attempt
want nofinely-workedsentiments : no dainty to get the seamen to make provision against
moralities : no solemn harangues : no wire- it ? Or if a country is threatened with war,
drawn speculations: no scholastic discours- and there is a pressing demand for men,
ing : no attempts at fine writing, no general what sort of a speech would be apt to be
remonstrances: they want direct, personal most effective ? Just in proportion, it is evappeal: they want to be touched at the very ident, as the occasion is urgent—just in proquick of their natures: they want to be portion to the speaker's sense of any crisis
talked with as men with a man. If you in question—just in proportion as he is imcan do this in an elaborate oration, you are pressed with his subject—just in proportion
at liberty to write your sermons.
as he feels its tremendous associations—just
to that extent will he utter the voice of
There is a vast amount of importance to nature—will he draw from living waters.
be attached to this point : a written discourse may be equally pleasing with a spoken
It is implied in our remarks, that there
oue, without being as effective. I may hear are occasions on which written discourses
a very grand and a very eloquent written seem to be appropriate : to which we will
sermon, and may have been carried away add this qualification, that almost univerwith many passages—and even in a general sally such written discourses be delivered
way been led to serious thinkings—but this memoriter. Certain dissertations of a diis not the thing. The difficult point lies dactic character and certain formal orations
beyond all this : it is that last retreat of the are best, perhaps, delivered in this way.
carnal conscience, that citadel of reserve in But the exception appears hardly to militate
every human heart, which it is so difficult to against what we are mainly contending for.
carry. The main stand is made here. The Anything didactic or discursive, as has been
outworks are often broken down. Good res- said or intimated, is not intended to influence
olutions are constantly made. The great directly the action of men : it is generally
question is, how to carry this ? The fight addressed to meditative minds, and aims
here must be hand to hand. Conventional- rather to instruct the understanding, or to
ities must be thrown aside. Fine sentences please the imagination, than to incite to aceffect no opening. A general firing will ac- tivity. There are topics which call for sercomplish no advances. The only method is mons of this character ; but we are regardan assault. That wall must be scaled sword ing preaching in the main, we have said, as
in hand. Your parchments and your book directed to the one great point of a call to
sentiments must be thrown to the dogs. repentance, and as an attempt to bring the
The strong language of nature is now what heart to an active determination toward a
is wanted—no affectation—no labor—no new course of living. In a formal oration,
wordiness—no form.
it is almost universal to have it written out;
It must, we say, be remembered, that the but, on these occasions, no active effect is
object of preaching is to persuade men to aimed to be produced : certain general con-
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siderations (which the very occasion makes j house ?* How does the public man speak
formal) are usually presented : elegant del'm-1 to the masses ? We would curiously put the
cations are addressed to the fancy, elegant question, how does it happen that those
sentiments are clothed in fine language : and speakers in our country, whose business is a
the exhibition is usually denominated an \ practical matter, all speak ex tempore ? I t
" intellectual treat." Such a thing has its cannot, all be accident. I t cannot be merely
uses : but this is an oration : it is not pub-1 from the effect of a long custom. There
lie speaking. That is not the method to { must be a principle in it. There must be
move masses of men. A fine poem read an impelling cause, which has regulated of
might have produced a similar effect; b u t . itself how certain professional speakers were
the effect is not that aimed at by a man who \ to bring themselves in communication with
wants to make a man a Christian.
j the people.
But even to take the case of a didactic j What would any one think of a lawyer
discourse, how much feebler in its effect upon > who got up to address a jury with a manua company of promiscuous people would a • script speech spread out on a desk? How
written paper be, than the same sentiments ) many jurors would listen to him ? How
delivered in a familiar, popular way, by a many would go to sleep ? What contortions
man who understood how to speak !
and convolutions would his client conduct
. „ . . , „
.
S himself through, while the great facts of his
Ί.
We will not inquire how far written dis- j c a s e > the pregnant points in his evidence,
courses might be admissible, supposing every j w c r e t l m s being spun away into impractical
audience composed of studious, intelligent ; sv n O crizings, into impalpable
fantasies!
men. Perhaps (some may think) such men > f h a t a d r o i t l a w y c r s t a m l a t h e r G j
^ηογί\η[ζ
giving their attention to anything sensible, > w h a t h e l u i s t o d o l n a aifficult school he
might be readily enough reached hj a phil- j l i a s l e a r n e d h i m s d l · d e e p l y i n h u m a n
natur€t
osophical paper—]ust as a judge is often m > He knows that that rough man, with his
court. But we do not even credit this : ; h o r s e o u t a t t h e f e n c C ) d o e s u > t w a n t a n y filie
they would listen to the logical part of the > s e n timents. He knows that any abstracted
discourse, or they would give attention to m o d e o f reasoning—sensible as he is—would
its abstract discussions : but when it became { b e l l t t e r l y l o s t o n h i n L H ( J k n o w s t h a t r e .
a practical, individual matter ; every one of > m o t e l y planted premises, far reverted postuthem remonstrated with as a wicked and j l a t e s > s t r i k e n o c ] l 0 r d i n t h a t ron gh-hewn infallen creature, and called upon by the ι t c l l e c t > ( ; e i i e r a i considerations, compactlyspeaker to do a certain thing; we do not b u i l t argumentations, subtly-related trains
believe the written paper is the battery to J o t · thought, play around him innocuously,
use against them Here their intellectual- j T h e r c i s a c e r t a i l l s t y l e o f communication
ism would have the same torpor as among a ;; t h a t t h a t m a i J o a nu n d e r s t a n d . I t must be
less select circle, and they would be found j t h e i a l l i r U a g e he is accustomed to. J t must
to be men with like passions with others.
<;b e i u a m o u l d t h a t h e c a n appreciate. I t
But leaving all these speculations to take i must be strong, blunt, graphic unconstrained,
up our original qucstion-wlmt practically, • Let jio one think it may not be eloquent
is the method of reaching the masses ? Here ] ^ ! " n g ° t o l I C court-house, and see. Let
is an audience on every court-green, a congre- s h l i n l s t e n o l . l c e t o a r c a l I > ' ^! ( > ( i c o , u n t y c ° u r t
gation at every street-corner, how are these \ «l^kcr, and then to a « seminary preacher,
men to be preached to? In our cities, in \ l l lf.tlie language oi men ; the other is the
l l C i υΙ
our villages, in our mountains and valleys, ! 8tl|I 1 t ! IIM ;" l « o i h o f s ·
|° c . o l l l c « . r i r ? s l
on our frontiers and at our wharves, a teem- ' i i n . d \n ^ i l > u ! 1 1 » l l t t J r c ·. ^K ;( ) l f r w ^ h c i a l ,
in- population of human beings are supposed ) ***">]* f*> abstract. 1 he advocate has a
to be perishing. How shall they be cried ! ? P f l a e l u * ' F e l i c e ; he has a distinct obto? Shall a man go to them with a volume ! -! e c t ^ ^ } ^
^ h ellllds ",^11^111^
of sermons, or a bundle of iMSS., and under- i m appioaclung it. 1 here is no difficulty in
take to fix upon them a conviction of wicked- \ g i v i n g when there is something to be said,
ness and a resolution of amendment? D i d ! ^ v ° ™i»i>eU ^ a » y K ^ t loss for words
Paul stand thus on that Athenian hill? ] ) i d when he «s pleading lor mercy ; no lawyer
Peter cry thus on that day of Pentecost ?jl r f ever embarrassed when he understands his
Called (Jeorge Whith'eld thus to thoso Kings- .
~
wood colliers ? i l o w are these tilings ('Oil-' * A lawyer, though he preaches for ]tay, does so
, ,·
in
ιτ· · >
. η
ι
,Λ } with eurneistness, thut he may convince the jury and
Ί
ducted in worldly aflaus ! J l o w iloes th<; • ( U . t V s l t h i a()1)1 , O nent:; that in· may obtain his" client a
representative of any secular itlea promul- quUtj>ro quo, and by zeal lor the intevosts of his em-

gate it through the world If
n

.

,

\ Κ,^,'ΐ^,^ ,'Κ'-

ι ·

-ι

^^ii^llf

^

j ν out convincing, as though he T)roselyted his tens.—

How does the lawyer speak in the court \ ED. HKUALD.

Approves the Best, and yet the Worst j)urs//cs.
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case. lie sees clearly that he wants a par- efficient. The language of it, and the manticular thing done, and he feels a deep in- ner of it, is not the way to reach the great
terest that it should be done, and he speaks soul of humanity. The more direct—the
plainly what he has to say : and he speaks more personal—the more real its vivid utternaturally and earnestly. It need not be said ances, the more instant, the more abounding,
that men can't speak ex tempore. They·' will be its results. Every thing that tends
can speak ex tempore. It is done every day. to break down the barrier between the clergy
It is done habitually by a whole class of and the people, will tend to bring the latter
speakers before every court. And these more in fellowship and in sympathy with
men speak well, too ; they speak incompar- their teachers. Let the preacher get up in
ably better than the pulpit. Their speaking his congregation as a man. Let him stand
produces in the aggregate a much greater forth there as one of the people. Let him, as
Alexander Campbell, we thought once,
effect.
Again, let us take tlie stump. Let us see happily did it, address his " fellow-citizens."
(To be continued.)
how our politicians address themselves to the
masses. Did any one ever see a MS. on the
stump? Now here is a sort of abstract
topic, if you choose, as the topics of the Qlnaltcta
Qrpistolaria.
pulpit are sometimes called, and the practice
is, for speakers universally to speak without
manuscripts—and perhaps, also, universally Approves the Best, and yet the Worst
Pursues.
without having committed their speeches.
We ask for the explanation of this. These
Bear Sir,—I recently sent some proposimen speak like the lawyers. They are tions to the Baptist preacher, who deals in
equally practical, equally acquainted with spiritual merchandize at the Barrens, to this
the people. No one will deny, that as a class effect:
their speaking is very fine. Compared with
1. Eternal life is a matter of promise;
pulpit addresses, their speeches are strikingly
effective. We do not mean that they often
2. The eternal life of man is hid in the
convert a partizan from one side to the Christ who is the Prince of Life ; and,
other. That has its own explanation ; but
3. Eternal life is conditional.
we mean that they make good speeches.
Jfe argued them all, and in concluding,
How easy their manner is towards their
audience ! How perfectly good-fellowly and said, " they were certainly true;" and yet he
invitative of confidence! What an entire preaches immortal soulism. How absurd !
Another of their order recently at the
absence of all stillness—all pedantry—all
embarrassment—all effort ! How familiar same place, said, that to teach that Christ
their style—and how carelessly they vary it Jesus would reign on the earth was carnal.
If so, 1 think that you could show that all
from one key to another !
the prophets and apostles were carnal ; for
The pulpit is the only place where manu- they teach it unmistakably to the convicscript speeches are made. Our deliberative tion of every ingenuous student of the Bible.
bodies all speak without writing. In our
Since our organization, we have been
State legislatures, and in Congress—as in
the House of Commons and the British principally their theme. They do not study
Senate—it is almost universal to speak as it the prophets, and are therefore unable to
is done at the bar and before popular meet- bring forth things " new; " and they soon
ings. Does any one suppose that John Kan- tell all they know from their school-books.
dolph ever wrote out his speeches? Or that Hence, the necessity of so often changing
Mr. Henry ever trusted to the fixed type of their preachers.
We shall be on the look out for your apa manuscript? We suppose Mr. Clay never
wrote a speech in his life. If any place pointment for this country.
would justify a written speech, it is a body
Your brother, in Israel's hope,
like our Senate, or the House of Commons.
J. M. STONE.
Ex tempore speaking is equally practiced at
HENDERSON, KENTUCKY,
our Temperance meetings—our scientific
March 7, 1857.
conventions—our religious anniversaries—
the associations, conference?, conventions,
general assemblies of our churches, &c,
&c.
The Warfare.
We think this is the duty of the pulpit,
DEAR SIR,—I cheerfully embrace this opto bring itself practically in contact with the portunity of forwarding my subscription for
masses. A system of easy writing is not v the Herald, which is your due, in the full
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Will Brother Magruder respond to
conviction that the laborer is worthy of his
hire; and that the information and instruc- the above ? If he cannot, perhaps brethren
tion you give through its pages are an ample Anderson or Passmore can. At present, it
is not in our power. We expect, indeed,
equivalent for its price.
It would be a pleasure if I could obtain to visit Virginia this year ; but cannot now
some subscribers for the extension of its proc- say precisely when.
EDITOR.
lamation ; but the people here in general,
have quite a different view, believing that
man has an immortal soul which receives at
death its rewards and destiny; and endors"He had no Faith."
ing all the articles of their Legion-cvceds,
BROTHER THOMAS, — I noticed in your
" for they are many : " so that the prospect
of enlargement hereabouts is not flattering. December Herald that the editor of the
If I were to give any encouragement and Expositor had denied saying to me that he
admonition it would be, " Be strong in the had no faith when he was immersed ; and
Lord, and in the power of his might," and that you gave the name of your informant,
in all your warfare handle " the sword of which was just what you should have done.
When I received the Expository I found
the Spirit, which is the word of God," and
under
the caption—Valid Immersion—Elder
no man shall set on you to hurt you.
Marsh there saying, that he did not wish to
The warfare is an obstinate one in this accuse the doctor or Brother Pierce of lying,
day of darkness and superstition. If ever but that the statement was incorrect, or in
men loved darkness rather than light, it is itself untrue, &c. Now, Brother Thomas,
in this our day ; for they seem to think, that I wish to say to you and to all that knew
any belief different from what they hold, is me, and to all that may become hereafter
heretical, no matter how plainly expressed acquainted with me, that I love Elder
in the Bible.
Marsh; and that I love him too well to
What a pedestal of sand professed "Christ- cover up his faults : and I trust that he has
endom " stands on! What a destruction the same respect for me. I will not, I dare
awaits it, when the enemy cornea in upon it not, disguise truth, or befog the eyes of
like a fleod!! Labor on ; " preach the others. What I said to you was strictly true.
Word ;" " hold forth the Word of Life," if Brother MacMillon (who was present at
the time in Elder Marsh's office) is a man
that by any means you may save some.
of stern integrity and ability ; and a more
Yours, with good will,
worthy man does not exist. I wish he were
M. P. CHAPIN.
better known among Christians; in short,
WOOSTER, INDIANA,
he may be called one of the noblest works of
March 23, 1857.
(Jod. But notwithstanding all this, he is
mistaken. It was not " on a specific point
of the Gospel as expounded by Dr. Thomas."
as Elder Marsh has said. The facts aru
A Macedonian Call.
DR. THOMAS,—There are four persons in these. Brother MacMillan and myself
this vicinity intelligent in the Gospel of the had been reading over Elder Marsh's
Kingdom, who are desirous of being im- articles on " Valid Immersion," and
mersed by you, if we could avail ourselves could not realize that it came from the
η of so worthy a man, that he should
of your valuable services. We have all
: so much in the fog, I could not bear
been immersed in the days of our ignorance, to have him " pulling at every post."
and are not at ease on account of our pres- We made an appointment to call on him at
ent condition in this matter. I think a his office. We found him there, and I at
series of lectures, at this place, either by you once broached the subject. We talked
or Brother Magruder (so I style him because with him alternately, trying to show him
I love him), would be a means of much good his error ; but it seemed difficult to bring
at this time. If you design visiting Virgi- him to a point. At last I said to him,
nia shortly could you not come here also ? " You are aware that the Apostle Paul says
If not, I will try to prevail on him to come. ί in Eph. iv. 4, 5,' that there is one Lord, one
Please let me know through the Herald.
1 Faith, and one Baptism,' and also * one Hope
Yours, in hope of an inheritance in the \ of the Calling ;' now the question lies here,
Kingdom and Age to come,
j Did you have the one faith, and the one hope 1
) we are called to, at the time you were immersed? '
J. BROSIUS.
" Oh," he replied, " we had no faith at all;
BOTETOURT SPRINGS,
we \vere in the school of Christ." But I
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA,
cannot believe, that a man is io the school
March 13, 1857.

Γ

School of Christ,
of Christ where such dogmas as the following are inculcated, or when he was teaching
them—namely, that all men have in thoei
immortal souls, that these are immaterial,
and constitute the man proper; and that
the body is a clog to the soul, and that at
death the immaterial thing leaves its prison,
and passes into a kingdom above, where
there is said to be neither time nor space :
by which traditions the lie direct is given to
Christ and the apostles, who have said that
" the meek shall inherit the earth," and that
that inheritance shall be for ever, &c. Call
that the school of Christ where such dogmas are taught! God forbid that I should
endorse such a sentiment. Call that the
school of Christ where traditions are delivered, which have neither the Bible nor
common sense to sustain them! The fact
is, our friend is in the fog ; and consequently has nothing but fog to fight with. I
have seen him, Brother Thomas, there before ; and when he got out he ^"as glad;
and I was glad to be able to forgive him for
calling me *' a Judaizer ; " and I believe, he
will do the same thing again. He cannot
walk in darkness long; and I must say to
you, what I have said to his face (and to
J. B. Cook's likewise), they have preached
so long what some people call " Gospel"
(and they supposed it was such themselves),
that the cross is too great to become " as
little children," and be rcimmersed. Their
ministerial dignity stares them in the face.
They probably feel a little, as did the Pharisees of old at Jordan ; they would not confess their sins to a man whose meat was
locusts and wild honey ; neither would they
be taught by that Nazarene, notwithstanding they were confounded by him in his
answers and teachings ; neither would they
be taught by those fishermen, although they
had the argument every time.
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ing men catching at straws; and, I think,
our friend is at that desperate pastime. I
see that in his Jan. No. 1, he publishes
from Elias Smith's New Testament Diction-

ary. He was the founder of the Christian
DENOMINATION, of which Elder Marsh was a
member. The latter seems to represent that
he was a true follower of Elias Smith ; but
that a large majority of them dissented from
the doctrines their nobles laid down, in consequence of which his sojourn with them
was not unfrequently marked with sore trials.
Now, if that be true, our friend did apostatize, though a little after his brethren.
When I moved to Rochester, which was in
the fall of '48, and began to teach the
things concerning the Kingdom, it seemed
to him like a curious doctrine; and he
made similar remarks to others; and in
speaking of me, he often branded me with
the epithet of " a Judaizer ;" and was much
opposed to such a doctrine. For eight
years, or more, of my acquaintance with him,
we have had many a long conversation upon the subjects at issue between yourself
and him: and this is the first intimation that
he ever believed such sentiments ; and not

longer ago than last winter he told me, that
at the time of his immersion he had nofaitht
but was in the school of Christ. Now,
Brother Thomas, when I get all these facts
into one compound, it presents to me a very
singular one. May God save him (with a
little sacrifice on his part) and dispel the
cloud of dust stirred up by his own feet;
and that we may all meet in the everlasting
Kingdom, is the prayer of your brother,
JOSEPH PIERCE.

ADDENDUM. — I see that things have
come to a crisis in Rochester, as I expected.
That spirit of which J. B. Cook is possessed
(he and others style it the Spirit oi Christ),
a strange one ; and one with which I wish
I am glad, Brother Thomas, to see that is
to have nothing to do, nor much to do with
you have patience with him. The dder is him
has it. They are in their own
a noble man. I have lived door-neighbor eyes who
perfect; but in mine, knowing their
to him, and know him " like a book." I conduct,
the reverse ; for I found them
would not hear him slandered, and not de- "sensual quite
and devilish," J. B. Cook being
fend his cause. He, I mean Marsh, means foremost and
chief. I have been iutimately
to be honest, and he is honest, long-suffering, acquainted with
him for years. At first, I
and kind ; he is easy to be entreated, except thought him one of
earth's finest (and I now
when his path is crossed. His honesty is seen
think he means well) ; but 1 have been comthen ; for he will not pass by the doctrine pelled
my wish, to change ray opinor by him that teaches it, with silent scorn ion of against
his merits. That spirit by which he
and contempt as many will; but he will is guided
him believe that he hath
fight himself into the belief of it, if he can- the whole makes
and cannot err ; though all
not overthrow it. I have been present in the truth hetruth
has got is borrowed from others.
his office, and heard him most shamefully I am acquainted
some obscure individabused by little upstarts, who were not fit uals from whom with
through the
to unloose his shoes, and he would bear it week, to deal outhe toborrowed
his congregation on
all.
Sunday. But when they differed with his
1 have often heard, Brother T., of drown- ) spirit on the Spirit, denying the presence in
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him of that Spirit which Christ our Saviour has a system of doctrine and a place, or house,
had—the Holy Spirit—which he sent on where it is delivered. The disciples or scholPentecost to bear" witness of Him, and to ars, in this school, are all they of whom He
glorify Him in the signs and wqnders with who is " THE RESURRECTION " says, " I will
which he confirmed the word of the apostles raise them up at the last day." In fact,
—J. B. Cook's spirit was incensed. Guided they are the schoolhouse as well as the scholby this spirit, by low cunning and intrigue, ars ; for it is written of them, " Christ's
he will plot at midnight, and mauce- house are we, if we hold fast the confidence
uvre to expel from his church men who and the rejoicing of THE HOPE firm unto
differ from his spirit, whose shoes he is not the end."—Heb. iii. 6. Now, concerning
worthy to unloose. I witnessed the opera- them, the Spirit in Isaiah and Jesus saith,
tion of that spirit at Rochester; and I ob- " T H E Y SHALL BE ALL TAUGHT
served that it converted J. B. Cook into any OF GOD."—John vi. 45. It is evident,
thing but a gentleman; much less a Christian, then,
deporting himself less honorably than a low
1. That " Christ's school" is where God
politician, made yet lower by the spirit of is the Teacher ;
grain.
2. That it is the company in the midst
Well, what spirit can we term it but " the
spirit of error ? " By this same spirit he of which God's truth is taught;
was very sanguine that his former Baptistic
faith was the truth ; by this same spirit he J 3. That that company is oomposed of
was afterwards taught to apostatize to Mil-< those who intelligently confess God's truth
lerism; by this same spirit he was moved ; concerning a certain and well-defined thing
to apostatize from Millerism to the medley | styled by him in his teaching " THE ONE
he now holds to be the truth : deny the gen- < HOPE OF THE CALLING ; and,
uineness of this spirit, and it quickly shows \ 4. That the recognised scholars are they,
the cloven foot. It is an evil spirit, and\ who " having heard and learned of the
ruinous to the possessed. That the truth I Father,11 lay hold of the confidence and remay enter in, and cast out the demon, that \ joicing of that Hope, and do not let go, but
he may be healed, and clothed in a right ί " holdfast to the end.11—Heb. x. 22, 23.
mind, is the sincere desire of his well-wisher.
JOSEPH PIERCE.

|

The SCHOOL OF ANTICHRIST is a rival

< establishment. It is divided into many
| classes, which arc designated
by divers
1
March 1857.
; " Names and Denominations: Its teaching
; is not uniform, as it contains many Rabbis
1 pledged to heterogeneous systems and
? opinions. The Spirit of the School is the
41
School of Christ."
\ spirit of " the Flesh of Sin," which inspires
\ them with sentiments in harmony with its
IN THE SCHOOL OF CHRIST WITHOUT FAITH ?
ί affections and desires. What they suppose,
Query.
: think, or imagine the Scriptures ought to
\ signify, that they affirm it teaches; and
A school, from the Latin schola, is a house
or place of instruction and discipline. It is\ what they manifestly declare contradictory
\ of the traditions of the Antichristian Rabbis,
also a system of doctrine delivered by a teacher
and his assistants. If a doctrinal system be ί these pronounce to be heretical; and retaught in that teacher's house which he j ceivable only in " a spiritual sense," that is,
repudiates, it is taught in his school in op-> as importing the contrary, or something
position to, or perversion of his school; and| different, to what is plainly expressed.
it is not difficult to understand, that such a
state of things is tolerated only till an op-ί The disciples of this school, like their
portunity favors for the teacher to expel ί teachers, are unanimous chiefly in darkening
such adversaries, or Satans, from his place ' the counsel of God by words without knowl\ edge. It is characteristic of them that
of instruction and discipline.
\ they speak what they wish, and all speak
But, if the Satanic teaching be not taught \ different things. Confusion worse conin his schoolhousc, but in some other place, | founded, is the real principle of their
then the teaching is in no sense in his school,\ " chairs." Instead of holding truth " firm
but in some other school, which becomes in \ to the end," they do not know when they
respect of his a hostile and rival establish- • have got truth, but are ever shifting and
ment.
\ changing from one set of opinions to another,
Now, " the Christ,71 in the sense of the| as in the case of our friend J . B. Cook and
ANOINTING SPIRIT whose name is JEHOVAH, : others. In this, their conduct is the very
MELUGEN GROVE, LEE, I I I . ,

Spiritualism" more attractive than the Bihle.
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opposite of the disciples of Christ's school. \ the same believing heart. The latter is as
When these come to understand the word \ much as a " true heart" can contain. It
of the truth of the Gospel of the Kingdom, ^ has no room for heathenism ; and immortal
they hold fast to the end. They do not be- soulism and sky kingdomism are heathenism.
come in turns Baptists, Campbellites, Miller- These dogmata are not taught in Christ's
ites, Medleyites, &c.; these are the conver- school; but are emphatically the charactersions of Antichrist's school, where classes istic crudities of Doctor Antichrist's protecare changed to suit the occasion. A man tions. Where he reigns, they triumph;
may, indeed, pass through all these classes, and no scope is found for the truth. He is
and then become a disciple in the School of an Egyptian; and a so-called " school of
Christ; but then this is only effected by Christ" where his " sentiments " find place
leaving the one school for the other, and or favor, is a school for which we have no
when he'gets into Christ's, there he remains, more taste or affection than our correspond" learning of the Father," that he may be ent. With him we say, Forbid it, Ο ye
thoroughly purged of clerical foolishness, heavens, that we should endorse such a spuand " go on to perfection."—Heb. vi. 1.
rious concern!
EDITOR.

The Father-Spirit, whom no man hath
seen, nor can see" ,(John vi. 46; 1 Tim.
vi. 16), teaches the scholars of Christ's
school by the Scriptures of the Old and New
Testaments, whose doctrine is in true and
perfect accord. These writings are able,
and do, make wise the teachable unto salvation—2 Tim. iii. 15-17; Psalm xix. 7.
They turn those, who become as little children (Matt, xviii. 3, 4), from the fables of
apostate Christendom to the simplicity of
Christ." They give him introduction into
his school by bringing him to an enlightened
obedience of the one faith. Since the day
of Pentecost, a man of faith enters the
school by obeying the Gospel of the Kingdom. Attending the meetings of Christ's
scholars, or speculating on mysteries does
not constitute a man a scholar, any more
than a visitor is a university student because
he attends the lectures of the institution, or
talks about the subjects treated of by the
professors. A man must matriculate before
he can be recognized as a disciple of the
school. A formal admission to school membership is necessary; and this formality
must be according to Scripture. A man
ignorant of " the Hope of the Calling " cannot possibly find admission. He must ob-

"Spiritualism," more attractive than
the Bible!
DEAR BROTHER THOMAS,—We have had

meetings most of the time since you were
here. Occasionally we get a hearer who
will acknowledge, that the plain literal interpretation of the " word " favors our position ; and yet they will go after the things
wherein they have been reared with this acknowledgement upon their lips. We have
had a lady here lecturing upon " Spiritualism," who ignored the Bible, and drew a
crowd. Alas for these days of darkness!
When will the people learn to love the truth ?
When will the Bible, " the sure word of
prophecy," be unto them as " a light
shining in a dark place," illuminating their
understanding and opening up to them
a glorious immortality, by a resurrection from the dead. They are pleased
with the delusion, that makes death a gate
to endless joy, and bids their spirits range
Elysian fields without space, and whose
hours have no time. Alas, men have not
forgotten the fault of our first parents, but
still aspire to be gods, instead of seeking to
obtain heirship in the inheritance promised
tain " confidence " and " rejoicing " in this ;
to Abraham, by a better resurrection. But
and this is only obtainable through " under- we must plod on, conteut to be accounted
standing the word of the kingdom.—Matt, as heretics and the olFscouring of the earth,
xiii. 20, 23. Mark that in verse 20," hearing until Jesus comes. Now is the day of the
the word " is the cause of " receiving it with powers that be, but then will be our time.
joy;" and in verse 23, the hearing and Until then, let us wait patiently, holding
understanding, if the ground be good, of fast to the prize.
bearing fruit. " The sentiments of all
Christendom " are not taught in the school
Yours, in the one hope,
of Christ; it is the law and the testimony
L. Z. BAKER.
which find an honorable and distinguished
AURORA,
ILLINOIS,
place there ; but which are comparatively
March 24,1857.
nothing regarded or thought of in " the
Names and Denominations." Where the
^ ^ When in Aurora last year, the
Spirit of prophecy reigns, heathenism has people were invited to conie'and hear what
no place. Heathenism, and the " One Hope the Bible revealed of that real spirit-world
of the Calling " cannot coexist in one and wherein the rulers of its nations shall all be
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spirit-men, because born of the spirit from
tneir mother earth; but alas, few, very few,
of the townspeople responded to the invitation ! Since then, however, a sort of witch
of Endor, having a familiar spirit, a presumptuous enemy of that great Book, to which
the world is indebted for whatever of mortal excellence it contains, has visited them;
and like Simon Magus, the Samaritan, has
bewitched them with her sorcery! They
crowded out to hear a woman ignore the
Bible; and reveal to them the mysteries of
a spirit-world, by the Mesmeric excitation
of flesh! If this be not an evidence of extreme gullibility, then there is no credulity
on earth. What a practical comment on
clerical influence and teaching in Aurora!
The clergy of all sects there are the formers
and keepers of the Aurora conscience, which
crowds the courts of the sorceress and the
infidel; but cannot be induced to lend an
ear to " what the Spirit saith to the
•churches!"

EDITOR.

Balancing Accounts.
DR. THOMAS,—In the Herald for March, I
noticed the lines " for distribution by F. G.
C," and feeling convinced in my mind that
they possess more poetry than truth, I have,
in an off-hand manner, endeavored to balance
accounts with him, by adding in more truth
than poetry; and though thereby it may not
read so smoothly, it tells no doubt a truer
tale, and truth is what we need in this our
day. So here it is :
The Clergy.
"Those holy men whom God in Christ ordained,
To promulgate the doctrine they maintained;
By whom the Gospel's banner was unfurled,
And free salvation to a ruined world
Proclaimed in Christ, the great Messiah's name;
Who sent them forth these tidings to proclaim,
Are all now numbered with the * prostrate dead,'
Waiting the coming of their living Head,
To raise the great assembly of the blest,
To life's immortal sabbatismal rest.
' But ere1 they cets'd to breathe, and fell asleep
In Him, to whom they gave their lives to keep,
1
They all predicted that, in days to come,'
The evil worked e'en then and ruined some,]
''alse prophets and false teachers would arise.
And turn men's itching ears from truth to lies.
All which has come to pass as then foreseen,
Foreknown and shown by those inspired men.
'Whether by birth of high or low degree,
Their learning what, or what their gifts may be,
Is not the question. 'Tis enough to know,
(And known it is that all these things are so;)
That men there are in this enlightened age,
Who madly dare an open war to wage,
Against the throne and majesty of God,
The Prince Messiah, and his written Word.
Reckless of truth, and in assertion bold,
As were apostates in the days of old,
[Whose fables were so cunningly devised]
Their main design eo artfully disguised,
And so alluring, the 4 /αί' baiU they set,
4
TJiOueands were drawn into the fatal net.'"

{

Yes, many follow their pernicious ways,
Causing the righteous few in these our days,
Who walk the narrow way of Scripture truth,
As did the apostles in the church's youth,
To be ill spoken of in every where,
And persecuted sorely all they dare.
The multitude by following thus to ill,
The wide gate crowd and tread the way of sin.
* Bad at the best, and waxing worse and worse,
Foes to themselves, and to the world a curse,
These dark designing men on mischief bent,
-And on the ruin of men's souls intent'
They preach for hire, for filthy lucre's sake,
Devouring widow's houses—no mistake.
They beg from hungry men to feed the full
And o'er the flock watch well to get the wool;
Bind burden» on mens' souls that can't be borne,
Nor yet to lighten one, a finger turn
1
* To speed their course their tanner is unfurled
In merchandize bazars o'er all the world.
" My reference is to" these *• and such as" these,
Who whine and flatter every way to please,
And hold men's persons in admiration,
To obtain their dear-loved aspiration.
4
In whose dark brain,' the ' darker' idea rolls,
The immortality of wicked souls.
4
Men who to speed, and carry out their plans,
Would wrest from God the destinies of man;
With iron horns would push to God in heaven
The sin-stained seed—the
unrighteous leaven
4
Of disobedience. All of Adam's race,'
Without regard to faith or pard'ning grace.
44
Deceiving still, and being still deceived,
And hoping in the end
to be believed,
4
They would,' and do, their minds are so perplexed
Involve in midnight gloom the eacred text.
Would by a blast blow out the holy light
That shines therefrom upon our mental sight.
Their own 'Traditions' rather than forego
Wisdom's eternal councils overthrow;
Annul the laws which God to man has given,
And ' their traditions' give as laws from heaven.
And ' would above God's own anointed Son,'
Transport themselves to an eternal throne.'
In skykinjjdomia's visionary realm,
On board the phantom ship without a helm.
"These heresies with which their 4 faith' is stampt,
Are older than they say, but newer 'vampt;'
For heathen Socrates and Plato too,
Believed what they believe, and say its true.
The Serpent said the same, ' Thov shalt not die?
His clergy all still herald forth the lie.
4
Voltaire, and4 Volney, Gibbon, Hume,
and Paine,
Than these more honest men,' and 4 quite as sane.
Wanlrington, I). C, March 17, 1S57.

IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL.—Archdeacon

Blackburn said,—" The more any man is
convinced of the immortality of the soul
from the principles of Aristotle or Des Cartes, the less will he concern himself about
the Gospel account of futurity." Again he
notions of the
sa y S) —« All those fine-spun
immortality of the soul, and all the artificial
deductions from that principle, teaching
nothing but the art of blowing scholastic
bubbles, which will certainly go peaceably
to their rest, without the least detriment, either to sound learning or true religion."
Let any mighty man in the Scriptures
give us a " Thus saith the Lord, the soul is
immortal."

HERALD
OF THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
And intheirdays, even of those kings, the God of heaoen shall net up A KINGDOM which shalinever perish ard
WINION that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these'kinadoma
itself shall stand forever."—DANIEL.
'

JOHN THOMAS, Ed.]
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Did Jesus and the Apostles Teach the^ lull the people into dosy acquiescence in the
Mosaic Doctrine cf Immortality ?
shallow sophistries doled out to them at so
YES ; the doctrine of Moses and the \mucn P e r annum, with donation-perquisites I
Prophets is the teaching of Jesus and the} No; the apostles commended their conteinpoApostles, likewise. In other words, the paries for searching the prophets to see if the
teaching were in conformity with
Spirit teaches the same doctrine through ί tapostolic
ne r
^ testimony. They declared that such
them all. " Think not that 1 am come,"
at»Atf +ν»Λ
Τ ηιττ or
Λ». the
4l»« WPTP.
n h l p #1ί«nnsifirm
" Vinf.
An
were ΤΠΡ1Ί
men ooff " nnoble
disposition ·;"
but tr\
to do
said Jesus, " to destroy
the Law,
Prophets : I am not come to destroy, but to bthis now—to try the doctrine of the clergy
fulfill. For verily I say unto you, Till hea- y the testimony of Moses, Isaiah, Ezekiel,
ven and earth pass, one jot or one tittle \ Daniel, and so forth, exposes a man to their
shall in no wise pass from the law, till all be J anathema and contempt! And why so ?
fulfilled"—Mat. v. 18. And in another Because such a scrutiny invariably leads an
place, he says to the Jews, " If ye believe ίtohonest man to abandon their traditions ; and
not Moses' writings, how shall ye believe my i
discern in them, " false prophets, who
words?"—John v. 47. And to two of his \ approach men in sheep's clothing, but iiidisciples he said in discourse with them after \ wardly
are ravening wolves." These are they
his resurrection, " Ο fools, and slow of j who c a l 1 Jesus " Lord ;" but do not his Faheart to believe all that the prophets have \ ther's will; and when he comes in power,
spoken ! "—Luke xxiv. 25. This is the ; are the hypocrites that will appear before
condition of the professing world at this him» saying, "Lord, Lord, have we not
day. It is a world of slow-hearted fools, prophesied in thy name ? And in thy name
because they do not believe all that the (have we not sprinkled babies? And minis prophets have spoken ; but are mad drunk \ tered to jail and gallows-birds the consolaupon their traditions. " The woman Jeze- \ tions of thy religion ? " " And then," saith
bel" has intoxicated them "with the wine \ Jesus, "will 1 profess unto them, I never
of her fornication"—a highly rectified spirit-} knew you ; depart from me, ye that work
uous compound, whose most maddening ele-1 iniquity."
ment is " the immortality of the soul "—Rev. i Nor was Paul a whit behind Peter in his
ii. 20 · xvii. 2.
5 zeal for Moses and the Prophets. " 1 conThe apostles, like their Divine Master, ί tinue unto this day," saith he, " testifying
taught in perfect harmony with Moses and > both to small and great, saying none other
the Prophets. They were Jews, and a&\things than those which the prophets and
such, zealous for the Oracles of God com- \ Moses did say should come." And when
mitted to their nation's care—Rom. iii. 2. the Jews came to his lodging, we are in" If any man speak," says Peter, " let him formed that " he expounded and testified to
speak as the Oracles of God; We have," ί them the Kingdom of God, persuading them
says he, " a sure word of prophecy ; where-! concerning Jesus, both out of the Law of
unto ye do well that ye take heed, as to A J Moses, and out of the Prophets, from
LIGHT shining in a dark place:" and again, { morning till evening." This is the grand
" Be mindful of the words which were spoken > feature which distinguishes the preaching
before by tho holy prophets." He did not J of the apostles from that of their predo as the blind guides of Christendom, who \ tended " successors." They preached <k the
discourage the study of the prophets, and · Gospel of God which he had promised before
it
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bu his prophets in the Holy Scriptures"— soul;" and, in their anthems of fleshly rapKom. i. 1 ; xvi. 25, 2G. And they taught · ture, styling it" a heavenly flame;" in proof,
u
u
that the scriptures are able to make wise ί read their Dying Christian."
to salvation, through faith which is in ί 4. The heathens considered spirit to be
Christ Jesus." Not so the miserable char-; the opposite
of matter
pp
atter ; and therefore termed
latans, who extort from the people their ; it immateriality.
i
l
B
i was nott matt
Because
it
hard earnings for that which is not bread, ter, they regarded it as life-essence; and
and
things, iimmord their
h i labor
l b for
f that
h t which
h i h satisfieth
t i f h not. ί! therefore,
h f
ffrom the
h necessity
it off thi
" Without us," say the clergy, " ye can do • tality in essence. Hence, they said, the soul
nothing. We are called of God to cure \ is spirit; and consequently, immaterialI; and
your souls. Pay us our tithes, stipends, and ! because it is immaterial, therefore it is imdues, and we will obtain you an abundant mortal. The heathen theologists of our
entrance into the skyanian mansions of eter- \ schools and colleges have made no improvenal bliss! The channels of grace are we. ( mont upon this. Being naturally of a
Build churches,
" '
decorate them elegantly, Cretan 'cast of mind (Tit. i. 2) they have
and fee us well, and heaven shall be yours! " been able to make no advance in " metaphysEvery one knows how little use the Bible is ics" beyond their pagan masters; with
of in the kingdom of the clergy. The whose works they are infinitely better acprophets are a positive nuisance to them. quainted than with the Bible. They have,
The piety of their proselytes begins without therefore, humbly and reverently adopted
it, is maintained without it, and consum-! the speculations elaborated for them by the
mated without it. " Bunyan's Pilgrim'** ! brighter or livelier imaginations of the
Progress," " Doddridge's Rise of Religion ! Greeks. One of their fellow-craftsmen, Tayin the Soul," and " Baxter's Saints' Ever-! lor I^wis, LL.D., in his preface to " Plato
lasting Rest," arc the pious substitutes of! against the Atheists,'1 says, " Our object (in
the clergy for the teaching of God in the ! editing the book) is to recommend Plato to
Scriptures of truth.
the student or reader by every means through
Jesus and the Apostles did not teach the which attention could be drawn to our faDevil's doctrine, that is, the traditions of vorite author ; believing that in no other
the clergy, concerning immortality. If the way could we render a better service to the
reader desire to know the parentage of the cause of true philosophy and religion. Some
dogmas of the divinity-grinders of " Christen- may say, that in our great partiality, Plato
dom" he need not humble himself to study is made to talk too much like a Christian."
the Scriptures to discover it. Let him con- What " religion" but heathenism can be so
sult the summaryy we have p
presented him,, in well served by the writings of a pagan, igN
th Herald,
H l d condensed
d d by
b Rollin
Rlli \ nonmt, as Plato was, of the wisdom of
No. 44 off the
from the writings of the pagan Cicero. In j God ? As we said of Cicero, so we may say
this extract he will find the theology of the \ of Plato, that he would pass current in these
pious sons of Balaam the son of Bosor, } times for a very good Christian, if we take
the
worthy children of that prince of hirelings, the
th clerical
l i l standard
t d d for
f the
th measure off th
who preach Nicolaitanism for filthy lucre's goodness. Between Dr. Lewis's Plato and a
sake;; "which things,"
g , saith the Lord the clerical Christian, there is no essential difference—they are both heathens, only of a difSpirit, " I detest"—Rev. ii. 15.
The
points
the identi- ! fercnt " Name and Denomination." " We
Th ffollowing
lli
i t will
ill show
h
ty of the speculations of the clergy with j believe," says the doctor, " that in this age
those of their heathen predecessors; and, < there is a peculiar call for a deeper knowlfor the sake of emphasis, we shall present \ edge of Plato;" in other words, for a prothem distinctly under the caption of the
| founder acquaintance with heathen philosoour heathen clergy are only
HEATHEN ORIQIX OF THE DOCTRISB OF THE
smatterers in the heathenism they teach!
CLERGY.
" We speak with confidence on this point,"
1. The Heathen Divines could not define says he. " The young man who is an enthusithe nature of the " Soul" in which they be- astic student of Plato can never be a sciolist
lieved ; neither can the pulpit-heathens of ί in regard to education, a (mack in literathe nineteenth century.
ture, a demagogue in politics, or an infidel
2. The " orthodox" heathen assumed the in religion/ Our main object, then, is to
immortality of a thing, of the nature of which recommend this noble philosopher to the
they were confessedly ignorant; this is true present generation of educated young men,
also of the heathen orthodox of our day.
especially to our theologians.'1 Hence, ac3. The heathens supposed it was " a cording to this Gentile Rabbi, an enthusibreath11 or else " afire;11 our reverend heathens astic disciple of Plato can never be an infiof the pulpit suppose the same thing, term- del in religion—that religion, of course, aping " the breath of life" the " immortal proved by the New York City University
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in which he is professor of Greek ; and \ ents died, their tiny immortalities were supwhich is generally known as Protestantism ! posed to cross the great gulf to the haven
Are we not, then, correct in saying that of celestial bliss and glory, and there to join
Protestantism is Heathenism ? Plato is a ί their deified ghostly predecessors. Expresproselyter of his disciples to Dr. Lewis' reli- < sive of this article of heathen superstition,
gion; surely that religion must be hea- ί was the custom (as illustrated in Barker's
thenism. Plato's writings never made a j account of the idols recently disinterred at
Christian ; but they have Platonized many J Tarsus in Cilicia) of making images of the
Christians, and made them apostates and departed arrayed in the symbols of deity.
heathens, whose religion is college-religion, Mr. Barker describes a number of " deified
clerical-religion, mere vanity and lies, and little ones" some of them with radiated heads
altogether at variance with and sub- ί and mounted on dolphins. As an example
versive of the truth. The religion the ί he cites, " a fragment representing a child
apostles preached has no use for Plato, his ί with wings, and in close drapery ; the hair
disciples the clergy, nor of any of their ί of the head is knotted on the top." " A
" philosophy or vain deceit." Let them call ) memorial," says Mr. Abingdon, ''of a dethings by their right names. They preach j ceased and deified child."
Plato's dogmas; let them, then, be candid j Here is the heathen dogma of the apotheoknaves, and call their religion Platonism ; | sis, or deification of the " immortal souls" of
and cease to befool mankind in palming upon } infants. It was not possible for the clergy
them the speculations of the Greeks under j to permit so romantic and "poetical" a
pretence of teaching them the doctrine of t speculation to remain an alien from their
Christ and his apostles.
ί creed. They have, therefore, adopted it with
5. According to the Stoics, by an ultimate ί the rest of their appropriations from " the
revolution, the whole world is to become only / wisdom" of the heathen Greeks! When
fire ; this is also the dogma of the Stoics of ; babies come into the world they call them
" Christendom," who burn up the earth and \ " little immortals," whose souls must be
all the promises in " the conflagration of the ) rhantismally regenerated with " subvenient"
last day."
ί or " preveuient grace," lest, dying wisprmkled
6. From the separation of the " immortal ι with holy water, their " immortal souls"
soul" to the general burning, the heathen ) should go to torment. And when their little
taught that the souls of good men inhabited < immortalities evacuate their bodies, they say
the upper region, where they would have } that the " angels lend their wings" for them
nothing to do but to philosophize at their . to " mount and fly ;" that is, the angels beease, supremely happy in the clear vision of J come, as it were, the winged dolphins to
the universe. The heathen theologists
of J transport
them across the etherial sea to
g
p
...... . .. ii_ the
„ _ same
. _<j,glory—there
,
...... they
., ._. are
.... deified,
. ι . ί β ^ being
little
the churches teach substantially
be
thing. Their " upper region" is Skyana; ( gods, or " winged angels," in the kingdom
hirelings of the
whereι they •'bathe their weary souls in seas j of*heaven! The clerical hireling
of heavenly rest." If they do not philoso- <; apostacy are very zealous for this article of
phize, it may be for want of a turn that way ; ( their superstition, and say all sorts of hard
but as a substitute, they have recourse to ί things of those who deny the deification of msong ; and sing in everlasting strains, the I funt ghosts. It is a tradition that greatly endreamy joys of phantom bliss!
ί riches them, being a source to them of fees
7. Plato, Socrates, and other pagans, ] for lustrations, and burials, and funeral sertaught that the " immortal souls" of wicked mons ; and, through the philoprogenitiveness
men were consigned to a place of torments of the mothers of the little deities, greatly
as soon as they left their bodies at the death strengthening their hold upon the favor of
of these ; and that they were tormented there the world.
by the Furies eternally. The clergy also
Such is the heathenism of the clergy of
teach this article of the Heathen superstition, all the names and denominations of blasPluto, god of hell, they call the Devil. Hell phemy of which the nations are full. Beand the Devil in the mouth of the clergy, tween it and the doctrine of the Bible there
are the power by which they proselyte man- is no affinity. John the Baptizer, Jesus and
kind to the religion of their schools and col- the apostles, taught nothing like it, but the
leges. Without hell and their Devil they very reverse in all particulars.
could do nothing. Heuce, in trying to cure
As we have seen, tfyey endorsed the docsouls their prescriptions always smell strongly trine of Moses and the prophets in every
of sulphur. Being " ministers of Satan," as jot and tittle, and their teaching, consePaul styles them, it is natural enough that quently, in regard to immortality. Thus,
they should vomit forth brimstone and flam- John affirms tho absolute mortality of man
ing blue!
in saying, " He that is disobedient to the
8. When an infant child of heathen par- Son shall not see life." In other words, they
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only shall partake in the life of his Aion . out of the sepulchre, and was mistaken for
who believe into him ; as it is written, " He the gardener. Now, it is in this state that
that believes into (ό πιστενων εις) the son the resurrected appear at Christ's tribunal
hath aionian life."—Jno. iii. 36. These to receive according to the evil they have
sayings make immortality dependent on "the} incurred by their misdeeds. Insurrection,
obedience of faith ;" for to " believe into the I or the act of coming out of the ground, does
Son" is to obey him ; and Paul says, that not make them spirit-bodies, or immortal;
" being made perfect, he became the author it only restores them to the " as you were,"
of aionian salvation (the salvation pertain- before they died. If they came out of the
ing to his Aion), to all that obey him.1'—Heb. ground incorruptible as well as living, being
v. 9. Suppose, then, that no soul of man immortal, they could not receive evil in
of all Adam's race were obedient, what body—an evil which, in some cases, is to
would be their condition in view of these result in the destruction of soul and body in
sayings ? There is but one logical answer Gehenna by the Spirit; for, as Paul says,
that can be given—not a soul of man's race " He that soweth to the flesh shall of the
would see life after its decease ; consequently,flesh YGH\) corruption,"areaping which occurs
the doctrine of Jesus and Paul is in harmony at the " season" of the Son of Man's apowith Moses and the prophets, who taught, calypse in power, to reward every one acas we have seen, the unqualified and absolute cording to his works.—Mat. xvi. 27.
" Soul," which cannot be killed by man,
mortality of man.
Again, Jesus declares in plain terms that is life manifested in resurrected bodies—life
the soul is destructible : " Fear him," says rekindled in mortal flesh. Man can now put
he, " who is able to destroy both soul and out the light of life in killing the body, but
body in Gehenna." Now if soul were abso- they cannot extinguish it finally, therefore,
lutely immortal, it could not be destroyed in they are not to be feared. God, however,
Gehenna or elsewhere. It is a contradiction can not only put it out as they can, but he
in terms to talk of that which is essentially can do more: he can build up again the
incorruptible and deathless, dying or being body they have killed from its dust and
destroyed. But aa heathen,
or believer in ashes, give it life, make it exactly the same
heathen, or
living soul, or creature, it was before, arraign
" the immortality of the soul," which we (
„
.
^
have seen is the same thing, objects, and ? it at his bar, as he did the first " living soul,"
says," soul must be something apart from f exclude it from the Tree of Life, and send it
body, capable of existing after the body is \ hack into the ground out of which it was
dead, for Jesus said (and they want to make j taken, with all the terrible accompaniments
him as much a heathen as themselves) that \ Jesus,
of Gehenna-destruction.
" Fear
him,"(saith
" who, together with
the killing
μετά
man, who could kill the body, ' could not kill το αποκτειναι), hath ability to cast into
the souV " It by no means follows. Jesus was Gehenna ; yea, I say unto you, fear him."
speaking of destruction of both soul and body
" My soul," said he," is exceedingly sorrowin Gehenna. Here was a body and soul de- ful unto death." In this he affirmed death
struction, in which the power of man has no of that which was capable of grieving, and
place. They can kill the bodies of his dis- if of grieving, therefore of thinking ; so that,
ciples as they killed his, " but after that have
no more that they can do."—Luke xii. 4. in this saying, he affirmed the mortality of his
They are, therefore, mere body-killers of the > soul, and, consequently, of all other souls.
eatnts ; but they cannot prevent those " mor- Isaiah had long before testified that his soul
tal bodies" (Rom. viii. 2 ; Isai. xxvi. 19 ; was to die, but, also, that afterwards Jehovah
Dan. xii. 2) coming to life again, and stand- would "apportiou to him with many, even
ing before the tribunal of the Anointing with mighty ones, he shall divide the spoil;"
Spirit, or Christ, when knees shall bow, and and the reason given is, " Because· he hath
tongues shall confess to God.—Rom. xiv. 10 exposed his soul to d^ath" But, before he
-12 ; 2 Cor. v. 10. The resurrected dis- \ could inherit conjointly with his many brethciples of Jesus, with Abraham, Isaac and j ren " the mighty," that is, the saints, the spoil
Jacob, and all the prophets and faithful of the enemy, he must have been raised from
under the Lord, will stand before that tri- the dead. Hence, the Spirit, presciently
bunal bodily, that " IN BODY" they may contemplating Messiah's soul as dead and
receive for the good.or evil that they have buried, says in David, the representative of
done. See the text quoted from Corinthi- his Son and Lord, " My flesh shall dwell in
ans, and leave out the italic words, which ; confidence, for thou wilt not leave my ioul
are not in the original. There is no reward j to the grave, nor permit thine Holy One to
or punishment for incorporealities. Bodies, \ see corruption."—Psalm xvi. 10. Here
living bodies, are the subjects of both. ] " flesh," " soul," and " Holy One," all refer
Resurrected disciples are bodies and souls, > to the same thing, and are the flesh, soul,
or living bodies, as Jesus was wheu he came < or Holy One through which JEHOVAH, the
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Spirit, manifested himself to Judah in the accursed tree the spirit was withdrawn, upon
days of Tiberius Caesar and his procurator, which Jesus cried with a loud voice, in
Pontius Pilate. They were, therefore, the the words of Psalm xxii., " My God, my
Spirit's flesh, the Spirit's soul, and the God, why hast thou forsaken m e ! " The
SPIRIT'S Holy One, so that the Spirit in spirit of the Father had departed, and left
David styles them his, saying, " Μu flesh," the mortal flesh still living, a weak and helpand " my soul." Now, Paul, speaKing of less man, upon the cross. He did not die
God the Spirit, says that " lie only hath for some time after the spirit of God forimmortality ;" that is, that God is essentially sook him. He was there, a living soul about
LIFE. God the Spirit (and Jesus says, ττνεν- to die—the second Adam, as mortal as the
μα 6 βεοςΟοά is spirit),\s designated by vari- first in the article of death. Again he cried
ous titles expressive of his relations to the with a loud voice, and ceased to breathe, or
sons of men. Among these he is styled expired, εξέπνευσε.
THE WORD, as it is written, Οεοςψ 6 λόγος
Such was the living mortal soul, apart
" God was the Word." Now, of this it is from the Spirit, or Father, termed," Jesus,
testified, εν αντω ζωη ήν, <·ίη him was life" the Son of Man and Son of God,1' the latter
In God, therefore, there is no death princi- ! a title shared by him with Adam the first.
pie, and God the Spirit is the only existence —Luke iii. 38. Having expired, the soul,
of whom this can be affirmed. All other Jesus, iras dead, and deposited iii a tomb.
existences in his universe are created mortal, But, " because he had done no violence,
that is, with natures which, if left to their neither was there deceit in his mouth," the
natural wear and tear, would, in process of spirit's soul was not permitted to remain
time, return to the crude material of which dead, nor to see corruption ; therefore, the
they were originally composed. This is im- Spirit of the Father returned to it, entered
plied in the oracle, " God only hath im- into it, pervaded all its atoms, transformed
mortality," all other immortalities arc derived them into incorruptible atoms, endowred them
from him ; but he derives his from no pre- with mobility, and so restored his soul to
decessor, being himself absolutely and inde- life. The dead soul now became really and
pendently life, and the fountain of life and truly an immortal soul, a deathless soul, a
motion to all created things.
living and incorruptible body, styled by Paul
Abraham's nature, that is, the groundsoul πνεύμα άγιωσννης, spirit of holiness ,· that
that
nature taken by JEHOVAU THE SPIRIT, was is, HOLY SPIRIT NATURE, for, says Jesus,"
11
a union of flesh and spirit— ο λόγος σαρξ < which is born of the spirit is spirit.
εγενετο—" THE WORD became flesh." It { From these testimonies and reasonings,
became mortal flesh, for if spirit had become 5the reader may discern the New Testameut
immortal flesh, that flesh would not have doctrine of immortality. Man, in the presbeen sin's flesh, or the nature of Abraham's ent state, born into it of flesh and blood,
seed, and sin could not have been condemned and of the will of man, is sin's flesh, earthy
in it, for there would have been none there, and mortal—he is a mortal soul; but a
and it could not have been slain by crucifix- righteous man, born of the grave by the
ion. Adam the first, and all other living < Spirit, and afterwraras transformed, " is
creatures, were " Spirit made flesh." All Sspirit," that is, is a living, incorruptible
that is called " matter," is spirit made ma- ibody, or man, so that, if the phrase " imterial, that is, spirit manifested with all the mortal
<
soul," be at all admissible, it may be
qualities technically styled " the properties defined by its equivalent, a deathless man.
of matter," the enumeration of which, as far S Here, then, are two races—the mortal
as known, is the nearest approximation \ race of man and the immortal race of man.
philosophy can make to the definition of ί The former, according to the testimony of
matter, or the statement of what it is.
\ the Spirit by David and Paul, was created
Spirit, in that form called " mortal flesh," ; 4< a little lower than the angels," but the latwas, in the case of Jesus, enveloped, or ter, according to Jesus, " shall be equal to the
buried deeply, so to speak, in an unmeasured \angels." Now these races are not absolutely
quantity of u free spirit"—" Uphold me with ana entirely independent of each other.
free spirit," and " Take not thy holy spirit \ They sustain a similar relation to that of
from me."—Ps. li. 11, 12. Speaking of! the corn planted to the corn reaped. If
spirit made mortal flesh, termed;* the Son," \ there be no seed planted there can be none
Jesus says, " God giveth not the spirit by Jto reap. This law of vegetable reproducmeasure unto him." This measureless im- \tion is adduced by the Lord JesuB as an
of the production of spirit-man.
partation was primarily at his immersion in ^illustration
;
the Jordan, and constituted his sealing- of J ' Except a corn of wheat," saith ho, *· fall
the Father, so that the anointed Jesus was <into the ground and die, it abideth alone ;
consequently God in mortal flesh prior to but if it die, it bringeth forth much fruit."
his crucifixion. But while hanging on the ·So, also, saith the apostle, in answer to the
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question, " Ilow are the dead raised up, and [ Here we have two kinds of body, but
with what body do they come ? " " Fool," said ί related in so far that the one is produced
he to the man asking1 such a question, " that \ from the other. The psychical body is the
which thou sowest is not vivified except it \ " naked grain," from which comes the pnew
die ; and that which thou sowest is not that \ matical body. AVe have designated the
body which shall be, but thou sowest naked \ bodies by the adjectives we find in the
grain, it may be of wheat or of some one of Greek text, where the bodies are treated of.
the other grains ; but God gives to it a Psychical comes from psyche, the Greek
body, according as he hath pleased, and to word for " soul,'' and pneumatical comes from
If,
each of the seeds its own body." There pneuma, the Greek word for "spirit."
is diversity of flesh as well as diversity of { then, we use the words soul and spirit adseeds. All seeds are not the same, neither \ jectively, the one body may be correctly
is all flesh the same. J{east-flesh will not \ styled soul-body, and the other spirit-body.
produce bird-flesh, nor man-flesh fish. The !
Now, of the soul-body, Paul says, it is
" fool " the apostle was reasoning with was corruptible, dishonorable and weak, and of
doubtless an immortal-soulist, who believ- the spirit-body, that it is incorruptible,
ed in metempsychosis, or transmigration of j glorious, and powerful; and he also informs
souls ; that is, he imagined that when a man \ us that between the soul-body and the spiritdied, the *' immortal soul " he supposed to ] body is placed resurrection and transformabe in him, migrated into a beast, bird, fish, j tion. The one is turned into the other in
sun, moon, or stars, and became the demon j the twinkling of an eye. If the soul-body
or genius of the thing possessed ! This was die and turn into dust four thousand years
as absurd as to suppose that wheat sown before resurrection, its dust must be formed
would produce barley or Indian corn. On into soul-body again, for it is soul-body, not
the contrary, according to what is sown is dust, that is to be turned into spirit-body.
that which is •roduced. If a beast were J " This corruptible must put on incorruption,
buried it would not rise up in the form of a and this mortal must put on immortality."
man, nor if a man were buried would he Dust is neither corruptible nor mortal, but
rise ui) in the form of a beast, bird or fish. the detritus resulting from corruption when
" Witn what body do th». dead come ? " — a the process is finished. The subjects of
question which implies that the inquirer resurrection come out of their graves soulsupposed they might come with other bodies bodies, and beyond that many will not adr
than the human body, with which they were vance. Many resurrected soul-bodies will
buried.
Paul might well say to such a never be transformed into spirit-bodies, not
being permitted to eat of the Tree of Life,
querist, ·' Thou fool."
Now, the doctrine taught by Jesus and which is then in the midst of the paradise
Paul through these illustrations is, that the of God"—Rev. ii. 7—on account of not
(i
living soul" is to (he everlasting- soul as a having overcome the world by faith.—1 Jno.
grain of corn planted is to the fruit-bearing v. 4. Resurrected spirit-bodies, who have
corn plant in the field The " living soul " not walked worthy of their high vocation,
is the " naked grain" planted in its burial. but devoted themselves to the things of
I t remains in the ground and takes root ) time and sense after baptism, will be exthere. In process of time the earth cracks pelled like the first Adam from the garden,
open, and a stem puts forth and bears fruit, ) that they may not eat and live in the Aion,
and in that fruit is found the principle of 4 while others of an opposite character, called
identity.
There is no sameness of form " the blessed of the Father," will be transperceptible in a grain of Indian corn and formed in a moment, in the twinkling of an
the plant produced from it standing in the eye, like Enoch and Elijah, by " the energy
field in the month of June. Place them side i that subdues all things," that is, by the Spirit,
by side, and one unacquainted with the grain ξ whose action upon soul-bodies, in transformaiid the plant, and the relation of grains to ? ing them into spiritrbodies, is represented
plants, would see no resemblance ; but in \ in the symbolical expression, " eating of the
September, when the fruit is perfect in the \ Tree of Life."—Phil. iii. 20, 21.
ear, he will know, by comparing the naked ] This corruptible, dishonorable aud weak
grain of a former year with the grains upon ; body, termed by Paul a soul-body, is the
the new plant, tlmt this is the product of a " living soul " described by Moses in Genesis.
similar grain. '· So, also, the resurrection of " There is," says Paul, " a psychical, or soul,
the dead saints." The living soul dies, and ! body, and there is a pneumatical, or spirit,
i:
is sown in corruption, it is raised in j body." Iu the Common \ r ersion, psychical
incorruption, it is sown in dishonor, it is j is rendered " natural," and pneumatical is
raisul in glory, it is sown in weakness, ] expressed by « spiritual." But natural does
-// is raised in power, it is sown a psychical not define psychical, befog the translation of

body, it is raised a pneumatical body," ί φνσικον,

physical, aucj not of

ψχικον
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psychical, which imports that which exists bying,
<T or forming, it into spirit-bodies in his
breathing. This is Paul's soul-body—a body <ow n image and in his own likeness ; so that,
that exists by breathing. Now, says he, / as soul-bodies, they are " his brethren," all
" There is such a body." He states this as having borne the image of their earthly
a proposition to be proved by Scripture, i father ; and as spirit-bodies, they are " the
and by the only Scriptures of appeal at that j children which God has given him."—Ps.
time—the Scriptures of the Prophets. Being \ xxii. 22, 25 ; Isa. viii. 18 ; Heb. ii. 12-18 ;
asked, then, for the proof of such a body's j " being all members of his body, of his flesh
existence, he replies by reference to Moses, and of his bones ;" first by faith, and aftersaying", "And so it is written, the first man, \wards by creation of the Spirit through
Adam, was made into a living soul." This j him.—Eph. v. 30 ; 2 Cor. iv. 14; Horn,
is his scripture proof that there is a soul-; viii. 11.
body, which is equivalent to saying that
It will be seen, then, from this, that the
" living soul " and " soul-body" are the same. species of soul styled " man," stands related
Besides this, he says, " There is a pneu- to TWO IMAGES, and to two only—first, to
matical body"—a spirit-body. He then the living-soul image, and afterwards to the
points to the last Adam as an example of spirit-body image. There is no third or interit, saying, " The last Adam was made into mediate image between these two, any more
a life imparting spirit." Here are Adam than there is an intermediate something
the first and Adam the second, the former between a seed-corn in the ground and the
the figure of the latter ; the one an example corn-plant in the field. The order is notof a soul-body, the other, being resurrected, ί first seed-corn in the ground, next ghost of
the pattern of a spirit-body. These two seed-corn in the air, and, afterwards reunited
are as the naked grain and the plant, and in seed-corn ghost with seed-corn body for the
the divine arrangement, it is as necessary manifestation of seed-corn plant in the field.
that the soul-body precede the spirit-body Such a theory as this would split all farming
as that seed should be sown before a crop sides with agricultural laughter ! But it is
can be produced. The earthy breathing no more absurd than the heathen dogma of
body first, then the body which results from the clergy that between the earthy image of
the soul-body being changed into spirit by the first Adam, and the heavenly image of
the spirit from heaven. Thus, " the second the second, there is an intermediate nnaye,
man is the Lord from, or out of, heaven ;" styled by the " wisdom of the world," an inthat is, Jehovah, the Spirit from heaven, corporeal immortal soul/ But though all the
changed the resurrected Jesus into spirit- heathen of the beast's names of blasphemy
body, and he became " the heavenly," in are deeply enamored of this no-body image,
contrast to " the earthy," who, instead of and rarely speak of it apart from a holy
being changed into spirit, returned into the drawl, not easy to express in type, Paul
dust whence he came. " Like the earthy makes not the least allusion to it. We
man," says Paul, " so are earthy men, and never find him writing about the image of
like the heavenly man so also heavenly men. the immrm'tal soal 1 This holy guttural, so
And as we have borne the image of the constantly drawled forth from throats of
earthy man, we shall also bear the image of clerical grimace, receives not the least attenthe heavenly man."
tion from the apostle in his disquisition upon
" The last Adam was made into a life- mortal and immortal images, in his letter to
imparting spirit." This fact is Paul's proof the immersed image-bearers in Corinth and
that there is a pneumatieal, or spirit-body. elsewhere. He does not say to them, " As
Such a conversion of the resurrected soul- we have borne the image of the earthy man,
body of Jesus was just as necessary to the we sJiall also bear the image of the ghost man,
future development of incorruptible or death- and then the image of the heavenly man."
less souls, or spirit-bodies, as the conversion The earthy and the heavenly man he knew ;
of dust into soul-body, by the Spirit becom- but who is this tettnim ^i//</,this man between
ing flesh in the formation of the first Adam, the earthy and the heavenly ? AVho has ever
was to the development of mortal souls. seen him? The earthy and heavenly men
The principle of soul-development and the have each a history, but where is tlie history of
principle of spirit-development are diverse,
THE GHOST-MAN?
but the maker is the same. " The maker
READ Plato, read Cicero, read the Mythof all things is God." Human soul-bodies
all conic from the substance of the first ology of the Greeks, read the saintology of
Adam by procreative agency, while spirit- Rome, and read the demonology and psychbodies come from the substance of the second ology of Protestant colleges and divinity
Adam, " the Lord, the Spirit," by creation, schools; and in all those readings you will
that same second-Adam spirit commingling find all that is knowable of the Ghost-Man,
with the mortal dust of the sa'iL's, and creat- whose image is borne by deceivers and de-
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ceived! He is the fictitious Jesus
of the ( people's attention post-resurrectional realiApostacy; the " other Jesus,1 the clergy ) ties. Old wives' fables about incorporeal imthen just coming into existence, preached j mortal souls of mothers revelling in extatic
contrary to the Jesus preached of Paul—a joys with their deified little ones represented
Jesus, that has thrown the Lord Jesus Christ on pictures as winged heads, and similar foolfor the present, totally into the shade.—2 \ ishness, is the burden of their prophesy ings.
Cor. xi. 4. This is the kind of allusion we \ Skyana is their kingdom of heaven; and
find in the New Testament to the Ghost- < this they people with a heterogeneous cloud
Man of Christendom; an allusion, too, \ of ghosts, which have no real existence bej yond the horizon of the fleshly imagination
which repudiates him.
We repeat, this Ghost-Man is the clerical ) of the ghostly soul-traders of the world.
Jesus, to which all their disciples expect to be \ But, the Second Adam was never a ghost.
conformed. Their doctrine concerning him j He was once a living soul, or soul-body, as
may be resolved into the following points; '. we ; but such no longer: he is now, says
: Paul, a spirit-body, or life-imparting spirit.
they affirm,
• u I am," said Jesus, speaking by the Spirit,
1. That " when Jesus assumed our nature, " the AVay, the Truth, the Resurrection, and
he was made flesh. This, however, ivas not : the Life." " He brought life and incorrupsinful flesh; it was nothing more than the tibility to light through the Gospel; " and
likeness of sinful flesh; and therefore, of that Gospel he and his apostles preached,
course, some other flesh ; it was essentially says nothing about immortalsoulisin. On
and immaculately pure and undefiled ;
the contrary, he taught that the way to
God's kingdom and glory, is to follow in the
2. That he was not capable of sinning ;
steps of his faith and obedience ; to believe
3. That in dying on the cross, he did not : the
truth as it is in him; to be resurrected
offer up a sacrifice for himself;
by him ; and to live by him. When he
4. That he suffered as a substitute for the preached the Gospel of life and incorruptiungodly ; and that in suffering, the hate and bility he used to say, " He who believes into
wrath of God against sinners, fell upon him. the Son hath aionian life," in the sense of
5. That when buried, his body was in the " having a right to it."—Rev. xxii. 14 ; Jno.
tomb till the third day; and that during the iii. 30. And again, " He that understands
interval between death and resurrection, his my word, and believes him that sent me,
"immortal soul," which was the real Jesus, hath aionian life, and comes not into conwent to Paradise, and also into Hell, where demnation, but hath passed out of death unto
he preached the Gospel to " spirits in pris- life." " Verily the hour comes, and now is,
when the dead shall hear the voice of the
on!!!"
of God; and they that hear shall live."
6. That his body in the tomb was essen- "Son
They shall conic forth from their graves ;
tially incorruptible;
they that have practised good things, for a
7. That he will never come to the Holy resurrection of life; but they who have
Land, there to reside among the Jews ; and committed evil deeds, for a resurrection of
sitting upon David's throne, to reign king judgement." — Jno. v. 24-29. This docover them and all other nations; but that, trine indicates, that a right must first be
on the contrary, he will come to earth, at obtained to the life of Messiah's Aion ; that
what they call "the last day," and in one it is obtainable by the obedience of an engeneral conflagration, sublimate the globe lightened faith ; that in obeying, a constitutional transfer of the believer ensues, by
and all upon it, into gaseous invisibility.
which he comes under a sentence to life;
These seven particulars define the Ghost- that the practice in the present life of what
Man of Christendom, whom the clergy wor- God shall deem good things, will entitle to
ship as their Lord and Christ, and preach as the realization of the acquired right; that
the redeemer of the " immortal souls " of all the dead are in no sense alive till they hear
men, women, and children, babes and suck- the Son's voice calling them ; for " they that
lings, who submit, and are submitted to, hear shall live ;" that the dead who are then
the influences of the sort of Christianity • to live, whether good or bad, are not to
by which they have their wealth and come from the skies, but from their graves;
honor in and from the world. They teach and that reward for good, and punishment
their most credulous disciples, that as they for evil, is after resurrection.
have borne the image of the earthy man,
Now, according to the Gospel of life and
they shall, at their decease, bear the image
of the immortal Ghost, that went with the incorruptibility Jesus preached, it is not for
thief to Paradise, and preached to spirits in every soul-body of Adam's race that immorhell-prison, before resurrection. How rare tality is provided; but only for an election
it is to hear the clergy urge upon the therefrom. Jesus teaches this in saying,
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that "This is the Father's will who hath whom we have cured, are now in glory,
sent me, that all that he hath given to me, I singing God's praise with cherubim and
should not lose of it, but should raise it up seraphim before the throne; who, before
at the last day. And this is the will of him they left the church below, mounting and
who sent me, that every one comprehending flying as vital sparks of heavenly flame, and
the Son, and believing into him, may have the soaring on angels wings to the church trilife of the Aion ; and I will raise him up at umphant above, knew nothing at all of God's
the last day." And, " No one is able to wordsi and thine expositions. We believe,
come to me unless the Father who sent me, that the divine Plato,' and his preceptor
draw him ; and I will raise him up at the Socrates, with many sincere heathens, who
last day. It is written in the prophets, And were lovers of their wisdom, are now in
they (who shall be raised up) shall be all heaven among the blest; and they had no
taught of God. Every one, therefore, having acquaintance with the words of God, and
heard from the Father, and learned, comes never ate thy flesh nor drank thy blood,
to me." " I am the living bread which de- without which thou sayest, no man has life
scended out of the heaven ; if any one eat of : in him, or can see the life of thine Aion."
this bread, he shall live in the Aion; and
To this Jesus would, doubtless, have rethe bread which I will give is my flesh, ; plied, " It is true of you, that ye draw nigh
which I will give for the life of the world." to God with your profane mouths, and
" Verily I say to you, Except ye cat the ! honor him with your treacherous lips; but
flesh of the Son of Man, and drink his blood, : your heart is far from him : but in vain do
ψ have not life in yourselves. He eating oi" ye worship him, ye clergy, teaching for docme the flesh, and drinking of me the blood, trines the precepts and traditions of the heahas the life of the Aion ; and I will raise then. 1 am from God, and speak his words,
him up at the last day. He eating of me even the Gospel of life and incorruptibility
the flesh, and drinking of me the blood, in the kingdom of the Aion. 1 declare that
dwells in me and I in him ;" that is, " by 4 he who believeth not into the Son shall
faith."—Eph. iii. 17. " As the living Father not see life.1 ' The words that I speak are
hath sent me, and I live through the Father ; spirit, and are life;' and to obtain glory,
he also eating me, even he shall live through honor, life, and incorruptibility in my kingme. lie that eateth this bread shall live in dom, they must be intelligently believed and
the Aion."—John vi.
obeyed. But, as 1 told you before, ye are
Such doctrine as this is utterly subver- not of my sheep, and therefore cannot besive of the dogma which assigns to every lieve. Ye are of the flesh, and think and
son of Adam an immortal soul as an heredit- speak according to its suggestions. But I
ary element of his nature. Jesus taught tell you, that ' the flesh profits nothing.' I
his contemporaries that " they had not life give the life of the Aion to my sheep, bein them ;" and that to obtain it, they must cause they believe my words and do my
feed upon him. But had our clericos been Father's will. But ye do neither ; and shall
present, they would have denied it; and have therefore have your portion with the heasaid," Rabbi," thou teachest not the truth ; then, whose foolishness is your delight."
for all by nature have immortality in them ;
Here, then, is a great truth. They who atso that whether they feed on you or not, tain to tlte life and incorruptibility of Mesthey will live for ever ! " Jesus would, prob- siah's Aion, are those who are taught of God.
ably, have replied to them, " No other This is the doctrine of the Spirit by Isaiah,
thing than a denial of my words is to be ex- Jeremiah, and Jtsus.—Isa. liv. 11-13 ; Jer.
pected from you, the children of the serpent, xxxi. 33 ; John vi. 44, 45. The conver.se
and not of God. Ye speak the sentiment of of this is that. They who are not taught of
your father, who said, * Ye shall not surely God shall not attain to the life and incorrupdie.' But I say unto you, he that is of tibility of Messiah's Day. if either of these
God heareth God's words; but ye regard propositions be admitted, the other is necesthem not; because ye are not of God. Ye sarily true. How importaut, then, to know
believe not, because ye are not of my sheep. assuredly what it is to be taught of God,
My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, that we may place ourselves under the
and they follow me; and 1 give unto them teaching1; that we may learn of the Father
the life of the Aion, and they shall not per- the words of Aionian Life, that we may
ish in the Aiou."
understand, believe, and do, and live in
Messiah's Aion, and in that beyond. " Men
"
But,
Rabbi,"
they
would
have
replied,
u
thou must be mistaken. Immortality in are alienated from the life of God through the
the Aion thou speakest of, cannot possibly •ignorance that is in them."—Eph. iv. 18.
be dependent upon an understanding and What a damning thing, then, is ignorance
belief of the words of God as thou expound- of the words of life and incorruptibility.
e
st them; for multitudes of pious souls It consigns men to death and corruption.
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Let us, therefore, eschew ignorance ; and , Isaac, and Gods of Jacob." The Angel of
the teaching of all pretenders to godliness, the Bush did not say, purely and simply, in
who would keep us in ignorance of God's behalf of Jehovah the Spirit, " I am the
teaching; or who would discourage the God of Abraham," etc. ; but " I shall be the
broadest and fullest investigation of the Gods." To have said " / am now" would
Scriptures of truth. Of all serpents, beware have been to affirm that He is the God, or
of that poisonous viper who would turn you strength of the dead, who have no stmrgth ;
aside from Moses and the Prophets ; for the but to say i ; I shall be" was to declare that
New Testament writers highly commend ι the God-relation would be established with
them ; and exhort us to " be mindful of the ί them at a future period when they would be
words spoken by them ; and when we speak, ( living by him.
to speak according to them."—1 Pet. iv. 11;
B u t h
M o s e s ail(] J c s u s
show> t h a t
the
2 Pet. in. 2. He that would turn us aside s p i r i t aid not mean to be understood that he
from them is a Satan, and seeks to turn us ) W l i s Abraham's God at the time of the Anfrom the light.
< ^I's interview with Moses at the bush.
" If any man speak, let him speak as ί 'i'his iri evident in regard to Moses, from the
the oracles of God." These are the words ί words tb^b ΊΜ-Πΐ zch-ueme le-olam, this
of the apostle of the circumcision. When >s my name for the Awn; that is, " When
Peter uttered them those oracles were to be the age exists my relation to Abraham,
found only in Moses and the prophets. They ) ^aac and Jacob will be expressed by my
were the exhortation of the spirit through name π ν η YJho-ah. -^r ah, " was ;" in
him, who* had also highly commended ho " is ; and ^ ye " shall be." It was therethose writings through Jesus, who came to fore a prophetic name, which required for its
"magnify the law and make it honorable:'— j accomplishment the resurrection of AbraIsai. xlii. 21. The application, then, of ham, Isaac, and Jacob, from the dead. It
these words to the subject before us, is this taught that they were to be raised at the
" When thou, Ο man, undertakest to speak > hist day—at the Aion, 01am, or Cycle, to
of immortality, or of the Gospel of life and i which the name belonged. Then, Abraham,
incorruptibility, see that thou speakcst ac- Isaac, and Jacob, would be in the Kingdom
.cording to the testimony of Moses and the of God with all the prophets ; and the spirit,
prophets." We have seen that Jesus,? the who styled himself AIL-SIIADDAI, the
greatestTof ail teachers, and his apostles did j strength of the Mighty Ones, 430 years beso, why then shouldest not thou ? They all fore the exodus of Israel, would manifest
magnified the law and made it honorable; himself in KLOHIM, or Strong Ones, that is,
and when they put to silence the ignorance Gods who should be spirit, because born of
of foolish men, they confounded them out of the spirit. The " ONE SPIRIT," in plural
the law
ί manifestation, being aggregately " the Sons
Take' an example: Jesus and the Sad- ! ) f ° ° α · ^ 0 Ι ? · ^ Η · 1 9 · , S o that the Eloducees for instance. Both parties admitted hn» °\ ( ( o d s °M f b r ^ i m > l a a a f t a n d J a c o b
the authority of the law ; Jesus only that of l n h a t d a ? flU b e ' t h e i r s c c d ' c v e n J e s u 3
ancl tlie sairUs
the prophets. In any dispute between them \
'
he must therefore confine himself to the tes- ί " Υ1 ho-ha-ah, or Yah, is my name for the
A
e
S o M o s e s
timony of the law. The Sadducees denied < £ · "
testifies ; and so Jesus exthat there was <· a/if/" resurrection ; which pounded the name. " THEOS w not of the dead
was consequently a denial of the doctrine of; wies,"said he—Οεος ova εστί νεκρών. Here
Jesus, who taught it, and declared that the \ Οεος answers to Ε^ΠΪΚΙ dohirn. Christ's
resurrection power was in himself. In order, \ proposition is that 'Iheos, or elohim, being
therefore, to put them to silence, he under- J spirit or corporeal manifestation, they cantook to prove that MOSES taught the restora- { nut be affirmed of names which have no livtionof life to the dead by resurrection. " That \ ing embodiment. Men die for want in'
the dead are raised up," saith he, " Moses (: spirit ; as it is written, "If God gather to
disclosed at the bush when he saith, * Lord j himself his spirit and his breath, all flesh
the God of Abruham, the God of Isaac, the (, shall perish together, and man shall turn
God of Jacob.' " — Kxod. iii. If). Luke < again to dust"—Job xxxiv. 17 : and " Thou
(juotes this statement of Jesus in the words ) takest away their spirit, they die, and return
of the Septuagint; which, however, he did \ to dust. Thou sendest forth thy spirit, they
not use, as the Jews to whom he preached j are created."—Psal. civ. 29. JSowtheos is
did not understand Greek. He would quote / affirmed of the spirit, which is life. John
the words of Moses in a tongue intelligible styles THE SPIRIT by whom all things were
to his audience—the then modern Jlebrew t made, THE LOGOS ; and " in the Logos was
He would say to them according to what is life ;" hence in theos is life; because it is
written in the ancient Hebrew—" WHO WAS, \ spirit. Therefore it is absurd to call the
js, SHALL BE, Gods of Abraham, Gods of ^ spirit, whose name is Y} ho-ah, " Theos nek-
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roil," God, or life-strength, of dead ones. It { which hath so long been desolate, must be
is a contradiction in terms—death and weak- ί rebuilt, and a king reign therein who will
ness being the negation of life and strength. | fulfill what is written concerning the great
" Theos" said Jesus," is of living ones*/' it is \ latter-day enemy and oppressor of Israel,
manifest, therefore, that as Abraham, Isaac j But some one may say the prophet refers
and Jacob are dead ones, and as theos is \ to some other city than Babylon, and the
affirmable only of living ones, that these fa- ! king prophesied of, although styled " King
thers must become living ones by resurrec- of Babylon," and " the Assyrian," cannot be
"
literally either one or the other : the Prince
tion that theos may be affirmed
of them.
Such was the argument of Jesus in con- of Rosh spoken of by Ezekiel, reigning in
cert with the testimony of the faithful Moses • Constantinople with dominion over Assyria, is
by which he so triumphantly confounded the the King of Babylon, or Assyrian, of the latSadducees, that he extorted the approbation ter days.
of his enemies, some of whom were comNow to my mind, this view of the Assypelled to exclaim, " Master, thou hast spoken rian and his city, is not satisfactory ; to me
well!"
it savors too much of those figurative interEDITOR.
pretations cf prophecy which apply to the
jUhurch what is spoken of Zion, and to a
Jerusalem in heaven what is to be accom©pen (iounctt.
plished in Jerusalem restored. Isaiah, and
other prophets, speak of a yet future AssyrIN THIS DEPARTMENT OP THE HERALD ALL THAT 18
PRINTED 18 NOT THEREFORE APPROVED. THE EDITian King, the King of Babylon ; now all
OR 18 ONLY RESPONSIBLE FOR WHAT APPEARS OVER
the kings of Babylon of which the Bible or
HIS OWN SIGNATURE.
ι
history make mention, reigned in Babylon,
for
The Rebuilding of Babylon, and the i example, Nebuchadnezzar, Cyrus and
Reign of the Latter-Day Assyrian , Alexander: why, then, should we suppose
ld be
b
therein, affirmed from the Prophets. \ that the future 'King of Babylon would
Isa. xiv. 1—4. "For the Lord will have ; a D exception? Is it because Babylonia is
mercy on Jacob, and will yet choose Israel, j w a s t e iU1(* desolate, and very unlikely to beand set them in their own land : and the I come the seat of such a vast and mighty
strangers shall be joined with them, and ! dominion as the latter-day Assyrians? feurethey shall cleave to the house of Jacob ; and \ ]Y t o t h o s e w h o expect that Jerusalem will
the people shall take them, and bring them yet be the metropolis of the world notwithto their place: and the house of Israel standing appearances are so much against
shall possess them in the land of the Lord this ever being the case, any argument
for servants and handmaids: and they shall based upon the improbability of Babylon
take them captives whose captives they J being rebuilt and made the throne ot tho
were; and they shall rule over their oppres- j Assyrian's empire, can be but little resors. And it shall come to pass in the day garded.
when the Lord shall give thee rest from thy \ Probably what has led most students of
sorrow, and* from thy four, and from thy \ prophecy astray in regard to the Assyrian
hard bondage wherein thou wast made to 'being other than a literal king of Babylon,
serve, that thou shalt take up this proverb is the general belief that the prophecies conagainst the king of Babylon, and say, How taining the burden of Babylon have beeu
hath the oppressor ceased! the golden city \ fully accomplished, and that " she is now
ceased! "
; lying under an irrevocable doom of perpetual
This testimony proves that the overthrow ί desolation."
Jeremiah was commanded to-take a stone
of the king of Babylon and the destruction
of his city, are events intimately connected with his prophecy against Babylon attached
with the future deliverance of Israel from all to it, and to cast it into the midst of the
her enemies, and especially from her great Euphrates, and to say, " Thus shall Babylon
oppressor, the Assyrian of the latter days. sink, and shall not rise from the evil that I
In the day Jehovah shall give the house will bring upon her."—Jer. li. The word
of Israel rest, they are to take up this pro- of Jehovah spoken by Jeremiah, dooms
verb, or, as the margin reads, " this taunting Babylon to be desolate for ever, and prespeech," and say, "How hath the oppressor cludes any possibility of her rising again
ceased 1 the golden city ceased! " Now from the evil to be brought upon her. But
these triumphant exclamations of Israel \ the desolation and evil which overtook Babymust have reference to a King of Babylon ) Ion no more fulfilled all that Isaiah and Jereand his city, both of whom had just then miah spoke against her, than the destruction
been overthrown. Therefore, before this of Sennacherib's army fulfilled what was
prophecy can be accomplished, Babylon, spoken concerning the yet future treading
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under foot of the Assyrian upon the mount- . the power of the enemy were not centered
ains of Israel. In many particulars the < there—if Assyria was not the great strongword of Jehovah against Babylon has not yet j hold of the oppressor, how could the laying
been fully accomplished, and therefore must ί waste of Assyria effect the deliverance of
be accomplished in the future. In several < Israel ? If Assyria were not the enemy's
places the sudden, as well as the complete j country, why lay it waste?
destruction of Babylon is foretold ; whereas j A g a i n , does not the fact that it is then to
history shows that her present state of deso- < b e m a d e w a s t e necessitate its previous restorlation came gradually upon her. The sink- a t i o n ? Lastly, if Constantinople is to be
ing of a stone in the Euphrates was a sym- t he throne of the Assyrian, and Assyria a
bol of her sudden and entire destruction, comparatively unimportant part of his do«Thus shall Babylon sink." " These two m i n i o n s > w n y i u the deliverance of Israel is
things shall come to thec in a moment, in one s p e c i a l v e n g e a n c e wreaked upon the lavd of
day, the loss of children and widowhood. . . Assyria ? I t appears to me that if Assyria
Desolation shall come upon thec suddenly:'
w e r e n o t t h c g u i l t v land> a n d t h e s e a t o f t h e
—Isa. xlvn. 9, 11. " Babylon is suddenly Assyrian's empire, it would not be singled
1
fallen and destroyed: —Jer.
Now, as I o u t b y j e hovah, and in so special a manner
have said, history shows that no such sudden j m a t j e t o f e e i t h c e f f e c t s o f n i s w r a t n
desolation and destruction have thus far
overtaken Babylon. Dr. Keith says, " A ] T l i c r e c a i 1 b e m a m h t t h a t I s a i a h a n <l
succession of ages brought it gradually to j M l c a h r e i > e r t o t h e s a m e Assyrian, the
the dust; . . . . its greatness did not depart, same deliverance of Israel, and the same
nor was its glory obscured in a day. Cyrus destruction of Israel's oppressor and his
T n e
was not its destroyer, but he sought by AVISO c l t v ·
Ρ Γ 0 °* t n e n > ^ t n i n k > 1 S c o n >
institutions to perpetuate its preeminence P l e t e > t h l l t when Israel, in fulfillment of
among the nations. He left it to his successor Isaiah's prophecy, shall say, " How hath the
in all its strength and magnificence. Alex- j oppressor ceased! the golden city ceased ! "
ander the Great attempted to restore it to t l i e v w l U nave^referred to the overthrow of
its former glory, and designed to make it the the King of Babylon, and the sudden and
complete destruction of his golden city,
metropolis of a universal empire
About the beginning of the Christian era, which shall have been accomplished in the
a small portion of it Avas inhabited, and the laying waste of the land of Assyria, as forefar greater part Avas cultivated. I t dimin- told by Micah.
ished as Seleucia increased, and the latter
But there is further proof of Assyria bebecame the greater city. In the second ing the seat of the King of Babylon, at the
century nothing but the walls remained. I t \ time of Israel's deliverance, inasmuch as the
became gradually a great desert."
! prophets speak of the Assyrian as the chief
prison-house from whence Israel shall be deThese extracts from Dr. Keith prove that
livered. Isa. xi. 11, 1G, " Audit shall come
Babylon's desolation came upon her the very
to pass in that day that the Lord shall set
reverse of suddenly ; therefore, in order that
l l l I l u aagain
ι time
ι υ
the word of Jehovah may be fulfilled, Baby- his
" I S Ihand
^ m "the
" : *second
™
£ ™ ™1""1'
h
£ r f e m n a i ] t o f . h i s l)e°Ple ^ c h B h , a l , ^ e
j leit, from Assyria, . . . . . and there shall be
That Babylon is to be thc headquarters and < an highway for the remnant of his people
stronghold of the latter-day Assyrian, is cvi- which shall be left, from Assyria and from
dent from Micah's prophecy, (v. 5, 6,) " And ί Egypt.11 Isa. xxvii. 13. " And it shall
this man (the Bethlehem-born king of Israel) j come to pass in that day that the great
shall be the peace, when the Assyrian shall trumpet shall be blown, and they shall
come into our land: and when he shall tread in < come which were ready to perish in the land
our palaces, then shall we raise against him j of Assyria, and the outcasts in the land of
seven shepherds and eight principal men. Egypt, and shall worship the Lord in the
And they shall Avaste the land of Assyria j holy mount of Jerusalem."
with the sword, and the land of Nnnrcd in j Hosea xi. 10, 11. " They (Israel) shall
the entrance thereof: thus shall he deliver us j w a n t a f t e r the Lord : he shall roar like a
from the Assyrian, when he cometh into our < \[on . w h e n ^ e s n a n r o a r j then the children
land, and when he treadeth within our bord- δηα 11 tremble from the west. They shall
e r s
·"
tremble as a bird OUT of Egypt, and as a
This testimony identifies the Assyrian .; dove out of the land of Assyria"
Zech. x.
with Assyria and Babylon, the deliverance ; 10,11. " I will bring them again also out
of Israel from the Assyrian is to be effected by J of the land of Egypt, and gather tliem out of
laying waste the land of Assyria, and the ; Assyria; and I will bring them into the
land of Nimrod, the beginning of whose < land of Gilead and Lebanon; and place
kingdom was Babylon. See Gen. x. 10. Ifb shall not be found for them, and he shall
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pass through the sea with affliction, and and reigned in Babylon as the head of gold,
shall smite the waves in the sea, and all the ruling over the silver breast and arms
deeps of the river shall dry up ; and the and the brazen belly and thighs; but no
pride of Assyria shall be brought down, and king has yet appeared to add the kingdoms symbolized by the iron and clay of
the sceptre of Egypt shall depart away."
the image to Alexander's empire, and, like
All these passages are prophetic of the his predecessors, seat himself in Babylon.
future deliverance of1 Israel from Assyria This the fourth king will do, and so earn for
and Egypt, in effecting which " the pride of himself the title of the king of Babylon, and
Assyria" is to be brought down. Is there fulfil all that is written of the latter-day Asnot evidence here of the proud position As- syrian, the king of the north, of the time of
syria has yet to occupy, as well as of the the end, the antichrist, that wicked, man of sin,
part she has to act in connection with and son of perdition.
Egypt—then part of the Assyrian's dominLastly, in the 4th chapter of Zechariah,
ion, as the spoiler, oppressor, pri.son-house,
and would-be exterminator of Israel in the there is a very remarkable prophecy of the
concentration, as it were, of the wickedness
latter day?
of the earth, in the shape of a woman sitting
The reader cannot have failed to remark, in the midst of an ephah upon the mouth of
how, in the above passages, Egypt is coupled ! which a talent of lead is cast, after which it
with Assyria : from these and various other j is borne away by two women with wings
Scriptures, it appears that Egypt as well as like a stork, and the wind in their wings, to
Assyria will hold in captivity God's people ; build it an house in the land </ Shutar;
it is distinctly foretold (Deut. xxviii. 68 ; where it is to be established, and set there
Ilosca viii. 13; ix. 3), that Israel shall re- upon her own base. The only interpretation
turn to Egypt, and as Egypt is to be subju- I have seen of this prophecy is by a Mr.
gated by the Assyrian, " the king of the Strange, author of The Light of Prophecy—
north, (Dan. xi. 42,) the same spirit of bib- a work to which I am indebted for most of
ter hostility to Israel will rule in both coun- the ideas and arguments contained in this
tries.
article. lie regards it as a prophecy of the
Then Isaiah's words (xlii. 22) will be rebuilding of Babylon. I will give a brief
descriptive of Jacob, " This is a people sketch of his interpretation. An " ephah"
robbed and spoiled ; they are all of them (he says) is a Jewish measure. The woman
snared in holes, and they are hid in prison- who sat therein is the personification of
houses :" (in Assyria and Egypt, ready to wickedness. " This is wickedness,'* it is
perish) " they are for a prey, and none de- said of her. And she embodies the evil of
livereth; for a spoil, and none saith, Restore." the whole earth. " This is her resemblance."
In the next chapter, however, they are com- it is declared, "through all the earth."
forted with assurances of Jehovah's regard Here are exactly the characteristics of the
for them, and promises of his interference in great whore, " having a golden cup in her
their behalf, xliii. 6. " I will say to the \ hand full of abominations and filthiness of
north (Assyria) give up; and to the south her fornication," out of which " the inhabit(Egypt) keep not back." And farther on ants of the earth have been made drunk ;"
we read of the wonders Jehovah shall work , " the mother of harlots and abominations of
in effecting their deliverance: and then J the earth."
Babylon comes in for her final judgement— \ This figure is carried to the land of Shinar,
see chapter 47—and " the captives of the j the very site of Babylon, and there she has
mighty shall be taken away, and the prey of an habitation built for her upon a spot
the terrible (king of Babylon) delivered.— described as " her own base." The city,
xlix. 25.
then, is to be reconstructed. upon foundaThat the latter-day Assyrian should be a tions that are her own, and here the mounds,
king of literal Babylon, seems necessary the ruins of her former grandeur, afford the
when we consider that Nebuchadnezzar's means for the accomplishment of the fact
image is the symbol of his empire in its ful- predicted of her. She may be built upon
ness. No empire can be the fulfillment of them. Mr. Layard shows that the mounds
that symbol whose throne or head is not in of Assyria are thus very commonly built
Babylon—for it symbolizes a strictly Baby- upon. The woman in the ephah being the
lonish domiuion. Nebuchadnezzar, the head type of a nation, the two women who bear
of gold, reigned in and over Babylon : Cyrus the ephah, it may be concluded, must likeadded Media and Persia—the silver breast wise indicate nations. We are to be led then
and arms—and reigned in Babylon ; and is >to expect that there will be a combination
so styled in Scripture (Ezra v. 13; vi. i2) of two powers who will undertake together
king of Babylon and king of Assyria : Alex- to build the city. They wiU do it with
ander added the brazen belly and thighs, celerity, as is indicated by their having the
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wings of a stork (a bird of swift flight), and
the wind in their wings. They further bear
the ephah between the earth and the heaven.
Considering that it is wickedness that is to
be set up, and this in the renovation of the
doomed and desolate Babylon, their action, we
may conclude, will be with a settled purpose
of opposition to the will and workings of
God ; and this corresponds with that of the
first builders of Babylon, who wished to con
struct a city with a tower whose top might
reach unto heaven,—a fitting habitation for
him who is to say in his heart, " I will
ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne
above the stars of God. . . . I will ascend
above the heights of the clouds: I will be
like the Most High." Isa. xiv. 13,14. The
elevation of the ephah above the earth may
betoken this fixture of impiousness. Were
any powerful civilized nations to coalesce
together for the restoration of Babylon, and
the realization of her abounding means of
wealth, the results would doubtless be rapid
and astonishing.

; travel of the East; as a natural result of
;4;ntinJ
ί; "'k;»v.
ΐΛττ«>.;
±+ι_
which "cities and +/%«r«o«,:n
towns will ^;
quickly
arise
Λ
αΛ Λat the
points on the Mediterranean and Euphrates
at which it terminates; and as the site of
ancient Babylon is admirably situated for
commercial purposes, and the elements of
her former greatness—her climate, her soil,
< and her waters—still exist, according to the
accounts of recent travelers ; in a very few
years may Babylon reappear in all its ancient
glory and magnificence. If Nebuchadnezzar
could say, " Is not this great Babylon that I
have built"—what may not be accomplished
in the same way by an individual possessed
of the power, ambition, and resources of
antichrist, its future king, and would-be-God
of the whole earth ?

Viewing this enterprise in connection
with the prophecies concerning Babylon
and Assyria, it certainly is of surpassing interest. That railroad is evidently destined
to become the highway of the commerce and

cause a sudden catastrophe was predicted,
Babylon must reappear in architectural being,
splendor, or proportions. If " Babylon" be
used prophetically in the sense only of an enclosure of houses on the banks of the Euphra-

J . R. LlTHGOW.

Halifax, N. S.

Remarks on the Above.
1. We transfer the above from the pages
of " The Expositor" at Bro. Lithgow's
The prophecy, as has been pointed out, ; request.
. ,
.
indicates that it will be by foreign interposi-! 2. w e agree with him, that Isaiah s and
tion that she will be reestablished upon her j Jeremiah's prophecies concerning" the King
own base in the land of Shinar ; and that of Babylon and his city " were not hilly acwith celerity, when the action is once com- complished on the dethronement of Belmenced. Once so encouraged and assisted shazzar, and the superinduction of the existBabylon might soon become a vast emporium ing desolation of the seat of his government.
of eastern trade, and concentrate within her-Nevertheless, we cannot admit his conclusion
self the wealth and the power of the adjacent that, " therefore Babylon which has been so
countries, and thus be brought to occupy long desolate, must be rebuilt."
the position from which prophecy demon3. "Assyrian King " and " King of BabyBtrates she is in the latter days, to be thrown lon»> h e u s e s synOnymously ; as evinced by
down.
the words " Isaiah and other prophets speak
Mr. Strange's work was published in of a yet future Assyrian King, the King of
1852 : since then how much has happened to Babylon." To this we do not object. But
confirm his views. In the Expositor of Jan. ' he continues, " now all the kings of Babylon,
15th, there is an article on Palestine, which > of which the Bible or history make mention,
contains the following most striking passage: reigned in Babylon." This we cannot admit.
alluding to the railroad about being con- It is, however, a main pillar, if not the Jastructed from a port on the Mediterranean chin of his argument ; for, he inquires,
to the river Euphrates, the writer remarks, " Why, then, should we suppose that the
" In this age of steam and telegraphs the future King of Babylon would be an excepconstruction of a road of a few hundred tion." See No. 7.
miles in extent does not create any surprise,
4. We agree with him, that no argument
scarcely a passing remark ; but the idea of a against the fulfillment of a plain declaration
snorting locomotive darting by the ruins of o f Scripture based upon improbabilities deBabylon, of the shrill whistle being heard duced from present conditions, is worthy of
among the oldest monuments of antiquity, any regard.
and ticket s'ations erected on the plains cf
5. We admit that the existing desolation
Shinar, give a peculiar interest to this enterof tlie collection of houses, termed Babylon,
prise, apart from its importance as a new was not" suddenly," " in a moment, in one
avenue for commercial industry and the day," but the work of ages after Belshazspread of Christian civilization."
zar's fall. But, we cannot admit, that be-
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tes, (which, however, is not the case, nor even i Ion ; and Mr. Layard might pass for his forehistorically, Ezra vii. 16 ; Dan.,iv. 29, where runner and pioneer. But we know our valit stands for " province" and kingdom,) the ued correspondent is far from such romance
argument would assume the aspect given to as that.
it by our highly esteemed correspondent.
10. Assyria and Egypt proper are antagBut this has not been shown ; therefore to us onists in part of the Latter Days ; but the
the conclusion is inadmissible.
latter is conquered by the former just before
G. We admit that Assyria Propria, and Messiah appears. See Dan. xi. 42, 43.
also the land of Shinar, will be included in The Jews in Egypt, because of its subjugathe latter day dominions of Israel's and Ju- tion by the Assyrian King of the North, are
dah's enemy, and that Babylon, but not " the outcasts in the, land of Egypt " opBabylon alone, but " Erech, and Accad, and pressed by that power in common with their
Calneh " also, were " the beginning of Nim- brethren " ready to perish in the land of Asrod's kingdom : " we do not, however, there- syria." Previous to the conquest they are
fore conclude, that Erech, Accad, and Cal- protected in Egypt, as at this day.
neh, will be rebuilt. If this rebuilding be
11. We admit that" no empire can be the
not contained in the premises based on Micah fulfillment of the Nebuchadnezzar-Image
v. 5. 6, we do not see how that of Babylon symbol, whose throne or head is not in Babycan be discovered there.
lon :" but then, there is a very important
before we can ad7. The territorial dimensions of Britain question to be answered
a
compared with its empire are very insignifi- mit the conclusion, therefore Babylon must
cant ; yet it supplies the name of the domin- be rebuilt upon the banks of Euphrates."
ion ; as, the British empire unshadowed by a It is this : must the throne be in Babylonsetting sun. We admit that Assyria proper city, Babylon-province, or in Babylon-dominis as dimensionally " unimportant;" but this ion ? We reply, in the last; our worthy
is no reason for restricting the term " Assy- correspondent says " No ; in the first"—to
ria" to the province. The name designates which we cannot agree.
a dominion also, which
in the time of Darius
12. To interpret symbolical prophecy lit(" Kinpi; of Assyria'1 and " King, of Persia," erally, as Mr. Strange has done with the wotwo titles of one and the same monarch, who, man in the ephah, is to reduce it to an absurdas his successors, reigned not in Babylon, but ity. The woman in the ephah is " the wisin Shushan in the province of Elam by Ulai, dom of God in a mystery;" which mystery
(and see Ezra iv. 24 ; vi. 22 ; Neh., i. 1 ; is expounded in the Seventh trumpet and
ii. 1 : Dan. viii. 2.) extended ik from India the things pertaining to it—Rev. x. 7. ; 1
to Ethiopia, a hundred and twenty-seven Cor. ii. 7. The exposition of " the mystery,"
provinces"—Esther i., 1.
or " enigma" (1 Cor. xiii. 12, βλεπομεν
8. " Land," as representative of Power άρτι <5*' εσοπτρον εν αινιγματί "we see at
upon the land, is guilty of violence against present by a mirror in an enigma") does not
the Israel and Judah of antiquity. Tin's is consist in converting its terms into identical
unquestionable. But we do not agree that propositions. This expounds nothing ; but
it is " singled out." The countries of the occupies time and space uselessly in affirming
Ten I iorns of the Latter Day Beast are all that Aleph is Alpha; and Alpha is A ;
contemporarily visited in vengeance with the and A is Aleph ; and therefore, A is Alpha ;
Assyrian, as the Toes of his dominion. The which all amounts to this, that A is A, or
old Assyrian oppressed and destroyed the the thing is what it is ! The woman, the
Kingdom of David; his Toes of the West ephah, the land of Shinar, <fcc, are symboliin all their history, the Heirs of that king- cal things; that is, things representing something analogous, hut not identical with themdom to be restored.
9. If, as our brother saith, " Assyria be selves. " The land of Shinar" is representathe seat of the King of Babylon," then the tive of something having resemblance to it,
Babylon in which Nebuchadnezzar and Bel- in some of its historical conditions. This
shazzar lived and died, will not be his throne ; resemblance is the mystery, or enigma, to be
and need not consequently to be rebuilt for solved, which Mr. Strange has yet to get an
that purpose. The collection of houses, inkling of.
EDITOR.
called Babylon was in " the land of Shinar,"
April 30,1857.
and not in Assyria Proper ; for of Nimrod
it is said, ^ " a 82 Ί ΧΊΠΪ1 γ"ΊΧΠ—|?a
nnn-haaretz hahi yatza Asshur, " out of that
land (Shinar) he went (to) Assyria," and
" I fill heaven and Earth, saith I SIULL BE."
builded Nineveh. If then, the future king Jer. xxiii. 24.
of Babylon's seat be Assyria, we might expect rather Nineveh to be rebuilt than Baby-
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Δ Curious Occurrence.

view of Jehovah's declaration, " I will remember the land!" Let the reader " search
and see! "
May, 1,1857.

EDITOR.

" I WILL REMEMBER THE LAND." Lev. XXVI. 42 I

The Ottoman Government has issued an j
important decree relative to the colonization
of the waste lands in Turkey, by which decree foreigners are to be enabled to acquire
property in those lands.
In reference to this the London Leader
says," To turn from the West to the Easternmost part of Europe we have a very
curious occurrence—the issue of a notification by the Turkish Government, of conditions on which European foreigners shall be
allowed to colonize the provinces of the
Ottoman Empire, more especially lloumelia.
The conditions arc advantageous. The emigrant will require a capital of nearly £60 ;
but with that he will have many of the advantages of a new country with the opportunity of an old. What a seed to sow in
that Mussulman-Christian Empire! "
Indirectly, this decree invites the Jews to
colonize the Holy Land ; for multitudes of
them are European ; and Palestine is preeminently a Turkish province, abounding in
waste lands. Will they not avail themselves
of it; and settle themselves there to some
extent, forming " unwalled villages," dwelling confidently, and abounding in cattle and
goods in the midst of the land ? We believe
they will; and that this emigration-movement
eastward is the inauguration of a prosperity
which will be of rapid growth, but brief in
its continuance. It will be perfected by the
time that the Prince of the Rosh has become
the " Gog of the land of Magog." This is
Russia's mission before her final move
against the East. We may now see why
Turkey has been providentially sustained by
the Anglo-French alliance. Had Russia
devoured her in the first stage of the Eastern Question, the country would have been
closed against the commercial and agricultural enterprise of the West; and the work
of " bringing back the land from the sword,
and gathering out of many people," (Ezek.
xxxviii. 9,) would have been prevented.
But Jehovah hath said in effect to Gog,
" Stand off till I colonize my land. I will
people it, and prosper it; and then thou
shalt rush and overflow the empire ; and
stand upon my mountains, where thou shalt
fall and be broken to pieces!" Turkish
policy, inspired by British enterprise, is working out the result demanded by prophecy
too plainly to be mistaken by him who is
observant of the times. Emigration to the
waste lands of Turkey is restoration for
Palestine. Is that no sign of the times, in

31 η α 11 c t α

(fifpistolaria.

Thinkings of the Flesh.
Bear Father .·*—I have been intending to
write to you for some time, but find very
little leisure, and so procrastinate. This is
a brisk business place, and I think very
pleasant. I am teaching in the Com. College here, besides my own pupils, &c, which
keeps me pretty busy. We have been rather
short of reading matter of late, when we
had time for reading (which is not often) ;
but meeting with the debate between Dr.
Thomas and Mr. Watt, last Sunday, we read
it and were much interested.
I wish, (with much diffidence, having read
so little) to suggest a few ideas which have
seemed very much to conflict with Dr.
Thomas' views, as well as with those of all
the churches. What I was going to say
was about this : 1st. God is omniscient, he
sees the end from the beginning. 2nd. He is
omnipotent, has everything according to his
own will, for surely nothing can be contrary
thereto. 3d. " He hath no pleasure in the
death of the wicked."
The creation, a work so vast, so glorious,
so beyond all human comprehension, great,
(and by himself pronounced "good"') must
have had an object, which object must have
been commensurate with the work and consistent with the Creator's attributes—some
glorious consummation worthy of so vast a
plan. Did he then create a man and pronounce him good which man he knew would
be tempted, and would yield to the very first
te?nptaticm, (than whicli not the most depraved offspring of the most depraved
parents could possibly do more or worse),
knowing, also, that the inevitable result
would be the "death" of almost (comparatively speaking) all the human race, millions
of millions utterly destroyed : what a melancholy spectacle for a Being who hath no
pleasure in the death of the wicked, who is
all love, who has created man as he is.
And in what respect was the man—the full
grown intellect, of sound judgement, and enjoying the privilege of «communion with his
Maker, to be considered good, if he yields to
the first temptation, a single one ; for the
exhibition of a much less degree of frailty
in a little inexperienced child, we hear them
• Written to Bro. Christian, of St Charles 111., by hie
son-in law, and forwarded to us for publication and
remark.—B
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pronounced " naturally depraved." Now , therefore it is, that disciples in the School
all this transpired according to God's will, or of the Flesh (styled by its patrons, curiousit did not transpire at all. The Creator<(ly enough, " the School of Christ") are zealmust have had a plan, and in that plan no $ ous for those who teach them. Referring to
details were omitted ; our own bodies are j certain Doctors of Divinity in the School of
sufficient evidence of that,, if everything
" saith,
'' " ~"
They went out
yg else ; the Flesh the apostle
did not testily to the same thing. This from us, but they were not of us ; they are
dreadful event, then, and the state of things of the World : therefore they speak from the
consequent upon it, were a part of the plan, world ; and the world heareth them :" in
or we are altogether deluded in believing other words, the world, constituted of flesh,
that the result is so fatal. If, on the contra- without understanding of the Scriptures, is
ry, the plan were the glorious one of a race error incarnate; doctors or teachers of diunder
created for eternal life and happiness, such a vinity, who are of that world, speak
a
plan, conceived by such a being could not be the inspiration of error ; and, as the world
frustrated. This may be sophistry, but if so loves its own," therefore it hears them ; and
I cannot distinguish: and furthermore, I has consequently, no ears to hear what the
wish to be understood rather as asking than Spirit saith to the Kcclesias." " The voice
asserting about these things. I feel that of the people is the voice of God ;" and
these things must be worthy of attention, and " what everybody says is true, must be
have always felt so, but have neglected for true," are the world's maxims ; but as false
months and years to write to you as 1 meant as the world itself. Try the times of Noah,
always to do soon. When 1 did write, I Abraham, Moses, the Prophets, Jesus and
never had time for anything but immediate of the Apostles, by these rules, and their
falseness ^is strikingly apparent; for those
affairs, and so postponed other subjects.
With much respect to all, I remain witnesses, of " whom the world was not worthy," all testify that its "everybody" is corYours, Sincerely,
rupt, lying, apostate, and the enemy of
W. H. PRATT.
God.
Barr's Commercial College,
The World! What is the value of the
DAVENPORT, Iowa, March, 1857.
world's opinions on divine things ? Literally nothing; yea, worse than nothing—they
are positively pestilential; and sedulously
Flesh of itself Incompetent to Think
aright on things Divine.
to be avoided by all who would attain to the
r
>kknowledge
l d
off the
h truth.
h W
Wrh
hat can a man
When "the flesh," having read very lit- \ know υΓ mathematics or chemistry who has
tie, as remarked by Mr. Pratt, and there- not studied the principles of those sciences ?
fore unenlightened on the ideas and purpos- Should such a person by any possibility be
es of God, undertakes to speculate upon His found in the seat of Euclid, Newton, Davy,
character, attributes, and plans, it is sure to \ Dalton, or Faraday, would he not be the
think contrary to Scripture and to the | scorn and derision of all intelligent and
truth. If, of itself, the flesh could think ί skilful mathematicians and chemists? Such
aright on divine things, Revelation would \ is the world for wisdom in the things of
have been unnecessary, and the Bible a work \ God, in the estimation of " scribes instructof supererogation. But as " to err is" essen- j ed for the kingdom of the heavens." Man; kind are condemned to dig for knowledge
tially " human," a revelation from God was <
indispensable, if it were deemed desirable for \»' as for hid treasure if they would acquire
man to know the origin, reason, and ulti- ί; it. This is a law to which there are only
mate, of his surroundings; as well as God, I<rare exceptions, as it may please God.
:
the beginning and end of all things.
Even his own prophets had to dig in the
and
the
ί
fields of one another for treasure not specialthe Flesh
The "thinking

the Catholic and Protestant
endora ; while to these has ever been opposed the thinking of the Spirit, whose mind
hath been by himself made known through
the instruction and testimony of the Scriptures. The flesh loves its own thoughts, as
most people love their own bantlings;

wishing-process. A man's wishing that he
were wise, though an admission that he is a
fool, and therefore a first step to wisdom,
never made a wise man yet. Ex nihilo nihil
fit. Nothing comes from nothing, not even
from wishing unaccompanied by intellectual
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or corporeal activity. How abgurd then, to and saying, u Head it, for the Bible is our
regard the opinions of the world concerning ; religion!" They all tell their disciples this,
God and his truth as any thing more than 1 whether clergyman or rabbi; and as their
mere folly and conceit! The only depository ' scholars are trained in a sort of awful reverof knowledge respecting these (excepting i ence for the men of sanctimony and the
His cu&ofeternal power and Deity,which are ' <% holy tone," they are too much the creatures
manifest from his works) is theS cripture ; and of implicit faith, to dispute the fact.
Beinto that mine mankind do not dig. Epei;- ί living - as they happen to be led," the one
a
νατεταςγραφας
—-Search the Scriptures," ' ^ " ^
the other a papist; the third
Jesus ; or, " Ye do search the S c r i p t u r e s " - ; a n ^P'^opahan-Trinitarian tne fourth a
for the Greek will admit of either rendering. ! ^ongRptional-Unitarian ;> the iiith a BabyEither way he both commands and α ] ) . , Sprinkler, the sixth, a 1 nne-Immersionist;
proves the practice ; and condemns men as a n d th< ? seventh, ignoring almost everything
" fools" who do not believe « all " they teach. b u t . " tli« liffht within," a broad brim, and
Now the Scriptures to which he referred > the "oly d r a b - e a c h disciple of these contrawere those alone extant when he uttered i d i c t o r y " i a l t h * professes to find his own
the words—namely, Moses and the p r o . j particular creed there, whatever may become
p h e t s - J n o . v. 39-44; Luke xxiv. 25-27, r, of the rest! Wereι this really the case what
32,44. How much does the world—nay, ( a n a b s u r d a n d ridiculous book the Bible
how much do » the Churches" and their cler- | w o u l d b e ' B u t according to the present
gy, the Synagogues and their Rabbis even— J ^ ™ ' 1 . 1 ( ! ™ l s l l 0 u alternative between the
for they are " o f the world," study these \ b e l r ^ °.f.uUv °^ absolute infidelity, bo long
writings? It is notorious, that the under- \ ™ tradition rules the mind of man, the Bistanding of Moses and the Prophets is deem- ! b c . w l H b e a n o r s c o f ^ a x ' P i n c h e d a « d f i s t ed unnecessary as a qualification for mem- I fd int,° υ ν ϋ 1 Τ f ? r r a t t h e m ? s t agreeable to
bership in church or synagogue; or for the ί h i i n t h a t w e a r s l t A c a P t l v e V1 t h e c h a i " S
" sacred desk" of either. Men whose heads ! ? f tradition, in reading the Bible, sees nothare as empty of their testimonies as the shell ί ι η π but his slave-driver there ; Jf he disof a rotten nut, are the wise and godly men ί c c r u a f r e e ^ n g m g thought in the book
of Rabbinical and Gentile " orthodoxy." ί forming no link of his own chain, he acBut Jesus denounces them as " fools ;" be- : c o u n t s ] t a s 1 1 0 t h i n ^ ' o r a s h a v i »ff a spiritual
cause he laid it down as a first principle of! l m P o r t i n nannony with the notions he engenuine faith in him, that a man believe their ί tertains. But the truth is, Bible is not the

ers of his day did search the Scriptures, ) .
^ ^
because they thought by them to obtain ' s i e s ' " " blasphemies," and perversions
t r u t h
] t d o e s n o t t e a c h t h e
life in the Age ;" but they did not give ere- /
·
sentiments of
dence to what Moses and the Prophets sav Christendom, with which it has as little
apart from the gloss they put on their sayings > sympathy, as Moses and the Prophets have
bu their traditions. This was one of the sins : W l t h Modern Judaism ; which is as fleshly
that ruined that generation—a making void < o r heathen in its origin as the Gentilisms
of the word of God by their traditions. '; t o w h l c h l t 1 S nationally opposed.
Jesus charged this home upon them, and ' The doctrine of Scripture, then, approved
they could not, and dared not, deny it. They by enlightened reason, is this, that in relation
" erred, not knowing the Scriptures" of .Moses ; to divine things, all men are fools, who are igand the Prophets ; a source of error and ruin norant of the teaching nf the sacred writings ;
to every people against whom the same ac- and still fools, if knowing; what they teach,
cusation can be proved.
they do not believe it αϊ'. Jlence the ancient
Men, then, whether we call them individ- \ world, whose " wisdom" was the philosophy
uals or the world, cannot know what the ( of the Greeks, and the tradition of the
Scriptures teach unless tht-y study them apart : " wise men" and "scribes" of Judah, was a
from tradition. This is contrary to their j world of fools. That branch of it in which
practice. Their custom is, to indoctrinate \ the Sanhedrists rejoiced caused their disciples
the human mind with tradition from the era- ; to draw near to Jehovah with their mouth,
die to maturity. This is called4· training up ; and to honor him with their lips, while their
a child in the way he should go, that when \ heart was removed far from him ; for " their
he is old he may not depart from it! " Jt ; tear towards him is taught by the precept
ought to be styled, the putting the mind in ; of men"—Isai. xxix. 13. But it was a false
chains stronger than iron. After they have •" wisdom, as false as that of the Greeks. So
handcuffed and riveted the intellect, they ; that in the next verse of the prophet we find
put the Bible into their hands with eulogy, a prediction declarative of its overthrow—
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" The wisdom of the wise ones shall perish, devilish ;" and cannot rise above the perishand the understanding of their prudent* ones able : but of His, he saith, " As the heavens
shall be hid." Nothing is more evident than are higher than the earth, so are my ways
the accomplishment of this since the mani- higher than your ways, and my thoughts than
festation 1 of the " marvelous work and the your thoughts.'' These thoughts are the thinkwonder' of which the New Testament is the ing of the Spirit, and constitute " the wisdom
record. By that " work and wonder" God that is from above." No man knows this
converted their wisdom into folly, and took instinctively. He must study God's book of
them in their own craftiness. If nothing wisdom, the Bible, to find it out. Ignorant
more can be said for the Jewish element of of this he is not competent to utter a resthe world's wisdom, what can be said for the pectable opinion on the true. Does one man
Greek ? The apostles proclaimed it all to be understand the mind of another, or his views,
mere foolishness. " Let no man deceive him- before he makes them known ; or before he
self," said they ; " if any one among you think obtains information of what they are? Let
that he is wise in this Aion, let him become the reader then be rational ; let him read,
a fool, that he may become wise : for the mark, learn, and inwardly digest the
wisdom of this world is foolishness with God. word of truth; and then deliver his conFor it is written in the Psalms, " Jehovah clusion from the premises, and his opinions
knows the thoughts of the wise are vain." will be entitled to a respectful attention from
Therefore let no one glory in men. That his contemporaries. But let him not say,
world by its wisdom knew not God, nor the 4· 1 have read but little, nevertheless, my
voices of the prophets, nor the wisdom of ideas are thus and so." He that has read
God in the mystery, ordained before the times but little of Scripture, and consequently
of the Aions, and revealed in the apostolic thought but little to the purpose, unless he
preaching in strict accordance with the pro- be inspired, has no ideas on divine things
phetic scriptures. Rom. xvi. 25, 20 ; 1 Cor. worth listening to. The above epistle is well
i. 18.—ii : iii. 18-23.
written, and diffidently expressed ; but there
Yet in the days of that world, contempo- is no instruction in it; for its ideas are only
rary with the apostles there was more knowl- " fleshly reasonings." Still they are suggestedge of God, and of his wisdom, than in the ive of difficulties common to many minds;
world of the present time. If man knew the and as such, we shall make a few remarks in
scripture revelation of God and His wisdom, putting them aside.
this declaration would be self-evident. But it
1. God, doubtless, knows all things; and
doth not; therefore darkness it calls light,and sees the end of all things from the beginning.
evil good. Its wisdom is the old heathenism This is scriptural, being the substance of
with the gods and goddesses converted into what James says with his quotation from
saints and saintesses ; and that " other Je- Amos—'· Known to God are all his works
sus," of whom Paul speaks in 2 Cor. xi. 4, from the beginning of the Aion." This was
and his " Immaculate Mother," enthroned said in relation to a certain purpose not yet
in skyana, as the Jupiter and Juno of the accomplished ; but quoted by the apostle in
system. Protestantism, Mohammedanism justification of the admission of believers
and Modern Judaism are to this, what the from among the Gentiles, to fellow-citizenskepticism of the philosophers in the persons ship with the saints of the Commonwealth
of Socrates, Plato, and Cicero, used to be of Israel; upon the principle of " calling
to the cruder superstition of the image-wor- upon the Name of the Lord," without the
shipers ; for a Mohammedan, Protestant, observance of ordinances peculiar to the
and Jew, liberalized by the literature, sci- Jews. Amos ix. 11, 12 ; Acts xv. 18 ; Eph.
ence and philosophy of our century, ignore ii. 19.
all mysteries, confess one God, reject images,
2. God is certainly omnipotent, as his works
and proclaim the immortality of the soul declare ; and therefore '* can," if he please,
from natural principles ; and sing,
put down everything that rebels against
him. But this ability to subdue, is no evi" For forms of faith, let sensfeless bigots fight,
dence that he approves of the great transHe can't be wrong, whose life » in the right."
gression. The Israelites rebelled against
Are such the persons to guide the world him ten times, till his patience was almost
in knowledge, to expound the reasons of exhausted. Did he approve of their rebelthings, and to exhibit the true wisdom ; or, lion because he had the power to crush it in
shall we turn to the idolaters of Rome, or an instant ? By no means. He is longsufto their mystic offspring of Oxford, or Ge- fering, as in the days of Noah ; being wilneva ? Away from them all; for their ling that all men be saved, and come to exthoughts are not the thoughts of God ; but act knowledge of truth. So say Paul and
thoughts of flesh, subversive aud opposed to Peter ; and so speaks a greater than they,
his. Their " wisdom is earthly, sensual, and who was the exact representation of the cha-
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racter of God; " who," says Jesus, " so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten
Son that every one believing into him might
not perish, but have Age-Life." And another reason why he permits what he does
not approve, is, that " lie has appointed a
day in which he intends to judge the
Habitable in righteousness, by a Man whom
he hath ordained, offering assurance to all,
having raised him from among the dead."
This is the scriptural reason why sin is not
punished as soon as committed. Jehovah is
silent now as a part of his arrangements.
Isaiah predicted tnat it would be as the history of the past eighteen hundred years has
exhibited it; and that Jehovah's silence
would continue until the time arrived for
him to overthrow the kingdoms of the nations, and to rebuild the tabernacle of David
in the restoration of the tribes of Israel.
" Jehovah shall go forth," saith he, " as a
Mighty Man ; he shall stir up jealousy like
a man of war : He shall shout, yea, roar ;
he shall prevail against his enemies ; I HAVE

mined to accomplish it. Do parents forbear
to generate because of the evil they
know assuredly will befall their offspring ?
Why, then, should God have abstained from
the genesis of the world, because he knew
that in attaining to the full development of
his purpose, according to the moral basis he
laid down, it would in its ages and generations pass through'a sore and terrible probation ? But, after all that can be said of the
evil, even if it were ten times worse than it
is, the life and happiness of the world that is
to inhabit the Earth eternally, will surpass
ten million fold, nay, inimitably, the evil of
its mortal period of seven thousand years.
The citizen of that world when he looks
back upon these years, more especially on
the small proportion of the evil he personally experienced, will behold in it but " a
momentary light affliction," that " worketh
out a more exceeding and eternal weight of
glory." Men err by comparing the good and
evil of the present state as though it were
permanent and final. The present is only
LONG TIME HELD MY PEACE ; I have been stilly temporary—a transient system of means to
and refrained myself; but now I will cry as a glorious end.
a travailing woman ; I will destroy and de5. " God is love;" but not" all love." He
vour at once. I will make waste mountains is also " light," " jealous," " a Man of war,"
(empires) and hills (kingdoms) and dry up all " a Consuming Fire," &c.
their herbs (nobles and chief men) aud I
G. Man was " very good" in a physical,
will make the rivers dry deserts, and I will not a moral, sense. He was " very good" as
dry up their pools. And I will bring the lions, tigers, serpents, doves, &c, were very
blind (the tribes of Israel) by a way they good ; for it is written, " God saw all that
knew not; I will lead them in paths they he had made, and behold, it was very good."
have not known ; I will make darkness light If Mr. P. would read the Scriptures criticalbefore them, and crooked things straight. ly, and apart from the tradition of his earlier
These things will I do for them, and not for- years, there are some thoughts of his brain,
sake them.'*—Isa. xlii. 13.
he would have forborne to pen. When man
God wills the unsuppressed triumph of breathed the breath of lives for the first time,
sin, until the arrival of this great and terri- he was simply innocent. He had done
ble day ; in which the vengeance he hath neither good nor evil. He had no character ;
also willed, will convince sinners, that the but as a new born child, capable of its destill voice of the written word, though neg- velopment in the future of its career. If man
lected and despised in this day of his si- had been formed incapable of sin, which is
lence, is as dear to him as his life and honor ; the transgression of law, there would
and that all that do not venerate it, and have been no scope for the formation of charobey, shall then reap as they have sown.
acter. He would have been a mere auto3. True, " He hath no pleasure in the maton, and the law and transactions of Eden
death of the wicked." This, however, is a farce.
only a part of the truth, which is made
7. Mr. P. presuming that" God is all love,"
whole by the rest of the verse, " but that the and confounding what God permits with
wicked turn from his way and live ; turn ye, what he wills and approves ; and being unturn ye, from your evil ways ; for why will acquainted with his purpose and plan ; and
ye die, Ο house of Israel ? " Jesus taught supposing also that the present is a finality
that there was joy in heaven over the re- —jumps to the conclusion, that God has
pentance of such. But, when the wicked been overreached, as it were, or frustrated.
will not turn and live, he hath pleasure in But, he says, his reasoning " may be sophistheir death: for it hath pleased him to ap- try." Doubtless, it is, for the reasonings of
point them to execution in the day of ven- the flesh in ignorance of the system of truth
geance.
the Bible teaches, are always sophistic ; for
4. Unquestionably God had an object in right reason is only that which brings the
view when he created the mundane system ; mind to conclusions in harmony with the
and a plan also according to which he deter- writtcp testimony of God. " To the law and

No Loitering on the Way.
the testimony ; if they speak not according
to this word, it is because there is no light
in them."—Isai. viii. 20. This is as true of
logicians, as it is of all the" Spirituals," whether they be clergymen, or the rappingghosts and hobgoblins of "the Spirit-world."
May 1,1857.

EDITOR.

No Iioitering on the Way.
839 Grange Road, London,
11th April, 1857.
MY DEAR FRIEND :
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narrow way," for even now may be heard in
the distance the voices of the assembling
guests, saying, " Let us be glad and rejoice,
for the marriage of the Lamb is come, and
his wife hath made herself ready." Loiter !
did I say ? in " in filthy garments" of mortality, then verily would they arrive at the
door in time only to hear the irrevocable
decree, " He that is filthy, let him be filthy
still." May it, however, be our happy privilege, to press zealously onward, and finally
obtain the inestimable prize of endless life,
heedless of the foul abomination that ascribes
a mere fraction of that prize, as being inherent to our fallen condition, and destined
to soar in the skies, or, that the predicted
destruction of Satan is merely equivalent to
rendering him a useless fiend engulphed in
endless flame, thereby perpetuating the deed
of sin, no ; neither can we listen to the " lying spirits," syren song, that " the king of
kings," under whose banner we have sworn
allegiance, has ever consented to reign coetaneous with " the Prince," and his accursed
subjects of " this present evil world." But,
that we may be found walking " worthy of
God, who hath called us unto his kingdom,
and glory," " striving together for the faith
of the Gospel," and eschewing all modes of
human faith, until privileged to take down
our harps from the willows, and attune
them to " the new song" of redemption,
which shall resound o'er the hills of Zion
from that immortal throng, the "called,
chosen, and faithful," is the fervent prayer
of
Your faithful friend and fellowservant in the Lord, " waiting
for the kingdom of God."

I was glad to perceive by the third number of the " Herald" that you revived the
notice respecting " Anatolia, " as no demand
whatever has been lately made on me for that
work, probably, as a truce has been made
with " the chief Prince of Meshech and Tubal." Sectarian bigotry may brand the
work a obsolete ; and be assured that whatever difficulty you may encounter in proclaiming the " Gospel of the Kingdom," on
your side of the Atlantic, there is no less belligerent opposition in this once highly-favored island, now become enslaved in
" gross darkness," and ripening, under political corruption, abominable priestcraft,
and moral depravity, for sure destruction.
The obstinate bearing of Mr. Orvis, in his
controversy with Mr. Magruder, is a specimen of the spiritualizing mania which infects religionists here, yea, " The priests and
the prophets, and all the inhabitants, are
filled with drunkeness," by " the Mother of
Harlots."
I fully coincide with you, that it is incumbent on those who are authorized to proclaim
" the Gospel of the Kingdom," " earnestly to
contend for the Faith, once (finally) deliver- j
RICHARD ROBERTSON.
ed to the Saints," and " whether men will \
We will attend to our friend's sughear, or whether they will forbear," those
commissioned servants are nevertheless gestions concerning Elpis Israel and the
bound to struggle against the glaring errors work in contemplation. The latter, the suband infidelity of the evil generation to which ject of which is the Apocalypse, is in preparthey belong, and being enlisted under the ation ; that is, we are writing it, as we can
banner of their great Captain, who has wag- find opportunity. At present, we get on
ed a sanguinary warfare against " the \ slowly, having much else on hand, and time
accuser of the brethren," they may not quit j rapidly on the wing. We shall give due
the battle-field, until enabled to reverberate i notice when we shall be ready for the
the mighty proclamation, " The Kingdoms { press.
of this world are become the kingdoms of our >
EDITOR.
Lord and His Anointed One." Yes, my dear • May, 1857.
friend, and, however " hard to be under- '
stood," may be the divine assurance. I *
11
boldly affirm it that such faithful servants, •
Jupiter Tonans."
" though now dead," yet shall they renew \ DEAR SIR :
their mortal clothing, and live; and soon, i; The repose of this region was disturbed
ah very soon, the glorious day will dawn. on Thursday last, by the Harbinger of A.
When thus living, they shall " never die ;" \ Campbell, which announced, Prepare ye the
having put on immortality. The heavenly [ way of your god. Messengers were sent
bridegroom has " called" them to " the mar- >
all the region " round about" and
riage Supper," nor dare they loiter in " the I through
the proclamation was made " the feast is
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He delivered a lecture on educatiou (on
ready," prepare the bride for the coming of
her lord. I confess that I was interested as Monday) at which I was more astonished
well as amused. The supreme glory that re- than I am wont to be ; for I then heard
velled in the faces of the initiated, foretold a for the first time that a horse had a soul as
high expectation of a jubilee. The time well as " A. Campbell." He said Paul was
(Sunday) arrired, and lo ! your humble serv- his polar star, and Paul had asserted that
ant occupied a seat in the synagogue, with man had three entities—body, soul, and
materials to take notes of what Jupiter To- spirit. Every one knew what the body was.
nans should say. They are before me, and The soul—from psuche Greek—meant the
from them I will give you some hints of his animal of man—that faculty which enabled
particular points. 1st. lie showed the im- the birds to find their way from place to
portance of understanding the circumstances, place, and the brute to discriminate befeelings, mannerism, and idiom of a writer, tween good and bad. After saying that
or speaker. 2nd. Of the mannerism of Jesus these words were never used the one for the
at Caesarea Philippi, which brought him to other he said, " Solomon says the soul of man
the text, (i. e.) " Thou art the Christ, <fcc." goes upward, and the SOUL of the beast goes
He said the dove sunk down into Him (Je- downwards into the earth."* " But," said
sus) and H E was anointed the " King of he " man alone has spirit—the moral faculty
the Universe." He made this the radiating which God breathed into him when he
point of Christianity. Upon this he spent breathed into him the breath of lives."
his time ; now condemning all " creeds," and From this learned lecture, I learned much,
the " five points.;" and then applauding the particularly that in all other institutions (exBible as his only creed, and then speaking of cept Bethany College) wherever religion
the authority of Christ over the universe; was taught at all,it was taught by Catechisms
and towards the close he spoke of his coming but at Bethany, there was no sectarianism;
to judge the world ! ! And wound up his It was the only college in the union where,
rare lecture by stating that no man of com- the education of the whole man—physically,
mon sense and common education could be- intellectually and morally was completed.
lieve in the annihilation of human beings. I If the thing was in the man or boy, Bethany
drew my breath with the mental ejaculation, alone could educo—bring it out of him. All
" How are the mighty fallen ! ! " Day be- j were called on to subscribe, and then exfore yesterday I received a request from a>j eunf omrtcs.
lady friend to come and hear Mr. Campbell >
! The whole affair resembled a dance withpreach at night on the Second Advent of \ out a fiddle. It certainly was the saddest
Christ. I immediately repaired to the place, j effort to speak against convictions I ever
and quietly took a seat. Mr. C. read from ) saw. The whole affair has strengthened me
Revelation the account of the small and Ϊ in my convictions that your interpretation
great standing before God, from which he [ of the sacred volume is the best : and since
spoke about an hour and a half, and the \ I have perceived your willingness to answer
only mention he made of the second coming i Truth Seeker's inquiry, I want to ask an
was incidental. He exhorted the breth- j explanation of a passage, John xii. 24.f
ren to be ready to meet the Lord in the J
Truly yours,
air ; and told them of the judgment, and the j
PETER TANNER.
different books, &c; and made this singular j Cheneyville, Louisiana.
remark, that when the Saviour would wel- (
come the righteous to the Kingdom " they \
would be unconscious of having done any ) A Bubbling "Fountain" of Romance,
service to him." Does not this prove that ί
HENDERSON, Ky., April 25, 1857.
they have been asleep ?*
<; Bro. Thomas:
• Fountain E. Potts, of Nashville, a cele* It proves that those Mr. Campbell styles " righ- ; brated minister of the Methodist church, reteous, being then unconscious of previous service, will • cently visited this city and delivered two
awake to the consciousness that they were never the
servants of Christ, and consequently not entitled to lectures on the Fulfillment of Prophecy;
any share in his rewards : for the sentence is, " AVeli and, as I am informed that he left a challenge
11

done, good and faithful servants, enter ye into the joy
of your Lord.11 A servant is one who renders service
to another called master, into whose employment he
has formally entered. Such a one who is "unconscious of having done any service to him," must be a
very worthless servant. A plantation of such servants
must be in a very ruinous condition. He errs "not
understanding the word of the kingdom." They will be
perfectly conscious of having rendered service, but
under an overwhelming sense of the magnitude of
their obligation to their master, 4> after they have done
all? they will regard their doings as comparatively
" trifles, liL'htas air."—EDITOI:.

• Mr. Campbell ought
to know better than this.
u
Solomon does not say e o u l " or ^ 5 3 nephesh.
lie
ha ddam t '""Who knows tho spirit of the sons of
Adam?" of the groundling? Mr. Campbell says that
" man alone has spirit 1" This is like many other of
his 6ayings —directly opposed to scripture. In the
passage before us, Eccles, iii 39-21. Solomon contradicts him point blank, eaying, "V^tj ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ rudkhe
u
had Id kol, there is one spirit for all."—EDITOR.
t John xii. 24 is explained in I Cor. xv. 36. E D .

A Bubbling "Fountain" of Romance.
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for you, if you ever visit this place again, I j symbolized the union of church and state
have concluded to give you a synopsis of his \ under Constantine, June 13, 325, A.D.; that
lectures, as near as I can, and hope that you j the antagonism of the stone to the image,
will make it convenient to come and meet j smiting it on the feet, symbolized the genius
this Goliath, some time during the summer. of our great nation in its opposition to the
If you conclude to do so, and will let us union of church and state; that while the
know at what time you will be here, we will stone kingdom or government were not
inform his friends of it, so that he may be on Christianity, the mountain out of which the
hand. I think it probable some good may stone was cut was Christianity. That the
winged woman of the wilderness was an emresult from such a discussion.
and her man-child, to
He commenced by stating tbat prophecies blem of Christianity,
touching the nations, down to the fall of j whom was given <4 a rod to rule," was an
Jerusalem, were but a literal history of \ emblem of our government, arising· from a
Syria, Edom, Moab, Egypt, and Judea; j pure religion; that this man-child, being
but from the destruction of the Jewish capi- caught up to heaven in the clouds, showed
tal down to a certain period, called " the the Providential protection of our infant
time of the end," a veil was on the prophets, republic. That our nationality which was
and no interpretation of the sublime visions Ϊ to come was Israel restored. That God
during that interdicted age could possibly be \ would constitute such a nationality out of
correct; for God had repeated the announce- people who would acknowledge his Son,
ment to Daniel, the prophet, that " the Jesus Christ, and not of the Jews, who,
words were closed up, and the vision was from the beginning, have denounced Christ.
sealed to the time of the end." That this That perfect coincidence being perfect fulwas not the end of the world was evident; fillment, our nation and no other on earth
for, in the time of the end, " many should answered the picture. That the nationality
run to and fro, and knowledge be increased ;" to arise was to be gathered out of the nathat then " the wise should understand, but tions. That they were to go to the westthe wicked should not understand." Not ward. That the country they were to inonly was the vision itself sealed, but the habit was a land between the eastern and
time or end of these wonders, and especially the great western seas. That the land was
the theatre of these wonders, or the land of one " that had always been waste." That
their realization, should be unknown till God it was to be located in thirteen distinct
was prepared for their accomplishment. That states. That these states should be bounded
" the time of the end," an age of great intel- on the east by the.eastern sea, and on the
lectual energy, adventure, and locomotion, west by the great western sea. That the
was the age in which a great nationality people gathered out of the nations should
would arise ; that the United States arose at " build and dwell safely in unwalled villages
the end of 1290 symbolic days from the de and cities, having neither gates nor bars,"
struction of Jerusalem; that Daniel's 70 " a land of broad rivers and streams ;" a reweeks being equal to G03 years and 214 days public where the people " should appoint for
of solar time, according to the eclipses of j themselves one head," and their rulers and
the sun, gave an infallible rule to determine > governors " should be from among themsymbolic time ; so that, if 70 symbolic weeks j selves." That the United States were " the
equaled 603 years and 214 days, 1290 sym- isles that should wait " for God, and that the
bolic days reached from the burning of the ships of Tarshish or Old Spain should be first
temple, on the 187th day of the year 68, to open emigration. That our country was
A.I), to the 4th day of July, 1776 ; and that, the land shadowing with win^s " which
making the starting point at the occasion of \ was beyond the rivers of Ethiopa, which
the daily sacrifice, which happened, accord- from Judea beyond the Nile was the United
ing to astronomy, at sunrise, three minutes States, and no other country. That our

uly, 1776 ; and, from the best sources of is the " nation born to God in a day"—born
information, the Declaration of Independ- on Independence Day. That the U. S. arose
ence was proclaimed at that hour on the in the providence of God as the model politii'ourlh. That the United States was the j cal government, and that its great mission
filth government represented by the stone) was the " overthrow of monarchy, and the
cut out of the mountain without hands. The f utter destruction of political and ecclesiasimage of Nebuchadnezzar represented the! tical despotism.
successive kingdoms of Assyria, Medo-Per-! His subject the next evening related more
aia, Macedonia, and Rome ; that the iron j especially to " the last great battle (which he
and clay in the feet and toes of the imageN says will be) between civil and religious
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liberty on the one hand, and political and earliest opportunity. Yours, in hope of a
*
ecclesiastical despotism on the other.'' That resurrection unto eternal life.
the U. S. would be invaded by monarchy;
In compliance with this" petition," having
that Russia would be the leading power, and ) sent an appointment, I arrived safely in
...
England and all the autocracy of the world $ Norfolk on the day before the second Lord's
would be allied with Russia against the U.S. day
*--•'—
· --^and
-~3e-~.*
in April,
found it n.arranged Jfor* me
except France ; that France would be with to lecture Sunday nights, upon the Abraus in the end, as she was in the beginning. hamic covenant. Notwithstanding unfavoraThat an armament, such as the world never ble weather, I was enabled to deliver six
saw, composed of millions, would invade the lectures. In the commencement, passages
country. That the battle-field was the val- of Holy Scripture in the 12th, 13th, 15th,
ley of the Mississippi (here he referred to 17th, and 22nd chapters of Genesis were
Ezekiel, 38 and 39). That Heaven would read, as a platform or foundation, deep and
be upon our side. But, in this last dread- broad, on which to base the lectures. After
ful fray, there would be trouble such as an explanation of the term covenant, and
some preliminary remarks, the attention of
never was. That the U. S., beingg the expop
nent and representative of republicanism, the audience wa3 called first to the promise,
extending its borders from sea to sea, and that Jehovah would bless all nations in
from the lakes to the gulf, arose as the Abraham and his seed. The seed was idenformidable defiance of autocracy ; and that tified with the Christ, upon the authority of
Russia, embracing an area of one seventh of Paul in Galatians, identified with him of
the globe, and arising in dreadful grandeur, whom we read as the son of man, Son of
must, in self-defence, attempt the extinction God, Jesus of Nazareth, &c. It was argued
of popular freedom ; and that these two that, to bless nations, would be, to bestow
formidable powers, lowering and culminating upon them a good government, administered
to the heavens like dreadful clouds sur- in righteousness. Thus, the Gospel, preached
charged with the elements of ruin, would to Abraham, was the gospel of a desirable
shock the world with their collision and government. This was confirmed as the lecdrench the earth with blood. That mon- turer proceeded to consider the testimonies
archy would be overthrown for ever, and re- in relation to David and David's throne, and
publicanism everywhere prevail, and nations residence, and kingdom, as promised to his
learn war no more, for a thousand years.
seedy the Christ. Other testimonies in relaI have written more than I anticipated, tion to the same seed presented under other
and will conclude. Accept my best wishes and richly-varied expressions, such as Jehofor your health, happiness, and prosperity, vah's Son (as in the 2nd Psalm), unto us, a
through a long life of usefulness.
child is born, a Son is given, &c, &c, made
Yours, in hope of immortality,
the argument still stronger, and more interP . A. BLACKWELL.
esting. The subject was manifest as expanding, while prosecuted through the
abounding testimonies of both Prophets and
The Truth in Norfolk, Va.
the Apostles. The Seed being identified
27th April, 1857.
_
.. . _,
~
I with Jesus by reference to the 1st of MatDear Brother Thomas:
t h e w a n d 3 d o f L u k e ? i t fon0wed that, whatThe following is substantially, and almost \ e v e r j s a ffi rme d of Jesus in the Sacred
verbatim, a copy of a communication from a > W o r d j t h e s a m e i s t r u e o f t h e S e e ( L I n a
word, the latter-day glory of Israel, and of
gentleman in Norfolk, Va.
NORFOLK, March 27th, 1857.
the Gentiles, was all suspended upon the
MR. A. ANDERSON :
promises, as concentering in -him. The last
Dear Sir: In view of the day that God lecture was upon the apocalypse as develhas appointed, in the which he will judge the oping Jesus in the character of a mighty
world in righteousness, by that Man whom warrior and a glorious conqueror.
he hath ordained, whereof he hath given asI had reason tt> believe, that the effort
surance unto all men in that he hath raised was highly satisfactory to the audience, and
him from the dead, a few seekers here after especially to the seekers after truth, for
truth, prompted by a desire to know more of which I am humbly thankful.
the exceeding great and precious promises \ I send this brief account, as an inducement
by which we are made partakers of the for you to visit Norfolk. I can truly say,
divine nature, and thus be prepared for his \ there are some there who are very interestname, that we may have right to the tree of \ ing, on account of their extensive researches
life, and enter in through the gates into the \ after Bible truth. 1 was requested to invite
city—believing you to be competent to the j you to Norfolk. You can easily take it in
task, we have sent up this petition, in the j your way to Richmond,
hone of realizing a visit from you at your ·
ALBERT ANDERSON.
ji
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time they are debarred from the possession
of them both ; but when sinners, who now
17
possess
" all things" to which they have no
kind, but to certain styled " heirs.
aionian right, shall be deprived of their
Paul terms " eternal life" ζωής της εν usurpations and robberies, the dead, in whose
Χριστώ Ίησον, life which is in Christ Jesus;hearts Christ dwelt by the One Faith and
therefore, in another place, he styles Jesus in One Hope of the calling, " when they were
relation to the saints, " the Christ our life;" alive ; and the living, in whom he dwells in
which life, he says, " is hid with Christ in like manner, shall have right and possession
God." Hence, it follows, that the life of aionian. The saints walk by faith ; sinners,
the saints being in Christ and hid with him by sight: the former have aionian life by
in God, the life or soul they are to have eter- believing unto "justification of life;" the
nally is not in· themselves.
latter, not believing into Christ, " shall not
The life or soul possessed by all mankind see life, but the wrath of God abides upon
in the present state is not hid. Its operations them."
are manifest; for, wherever there is motion
This life, to which those sanctified by the
in the system, there is life. In the tissues of Abrahamic Covenant dedicated by the blood
a dead man there is no motion, therefore, no of Jesus, obtain a right thereby, is styled
life ; and, consequently, no vital manifesta- aionian ; in the Common Version, " eternal"
tions. Hence, the dead neither know, think and " everlasting," because it belongs to the
nor do—" the dead know not anything," as αιών aion, or DISPENSATION to be founded
Solomon declares.
by Messiah. The life of Messiah's cycle is
Yet, in a certain sense, the man believing the life promised to the saints. Because
into the Son has life aionios* Ο πιστενων ειςαιώνιος aianios, is added to God, life, punτον αϊον, έχει ζωην αιωνιον He has it now ishment, times, fire, doors, people, the dead,
in the sense of Christ dwelling in his heart by servant, joy, laws, &c, it does not, therefore,
faith.—Eph. iii., 17 ; Jno. iii., 36. If this follow that all these things are eternal in the
faith have led him into Christ by being im- ordinary acceptation of the word, that is,
mersed into his name, Christ dwells in him without end. " The terminus ad quern, as it
and he in Christ, and he has the life aionian is called, is to be determined from the nature
in the sense of having a right to it. of the subject;" and we may add, as that
" Blessed are they who do his command- subject and its nature are, for the most part,
ments, that they may have right to the Tree defined, not by Gentile theology, but by the
of Life, and may enter in through the gates testimony of God. In the case before us,
into the city."—Rev. xxii. 14. To have a the duration of the life is defined by the comright to a thing, and to possess that thing, pass of Messiah's cycle, which is indicated
are distinct ideas. People may have rights, by the saying, "His name shall endure t3bi?b
but be for a long time debarred from those leolam, εις τον αιώνα, for the course;"
rights ; while others may possess things and the duration of which course of things, or
have no right to them; while others again αιών is 1000 years, but being succeeded by
may have both right and possession. All in another uidn> the continuance is illustrated
whose hearts Christ dwells by a faith which by the sentence immediately following, sayhas led them into him, have acquired rights ing, " His name shall be continued as long as
to the Tree of Life and the City ; but for a the sun."—Ps. lxxii., 17. Now, as the sun ie
«Not Able to Kill the SouL"

ETERNAL LIFE is a promise, not to all man-
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to exist always, the cycles of Messiah's name
will never be closed ; so that the life of his
αιών will be aionian in the sense of being
witfiout end.
Let not the reader, however, jump to the
conclusion that, because αιώνιος signifies
witliout end in the case before us, that eternal
or everlasting are its meaning when it stands
absolutely or alone ; and that whenever added to a substantive it imparts the idea of
eternity thereto. The Mosaic law declared
that the servant who would not accept of
his discharge from his master, should be his
aionian servant—ubi£ "Π2 tved oiam—that
is, as long as he lived. Hence, it is manifest,
from the nature of things, that aionian does
not mean absolutely duration without end ;
but limited duration as well as unlimited, as
the case may be. N o man is doomed to
eternal servitude; though it might be so
argued with as much propriety from aionian
servants, as that the wicked will be subject
to unending torment, because their " punishment " is styled aionian kolasis.

ditarily immortal. That immortality, consequently, was independent of faith and obedience, so that they should not die, but be
the subject simply of a separation of spirit
from the body, which was all the death that
would ever happen. But we reject the phi) losophy of the Serpent and his seed, and
j accept the words of God. He says, " he
> will render aionian life to them who, by
j patient continuance in well doing, seek for
glory, and honor, and incorruptibility."—
Rom. ii. 7. Men only " seek for11 things
they have not g o t ; and seeking, they hope
j to attain the things sought. But " hope that
is seen is not hope ;" seeing, therefore, that
we do not now possess incorruptible life,
" we with patience wait for it."—Rom. viii.
24, 25.

Incorruptible life, with glory and honor in
the kingdom of God restored again to Israel
at the resurrection of the just, is the hope
set before us in the gospel, " T H E ONE HOPE
OP THE CALLING." Being promised in " the
Covenants of Promise," those who obtain a
right to the promise, in obtaining that right
The life of Messiah's cycles, which will
become il heirs" of this inestimable gift.
never close, is a matter of promise, and thereHence the phrase, " heifs together of the
fore of hope.
grace of life."—1 Pet. iii. 7. An heir is one
Paul says he was " an apostle according who hopes to possess ; and, at the same time,
to the promise of life which is in Christ his hope is according to law, or he is not a
Jesus."—2 Tim. i. 1. In another place, he lawful heir, however earnestly he may hope.
says that he was " an apostle separated unto An heir of immortality, the kingdom, &c,
the Gospel of God which he had promised be- is not a present possessor of these things,
fore by his prophets in the Holy Scriptures." but one who has obtained a scriptural right
—Rom. i. 1. He preached the good news'of to the Tree of Life and the City.
life and incoi'ruptibility in the kingdom of God
Our proposition, then, is a great truth,
restored againto Israel, FOR ALL WHO BELIEVED
the things covenanted to Abraham and David, namely, that Eternal life is a thing promised
and the things concerning the Name of Jesus to certain stilled heirs. This being irrefutable,
Christ, and were baptized mto the name of it follows infallibly, that all mankind, not
the Holy.
This prospective abolition of being lovers of God, and consequently not
death, and bringing to light of life and in- " heirs of God," have no right to eternal
corruptibility thrpugh the gospel of the king- life, and therefore " shall not see life." Now,
dom, was a novelty introduced to the Jew- a man that hath no right to a thing, and shall
ish nation by Jesus, and by his command not see, or be the subject of, that thing, in no
proclaimed to the Gentiles by the apostles. sense possesses that thing. I t is therefore cerThe proclamation set up incorruptible life tain that immortality in no sense is the attrithe gift of God to obedient believers of his bute of mankind in general; and being a matpromises, in opposition to the wisdom of the ter of conditional promise, it is only a thing
world, which taught that " Death is the sep- of the future, attainable by those who fulfill tjte
aration of an immortal, or deathless, spirit conditions. Hence, in relation to the present
from the body, whose immortality and es- possession of immortality'tis a thing physisence were originally breathed into man cally connected with the human organization,
from the Divine Substance, and hereditarily the words of Solomon are a divine oracle, that
diffused through every individual of the race " mankind hath no preeminence over a beast;"
without exception." Thus, in the first cen- they all have one spirit; all go to one place ;
tury of our era, two theories of immortality all are of the dust, and all turn to dust
divided the attention of mankind—the one again." This is very humiliating to the
from God ; the other from the Serpent. God proud and pharisaic, and to those who regard
promised immortality of body to his friends men " as gods, knowing good and evil;" but
at their resurrection ; the Serpent denied it, it is the nature of God's doctrine to humble
saying, that the body was of no account. " the proud in the imagination of their
The spirit, or soul, was essentially and here- hearts," and to bring the high thoughts of
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men into subjection to his. "The spirit of > Land ? Of the rest of mankind, characterman is immortal, because it is spirit," say ized by a " stumbling at the word, being disthe wise of this world. Be jt so. Then the obedient," (1 Pet. ii., 8), God plainly and
spirit of the beast is immortal, too ; for, positively declares, " they shall not see life,
says the scripture, man and beast have all one but the wrath of God abideth on them."
spirit! At death, saith the Gentile philosoBut, concerning those of whom this ie
pher, the spirit of man goes to heaven, be- spoken, it is written, " they shall come forth
cause it is written, " the spirit of man from their graves to the resurrection of
goeth upward." Be it so. It is not uuusual judgement." They will, therefore, see a life
for the Devil to quote scripture. But it is after death and resurrection ; but it will not
also written, that man and beast have all be the life of Messiah's cycles, which never
one spirit, and all go to one place, so that close. In their present lile-time, " they sow
if one goes to heaven, the other goes there to their flesh ;" therefore, saith Paul, " of
also ! That cannot be, saith the philosopher ; the flesh they shall in due (or the appointed)
for, it is written again, " the spirit of the season reap corruption." They rise from
beast goeth downward to the earth." Be it the dead, then, at the time appointed for
so. It therefore follows, that Solomon was their resurrection, as dust reorganized on a
not speaking of " going to heaven at death," corruptible basis ; so that the life they again
but of something else, which our contemporaries no more than his, understand ; for he temporarily possess is a destructible life,
inquires, " who knoweth the spirit that goeth being developed through corruptible flesh—
upward, &c, and the spirit that goetU or soul and body which God will destroy in
downward, &c ? " The philosophers do not. hell, or more properly, in " Gehenna." This
They do not perceive that Solomon speaks, destruction, or " of the flesh reaping cornot of a physical principle, but of disposi- ruption," is " the wrath of God that abides
tion. " The spirit of the sons of Adam," upon tyem :" it abides upon them as a senwhich once prompted them to reach heaven tence of " Death ending in death." θάνατος
by a tower, and the spirit of beasts, which εις θάνατον, 2 Cor. ii. 16—"death, into
is prone to the earth, having no ambition death;" which is the scriptural form of
being;"
for " above." " All are of the dust, and all the phrase, " the extinction of
1
turn to dust again." The Λί spirit" and for what " being" can be more perfectly,
" breath" of men and of beasts are God's, completely, or totally extinguished, than the
which he lends them for the purposes of being, the sinning and sinful being, whose
their organized dust, which constitutes death " ends in" death, as President Campthe man and the beast, according to its bell, after MacKnight, renders it ? The gosform. They, that is, their organisms, are pel Paul preached was an odor of this " in
formed of the dust of the ground, and their them that perish" so that, his idea of perish,
dusty forms are animated by the spirit and destroy, reaping corruption, &c, was for
breath of God. While they possess these, that which sinned to die after resurrection,
men and beasts live and move, and have and to continue dead unendingly—death
their being in God ; and thus, as Moses ending in death.
says, " Jehovah is the God of the spirits of
Immortal soulists admit that it is the soul
all flesh ;" so that, as Elihu says in Job, that sins ; it is the soul, then, that must
"if he gather unto himself his spirit and his die ; and this death of the soul must " end
breath, all flesh shall perish together, and in death" " The soul that sinneth, shall die,"
man shall turn again to his dust."—Chap. saith the Scripture. Now, is it not folly to
xxxiv., 14,15.
tell us that such a soul, whose death ends in
death, is immortal, or deathless ? Yet such
What rational man, unprepossessed with is the wisdom of the world ; the adored nonGentile traditions, and unperverted by their sense of colleges and schools, in whose sercollege sophistry, miscalled " logic" can fail vice their babes and sucklings chop their
to see from God's testimony, that constitu- " logic" for the confusion of " heretics" and
tionally, man has no immortality of body, the salvation of souls !
soul, or spirit, and that the immortality pro- " THE SOUL, WHOSE DEATH ENDS IN DEATH,
mised of God is deathlessness of transformed
IS IMMORTAL."
animal bodies, or of reorganized dust; that
Hear it ye worldly wise \ This is reajly
this corporeal immortality is limited to God's
friends, who are defined to be those " who the proposition ye affirm. Surely ye are
do whatsoever he commands ;" that a right learned dunces all.
to it is all that can be attained now; and
He, then, that stumbles at the word, being
that the thing itself cannot be attained until disobedient, shall not see life—shall not bethe ^ resurrection, and the appearing of come immortal, or deathless. He shall rise
Christ in his kingdom, that is, in the Holy to judgement, to " be tormented with, fire
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and brimstone in the presence of the holy that, rising from the dead, they should not
messengers, and in the presence of the Lamb, partake in the life of Messiah's cycle, but
and the smoke of his torment, shall ascend to should die a second time, from which time
aions of aims," or to the commencement of their death should end in death, or be eterthe thousand years reign (Rev. xiv. 10) ; nal.
and being tormented in this, the Great Day
This text of Isaiah shows us in what sense
of God Almighty, his torment shall be un- the Spirit uses " destroyed " when speaking
to death ending in death, which, as a whole, of the dead. It is for them neither to live
the torment and its consequences, is the nor rise again. A man who is dead and
aionian punishment—the κολαοις αιώνιος shall not live, is destroyed. If he be dead,
into which the wicked, with the Devil- and shall rise again to die a death ending in
Power and its Angels—are cast at the death, destruction rests upon him—" the
apocalypse of Christ.
wrath of God abideth upon him ;" but if a
If one man, or a thousand men, be proved man be dead, and rise again to live for ever,
to be constitutionally and essentially mortal, he is not destroyed, though he be in death
it is satisfactory proof to all but theological five thousand years. To put a man to death
sophists (who, being intoxicated with the is all that men of power can do. If he
wine of Babylon, cannot be regarded as com- be a righteous man, they cannot prevent him
fos mentis) that human nature, as a whole, rising from the dead ; aud when so risen,
individually and racially, is hereditarily mor- they cannot put him to death again, so that
tal also. If, on the contrary, the race were when they have killed his animal body there
essentially immortal; that is, that every indi- is no more that they can do—they* cannot
vidual of it possessed within him an immortal "kill the soul" or life. Not so, however,
" vital principle," which carried on all the with God ; he can " destroy both soul and
functions of the body, and lived disenibodi- body in Gehenna."
edly after death and in death, as the proper
" All they that are taught of God," saith
man, then no man should be subject to a Jesus, " will I raise up at the last day."—
death ending in death, or to exclusion from Jno. vi., 44, 45. These are they who come to
resurrection. But the testimony of God Jesus by the ^rawing of the Father, and
reveals that there are some of Adam's sons, are they whom the Father has given him.
who, being dead, shall remain dead without They are therefore styled " Christ's;" and
resurrection to life of any sort, whether to being Christ's, " heirs according to the proterminate in corruption, or to be interminat|Jfi mise." In the song referred to, the Spirit
in incorruption.
addressing Jehovah, afterwards manifested in
The reader will find the proof of this in the flesh as Jesus, says concerning Christ's,
Isaiah xxvi., which contains a song to be " Thy dead shall live ;" and, as the manifessung by the Jews in the Holy Land after tation was by the same Spirit, the Spiritthey shall have been restored, and delivered claims them also as his, and continues by
finally from the power of the governments Isaiah, saying, "My dead body they shall
that now oppress them. In this song, two arise." This is the antithesis to verse 14 ;
classes of the dead are treated of—the one as, Judah's oppressors when dead shall not
comprehending the past and present Gentile live, but Jehovah's dead, many of whom
lords, or Babylonian oppressors of Israel; they have slain, shall live : Judah's deceased
the other, Jehovah's dead ones, who consti- oppressors shall not rise ; but the " One
tute his Body mystical, at present within Body," all the generations of which, except
the gates of the invisible, and styled in verse the one presently extant, are " dwelling in
19, " thy dead, my dead body." Of the the dust," and barred within the earth by
former class, it says, in verse 14, " They are the gates of the invisible or the grave—the
dead, they shall not live; thev are deceased, " One Dead Body," which the Spirit styles
tliey shall not rise; therefore hast thou visit- " my dead body," shall arise—" the Gates of
ed and destroyed them, and made all their the Invisible shall not prevail against it."—
4
memory to perish. They are not to rise Mat. xVi. 18. In view, therefore, of the
from the dead, and not to live. This is victory Jehovah's dead are to obtain through
affirmed absolutely—they shall not live in Jesus Christ- (1 Cor. xv. 57), the Spirit in
any sense. For the dead not to live, is for the 19th verse addresses them through Isaiah,
them to be the subject of death ending in saying, " Awake and sing, ye that divell in the
death; and as these dead are not to rise, their dust!" This will be a glorious time for Abradeath ending in death, begins at the ordinary ham, and all the holy apostles and prophets,
death of man, which is pre-resurrectional. and saints at large. Till the resurrection, they
Had the testimony simply declared that are all asleep, and dwelling, not in " kingthey should not live, without adding, " they doms beyond the skies," but in closer conshall not rise," it would bavQ taught us tiguity to the scene of their future glory—
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in the dust of the earth. Daniel, referring to time of trouble, characterized by distress of
this event, says, " Many that sleep in the dust nations in perplexity, and the deliverance
of t/ie ground shall awake, some to the life of of the Twelve Tribes. To spiritual, or adoptthe age, and some to the shame and con- ed, and native-born Israelites then living,
tempt of the age ;" though returned to the Spirit saith by Isaiah," Come, my people,
dust, and therefore without organism, they enter thou into thy chambers, and shut thy
are said to "sleep," because their uncon- doors about thee ; hide thyself as it were, for
sciousness, or know-nothing condition, is to a little moment, until the indignation be overterminate in a state in which they will be past. For, behold, Jehovah cometh out of his
wide awake. " The dead know not any- place to punish the inhabitants of the earth
thing," say the scriptures; " their love, and for their iniquity; the ^arth also shall distheir hatred, and their envy, is now perished; close her bloods (τας ψνχας, the souls των
*
*
for there is no work, nor εσψαγμενων of them that were slain, in Rev.
device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom, in the vi. 9), and shall no more cover kher slain.-—
grave whither THOU goest."—Keel, ix., 5, G, xxvi., 20, 21.
10. Now, thou is the second person of I,
Now, if these things be understood, but
which the sophists say is the thinking prin- not otherwise, the reader will find no difficiple, and immortal because it thinks ! This, culty with such texts as, " Fear not them
I, then, when spoken to, becomes thou, and who kill the body, but are not able to kill
consequently, obnoxious to all the things the soul ; but rather fear him who is able
affirmed. The I, then, goes to the grave to destroy both soul and body in hell."—
in which it knows nothing, and consequently Mat. x. 28. This should be read in conthinks not at all. Now, if it be immortal nection with verse 39, as follows, " For he
because it thinks, what is it when it can- that findeth his life shall lose it, and he that
not think ? Must it not be mortal ? The loseth his life for my sake shall find it."
beasts think. Is their thinking I immortal Thus, if a man fear the body-killers instead
because it thinks ? It is a bad rule that of the soul and body-killer, he finds his presonly works one way.
ent life, but loses his future life ; but if he
Jehovah's dead, then, are unconscious disregard them, and fears the soul-and-body
dust and ashes imprisoned in the ground, destroyer, he loses his present life, but finds
and said to be asleep because their uncon- his fature one.
sciousness is not final. They are to awake . Now, in this there is no difficulty till we
and sing the song of Moses and the Lamb, begin to reason from the English Version,
saying, " Great and marvelous are thy which renders the original words of the two
works, Lord God Almighty ; just and true verses by different Euglish ones. But the
are thy ways, thou King of nations. Who sophist will contend for the translation as it
shall not fear thee, Ο Lord, and glorify thy stands in the verse 28, because there is the
name ? because thou only art adorable : for word " soul" which is so theologically indefiall the nations shall come, and do homage nite as to leave him ample scope for disputabefore thee, because thy judgements are tion. It occurs there twice, and professes
made manifest.—Rev. xv., 3, 4. And in to be a translation of ψυχή, psuche ; well,
view of this gathering of the nations to we have no objection to leave it so, provided
Jesus as their King, they also sing in their that the same word 'ψνχη which occurs in
new song—" Thou wast slain, and hast re- verse 39, four times expressed and underdeemed us to God by thy blood out of every stood, be rendered by " soul" also. This
tribe and tongue and people and nation ; and granted it would read, " He that findeth his
dost make us for our God, kings and priests, soul shall lose it; and he that loseth his soul
and we shall reign upon the earth."—Rev. for my sake shall find it " Iu view of this, we
v., 9, 10. This is a song which they sing J might ask, in what sense could a man, or an
before the throne, and which no man can \ immortal soul, in losing his immortal soul
learn but they whose condition it describes, j for Christ's sake, find his immortal soul?
—Rev. xiv. 3. To sing this song as a cele- ; and in what sense could an immortal soul be
bration of accomplished facts is the purpose- lost for Christ's sake ? The translators perfor which they awake from the sleep of . ceived the absurdities consequent upon such
death ; for they cannot sing it till the deeds ! a rendering of psuche. in verse 39 ; they thereare done.
; fore split the difference, and rendered the
The awakening of Jehovah's dead, who ; word soul in verse 28, and life in verse 39.
come forth as dew of herbs from the womb ; But we contend for uniformity in transof the morning (Psal., ex. 3.), is at the time \ lation in both verses; and that if life be
of " THE INDIGNATION." Daniel styles it, \ good for verse 39, it is doubtless equally so
" a time of trouble such as never was since for verse 28; therefore, satisfied of this, we
there was a nation to that same time"—a prefer to read the two verses as it follows :
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" Be ye not in fear from them who put to > of God is an argument with some against
death the body, but have not power to abol- S its immortality. The soul cannot be imish the life ; but rather be ye in fear of him mortal because God is able to destroy it.
w h o h a s power t o destroy b o t h life and body 'This,
~ ι,Λ,,,Λ,,η»
Ϊ,Λ,,Γ, +I,~.,
however, ;«
is ^«-v-o.
more Ο*^
specious
than ™Ι;Λ
solid.
in geenna. * * * He that finds his life shall Nothing is essentially indestructible but God.
lose it; and he that loses his life for my sake All other indestructibilities in his universe
shall find it."
are created indestructible by him ; they are
Now, let this be compared with Luke xii., therefore only relative indestructibilities, not
4, 5 : " Be not in fear from them who put to absolutely so. The dusty elements of the
death the body, and with, this having no more saints are to be raised to indestructibility
that they can do. Butf I will forewarn you by the Spirit; but can it be maintained
whom ye should fear ; be ye in fear of him that their indestructible bodies could not
who with the putting to death hath power again be reduced to dust by the same Spirit ?
to cast into geenna; yea, I say to you, be ye By no means. The power that creates can
in fear of this, τούτον." In this text, Luke also destroy. But while they are not absorenders Matthew's phrase, " have not power lutely indestructible, they are relatively so.
to abolish the life" by "having no more In relation to every agency but that of
that they can do." This is strictly in ac- the creating power, they will be indestructicordance with fact. Human power can do ble. Immortal-soulists base the indestructino more than to put the animal body to bility of what they call " the soul," on the
death. They may burn it to ashes and assumption that it is a particle of the Discatter them to the four winds, but they vine Essence—a part of God himself. It
cannot prevent the living reembodiment of is therefore indestructible, because God canthose identical ashes. They cannot "kill not destroy himself. Here is the weak point
the soul," as the Common Version has it. of their argument. It is admitted that God
The soul, or life, of the incorruptible body cannot destroy himself; but he says, that he
does not reside in the present body ; it is, is able to destroy soul as well as body in
therefore, beyond the reach of human ven- Geenna, which is certainly not hotter than
geance. The Spirit of God will be the life Nebuchadnezzar's furnace ; but is hot enough
of the Saints' incorruptible flesh. They for destruction of soul : the soul, therefore,
will find this life in glory shonld they be that Gecnna-fire can destroy is more destruccalled upon to sacrifice their blood, in which tible than the bodies and hair of Shadrach,
is the life of the present body, for the sake Meshech, and Abednego, which assuredly
of Jesus. But if in this emergency, they were not as indestructible as God's own
should prefer to preserve their animal body substance. It is evident, therefore, that the
in life, then there is nothing before them but soul God is able to destroy in Geenna is not
the looking for of judgement, which shall a part of his own essence or substance, nor is
devour the adversaries; and to participate it of necessity absolutely immortal. If God
in which they will be raised with soul, or had put into man at his creation a principle
life, which God will extinguish in Geenna. endued with eternal vitality, God's declaration
of ability to destroy it would not prove it
Life, or soul, which God destroys in Ge- to be mortal; it would only prove that he
enna, is Dot " the life" or soul which Jesus could undo what he had done. It would
said men could not destroy or abolish. The still be immortal, notwithstanding his declalatter is his own Spirit—the vital and motive ration ; for it would live so long as he forpower of incorruptibility; the former, life, bore to exercise his destroying power ; and
such as belongs to living corruptibility. if he had said he would never put that power
We have such a life, or soul now, which Je- into force, it would be absolutely immortal
sus says is destructible; for, says he, there is with reference to every other agency. But
one who can destroy it in Geenna.
here is the impossibility for the sophists;
The destruction in Geenna is not of dis- they cannot show from God's testimony that
embodied life or soul, but of life and body. he has put such a principle into man ; neither
Living bodies arc the subjects^of Geenna- can they adduce a revelation from him that
destruction. It does not read, " Be in fear if there be, he will never exercise his power
of him who hath power to destroy the soul t o destroy it. But, the sophists of the
in Geenna/1 as if it were the soul alone to be I schools err, in assuming that soul, or life, is
destroyed there, but, « Be ye in fear of him j a self-existing principle. This is in no case
who hath power to destroy both soul and ί true, except in respect to God. "In him is
body in Geenna ;" or, ajs Luke expresses it, \\fe» absolute and underived. It is therefore
" who, with the putting to death, hath power J written," With thee is tlie fountain of life."—
to cast into Geenna;" the casting into Geenna I P s > x x x v j M 9 ; « The Father hath life in himbeing the means of execution m the case.
s c //»_Jno. v. 26/, and, " The Spirit is life"
The destructibility of soul by the power , —Rom. viii. 10. Hence, the Spirit of God
ρκ;
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generated within, and emauating from, his \bear the ephah ? And he said unto me, To
substance, is the vital principle of the uni- build it an house in Vie land of Shinar, and
verse ; issuing forth as " a river of water it shall be established and set there upon her
of life" from him as " the fountain of living own base!—Zech. v. 5-11.
waters"—Rev. xxii. 1; Jer. ii. 13. This
" An ephah is a Jewish measure. The
Spirit-life is organizing, or formative, pro- woman who sat therein is the personification
ducing from the dust the forms termed beasts of wickedness. 'This is wickedness,' it is
and men. So long as it remains with them, said of her, and she embodies the evil of
their organs continue to play,and to develope the whole earth. * This is her resemblance,'
their several functions, which organic con- it is declared, * through all the earth.' Here
cert of action constitutes the life, or soul, are exactly the characteristics, and the very
of the creature in a physical sense. The figure of the great whore, * having a golden
forms are organized only for temporary con- cup in her Thand, full of abominations and filtinuance ; some, however, enduring longer thiness of her fornication,' out of which * the
than others, according to the law of their inhabitants of the earth have been made
organization, which defines the life of the drunk,' ' the mother of harlots and abomibein^ according to its species. At the ex- nations of the earth.' (The author had prepiration of the appointed time, God's Spirit viously been endeavoring to identify the
withdraws from the forms of beasts and Babylon of Isaiah and Jeremiah with the
men, their machinery stops, and its elements, ί Babylon of John: and to show that their
unrestrained by the Spirit's action any long- prophecies relate to the same city—Babylon;
er, ferment until the forms are obliterated, the capital of Chaldea—when it shall be,
and resolved into their original hydrogen, as I think he clearly proves, the throne of
oxygen, nitrogen, and earth. Thus in gath- that vast empire which is symbolised by
ering to himself his spirit and his breath, all Nebuchadnezzar's image.)
flesh perishes together, and man returns to
" This figure is carried to the land of Shii[is dust, which would not be the case, if
an immortal vital principal were planted in nar, the very site of Babylon (Gen. x. 10;
it; for this would counteract the tendency xi. 2), and there she has an habitation
to decomposition, and maintain the dust in built for her upon a*spot described as 'her
form and life forever. But we must forbear own base.' The city, then, is to be reconfor the present and leave the sophists till a structed upon foundations that are her own ;
that have already belonged to her ; and here
more convenient season.
EDITOR.
the seven hills, the ruins of her former grandeur, afford the means for the accomplishment of the fact predicted of her. She may
© p e n (£ σ u η r ί I.
be built upon them.
" The woman in the ephah being the type
IN THIS DEPARTMENT OF ΤΠΕ HKIiALD ALL THAT 19
of a nation, the two women who bear the
PRINTED IS NOT THEREFORE APPROVED. ΤΠΕ EDITOR 18 ONLY RESPONSIBLE FOB. WHAT APPEARS OVER
ephah, it may be concluded, must, likewise,
HIS OWN SIGNATURE.
indicate nations. We are to be led, then, to
expect that there will be a combination of
[Extracted by Bro. Lith^ow, from " T h e Light ef two powers, who will undertake, together, to
Prophecy," by Thomas Lumsden Strange, London,
rebuild the city. They will do it with celer*
1S52, and publisned in the Herald at his request.]
ity, as is indicated by their having the wings
The Rebuilding of Babylon.
of a stork (a bird of swift flight) and the
"THEN the angel that talked with me wind in their wings. They further bear the
went forth and said unto me, Lift up now ephah between the earth and the heaven.
thine eyes, and see what is this that goeth Considering that it is wickedness that is to
forth. And I said, What is it ? And he be so sot up, and this in the renovation of the
said, This is an ephah that goeth forth. He doomed and desolate Babylon, their action,
said, moreover, This is their resemblance we may conclude, will be with a settled purthroughout the earth. And, behold, there pose of opposition to the will and workings
was lifted up a talent of lead : and this is a of God; and this corresponds with that of
woman that sitteth in the midst of the the first builders of Babylon, who wished to
ephah ; and he cast the weight of lead upon construct a city with a tower whose top
the mouth thereof. Then 1 lifted up mine might reach unto heaven—a fitting habitaeyes, and looked, and behold there came out tion for him who is to say in his heart, * I
two women, and the wind was in their wings, will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my
for they had wings like the wings of a stork ; throne above the stars of God, I will ascend
and they lifted up the ephah between the above the heights of the clouds, I will be
earth and the heaven. Then said I to the like the Most High.—Isa. xiv., 13, 14.
angel that talked with me, Whither do these < " The above prophecy of the reconstruc-
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tion of Babylon appears to have been given were taken, the country would, with ease,
about twenty years after the capture of the be brought into a high state of cultivation.'
city by Cyrus, when the predicted downfall —Keith, pp. 397, 398, 400.
of the place might have seemed to be in proThe air of the modern town of Hillah,
cess of accomplishment. * If,' as Dr. Keith \ on the site of Babylon, is salubrious, and
4
remarks, while in the plentitude of its j the soil extremely fertile, producing great
power, and according to the most accurate j quantities of rice, dates, and grain of different
chronologers, 160 years before the foot of an \ kinds, though it is not cultivated to above
enemy had entered it, the voice of prophecy half the degree of which it is susoeptible.
pronounced the doom of the mighty and un- When at its height, the Euphrates overflows
conquered Babylon,' men were called upon the surrounding country, fills the canals dug
to look for the desolation of a city so rich in for its reception, without the slightest exerresources and so established in prosperity, tion of labor, and facilitates agriculture in a
why may it not be that a trial of faith m surprising degree. In such a soil as that of
another way is given to us, and that we are Babylon, it appears surprising how long
required to believe that a spot so waste and some of the canals have remained. The
judgement-stricken as the site of Babylon, Nahor Malcha, a work of the Babylonian
shall one day be occupied by a great city, monarchs, might still be effectually repaired,
and, as is described in the book of Revela- and it is probable that many of the canals
tion, ruling over the kings of the earth, and now seen on the site of Babylon may have
concentrating in herself the riches and the been in existence when it was a flourishing
city.—Rich's Memoir, pp. 12,13,16,17.
commerce of the world.
" In the volume of the Family Library
" The elements of the former greatness of
Babylon still exist—her climate, her soil, upon the * Ruins of Ancient Cities,' the posand her waters; and the operations of these sibility of the future renovation of the place
may be multiplied with facility to any re- is speculated upon ; and this is the more required extent. All that is wanted is the markable, since the grounds of the anticipaenergy of man to put these means into tion are derived wholly from the natural
resources of the country, and the probabilaction.
< The following extracts will prove how f i t i e s oi> prosperity that these still afford.
The writer's own observations enable
great are the resources of this Jand :
" ' The immense fertility of Chaldea corres" him to add his testimony to its requiring
pondeth, if that of any country could vie* nothing but water and culture to make Babywith the greatness of Babylon. It was the lonia what it was in ancient times—the
most fertile region of the whole east.' Baby- richest grain country in the world. The
lonia was one vast plain, adorned and enrich- soil is alluvial mould, formed by deposits
ed by the Euphrates and the Tigris, from from the Euphrates and Tigris, and wherever
which, and from the numerous canals that water reaches it, most productive.
intersected the country from the one river to
" The facilities for building are also very
the other, water was distributed over the great. The whole soil affords clay for bricks,
fields by manual labor and by hydraulic ma- which the heat of the sun would soon bake
chines, giving rise, in that warm climate, into hardness, and cement is abundant, in the
and rich, exhaustless soil, to an exuberance shape of bitumen, lime, and clay, as sjiown,
of produce without a known parallel, over so also, by Mr. Rich.
extensive a region, either in ancient or mod" With such abundant materials close at
ern times. Herodotus states that he knew hand, and with a command of labor, either at
not how to speak of its wonderful fertility, order, or for a very trifling rate of hire, and
which none but eye-witnesses would credit. with extensive water-carriage to facilitate
In his estimation, as well as that of Strabo operations, a city could be raised upon the
and Pliny (the three best ancient authorities site of Babylon in an incredibly short period
that can be given), Babylonia was, of all of time.
countries, the inost fertile in corn, the soil
" Were any powerful civilized nations to
never producing less, as he relates, than two coalesce together for the restoration of Babyhundred fold, ah amount, in our colder re- lon, and the realization of her abounding
gions, scarcely credible, though Strabo, the ί means of wealth, the results would doubtless
first of ancient geographers, agrees with the be rapid and astonishing. The prophecy, as
4
father of history,' in recording that it has been pointed out, indicates that it will be
reaches even to three hundred, the grain, thus by foreign interposition that she will be
too, being of a prodigious size. To this day reestablished * upon her own base' in the
* there cannot be a doubt (the quotation land of Shinar, and that with celerity, when
being from a writer in the Bombay Philo- the action is once commenced upon. At
sophical Transactions) that, if proper means { present, such agency is to be looked for only
τ
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The Rebuilding of Babylon.
from Europe, and it is very observable how
much, in recent years, the attention and ambition of the leading states of this division of
the world have been turned to the e'ast. Mutual jealousy, and the necessity of maintaining the balance of power among them, would
operate to prevent any one of them occupying
the territory of Babylonia for herself, but it
might suit them, at any time, to take the
pent-up and neglected resources of the country out of the hands of the ignorant and apathetic Turks, and have them developed for
the general advantage. Once so encouraged
and assisted, Babylon might soon become a
vast emporium of eastern trade, and concentrate within herself the wealth and power of
the adjacent countries, and thus be brought
to occupy the position from which the prophecy demonstrates she is, in the latter days,
to be thrown down.
" THE DESTRUCTION OP BABYLON IS SHOWN
IN THE PROPHECIES OF ISAIAH AND JEREMIAH TO BE CLOSELY LINKED WITH THE FUTURE RESTORATION OF THE JEWS TO THEIR
OWN LAND.

" Babylon stands forth as embodying the
predominant sins of the whole world ; as incorporating in herself the root and the head
of its offences. It is very fitting that her
judgement should take place as a climax, at
the end of this dispensation; and that on the
grapes of the vine of the earth becoming
fully ripe, this spot that has borne them the
earliest and most abundantly, should meet
with signal retribution at the time of the
treading of the great wine-press of the wrath
of God.
" Babylon, as has already been observed»
was the first city built upon earth subsequently to the deluge. The design of her
builders in constructing her, eminently displayed their spirit of worldliness and opposition to God. Their wish to raise a tower
whose top might reach unto heaven, and to
make to themselves a name upon earth, was
in prosecution of their own honor, which
they sought to establish by terrestrial and
human means ; and in procuring this to
themselves, they were ready to defy God,
and exalt themselves to the place of his
abode. Their first monarch was Nimrod,
the grandson of Ham—one accursed for the
exhibition of a most depraved and carnal
mind. Nimrod himself was a mighty hunter, given over to an occupation typical of
warfare, and the capture and subjection of
prey. For all these features the Babylonians have been notorious throughout their
whole history. From'her youth ' the city
was addicted to sorceries and idolatries, and
to the debasing sensuality which accompanies these sins.—Rom. i., 18, 32. Shefcas
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been also invariably a merciless invader and
oppressor of other nations, carrying off multitudes as a prey into bondage and slavery.
Her pursuit of worldly wealth and renown
was incessant, and in this she was successful
above every rival. ' Is not this,' said one of
her kings,' great Babylon, that I have built
for the house of the kingdom, by the might
of my power, and for the honor of my majesty ?' Dan. iv. 30. She was styled ' the
golden city,' ' the lady,' and ' the glory of
kingdoms.' She said in her heart, ' I am,
and none else beside me.' She has also
openly carried out to its worst extreme, the
idea of exalting her head to the place of the
Most High. One of her monarchs, for example, made a decree that no one should ask
a petition of any God or man for the space
of thirty days, save of himself (Dan. vi.,
7-9), thus mentally dethroning Jehovah and
every idol, and making himself, for a time,
the sole arbiter of the wants and the destinies
of his people.
" In the Babylon described in the book of
Revelation, we see those very same characteristics prominently brought to view. She
is marked for idolatries, sorceries, oppressions, worldliness, luxury, boastings, and the
blasphemous sins of the Antichrist himself—
making to herself, as at the very beginning
ef her existence, a name upon earth, and exalting her head unto heaven. It is the same
Babylon throughout, that has been known
in Chaldea; and her spirit is that manifested
in all ages by the whole world—the seeking
exclusively their own, and the being at enmity with God.—Phil. ii. 21; Rom. viii.
5-7. ' In the last days,' these features will
be more and more displayed, and perilous
times shall come.—2 Tim. iii., 1-5. Babylon, in the end, will be the concentration, as
she has been the great propagator of these
evil dispositions; and she will be visited as
such with a judgement which the whole
world shall feel, as poured out upon the
great corrupter of the race—the root and the
capital of their wickedness.
" Against the spirit of the world, Israel
were called out to testify. They were to be
a nation separate from all other nations—
a peculiar and a holy people, who were to be
witnesses for God against the evils that had
spread over the whole of the earth. Through
the weakness of the flesh, the natural descendants of Abraham have failed to realize
the object of their election, but the Lord will
establish His purposes in the latter days, by
an Israel who shall be doubly the children of
Abraham; by affinity according to the spirit,
as well as according to the flesh.
" In effecting this, in restoring the true
Israel to the position they are to occupy
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upon earth, Babylon, the great opponent of I judgements foretold against Babylon to be
*
God, of His ways, and of His people, is most; 'finally and fully executed upon her. *
fittingly brought under final judgement.
\ " Thus Babylon, the source and realization
of all the wickedness for which the world is
" The two parties are spoken of correla- \noted ; its pursuit of earthly things ; its detively in the following passages, in which the ! sire to be independent of the Creator ; its
overthrow of the one and the establishment .\ idolatries, in spirit and in action ; its hatred
of the other are shown to be events closely of God, and oppression of his people, and its
associated together.—Isa. xliii., 1, 4-15 ; \ adoption of all that is anti-christian, and
xliv., 1-11.
finally of the Anti-christ himself, is to be
" After this comes the prophetic announce- found in the latter days, established ' upon
ment of Cyrus as the restorer of Israel and her own base,' filled to satiety with every
the overthrower of Babylon, foreshadowing thing that her heart has been set upon, and
the final reestablishment of the one and de- carrying out to their utmost extreme all her
struction of the other, which latter events iniquitous principles and rebellious will. She
is to sit yet again as the lady and the glory
are thus proclaimed:
" They shall be ashamed, and also con- of kingdoms—the center of their power and
founded, all of them : they shall go to con- wealth, as she has been the originator and
fusion together that are makers of idols; the head of all their corruptions; and it is
hut Israel shall be saved in the Lord with as such, as the capital, moral and physical,
an everlasting salvation: ye shall not be of a world lying in the wicked one, that she
ashamed nor confounded, world without end. meets with her final condemnation at the
time that the whole earth is judged, and
Isa. xlv, 16,17.
brought under the dominion of the only true
" The contrast is again renewed :
and righteous King.
" In the Lord shall all the seed of Tsrael be
" At present, the mark of condemnation is
justified, and shall glory. Bel boweth down; visibly stamped upon her, as a standing
Nebo stoopeth.' Isa. xlv., 25 ; xlvi., 1,12- warning to those who ask these things for
14; xlvii., 1, 4 ; and xlviii. 12-14.
which she has been noted; but the fullness
" The dependence of the salvation of the of wrath has yet to be displayed towards
one upon the destruction of the other is re- her, and before that day she will rise from
peatedly, and still more forcibly marked.— her posture of desolation, and prove how
Jer. i., 1-11, 17-24.
righteous that wrath, by displaying again
y\u And it shall come to pass in the day that the depths and the unchangeableness of her
the Lord shall give thee (Israel) rest from wickedness.
" Just so it was with her great parallel,
thy sorrow and from thy fear, and from the
luird bondage wherein thou wast made to Egypt. On the night of the passover, the
serve, that thou shalt take up this proverb stamp of judgement was visibly put upon the
against the king of, Babylon, and say, How Egyptians. Death was inflicted in every
hath the'OPPRESSOR CEASED1, THE GOLDEN house, and there was a great cry of lamentaCITY CEASED ! The Lord hath broken the tion throughout the whole land. But from
staff of the wicked, and the scepter of the ru- the sense of this desolation they recovered,
lers. He who smote the people in wrath and they set themselves once more openly in
with a continual stroke, he that ruled the array against the Lord of hosts. Then, at
nations in anger, is persecuted, and none hin- length, they met with irrevocable destrucdereth. How art thou fallen from heaven, tion, and at that same time, salvation was
Ο Lucifer, son of «the morning! how art thou wrought for Israel, whom they had persecu* Thou didst divide the sea before
cut down to the ground, which didst weaken ted.
them,«so that they went through the midst
the nations!—Isa. xiv. '3-6, 12.
of the sea on the dry land ; and their perse" The voice of them that flee and escape cutors thou throwest into the deep, as a
out of the land of Babylon, to declare in Zion stone into the mighty waters.1—Neh. ix. 11.
the vengeance of the Lord our God, the ven" And a similar fate still awaits Babylon.
geance of his temple.—Jer. i. 28.
She will be reestablished as wickedness it" Go ye forth of Babylon, fee ye from the self—the woman seated in the ephah; and
Chaldeans, with a voice of singing declare ye, as wickedness is to be put down with the
tell this, utter it even to the end of the earth ; strong hand throughout all the earth, when
say ye, The Lord hath redeemed /us servantthe Lord comes to take up His great power
Jacob.—Isa. xlviii. 20.
and reign, so will Babylon, the root and
" It is clear, from the foregoing scriptures, centre of the offences of the earth, as a stone
that whenever the time comes for the resto- cast into the sea, be then * thrown down with
ration of tlm ancient people of God to their violence, and be found no more at all.' "
{To be, continued.)
own land, then, and not till then, are the
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f is watered, rushes into the ocean with a power
j and rapidity exceeding that of all other
•
—~ | rivers. Ever since the time of Alexander
[Translated for the New York Herald from La Patrie, j the Great this has always been the corner
of"~
Paris, of April 2, ^
1857.]
j at which foreign people have penetrated into
The Rivalry Existing Between Eng- , India with their invading forces. The Indus,
! notwithstanding its great breadth, and the
land and Russia in Asia.
1 rapidity of its current, has never interposed
THE barriers which nature and political \ a barrier adequate to arrest the invading
jealousy have interposed between the civil- j hordes of Central Asia.
ized nations of the West) and the richest \ ^ ^ ^ w h o a r e t h e o n ] y ^ ^ w h o

a rendezvous and point of meeting for all
nations. The Japanese, of their own accord, begin to relax the severity of their
exclusive policy; China, too, will soon be
obliged to make similar concessions to Western commerce, by dint of force, while the
wandering populations of Central Asia, the
tribes which lead a pastoral and unsettled

of this country. These people, enervated by
the climate, and weakened as to national
unity by the system of castes, could not be
excited to revolt against their conquerors,
even by their religion. While such is the
case with the Hindoo population, it is quite
different with the Mussulman race inhabiting India, who are chiefly settled in the
j northwest region of the country, and are the
descendants of the ancient Mahometan conseems in the present age to be directing all querors of Hindostan. These men, who are
her energies and activity towards the East- much stronger and more warlike than the

time in Europe by the treaty of Paris. The
question arises, whether England has any
reason to fear for her Indian possessions ?
Whether any danger from Russia is to be
apprehended on her part ? Will the opposing forces of England and Russia ever
meet together in hostile array on the plains
of the East? These are questions into
which we will inquire, and for the purpose
of aiding us in their solution we shall avail
ourselves of the information derived from
Mons. Ferrier, a French officer, the first who
has ever traveled through these countries
of Asia, by which the English and Russian
possessions are separated from each other.
The continent of India forms an immense
triangle, two sides of which are watered by
the ocean, while the base of the triangle is
formed by the mountains of Thibet, in an
insurmountable chain. Thus it will be perceived that nature has provided, for the
defence of India by means of the strongest
barriers. There is only one point at which
this vast region may be said to be vulnerable, and that is the northwest point of the
triangle. There it is that a succession of
plains called steppes, placed one above the
other successively, rise like a gigantic staircase, each stair being a vast plain of country, extending from the shores of the Gulf
of Persia as far as the Himalaya mountain
Here, the great river Indus, receiving i η
course all the streams by which Central Asia

lious subjects, and doubtful allies. Besides
all this, these Mussulman tribe», living as
they do at the foot of the Himalayas and on
both banks of the Indus, hold, as it were,
in their hands, the keys of the country, and
could at any time deliver them up to an invader. Now, let it be supposed that there
should suddenly arise in Central Asia a
power such as that of the Tartars or of the
Mongols, or suppose that Persia was to have
a revival of the days of Nadir Shah—then,
in either case, if any conqueror, unfurling the
flag of Islam, should appear on the banks
of the Indus and proclaim a holy war, a war
of religion, he would behold millions of Mussulmans flocking to his standard, and would
make the empire of the English totter to its
foundation. The immense difficulties which
the conquest of Schide and of the Punjab
presented to the English within the last few
years, is proof enough how much more terrible the struggle would have been if there
had been some invader in the country who
had rallied round him, against the English,
the Mussulman population, uniting them
together into one band. It has ever, been
the policy of England, from the commencement of the present century, to guard against
a danger of the kind we have here intimated.
In accordance with such a policy, separate
treaties of peace and amity have been made
with Persia, and with the Affghans, by the
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British, at a great cost, without any stint
whatever in the distribution of gold for the
purpose. These two nations have been
played against each other. If the Afghans
invaded India, then Persia was bound by
treaty to invade Affghanistan, and thus to
make a diversion in favor of the English.
On the other hand, if Persia invaded India,
the Afghans were bound by treaty to bar
the passage to that power. But if the two
powers should happen to quarrel and make
war against each other, in that case, England
was not bound to meddle, but leave them alone
mutually to destroy each other.
This system answered the purpose very
well, and was a two-fold security to England against the invasion of India, until
lately, when Persia fell under the power of
Russia, and was first conquered and then
dismembered by her. Henceforth, Persia
was to be feared, as being likely to become
a tool in the hands of Russia. Now it was
that the former power, having lost so much
on its northern frontier, was seen making an
effort to compensate itself by new acquisitions on its southern. Persia now desired to
extend her empire over Afghanistan, in order to make up for the territory which she
had ceded to Russia. The Suddozy family,
which formerly reigned over the whole country, had no other possession than Herat. A
new family, the Barukizy, ruled over all the
other parts of the land. Dost Mohammed,
belonging to this family, reigned over Caboul; and Jellalabad Kohen-di-Khan, his
half brother, reigned over Candahar; while
other brothers of this family were lords over
the other secondary cities and places of the
country. Persia made an offer to all these
princes to guarantee to them their several
states and sovereignties, provided they would
acknowledge her as the nominal sovereign
power. At the same time she offered to
drive out the Suddozy family from Herat as
being the common enemy of the princes of the
Barukizy family. In conformity with these
propositions on the part of Persia, a secret
treaty was concluded between Kohen-diKhan and Persia, under the special guarantee of the Russian Ambassador, the condition of which orders that Kohen-di-Khan
should do homage to the Shah of Persia aa
his vassal, and that in return the Shah should
give him the possession of Herat. It was
in the execution of this treaty that the Persian army marched upon Herat in the year
1838, and laid siege to that city.
But this intermeddling on the part of Persia in the family affairs of the princes and
rulers of Affghanistan completely upset^all
the plans of the English East India Company and the policy handed down to it by its

predecessors. This policy was to oppose the
Persians to the Affghans and the Affghans
to the Persians reciprocally. The English
naturally reasoned thus : If Russian intrigue
succeeds in uniting Persia and Affghanistan,
and in constituting the latter vassals of the
Persian empire, what is to hinder Russia, in
process of time, from bringing all the Mahometan states of the northwest of India into
a similar alliance with Persia, thus forming
a mighty Mussulman confederation, embracing all the countries situated between
the Caspian Sea and the Banks of the Indus and the Sutledj ? It was foreseen that
the day might come when an army of two
hundred thousand Mussulmans, officered by
Europeans, might show itself on the banks
of the Indus. Such being the view of the
case, fear seized upon the English government of India, and drove it into the adoption
of the most disastrous measures. Sir Alexander Barnes, however, who was at that
time in Affghanistan, was far from participating in these fears. This gentleman possessed such a perfect knowledge of the
country, and such just and sensible*political
views, that he was fully capable of forming
a correct judgement upon the matter in question. He knew that Dost Mahommed, the
sovereign of Caboul, who was the most intelligent as well as the most powerful of the
Barukizy family, was altogether opposed to
the new Persian alliance.
The principal motive which induced the
other individuals of this family to enter into
such an alliance was the strong desire which
each hai of being separately confirmed in
the possession of the province he had seized
upon. Now, then, the proper course for the
English to pursue would have been to fall in
with this desire of these princes—to guarantee to each one of them the possession of his
territory—and by the liberal offer of subsidies in the event of any war with Persia,
to draw all of them into an English alliance.
If they should only be made sure of keeping
their own States, severally each one for
himself, all further motive for placing the
independence of their country at the feet of
Persia would be at once removed; then also
the religious sectarian differences which
divide the Affghans from the Persians would
have regained all their force, and the covetousness for which the Affghans are so notorious would have bound them for ever to
the English. Such would have been the
proper course ; the wisdom of such a policy
nas since been fully acknowledged. But its
extreme simplicity caused it to be rejected as
not efficacious or operative enough. Hence
the negotiations entered into by Sir A.
Barnes with the priuces of Affghanistan did
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not receive the sanction of the authorities at Calcutta. These men were resolved
not to modify in the least degree whatever
the traditional course and old policy of the
East India Company. They, therefore, persisted in the purpose of making Affghauistan
a single power, to act as such as a counterpoise to Persia. For this reason, while a
fleet was despatched up the Persian Gulf to
intimidate the Shah by a demonstration
made in the very heart of his kingdom, and
then to oblige him to abandon the siege of
Herat, the company determined at the same
time to send an army into Affghanistan, in
order to establish there the sole legitimate
authority of the hereditary Shah, who was
named Soojah, over all the provinces of this
vast country. The unfortunate results of
this famous expedition against Caboul are
too well known, as also what tremendous
efforts it cost the English subsequently to
revenge the destruction of their army. After
all, the English could not succeed in attaining the object they aimed at, namely, to
form Affghanistan into a single empire.
They were obliged to content themselves
with merely raising the siege of Herat.
They afterwards made separate treaties with
the Affghan princes, whom they had sought
to divest of their powers. Dost Mohammed
retainetl his dominion in Caboul, and Kohendi-khan continued to reign in Candahar,
subject only to the condition of engaging to
relieve Herat if Persia should again attempt
to obtain possession of that place.
At the same time, however, that an English army was destroyed by the Afghans in
Caboul, an expedition made by the Russians
against Khiva met with the same fate. This
counter defeat gave new spirits and fresh
courage to the English. It seemed now to
be proved by terrible facts and disasters that
these two European Powers could never
succeed when they attempted to go beyond
the limits assigned by nature. Tartary
seemed to be a certain and unavoidable grave
for the Russians, and Affghanistan for the
English. Between these two countries, moreover, a vast region of country extended,
nearl^a thousand miles in length and about
five hundred miles in breadth, over which no
European foot had ever passed." All accounts concurred in representing this vast re-!
gion as consisting only of sandy deserts and un-'
inhabitable plains, which even the few hordes !
of wandering Tartars scarcely ever ventured !
to traverse. Between the Affghans on the ·
one side, and the people of Bukaria on the j
other side of these vast deserts, there never '
had existed any relations of commerce or of
any kind whatever, which was taken to be
a manifest proof of the barrenness of all the
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countries situated between H^rat and the
Sea of Aral. Thus then it seemed as if nature
herself had undertaken to plant large and impassable barriers between the several possessions of the English and Russians in Asia, rendering any hostile collision between these two
great European powers impossible in Asia.
Such being the case, England had no cause to
entertain tear of any power whatsoever ex.cept Persia, and to secure ker against Persia
all that was necessary was to watch over and
preserve the independence of Affghanistan.
England felt still more confident in her
security after the conquest of Sciude,and of
the kingdom of Lahore. The river* Indus
was not a secure line of defence. It was not
quite certain that an· enemy could be prevented from crossing at some point or another
a river the whole length of which was nearly
five hundred miles. Even the presence of
an enemy on the left bank of the Indus
would of itself alone be sufficient to make
the world call in question the high pretensions and character of the English power,
and a single battle lost would place the
whole northern part of the Indian peninsula
in the power of tb€ invaders. We may be
convinced of this when we remember the
effect» produced throughout Hindustan by
the defeat of Sir Henry Gough at Chillianwalluh, by the Sikhs. The conquest, therefore, of Scinde and of the kindom of Lahore,
while it made the English masters of the
whole course of the Indus, from its rise in
India to its mouths in the Gulf of Persia,
enabled them to advance their line of defence
forward beyond the river, behind which they
could safely retire and reorganize their troops
in case of a defeat. Parallel with the Indus
from Hindoo Koush to the Gulf of Persia
there extends a long chain of mountains, forming the boundary of Affghanistan. This long
mountain range can only be crossed at two
places, one on the north, opposite the country of Caboul, at the place where the Indus
leaves Thibet and enters India; the other* at
the south of Affghanistan, opposite Candahar, which are called the passes of Bolon.
It is at the last mentioned point that the
armies of England twice penetrated into the
country of the Affghaus. At both these passes
where they open into the opposite territory,
the English have erected powerful fortresses,
viz : Peshawer, opposite Hindoo Koush, and
Thikarpore, opposite the passes of Bolon.
Behind these forts are bridges erected over
the Indus; one at Atlokj, where the river
Caboul falls into the Indus, the other
at Baruk, on the lower Indue. In case
of any reverse the English are thus enabled to fall back upon the left bank, while
they also have by these bridges the means
of pouring troops at qpy time into the coun--
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try from the right bank of the river. It
is therefore not to be denied that the recent
conquests of the English have been the
means of giving to their empire a much
stronger frontier than it previously possessed,
while at the same time their system of defence, organized on the plan it is at present,
presents insurmountable obstacles in the way
• of any Asiatic army. Would it be so, however, if they had a European army to contend with? And first of all, let us ask,
could a Russian army ever penetrate into
the country so far as the river Indus ? Ever
since the expedition against Caboul, the opinion has prevailed almost universally that
the very idea of the advance of a Russian
army across Central Asia is to be regarded
as an absolute chimera. Such has been the
general opinion ; it is, however, a deception
which a more perfect knowledge of the progress already made by Russia will dissipate.
We shall now proceed to prove satisfactorily
how unfounded this opinion is.
We have shown where the vulnerable
points of the Anglo-Indian empire are to be
found, and also what are the defensive resources of the English on that continent.
Let us now inquire into and ascertain the
means of aggression which are in the power
of Russia.
Within the course of the last fifteen years
Russia has become sole and sovereign master
of the whole Caspian Sea. The pirates, by
whom it Mias previously infested, have been
wholly exterminated ; the freedom of navigation on its waters has been taken entirely
away from Persia ; a large fleet of ships of
war and transport ships has been constructed,
and, lastly, a great military and commercial
port has been created by Russsia on the
southern extremity of this ocean at Ashounadeh, opposite Asterabad. Every time Russia has a quarrel with Persia she always
threatens to seize upon the latter fortress
arid occupy it as a pledge of good behavior.
This fort commands the celebrated Caspian
ports, and Russia has frequently endeavored
by negotiation to obtain the cession of it
whenever that power, whether by fair means
or by foul, shall become master of Asterabad.
The independence of Persia will thenceforth
no longer be possible. Russia will then be
able to penetrate into the heart of Persia,
by Asterabad, and march against Teheran
on two sides at one and the same time. This
she could do, inasmuch as the south is
already open to her invasion by her Caucasian provinces. Let us now then inquire
into the possibility of the march of a Russian army to the Indus. First, let us suppose it to be under the shadow of an offensive
and defensive alliance with Persia, and, next,

which is, however, a very doubtful contingency on the supposition of her respecting
the neutrality of Persia in a war with England, in which the former power would remain neutral, let it be supposed that a Russian army is collected at Moscow or at
Kesar ; that it is embarked upon the Volga,
which it will descend in eight or ten days
and arrive at Astracan. At the latter place
a fleet is in waiting to receive the army on
board. After five days sailing this army
will be landed at Ashbournadeh. Thus then
a Russian army could be concentrated at
Asterabad and be poured into Khorasan
within fifteen days after leaving Moscow. If
it should be a small army it would be able
to follow the highway of the caravans as far
as Meshed, then turning suddenly southward
it could ascend the Heri-rood as far as
Herat. This road passes through a fertile
country, in which are rich and populous
cities. The caravan with which Mons. Ferrier traveled, and which went at the rate
of ten or fifteen miles a day, completed the
journey along this highway in twenty days.
But if, on the other hand, it happened to be
a very large army, and it was wished not
altogether to exhaust the country through
which it passed, it would be easy to march
it in three columns, each taking a different
route. The first column might, on leaving
Asterabad, follow the course of the river
Goughan, by that route which was explored
by Mons. Mowrariex. In its march it would
cross over the territory inhabited by the
Kurdes, and would strike the river Herirood at the place where it is lost in the sands.
From this point the columns would ascend
the river to Herat. The second column
might pursue the Meshed route ; and the
third, marching more to the right, might proceed in a straight direction to Herat, through
Tourshiz Kaff and Gourian. There would
be no necessity for such an army to bring
the artillery required for a siege all the way
from Europe, for there are in the arsenal at
Teheran 500 pieces of artillery of the largest
caliber, which have been cast and mounted
by European engineers, and also there are
abundant means of transport. As respects
the victualing of such an army, the immense
plain of Khorasan would supply abundantly,
every kind of provision, notwithstanding it
has been represented by Burnes and Kinneard as being nothing but a desert. The
Shah of Persia has repeatedly marched
armies of 30.000 or 40,000 men across the
plains of Khorasan, without taking any provisions with his army or providing magazines. In these cases, the armies have never
suffered for want of provisions, although,
at their approach, the population whom they
plundered without mercy, always fled away,
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and carried off" with them all that they could > What he says therefore on the subject has
remove. In 1838, during all the nine months all the weight and authority of an eye witness,
that the siege of Herat lasted, the Persian and is perfectly in accordance with the
army, according to the account of Sir John opinion of Sir John.
Let us now go upon the supposition of the
MeNeill, subsisted almost entirely upon the
resources supplied from the neighborhood of neutrality of Persia in a war between the
Herat and Gourian, without having recourse English and Russians. Let us inquire in
to the neighboring districts of Furrah and this view of the matter whether a meeting
Subzar, which are far more productive. A of the hostile armies on the Indus would in
Russian army, which would pay for what it this case be impossible.
That which caused the failure of the first
required to consume, would be sure to see
the whole population of the surrounding Russian expedition against Khiva, fifteen
country flocking in crowds to* dispose of years ago, was the fact that the Russians
their provisions, allured by the prospect ventured into the desert without a sufficient
number of troops, and without having a
of the smallest gain.
While one division of the army nwght be sustaining place, or point d'appui. But they
left to carry on the siege of Herat^ the re- have learned wisdom by experience, and
mainder of the Russian forces, continuing have fixed upon the Sea of Aral as the basia
their march, would arrive under the walls of of their line of operations. Having already
Candahar, where they would not be long de- for some time had a considerable establishtained, this city not being in a condition to ment at the mouth of the Ourel, on the
maintain a siege. From Candahar to the Caspian Sea, viz., Gowrief, they have now
Indus the army would follow the road which established another at the mouth of the
the English took when they invaded Affghan- Embah, which is the most considerable of
istan, with this difference, that instead of the streams by which the country lying behaving to climb up the heights of the Pass tween the Caspian Sea and the Sea of Aral
of Bolan, which the English had to do, they is watered. They now navigate the Embah
will have the more easy task of descending to a considerable extent from its mouth.
those mountain heights. Sir John McNeil, From the point at which the Embah is no
though he has been treated as a Pessimist longer navigable, th*y have dug a series of
and an alarmist, was perfectly justified in wells, reaching to the northern» extremity
writing to Lord Palmerston, after the events of the Sea of Aral. They have settled here
in this country military colonies of Cossacks,
of 1838, as follows :
whose business it is to take charge V)f those
" The country comprised between the wells of water. These colonists have also
frontiers of Persia and the Indus is much been required to cultivate the ground in the
richer and more fertile than I had any idea neighborhood, and having done so, it has
of. I can assure your lordship that neither been found that the land is more productive
the configuration of the soil nor the lack of and fertile than it had been before imagined.
subsistence would be found to present any It is therefore evident that a Russian army
obstacles whatever to the march of a large would be able to march from the mouth of
army from the borders of Georgia* as far as the Embah on the Caspian to the Sea of
Candahar, nor even, according to my view Aral without suffering for want of water
of the case, as far as the Indus. So far in- or provisions. On the Sea of Aral a flotilla
deed from the nature of the various countries has been constructed, and every island of the
which an invading army would have to pass sea has been taken possession of, so that this
through presenting any guarantee for the
can disembark and land a Russian
security of India against invasion, I am of flotilla
corps
d'arme'e
at the mouth of the Oxus, a
opinion that, on the contrary, it would be re- few days' journey
from Khiva, having all
markably favorable to such an undertaking. necessary provisions
and supplies at its
I feel myself more especially called upon to command.
express this opinion in the most decided and
But the Russians have not remained conpositive terms, inasmuch as it is a contradiction of what I formerly considered to be the tented with doing all this. t On the Caspian
case, and is contrary to the opinion I more Sea, 150 miles south of the Embah, they
than once expressed, at a time when I formed have founded a new city called Alexandrof,
my judgement upon information which I have and from this city to the southern extremity
of the Sea of Aral they have established
since discovered to be inaccurate."
s
another line of wells of water, under the care
Now, this very route which Sir John of other military colonists. Ten whole years
McNeil considered practicable for an army, were spent, and an entire corps d'armee was
has been traveled over by Mons. Ferrier in employed in the execution of tnis great work,
its whole extent, from the borders of the by which Russia has secured to herself the
Caspian Sea to the walls of Candahar. possession of all that part of Tartaryecon>
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prised between the Caspian Sea and the Sea s But the Russians would not confine themof Aral.
<selves to demonstrations threatening
« the
.
By means of this
workt she can now make j upper Indus ; they would follow the example
T 1
herself master of" Khiva
^ ' whenever
• er she pleases. \ given them by the conquering Tartars. We
Furthermore, since the year 1853, the Khan . have before stated that the chain of the
of Khiva has been a mere vassal of the Czar Affghanistan mountains runs parallel with
of Russia. For, whatever power holds in the course of the Indus. Now there is a
its hands the mouths of the Oxus, that power long line of fortresses and fortified cities
has all the Tartars at his feet, the Oxus being which extend parallel with this chain of
the great artery of the whole of Tartary— mountains, and command the whole plain or
plateau of Central Asia. Commencing with
indeed it may be said to be the only one.
It is evident, therefore, that a Russian them from the north, and proceeding southarmy, starting from Astracan, may be dis- ward, their names are in that order as folembarked at Alexanarof, and iu a week's lows:—Κ hulm, Balkh, Shibberghan, MeiKalenough, Herat, Subzar and Furtime may be transported to the mouths of rmana,
the Oxus. It would then be able to ascend a h · Military force, or more probably and
this great river, followed by the flotilla of m o r c effectively, gold would soon open the
the Sea of Aral, carrying its artillery and all \ 2 a t e ^ o i ' ?«y one^of these fortified^ placesto
the necessary supplies. % The Oxus is navig- the Russians. There they would find ample
able as far up as Balkh and Khulm, that is stores and provisions, and the means of reto say, into the very heart of the ancient equipping their cavalry, and repairing their
Bactriana. On arriving at the confluence of carriages and wagons. Once masters of
the Oxus with the river Khulm, the army Herat, they would be in a condition to
would be at the foot of the chain of moun- march against Candahar and the lower InThis road to the Indus, by way of
tains called by the ancients Paropamisus, \ Hdus.
and by the moderns, Hindou-Koush. The t a ei nr a t aa sns do f Caadahar,
and across the mounBolan
army would then cross these mountains at ( t h a t P
> h a s t h l s £ r e a t advantage:
lt lcads
the gorge or opening of Bamian, when it \
straight to the Indus below the
would arrive at Caboul. After this all it \ P o i n t w h e r e that river receives into its
would have to do wouM be to follow the' streams the waters of its last tributary;
course of the river of Caboul, which falls whereas, the road by the gorge and passes of
into the Indus, in order to arrive on the Bamran and Caboul only leads to the Punbanks of jthe latter rivef. This is the route jab, and in order to penetrate into India by
by which Alexander the Great arrived on this way, the five large rivers which water
the Indus. By this same road Nadir Shah, the country of the Sikhs have first to be
a century ago, penetrated into India and crossed in succession. If we suppose, therefore, that the Russians made their pp
principal
advanced as far as Delhi.
t t i
t the
th south,
th bby way off
to
No serious obstacle, 'therefore, would be ddemonstrations
able to arrest the march of a Russian army Herat, still it would be of advantage for
^ mouth of the
^ Oxus
^ to
^ the
_ banks vofa them to occupy the more northern route, if
from the
the upper Indus, unless it should happenThat l t w e r e f o r m o t l i e r purpose than that of
the English, instead of waiting for him under making a diversion, and of preventing any
the walls of Peshawer, should go to meet the division of the English army from marching
themapproaching enemy, and prepare against his
t upon Caboul,
C b l and
d thereby
t i b placing
l
th
approach by occupying Caboul and its terri- <selves in the rear of the Russian line of
operations. Military and scientific men will
tory."
take great pleasure in examining into all
• The course indicated by Mons. Ferrier would most these details, which will be found in the
likely be adopted by Russia if the Tarshish-Merchant work of Mons. Ferrier, in relation to the
Company of India were to wait at home lor the arrival
of the Muscovites. But this they would not do. T h e y , different roads an army might take to go
would certainly send forth their "-young lione" to \ from H e r a t t o Caboul, Or t o C a n d a h a r ; how
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! such an army would have to be supplied
provisions and forage; how artillery,
&c,
would be transported, &c, &c, but we
1
'
from entering upon them in this
abstain
j
It is the first time that the topograarticle.
^ u , , . o ip P ^ n f r n l
Λ c i n Vina I U X M I Q t m l i p i l i n n

the Mississippi. Jehovah's controversy is about Zion,
and his victory is to be inaugurated on the mountains );
continued existence of the Indian empire necessitates
the policy of British opposition of the deadliest character. These two policies are two forces actively working^
in the political heavens, which can neither of them be s
carried out purely and simply. Their mutual anta&on- \
Ism will mark out a course for England and Kussia (
which neither of them contemplates at present. That
course is delineated in the prophets, and indicates
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trfilltral Asia nas been Studied in a
military point Ol View. Mons. .bcrrier has
n
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traverse the territory of these people, but j religious world. On this account, I ask a
take long circuits to avoid them, certain as < little space to inquire into the objects and
they are to meet either with death or captivity purpose of the new organization in our comif caught among them. These tribes would • munity, whose title stands at the head of
be sure to join any conqueror who would sub- ) your column. Is it to afford an occasion or
ject the Affghans by force or oblige them to (. inducement for " Christian young men" to
assemble or " associate", together to promote
submit by negotiation.
intercourse among them, to engage
We leave it to those who are fond of con- treligious
jectures to guess what would be the effect} n e i r energies in personal holiness or benewhich the appearance of an army of 30,000 i v o l e n t efforts l o r t h e spiritual good of
Russians and 50,000 Persians on the btinks \ others? If so, is not the Church, with all
of the Indus would have upon the rulers and } i t s hallowing influences, with its divine orpeople of Hindustan, and to endeavor to \ ganization, the ministry, the word, the spirit,
make out on which side the chances of sue-} the ordinances, the prayers and the praise,
cess would preponderate. The English East \ designed by ite Great Author to effect these
India Company would, it strikes us, have ) v e r v objects ? And shall we turn from the
great difficulty to bring together an army of \ Heavenly Plan of doing good, from the
more than twenty thousand English and \ D i v m e Wisdom, to follow our own iuvenforty or fifty thousand Sepoys. They could [tl0DS» " a f t e r t n e doctrines and traditions of
not assemble a larger force without weaken- men, and not after Christ Γ Is not the
ing too much the garrisons of the fortified ) Church the Christian-Association for young
places. Hence the forces on both sides ί m e n and old, the Temperance Society, the
would be pretty equally balanced. It is ! Missionary, Bible, Tract, Charitable, Benequite sufficient for us, without seeking to J volent Institution which God has ordained
penetrate into the secrets of futurity, to have ί f o r t h e improvement, instruction and ransom
proved by the new light which we possess at °f o u r r a c e ·
the present day upon the geography of CenOf the Great Head of the Church, it is
tral Asia, that the idea of a Russian army j written to Christians in Scripture," In Him
going some day or other to knock at the dwelleth ail the fullness of the Godhead
gates of India is not a dream nor a chimera, bodily, and ye are complete in Him, in whom
as some of the wisest men have hitherto I a r e hid all the treasures of wisdom and
thought that it was.
knowledge." Do Christians believe this
Another conclusion also naturally flows when, by inventing new means of effecting
from what has preceded, and it is this : If that which Divine wisdom has devised away
Caboul and Herat command the two several to accomplish, they presume to exalt their
routes which lead from Central Asia to wisdom above God's, and practically repuIndia—the one on the north and the other J diate and reject his plans?
on the south of Affghanistan-it is manifest-j w h a t w o u ] ( 1 b e t h o u g h t o f a n e w m o d e
ly most essential for the saiety and security f d i
m
j u s t i c e > o f 5phoiding. t h e laW8,
ot the Anglo-Indian empire that both these a n d £ f l i c t i n y p i m i 3i i n l ent on the guilty, in
strong places should be held by those who j d y i l S Q c i e t f \ V o u M i t n o t b e a £ lib(frate
are faithful and firm friends of the English. a U a c k Q n / h e d i i t a u t h o r i t y a n d w i s d o m
Perhaps there are some persons who may be of the courts of justice and the established
inclined to go a little further, and who will organized institutions of society ? Mob law,
be
of nie
the opinion
opinion mat
that ηit is
is ror
for me
the inueresi
interest
ue o,
v i g i l a n c e c o m m i t t e e s , lynching, etc., are all
of the English to possess and occupy them- v i n d i c a t e ( ] o n t h e ^ o f t l l ^ Γ β β Μ ο η ω 8 or
selves the only two points by which an en- i n e f f i c i e n c y o f t h e f a w f u i tribunals; and it
trance can be made into their empire lhey . b c c a u s / m e n d
^ an(] d e n o u n c e t h e m
may think that the English ought to keep J ^
^ c n t s to s e .
t,
regort J
o t h e r e
the keys of the.r own house themselves, ( c u r e protection and make jusdee sure. So
founding such a conclusion upon the princi- . ^ i m complainingof the "inefficiency
pie that !t l S always bett(T to meet a danger o f t l i e ° p u l p i t - & t h e Jowerlessneas of the
halt way and in advance, rather than to , c h u r c h ; t h ^ y u k e t h e l a w i n t o t h e i r o w n
i%
ait till it comes home to ones doors.
>
.„„,,„and
.|,_. ul ; nn Aswait
o n ,,go' about
u h n n t to
t A found
f . l i n J ,.,
A„
j hands,
Christian
j sociations," etc., like California Vigilance
From the Jeffersonian.
ί Committees, to do the work which the
_ _. .
_ __ _.
, ,, \ Churdi is too feeble or too corrupt to
m.
The Inefficiency of " The Church." j ^ ,
N o w > ^
r e m c d y j n e i t h e r J^
fa
MR. EDITOR—The Jeffersonian, though \ plain. It is not to supersede and practically
chiefly secular in its character, sometimes set aside the courts in the one case, or the
takes note of ecclesiastical aflairs, and keeps ί Church in the other. It is to set about the
your readers posted as to movements in the ' work of reform, and make each what it
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ought to be. To do this, we have no need i, frequently pointed the attention of our audiof these new contrivances. There is no so- \1 ences to the splendid accomplishment of
ciety designed to help out the lame per- prophecy now transpiring. For a while apformances of the Church which is not founded pearances seemed to favor our affirmations,
on a practical usurpation of the rights of the and men seemed half inclined to believe; but
great author and founder of the Christian when repeated reverses attended the Russian
faith. Make the. fountain pure, and the \ arms, especially the evacuation of the Danstream Will be pure. God is a jealous God, ubian Principalities, and the fall of Sevasand will he not say hereafter, in reference to j topol, they begun, like thousands more,
all such human schemes, " Who hath re- j who walk by sight only, to pour contempt
quired this at your hands ? "
j upon our expositions. Nevertheless, the
Charlottesvide, Va.
CHRISTIANOS. brethren stand firm to a man, convinced
that the end will be even as it is written,
and that before long; indeed, the moveof the Prince of Rosh since the con21 η α I c c t α ( E p i s t o l a r i a . ments
clusion of the war, and the increasing
strength he is manifesting, is stronger eviThe " Ecclesia " in Halifax, England.
dence than before. But more of this anon.
BELOVED BROTHER :

At first, our minds were somewhat held
on the Soul question, but the reading of J.
Panto η Ham's works set us completely at
rest, that the dead are unconscious, and that
Eternal Life only through Christ is the doctrine of the Bible.
For a few months we pursued our investigations, whilst in communion with the Sects ;
but on the 18th of March, 1854, six of us
immersed one another into the name of
Jesus, making a solemn confession of Faith
and renunciation of formeV things. We had
all previously withdrawn from Babylon's
daughters. One is since dead, and self and
another removed, but we feel to be present
with them still. They have since increased
to 1G, having had one immersion recently,
and more expected. Of our present number,
3 are from the General Baptists, 1 from the
Episcopalians, 1 from the Unitarians, 2
from the Campbellites (who have become
Perhaps a few particulars respecting the extinct there), C from the Wesleyans, and
" Ecclesia" in Halifax, England, may not 4 who were not connected anywhere , and 6
be altogether uninteresting; for, as Solo- of our number have been reimmersed. They
mon says, " news from a far country is like are sculpturally organized as a church, with
sweet waters to a thirsty soul." But I j 2 Elders, 2 Deacons, and a Scribe, and have
must be brief, as trespass is already be- adopted no name, but that of the Master's,
ing committed upon your space, time and nor do they intend doing. This has sorely
patience ; so must furnish more at another puzzled the people who have labored hard to
time.
put some sectarian cognomen upon us, but
Through the instrumentality of my excel- all in vain, as they hit upon any save the
lent relations in this place, by means of ί right one. They meet in a room in the
letters, Elpis Israel, and the Gospel Banner, Temperance Hall, Albion Street, capable of
which all found their way to Halifax, myself holding about 120 persons, and which has
and brother J. White-head became convinced \ several times been filled ; but the audience
of the truth of Israel's hope. Indeed, his attcn- j varies much, sometimes upwards of GO, but
tion was drawn to it during his visit to this J often below oO. We have given many pubplace in 1852, and he brought Elpis on his I lic discourses, and the good work is still goreturn. By its means we became acquaint- J ing on.
ed with the prophetic declarations and indiYou are at liberty to publish this letter,
cations of their fulfillment in these last days, or such extracts as you deem meet, and the
so that wo have taken the keenest interest , circular also. It is rather lengthy, but wt;
therein ever since, down from the time of j shall not often trouble you with such. WishMenschikofF's mission till now ; and have { ing you health, prosperity, and every other
IT is with extreme pleasure that I correspond for the first time with you, whom I
might with truth acknowledge as my Father J
in the Faith. I have longed to write to you ;
before, but opportunities have seldom occurred. I herewith send a copy of a circular letter addressed to the churches in this
district. The adoption of a similar plan
where there are churches near together
might be beneficial to them. Will you
please to insert it in the May No. of Herald,
if it can be done conveniently. We will
acquaint you with results. The brethren
here are going to deliver the enclosed list of
discourses, and have an idea of opening a
campaign in some of the surrounding towns.
The want of some good tracts on the chief
principles of our Faith, calculated to open ί
men's eyes thereto, is much felt, and we may j
probably publish some before long.
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blessing till immortalization comes, I re- \ for sheep in such an extremity ? Would
J they not give them a little milk, that they
main
\ might grow thereby and not perish ? Upon
Yours, in Israel's hope,
< this general appeal to the audience, and
GEORGE DEAN WILSON.
{ after waiting some time to note its eifect, I
Geneva, Illinois, April 23, 1857.
\ concluded, us the goats seemed deaf to the
\ barking, that, having some excellent fodder
\ near by, I would give them a little upon
Δ Remarkable Question.
ί which to chew. I therefore began to strew
DR. THOMAS :
\ it about, directing their attention to the
DEAR SIR,—I am engaged in a correspon- \ promises made to the fathers Abraham,
dence at present with a small Baptist preach- I Isaac, and Jacob. They seemed to listen
er, but I very much doubt the probability <; with a good deal of interest, and when I had
of being able to benefit him. You know the <' ; finished, invited me to return the following
difficulty of discussiug a proposition with ί Sunday. But their shepherd, ever watchful
an individual who has not information \ of his own crook, which he had left in the
enough to understand an argument. In his care of his dog, President, hearing that a
first communication lie admits that Eternal stranger had been supplying his flock with
Life is a matter of promise—the Eternal fodder of singular relish, commanded his
Life of Man is deposited or hid in Jesus the sickness to depart for the present, while he
Prince of Life—Eternal Life is conditional; went to see what was to do. He came to
and yet in his last communication he says, see me at my place of business, when, after
Man is in possession of an immortal principle a short conversation, I found myself defending the goodness of the pasture with the
" we call soul."
In it is this remarkable question, "Do product of which I had been feeding his
you mean to say that Man's physical pow- starvelings. According to promise, I was on
ers will ever be unending? if so, I call for the ground again with feed in plentiful supply. But, to the astonishment of the sheep
the proof." Now what could you do with themselves, who supposed their shepherd was
a man with no more biblical information ?
diligently tending his own ailments, he apThere is no news with ns ; we meet regu- ί peared among them for shearing purposes!
larly ; we are not able to make our meetings ; I, of course, saved my provender for better
interesting to spectators, but they are very times ; for the heavens began to gather
interesting to us.
blackness, lightnings zig-zag and forked
1 should be glad to hear how you are darted forth, and thunders rolled with rattling and crashing fury against your devoted
progressing with your Book.
head as leader, or prince, among the devils.
Yours, in hope,
But, though the storm has subsided, the sun
%
J. M. STONE.
does not shine. I have had no further opporHenderson, Kentucky, April 17, 1857.
} tunity of leading the flock to grass, for the
J shepherd has not yet found it convenient to
] be sick. I see some of the sheep, however,
A Hungry Time.
\ occasionally; and give them a nibble as
DEAR BROTHER THOMAS :
time and circumstances will permit.
AFTER my arrival at this place, I went ocWishing you health and happiness, I recasionally to hear the Campbellites' preacher, but he was sick, and his sheep were main,
Your brother in the one hope,
compelled to seek for pasture under the
guidance of shepherds from elsewhere; but
W. S.
they were not able to obtain a leading into
Paineville, Lake, Ohio, Feb. 14,1857.
green pastures all the time, so that, on one
particular occasion, they found themselves
in a desert with nothing to graze. This was Plan for a more efficient Working and
a hungry time. They licked their lips, and
Organization of the Churches in this
bah-h'dy in hope of some stray spears of grass District of Illinois.
that one might pick from his neighbor's
lips; but no blade was adherent there. The BELOVED BRETHREN IN THE COMMON FAITH :
shepherd's dog barked, but this brought no
Grace, mercy, and peace from God our
provender, and an end had come to all Father, and from our Lord Jesus Christ.
grazing. What was to be done ? Must the Your brethren in this place, partakers of the
flock hunger and thirst, and perchance die same hope and calling, send to you greeting.
in the desert ? The dog barked again, and Having been convinced of the paramount
asked the goats if they had no sympathy necessity of a mme eajrnest course of action,
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and the desirability of a stronger bond of resulted from the pursuit of a similar plan
union amongst us than any which now by our brethren in Scotland. Tlte Gospel
exists, have resolved to memorialize all our must be preached; and woe to those who
brethren in this locality on these important have the means and use them not in the
subjects. The matter stands thus — first work of the Lord ! But it sometimes haplet us state our wants :
pens that while one church possesses more
1. We need a more perfect and Scriptural j talent, more gifted brethren, it may lack
organization, such as, for instance, the ap- J the funds, while another may possess more
pointment of elders, deacons, secretaries, wealth than talent. What then should be
&c, where such officers do not exist; both j done ? One church should say to another,
for the purpose of proper self-government,) " you have the men ; we have got more of
and also for the more effective carrying out the money ; send them forth and we will
of evangelical labors. Various improve- help you." Come, beloved brethren, let us
ments are also needed in worship, discip- make up to this important matter ! and deline, and other matters pertaining to church vote more of our time, talent, and substance
arrangements.
) to our blessed Saviour's cause, than we have
2. Besides these improvements in each sep- ( yet done, and there is no telling what blessarate Church, we need drawing more closely ings may follow. This is no time for folding
together in the bonds of reciprocal brotherly our arms in supineness and indolence, when
love in a collective combination. At pres- there is so much to be done; when the judgeent, we pursue a too isolated policy—sel- ments of God are descending upon the nadom or never see each other, and compara- tions, and the coming of the I^ord aptively little friendly intercourse is kept up proaches very nigh. Let us not begin to
between our sister churches. This ought excuse ourselves that men will not hearken.
not to be the case among brethren. The If they don't in one place, they will in anconsequence is, that much spiritual good is other.
4. One of the chief methods of spreading
lost, which might accrue from an interchange
of speakers and other gifted brethren, less the Truth, would be the publication of some
vitality and interest is felt, and our means of sterling Tracts on the Gospel, Baptism, and
usefulness restricted to a narrow circle, other subjects, to scatter broadcast over the
which, by mutual assistance, might be great- land. This would be almost too heavy a
ly increased. Surely we can have this with- task for one church to bear alone; but if
out degenerating into a sect, or giving rise other churches would assist and organize to
support such exertions, it should easily be
to priestly domination.
done. Persons could be found to write
3. It has also been proposed to commence, them, and these little messengers of truth
as soon as opportunity affords, some active could be scattered far and wide, where our
evangelical labors in neighboring places. personal presence cannot reach.
Towns and villages are springing up popThese are a few brief statements of some
ulously around us, in which it is very deof the wants that have been felt. We will
sirable that the Gospel trumpet should be
give a few suggestions as to the plan of opesounded. There are earnest men among our
rations by which the end proposed may be
number, who are both willing and able to
attained :
engage in the glorious work of proclaiming
1. There are churches established in
the glad tidings of the Kingdom of God to
their perishing fellow-men; but, unfortu- Aurora, Geneva, St. Charles, and Northnately, many of them could not, in justice to field, besides a few isolated brethren in this
themselves and their families, afford to leave section of country. Let these associate in a
their business for a few days, without some union, not to form a Sect, but for mutualassistance, to enter upon the work in a ly strengthening each other, and for spreadmanner commensurate with their wishes. ing the Truth. There need be no surrender
But if our brethren wTould combine, funds by each church of its own proper right of
might easily be raised to pay their occasion- self-government—each assembly of brethren
al expenses, for it is not proposed to main- having the liberty of choosing its own
tain any Evangelists permanently in the elders, deacons, and other officers—but let
field at present, but only to assist such as each appoint a scribe (or secretary) for
may wish occasionally to go out and preach. keeping up a regular correspondence with
Until more extensive measures could be the sister churches.
taken, much good may be done on a smal2. Let conferences be held at regular
ler scale in our respective localities; and periods of the year, at such times as may be
then, as our means increase, launch out on a deemed most convenient, in which all the
larger. Already are some openings begin- churches may be represented by delegates or
ning to present themselves. Much good has letters, to report progress, and also to delib-
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crate on measures for the general good, not of the covetous spirit of this nation and
open new fields of usefulness, and infuse a \ age. We have a purer faith; let us show
livelier feeling of earnestness into us all.
.nobler deeds. Awake to action, ye soldiers
3. Let frequent exchanges of friendly inter- of Christ! Your Master will soon appear to
course be made, so that we may become reckon with his servants for the talents he has
better acquainted with each other, and given them ; then, happy will it be for those
who have used them well. 1 Cor. xvi., 1,2;
especially of those who preach the Word, that
we may be nourished by their teaching and 2 Cor. viii., 2, 5, 12, 13, 14 ; ch. ix.; Matt.
counsel, and let each church receiving the x., 7 ; Actsv.,32,34,35; Phil, iv., 10,14,10
benefit of such visit, reward those who conBrethren, we now leave the matter with
fer it out of grateful hearts, and with such
manifestations of Christian kindness and you. We have stated but a few of the prinliberality as are enjoined in the New Testa- cipal things we need. But these alone, if
ment. It is our duty to entertain hospi- ,' carried out, would prove of great good to us
tably, and reward those from whom we re- ; all, by quickening to greater zeal and earnceive spiritual good; not to let them travel estness ir: the cause of Christ. We need
at their own expense, and then put up at a •such an awakening. We are sinking too
hotel, as is the case with many ; and espe- much into that spirit of lethargy and supinecially if a brother is not well able to leave ness which is the crying sin of the present
his business for a few days, and travel at his •day. This state of things will never do.
own cost, it is unkind, nay, more, it is de- The sublime and awful scenes of the Second
cidedly wrong, to do so. If he is able, and ; Advent of Jesus will soon burnt upon the
choose to spend some of his wealth in such astonished nations, together with the outself-denying labors, it is a different case, but pourings of God's wrath ; and shall we leave
even that would not release us from showing men unwarned thereof? Nay! rather let us
tokens of gratitude. We mention this, be- put forth ten-fold greater energy to make
cause it is a common practice among 'many known the gospel's joyful tidings, and rescue
churches in this country, and wo would not all we can from the coming wrath; lest God
that any of our brethren should fall into this require their blood from his watchmen's
mean and contemptible spirit. Let us there- ; hands.—Ezek. xxxiii. 1-9. 0, brethren,
fore ascertain who among us are able to \ preach the word! and, constrained by the
preach the Word, and make arrangements ; love of Christ, seek to lead men to a knowfor their visiting the churches, and building ledge of his precious name ! Our own safety
them up " in thejr most holy Fa^th."—Rom. depends on it also ; for if we allow ourselves
ch. xii., 3-9 ; Γ Cor. xv., 58 ; ch. xvi., 13; to sink into listless apathy, and idle security,
Col. ii-, 5, 6, 7 ; ch. iii., 16 ; Eph. v., 15, 1G ; , we endanger our own salvation thereby, and
Gal. vi., 6 ; 2 Tim. iv., 2, 3 ; 1 Thess. v., 11, . may be found, when the Μ aster comes, like
12, 13; 1 Pet. iv.,10,11; 1 Tim. v., 17,18 ; the unprepared and foolish virgins in the
parable.—Matt. xxv. 1, etc. It is only by
lleb. iii., 12, 13; ch. x., 24,25.
action that our swords can be kept bright.
4. Let us get some good Tracts issued on L,ook at the perilous nature of the times,
the leading subjects of the Faith, such as brethren, and see if they do not call for
Immortality, the Gospel, the Promises, the more zeal and self-denial on the part of Gods
Kingdom, the Way of Salvation, &c, and people ; see if they are not calculated to exlet every brother and sister assist in the cite our fears lest any of us " should fail of
good work both of publishing and dissemi- the grace of God." Let all our past forgetnating them.
fulness of duty, all tardiness in the work of
5. Let a report of progress be sent from God, all roots of bitterness (where there
time to time, for insertion in the Herald of have been any) be n<Jw forever put away ;
the Kingdom, by the Secretary of the United and let us join like the heart of one man, in
an earnest, determined effort to bring about
Churches.
6. To carry out these plans, of course ; a better state of things in our brotherhoodsome funds will be needed, though not to J Hearken to the solemn charge of Jesus con.
any large amount. To meet this, let us all j cerning the times in which we live : " Take
contribute liberally at our weekly collections, Jheed to yourselves lest at any time your
and so raise a surplus for a general fund, to Ίhearts be overcharged with surfeiting, and
be devoted to the above objects. Let us \ drunkenness, and cares of this life; and so
not be influenced by the detestable spirit of j that day come upon you unawares. For* as
shall it come on them that dwell on
sordid avarice, but according to the ability <athesnare
face of the whole earth. Watch ye,
God has given, let us cheerfully give him \ therefore, and pray always that ye may be
something in return. Act with true Chris- accounted worthy to escape all those things
tian zeal and generosity. Let not the cold ; that shall come to pass, and to stand before
shade of parsimony come over you. Partake '>
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the Son of iMan."—Luke xxi., 34, 35, 30.
Listen to this heavenly voice!
Brethren, if these proposals meet with
your approbation, let us know ; and if you
can suggest any improvement, do so ; that
we may aitlopt the best course. If you accept them, well and good, we shall be glad—
for more can be accomplished, since " union
is strength." But should you decline to cooperate, we shall leave it between yourselves
and God, and pursue them alone, on our own
responsibility, to the extent of our limited
power, but regretting the loss of a larger
amount of good that might have accrued
through your united and hearty assistance.
Copies of this have been sent to all the
churches, and a reply is awaited as soon as
possible, stating your views on each point.
The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with
you all.
Sigued,
In behalf of the Church at Geneva, 111.,
GEORGE DEAN WILSON,

April 23d, 1857.

Secretary.

N. B. Our worthy and esteemed brethren,
Messrs. Wilson and Cockroft, propose to
supply a need the watit of which has long
been felt—viz., a faithful translation of the
New Testament, copies of which have been
sent round. This work promises, from the
specimens we have seen, to be far superior to
that of the American Bible Union. We
wish you, brethren, to assist them liberally,
either by taking a number of copies individually, or taking a share for a quantity.
There will be no risk, and there is no doubt
that when the work is but once fairly
started that it will succeed, and a boon of
immense value will be conferred ; a| least
we wish you to make it a common cause,
espouse it with zeal, and send in subscribers'
names at once, if you wish to see it pushed
through. It would be a pity to see it fail,
when a little extra exertion would bring it
to a successful issue. We regret to say that
names, as yet, come in slowly.
Protest of the Dutch Catholic Bishops
against the Doctrine of the Immaculate Conception.
PASTORAL INSTRUCTIONS OF THE ARCHBISHOP
OF U T R E C H T AND THE BISHOPS OF H A A R -

LEM AND DEVENTER ON THE SUBJECT OF THE
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION.

WHEN we heard of the great preparations
that were being made for deliberating on
the point of the Conception at Rome in December, 1854, we found, and with good reason, that these preparations would all be
found eventually to have been little more

than an outward form ; but we nevertheless
hoped that the prayers of many good men,
so earnestly solicited by the Holy Father,
for the light of the Holy Spirit, would be
so heard as to succeed in turning the counsels of Ahithophel into foolishness. The unsearchable judgments of Divine Providence
have otherwise ordered. Pius, alas! the
weak Pius, having once thrown himself into
the arms of the Jesuits, has now again lent
his name and his influence to accomplish a
deed deeply grieving all good men, and
causing new scandal in the Church.
The encyclical letter of the 8th of December, 1854, threatens rthe wrath of Almighty God, etc., to all w ho should dare to
speak against, or even not to accept, the
decision therein announced respecting the
conception of the Virgin.
How great soever may be our respect for
his 1 Foliness as head of the church and the
center of Catholic unity, we should dread
still more the displeasure of the Almighty if
we blindly accepted such decision.
St. Paul did not threaten the people of
Berea with the displeasure of Almighty
God when they searched the Scriptures to
see if the things which were brought before
them " were so ;" and St. Luke even confers
upon them special honor—'· These were more
noble than those of Thessalonica," because
they did so search. If this doctrine of the
Immaculate Conception can be so thoroughly
proved to be* a doctrine of the Catholic
Church, as in such apostolic letter it is declared to be, there need no fear arise from
such search ; yea, rather ought an appeal to
go forth inviting such a search, that it may
be patent to the whole world that we are
indebted to the care and zeal of Pius IX
for this discovery.
Inasmuch as we have no conviction that
Pius has spoken an infallible word when he
declared the Immaculate Conception of the
Blessed Virgin to be a revealed truth of the
Catholic faith, we feel it to be our duty 1o
examine the grounds upon which such declaration rests.
These grounds are said by him to be
five :
1. Holy Scripture.
\ 2. Sacred tradition.
3. The continuous feeling of the church.
t 4. The wonderful unanimity of Catholic
pastors and of the faithful.
5. The illustrious acts and constitutions
of his predecessors in the Papal chair.
After combating the above grounds, they
say, in reference to the fourth, u Where is
this wonderful unanimity to be found?

Calvin and Servetus.

16?

Naturally in the answers given by the reaches neither in teaching nor in acceptance
bishops to the encyclical letter addressed to this dogma of the Immaculate Concepto them from Gaeta in 1849. The tion ; and we say to all Catholics," Remove
analysis justifies no such unanimity. The not the ancient landmark which thy fathers
whole dogma of the Immaculate Concep- have set." — Proverbs xxii. 28. " But
tion being thus entirely new, there need be though we, or an angel from heaven, preach
no wonder that the mode of announcing it any other gospel unto you than that ye have
was entirely new. Never before were received, let him be accursed."—Gal. i. 8.
such utterances heard from a Pope's lips. " Remember how thou hast received and
Formerly it was the congregated fathers who, heard; and hold fast."—Rev. iii. 3.
after previous deliberations, etc., judged and
f JOHN, Archbishop of Utrecht.
determined. But it was on this occasion no
t HENRY JOHN, Bishop of Haarlem.
church council, although, for the eye of the
t HERMAN, Bishop of Deventer.
world, such a coloring was attempted to be
^ . ».
given to it. The bishops were merely mute
Calvin and Servetus.
attestators of what was proposed by Pope
Pius IX., and with too great reason may the
CALVIN denounced the doctrines of Servewords of the prophet be applied to them, tyis, called in the temporal arm of the
" Blind watchmen! they are all ignorant, Genevese magistracy to extirpate the heretic
they are all dumb dogs; they cannot and his creed, and only paused to ask a
bark."—Isaiah, lvi. 10.
commutation of his sentence when his victim
Oh! how did those teachers in Israel was about to be bound at the stake. " We
belie their character! and how was their endeavored to alter the mode of his death,
character trampled on by the first in rank but in vain," observes Calvin in a letter to
amongst them! An open contumely and Farrel. The account we have of the unforspot of shame is thus thrown on the epis- tunate Servetus, given us in another letter
copal character and office, those functiona- addressed to his friend Sulzer, exhibits in
ries having nullified their very position and painful colors the ferocity of the times, and
the unmitigated severity of the lean Cassiuswork as judges of the faith.
like reformer. " As Michael Servetus,
When the successor of St. Peter gave ut- twenty years ago, infected the Christian
terance to the lie that the doctrine of the world with his virulent and pestilent opinImmaculate Conception had been revealed ion, I should suppose his name is not unby God, was there no Paul to withstand known to you. It was he whom that faithful
and gainsay him to the face ? On the con- minister of Christ, Master Baeon, of holy
trary, they winked in the lowest cajolery memory, in other respects of a mild disposiwhen one of the French bishops looked his tion, declared from the pulpit to be worthy
Holiness in the face and said, " Holy father ! of having his bowels pulled out and torn to
thou hast not only4 decided the Immaculate pieces.
he has not permitted any of
Conception ; thou hast decided thine own his poisonWhile
to go abroad since that time, he
infallibility."
has lately, however, brought out a larger
Under the fifth head of the pastoral in- volume printed secretly at Vienna, but
struction, reference is made to Gregory the patched up from the same errors. To be
Great, Innocent III. and Innocent V., sure, as soon as the thing became known, he
Clement VI., etc., to show that for fourteen was cast into prison. He escaped from it
centuries a doctrine was held in entire con- some way or other, and wandered in Italy
tradiction to that promulgated by Pius IX., for nearly four months. He at length, in
and it is then said :
an evil hour, came to this place, when, at
We leave it to every unprejudiced person my instigation, one of the Syndics ordered
to decide whether we have good ground for him to be conducted to prison ; for I could
the strictures we have made, and whether not disguise it that I considered it my duty
we have proved or not that the apostolic to put a check upon this most obstinate and
letter issued by Pius IX., on the 8th of De- ungovernable man." Such was Calvin—a
cember, 1854, is simply a tissue (zamen- persecutor arrogating to himself infallibility
weefiel) of untruths, wherein the name of in Geneva. As the man, so is the spirit of
Scripture and sacred traditions are shame- his creed—dark, cruel, and revengeful. Like
fully misapplied to exalt into a matter of its Roman Mother, the blind propensities
faith a mere matter of feeling or subjective blindly led by the sentiments with intellect
impression, not even based on the lowest dethroned.
grade of probability.
In exclusion, we solemnly declare before
the wlrole world that the maxim "Quod

semper, quod ubique, quod ab omnibus/1
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"Blasphemies."
Baltimore, 10th April, 1857.

< Independents, Wesleyans and moderate
ί churchmen have all answered me in one
BEAR BRO. THOMAS :
; universal exclamation of dissent, with the
accompanying wish, that we should " let
I have road the April Herald with great ι well alone." However, I do not give you
pleasure. The article on " Blasphemies" is j this popular expression of opinion as the
unanswerable according to the scriptures, one which should represent the wishes of the
and of fearful import to those whose faith j intellectual and deep-thinking men of this
is formed in ignorance of the scriptures, country. There is a strong desire among
which are the power of God for salvation, a men of the highest attainments that the
power they repudiate in rejecting the prom- errors known to exist in the present version
ises with which they abound. They don't of the Bible should be corrected, and that
belong to those described by Paul as being the world should be furnished with such a
built on the prophets and apostles, Jesus translation as could be produced by the
Christ being the chief corner-stone. I thank united talents of men of learning of the
you, my dear brother, very cordially for this present advanced age, but (these huts are
truly lucid article. I think it would be well sometimes troublesome) then comes the
to put it forth in pamphlet form.
arguments of such men as Cumming, and the
The excellent letter of our brother Ed- conviction fastens itself upon their minds
wards gave me great satisfaction, its spirit ί that there is truth in this man's declaration,
that this is not the time to begin the work,
and matter is of the best.
but that the attempt would benefit the
Yours most truly,
Church's enemies rather than gratify its
WM. P. LEMMON.
friends.
The religious movement I have here
alluded to has not escaped the keen eyes
of the publishers, for just in the nick of time
THE subject uppermost in men's minds I find the " American Bible Union " adverjust now is the proposed new translation of I tising a " Revised English Version of the
the Bible. For some time the Question of \ Holy Scriptures."
the propriety of obtaining a new, free and >
official translation of the Holy Scriptures j
was confined to a small circle of religious
An Ancient Tombstone.
people. It is now cast forth for public disAN ancient tombstone at Bolton bears the
cussion in the newspapers and private circles,
and will doubtless produce the usual fruits following inscription :
of a religious controversy. Dr. Gumming,
" John Askew, the servant of God, was
a man of world-wide fame, has entered a born in London in the year 1G08, came into
protest against touching the present version. this towne 1629, married Mary, the daughter
His reasons may be shortly summed up by
saying that he contends that this is not the of James Crompton, of Brightmet, 1635,
time when the attempt could be safely made ; with whom he lived comfortably twenty years,
and in this he finds many to agree with him. and begat four sons and six daughters.
The division, so long deplored, which is Since then he lived sole till the day of his
known to exist in our 4· Established " Church death. In his time there were many great
—the difficulty of finding forty or fifty men changes and terrible alterations; eighteen
competent to the work, of thoroughly sound years civil wars in England, besides many
views, unbiassed by sectarianism—the danger dreadful sea fights; the crown or command
at all times found in meddling with anything of England changed eight times, Episcopacy
the bulk of the people have been long ac- laid aside fourteen years, London burned by
customed to look upon as sacred—serve to Papists, and more stately built again, (Jerrender men cautious how they give their j many wasted 300 miles, 200,000 Protestants
sanction to this movement; and although murdered in Ireland by the Papists, this
little time has yet elapsed since the question towne thrice stormed, once taken and plunwas seriously mooted, discussion is now >dered. He went through many terrible
getting earnest, and those opposed to the \ and diverse conditions, found rest, joy, and
carrying out of the project are becoming happiness only in holiness, the faith, feare,
anxious and nervous. I have, conceiving and love of Uod in Jesus Christ. He died
the subject to be one of immense importance, the ϋίίtli April, and lieth here buried.
and one that should not be lightly handled,
1 6
8
4
taken some pains to inquire, from gentlemen
" Come, Lord Jesus, come quickly.
of various persuasions, their wishes as to the
re-translation, and, strange to say, Baptists,
" HOLINESS IS MAN'S I I A P P I X N E S S . "
New Translation of the Bible.

HERALD
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KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
"And intheirdays, even of those Icings, the God of heaven shall get up A KINGDOM which shallnever perith, and
A DOMINION that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms,
and itself shall stand for ever.' '—DANIEL.
JOHN THOMAS, p]d.]
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The Gospel in Macedonia.

[VOL.

VII.

No. 8.

I ippi, so called after Philip, King of Macedon,

«The Jailor and other untaught Gentiles heard, be- a n d f a t h e r of Alexander the Great, " t h e
lieved, and obeyed the Gospel
in the short time of an great horn of the rough goat" of Dan. viii.
~
hour. Therefore, a correct understanding of the 21.
This region was Macedonia Prima, and
Gospel must have been obtained by them in that
Philippi was a Roman colony ; so that the
brief space of time."—Proph. Expository. 104.

Philippians, though Macedonian born, were
LUKE informs us in Acts xvi. that in a Roman citizens as they declared.— Verse 21.
vision Paul had, there stood before him a
In his letter to the Philippians, Paul
man of Macedonia, who entreated him to styles his labors among them, at this time,
come over to that country, and help them. " the beginning of the Gospel1' (ch. iv., 15),
This was regarded by Paul and his com- that is, that the glad tidings of the Fellowpanions as a vision from the Lord, calling ship began to be proclaimed to the " unupon them to announce the glad tidings taught Gentiles1' of Macedonia when he
(εναγγελισασΰαί euaggelisastL·!) in Mace- responded to the prayer, " Oome over to
donia/ They had essayed to "preach the Macedonia and help us! " Now, Macedonia
Word " to the idolators in the provinces of contained many cities, among which were
Anatolia, called Asia and Bithynia, but had Amphipolis, Apollonia, Thessalonica, and
been forbidden by the Holy Spirit, The Berea. All these Paul visited as well as
cause of this interdict is not stated. The Philippi, announcing in one the same glad
province of Asia contained the seven apoc- tidings as in all the rest. No one, we prealyptic churches which were, doubtless, al- sume, will dispute this. Thus, when he visready existing there ;* and Bithynia, also, ited Thessalonica, he gave them to underwas not destitute of the truth. But the stand that he was the bearer of an invitation
time and circumstances were not yet quite to them from the living and true God of
appropriate for the annunciation of " The Israel,twho had commanded him to invite
Fellowship of the Mystery1' among them ; them to his kingdom and glory. *

Many of

importing " that the Gentiles (or pagans) the idolatrous Macedonians there accepted
should be fellow heirs (of the kingdom with the invitation joyfully f when they discovthe saints of Israel), and of the same body ered that it was genuine—that it was no
(that is, of the * One Body'), and partakers j fiction, but a word sent to them from heaven,
of God's promise concerning the Anointed and therefore styled " the Word of God," in
(εν το Χριστώ, en to Christo) through the deed and in truth, being confirmed by the
glad tidings." Having proclaimed the power of God. J This created in them a
Christian fellowship of Jew and Gentile in hope which was the " one hope of the calling "

the
Syrian Antioch, Seleucia, Cyprus,
Perga, Antioch in Pk.idia, Iconium, Lystra,
Derbe, and Attalia, they were directed to
visit the country west of Constantinople,
and north of the JEgcan Sea, where, it is
probable, Christian-Jewish prejudices were
not so strong as in Asia and Bithynia.
In the region of country indicated, and
not far from the sea, stood the Citv of Phil• Acts ii. 9.

or invitation ; so that he could address them
a» he could not address their idolatrous
friends, saying, " be not as the others, who
have no hope."
The hope iormed in them by the apostle's
preaching looked forward to the coming of
the day of the Lord in which Jesus should re* 1 Thess. il. 12.
f 1 These, i. 6.
% 1 These, i. 5.
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appear upon the earth. But so Well had he hath nor will produce it. The fruit of this
instructed them, that they did not expect believed is not righteousness, peace, and joy
that day to arrive until there had first been in a holy spirit; but, on the contrary, rean APOSTASY FROM THE FAITH, acuminating sistance to the righteousness of God, doubts
in a power styled " the Man of Sin," whose and fears, and despondency in a faithless,
revelation would be preceded by the re- perverse, and sordid spirit. " By their fruits
moval of the power then existing. " Rt- ye shall know them."
member ye not" says he, " that when I was
Having indoctrinated the Macedonians in
yet with you, I told you these things ? and Thessalonica with the glad tidings he anwhat withholds now for his being revealed nounced to them, in writing to them he inin his appointed time, ye know." Yea, so forms the reader, that they " received the
conspicuous a place had these things in his word with joy of a holy spirit;" aud that
preaching, that an outcry was soon raised \ in consequence they " turned to God from
against him, accusing him, in the city of the \ idols to serve the living and true God ; and
Philippian jailer, of " teaching precepts >to wait for his Son from the heavens, whom
which were not lawful for them to receive, he raised from among the dead, even Jesus
neither to observe, being Romans ;" and in delivering us from the wrath to come."
Thessalonica, of " doing contrary to the Before Paul went over to help them, they
decrees of Caesar, saying there is another knew nothing about the God, and the Son of
king—one Jesus."
the God, and the kingdom and glory of that
Referring to " the beginning of the Gos- God, whom Paul preached ; they knew not
pel," the apostle says to the Thessalonians, that there was any wrath to. come upon the
" God hath from the beginning chosen you world, nor of any deliverance from it through
for deliverance by a separation of spirit and a resurrected man, coming from the heavens ;
belief of truth ; for which (εις δ, sc. σωτη- nor did they know that those delivered from
piovf salvation) he called you through our it would share in the glory and dominion of
glad tidings for the obtaining of the glory the Deliverer. Will any reasonable man,
of our Lord Jesus Christ."* In this he then, pretend to impose upon us the notion,
tells them, that by a separation of spirit that all that was submitted to these " unand faith, that is, by a holy disposition taught Gentiles," to turn them from their
created in them through the truth believed,! vanities, was that a certain Jew, who had
they had been chosen of God for deliverance been crucified as a malefactor about 1100
from the wrath to come upon those who miles off, was the son of the God «of the
know not God, and hearken not to the glad Jews, and raised from the dead by his
tidings of the Lord Jesus Christ, and for power ? What moral power is there in such
sharing with him in the things covered by a statement as this to cause a Macedonian
the phrase, " his kingdom and glory." They idolator to cast his idols to the moles and
were separated or sanctified by faith, and the bats ? None. It had no more power
" called," or invited, to their high destiny to produce this result than it now has to
through the glad tidings they believed. The cause papists to turn from their image worsanctification of spirit, or heart-purification, ship, and the adoration of dead men's bones ;
referred to by Paul, was " righteousness, and or sectarian devotees to renounce the syspeace, and joy, in the Holy Spirit," resulting tems of foolishness and impiety they profess.
from,belief of the glad tidings of the king- It is evident from the nature of the case,
dom ; wherefore he saith, that " the king- that the first thing Paul essayed to do was
dom of God is not meat and drink," that \ to reason the Macedonians out of their idolis, the doctrine concerning it does not teach j atry, as he did the Athenians ; then to
believers to concern themselves about dis- acquaint them with the living and true God ;
tinctions of meats and drinks, saying1, after that to announce to them the. purpose
" touch not, taste not, handle not;" but it of God, or " secret of his will which he had
inculcates and developes in them who em- purposed in himself according to his own
brace it with honest and good hearts, good pleasure;" then, that " one Jesus"
righteousness, and peace, and joy in a Holy was he by whom he intended to execute that
Spirit. This fruit of faith is the "Divine purpose, whereof he had given assurance in
Nature" and essentially diverse from the na- raising him from the dead ; that he was to
ture common to pagans and all others ignor- return from the heavens to perform the
ant of the truth. It is only peeduceable by work assigned him ; and lastly, that whoso" the exceeding great and precious promises ί ever believed these things, and became obebelieved." Belief that Jesus is the Son of \ dient, should receive repentance and forgiveGod, in the modern Gentile sense, neither ] ness of sins, and a right to eternal glory in
the kingdom, " through His name." To instruct them in these things, was for Paul to
* 2 Thess. i i . 18, 14.
fulfill his mission, which was, " to open their
t Col, iii. 10.
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eyes, to turn them from darkness to light, taught Gentiles" in sundry other places!
and from the power of Satan unto God, In what did the power of his prlaching conthat they might receive forgiveness of sins, sist ? In the teaching of God, called " the
and inheritance among them (of Judah) who j truth in Jesus"—" the light of the glad tidare sanctified by faith that leads into ings of the glory of the Anointed, who is the
Jesus," εις εμε. The Macedonians were in image of God'—εναγγελιον της δοξηξ του
darkness, and in Satan's power, and unable Χρίστου.
" Of his own will," says James,
to help themselves. They were " Gentiles in " the Father of lights begat us by the word
the flesh," whose moral destitution is well of truth, that we should be a kind of firstdescribed \>γ the apostle who went over to fruits of his creatures," of whom it is writhelp them. "At that time," says he, «te ten in the prophets, " They shall be all
were without Christ, being aliens from the taught of God. Every man, therefore, that
Commonwealth of Israel, and strangers from hath heard and learned of the Father," says
•the covenants of the promise, having no Jesus, " cometh unto me." Paul, as God's
hope, and atheists (αΰεοι, atheoi) in the messenger, taught the word of God, which
world;"—" walking in the vanity of your he did not handle deceitfully; " but, by
mind, having the understanding darkened, manifestation of the truth, commended himbein^ alieuhted from the life of God through self to every man's conscience in the sight
the ignorance that was in you, because of! of God."* This was the secret of his
the blindness of your heart." But from \ power—his doctrine was God's teaching,
this state they were happily delivered by confirmed by God's power, through the
Paul's preaching; so that he could say to mighty deeds with which he astonished the
them, " Ye who were formerly afar off are world. Who need wonder at t^a results
now in the anointed Jesus, made nigh by with such an instrumentality?
"We,"
the blood of the anointed one." They were j said Paul, "are ambassadors in the-An" made nigh" by the blood of the anointed } ointed's stead (ύπες Χρίστου), as if God
one ; that is, instead of being " aliens from ' did invite you by us;" which invitation was
Israel's commonwealth, and strangers from ί expressed in the glad tidings of the kingthe covenants of the promise," they had be- j dom and glory he preached. The ioyous
come " fellow-citizens of the saints (of Israel), character of the tidings miraculously conand of the household of God ;" instead of firmed, commended them to the hearts of the
" having no hope," they hoped in the king- people, and kindled a joyousness in them,
dom and glory of God, of which they were that energized them to accept the divine ininvited to become " HEIRS" by the preaching ] vitation in the face of ruin, imprisonment,
of Paul; and instead' of being " without { torture, and death ; so that, in writing to
Christ," and " atheists," they were " IN the the Macedonians, he says, " Ye became folanointed Jesus," and .worshipers of his lowers of us and of the Lord, having reFather, the God of the Jews, for the return ceived the word in much affliction with joy
of whose Son from the heavens they were of a holy spirit."
patiently waiting.* These originally " unBut, in opening the eyes of Macedonian
taught," but now instructed," Gentiles" had
become " light in the Lord ;" " the sons of Jews his method was somewhat different.
God without rebuke, shining as lights in the He had not to turn them from idols, nor to
world ;" " children of light and of the day," bring them to wait for the Son of Israel's
and " not of the night, nor of darkness ;" f God ; nor yet to instruct them in the purinvested with " the armor of light;" so \ pose of God to rule the habitable in rightethat, " the eyes of their understanding be- j ousness by him, for they were not idolaters ;
ing enlightened," the apostle could now say ; and they were waiting for the ι
the Γ
" " ""
' * "
anointed Jesus through the faith : because \ and

to the promise.
D a y i d m d Q f G o d > J e h o v a h h a d covenanted
What soul-stirrmg tidings must they have t o r e s u r r e c t for them in the house of David.f
been which constituted the subject matter of T h
ώ
h i g p r e a c n i l l g t o «the Jews he be&
PauIs preaching and that could have c a m e ω a /
^ ^ gain
^
that
h e
effected so wonderful a change on the under-j J e w s » i n o t h e r w o r d s « ^ t h e m that are
standings, affections, and conduct of the j
idolators of Macedonia Prima, and of " un- j
.
* 2 Theee. iii. 5.
t 1 These, τ. δ.

• 2 Cor. iv. 2-4. t 2 Chron xrii. 11-14; Acta ii 80,
1 Cor. iii. 4, 6; 1 Epb. i. 5.
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under the law, he became as under the law, plified in regard to the Jews. All that was
that he might gain them that are under the necessary was to show them what their prolaw." If he had gone to the Macedonian phets taught, and then to prove that to a
idolators " as a Jew," he would not have certain extent their predictions were accomgained them ; he therefore went to them as plished in Jesus, as an earnest, that what
a Roman, which is evident from his reply to remained would be fulfilled in and by him
the magistrates at Philippi, saying, "'They j likewise. This was the course pursued by
have beaten us openly uncondenined, being \ Paul in Thessalonica. He went into their
Romans, and have cast us into prison, and synagogue, and reasoned with them out of
now do they thrust us out privily ? Nay, the Scriptures of the prophets, opening and
verily ; but let them come themselves and j alleging, firstly, that the Messiah they were
• -Now,
-- Romans
~
•
looking for must needs have suffered, and
fetch us out."
were not under
the Law of Moses; so that in relation to secondly, that he must needs stand up from
that law they were " without law ; " there- among the dead. These were among the first
fore in approaching the Romans as a Roman things (εν πρώτοις, 1 Cor. xv 3), he decitizen, he says, that " to them without law, livered to the Jews ; how that their Messiah
he became as without law, that he might was to die for their sins, according to the
gain them that are without law." He ad- prophets ; be buried, or " make his grave
dressed the Greeks, Romans and barbarians, with the wicked, and with the rich in his
as an ambassador, sent to them direct from a death," and arise on the third day, according
God whom they knew not, but who had to the scriptures. If he could convince them
made the universe, and continued to uphold of these things, their minds were then preall things by his power. It was not neces- pared for his third proposition, which was,
sary for suth a person to do more before " that this is the Messiah, even Jesus, whom
such an audience, ignorant of all things per- I announce to you."
taining to the God, prophets, and hope, of
They err greatly who imagine that one
the Jews, than to state the truth confirmed method of preaching " the glad tidings of
by divine power, and to persuade them to the glory of Christ," would have been suitreceive it. Thus,, as he says,
y , " Myy word and ^ able for idol-worshipers,
d o r p , and
a d thee members
mm
my preaching was by indubitable proof of j of the synagogue. The proposition, that
Spirit and power, that your faith might not j « Jesus is the Anointed, the Son of the livstand in men's wisdom, but in God's power." ; ing God," would have been meaningless and
And again, " Our glad tidings came not to { unintelligible to idolators. To have comyou in word only, but also in power, and in prehended
" - - ·it· ·they
·
must have been tnade preholy spirit,
spirit and in much assurance."
assurance" This viously acquainted with the existence of that
course, however, would not answer with be- living God, and with the doctrine concerning
lievers in the prophets. He could not ap- the Anointed One. And this the apostle
proach Jews as a Gentile citizen of Rome, set himself to do in laying before them the
and expect them to believe on authority glad tidings of the kingdom, as exhibited in
without appeal to the prophets. Idolators the revelation of his will, which God had
might be built upon apostles, but a Jew purposed to himself. When they came ta
required to be built upon the prophets ; for understand this part of the subject, they
they would receive no testimony of apostles, would very naturally desire to know, Who
though confirmed by miracle, unless it could should be the King by whom the world should
be shown to be in accordance with the be ruled in righteousness, when the appointed
Oracles of God, read in their synagogues time for the manifestation of the divine purpose
every sabbath day. When, therefore, idol- should arrive ? Paul told them that it was a
ators built upon the apostles, testifying the certain Jew, named Jesus, who was dead, but
same things as the prophets, and Jews built came to life again, and is alive for evermore,
upon the prophets illustrated by the apostles, who is to beking of the whole earth. This
came together into the <l one body," Paul answer to the question very naturally
could say to them, " Ye are built upon the prompted another, namely, " If the Jesus he
foundation of the apostles and prophets. proclaimed were to be king of all nations,
Jesus the Anointed himself being the chief what would become of Ccesar's throne ?" N o r
corner stone." They were all, both Jews did Paul hesitate to answer this inquiry, as
second epistle to the
and Gentiles, brought to acquiesce joyously we have seen in the „
in the " One Faith; " the method only of» Macedonians of Thessalonica. ' " H e shall
bringing them to that acquiescence so as to be taken out of the way,"
y, and then a r power,
p ,
prepare them for the " One Baptism," dif- enfbodying
- * * the
•· Mystery
-- • of- Iniquity
- • - already
fered.
working, shall take his place, which shall
also be utterly abolished by the manifestaThe reader, then, will readily perceive that tion of the Lord's presence from the heavens."
the apostolic preaching was very much sim- Such questions and answers as these created
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a great stir among the multitude, many of ) to turn from idols to serve the God of Israel,
whom renounced their idols, and declared i and to wait for his Son from the heavens,
themselves, not only willing, but earnestly when they should receive the kingdom of
desirous to become heirs of that kingdom God, for which they suffered persecution ;*
and glory, that they might reign with Jesus \ there, it taught them to be like-minded with
when he should receive the dominion, glory, the apostle in pressing toward the mark for
and kingdom at his return from the right the prize of the high calling of God by tho
hand of power. But the Jews who rejected anointed Jesus.* This "mark" was the
the claims of Jesus to the Davidian throne resurrection that Paul desired by any means
of universal empire on earth, were moved to attain to, because the prize could not be
with envy at this revolution in the pagan obtained until that mark were reached. The
mind, and determined to put a stop to it, if j prize was the subject of the glad tidings he
possible. They excited the lowest of the s preached to them. It was for the obtaining
people against Paul and his friends, both in j of this prize that they entered the lists by
Thessalonica and Berea. As Paul was \ being"baptized,that theymight from that time
preaching politics, which had been forbidden i start in the race, and press onward to the
by the emperor, they assailed him as a trans-) goal. Did they begin to run without know·'
gres3or of the imperial decrees, saying, that <| ing wJwt they were running for ? No inthere is another king than Casar, one Jesus. deed. When men, as in Paul's day, entered
The same outcry was raised in Philippi with upon a race which exposed to torment, imthe same result—proclaiming principles un- prisonment, and death, they were very carelawful for loyal Komans to receive and do, ful to know what they were to gain by the
and thereby exceedingly troubling the cities risks they encountered. " I so run, not so
of Macedonia Prima.
uncertainly," saith the apostle, " so run, tljat
Philippi, Thessalonica, Berea, &c, were ye may obtain :" obtain what? That which
thrown into an uproar by TauVs preaching God sent Jesus to invite men to in the glad
the glad tidings of the glory and kingdom tidings of the kingdom which he preached,
of God. Let not this fact be overlooked. and therefore styled "the high calling of
Was it done by a sixty minutes' discourse, God by the anointed Jesus." An everlastthe burden of which was that 'Jesus, whom ing kingdom is the prize set before us as
perhaps no Macedonian pagan had ever " untaught Gentiles," connected with which
heard of before, was the Son of the unknown are glory, honor, riches, and life eternal.
God of the despised Jews, and sacrificed for Hence, James says to them who are taught
sin ? What would they have thought of the of God, " he has chosen the poor of this
doctrine that the blood of a murdered Jew, world, rich in faith, as heirs of the kingin some mysterious way, was to save them dom which he has promised to them that
from wrath to come, of which they knew love him ; " and Jesus saith, " Fear not, litnothing ? Instead of such preaching as this tle flock, it is your Father's good pleasure
(of which the world has a surfeiting in these to give you the kingdom," and when they
superficial times) exceedingly troubling cities, that love him stand in his presence after
and turning the community upside down, rising from the dead, he saith to (hem,
the apostles would not have obtained a " Come, ye blessed of my Father, possess the
second hearing. N o ; they might have kingdom prepared for you from the foundapreached the divine sonship of Jesus in the tion of the State." Were these blessed
modern Gentile sense of it, not for an hour ones baptized in ignorance of the kingdom
only, but until this day, and have never and glory they were called to? In darkmade a Christian, or agitated a single family, ness plunged into water, not dreaming that
That Jesus is the Son of the God of Israel, ^the God of Israel purposed to set up a gloand not the Son of Mary's husband, is most J rious kingdom in Palestine for Jesus and
true, and a very important truth in its pro- >his brethren, which was to rule over all ?
per place ; it is a genealogical truth upon >Was their faith so meager, so death-stricken
which all his claims are founded ; but in the J in its birth, that it could only faintly whisGentile sense of it, there is no good news in s per an assent to a leading question about
it. His blood cleansed from all sin ; true, ί the genealogy of Jesus, before they descendbut what then ? If that be all it leaves with- j ed into water ? Were their eyes so blind
out hope, and the future is a blank. Such a J that they could see nothing in the fuGospef never came from heaven to Jew,! ture ? No, no ; before they were baptized
Macedonian, or Italian, or to any other ] they took care to know what they were
Gentile family of man.
j baptized for. They were baptized thai they

Paul's preaching was the same in all the
cities of Macedonia. It planted the same

hope in the hearts of the people at Philippi,
as at Thessalonica. Here it taught them

might become Abraham's seed, and lieirs according to the promise, which they understood
• 2 These, i. 5.
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and believed with joyous and faithful hearts. manner to similar objects coming to a simiHence, the apostle could write to the Ro- lar termination at one and the same time,
man citizens of Philippi, who believed, and and) by the same agency, their identity, one
the jailor and his house among their num- with the other, is made manifest. . . .
ber, saying, " Brethren, be followers together
" The four parts of the visions are desigof me and mark them who walk, so as ye nated, indifferently, kings or kingdoms.
have, Paul and Tirnotheus, servants of ' Thou, Ο King,' it is said of one of them,
Jesus Christ, for an example, for our citizen- ' art a king of kings
Thou art
ship begins in the heavens; out of which this head of gold.' And then the transialso we earnestly expect the Saviour, the tion is made to kingdoms. ' And after
anointed Lord Jesus ; who shall transform thee ' (the individual monarch then addressthe body of our humiliation, that it may be ed) shall arise another kingdom inferior to
conformed to the body of his glory, through thee, and another third kingdom of brass,,
the power whereby he is able to subdue all which shall bear rule over all the earth.
things to himself." And afterwards he a*dds, And the fourth kingdom shall be strong as
" Those things which ye have both learned, iron.' So also in the vision of the beasts.
and received,and heard,and seen with me, do." ' These great beasts ' it is said,' which are
This covered the whole ground of his teach- four, are four kings.' And, again, of ' the
ing, which was effective to their illumination fourth beast' it is declared, that it shall be
as lights in the midst of a crooked and per- the fourth kingdom upon earth.
verse nation.
" The exigency of the language then reEDITOR.
quires that there should be FOUR KINGS, and
Sept. 1, 1855.
each with his kingdom; and those, we are
told, were to b<|/ diverse one from another.'
©pen & 0uηciI.
" But we learn also that there was to be a
uuity and indivisibility belonging to them.
IN ΤΠΙΘ DEPARTMENT OF THE HERALD ALL THAT IS
In the vision of the image, the four parts
PRINTED IS NOT THEREFORE APPROVED. THE EDITOR IS ONLY RESPONSIBLE FOR WHAT APPEARS OVER
are built up into one object, which is seen
HIS OWN SIGNATURE.
standing in its* completeness, thus composed,
" The Four Great Kings of Babylon." from the head down to the feet. Each is
[Abridged by J. R. Lithgow, from the 'Light of Proph- necessary to the other to form the figure
ecy," by Thomas Lumsden Strange, London, 1852.]
which they all together represent. The head
" THE visions recorded in the book of alone could not have constituted itj neither
Daniel of the great image exhibited to Neb- the breast and arms ; nor the belly and
uchadnezzar, and of the four great beasts thighs ; nor the legs and feet. The presence
shown to the prophet, have evident relation of all the members was requisite, at one and
to one and the same subject. The image the same time, to make up the embodied
was composed of four parts, each figuring a image; and all are in existence together
kingdom ; and the beasts also were four in when the blow is struck by the stone cut out
number, and were significant of four kings ; without hands ; for by that blow, they all
and both the image and the beasts were seen ί fall together. ' Then was the iron, the clay,
to come to a common end. The image was ί the brass, the silver, and the gold, broken to
broken to pieces, and ground to dust, by a \ pieces together, and became like the chaff of
stone cut out without hands, and which ' be- i the summer threshing floors.'
came a great mountain, and filled the whole > " The kings could not be amalgamated
earth,' denoting, as we are told, ' a king- \ together. Their individuality must ever, in
dom
' which ' the God of heaven' should ) the nature of things, remain distinct. Their
4
set up,' and which should * never be de- kingdoms, however, could be conjoined tostroyed,' but' should ' stand for ever.' This gether, and the one be made to combine with
stone, and the dominion thereof, none can j the other, and the whole might be consolidoubt, mark the reign of Jesus and of his >dated into one; and this without forfeiting
saints
The beasts of the other j the distinctiveness, or ' diverseness' of the
vision, in like manner, in line, have * their \ several portions.
dominion taken away,' and in lieu thereof, < " The vision of the image manifestly calls
' one like the Son of Man came with the \ for such a solution. The component parts
clouds of heaven, . . . . and there was whereof are diverse, both as to shape and
given him dominion, and glory, and a king- substance. One is the head, and of gold ,
dom,' &c.
ano&er is the breast and the arms, and
" The visions are thus in each instance of \ of silver; a third is the belly and thighs,
four kingships, which are to be overthrown j and of brass ; and a fourth is the legs and
by Jesus, when he takes to himself his great j the feet, alid of iron and clay. Each, howpower and reigns ,· and as they relate in this < ever, fits on to the other, and in common
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they constitute, and belong to, one indivi- \ served to build it up, and all being in that
J sense in common headship together.
sible image.
" Such kings and kingdoms, in effect, there
" The current view taken of the four portions of the visions, is that they represent have been, to the extent of three, and the
four distinct and successive empires—tie characteristics of the fourth, and the most
Babylonian, the Persian, the Grecian, and important one of the whole, are given with
the Roman; and convey thus an account, in an amptitude and plainness that place him
outline, of the supremacy exercised on the also with distinctness before us :
earth from the times of Nebuchadnezzar to
" 1. The head of the image, or the first
the coming of the Lord Jesus.
beast.
" To this there are important objections :
" In regard to the first king and his king" 1st. Though the requirement of the proph- dom, there can be no room for mistake, as
ecy as to these portions of the visions be- the Scripture has revealed to us that Neking of Babylon, was the
ing four kingdoms would be thereby met, buchadnezzar, the
' Thou,1 it was told him, * art this
the equally strong one that there should be man.
1
1
'four kings, and no more than four, would head of gold. A dynasty was not wanting;
be nullified, in the bringing in of four dynas- but here was no question of one. The indities, embracing an indefinite number of vidual king, then addressed, supplied in
full the first portion of the vision. The
kings.
" 2d. The successional order of the king- long succession of monarchs of the Assyrian
line, who had preceded him, from the time
doms would be provided, as called for in the of Nimrod onwards, and the four — Evil
prophecy, but the amalgamation and coex- Merodach, Neriglissor, Laborosoarchad, and
istence of the parts, the one with the other, Belshazzar, who followed him, had no posiwould be wanting, Empires set up, each tion in this section of the vision. Nebuch.adupon the ruin of that which preceded it, and nezzar singly, and not the Assyrian dystanding in antagonistic posture without any nasty, was the sole object thereof. The head
common center or object upon which to was entire in him.
converge, would represent the very opposite
" The subject being an individual perof the image of the vision, seen as it is, consolidated and composed of the various parts, sonage, individual features, belonging speciall requisite to constitute its whole ; and if ally to him, and indicative of him, may be
the one portion had to give way, and to dis- expected to characterize i t ; and such are
appear before the other was brought upon given.
4
it was said to him, ' Ο King,
the second, the grinding of the whole to dust, a r t a KThou,'
i
f
by a single crowning act of judgement, in the
n g ° kings ; for the God of heamanner we find the fabric is to be brought 1 yen hath given thee a kingdom, power, and
to an end, would be impossible. When the strength, and glory ; and wheresoever the
feet are struck, the head, and the breast and children of men dwell, the beasts of the
arms, and the belly and thighs, are all to be field, and the fowls of the heaven, hath he
present, so that all may fall simultaneously given into thine hand, and made thee ruler
and be Crushed and annihilated together; over them all. Thou art this head of gold.'
" The symbol of the head of gold is thus
and in like manner, according to the undoubted exigency of the prophecy, the found to be significant of the power and
BABYLONIAN, the Persian, and the Grecian glory of Nebuchadnezzar's kingship, exerempires should not have passed away, but cised over all around him as a king of kings.
be subsisting, in their full integrity, at the The metal used in the figure specially inditime when the blow of destruction is struck cated the wealth and splendor that attachupon the Roman empire, so that all might ed to his throne. For these, Babylon, the
be brought down with it in one common seat thereof, has been celebrated, so as to
overthrow together.
Jhave been called 'the golden city/ and
* ι' the lady of kingdpms ' (lsa. xiv. A ; xlvii.
she
" Four kings are then to be sought for, 5); and to Nebuchadnezzar, it appears,
4
and tlie possessor of a kingdom, and yet was indebted for her magnificence. Is not
this,' he could say of her, ' great Babylon,
partakers 'of one common empire, which each,
m his order, serves to construct; so that, in that 1 have built for the house of the kingthe end, the last monarch may stand as ruler dom by the might of my power, and for the
honor of my majesty ? '—Dan. iv. 30.
of all that his predecessors may have severally,
in turn, produced and added to the common " The Scripture uses these figures to bestock. These kings would bring in thus the) speak pride of power, and fierceness and
various materials—the gold, the silver, the( swiftness in casting it.—Prov. xix. 12 ;
bra&s, and the iron and clay, of which the Amos iii. 8 ; Vs. vii. 2 ; Obad. iv. It is as
image is composed, each in his place having ' an eagle, ' a great eagle with great wings,
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beasts, an^l his dwelling was with the wild
asses: they fed him with grass like oxen,
and his body was wet with the dew of heaven, till he knew that the Most High God
hiled in the kingdom of men, and that h<* appointeth over it whomsoever he will.'—Dan.
v. 20, 21. And after he had received this
lesson, thus painfully, the same power that
degraded him, restored him to his kingdom.
* At the same time,' as he himself chronicles, * my reason returned unto me; and for
the glory of my kingdom, mine honor and
brightness returned unto me; and my
counsellors and my lords sought unto me;
and I was established in my kingdom, and
excellent majesty was added unto me.'—
Dan. iv., 36).
"There was a remarkable event in the
history of this monarch ; and it appears to
be shadowed out in the figure of the vision.
' I beheld,' the prophet says, * till the wings
thereof
were plucked, and' (or perhaps,
1
wherewith' — see marginal reading) * it
was lifted up from the earth, and made to
stand upon the feet as a man, and a man's
heart was given to it.' The eagle wings,
spread out to carry terror and destruction over
the world, and which had led him to exalt
himself above what was of the earth, were
taken from him, and he was made at length
to feel his standing as a mere man—the
heart of a man—that he might apprehend
that such was his condition, being, in this
sense, doubtless given to him.
" The vision is thus marked throughout with
strictly personal features, belonging to the
individual sovereign to whom the scriptural
interpretation confines it. There is the
headship over the surrounding kings retained by him (so singularly for a conqueror)
upon their thrones, in order that he might
be acknowledged by them as king of kings ;
there is the fierce exertion of his power, put
forth like that of the eagle and the lion,
crushing and devouring all who ventured
to dispute his rule; there is the brilliant
magnificence, gathered by him round the
*
•
•
*
*
* 'seat of his throne, making his a golden
headship; and there is his fall, and the
" But the power and the pride of Nebu- striking lesson that this conveyed to him.
chadnezzar had to meet with a reverse.
Mighty tis he was, he had to learn that \ " To none other of his line do ttiese partithere was one more mighty than himself. Ί cvlars belong. Up to the time of SennachAmong men, he was placed as king of kings, erib, Nineveh was the dominant power, and
and no rival mortal was to be exalted over the rulers of Babylon were in subjection to
him ; but there was the supremacy of the the Assyrians, and far from being kings of
God of heaven, which he had overlooked; kings. Esarhaddon, the son of Sennacherib,
and under this he had to be brought to bend. united the two kingdoms into one. He was
' When his heart was lifted up, and his replaced by his son Nebuchadnezzar the
mind hardened in pride, he was deposed from 1st, and during his time the Medians twice
his kingly throne, and they took his glory invaded the empire, and though they met
from him : and he was driven from the sons with repulses on both occasions, the mere
of men, and his heart was made like the act of their aggressions shows that the form

long-winged, and full of feathers' (Ezek.
xvii., 3), that Nebuchadnezzar is adverted
to in reference to his descent upon Judea.
.' Behold, he shall come up like a lion from
the swelling of Jordan, against the habitation of the strong
Behold, he
shall come up, and fly as the eagle, and
spread his wings over Bozrah,' &c.—(Jer.
xlix., 19, 22).
" Nebuchadnezzar, to fulfill the figure, had
sb to act. He had to fly swiftly on bis prey
and to rend so that none should deliver ; but,
nevertheless, though so powerful to destroy,
it was necessary to the· position assigned
him of ' king of kings,' that he should not
remove from^their thrones the monarchs over
whom he exercised his arms, but should
maintain them in their sovereignties, he
holding supremacy over them.
" This was just the character of his conquests. He covered the surrounding nations,
but did not deprive them of their kings, nor
add their countries to his own; but when
they rebelled against his authority, he
rushed upon them with the swiftuess of
the eagle, and the power of the lion, and
compelled their submission, at times rending
them with ungovernable fury.
" It is not now exactly known to what
limits the sway of this sovereign extended,
save that Judea, Tyre, and Egypt, it is certain, felt the force of his arms, while Nineveh had been destroyed, and Media humbled,
in the time of his predecessor, the first who
bore his name. These were the surrounding nations, and the greatest of the then
known earth, and he held his rule among
them in headship, as king of kings, receiving
for his individual territories no more than
Babylonia, the land of his forefathers. On
several occasions he had to put forth his
strength to keep their neighbor nations in
subjection to him, but he exerted it no further than for the assertion of his empire
over them as king of kings, and at no time
with the greed of conquest, so as to add
their dominions to his own.

The Four Great Kings of Babylon.
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and the yoke of the line of Babylon was not the vision, and the members must have also
yet upon them. Saracus, the son of Ne- analogy to the head. They are all likewise
buchadnezzar the 1st, succeeded to the represented as beasts, and the one beast
throne, but was destroyed by Nabopollasar, must partake of the nature of the others.
one of his father's generals, who usurped his Thefirdtjmember,or beast, cannot be a man,
kingdom. Nabopoilasar turned his arms and the others, systems or dynasties, or
against Nineveh, and destroyed the city, chains of rulers. They, too, must be men, if
but it appears that he lacked the strength ]ie be one. Things dissimilar in nature
to accomplish this of himself, and was in- could not be built up together to form an
debted to the support of Cyaxares, king of incorporate whole.
The co-relativeness
Media, who joined him in the expedition; of the several portions of the visions, and
and after this Nabopollasar was himself de- the revealed interpretation given us of
feated by the Egyptians, for ' Pharaoh- the first of these portions, would afford no
nechoh, king of Egypt, went up against the instruction, and give no aid towards the
king of Assyria to the river Euphrates' discovery of the meanings of the succeeding
(2 Kings xxiii. 29), and gained a victory portions, unless the declared constitution
over him. But at this time the subject of of the one should be taken as indicative of
the vision, Nebuchadnezzar the 2d, who was the others.
the son of Nabopollasar, appears upon the
" But we are not left to the consideration
scene, and the strength of the line becomes
immediately manifest, ' and the king of of one solitary action of the vision for the
Egypt came not again any more out of his ascertainment of a principle of interpretaland; for the king of Babylon had taken, tion. Thi3 is what may be deemed a
from the river of Egypt unto the river Eu- fifth subject of the vision, of which it is
phrates, all that pertained to the king of clear, as of the first, that the application is
Egypt' (2d Kings, xxiv. 1, 7); wresting to an individual personage. This is * the
from him thus what he had torn from the stone cut out without hands,' which grinds
crown of Babylon. On the demise of this the image into dust, and which the Scripking of the vision, his son Evil Merodach ture undeniably shows us in ' the Son of
succeeded him, but after a short reign of Man,' the Lord Jesus, who overthrows the
two years was put to death by his subjects. empire of the beasts, and consigns them to
Neriglissor, one of those who had conspired judgement.
against him, then took the throne, but he
" What is thus true of the nature and
held it for no more than four years, when he constitution of the first and the fifth portions
was slain in battle by Cyrus. His son, of the vision, must be true also of the naLaborosoarchad, followed him, und in nine ture and the constitution of the three pormonths he was killed by his subjects. Then tions that intervene between them. The
came Belshazzar, the grandson of Nebu- Scripture interpretatiens furnished of the
chadnezzar, and the last of the line, who fell two, would serve only to perplex and mislead
when the city was taken by Cyrus. Not in respect to the others, for which no interone of kthese was a ' king of kings ;' nor pretations are supplied, if these pointed to
furnished with the wings of conquest ; one description of objects, and those to
neither did any of them undergo the fall, another.
and reap the lesson, which was brought up" There is, however, in truth, an interpreon the beast of the visions, when the heart tation as regards all the portions of the
of a man was effectually given unto it. This visions, so far ns that it is told us that all
portion of the vision iwas, in truth, complete are kings.' 'These great beasts,' it is exin
Nebuchadnezzar. Thou' he was told, plicitly said, |k which are four, are four kings.'
4
art this head of gold ;' and to him, alone, Travel out of the number of the kings, and
of all his stock, was the figure, in its details, applicable. The dynasty had no part j we travel out of the number of the beasts.
The first beast, or king, we see was an intherein.
dividual monarch. He, by whom they are
"The Scripture affords a solution as to all to be overthrown, will, in like manner,
the subjects of the vision, only in respect of beyond all room for question, be an indivithe first of the four members thereof. The \ dual monarch. The three beasts, for which
succeeding portions we are left to make ap- i application has to be sought, must hence be
plication of by other means than that of \ three individual Icings. There is an end of
direct revelation. The nature of the inter- i restriction to that which is written, and an
pretation, as regards the first portion, must i opening for indulgence, without limit, in
obviously be intended to guide us as to the ! human ingenuity, unless such be the case.
nature of the interpretation to be resorted \ We are to accept, then, most assuredly, the
to in respect of the others. They are all \ Scripture revelation that the three interconstituents of the same linage exhibited in•-< mediate subjects are kings, equally with the
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first who precedes them, and the last who tain stages of the construction of the empire,
supplants their dominion. The only quest- is what is in question, and so a consecutive
ion to be determined is, who are these kings ? history of Babylon, and of her kings, is not
" But beyond the circumstance that indi- to be looked for. AVe may expect, then,
vidual monarchs make up the several por- lapses between these kings, one being adopttions of the vision, there is the amalgama- ed, and others passed over unnoticed, and
tion of their kingdoms, the one with the another king again being stretched, accordother, so as that one aggregate whole should ing to the particular purpose of the visions.
" The book of Daniel abounds in instances
be formed by them, as taught by the vision
of the great image consisting of four dis- of such discriminative selections, proving
tinctive parts, of which the figure is built that throughout it, whatever pages of history
up, and which thus constitute together one may have been unfolded therein, it has not
incorporate body. The kings, to whom the been the object of the Spirit to provide us
visions have reference, must accordingly with any thing like an outline of all that
be such as have acted in this way, and was to befall the world, or any region of it.
have proved to have been associated with
" For instance, the degradation and restoan empire in which all have had a common ration of Nebuchadnezzar are recounted,
standing, and which each in turn has served but not his death—the fact of his reformato construct; the one supplying the head, tion being followed by a description of
the other the breast and arms, the other the Belshazzar's feast, and the intermediate
belly and thighs, and the last the legs and kings, who reigned in the interval, namely,
the feet.
Evil Merodach, Neriglissor, and LaboroThe Scripture has made it apparent that soarchod, being passed by unmentioned.
the empire to which these kings belong is that " The remaining members of the visions
of Babylon. There was the place of the may consequently be introduced in succesthrone of the first number of the vision, and sion to the first, after the occurrence of
if the others are to have part with him in a lapses, more or less lengthy, without at all
common sovereignty, there also should they violating the order and the method observreign. The kings to be sought for must able iii the relations of the prophet. AVe
thus all be kings of Babylon
cannot seek for their antitypes in the imme" The deductions then to be made, from diate descendants of Nebuchadnezzar. These,
what the revealed interpretation as to the we see, were altogether insignificant as
first number of the visions has put before us, rulers, and in no way embodied the power
are, that the other beasts are each individual and grandeur which it is shown, manifestly,
kings; that there are personal features be- are essential to the subjects of the vision.
longing to them, shadowed out in the visions, We must look beyoud them, and Cyrus then
which seem to show who they are; that inevitably arrests the attention; and he, it
Babylon is the seat of their empire ; and that will in truth be found, fulfills accurately and
each has a diversity attaching to him, and completely, all the requirements called for
also an extent of sovereignty differing from in the second number of the visions.
that of the others. And this distinctive
" 2. The breast and the arms of silver, or
territory doubtless it is that each brings in the second beast.
as a contribution to the common empire,
" Cyrus lias been commonly accounted a
which all these have to build up, until it at- king of Persia; but though he truly was
tains the fullness represented by the entire such in one sense, in Persia he never set up
figure of the image, thus mado up of its his throne, and events show that Babylon
various parts.
was his seat of empire, and that he is to be
" In seeking for the remaining personages looked upon strictly as a king of Babylon.
of the visions, it is clear that the possession Cyrus was a Persian ; and in behalf of his
of individual attributes, and not the occur- uncle Darius (Cyaxarus the 2d), who was
rence of a successional descent, constitutes king of Media, he besieged and took Babythe title of each to be admitted to a place in lon, killing Belshazzar. The kingdom of
the vision ; that the Spirit, in effect, has not Babylon was not extinguished thereby, but
put forth these visions with the view of giv- simply changed hands. * Darius the Median
ing us an outline of general history, but in took the kingdom ' (chap. v. 31)—of course
order to indicate an especial end, selecting the kingdom of Babylon. The Median befrom among the actors on the stage of the came king of Babylon ; and there, in effect,
universe those fitted to embody that end, he had his throne. Cyrus succeeded to him,
and none others. For example, Babylon is and, as Darius had done, adopted Babylon
the theme of the visions : and objects unas- as his capital; and there, and there alone,
sociated with Babylon, have no place there- j was his kingly state displayed, until he
in. But, more than this, Babylon, at cer- > ended his days; for there also he died.
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Previously, he had been in the field in the J clc Darius. The conjoint kingdoms are
capacity of a general, but in Babylon he afterwards typified under the figure of a ram
u u
Ρ
1
'ed as
as king. He is called, consequently, ~
*two
— 1horns,Λof
-which
· : Α : *it :~is mentioned
*——*
with
ruled
in the Scripture,' the king of Babylon,' in that ' one was higher than the other,

the same breath that Nebuchadnezzar is
referred to under the like appellation (Ezra
v. 12, 13) ; proving thus that the kingdom
of the first portion of the vision had not
been obliterated, but that it remained entire in him who may be seen to be the
second.
" The material of the first member of the
great image was gold. That of the second
is silver, making an inferiority thereto ; as it
is said, * and after thee shall arise another
kingdom, inferior to thee.'
" This inferiority is not said to have been
in respect of extent of dominion and power,
and Cyrus, in effect, owned a wider border
than Nebuchadnezzar, his territories extending beyond Media to the further confines of Persia ; and of him it was declared,
equally as of Nebuchadnezzar, that 4 the
Lord God of heaven had given him all the
kingdoms of the earth' (Ezra 1, 2). The
gold of the first member of the image, denoted, as we have seen, the wealth and the
regal splendor of the monarch who was
figured thereby. The adoption of silver, as
emblematical of infirmity in the second
member of the image, must then be in respect of the pomp of royalty being less displayed with him than with his predecessor
in the vision. Such was eminently true with
regard to Cyrus. Simplicity of habits, and
abstemiousness, marked him above all other
potentates ; and it was not till he had accomplished the part he had in the vision, and
taken up his place in membership in the
great image as half of Babylon, that he at
all indulged in luxury or regal show.
" In the visions of the beasts, a bear is
the figure assigned to the number now under
contemplation.
" In common with the others made use of
in the vision, this animal has ferocity, but it
is distinguished from the rest by its powers
of endurance, and slow deliberate method
of procedure, and also by its facilities for
excavation ; and.the lengthy, patient, siege
of Babylon by Cyrus, who invested it for
two years, and then effected an entry by
trenching and draining the river, through
the channel of which ne passed in, makes
the selection of the form of the bear whereby
to designate him, a peculiarly appropriate
one.
" Of the bear, it is said that ^it raised up
itself on one side.'
^" Persia was the ancestral kingdom of
Cyrus, and Media he inherited from his un-

and the higher came up last."—Chap, viii.,
3, 20.
This just corresponds with the action of the bear, which raises itself up
on one side—elevating the one above the
xl
of "Cyrus, by
whom
— •—and
— J -'is- Jdescriptive
~----* : -- -*
*---«
Persia, the last of the two to become a kingdom, was exalted above Media. The bear
is seen to raise itself up thus, its procedure
is noted while in process of completion, and

this renders the application of the figure to

Cyrus absolute. He alone can have been
seen to effect the exaltation of one portion
of his dominions over the other. His successors inherited the kingdom after this had
been brought about, but the act of the
raising of the one side above the other was
his, and so none but he can be the bear who
is observed to go through this action.
44
The bear, furthermore, ' had three ribs
in the mouth of it between the teeth of it;
and they said thus unto it, arise, devour
much flesh.'
" As human relations, and not such as
concern the beasts of the earth, are what are
in question—the bear standing for one of
the human race—the flesh devoured is
doubtless the flesh of men, and signifies their
destruction. There were to be three instances wherein the bear in this way, was to
4
devour much flesh,' it being apparent that
it was in reference to the three ribs in his
mouth that the word was spoken that he was
to devour the flesh. By Cyrus this feature
in the vision was also accurately realized.
He fought three great battles in which multitudes were slain, and in them subdued three
kings, who may stand specially for the three
ribs in the bear's mouth. The first was with
the joint forces of Croesus, king of Lydia,
and Neriglissor, king of Babylon, who are
said to have brought upwards of 400,000
men into the field. These were defeated by
Cyrus with great slaughter, and Neriglissor
himself was killed. Croesus gathered another
host, whom Cyrus engaged and overthrew a
Thymbra, and Croesus then fell into his
hands, and was led out for death, but eventually had his life spared to him. This was
the second instance of slaughter. The third
was at the taking of Babylon, when Belshazzar was slain.
44
In point of diversity, both as to himself
and as to his kingdom, from the first member of the vision, and his kingdom, Cyrus
likewise fulfills the exigency of the prophecy.
Nebuchadnezzar was an Assyrian, and Cyrus a Persian, and so of a diverse stock ;
and whereas Babylonia formed the sum of
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the possessions of the former, the rule of the
latter stretched also over Media and Persia,
making the kingdom thus essentially a different one. Cyrus brought in these additional provinces, adding them on to Babylonia, where he set up his throne, and thus
he took his place in the stately image,
contributing his quota to the materials
towards its completion.
" In all these details, personal characteristics are seen to have been exhibited, such
as could not belong to a dynasty, or chain
of kings, but only to a single individual;
and he in whom they are all found to have
been realized, must be the man. The abstinence from bravery and stately show, the
bear-like qualities in the field, the raising
the one side of the kingdom above the other,
the three great instances of slaughter affording the three ribs between the teeth, and the
diverse stock and differing kingdom, even
when the seat of empire was the same, came
true of Cyrus, and of none but him, and as
Nebuchadnezzar fulfilled, absolutely, in himself, the first portion of the visions, without
room being left to conjoin with him in it
any of his line, so also has Cyrus, in his person, embodied all tlwt belongs to the second
portion of the visions, without there being a

I the time of fruition of their conquests came,
; they sat down in Babylon, making her the
; place of their throne, and the capital of their
; possessions. No where else did they exhibit
] their kingly state, and there too they sever' ally terminated their course and died.
[ " Cyrus, as we have seen, has two titles
\ accorded him, in the Scriptures, the one
l
, founded on his patrimonial right, the other
| on his personal and acquired one. The case
j of Alexander being precisely a parallel one,
j he also should have his personal and appropriate title of King of Babylon, independently of his ancestral one of King of Greece.
\ The Scripture warrant in the instance of
j Cyrus would of itself suffice to establish this
position, but the word contains further indii cation that it is a true and a maintainable
ί one. We find him called
therein, * the
King of Grecia,' and also 4 the first king.'
j —Dan. viii., 21. It was not of Grecia that
he could be accounted the first king, for on
the throne of Macedon, which was his peculiar possession, there a long line of more
than twenty kings had preceded him, and
on that of the united empire of Greece, his
father Philip, who had acquired it, sat before
him. He must have been styled the first
king in reference to some other kingdom,
and it can only have been that which his
arms achieved for him. He was, in effect,
* the first (Grecian) king' of Babylon, and
to this, undoubtedly, it is that the Scripture
points.
*
*
*

possibility that any of his line can have had
part therein.
" 3. The belly and the thighs of the image
or the third beast.
" Among the line of kings having connec" The likeness given of the king we have
tion with Babylon after the time of Cyrus,
none stands so prominent as Alexander the now before us is that of a * leopard, which
Great. Elsewhere, in this book of Daniel, had upon the back of it four wings of a
under the type of the he-goat—' the king fowl.'
" The Scripture shows that this symbol
of Grecia'—by whom the empire of Media
Rapidity
and Persia was to be overthrown—he has denotes celerity.—Hab. i., 8.
been made the subject of prophecy in a way i of movement was the special characteristic
too plain to be mistaken. He is the next ί of Alexander's operations, for in twelve years
of a diverse stock from Cyrus who came he fought countless battles, and overran and
upon the scene of the visions, and it will be subdued every nation from Greece to the
found, on judging of the details now to be borders of India. The quality of celerity,
considered, that the exigencies of the third as attaching to him, is doubtless, what is also
portion of the visions have been fulfilled in signified of him in the symbol of the hehim, as completely, and as accurately, as goat, where it is said that he came ' on the
those of the prior portions have been shown face of the whole earth, and touched not the
to have been in Nebuchadnezzar and Cyrus. ground.'—(Dan. viii., 5),—flying, as it were,
" Just as in the inherited standing of Cy- like a winged animal, over it, in the speed of
rus as ' King of Persia,' the position he his course.
" The beast had also, it is said of it, ' four
finally acquired as ' King of Babylon' has
been hitherto overlooked, so has it been with heads ;' and dominion was given to it.
" The ordinary interpretation of this porregard to Alexander, whose title has been
given him from his ancestral dominions, to tion of the vision is, that the four heads rethe exclusion of that which he earned and lute to the four divisions of Alexander's emmade his own by force of arms. The careers pire, into which it was divided.
of those two monarchs were similar. They
" This event has, however, been distinctly
went forth as warriors, and subdued all with foretold elsewhere in the book of Danwhom they came in contact, and when iel, (chap, xi., 4 ) ; and it is to be looked
their course of warfare had been run, and for that it should appear in repetition in the
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course of the same chain of prophecies. * belonging to the empire of Alexander the
Neither will the tenor of the language of Great. In what sense they are to be viewed
the prophecy now under consideration sup- \ will be best understood by bearing in mind
port this application thereof. The beast j that as a member of the great image, he had
r
was presented to the eyes of Daniel in its en- ; to bring in his contribution towards its
tireness. There was what denoted the rapid- j formation. Nebuchadnezzar furnished the
ity of its movements; there were also there \ capital, with its attendant territory, and
its four heads ; and there was finally the I though with the means of incorporating
dominion given to it. All these features other countries with his possessions, he added
were seen to coexist together, and to form in none thereto. lie left them although prosthe aggregate the object portrayed.
The trate at his feet, their nationalities and their
rapidity that characterized it, and the kings, contenting himself with an acknowldominion conferred upon it, could not belong edgement of his supremacy over them as king
to one state of its existence, and when they of kings. Unity therefore, characterizes
had passed away, the four heads to another. his kingdom, and the single head of gold apAU, to convey the impression of the beast propriately designated it. To Cyrus duality
as it rose up to Daniel's sight, must neccs- \ attached, shown by the advertence to the
sanli/ subsist together; and, under any cir- j two sides of the bear, and, in the other
cumstances, it could not be that the crown- ι vision relating to his kingdom, to the two
ing feature — the dominion given to the > horns of the ram. What already belonged
beast—was to disappear before the pre- to the image was not to be counted in esticeding clause of the four heads that be- mating the proportion thereof which he suplonged to it had been brought in. On the plied. Babylonia was there, before his day,
contrary, the language of the description and the vision, as it respected him, notices
couple up all together, and hangs on one { therefore only the two-fold contribution which
feature of the image to the other, showing j he supplied—Media and Persia. He might
that the whole were linked together, and | have added other provinces to the empire;
stood as parts one of the other, in the com-\ but he did not do so. On the defeat of
position of the object they served to repre- \ Croesus, Lydia was in his hands, but, accordsent. The beast had its four wings, and j ing to Rollin, he continued to Croesus the
also its four heads, and, after this, dominion j possession of his sovereignty, ' suffering him
was given unto it.
to enjoy both the title and authority of
" Neither was the dominion spoken of that king.'
Syria was overrun by him, but
which attached to the successors of Alex- ; there is no room to believe that he retained
ander. Of him it was declared that he \ a greater sway there than was held by
should be a mighty king, and that he should \ Nebuchadnezzar ; and one important place
4
rule with great dominion ;' but weakness j thereof—Tyre—we find indubitably niainof power, and not strength of rule, was taining its independence till the time of
what was to characterize his successors in Alexander, who overthrew it. Egypt also
their divided empire; for of them it was felt the force of his arms, but was not dopaid, that they were to stand up, ' but not ] prived of her kings, for one of these, Parin his power'—' nor according to his domi- \ menitus, was engaged in warfare after hie
nion which he ruled.'—Chap, viii., 22 ; xi., death with his son and successor Cambyses.
3, 4. It cannot be that in the parallel re- The vision required from Nebuchadnezzar
presentation of the kingdom of brass, of \ but one province for the empire, and from
which it was foretold that it was to ' bear > Cyrus but two, and both obeyed the exigency
rule over all the earth,' the dominion said j thereof, and appropriated no more. The
to be given to it relates, not to the mighty \ third member was, however, to bring in a
monarchy of the unrivaled founder of the larger contribution. He was to add four
dynasty, but to the enfeebled and petty provinces, or kingdoms, to three already exsway of those who came after him, when ( isting in the image, as indicated by his four
this monarchy had been broken up and \ heads. This Alexander exactly fulfilled ;
parted among them. The dominion that ι for Greece, Asia Minor, Syria, and Egypt,
was given to the beast with four heads can- owned his sceptre when he came into memnot assuredly be this insignificant and > bership with the great image, and took up
divided rule, and so the four heads of the J his seat upon the throne of Babylon. More
beast which came in antecedently to the j he would have acquired, but when he passed
bestowal of the dominion upon it, must 5 the utmost confines of the Persian Empire,
necessarily relate to the empire in the time \ and proceeded to wage war beyond them in Inof its integrity and its strength, and not to j dia,liis soldiers, who had hitherto yielded hiiα
what it was when it was disjointed and shorn * implicit obedience, and had followed him in
of its power.
his conquests with a zeal only outrivaled by
" The four heads, then, are to be taken as bis own, refused to advance, and he had t<)
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retrace his footsteps, and to content himself , ground that the history of the Roman Emwith the specific portion assigned him in the \pires, " pagan " and " holy, " constitutes
vision."
a large proportion of the history of the
Notes on the Above.
beast. But in the prophecy, it is nameless.
1. THE reader will bear in mind that ours \ We have there the lion, the bear, and the
is notu the current view" of Daniel's pre- j Leopard ; but that which appeared last is
dictions ; and that consequently we are un- simply termed " the fourth. " Its history
der no obligation to defend it. We have thus far connects it with Greeks, Italians,
often shown, that the Four Beasts are re- Goths, Franks, Germans, Turks, &c, as its
presentative of FOUR SYSTEMS OP POWERS racial rulers ; and before it shall have been
historically or successively deevlopcd; and destroyed by the Stone Power, Muscovites
contemporaneously existing in combination, aswill flourish in their day, as an element of
ike elements of Nebuchadnezzar's Image, in its political constitution.
ttie time of the end; that the Fourth SysAll the oppressors of Israel until the end
tem of Powers is to be utterly destroyed by of the oppressing powers; were styled " a
Messiah and the Saints, while the other yoke of iron."—Deut. xxviii., 48. "Iron
three will continue to exist, but without shall break the northern iron and the
dominion of their own, for " a season and a steel."—Jer. xv., 12. That is, the Stone
time," or 1,000 years. Mr. Strange's ob- Power with a rod of iron shall break the
jections have no bearings against this posi- kingdom strong as iron in the day of Israel's
tion.
redemption. And in Mic. iv., 13, concern2. The Fourth Beast is currently styled ing Zion, it is said, " I will make thine horn
" Roman," as though it were purely and iron, and thy hoofs brass ; and thou shalt beat
simply a Latin or Italian dominion. This is in pieces many people ; and I will consecrate
an important error. Its " nails of brass " their gain unto Jehovah, and their subshow that it is connected with the dominion stance to the Lord of all the earth."
3. The fallacy, as a worm at the root of
of the " brazen-coated Greeks," as they
styled themselves ; buf " iron," which has Mr. Strauge's logical tree, is the mistakbeen taken to signify the Latin element ex- ing an individual man for an individual
clusively, is nowhere so used in Scripture. potter. The prophecy has to do with powers,
The iron element is banded round the stump not with men, as such. Thus, " Thou, Ο
Why?
of the Babylonian tree, and identified with King, art a King of K i n g s ! "
the legs, feet, and toes of the Image, and The answer was not " because thou art the
therefore with the ten horns of the Fourth man Nebuchadnezzar," but " because the
Beast, and with its teeth, to indicate THE God of Heaven hath given thee a kingdom,
•STRENGTH, not the racial characteristics, of the power, strength, and glory." This was why
symbols.
This appears from the words of he was " the Head of Gold." Strip him
the text, " And a fourth kingdom shall be of the kingdom, power, strength, and glory,
plrong as iron ; because that iron breaketh and though living, he ceases to be " the
jn pieces and subdueth all; and, as iron, for Head. " Not perceiving this, Mr. Strange
the breaking of all these, it shall break in has elaborated an ingenious piece of sophispieces and divide.
*
* The kingdom try which need not be followed in detail.
shall be divided ; and the strength of iron The foundation being removed, the superis to be in it. " So it reads in the Chaldee structure is in ruins.
of Dan., ii. 40, 42. That is, there was to be
4. The Scripture does not define " the
power in the fourth system of states for the Stone" in the prophecy by " individual perbroaking, or subduing, or incorporation of sonage," but by the phrase, " a kingdom."
the first three; and for dividing- without What smote the Image in the vision ? " A
itself falling to pieces, and for continuing to stone.' What breaks in pieces and conthe end.
sumes the toe-kingdoms ? A kingdom.—See
Now this iron strength of the " fourth Dan. ii., 34, 44. The image is an aggregakingdom " has been developed through dif- tion of the Babylonian Powers of the time
ferent races, of which the Latin or Italian is of the end; and the stone is the aggregabut one of several; and at the present time tion of Israel the Saints, and Messiah, conany thing but the iron of the fourth kingdom stituting the kingdom " which the God of
for strength. The horns, seven of which Heaven developes as the image-breaker of
are iron, are Teutonic, and conquerors of the the crisis. Messiah is the stone of Israel;
llomans. The term " Roman, " however, but, as an individual, or single person, he is
U admissible in connection with the beast, not " the stone " of the prophecy. In the
if in the use of it, we do not exclude other seventh chapter, judgement is given to the
elements from it which have imparted Saints (of whom Messiah is one) and to their
strength to it, though not racially Roman. people (see vers. 18, 22, 26, 27); and thus
We may term it the Roman Beast on the they become the stone of Judgement.
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5. In the first year of Darius the Mede,
he was confirmed and strengthened as king
by the angel-companion of Israel's prince.
After him, and before Xerxes, three kings
were to staud up. " There shall stand up
yet three kings in Persia. " Cyrus was the
tirst of these three; yet Mr. Strange says,
" in Persia, Cyrus never set up his throne. "
—Dan. xi., 2. A king reigning in Persia—
standing up in Persia—is certainly equivalent to his throne being there. They were
Medo-Persian monarchs and Kings of Babylon, but did not restrict the seat of government to the conquered city.
May 10, 1857.

EDITOR.

A Candid Mind.
NOTHING sheds so fine a light upon the
human mind as candor. It was called
whiteness by the ancients, for its purity ;
and it has always won the esteem due to the
most admirable of the virtues. However
sought for or practiced, all felt the power
and charm of its influence. The man whose
opinions make the deepest mark upon his
fellow-man, whose influence is the most lasting and efficient, whose friendship is instinctively sought where all others have proved
faithless, is not the man of brilliant parts, or
flattering tongue, or splendid genius, or commanding power; but he whose lucid candor
and ingenuous truth transmit the heart's
real feelings, pure and without refraction.
There are other qualities which are more
showy, and other traits that have a higher
place in the world's code of honor ; but none
wear better, or gather less tarnish by use,
or claim a deeper homage in that silent
reverence which the mind must pay to truthInefficiency of the Pulpit.
From the Soutliern Literary Messenger.
(CONTINUED FROM THK MAY NO.)
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be their only legitimate employment. To
shun their society, and regard them with a
sort of diffident terror, becomes universal.
Who is to blame for this? We say the
clergy, in no small degree. No barrier ought
to be kept up between the clergy and tfi£ people.

They ought to mingle with them, to concern
themselves in their interests, sympathise with
their affairs, identify themselves with what
affects them. It is towards this end, that we
say, let the preacher present himself in this
attitude as a speaker. Let him, as the politician, address himself to people of whom he
is one, and communicate with them familiarly
and plainly. Do not let him fence himself
in from those he is speaking to, and, with a
professional neck-cloth, read them a lecture
as ghostly as he is.
Does any one suppose that some profane
vagabond in the congregation feels any sympathy with such a man ?
All formality in the pulpit tends to add to
that idea of mystical holiness with which
the popular mind is disposed to invest the
clerical order—or rather, we should say;
tends to transform the clerical idea into the
priestly one, and to create the impression of
the superior sanctity of the ministers of
religion. It is, therefore, more the duty of
a speaker on religious subjects to avoid all
pretension before his audience, than it is
even as regards those whose topics are
secular.
Turning from the political rostrum and
the bar, what in reality (as to its efficiency)
do we witness in the pulpit—we mean where
written sermons prevail ? However untenable
our reasonings with regard to the matter
may have appeared—and however feasible,
to some minds, manuscript speaking, or the
memonter method, may present itself—what
in fact do we witness in such pulpits ? We
do not ask, how does some great and exceptional case manage to speak in spite of his
manuscript. Not how Dr. Chalmers used to
speak ; or how Dr. Mason preached ; or ho*w
such and such a gentleman or gentlemen may
now be preaching with the use of the notes.
But we ask, how do the clergy of these
denominations, as a class, speak ? How A,
B, C, D, E, F, &c—the great body of the
clergy—succeed in their pulpit ministries?
Some way back, we attempted to show that
even those who had succeeded so eminently
with the manuscript might have done better
without it—or we attempted to account for
the success on certain occasions of manuscript
or memoriter speeches ; but this we are not
called upon to do ; the question is a broader
one : it does not refer to a few special individuals ; but it embraces the general preach-

PEOPLE regard the clergy as an isolated
caste; they are looked on as quiet, inoffensive, holy recluses, who have nothing to do
but in a ghostly way. They are not esteemed as members of society, or as having
any concern in sublunary affairs. There is a
great wall between them and the people, and
any cordial inter-communication is not looked
for on the part of one class toward the other.
Ministers are considered as so exquisitely
sanctified, thafc all familiar intercourse with
them would be out of the question. They
themselves, contribute (by their manners) no
little to create the impression. They are
expected to discharge a certain class of duties
which are not binding on other Christians.
To look solemn and to pray, are thought to ing of the great mass of the clergy.

What
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\ he will produce very dull orthodox lucuj brations; and the congregation will have
J about as much sympathy with what is
> afforded them^as'a man has ordinarily when
mass, these ministers are dull: their sermons {somebody reads to him for about an hour
to us are lifeless: their speaking is idle. We j from some grave book. We challenge the
would be careful of our expressions; but comparison between the bar and the pulpit.
such is our conviction. They do no* interest One is like a living body—the other torpid,
their congregations. We are told not to barren, dry. That is breathing, active,
criticize the sermon ; but it is hard to main- \ vital; this does not throb with a human
tain silence. Such a writer of sermons falls j pulsation. How the tide of passion uniualmost inevitably into a plodding, mechanical \ terruptedly—spontaneously—flows in those
train, which deviates entirely from the idea j channels : how it stagnates and deadens in
of speaking. Blair's Sermons are perfect this sluggish current!
models in this way—barren proprieties— J It is time, perhaps, that we should have
"which never yet thrilled with a vital emotion. \ remarked what we mean by an ex tempore
Scholastic disquisitions—dogmatical theses speech. We do not mean, of course, any—meditative essays—constitute the staple in thing involving less labor than is rendered
general of such discourses. Where the necessary by a written preparation. It will
method of composition does not vitiate the not occur to any one that we propose for
matter, the procedure is rendered inefficient ) any speaker to get up and address a congreby the manner of the delivery. It is almost ι gation without previous meditation. No
impossible for us to stand both ordeals. An ( man of sense would ever offer such an insult
ex tempore speaker, of any taste or sense, is to an assembly. We believe at temperance
almost compelled to address to his audience meetings, <fec, such a procedure is frequently
matter that is suited to them. He cannot attempted, but no one who does it can possess
wander off on something out of character \ modesty or judgement. It is impossible for a
and keeping with the occasion. A sense of \ man off-hand to throw off a speech which
propriety not only extorts from him uncon- \ shall be valuable. To make a good speech, a
strained and natural and apropos remarks ; man must understand his subject. We have
but the same discriminating faculty—excited no faith, indeed, in impromptus of any sort.
into action—suggests to him the manner Unless Theodore Hook were an exception,
and the tone with which he should express we do not know of any well-authenticated
himself. We do not see why Addison was case on record. We believe every really
Dot right when he rebuked, in his little fine effort of the human mind requires labor.
Moralist, the clergy of his day for presuming We do not believe that Byron wrote imto compose their own sermons. There were \ promptus ; and we believe that the best
great repositories, he told them, of pulpit \ portions of Shakspeare were carefully elaboeloquence among the great divines of Eng- ί rated. Neither do we believe that Patrick
land ; and he did not see how any clergyman, ί Henry was " spontaneous" in the sense we
of proper modesty, should venture to lay \ are speaking of. The preparation required
before his congregation any of his own for ex tempore speaking (so-called) is much
inferior efforts, when, by selecting from these greater than that requisite for manuscript
models, every parish in the kingdom "might speeches. To master the subject thoroughly
hear, every Sunday, from Barrow, or Tillot- \ —to get all the necessary facts and the
son, or Taylor, or South. The operation is ί necessary illustrations—to arrange them in
this : a pious, sensible minister feels deeply the memory—to comprehend well the prinimpressed with the importance of his office ; ciples they involve—and to ingrain the
he has a realising sense of the great magni- whole so deeply in the mind that it becomes
tude of the issues involved in his calling ; he appropriated with it like a natural growth—
sees multitudes of his fellow-creatures per- this is no easy task. When it is once done
ishing around him ; and under a deep sensi- (and habit greatly facilitates the process) the
bility of the responsibility upon him, he speech then lives: it is masked from the
preaches to the congregation before him the ; sense; but it will break forth into mauitopics which he has so nearly at heart. He ! festation when the spirit sweeps over it. To
tells them, with the eloquence of simplicity \ carry two such sermons for every Sunday in
and true feeling, of the great peril which j the head, is a very different process from
besets them. But suppose, now, the same \ committing them, currcntt calamo, to a manpious, sensible man gets to writing about uscript. The writing process also fastens up
religion, what will be the manifestations of t/iat sermon for ever for the future : the other
his pulpit ministrations ? They will almost method leaves it liable to be lost in the
infallibly get to be disquisitions: he will get general current of thought. We stated,
to dividing his subject into so many heads : ί therefore, at the outset, that we believed one
then are the facts with reference to our
inquiries ? How do the whole body of the
clergy (in question) succeed as a class of
Bpeakers? Our experience is, that, as a
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great cause of the prevalence of written feeling—for with the past we have nothing
sermons was the saving of labor. It is not to do—struggling there now ? It is with
a serious business for a man accustomed to human emotion that this matter has to do ;
the process to write a sermon, and then and if that emotion was another's, or if it is
throw it off, in a declamatory way, with the dead, it has no spell to lay upon others,
manuscript before him. It is a serious thing except in so far as it can be resuscitated or
to digest a subject well, and from the depth ; successfully counterfeited.
of mental travail, to produce a living picture < On the stage we see this attempted. A
that shall stand out vividly to the appre- fine actor who can reproduce the real feelhension of every listener. Thinking is a far ings of Hamlet by appearing to have them
more serious thing than reading, and it is himself elicits rounds of applause. Just so
also a far more serious thing than writing. far as he approaches nature, is he successful.
And an ex tempore speaker must think, while\ So any memoriter speaker, just in so far as
a practiced writer of sermons often expends \ he can really revive, or appear to revive, his
no more labor than he would in writing a i original feelings, will his address be eloquent,
letter. There is also this essential difference, \ and his appeals be effective. And so with a
that the first speaker must, ex necessitate, MS. speaker ; his success will be exactly
from the very constitution of his mind, direct proportioned to the felicity with which he
his attention un Q. practical direction, whilecounterfeits actual and real speaking. And
the second is lured off by the accomplishment let this be well pondered : that even successof a treatise, whether [pertiuent or not, and ful MS. speaking owes its success to the apthe point aimed at is very apt to escape proaches it makes to the speaking called ex
*
*
*
*
him. The one has to bear down with his tempore.
invention on a certain definite purpose ; the
How did they preach in the early church ?
other sits down to write a sermon ; it will How did Apollos and Stephen and Paul
probably be some abstract dissertation. * * speak ? We do not suppose they wrote anyThere is certainly something in free, thing. Coleman, in his delineation of the
natural, spontaneous speech, which engages early church practices, referring to the serthe attention in a very different manner from mons or homilies of the earlier Christians,
anything presented at second-hand as the says : " It was the usual custom to speak ex
result of another's, or of one's own previous tempore'1 Notes were sometimes used ; but
labor. That subtle principle in the human " it was the prevailing mode to dispense
bosom which inevitably interests every man with them." To the same purport, we find
in his fellow, seems involuntarily to be the following testimony in the recent elaborawakened by every natural expression of ί ate work, by the Rev. Henry C. Fish, enfeeling. Every spontaneous utterance strikes \ titled the " Masterpieces of Pulpit Eloupon a chord in every other breast. And so \ quence," giving specimens from the most
long as one speaks freely, without effort, eminent divines of all nations : " The dissimply, the language of the heart, there is a courses of the fathers were also fre. and
sympathy elicited from every human soul, familiar. The word by which they are
which secures and detains the attention of designated among the Greeks (όμιλι a homithe hearer. The sound of the human voice, lia, from homileo, to converse in company,)
when it goes forth truthfully, has something seems to imply this. Whether this be so,
irresistibly attractive \o every member of or whether the word implied no more than
the human family. Even if the speaker is the usual Latin appellations, tractatus, sermo,
of little importauce, even if the subject matter or allocutio, (a name applied by Tertullian,)
is not very profound, as long as there is the —which mean, substantially, any exposition
simple expression υί genuine feeling, a sym- or handling of Scripture—it is apparent,
pathy is awakened, and an attention bestowed. upon the least observation, that the early
This seems to be the secret of ex tempore preachers had little regard for exact method,
speaking. There is no suspicion of deception. and madA'*no show of great learning or
There is no impression that anything may be argumentative skill in their ordinary disfalse. As long as the speaker is really inte- courses. With very few exceptions, there
rested in what he is saying, he is uttering is an entire absence of the divisions, and
sentiments that are necessarily human. On formal propositions, so common in our own
the other hand, in the case of a manuscript, day; and little of labored interpretation and
it is presumed to be done as a matter of close discussion. There is more of careful
business. The appearance of labor seems / exegesis and strong reasoning in the homilies
to cast a suspicion on the sincerity of the of Ohrysostom than in those of any other
sentiments—that is, as specially entertained father ; and yet he ie far more noted for
at the moment in question. Those feelings force of eloquence than for just criticism
may have been experienced—but are they and sober demonstration. Even where the
felt nojv ? Is there an emotion—a living preacher gave to his sermon the form of an
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extended address upon some particular text, Wickliffe in the " Lives of the British Reit appears to have been, nevertheless, dis- formers," published by the Presbyterian
cursive, and, if rich in thought, was yet Board of Publication.
without unity or argument, or the skillful
Does any one doubt that the stirring aparrangement of the several parts. To this peals of Peter the Hermit—or of the great
remark there were some exceptions, yet in ! Florentine Reformer, (iirolamo Savonarola
the main it holds true of all the fathers. ί —were tho impassioned, fervid utterances of
Discourses were sometimes previously com- extemporaneous feeling ?
posed and committed to memory ; in rare
But with here and there a solitary excepinstances read from the manuscript; but
commonly, either delivered after a plan pre- tion, the preaching in the middle ages
pared beforehand, or altogether from the amounted to nothing. The first great resuggestions of the moment. Those that vival of the sort took place at the Reformat
have comedown to us were not, in the main, ' turn. Few greater preachers can have ever
preserved by the original manuscripts of the appeared than Luther. There can be no
preachers, but by means of short-hand wri- doubt that he was an extemporaneous
ters, who attained to great perfection in the speaker. " Daily, and often several times in
art, and took down entire discourses at the a day, he was wont to attract crowds by
time of delivery." Thus, we presume, spoke his public discourses ; and of his sermons it
Origen, Tertullian, Cyprian, Gregory Nazi- was said, ' Each word was a thunderbolt.' "
anzen, Basil, Ambrose, Jerome. Thus, we In the course of twenty-nine years, also, he
know, spoke the two great patterns of the published seven hundred and fifteen volumes
Greek and Latin pulpits—Chrysostom and —or one in a fortnight of his public life——
Augustine. Those preachers, who, in three many of which were taken down from his
centuries, had completed the overthrow of lips by his friends.
Paganism—and that mainly through preachFor ages tho pulpit exercises of the
ing—could have been no ordinary speakers. Scotch church wore all ex tempore* The
Their speaking must have been effective— rude and overwhelming eloquence of Knox
must have been like that which was con- was, it may be safely assumed, of this chanected with the great awakening under racter ; and he was doubtless a speaker of
Luther and Whitfield.
the most extraordinary abilities.
John de Wickliffe—bprn a century and a
Calvin, we know, was an ex temporhalf before Luther—was the author of the speaker.
first great revival of primitive Christianity.*
What was the method of the early EngHe was indeed—as he has been called—the lish Reformers we are not prepared to say ;
Father of the Reformation. There scorns but we should infer from the familiarity, the
no doubt that he was a great preacher. anecdotes, the rude allusions in his sermons,
" The number of his disciples," says Knight- and from the fact that he traversed the
on, canon of Leicester, " is so great, that a country as a kind of itinerant, that Latimer
man can scarcely meet two people on the \ at least spoke without a manuscript, or havsame road but one of them is a disciple of j ing memorized his language. Excepting a
Wickliffe.'' His method of preaching, says \ few names, the pulpit oratory of Scotland
the account of him in the volumes of Mr. is hardly worth noticing between the period
Fish, above quoted, " was postulating, in we have noticed and'the impulse it received
distinction from declaring; that is taking from the example of Chalmers.
up the various parts of a passage and briefly
expounding them, in succession," etc.
The latter part of the 17th century, in
" Owing to this fact, the sermons of England, was signalized by the powerful
Wickliffe which have come down to us, are writings and preaching of the great Nonexceedingly brief and imperfect," etc. It conformist Divines—Baxter,Bunyan, Howe,
is manifest we think, from this, that Wick- Bates, Owen, Flavel, Charnock. We can
liffe must have spoken in an ex tempore man- only say in general, that although, perhaps,
ner, and may, therefore, be numbered with many of them used notes, still their exthose already referred to as illustrating this hortations from the pulpit must have possubject. Bee to the same effect the life of sessed, in a very great degree, the characteristics of ex tempore preaching. >' They
• This is a great mistake. Wickliffe, Luther, Hues,
etc., were merely protestors agaiust popish excesses, were accustomed," says a writer in the
not revivers of "primitive Christianity," of which j Princeton Review, " to the effusion of
they were as ignorant a» the clergy of our duy. Ori- / thought and feeling in language suggested
gen, Cyprian, and the rest above named, were perver- (,
" Baxter,"
ters of the primitive faith—the members of the llrni \ at the moment of delivery."
of BALAAM, JKZKBKL & Co., which has now the mon- ', who was in the habit of using notes, " was
opoly of the soul-trading of " Christendom"—eccle- )
eiastical politicians, eloquent against the gods in tho \ great,'' says Mr. Sylvester, " at extemporate
interest of their own deification.—£tf. Her.
s preaching."
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Tt wa3 among the established clergy that think of joining the Presbyterian church. In
the purely written sermon, during this a congregation of either of these churches,
period, was used in England. Tillotson, how many persons in the inferior grades of
Barrow, South, Taylor,—then Atterbury, society can be found ? Of course, there is a
Bull, Waterland—these are the great names great difference between an Episcopal and a
that must be marshalled in behalf of the Presbyterian congregation; but, even in the
memoriter or manuscript method of preach- latter, how few mechanics of the humbler
ing in its most rigid form. Their merits are sort—how few poor people are met with!
well known. The pure English of Tillotson May not this be rectified? Should not
—the noble passages of Barrow—the caus- Presbyterianism strike down to those to
tic wit of South—the many-tinted glory of whom " the Gospel was preached ?" Should
Taylor—the courtly splendors of Atterbury not Episcopacy send out its voice also to
—have given the Anglican Sermon a place that.clattering dray that is thundering over
in her noble literature not inferior to that that rough pavement, as well as to those metoccupied by any other species of writing. tlesome bays that are standing beneath
But these men were not " great preachers," those elegant windows? Will one say, " our
They are not preachers in the sense that church suits such people, and that church is
adapted to people of that sort ? " This is
Chalmers was, or Davies, or Mason.
Coming down later, the two greatest often said; but it is wrong. Has your
names in the English pulpit are undoubtedly church no peculiarity but that it is suited to
those of George Whitfield and Robert Hall. a certain class, and to a certain manifestaWhitfield, in the great element we are now tion of merely the social life ? L· this the
mainly concerned with—in results, in power genius of Christianity—that there is to be
—has certainly never had his equal in these in reference to a common Savior, a line of
ages. Both of these men were ex tempore social demarcation between Christians ? Is
preachers. Whitfield's history is well known. this that feeling which was enforced upon
He literally, indeed, " turned the world up- Philemon, with reference to Onesimus, that
side down." * With his great cotemporary, he was to " receive him"—" not now as a
John Wesley—himself also one of the first servant, but as a brother beloved ? "—or
preachers, and an ex tempore preacher—ha consistent with that spirit, that " God hath
has left, in a hundred years, the most power- chosen the base things of the world, and
ful religious organization now existing in things which are despised, and things which
the world (we refer to any pure form of re- are not, to bring to nought things that are :
ligion) .f With respect to IIall,4 all of those that no flesh should glory in his presence? "
splendid orations of his, which have caused or with the fact, that Jesus, and Paul, and
him to be spoken of as combining the char- Peter, consorted with the very humblest and
acteristics of Chatham, of Burke, of Sheri- poorest of the community ? A church which
dan, of Fox, of Pitt, were delivered ex is only adapted to the rich, is essentially
tempore. *
*
*
*
* wrong. A church merely suited for the
humbler class of people, is somewhat defect\Ve will now dismiss the consideration of ive. If a bishop is essential to a church,
this point, so elaborately treated, and hastily why should not a poor man's minister reenumerate some others in which we conceive ceive consecration at his hands? If Calthere is something requiring a change in the vinism is important as a doctrine, why
policy or genius of these churches.
should not the shoemaker study the ninth of
We have incidentally spoken of the fact, Romans ?
that these communions fail to reach the masses.
It is, we repeat it, the imperative duty of
This came up naturally in considering their
preaching. But the fact lies more broadly. these churches to come in contact with the
Out of their pulpits, there is no sympathy masses. Perhaps all of your educated, sembetween an Episcopalian clergyman and a inary preachers, are insufficient to meet the
brakeman on a railroad car. The petty demands already made upon them. Then
shop-keepers, the sewing-women, the tinner, ordain uneducated preachers. Go among
the blacksmith, the overseer's wife, never the people. Reach them somehow. Organize special efforts for the "groundlings."
Throw off your gentility, if necessary. " To
* The Apoetlee were said to have done the same
thing. The down eide they turned up was the side the poor the Gospel is preached :" do you do
that ought to have remained up to this day. But it?*
The clergy must bring themselves,

Whitfield and others such as he, are also eaid since
then to have turned the world upside down I It therefore follows that they must have reversed the labors
of the apostles! The eide of tho world now up is consequently not apostolic, but antichristian and apostate
—Editor Herald.
'
t Wesleyanism, in the light of the Bible, " a pure
form of religion," is a self evident absurdity."—Ed.

• To require the clergy to preach the Gospel that
their pulpit may become efficient, is really cruel!
You might as well hold a pistol to the head of an uneducated Anglo-Saxon, and threaten to blow out hi*
brains if he did not speak Greek. Poor fellows!n How
can they preach in ignorance of " T K B WOKD ? Bet
them to preach (Uvimtyimie, and they we youy pen \
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and they must teach their people, to bring tion more obvious than that it is not necesthemselves in contact with the people. This sary to give every preacher an elaborate edis one of the duties of this age—among such ucation. When Peter left his nets, what
churches. We tell the Episcopal church, did he know of theology ? How much do
that a well-bred young man, with a prayer- these humble colporteurs know? Togo into
book and a surplice, is not going to get to the mountains—to penetrate our back settlethe hearts of the rude million. The well- ments—to thread the dark alleys of our
trained young presbyter, who has just got- towns—to stand on our wharves—a wellten through " Charnock on the Attributes" brushed coat and a white cravat are not
—we tell Presbyterianism is not a tribune necessary. Let these churches then organfor the people. The teachers of the people ize a new body of men—an itinerant mismust come from the people. The mass must sionary corps, and let them profit by what
be leavened from within itself. The impulse they see in the Methodist and Baptist
may originate from above.
churches. There is a vast amount of mateThere is too little social intercourse be- rial lying perfectly idle in these denominatween the Christians in different circles. tions, that could thus be made available in
That was not the genius of Primitive Christi- the most decided manner.
anity. It is a high Christian duty to sympa- ί We have intimated that these clergy must
thize with the poorer members of the society ; ί throw off their sacerdotal manners. They
and for this purpose, they should be visited must mix with society. They must make
—not condescendingly, but—fraternally by themselves accessible to all. .They must
the rich. Their affairs, their wants, their learn, that, perhaps more can be done in the
interests, should be known. The influence social circle, than from the pulpit. If any
would then devclope itself into the whole man should court popularity*—if any one
circle of their acquaintances. How little do should habitually electioneer—it is the minthe rich know of the poor—ofj their way of ister.
thinking — their sorrows — their struggles.
Clearly all professional peculiarities should
Their inner life is no more understood by be avoided — a clerical dress — a clerical
those who employ them, than the manners whine. There is something perfectly intoland habits of a distant people. And this erable to us in that solemn nasal cant so
we take to be the great blessing of the col- common in the pulpit.
porteur system—that these humble laborers
Young theological students should here
visit Λβ poor in their homes, and sit by their also be cautioned against an offence against
fires, and become acquainted with their good taste* to which they seem specially liasympathies.
ble. A very large proportion of them are
Connected with this duty, which we con- conceited.]·
ceive to be neglected by these churches, is
Lastly, there is something wrong in the
the want in their establishments of some- prevailing mode in these churches of prething like the system of Methodist Itineran- paring young men for the ministry. They
cy. They want missionaries for the home learn books ; but they know nothing of men.
population. In the way of supplying the They are students. They know nothing of
respectable districts in towns, and the set- the great world. Of the currents of society
tled portions of the country, with pastors, —of the habits of men at large—of the
the Presbyterian and Episcopal churches ideas, the opinions, the prejudices of the dehave done their duty.* But what have praved masses—they are perfectly ignorant.
they done for the frontier ? or for the abodes The Methodist preacher learns all this:
of wretchedness and poverty in the cities > knocked about from pillar to post, he acAll their churches move " up town" as sys- quires that rough learning that is given only
tematically as the theatres. They want a by experience—that " reading and writing
band of Gospel circuit riders. They are the that come by nature." The colporteur also
true pioneers of Christianity—and they, as learns this. But at Alexandria or Princein a Five Points' mission, go to the very ton, those young men are reading Church
dens of wickedness .f There is no proposi- History, and they come forth into society as
an isolated class—only mingling with the
Bat, in the name of peace and charity, never aek a
clergyman—"Do you preach the Gospel to the poor?"
They have as little to do with the Gospel, as the
groundlings have for them.—Ed. Her.
* Truly; and because from them are attainable " the
loaves and fishes."—Ed. Her.
t " 2>ene oftoickednese," are common to Fifth Avenue, Bond Street, «fee., as well as to the Five Points.
Grace church at the head of Broadway, is a den of
wickedness in purpU and fine linen—Five Points, of
wickedness in rage and tatters. The difference is
therefore a question principally of dry goods and millinery I—Ed. Jler.

• In manners, but not in doctrine, as they are wont
to do. ** If I yet pleated men," says Paul, " I should
not be the servant of Christ" Gal. i. 10.—Ed. Her.
t It is evident that the writer hath not the fear of
clergy before his eyes! The clergy, young and old,
claim to be " the ambassadors of Christ," sent by him,
and " called of God, as Aaron wa6;" and yet he presumes to style these heavenly dignitaries " Conceited 1"
Either he is a very impudent scribe, or they are very
self-important knavee to indulge in euch conceit 1—
Ed.[Uerald.

Situation of Europe.
of ChrulcfTs host, those plans now preparing in the bureaux of St. Petersburgh
for new forts on the east side of the Black
Sea, and a war-navy on the Caspian ?
Turkey disintegrating, and Russia adhering to her " hereditary policy "—this is
but one scene of the diorama. Take another phase of the troubles, Were there
ever before so many " armies of occupa*
tion" in Europe? Austrians in the Principalities, British and French in Turkey
and Greece, French and Austrians in Italy,
all most generously keeping the peace in
other peoples' territories—the wrong men in
the right place !
The sight of those various white, blue,
(To be continued.)
and red-coated soldiers in alien countries, is
a significant proof of the disjointed state of
affairs. It is like the sight of dragoons in a
mob, telling of troubles. Italy is especially
Situation of Europe.
the seat of troubles and the object of apTHE following is from Blackwood. Though prehensions. Geologically the most volcanic
some of the incidents mentioned have been } of European countries, she is so now also
superseded by others, the situation of Europe politically. The damp dungeons of Naples
is not less threatening. The article is worthy teem with victims, and King Bomba overawes his people by means of brigands and
of note.—Editor.
To any one who really sees Europe as it lazzaroni. French bayonets around the Vaactually is at this hour, the spectacle is a tican alone ward off a new Roman Republic
sad one. To him who forgets that God j and a second flight of the Pope to Gaeta.
rules all, from evil still evoking good, it <Austria, overpassing her own frontiers, has
is a hopeless one. Are we really at the \ corps of occupation, alike in Parma and the
close of war, or only at the beginning«of) Legations, where they rule like demons—
one still greater ? Take up the newspapers ; and in her own Italian territories there
—those Arguses whose eyes travel to and j prevails only a milder form of the same
fro on the face of the earth—and what do \ reign of terror.
we read of?
< Radetzky writes to Vienna that either his
First, come voices of trouble from the ί master must say No at once to the ReEast. Troubles in Arabia—50,000 rebels'i monstrances of the Western Powers and
at Mecca swearing that the Sultan has for- | Sardinia, or he will resign. Indeed, in the
sworn the Prophet; troubles in Syria—wild ! present combustible state of the peninsula,
men at Nablous rising because there is ί can Austria recede without evoking the
no one to keep them down; troubles in \ flames ? It is a duel between Austria and
Bagdad, smouldering troubles in Smyrna ) Sardinia, contesting the supremacy of Italy.
and other places in Anatolia, where the { Sardinia demands—publicly in the face of
charter we wrung from the Porte is only \ Europe demands—that the cords which bind
setting Turk and Christian the faster by Italy shall be slackened. If Austria yield,
the ears ; perfect anarchy in Greece—neither the Star of Piedmont rises higher on the
men nor goods safe beyond three miles from horizon, and all eyes turn to it. The light
the coast, where French troops patrpl—and of hope will grow stronger all over the pethe people fiercer than ever against the ninsula, and the slackening of her cords
Ottomans, and more than ever frantic to will only make galled Italy pant more
kiss the feet of the Czar, and subject them- furiously to be free.
selves to an iron despotism which is probBut what a spectacle for modem Europe ·'
ably marked out by Providence as the sole Italy and Greece, the heirs of the classic
effectual cure of Hellenic madness. So empires, the descendants of the ancient
much for Turkey, which, our rulers tell us, world—both mad and miserable—raving
we have rescued and made strong. Is there and chafing with a fury unintelligible to
a single whole place in it from head to foot? northern races! Why, the very soldiers of
But "we have checked the southward our Italian Legion at Malta are growing
progress of Russia."
delirious—have been shouting and stabbing
For a moment. But why those cries for " for liberty" in a place where there is nohelp from the Caucasus, 'that marshaling thing but batteries and oranges—and would

world through pastoral visits. We really
think a year or two spent in the labors of
colporteuring would be fully as advantageous as the same period spent in the seminary. For the purposes of speculation or
scholarship, the habitues of the closet are
wanted, but for influencing the masses of
society what is needed is practical men.
So much for what wo regard «as among
the causes of the " inefficiency of the pulpit,"
among the more cultivated and conservative
denominations. They proceed essentially
from the very so-called conservatism existing among them. Their whole system wants
opening—wants loosening. Its movement
is slow, and dropping behind the age.
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doubtless throw themselves into the sea to j to commence in serious form, either at Paris,
swim for 8icily, if they could carry their ( or in Italy, Germany would speedily catch
arms with them.
\ the ilame.
Is this peace ? Cross the Alps and look '
In France itself tranquillity is only senorthward. Poland groaning, and at times cure so long as the firm hand of Napoleon
hoping", but securely manacled, and perhaps ' 111 holds the reins. While he lives France
about to be offered by her master a political ; will not throw its rider. But his death
sop. Hungary, bleeding at the heart, but : would resolve all into chaos; and Bourwith no hope on the earth, save in the utter ; bonists, ^Republicans, and Socialists, would
crumbling of the Hapsburg throne, which , be struggling together in the dread maelwould only bring a Muscovite, instead of strom. For such a convulsion there can
an Austrian bondage. These we count not ; be but one issue. Order must be reestablishat present. They figure largely in the spec- ^ed ; but around whom is the nation to rally?
ulations of superficial observers, but it is not • Suppose Napoleon I I I gone, what Saul
by them that the troubled sleep of Europe is there overtopping all the rest by head
will first be broken ; indeed, it seems to us and shoulders? What name is there but
their day cannot come at all, until Germany one that is known beyond the limits of Paris
and Italy have first gone through the fire, ' and a few leading towns ?
and come out greatly changed. But GerSuch, it appears to us, is the essential
many is troubled, and will probably be into condition of the leading states of the Conthe furnace sooner than most people imagine. tinent.
Troubled they are, all of them.
Destitute of the mad impulses of the Never was the political state of Europe so
South, less demonstrative even than the full of quicksands. " Distress of nations
French, the Germans do not give ton- and perplexity"—such is the exact aspect
gue much before they act—but there are ; of the times. One cannot take a bold step
symptoms that the tranquillity of Central any way without plunging into abysses
Kurope is anything but secure. The policy which the future only can fathom. Not to
of the governments towards the people has speak of the evidently transition state of
become most reactionary—in many respects <the Spanish peninsula, Turkey is disintegthere is less freedom now, than there was rating. Italy is on the eve of exploding ;
before 1848—and even in the free republic even Germany is not safe; and a crisis in
of Hamburg, the most cruel measures of any one of these quarters may set Europe by
oppression are put in force against the press. the ears. Liberalism and Despotism are for
The Germans are a slow moving race, and the moment strangely interwoven. France
if they had even a promise of better things threatens the press of Belgium—Austria
coming, they would wait on, smoking their , similarly threatens Sardinia, and crushes
pipes, and drinking their beer, with true Italy. Sardinia menaces despotic Austria
Teutonic phlegm, for another generation. — Kngland sympathizes with freedom everyBut at present they have not even a pro- where, but does not act. France dreads an
mise of better things—the nobility, worse outbreak in Italy, and stands balancing bethan the throne, seem only bent upon push- · tween Austria and Sardinia, yet, at the
ing things backward toward feudalism ; same time, is not disinclined to intervene to
and the consequence is, that were revolution check Espartcro and democracy in Spain.

Table of Contemporaries.
THE following table will show how easy
it was to hand down the story of tin· Creation and Fall, by tradition, i'rom Adam to
Isaac.
Adam was contemporary with
Methuselah, and Methuselah with Shem,
and Shem with Isaac ; hence it required but
two persons intermediate between Adam

Ν ΟΛΗ
was contemporary with

ADAM

was contemporary v»\h
Lamech
Methuselah,
Jared,
Mahalaleel,
Cainan,
Enos,

and Isaac to recount to the fathers of Israel
the history of the world to their own time.
Isaac could tell his grandson Levi, and Levi
his grandson Moses, and the latter has delivered it unto us, having been guided into all
the truth by the Spirit of God.

yrs..

oGJLamech, . .
243jMathuselah,
47U;Jared, . .
535,Mahalaleel,
G0f>jCainan, . .
G95!Knos, . .

SHEM

was contemporary with
yrs.

yrs.

. 595jLamech,
93
. GOO;Methuselah,
98
. 366!Noah,
448
and after flood with
234
179 Abraham,
150
84|lsaac,
50
—Selected,
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the above statement respecting the progress
The Jews.
of the " ancient people" in our country, the
AN intelligent writer in the North! annexed historical and statistical particulars
American Review, supposes that no class / from an article in Blackwood's Magazine.
of immigrants has increased more rapidly in >
Vast as is the period, and singular as are
this country than the Hebrew.
" Hidden away, as it were, behind the great the changes of European history since the
mass of our Christian inhabitants, there is Christian era, Judea still continues to be
a very large population of Jews; people the most interesting portion of the world.
shut up almost in themselves, preserving Among other purposes it may be for the
their own customs, practicing their own purpose of fixing the general eye upon this
religion, and keeping up quietly, but faith- extraordinary land, that it has been periodfully, the ceremonies and traditions that ically visited by a more striking succession
have come down to them from their fore- of great public calamities than perhaps any
fathers. Observing their Sabbath when all other region. With less to attract an inthan any other conspicuous land of
the rest of ourr population is busily engaged tvader
in traffic and business, the Jews" have but h e E a s t > [t l i a s b e e n constantly exposed to
few Christians as visitors to their'places of invasion. · Its ruin by the Romans in the
of worship; and the synagogues remaining \ m ' s t century, did not prevent its being ascloscd upon Sunday, when people, so dis- \ s a l l e d b yy a l m o s t e v e i TTbarbarian, ,who, m
posed, generally investigate the religious t u n i assumed the precarious sovereignty of
ceremonies of their neighbors, but a small t h e neighboring Asia. After ages of obportion of our citizens, comparatively, know s c u r e misery, a new terror came in the
anything about the very interesting J ewish Saracen invasion, which, under Amrou, on
tlie
ceremonial law and practices.
conquest of Damascus, rolled qn to
"The number of Jews in the United Palestine. A siege of four months, which
£ v e t ohave aboui ded in
y wcll c c m c
States exceeds a quarter of a million, and w
into the hands of
rs , p a v e . J e r u s a l e m
m the State of New York, there are about h ho r r o^
Q
Qn
}
d
h
f 0
forty-thousand of Ayhom nearly seven eighths ί ™ ^ fc h
χf
f E
reside in the hnipire City. Ί his estimate
^
h
{
χ { t o
n
:
is arrived at not by
• '
- Moslem
-y anyy census—the taking
g ( still heavier ^misgovernment
of~the
of which is forbidden by the Jewish law— viceroys—a race of men essentially barbarian,
but by the amount of unleavened bread con-! and commuting for their crimes by their
siimod at the, season of the Passover. At jzeal in proselytism. The people, of course,
that time, for one week, no Jew is per-were doubly tormented.
mitted to eat leavened bread. The Passover
A new scourge fell upon them, in the
bread is baked in large public ovens, and
dealt out to all applying families, at the rate ! invasion of the Crusaders, at the beginning
of five pounds for every man, woman and J of the twelfth century, followed by a long
child. By the law they are obliged to eat < succession of bitter hostilities and public
it, and we understand that but very few— < weakness. After almost a century of this
perhaps not five hundred in the whole coun- \ wretchedness, another invasion from the
try—neglect to fulfill their obligations in { Dosert put Jerusalem into the hands of its
this particular. Therefore, by the amount \ old oppressor, the Saracen; and in 1187,
of Passover bread consumed, it is very easy \ the famous Saladin, expelling the last of
to compute the number of the faithful chil- \ the Christian sovereigns, took possession of
dren of Israel in the country."
<~'
Palestine.
'
After another century of tumult
; and severe suffering, occasioned by the
In 1850 a man might count upon his <
lril lc
filers all the synagogues in the laud ; now | dV!Ls SPl tu ct 1dr a b, yo af StX* Sma roarc ee " .l o. r n•I
, «- i l . . w a 3
there are, at least?u quarter of a million \
" " more l l d a b l ° e v l 1 ' "
of the Turks, then wholly unJews, from eighty to ninety synagogues,
and a multitude of smaller communities civilized—a nation in all the rudeness and

part οΓ " ^ " " " ,
population being such. There are
syn ( ( l u e s t, a few years ago, by that most exre svn
agogues in all the chief cities of the sea- traordinary of all Mussulmans, the Pacha
board ; two in Boston, five in Baltimore, of Kgypt-—a dreary period of 500 years,
three in New Orleans, two in Charleston, under the most desolating government in
and four in Cincinnati, &c.
the world. // is equally impossible to read
It may not be inappropriate to add tothe Scriptural references to thi future

condition oj Palestine, without discovering ti
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crowd of tlu plainest and most powerful in- | ness were evidently not much more than
dications that it shall yet exhibit a totally diff- S three ; and their census, according to the
erent aspect from tluit of its present state. ! German statists, who were generally con-

Enthusiasm, or even the natural interest f sidered to be exact, is now nearly the same
which we feel in this memorable nation, { as that of the people under Moses—about
may color the future to us too brightly; three millions. They are thus distributed :
but unless language of the most solemn kind,
In Europe, 1,916,000, of which about
uttered on the most solemn occasions, and 668,000 are in Poland and Russia, and
by men divinely commissioned for its utterance, is wholly unmeaning, we must yet look 453,000 are in Austria.
In Asia, 738,000 are in Asiatic Turkey,
to some powerful, unquestionable, and splendid
display of Providence in favor of the people
In Africa, 504,000 are in Morocco.
of Israel.
In America, North and South, 57,000.
If we add to these about 15,000 Sam"
The remarkable determination of European politics toward Asia Minor, Syria, and aritans, the calculation in round numbers
Egypt within these few years; the not less will be about 3,180,000.
unexpected change of manners and customs
This was the report in 1825 ; the numbers
which seemed to defy all change; and the new
life infused into the stagnant Governments of probably remain the same. This extraAsia, even by their being flung into the whirl ordinary' fixedness in the midst of almost
of European interests, look not unlike signs of universal increase, is doubtless not without
the times. It may be no dream to imagine a reason, if we are even to look for it among
in these phenomena the proof of some mem- the mysterious operations which have preorable change in the interior of things— served Israel a separate race through eightsome preparatives for that great Providential een hundred years. May we not naturally
Restoration of which Jerusalem will yet be conceive that a people thus preserved withthe scene, if not the center, and the Israelite out advance or retrocession ; dispersed, yet
himself the especial agent of those high tran- combined ; broken, yet firm ; without a
sactions which shall make Christianity the oountry, yet dwellers in all ; everywhere inreligion of all lands, restore the dismantled fluential ; without a nation, yet united as no
beauty of all earth, and make man what he > nation ever was before or since, has not been
was created to be, only " a little lower than appointed to offer this extraordinary contradiction to the common laws of society, and
the angels."
even the common progress of nature, withThe statistics of the Jewish population are out a cause, and that cause one* of final beneamong the most singular circumstances of volence, universal good, and divine grauthis most singular of all people. Under all deur ?
their calamities and dispersions, they seem to
have remained at nearly the same amount as ^ In noticing the preceding statistics, the
in the days of David and Solomon—never j late Major Noah remarked ;
much more in prosperity, very much less after 5 " We apprehend there is some error in
ages of suffering. Nothing like this has oc- the above statistics, and that the number of
curred in the history of any other race; Europe Jews throughout the world may be estimain general having doubled its population with- ted at nearer six millions than three. There
in the last hundred years, and England nearly are more than a million in Poland and Rustripled hers within the last half century; sia ; in all Asia there are full two millions ;
the proportion of America being still more half a million in Austria ; jn the Barbary
rapid, and the world crowding in a con- States and Africa a million ; in all Europe,
stantly increasing ratio. Yet the Jews two millions and a half. We do not think,
seem to stand still in this vast and general during the most splendid period of Jewish
movement. The population of Judea, in history, that they ever exceeded four millions;
its most pa^my days, probably did not ex- but then their colonies and countries, held
ceed, if it reached, four millions. The num- tributary in Europe and Asia, amounted to
bers who entered Palestine from the wilder- many millions more."
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KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
':ι And in their days, even <>f those kings, the God of heaven shall set up Λ KINGDOM which shall never perish, and
A DOMINION that shall not be. left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms,
and itself shall stand for eces.''—DANIKI..

JOHN THOMAS, Ed.]

Mott Haven, Westcliester, Ν. Υ. Sept. 1857.

[VOL. VII. No. 9.

sion his nervous system had experienced
"Christianity the True Judaism."
shocks and vibrations of an intense and thrillI x the early part of this year meetings ing character. As a Jew, his soul was
were commenced at a Hall, 106 Centre moved to admiration ; but as a Congregation.street, New York City, by certain ^ Ί Ε " 1 *02 alist, or as a Gentile in effect, he was filled
benai Yesraail, styling themselves " Chris- with wrath and indignation. He could not
tian Jews." With one exception, how- endure to hear the besom of destruction makever, Gentilized Jews would be a truer ing a fell swoop of the clergy and their
designation of the agents in the affair. They traditions; which, as our readers know, we
were Jews after the flesh, who, as far as do not hesitate to aver are pure and simple
known to us, had abandoned the Talmud for heathenism, rhantized with "holy water.''
Congregationalism, Methodism and Luther- Having been theo-gentilized at Audover,
unism. An incarnation of Congregationalism Mass, he was exceedingly zealous for the craft
was the principal operator, announcing him- by which his order " had their wealth ;" and
self as '· The Challenger," throwing down though a Jew, out-gentilized the Gentiles in
the gauntlet of " Christianity the True his zeal. " Do you believe," said we," in the
Judaism.'1 lie invited all the Jews under these immortality of the soul ? " " Yes.t" " That,
heavens to pick it up and to come and discuss then, is heathenism ! Do you not practice
that question at 106 Centre Street, which had sprinkling the faces of babies in the name of
been granted by the holders for the purpose. the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Gentiles and Jews were all invited ; and dis- j Spirit ? " " Yes," said he, " and circumcise
cussion declared free for all.
< them too." Baby-sprinkling, we remarked,"is
We were not present at the first meeting, j not to be «found in the Bible ; but is heathenbut were informed that a goodly number of j ish and a blasphemy. Is it not the religion
Jews and· Gentiles were convened. The of * Christendom ' for the salvation of what
genuineness and authenticity of the New they term ' the immortal soul' from eternal
Testament was the point of departure. This punishment in ' hell ? ' " " Yes." " That also,"
was Congregational ism's mode of introducing said we," is heathenism." Of course, he was
'· Christianity " into the Jewish mind ; and , horrified at these sentiments; and, in oppous might have been expected, resulted only sition to what we said about searching the
in " beating the air." The conduct of the Scriptures of the old and new volumes to get
argument emboldened a non-christiau Jewish f at the truth, remarked, that " religion could
gentleman to take the lloor against " the ί be got in an ir.stant!" Such were the notions
challenger," and to deny all his premises and ί substantially avowed by this "converted
conclusions. . In short, we were impressed \ Jew," who challenged the Israelitish World
with the idea from the reports that reached of New York City to accept the Christianity
us, that the challenger had " caught a Tartar " ! he proclaimed as the " true Judaism ;" or to
acknowledge themselves infidels, hypocrites,
who was in a fair way to demolish him.
or any thing but Jews !!
But before the second meeting, Congrega- j
tionalisin, accompanied by a Jewish friend of j But, notwithstanding our bold and unqualours who had obeyed the gospel of the King- ified rejection of " the sentiments of ail
dom, made a special visit to us at Mott Christendom " as heathenish and blasphemous,
Haven. He had once listened to us at our he visited us with our friend to invite us to
place of meeting in the City, on which occa- ] their meetings for discussion with the Jews.
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They had caught a Tartar, who bade fair to I volume termed the New Testament, are found
prostrate iu wreck and ruin all Andover ; in the works of " the Fathers n from the beginChristianities Congregationalism was pre- ; ning <>f the Second Century; and that consepared to defend as the Judaism of Moses and >quently the New Testament scriptures must
Jesus. 1). E. de Lara, LL.D. was bold and ; have been in existence during the First Centdefiant of the Gentilisms to which " convert- ury ; and therefore writt· η by persons contemed Jews " soughtto turn their fellow Israelites. porary with the transactions thry narrate.
He challenged them to a regular and formal ; This reading was*· the challenger's " argument
debate ; and undertook to demolish their j for " the genuineness and authenticity of the
whole fabric, whether he might succeed in : New Testament." He did not submit to the
establishing Modern Judaism as the truth \ audience any definitions. If he defined what
or not.
was to be understood by said <4 genuineness ?and
" authenticity," we did not hear him. A
This was a tight squeeze lor our Jewish ;
champion of all the Christianities, or " Namos : good logician will always define his terms, that
and Denominations," except the Mother of the ; his hearers may know in what sense he uses
Harlots and Abominations. In this extremi- { the words he utters ; and that in speaking he
ty, as wre have said, he invited us to attend, j, may feel that he is not "beating the air."
Hut knowing we could not defend the sort of j But it is not the forte of clergy and their
Christianity he believed in, and unwilling to be \ disciples to be too particular, or precise;
an occasion of difficulty in their meetings, we \ for being sophists, and not reasoners, they
excused ourself on the ground that our health ; honor definition in the breach rather than
was then inconveniently disturbed, and that the observance.
we should not be able to get home till midGenuineness signifies " freedom from anynight. But at the solicitation of our Christian ', thing counterfeit, freedom from adulteration;"'
friend, also a Jew by birth and education, but, \ and Authenticity signifies authority;
from
who having believed " the gospel of the ; authentic, u that whic'.i has every thing requiKingdom," and thereupon been immersed, J site to give it authority."
Hence, the
not a Gentile like '· the challenger " — a t his ί proposition before the meeting wan, that th»
solicitation and for his sake, and for the sake \ New Testament was absolutely free from the
of the truth, which we determined should be ; least particle of interpolation or departure from
heard until so hampered that it could not be j the. original manuscript; and has m itself apart
spoken at 106 Centre Street, we at length ί from all other writings, ever if thing rcauisite
consented to entertain the idea, and if possi- j to give it authority in matters of fait It and
ble to attend.
j trad ice. This proposition defining the probOn tlie following Sunday several of our J em before the meeting, and " the challenger ''
brethren who had attended the first meeting j affirming that he had solved it by the reading
expressed their anxiety for us to be at the from Mcllvaine's book, he proclaimed himself
discussion. Many Jews were in attendance, victorious, if the extracts he had read were
and it would be a fine opportunity, they not disproved by Jews or Gentiles present.
thought, for introducing the Christianity of \ His syllogism in effect amounted to this :
the New Testament to their notice. Our \
a. The extracts from Mcllvaine prove
Christian Jewish brother also renewed h i s ; that the New Testament existed in the first
request; so that we concluded to go at the ' century ;
hazard of being obliged to leave the mooting \
6. That which exists contemporary with
under the urgency of alvine irritation, which \
usually attacked us about 8 P . M.
; the transactions it treats of must be genuine
and authentic ;
We accordingly attended on several Sun- j
c. Ergo, the New Testament must be abday evenings, but did not make a note of the ;
meetings in particular. Our statement of j solutely free from every particle of adulterathings will therefore be general. We proceed, i tion ; and of independent authority in faith
then, to say that the llussian Jew " convert- ί and practice.
ed " to Protestantism, and indoctrinated at \
This was " t h e challenger's' 1 position,
Andover into the mysteries of Congregation- \ which, however, it was manifest he did not
alism, and who invited us there, on the first j perceive.
The premise " a " is doubtless
v
night we were present, occupied aconsidera- j true ; but the premise " b is self evident 1\
ble portion of time in reading extracts from absurd. To affirm it is equivalent to saying
a book written by one Mcllvaiue, a bishop that all histories of transactions written Inof the Ans'lo-Amcrican Episcopal descend- j scribes contemporary therewith are genuine
ant of tho Mother of Harlots. The title of and reliable! This is contrary to experience
the book we do not remember, but the and fact. The second premise of his syllogisextracts read amounted to this; that quota-, tic position was therefore false ; and consetiihis from nil the writings constituting the j quently his conclusion '· r '' was not prove»!.
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j tianities of the Gentiles are a burlesque upon
\ the Christianity of Moses and the Prophet
J like to him.
j " Do you believe that Jesus of Nazareth
> is the Messiah? " demanded a Jew of " the
challenger." " I do," said he. " I don't
It is necessary in this place that we should believe you ! '> cried the other. " You are
impart to the reader the information we hypocrites," exclaimed " the challenger," on
possess concerning the Tartar " caught " by \ ™othtir. ϋ ? ™ ' Γ ><>u do not believe that,
Upon this upstarted
"the challenger " i n his onset; but who not *Jem* l s t h e C h n s t ·
only refused to " come along," but shouldered our friend acting as chairman, and calliug
his captor, and threw him to the dogs, or him to order, said, " No, brother, they are
Gentiles. Dr. de Lara in all we have ob- not hypocrites ; they are ignorant." " Oh,
served conducted himself with all due deco- very well, you are ignorant. You are not
rum and respect; though a Jew, he did not Jews. We are the true Jews. You are
brand " the challenger" as " an apostate," ignorant! " " Thank you," said they with a
laugh.
and " a renegade," or " an impostor;"
Another Jew arose, and telling the authough he had abandoned the traditions of
his people for Gentilism, aud in so doing had dience that he was a lawyer, proclaimed
become a Gentile, he uttered no word of re- " the challenger" a renegade. This very
proach, but confined himself to the points much excited him. "I'm not. Bit down,
wyers face
face was
was brass,
brass, and
and
at issue between Gentiles and Jews. He is \ Sir." But the lawyer's
hi nerves iron
i
ht h
d d not. " Hi
; so that
he h
heeded
Hit
a member of the Literary and Philosophical his
d
I say, Sir ; sit down ! " At length he
Society, Liverpool; and of the Institute of down
Physical and Experimental Science, Man- resumed his seat; and the storm subsided in
chester. During thirteen years he was the challenger's apostrophetic murmur of
Professor of Continental Literature, and " Call me an apostate ! "
Lecturer on Education in the Royal and the
Another Jew stood up and said, he arose
Mechanics' Institutes, the Literary and Sci- to pour oil upon the waves. But this being
entific Institution, and the High School, at deemed as " not speaking to the point," he
Liverpool, England. He is now living in also was ordered to sit down. He supplicatthe city of New York,where he occupies him- ed, however, with humble intonation to be
self as " Translator of Literary Productions, allowed to " speak out his seven minutes
Scientific Papers, Commercial and Legal anyhow ! " But this being refused he subDocuments from or into the French. Italian, sided, doubtless in dispair of blessedness in
Spanish, Portuguese, German and Dutch making peace.
Languages ; " in which, also he (iiives in- >
j α
My friendsh, Oentlemens and Ladies,"'
struction. It is presumable, therefore, that
such a man is capable of rendering a reason, said a benign and venerable, but somewhat
and as cogent reason as can be adduced by arch looking gentleman, sparkling in bril" a philosophical Jew," for his rejection of liants, and stepping upon the platform, " 1
the Christianities of the Gentiles, and of dis- am a Jew. My father was a Jew ; but my
cerning the logical position of all " convert- mother was not. She was a Jewess." Having
ed " challengers, who present them.-vlves as indulged in much rambling discourse after
champions of the piebald and motley Chris- the same style, the amount of which was that
tianity of "the religious world." I Jut let all would find themselves right in the end if
us turn from biography to a sketch ία brief they only acted honestly according to the
of the incidents occurrent at the meetings. It light they had ; and that all should continue
were born ; he
was evident that most of the Jews who in the religion in which they
4<
presented themselves were there in the spirit turned to the chairman and the challenger "
of fun. Non-christian Jews have an intense and said, " I have several houses in such a
and supreme contempt for " converted Jews " street, and if you will convert me I will give
one of them." This produced a scene.
who become hirelings of the Gentiles for you
4
what they regard as the perversion ot neody · We don't want your house ! " " I'll give
and ignorant Israelites. We are sorry to it to the church then if you will convert me! "
couvert
say, and we know honest Christian Jews who '<" We can't
-_r , -you. God only can eon?
say so too, that this contempt is merited to HY?e n >*ou · t ,oνΛ ®.. , ί f 4 , - , . f f f ,
a great extent. For ourselves we have no
f ^
think that the object of the
confidence in Jews converted to Methodism, *s a fk e *»?
™*
conversion of the Jews for the
ot
am
and kindred Gentilisnis. If they are honest j
£ ·
they must be profoundly ignorant; if enlight- J Another rose and said, he had a few quesened, grossly hypocritical: for the Chris- ijtions to put, which he could not see into ;
Dr. de Lara, a non-christiau Jew, saw this ;
aud planting himself right in the breach,
opened his battery upon the false premise,
taking no cognizance of the first, and with a
whole broadside raked aud swept the deck
of " the challenger's " conclusion.
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but if they could answer them to his satis- tion. The conversion of Jews to " the
faction, he would join their church. They j Names " is their adoption, by which their Juwere most of them frivolous and foolish ; j daism is merged into Gentilism, and the " old
but among them were two not to be slightly ,· clothes " of the Synagogue exchanged for
passed over in conducting a controversy res- j " the purple and fine linen," and every day
pecting the " true Judaism." One was con- \ sumptuousness of fare, of the temples of the
cerning the miraculous conception of Jesus ; > heathen. Our experience is that, with very
the other, his occupancy of David's throne. > rare exceptions, there would be no such
" The challenger " made some attempt to ex- \ " converted Jews " if it were not for the loaves
plain the last; but his effort was only a { and lishes. There were multitudes of such
darkening of counsel by words without \ in the days of Jesus of Nazareth, who called
knowledge. Upon orthodox Gentile prin- \ him " Rabbi," and sought his company, to
ciples the difficulty cannot be explained so ) whom, however, he said, " Verily, I say to
as to satisfy the Jewish or any other mind,'? you, ye seek me, not because ye saw the
that the prophetic testimouy does not inili- J miracles (proving that I am that prophet
tate against the claims of Jesus to the Mes- j that should come into the world—John. vi.
siahship. " David shall never want a man >' 14 ,) but because ye did eat of the loaves,
to sit upon the throne of the House of ί and were filled. Labor not for the meat that
Israel; neither shall the priests the Levites ) perisheth, but for the meat which endureth
want a man before me to oiler burnt offerings,} unto Aionian Life (the life of his Aion)
and to kindle meat offerings, and to do sacri- J which the Son of Man shall give to you : for
iice continually "—Jer. xxxiii. 17. If Jesiis f this (man) the Father hath sealed God " —
be the Son covenanted to David why is he not [ τοντον yap 6 πατήρ εοφραγιοεν, ό
sitting upon David's throne in tiebron or \ βεος John vi. 26, 27. We say, this is our
Jerusalem? And why are not the Levites doing \ experience ; for we have met with many
perpetual sacrifice there before Jehovah? This \« converted Jews" who privately express
is a question Andover and other Gentile \ their delight with the doctrine we teach, and
divinities cannot answer. It was not an- \ c o n f e s s t h a t i t i s t r u e b u t nevertheless, turn
swered by « the challenger ; " and the querist; t h e i r b a c k s u p o n u s >a n d s e e k t h e fellowship
did not join his church !
;a m l flsucs o f t h e ^ ^ ηw n o s e dogmas they
l Jc
Such were the materials, with the respect-; aef^r
!, ™ " » » *b r elie ™ ^ a t ^ C B U S
able exception of Dr. de Lara, with which 1S
the
Messiah
of Jehovah foretold by Moses
" the challenger » occupied his time. His ίa n d ^ ^ ° P [ i e t % I e t * i e m a l s 0 , ^ c l i e ? ^ h e
ot t h e k i n
work seemed to consist in arbitrarily com- J ?<*V*
f ? m he preached, and obey
l l
10
manding them to « keep to the point," which ί f J commanded. Let them thus believe
in truth he did not himself perceive ; or to j f d dth° ' maod] starve
as others have done
bef ne d
Ρ
sit down. Altercations, reproaches, and t^h l 1 * >e s t fi n. t"h s^l 'h t o f/ π Τ ι ·?7ι
assertions unproved, as far as our observa-1
^ | ° f f t * ? , *"/'and if they
tion went, made up the discussions about \ J 1 ?;**? ^ s t a t e ' ^ r a t e , and prove -the
ialth f
"the true Judaism" as far as "the chat'
.to the conviction ot their contempolengcr" and his turbulent and fu^ovi^/, ^ries m Israel let them do it without fee or
opponents were concerned. These evidently ίrecompense,and the contempt bestowed on
did not attend in the spirit of earnest hi ) converted Jews "by Israelites will not fall
quiry after truth; for when the truth was ίu K n ^ m . Let them have nothing to do
submitted to them from another quarter j if lth * h e tU\che* u i f 1H!. h e ^ h e " ; . ^ u t l e t
they had not a word to say concerning it. ^ e m , f^ntendd ^rnestly lor the faith once
Their demonstrations were against Jews ! "
f T ? ί ° ^ . ^ " ^ ' ' b e / o r e those
turned Gentiles, with whom they felt they 1 c ^ r c ^ e ? . l i a , d a ^eing-the New rcslawere sufficiently strong successfully to con- j f ent christiauity interpreted in ngid i n tend. Indeed, it is cfearly to be seen that ftrn»tv T 1 ^ ^ S^l
It* °1
^ a
Christianity is a lost case with Israel in the I ^ e P r o P h ^ s ; / f they do this they will save
hands of «converted Jews." We use this .^mselves at least. They will acquire an
phrase in the sense ordinarily attached to it. t r^norable
reputation with all who venerate
We mean by it, Jews turned Methodists,! mu ta hn ;d at bn ed ™ld
an finfluence^that
will comct
o u
h
Congrcgationalists, Lutherans, Episcopal < η
T^
°
'
^
they
inay
fail to
K
Hans, etc.; Jews converted to theNames ]n™
™°*'thtiir " ^
^ accordlll° t o t l i e
e
and Denominations of the Gentiles, whether )
,
Latin, Greek, or Protestant. Such are Jews ; While the fun loving Jews played off their
turned Gentiles. They are Gentiles in every ? jokes upon " the challenger" as we have
particular except the accident of birth, over { shown, Dr. de Lara was evidently in earnest,
which they had no control; even as Euro- i He challenged " the challenger" to a regular
peans and Asiatics are Americans by adop- ί and formal debate, in which each party
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ihould occupy alternate half hours, until the <, Christians ; while the Unitarians warn me
issue was settled one way or other. But \ against Trinitarianism as absurd! The
"the challenger," whose stronghold was in ) Unitarian tells me that Christianity teaches
Mcllvaine,had no taste for such a formidable i but one God ; .Trinitarians, that it teaches
encounter as this. He insisted that his \ three: and, if 1 John v, 7 be genuine, it
" proofs " of " the genuineness and authen- j seems very much like it. I find it written
ticity " should be replied to on the spot, ί there, " There are three that bear record in
Dr. de Lara said that at the next meeting, ) heaven, the Father, the Son, and the Holy
if he might be permitted to occupy the J Ghost; and these three are one."
platform, he would adduce abundant evidence | Here we suggested that it did not read
from Christian and other authors against <as quoted. It stands thus, ''The Father,
" the genuineness/' This was agreed to. In ,; the Word, and the Holy Spirit." The docthe meantime he spoke many things, and \ tor thanked us and adopted the correction,
among them delivered himself substantially
. « N o w > l l P r e ftTn I } a J e w >
H e p r o c m l e ( 1
as follows.
inquiring after the truth, in the midst of con" When I open a geography or other '< fusion, asking a definition of Christianity,
elementary work of science, the first thing ί and can get no satisfactory reply ! Again I
that salutes my eye is a definition of the \ ask, what is Christianity ? You say, believe
subject treated of in the book. Now, here ' in Jesus ! But you are not content with this
am I, a poor ignorant Jew, obnoxious to ί belief. You require me to believe fliat lie is
damnation in the flames of hell for ever in ί Sou of God ; that he was cruchlod for the
the opinion of the orthodox faith, unless I j sins of the world ; that he rose from the
become converted to Christianity ! Suppose \ dead ; that he ascended to heaven ; that he
then that it be granted that the New Testa- f is God ! But if I believe all this, yet am 1
ment is all that is claimed for it by its ; not a Christian; for 1 may thus believe, and
friends ; still, seeing,that there are so many \ be damned by Romanism ; or if Romanism
different faiths in tile world, and all claiming \ accept me, for that very reason be turned
to be truly Christian and taught in the New j over to Satan by the pious of Protestant
Testament, what am I to do when I am call- j. sects."
cd upon to turn Christian or be lost? WHAT \ While Dr. de Lara was speakiug, we
is CHRISTIANITY? Give me a distinct and ; inquired of "the challenger," in a whisper,
intelligible definition, that I may know what ί " Shall I answer his question ? '' At first he
the thing is I am called upon to embrace ! ) replied, " Yes," but the word was scarcely
If I say that I believe that Jesus of Naza- · out of his mouth before he recalled it, and
reth is the Messiah, that would not be < said " No." We inquired, ·· Why ? " " I
accepted as sufficient to constitute me a i have," said he. " a particular reason." We
Christian. The Romanist tells me that I \ apprehended that the particular reason was
must believe in transubstainiation—that a \ that he knew from what he had heard from
mortal priest can make his God and eat ) us at Jefferson Assembly Room, where our
him—
' congregation met, that we would not endorse
At this point, the doctor was interupted ] the" Christianity embraced by "converted
a
by the chairman with the remark, that they j Jews" like himself, and approved by the
had nothing to do with Romanism."
! heathen or Gentiles who patronized him.
._ .
, -, τ ι
ι ΐ W° sa>id no more to him, but resumed onr
" But, as an unconverted Jew 1 have to do s e a t , with the determination toM>e on our
with Romanism. This system is the form f e e t t h e i n s t a n t υ Γ < d e L ^ p r e p a m i t o sit.
which Christianity assumes in large and ί T h e p r e s c n t w a s n o t a n opportunity to be
populous countries ; and is recognized by \ l o s t f o r introducing New Testament Christmultitudes of Protestants as a true church, \ j a n i t y to the noticed the Jews, aud for giving
only containing many great corruptions—a i i t a d i s t i n c t position, apart from all the
church which notwithstanding these, receives ) foolishness which so embarrassed the question
many converts irom among the clerical orders ; j u t n e estimation of Israelites,
of Protestantism. This church tells me, that ; „ ΎΎι ι .
, ,,
, ,
tLough
believe iin JJesus. II should
be d
damn- ii ( 1 ψψ ,%
% SS ee CC ll l l ?? dd ^^ a^^
'' n rree""mmll;;kkeedd''
t L o u g h II believe
h l d b
that
tU
l ues tl0n
ked
0 1
d e
wl if I died out of its pale.
'.
' '' ? l .
f
^, '
^
1
was of primary importance, and was quite in
"On the other hand,l pious
Christians
of \j place
to the point
the part
of a Jew
me that
damnation
whoseaud
conersion
fromonModern
Judaism
to
divers denominations
tell me
thatisdamnation
whose conversion
from Modern
to
me in Romanism,
which
idolatry. \\ Christianity
was desired.
It wasJudaism
a question
Protestant Christians even condemn- one \·; that should be answered in the terms of the
another to perdition. The <; Orthodox " tell \ New Testament itself. It was not a difficult
me to beware of the Unitarians. They de-; one ; still it was one that couid not be ansclai;e that they deny the Lord, and are not ; wered by " the Names and Denominations "
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of which the nations were full—γεμον ονοματων βλασφημίας.—llev. xviii, 3.
" They would, perhaps, admit that Paul
taught the true Christianity, if there be any
such; that he full ν understood it; and was
v
- '
- — -' -

, the volume ordinarily styled -THE NEW TKK. TAMKNT,' or The Revelation and Interpretation
<A A te1
h i d d e u b o t h hom
a
d
ί °/0 *l l c^( s l' ύ t
,
™l&
".
ri
ίF P
' » ^™<? and ages of the Mosa.c
! t l ' T ' Γ , ' Τ , °·
^ T , \ F T '' 1 ϋ , η ~
; and absolutely inscrutable to Jews and Gend the Old Testathe traditions of
vith those of the schools,
i Church.7
any of their followers or approvers, to ask, " Whether the New Testament be regarded •
What is Christianity ? AVe might go to aa true or false, it is certainly of authority in
them to ask, What is Romanism, Lutheran- j all questions of the Nazarene interpretation
ism, Calvinism, Wesleyanism, and so forth ? > of Old Testament Christianity. The facts
They could answer these questions satisfac- > reproduced in the extracts from Mcllvaine
torily enough ; but to ask them, What is > prove that it belongs to the age of the
the Christianity taught by Jesus and his · Apostles, and is the most ancient Nazarene
apostles ? and to expect a scriptural and ) record extant. Reason, therefore, if not
rational definition, is preposterous in the j prejudice, readily accepts it as the symbol or
extreme! Now, in order to get Paul's \ compendium of Christianity ; as it accepts
answer, we must go directly to his writings J the Koran as the authentic symbol ofMahomand speeches, and extract the information • medanism. Thus, if you wished to know if
thence. 1 pray you, then, to mark atten-) modern Islamism were the original doctrine
lively what he says in 1st Cor. ii, in answer ;· taught by Mahornmed, you would not spend
to the question, What did you make known in > time in discussing the genuineness and
Corinth to t/ie synagogue of the Jews there j authenticity of the Koran ; but you would
when you first introduced the Nazarene Christ-}at once study the Koran, or Mahommedan
lanity to their notice ? Now hear him :
> Bible, to know what it teaches. Having
" ' I came,' says he, «declaring the testi- \ learned its doctrine, you would then proceed
mony of God; or of the Christ.'—v, 1 ; i, 6. [to try its verity. Mahommedanism and
" Inquirers.-' But in declaring that testi- Christianity are existing facts. They are in
w
mony,
> wthl b"*a ct d/Λo,ο the
"ι <"1 ^· J*.cΤl uh°*
, ^
" £ .^" 7Λ
" ™*' £ "n ud
ony what did you and your colaborers <
f"%
speak
as the subject
matter of it ? '
<t
3J i f
' ^ i f the IV ew 'Ies1
J
, tament as a history of the transactions and
" Paul.—* We speak the WISDOM or GOD IN \ teaching of certain men called Jesus and his
A MYSTERY, the hidden, which God ordained J Apostles, &c, and these questions cannot be
before the ages—προ των αιώνων—for our > answered. Reject the Koran, and we know
glory.'—ii, 7. ' Even the Mystery that hath ; not what was the doctrine of the Arabian
been hid from the ages and from ι he gene- \ prophet. Reject the New Testament and
rations, but now is made manifest to his Koran, and the world finds in it two religions
saints ; to whom among the Gentiles God ί of great power and influence, and nothingwould make known what is the richness of j certain is known about them. Our conthe glory of this Mystery; which (richness ! elusion, then, is, that the New Testament
ό πλούτος, δς) is Christ in you, the hope ! a n { 1 Koran are, by the consent of unprejuof glory '—Col i *>G 27
diced reason, endorsed by veritable history.
« This is Paul's 'general answer to the ί *{* o r i ? i n a l *ook* o f t l i ,Uv0 f a i t h H ; a u d f
question, What is Christianity ? as that geo- > ^ mXJ. ^ h c u t i c records, or sources of
graphyis a description of the earth, is a >d oinioi
mation concerning the sayings and
general reply to the question, What is geo-! d o mn ^i a sofopJt«fMua.3h o ma en t d t h e a P o s t ] e s ' a n d o f t h e
graphy? The parttcidars of the science \ ·
must be learned by the study of the geo-> u But the question of all-absorbing integraphy—of the book containing the principles j rest to us ought to be, What does the New
and details of the subject. So also, if we \ Testament teach ,· and is that teaching true >
would know the principles and details that in \ I sympathize with the tantalizing and unsystematic combination constitute the Naza- \ happy position of Israelites in this matter,
renc Christianity as a whole, we must dili- \ Societies are instituted, and efforts made, for
gently and dispassionately study ' the testi- j their conversion by the clergy of the Geumony of God,' which is contained iu Moses \ tiles ; yet can they not obtain from the seait ud the prophets ; and, as the friends of j and laud pronelyters a scriptural definition of
Jesus believe, also in his doctrine aud the ) New Testament Christianity ' Believe!'
writings of the scribes which Jesus sent.— \ they say,' believe, or you will be damned!
Mat. xxiii, 34. These writings constitute ' < How can I believe,' exclaims the Jew,
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that he was a hypocrite or a coward, or
afraid of losing his social position or his
living, or all of these; but when he not only
declared that he had seen Jesus after his
resurrection, and that he believed he was
" We have, in general terms, stated what indeed the Christ of God, but was immersed
is taught—a teaching that occupied Paul
from morn till eve in earnest discourse with into him by Ananias, and exposed himself to
the elders of the synagogue in Rome, in un- persecution, imprisonment', and death in the
folding its details for their belief—Acts work of planting the faith he had sought to
xxviii, 23. We have not scope in the few destroy, such a man is a most reliable witminutes allotted to us here to follow his ness, and at least equal, if not superior, to
example. But we will state a rule by which any that can be produced.
" Furthermore, we maintain that he wa£
we work in ascertaining the truth of tke
facts and teaching of the New Testament. not only a true witness, but a man inspired
It is this : If the facts and teachings of the by the Spirit of God, by which he could
book be in accordance with the Mosaic pattern teach without mistake. If it be admitted
of things in the law, and with the predictions that he is reliable, then this is true ; for he
of the prophets, then we admit that the facts testifies that his speech and preaching were
and teachings are true; othemvise not. Our in demonstration of spirit and power ; that
experience satisfies us that this rule places the faith of his hearers mi^ht stand, or be
the Nazarene interpretation of Old Testa- based upon, the power of God—1st Cor. ii,
ment Christianity beyond a doubt. The 4-5. But apart from his own testimony to
rule is not mine. It is the rule of interpre- the fact, his writings prove that he was intation presented by Jesus and Paul. ' I am spired by God. AV"e require no stronger
not come/ said the former, ' to destroy the evidence of his inspiration than the existence
law and the prophets : I am not come to des- of those very things against which Dr. de
troy, but to fulfill, for verily I say to you, Lara has been objecting, and which we proas he. The ' Names
until the heaven may have passed away, and test against as earnestly
7
the earth, one iota, or one point, may in no and Denominations which constitute * the
wise have passed from the law until that every church' against whose * Christianity' Israelthing be accomplished.' And of Paul, it is ites object with so much force, are nothingwritten that he said, * I testify both to small more nor less than THE APOSTACY Paul preand great, saying none other things than dicted would arise in later times. His words
those which the prophets and Moses did say are,' The Spirit speaketh expressly that in
should come;' and when at Home he worked later times some will apostatize from the faith
giving heed to seducing
by this rule, ' expounding and testifying THE (αποστησονται)
KINGDOM OF GOD, persuading them concern- spirits, and to teachings of Divines* ; speakin": Jesus, both out of the law of Moses, and ing lies in hypocrisy ; having their own conout of the prophets, from morning till even- science cauterized ; forbidding to marry and
ing.' In this way he ' declared the testimony commanding to abstain from meats.'—1st
of (jod ' concerning the Christ; aud that be Tim. iv, 1. Here is the prediction; look
lie whom he might, he must be a crucified abroad into the * religious world,' and behold
the fact. There are the Divines or Doctors
person.
of Divinity, * seducing spirits ' of all orders of
4
r
• \Ve remarked that a very considerable the clergy * speaking lies in hypocrisy under
part of the New Testament consisted of the profitable sanction of the Names and
l'anl's writing. It is a relevant question, Denominations to which they belong. When
therefore, to ask, Wus Paul a reliable wit- the Spirit spoke expressly by Paul these
ness? We answer, Yes; he was the best things did not exist, yet he declared with
kind of a witness. He was a bitter, murder- certainty that they would. ' The time will
ous, ignorant rabbinist, doing all he could to come,' said he, ' when they will not endure
suppress and exterminate the Nazarenes and sound doctrine; but after their own lusts
their doctrine. This is tin? account he gives shall they heap to themselves teachers, havof himself while an unbeliever. He was ex- ing itching ears ; and they shall turn away
eecdingly mad against all Christians, and their ears from the truth, aud shall be turned
conscientiously thought to do (rod service in to fables.'—2d Tim. iv, 3, 4. This is Christdestroying them. The loaves and fishes, too. endom to the life : and the * fables' are its
were all on the side of unbelief. Honor,
riches, and power were all against the Nuzarriii's. If such a man had suddenly ceased his
* So we render δαιμονίων
\ this place. " Every
animosity and become an advocate of their demon," says Plato, " is a middle being between a god
and
a
mortal.
'
Hence
α
divine.
An ecclesiastical
doctrine, but remained among their enemies,duiinonion is a clergyman, who officiates
as the middle
you might say he wa< not to bo relied on : man between the clerical god und the peop t.
* except I bear, and what 1 hear is proved to
J
be the truth ? And here they are met with' a
dry and vapid disquisition upon the genuineness and authenticity of the New Testament!
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Christianities from which our lsraelitish j be characterized by the continued dispersion
friends are at a loss which to select as the f of Israel.—Isai. xlix, 5.
true! Our advice is, have nothing to do \ 8. That Messiah would be abhorred by his
with any of them, but study the Old and ; o w n nation, and be a servant of its r u l e r s New Testaments for yourselves; they will J jsai x\\x 7
speak the same»
not deceive you. They
They speak
c , . ' T h a ' t Messiah would be a n ^ S berith,
thing. They will seduce you only from \
or covenant; and therefore, from the nature
error and sin. The New Testament doctrine
of the thing, a sacrifice.—Isai. xlix, 8;
is attested by the law and the prophets, for
xlii, 6 ; Gen. xvii, 13 ; xv, 17, 18 ; Zech xi,
whose testimonies all its writers were zealous
10 ; ix, 11 : b rith, "covenant," from n^ia
to imprisonment and death."
) to cut asunder ; to eat.
At the ensuing meeting Dr. de Lara apHaving shown that these items were repeared prepared to show cause why he de- vealed concerning Messiah many centuries
murred to the genuineness and authenticity before the time of Jesus of Nazareth, we
of the New leshiment. He read from a r e i n a r k e d t h a t t h ey had all found their accommanuscript he had prepared for about three plishment in him; and that consequently he
quarters of an hour; but as he had not then was the Messiah. He had indeed failed to
finished, it was agreed that he should have restore the Kingdom again to Israel, and
the rostrum on the following Sunday night Israel was still dispersed; nevertheless, he is
to do so. The reading was substantially a at the right hand of power, and glorious in
more methodical statement in detail of the the sight of him who raised him from the
subject-matter of his speech already noticed. dead. B u t because "the Son of Jehovah's,
After he left the stand, I rose, as no one handmaid,"
(see Ps. lxxxvi, 1 6 ; cxvi
else seemed ready to do so. Nevertheless, I 16,) has " labored in vain, and spent his
remarked
that,
as
I
had
spoken
several
times.
, vi
χ •·ι
ϋ
ιχ·
ι · / strength for nought," as was predicted of him,
and did not wish to force myself upon their < w i l l j j , therefore never accomplish the service
attention, I would resume my seat it any , i n d i c a t e d i n o n l . fifth i t e m ? ft the traditions
other person would proceed
I was, how- j o f t h e h o o h a n d colleges
g of ·' the Denomiever requested to g o o n . I n doing so, J < nations " prophecy
- truth,
- -he never will.
the
showed them from t h e p r o p h e t s —
\ They tell us that Jesus is to come and escort
1. T h a t t h e Messiah's name was t o be <the reembodied elect to trans-solar regions becalled Jehovah, with the adjunct
Tzidkainu, yond the bounds of time and space; and to
^DpHS ίΐίΓΗ
which
is
expressed in reduce the? residue of the world, and the great
Greek by the word ϊη-σονς, Jesus; and in globe itself, to ashes 1 This is the mission of
English by 1 shall be—the Saviour,· which is the Jesus they preach ; a Jesus, styled by
equivalent to " JEHOVAII OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS'' Paul, " another Jesus, whom he had not
— J e r . xxiii., 6. " I, I Jehovah ; and beside « preached "—2 Cor, xi, 4. How can Israel
me there is no Savior.—Isaiah xliii., 2.
honestly receive such a Jesus as that? Only
2. T h a t Messiah was t o be named Jesus \ by
denying
the
off M
Moses and
b d
i
h ttestimonies
t i i
d the
h
while he was in the womb of his mother, ί Prophets, in whom was t h e Spirit of Christ,
r
Isai. xlix, 1.
< A\ e say to Jews, reject the clerical Jesus, the
3. T h a t Jehovah was to give him t h a t \ world-burning destroyer ol ' t h e Law and the
name. Ibidem.
\ Prophets ; and heartily embrace the crucified
4. That ^Messiah was to be Jehovah's ser- son of David's daughter, who came not to
vant.—Isai. xlix, 5 , 6 ; xlii, 1, lii, 1 3 ; destroy, but to fulfil] them. Let him be your
hope ; for he has declared, that he will return,
liii,2, 3-11.
and build again the tabernacle of David, and
5. That the service appointed for Messiah set up its ruins, that it may be as in the days
to do, is the political and moral regeneration of old ; that he will come in power and great
of the twelve tribes of Israel; the transfor- ; glory, and establish the Kingdom he has
mation of Palestine into Paradise; the en- promised to his friends.
lightenment of the nations, and the salvation
Having concluded for the time, the audiof them all from the evils they endure in all
the earth.—Isai. xlix, 5,6,8; xii, 18, 19; ence, as on a former occasion, expressed its
opinion of the argument in what is technili, 3 ; Ezek. xxxvi, 35.
„ rn.
_r . .
,..,.,
ί cally styled " a round of applause "—a roll
6. That Messiah was to fail in the perfor- j o f s 0 U l l ( i bv the feet. This effect sadly
mance of the required service for a time; disturbed the temper of " the challenger.''
but that he would not despair of final success, ξ H e rebuked them sharply for their presumpIsai. xiix, 4.
) tion, and commanded them heuo-iorth to
7. That during the period of failure he ( abstain from all expression of feeling in the
would, nevertheless, be glorious in Jehovah's meetings which were " religious! " The fact
sight; and that the period of failure would ? was, that he could not endure to hear the
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claims of the New Testament Jesus and the \ termed it " a vile insinuation ;" at the same
New Testament Christianity vindicated, and \ time declaring, that he would not condescend
approved, at the expense of A^ndover Divini- \ to have any more to do with such a person,
ty, and of other kindred forms of clerical ! As to the point, he had not deviated from it.
heathenism. Was it not " his meeting ? " \ He had shown by numerous quotations from
Was not he " the challenger ? " Had he not ί Christian writers that there were interpolastudied divinity at Andover ? Had he not tions and errors innumerable, and that
read extracts from Mcjlvaine, which nobody consequently the New .{testament was not
had taken any notice of? Had he not done genuine. Show him that these authorities
all the quarreling with opponents^stigmatiz- were not to.be respected, and that the book
ing, insulting, and apologizing, by turns? was genuine and really written by the men
Did he not try hard to keep speakers to the whose names sanctioned its several parfo and
point, to confine them to seven minutes, to J there would be an end of all dispute. " 1
stave off inconvenient questions ? Had he not j will do it! " cried " the challenger," coming
talked himself dry in this service and in return- 1 forward with self-important air, which auguring men to their scats, and had these onerous | ed greater things than had yet appeared.
labors in behalf of "the true Judaism" \ The mountain labored, expectation rose ; but
elicited the first inkling of applause from the j when he augustly laid his hand upon the
audience ? The contrast was too marked to book, and proclaimed, " I say it is, and that's
be tolerated. When God's testimony was enough," or " 1 say it is genuine, and thereset forth, and its points and conclusions fore it is so! " —the ridiculous little mouse
reasoned out, all was profound attention and was seen : and Dr. De Lara, putting up his
without disturbance, except when we had papers, seized his hat and mantle, and preour coat pulled from behind and the watch cipitately withdrew!
intruded as a hiut to stop ; but when he
This was vexatious. The Jewish gentleman
moved in matters, confusion was pretty sure in brilliants, who offered a house if they would
to result. It was notdifficult, therefore, to dis- convert him, rebuked " the challenger ;" and
cern the cause of his indignation when the himself took the stand, where lie soon got
testimonies and arguments were audibly and into an altercation with him. All " points "
.generally approved.
were lost sight of in the twaddle of the one
His notion about the meeting being " a re- and the impetuosity of the other. A philoligious meeting" was perfectly ridiculous. sophical Jew in the audience below said, the
The meeting was an assembly of " converted ί question had been asked, what was Christi.lews," Protestants, Romanists, unbelieving ! anity ? He wanted to hear that answered ;
•lews, Gentile infidels, and a few Christians of \ and as the first step to it, he considered that
the New Testament faith. Such a crowd it should be shown that Jesus of Nazareth
could practice no acceptable worship in was the Messiah. He would like to hear
common ; for they that worship God must that proved, if it were possible.
worship him in Spirit and in truth ,· for such
" The challenger," remarked that whosoonly doth the Father seek to worship him— ever believed that Jesus was the Christ, and
John iv, 23, 24. Not only were they desti- the Savior of sinners, was a Christian /
tute of the right spirit, but what a strange Therefore, we may respond, all " the devils "
i4
truth " must that be that could have been were Christians ; for they believed the same.
squared to such incompatiblcs in the worship Mark i, 24!
of " him in whom there is no darkness at all!"
After he had delivered himself of this
Alas for Christianity when it falls into the definition, we arose and offered to prove that
hands of such incapables !
Jesus was the Messiah, if the audience wished
On the following Sunday evening Dr. de it ? This seeming to be general, we proLara took the stand again to finish what he ceeded to the platform, were the gentleman
had to say against the genuineness of the in brilliants was still standing. In passing
New Testament. Before advancing in his j by him, he inquired, " what do yon mean by
argument, he occupied himself in recapitu- Jthe Christ ?" We replied, that if he would
lating, by which he of necessity repeated j take his seat, and lend us his ears, we would
some things he had read before : upon this, ! show him. But, before we reached the desk,
n stranger and afterwards " the challenger," >we overheard the unhappy " challenger " call
broke in upon him on the old plea of his j to some one near him " Stop him! Stop
not keeping to the point, An altercation \ him! " But finding this impracticable, he
ensued in which " the challenger " spoke of j would have " absquatulated " to parts unpersons coming there and bringing their J known to the writer, but for the persuasion
friends with them to applaud their speeches ! ^of his better half. Here, then, was a " conDr. de Lara supposing that this was meant ! verted Jew " in wrath and indignation, and
for him, indignantly repelled the charge, and ] seeking to close the mouth of one» who was
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ready, and, as he believed, able to prove the I like unto him (Deut. xviii. 14) to whom
Messiahship of Jesus. " That which you \ they were to hearken ; that the Jehovahspeak," sa}rs he in a letter, u 1 adore and love •;spirit would put his words into his mouth ;
as the truth of Godr' but in public the \and that whosoever would not hearken unto
demeanor declares the opposite. If he adored \ those words, it should be required of him.
our speech as God's truth, why edge on others <He taught that this prophet was to speak in
to close our mouth ? Such an adoration may <the name of Jehovah : that is, he was to be
be very convenient and politic, but it striking- \ the medium through whom the Spirit would
ly lacks the incense of sincerity which over ί discourse to the Hebrew nation ; and that
burns in the censers of the saints.
<} when the spirit should so speak, the spirit
w
u l d
b e th
« I** 8 0 » or manifestation to
But no one attempting to enforce " the \\ ?,
,,
^rroil
wheii he said to Moses
challenger's " demand, we proceeded to show ) ™™™
J w d l h ηe w h o I s l m l 1 bv
—ΓΡΠΚ ΊΕΚ r^K
the etymological and scriptural import of the \
u
phrase " the Christ." We remarked, that it Ehyeli usher ehyeli— This is my name, and
remembrancer)
hi is
i my memorial
i l (or
(
b)
was a Greek word anglicized by the cutting this
off of the last syllable. The Greek before for the Aion, and for -a generation's genmutilation is χριατος, from %ριω, to anoint eration."— Exod. iii, 15. Hence Moses
taught that this prophet should bear " the
to consecrate: hence chnstos signifies anointed. <
A christ is an anointed one. 'All kings and ! £ 1 Ο Ι 7 " o f * h e Spirit, which is " the name "
priests, therefore, who are made such by j * i e proclaimed to Moses—Exod. xxxiii,
χρώμα, or that with which the anointing is j 1 8 ' 1 3 » X x x i v ^ Γ ) - 7 - " t h e a u g U ^ a " d £ 1 ο π ;
Y e l w w a h
o u s
n a m e
performed, are christs. They are, however
**
not therefore Jehovah's christs. They only j Elohaikah, the_ I shall be thy Mighty Ones/'
are his, who are anointed by his appoint- Dcxit. xxviii, ">B.
ment; for his purposes. All others are the
Here, then, the nation was taught to exchrists of the Devil Power, and styled " His
pect the appearance in its midst of a person,
Angels/'
who should be at once an Israelite and the
The cJirism, or anointing matter, may be Eternal Spirit—two beings in combination ;
oil or spirit. The kings and priests of the the Spirit manifested in and through flesh.
houses of David and Aaron, and the prophets Moses also taught that this Spirit-manifestaof the Hebrew nation, were anointed with tion, or Prophet, whom he styles n i ^ B Shiloh
oil, or " an oil of holy ointment." They were, (Gen. xlix, 10) should be a scepter in Jutherefore, all of them, irrespective of moral dah ; and though Judah's seed, yet iu a pecuconsiderations, Jehovah's christs. Abraham, liar sense, " the seed of the Woman "—Gen.
Moses, Joshua, and the prophets, were iii, 15—the destroyer of the serpent-power.
anointed with holy spirit. This was the Moses had such faith in this personage of
chrism which dwelt in them; and is referred whom he wrote (John v, 46) that " h e
to by Peter when he said " the Spirit of refused to be called the son of Pharaolvs
Christ was in them " (1 Epist. i, 11)—the daughter ; choosing rather to suffer evil with
same Spirit that quickened the son of Heli's the people of God (who had the same hope)
daughter when he rose from the dead (1 Epist. t h a u t o have the eujoyment of sin for a season';
in, 18) and styled by Nehemiah in his prayer ) esteeming the reproach of the Christ greater
to Jehovah -thy spirit in thy prophets r ? j w e a i t h t h a n t h e treasures in Egypt.'— Heb.

xi, 24-26.

Christ, or Anointed, ure represented in the;
The prophets are copious in their references
Hebrew by m e t e Meshiach, commonly
ί to this spirit-anointed seed of Abraham.
written Messiah.
«
ι
ι
4
ί Even Balaam the son of Bosor had a glimpse
m
To affirm, then, that A, B, and C, are of him in his regal and military glory. BaJehovahs christs, is to declare that they laam, who was compelled
. . -to· -bless
. · ' Israel
have been anointed with oil or spirit as his against his will, discerned a time in the then
prophets, priests, and kings. To say to A, far-distant future, which he styled ·' the latter
" thou art a christ," might be to declare a days," when he should himself have been
truth; but to say,<; thou art the Christ" implies raised from the dead, that he should " behold
that A is some particular christ, who had him but not nigh." For " a Star,17 said ho,
some where been the subject of special dis- shall come out of Jacob, and a Scepter shall
course.
arise out of Israel, and shall smite the princes
Now this we find to haw» been the case of Moab, and he shall destroy all the sons of
when we read, mark, and inwardly digest Sheth. And Edom shall be a possession.
those ancient writings current under the style Seir also, his enemies, shall be a possession :
of "Moses and the Prophets." Moses and Israel shall do valiantly.
And from
taught that a prophet was to arise in Israel Jacob shall he descend ; and he shall cause
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to destroy the retnuaut from the city."— \ how such a Jew can honestly confess the
;
Numb, xxv, 17.
Messiahship of the character styled Jesus
h
Samuel, David, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel, ; J ^
?<>?*> ^ kings, the clergy, and the
eo
le
«fee, all testify of the Christ, « the pleasant > JPe wPo r a °* e n"t lChristendom.'
An ignorant
Ie
(theme) of Israel's songs » - miST 6 ^ 3 < , .
<*
ignoramus can confess anyt**\tt ntim zemiroth Yismail. Samuel ί thing and not excite our surprise, but not
tells us that he should be Son of God and \ f> an intelligent and honest-hearted Jew.
Sou of David ; that he should bow down, ί He says, and we also say, to the Methodist
beino· chastened by the scepter of men ; but ί 01> other sectarian, you affirm that" God has
thathc should rise up to sit upon the throne \ cast Israel away ; that Jesus has nothing to
of David's kingdom during the Aion subse- \ <\° with them in the future but to punish
quently to David's resurrection; for, «thy ί t h e 1 I 1 \ i n ^ e names of hell for rejecting him,
kingdom," says the spirit, "shall be estab- \ *™\ψ^ hf. ™ 1 only return to the earth to
lished before thu /ace "—η-.3ϊΛ lephunekah, ί withdraw his elect and then to reduce it to
J
. .
„
».:. ,« Λ
ashes m a final conflagration ! " If that be
rt
in thy presence.—2 Sam. vn, 12-16.
: t r U e, then Jesus is not that Christ who ia
David says, in his last words, that the ac-'•styled in Isaiah " Jehovah's servant to raise
complishment of the promises covenanted to I up the tribes of Jacob and to restore the
him concerning the Christ was " all his sal- j desolations of Israel;" a covenant of the
vation and all his desire/' He sings of his ( people to raise up the land and to cause to
crucifixion, resurrection, ascension.conquests, J inherit the desolate estates;" " a Ghrist who
sovereignty, &c, and proclaims the joyful < has no good things for Israel; who is not
sound in spirit-inspired verse. To speak in \ the Repairer of their breaches, and the Redetail would be to quote nearly all that he ^ storer of the paths to dwell in, Isai. Wiii,
has penned. Isaiah, Jehovah's prophet to ) 12, is not the Christ for Israel; neither is
the House of David, describes his kingdom { he the Christ of Moses and the prophets,
and glory in glowing terms—" the joy tut ! nor of the New Testament. The New Tesbefore him," as recompense of suffering and \ tament Jesus is to return hither aud to do
obedience unto death. He styles him the f all that is written concerning Christ which
son of a virgin, who should name him " God } may not have been already fulfilled in him.
with us," ch. vii, 13,14 ; says that he should J Read Acts xv, 13-18, in connection with
be a stone of stumbling and a rock of offence < Amos ix, 11-15, and you will see that the
to both the houses of Israel; a gin and a ; crucified Nazarene is to " return " and set
snare to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, viii, ; up David's kingdom as it was in David's
14 ; that the government of Israel should < time ; and to possess himself of all the enebe on his shoulders, as the mighty God of ; mies of Israel ; and to plant the Jews in
the whole earth and founder of the Aion ) Palestine,
from which they
shall thenceforth
u
7
and reign of peace, ix, 6 ; liv, 5. Jeremiah j be pulled up no more. '
testifies that he shall execute judgment and < B u t i u o u r addresses at this place we
righteousness in Palestine ; and that in his ; c o u l d n o t elaborate sufficiently for waut of
days Judah shall be saved, and Israel shall \t i m e # A u endeavor from behind was tried
dwell safely, xxiii, 5,6 ; xxxiii, 14-18 : and 1t o c u t U 8 s h o r t j b u t i t w a 3 m e t b y a v o i c e
Daniel, that he shall destroy all the powers \f r o m t h e m e e t i n p — " Go on till morning ! "
of the Gentiles, civil and ecclcsiastic;il : and \ W c proceeded till half past nine, and then,
transfer the government of the world Ιο ί o f necessity, ended without finishing as usual,
himself and friends throughout all the oarlh. \ j t w a s gratifying to learn that many were
Now the issue that has been formorl and j deeply interested. After one of our argudebated between Jews and ChristiaiiH dui·- \ ments a Jew came up to us and said, " Why,
ing the past eighteen hundred years is this, \ sir, if all the Jews and infidels couM hear
1$ Jesus of Nazaretk that personage of whom \ you, they would all believe! Why, you
Mos's and the prophets speak, or is somv other ') could convert the universe ! " Alas! thought
individual he ? This question may be af- \ we, how little thouknowest of that universe !
firmed traditionally or Scripturally, and the \ If Jesus andJiis apostles could not convert
opposite. The multitude affirms it tradi-J. Judah, our efforts are as nothing in the
tionally ; a few affirm that Jesus is that per- \ scale. He continued to speak in high terms
son ; because having examined the Christi- j of Jesus, waiving the question of his divinity,
auity of Moses and the prophets, they 11 re ( and condemned in unqualified terms the
convinced that it is germinantly inaugurated \ High Priest and rulers who cdrnpassed his
in Jesus, but not yet fully developed in him. < death. He predicted, however, that we
λ Jew intelligent in Moses and the prophets spoke too much truth for 106 Centre street;
is not content to receive Jesus as the Christ ί and that it would not be long ere our voice
as he is traditionally confessed. We do uot 1 would cease to be heard there. We had no
blame him for this. Indeed we do not gee ί doubt of this, but were determined to in>
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prove the opportunity while Uiere was an \ pression which followed our addresses, and
open door. Even the clergy heard us with ] lie could mean no other person. He knew
interest, for we were informed by the chair- £ that we attended these meetings reluctantly
man that they had said, " They could have ! and at his request, yet when we last rose to
sat all night to hear us."
; speak he had cried out " Stop him ! " and
But this was the very thini? that was > insinuated that we had come there with our
likely to arrest our progress here. There fiends for them to applaud us ! This was
was too much satisfaction in hearing us. It u U ( ' r l y M s e> a n d h e k n e w ^ ; and as he had
was the " challenger's " meeting, and he $ apologized to Dr. de Lara, we demanded
could not endure that the truth should be > t h a t h e should also apologize to us or prove
glorified apart from him. He had driven \ t u e words.
off Dr. de Lara by a speech he hud aimed at \ To this he made no reply. Some fifteen
us. When the doctor rushed out with in- ' minutes after, we inquired if he had no redignation, we called to him to remain, but \ ply to what we had said. He said " He
he either did not hear or heed. λ\Γο wanted > would think of it." " Give him time," said
to say to him, that we were sure the " dial- ί the chairman. " 0, certainly, all the evelenger " did not refer to him in saying that J ning, if he will! "
' persons brought their friends there to ap. j The meeting proceeded, but with iudicaplaud their speeches," but to us. We cau- tions of a new policy. The "challenger
eluded to let the matter pass for that eve- monopolized the platform, acting as chairDing, being unwilling for more precious ; m a n , while " the chairman" stood at the
time to he wasted in complaint and alterca- f melodeon below and read some remarks,
tion, but determined also that the <· dial- This indicated that no one was to be adlenger" should eat his words or prove mitted to the desk as before. It was also
them ; and in default of either, that we announced that if an address or speaking
would withdraw and continue a meeting .were not finished by nine o'clock, the gas
elsewhere, where we should be free from the would be put out; and thirdly, the time
semblance of cooperation with Gentilized was frittered away in trifling till about a
Jews, who say that they are the true Jews, quarter to nine, when, of course, no one
Rev. ii, 9 ; iii, 9 ; that " he is a Christian j w o u l d think of entering upon the diseuswho believes that Jesus is the Christ and j sion of so great a subject in such a niche
the Savior of sinners ; " " that religion can J o f time. This situation of affairs revealed
be got in an instant;'- and that tell sinners I the real character of these meetings for the
to go into their closets and pray for it! / conversion of the Jews. New Testament
They doubtless desired to get quit of us. > Christianity, as the true Judaism, might go
This was too palpable to be mistaken ; and \ to Jericho. Jesus in the midst of twelve
as they seemed to have no taste for Jesus ) baskets of fragments, aud the " challenger "
without the loaves and fishes, the time had > a specimen of a true Jew Gentilized in an
come to withdraw from them.
ί instant of time, the true Judaism. The
During the week the" challenger" carried { baskets are the twelve apostles of the sysa written declarationtoDr.de Lara, .stating {> tern, without which "conversion," we susthat he did not refer to him, and requesting· \ pect, will stagnate in the way.
him to withdraw his expressions at the meet- j Having a presentiment, as it were, that
ing under the erroneous supposition that he ί w e had spoken for the last time in Centre
did. This the doctor did in a letter which, \ street, the brethren in this city hired the
with the " challenger's," was to be read at) hall at 187 Bowery for night meetings. The
the next meeting. We arrived while they } « challenger "' having dismissed the meetincr
were being read. AVehad read the » dial- < without a word of explanation, we could
lenger's" before, so that we lost none of its s p e a k no more there under the ati^ina ho
contents. When he had, finished, we rose had affixed to our motives. We had afforded
and said : That in his letter he had stated him a fair opportunity of declaring that ho
the truth and nothing but the truth ; he did not mean us, or of proving the offence ;
had not, however, stated the whole truth. ) but doing neither, no alternative was left
It was certainly true that he did not mean but to withdraw and leave the concern to
to say that Dr. de Lara had brought his its own inherent sterility and death.
friends there to applaud his speeches. He \
EDITOR.
meant that Dr. Thomas had done this, and \ Λνΰ·. lgoT.
that as he had now finished with Dr. de {
Lara, we adopted Dr. de Lara's words that
it was " a vile insinuation," and we repelled j
it with contempt. His remarks about a ap-)
plause " were occasioned by the public ex-1>
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Paul and the Jailor of Fhilippi. - : priate to the emergency of their case. The
*· The jailor and other untaught Gentiles \ answer of God to them while they were yet
heard, believed, and obeyed the Gospel in speaking was doubtless as astonishing to the
the short time of an hour. Therefore· a cor- prisoners as it was gratifying to Paul and
Silas, and alarming to the jailor. There was
rect understanding- of the Gospel must have suddenly
earthquake, which shook
been obtained by them in that brief space of the prisona togreat
the
foundation,
opened all its
time."'—Proph., Expos., p. 104, 18'35.
doors, and loosed the fetters of all. 'Phis
After Paul and his companions arrived at was therefore not an ordinary earthquake :
Philippi, they abode there certain days. for when did an earthquake; ever loose
Mow long exactly is not stated, but suffi- the chains of malefactors and enemies of
ciently long· to set the whole city in a fer- the gods ? The songs and prayers of
ment with his doctrine. They began their these two Jews to a God unknown to
work in the suburbs with the enlightening· of Macedonians, followed or interrupted by
Lydia and her household. Before Paul met an earthquake, and their liberation from
her she was a worshiper of God, and fre- bonds, was a notable testimony to the
quented a house of prayer on the Sabbath truth of their mission, that ·· the Lord had
day. She was a proselyte to Judaism, and called them to announce the glad tidings
therefore an eligible subject to begin with. to the Macedonians." Suddenly aroused
Paul spoke certain "things" to her which from a sound sleep, (for though the prisoners
she attended to. The things are not par- heard the prayers and songs of tho brethren,
ticularized, but a3 the consequence of faith the jailor did not.) he was seized with panic
in them, she and her household were when he found that all the doors of the
stronghold were open. The darkness of the
baptized.
What Paul had done in Philippi had now place concealed the prisoners from view.
become notorious ; and to make it more so. We are not told what he said, but what he
he was beset for " many days " by a damsel was about to do, and the reason of it. If
possessed of a Pythonic spirit, who brought he had not uttered his fears and intention,
her masters much gain by soothsaying. She he^vould have killed himself before any one
directed public attention to him by proclaim- would have thought of giving him assurance
ing that he and his companions were the that all his prisoners were there. His utterservants of the Most High God, who taught ances showed that he supposed they had esthe way of salvation. Paul was grieved at caped ; a result that would have been visitthis, as it tended to identify him with the ed upon him with death, as in the case of
disreputable, who gloried in their shame. the jailors who were executed by Herod on
He therefore commanded the departure of Peter's escape from their custody. Death,
the spirit from the girl in the name of Jesus then, was a certainty ; and to save himself
Christ. And it came out forthwith. But from the ignominy of a public execution, he
though relieved of her annoyance, the indig- determined to inflict punishment upon himnation of her masters fell upon him, because self as the less evil of the two." He had
they could no longer make profit of her. drawn his sword, and was about to sheathe
They therefore arrested Paul and Silas, and it in hisi; own carcass, when Paul cried out
look them before the magistrates, to whose aloud, Do thyself no harm ; for we are all
establishment the jailor belonged. The ac- here ! " Hearing this, he called for a light,
cusation preferred against them was, that and trembling with the terror of the hour,
" being Jews, they exceedingly troubled the he bounded into the presence of Paul and
city, and taught precepts which were not Silas, and fell down before them. The man's
lawful for Philippians to receive and prac- mind must have been highly excited, just
tice, being Romans." This stirred up the awaked out of a sleep and therefore not
mob against them, and caused them to be quite master of himself; a building over his
beaten, and delivered over to the jailor, who head shaking to its foundations; its doors
thrust them into the inner prison, and made open and the prisoners probably fled ; his
responsibility under pain of public execution;
their feet fast in the stocks.
the ruin of his household ; the state of mind
At midnight the attention of the prison peculiar to a suicide ; and all these terrors
inmates was drawn to Paul and Silas, who ' heightened by the darkness of midnight,
prayed aud pang". This was not done in a which to the terrified imagination of a palow tone: for. it is written, that " the gan, was full of demons and alarms ; all
prisoners heard them." They prayed and these things considered, will enable the rea-aug the truth ; but what they said is Dot der easily to discern the import of the idolarieterminable "by
the prayers and songs of trous jailor's question. >; S•'.·*%·, what mu&i I
• disciples " or 4i pastors " among us. It was do tJiat L may be saved ?''
no doubt instructive to the hearers as
But. whatever may have been his peculiar
well as edifying to themselves and appro-
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meaning, Paul and Silas replied to his ques- > ment is life everlasting : whatsoever, theretion in their own sense of it. Instead of fore, I speak, even as the Father says to me,
giving him advice as to how he should pro- \ so I speak." * Hence the words of Jesus
ceed in securing the liberated prisoners and I are " the words of eternal life."
so escape the consequences he apprehended • i n these words of the Lord concerning the
(for it would be no easy matter for one man <w o r i \ ] i e preached, we learn that a man is
to put fetters upon a number by lamp-light, j condemnable on two counts; first, for rewith all the prison doors open ; if they were I jecting him as the anointed Son'and Apostle
all there, when they found how things were, j o f God, whom he has ordained to rule Israel
they would not be likely to remain long)—5 a n ( i the Nations in righteousness; and
Paul and Silas directed his attention to a j Secondly, for not receiving THE WORD HK
salvation of a higher and more important j POACHED UEFORK HE WAS CRUCIFIED, which
character. " Believe on the Lord Jesus the j his witnesses testify he styled, " the Kingdom
Anointed," said they, " and thou shalt be j o f God," - the glad tidings of the Kingdom
saved, thou and thy house ;" and it is added, o f God/' " the AVord of the Kingdom,"
" They spake to him the word of the Lord, a n a oftentimes simply " the glad tidings," or
and to all that were in his house."
- i n Saxon English, " the Gospel." A man
Now in this testimony it will be perceived | is condemnable on either, or both of these
that the exhortation was first given to be- ( counts. If he do not reject the personal
lieve ; aud then the subject-matter for faith claims of Jesus to an equality with God in
was presented. Hence, for these idol-wor- saying that he is Son of God ; yet if he do
shipurs to bluve, on the Lord Jesus Christ not receive the AVord of the Kingdom he
was to beluvs the word of the Lord Paul and Ϊ preached, " he shall be condemned." So also
Silas spak*. The word they spoke is styled ! on the other hand, if he receive " the Word
the Lord's word, because God sent it by the \ of the Kingdom," but deny the Lord Jesus
Lord Jesus to the childrm of lsra-l f* BO that (as the Jews did) saying that he is not the
it is both " t h e word of G o d " and " the Anointed of Jehovah ; and consequently, if
word of the Lord," or " the doctrine of not, is not the person promised in Isaiah, ix,
the Lord," i. e. " the faith," " the word \ 6, 7, and covenanted to David 1 Chron. xvii,
of this salvation sent to the children of 11-14—"he shall be condemned or judged
the stock of Abraham." The pagans of in the hist day." The truth is that salvation
the prison were invited to believe on the is promised onlif to those who accept Jesus and
Lord Jesus in believing his teaching which believe his words. I t is utterly unseriptura!
he had sent to them by Paul and Silas. to suppose that a man has " the faith," who
There was no such thing in those days re- affirms that Jesus is the Son of God, but is
cog n'zed as believing on the Lord Jesus ignorant, or infidel, of the glad tidings of his
where his teaching was not known, or not kingdom and glory. The teaching of the
believed. Believing that Jesus is God's Son, Lord and his Apostles made no such believers
and Apostle, benefited no one, but rather as these. They " opened the eyes of the
aggravated their guilt, who did not receive people, and turned them from darkness to
his words. The demons believed that he ! light, and the power of Satan to God," first;
was the anointed son of God, and trembled ; j and then baptized them in water for " forbut that did not make them saints ; and so giveness of sins and inheritance among the
did the centurion who superintended his sanctified," who were *· rich in faith " and
crucifixion ; but that did not make him a ] "heirsof the promised kingdom."
Christian. The Lord's word that Paul spake j
When, therefore, Luke says, that Paul
to the idolators of the jail was the glad and Sila3 spake to the pagan jailor the word
tidings of the kingdom that Jesus said should of the Lord, and to all that were in his
be auuounced in all the habitable for a \ house, it is equivalent to his saying, that
teaching to all the nations thereof;* and > they spake to them the glad tidings of the
concerning which word he has emphatically | kingdom and glory of God. They were sent
said, " He that rejeeteth me, and rcceiveth \ to Macedonia for this purpose, as we have
not mij w»rd$, hath that which judgeth him : \ seen ; namely, to invite the idolators to his
T H E AVORD T H A T I H A V E SPO- kingdom and glory; so that when they
K E N , THE SAME SHALL JLDGE iiiM iK the \ spoke to the jailor aud his house they were
last day. For I have not spoken of myself; \ trying to persuade them to become " heirs"
but the Father who 'sent me gave me com- \ thereof with eternal life. This is incontromaudinent what I should say and what I \ vertible, and no sophistry can make it othershould speak: and I know that hie coininand- \ ^
~
;
i
~
j
*Acta x, 36, 37. Acts xiii, 5, 7, 8,12, 26, 82, 44,4C, )
-13 liefer to these texts.
'
• Wat, xxlv. 14; xxvlii. 19, 20. .

* John xil. 4S-50.
Luke iv. 48.
Mat iv 28.
Mat. xiii. 19.
Mark xvi. 16,16.
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wise. Paul's discourse would come to those <spoke to the jailor were now repeated to
that heard him as the word of him who shook \ such a one the time would not suffice for
the prison and loosed the prisoners. He | the work. And for what reason ? Because
pronounced against idolatry, and they obey- j first, men are too pious in their own conceit
ed his voice in turning from their idols. This to be saved by the truth ; because secondly,
was " repentance towards God," which did nottheir hearts are uusubdued to the authority
require long to effect. He announced his of Scripture ; because thirdly, they have a
purpose of setting up a kingdom in Israel's natural repulsion to obedience; because
land which should rule all nations righteous- fourthly, they are educationally perverted ;
ly ; he declared that he had ordained a because fifthly, God does not confirm the
certain Jew, named Jesus, who was his Son word spoken by men now as he did Paul's;
whom he had begotten from among the dead, and because sixthly, it would be interpreted
to sit on his throne of the dominion ; whom " spiritually," and be condemned as " ultra"
he would send from the heavens to establish and " too exclusive." The events of the
it; and they believed it. This was believing " many days " preceding Paul's imprisonment
God and having faith in the Lord Jesus as were not unknown to the jailor and his
his Anointed King. He then invited them house ; for the city was exceedingly troubled.
to become his sons, that with Jesus their It would be strange, indeed, if they had been
Elder Brother, he might give them all things living in the heart of such a city, and conpertaining to the kingdom and glory. They tinued ignorant of what had become a comaccepted the invitation, and " were baptized, mon talk with the multitude. The " new
doctrine '* was as much a matter of inquiry
he and all his, straightway."
at Philippi as at Athens ; and the gossip of
Luke does not say that " the jailor and the city created by it predisposed men's
other untaught Gentiles heard, believed, and minds to an investigation favorable to the
obeyed the Gospel in the short time of an
hour;" but that '· the jailor took Paul and reception of the word.
Such was the Gospel and the circumstances
Silas the same hour of the night and washed
their stripes ; and was baptized, he and all attending its introduction into Macedonia
his, straightway." Washing the stripes and by Paul and Silas. The people were blind,
baptism occupied the hour, not the teaching, in darkness, and uuder the power of Satan.
if by " hour " is to be understood a space of They knew nothing about God, or Christiasixty minutes. The word ώρα, hora, render- nity ; and there was no sectarianism among
ed " hour*' in this text, signifies time, season, them to pervert their minds concerning it;
as well as the twelfth part of an artificial day, which was an advantage that unhappily
or of the time that the sun is above the society is destitute of in this age of the
horizon. The text does not limit us to this world. They believed in thirty thousand
twelfth part of a Jewish, or to the twenty- deities, to be propitiated by sacrifices; in
fourth part of a Gentile, day. The events heaven among the stars ; and in the physical
of the night covered the interval from mid- immortality of the spirit within them. The
night to day ; for the earthquake occurred experience of eighteen hundred years has
at midnight, and the order for Silas and proved that men cannot be exorcised of these
Paul's release arrived " when it was day." " vain imaginations," which constitute " the
Several of our sixty-minute periods are in- wisdom of the world," by scripture and
«•lude;} in this interval, which were doubtless reason •· in the short time of an hour." The
all occupied in the business of the night. word of the Lord taught by inspired men,
It does not say how long they were engaged and confirmed to the hearer by the attestain speaking the word of the Lord to these tion of God in signs and worders, and divers
pagans. It was, however, long enough to miracles, and gifts of the Holjr Spirit, acplant in their hearts love for Paul and Silas, cording to his will, * can do it; but even
and a joyous belief in God. as well as in the that powerful agency is inefficient to subdue
Lord Jesus ; for having washed their stripes, the incredulity and perverseness of the mulaiid brought them into his house, he set meat titude ; so that after all said and done in the
l»«»forc them, and rejoiced, believing in God work of calling the many, only few are
with all his house. Thus they renounced chosen to salvation on account of holiness of
idolatry, and became saints.
spirit, and belief in the truth—εν άγιασμω
an(

πν^ματος, teat πιστει αληύειας f —

i

Hut because these results wore accom- without this " no man can see the Lord."
plished between midnight and day, doth any
In its relation to the truth the world is
one in this century imagine he could turn an
isolator into a Christian in an hour ? Nay, now in worse condition than in the days of
«ould ho in that time bring one who says that Paul. A large section of it most complain Hob. ii. 4.
•k\sus is Son of God, to the obedience God
prescribes? If the very words that Paul
t 2 These, ii. 13 ; Mat. viU 18, 14; xx. 10.
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cently styles itself " Christendom," or the J fluence is. as he said it would be, that of " a
Dominion of Christ, in the sense of his ac- j strong delusion." His words are " Because
tually reigning over it; the Pope and all \ they receive not the love of the truth for their
orders of clergy, Romish and Protestant, j salvation : God shall permit a power of
being the saints who reign with him ! ! ! It \ imposture to go to them unto their giving
is a principle universally confessed by the \ credit to a lie ; that they all might be consupporters of this system of abomination, J> deuincd who believe not the truth.'' The power
that Jesus is the Son of God, died for sins, of this imposture which pervades " Christenwas buried, rose again from the dead, and now dom " is enormous ; and reigns in all names,
sits at the right hand of God. This they call denominations, sects, and parties. Tt is ·' the
the Gospel, and themselves therefore believers ; spirit that now worketh in the children of
of i t ! They " believe " it, because they so j disobedience,"' who substitute sacrifice and
happened to be led. Had they been born in / the fat of rams for obeying the voice of the
Turkey under Mohammedan influences, they ( Lord.* There is nothing to antagonize this
would have been IJlemas and Dervishes, and ) power but the divisions Of its own imposhave confessed " there is one God, and Ma- ί ture; but for this divisison of the house
hornet is his prophet! " For they attain to i against itself, the Herald of the Kingdom
the belief of what they call Gospel by edu- would be silenced in death. But it lives.
cational constraint. This " Gospel," mantled and while God permits it to live, if it stand
over with the phrenological afflations of alone till the Lord come, it will contend
veneration and conscientiousness, called against this power wherever it appear.
" piety," is obeyed in the heart when the cloak
Such are the two worlds, and the powers
of their fleshly piety is thrown over their
profession. According to their theological that possess them in absolute dominion.
jargon, they then " experience conversion," The Roman idolatry, or "power of Satan,"
are " born again," « regenerated," or have \ c h a i n ? d l h e w o r l d o f , ! ! a t l o n s l o w h l d l l h o
« got religion! " This theological « obedience" \ apostles were sent; while the " power oj miis common to « the Mother of Harlots." her \ 'posture; or a spurious Christianity, hoodDaughters, and to « all the abominations of ? w I n . k s and binds modern society in its thrall,
the earth," that have exhaled from their cor- ) " Ί,1ι° t r u t h ' f a t e d > and enforced by Bible
ruption. If they have been sprinkled in ί ^stnnony and reason, is all that can be
h pi i f
h y
it
b d ip
!)
ί bought against it, in a Lible-neglectiug untheir infancy these penitent obedients (!) are ί
*' a ! l d P^verse generation.
lhe
admitted to "the enchant"
by episcopal ί

Jil

i ^

j

y

sprinkled and crowed, this ceremony is added. a n d P r ? v e s
}
,
?p
Others who obey in the heart prefer to \ d l G u c e
sanctified bv Christendom are not
obtain access to « the sacrament " by being the word spoken by Josus, nor the obedience,
a r n
(n
dipped
\ fW*
fW
. J t ee t h e m m * h e l a s l
dipped in
in water
water ;; others
others eat
eat the
the sacrament
sacrament ίί ^
^
\°
\ \.J"<te
v
t ; ; m n o t
c o n l u t e
v
t ; ; m n o t
c o n l u t e
in the heart, and are baptized in the heart, )) dd aa yy 55 aa nn dd tt hh oo uu ^^ hh tt hh S.
Λ11'
S
Λ
without material bread or water at a l l ! ! All U}W c r J ' o u l W l i n s t , J l ov " m s a y i n ^ t h l s
these, though filled with zeal, oftentimes of ί t h o u condemnest us also ! '
a very ardent type, against each other, have < The preaching sanctified by Christendom
of late years tacitly compromised their en- aims at a different result from Paul's. It
mities upon the understanding, that they are j aims to induce educational believers in " the
all Christians ; and their churches useful di- j Apostles' Creed," as it is called, to become
visions of the great Christian church, or j « pious " and join in a church that at death
Body of Christ—in what they deem essen- < they may escape hell-fire, and go to heaven ;
tials, one; in " non-essentials," liberty. This j while Paul's was to turn men from idols to
they think is a very line and holy state of the God of Israel, to belief of his promises,
things; and highly approved, of God! All to faith in Jesus, to baptism in his name,
admitting the Christianity of each provided and to wait for him from the heavens, in the
none call in question their neighbor's ! And j hope of then attaining to the resurrection of
thus they wrap it up ; and Christ, who is life, and a share in his kingdom and glory, as
'· the truth," is crucified as pestilent!
the reward for holiness of spirit and belief of
Such is Christendom, British, Continental, the truth from the heart obeyed. What a
and American; a rnagnitudinous APOSTASY godlike difference! The on<\ men* foolishFROM THK FAITH. Paul foretold its develop- ness, the other, the wisdom und pozzer of
It is the foolishness the ( Vims believe
ment from " the Mystery of Iniquity " secretly God.
u
working in his day, in his teaching at Thessa- as disciples " before they are dipped ; and
lonica. It is a monument to his inspiration \
until the Lord come to destroy it. Its in- '
*Sam. xv. 22.
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preach as " pastors " when theologically im- > should have been " disciples," and " pastors,"
/ and " guides of the blind, lights of them which
bued.
It was the wisdom and power of God, and < are in darkness, instructors of the foolish,
not the foolishness, that was preached to j and teachers of babes," for thirty years,
the Macedonians. Had the foolishness been < (Rom. ii, 19,) and have yet " need that one
preached to them, it would probably have \ teach them what be the elements of the berun like wildfire; because foolishness is more ginning of the oracles of God," (Heb. v, 11congenial to the human mind, than the wis- 14.) This is mortifying and intolerable to
dom of God; and assimilates closely to -the pride of Christendom. Paul himself
paganism in its hope. If the idolators would would be rejected if he came to them with
have said they believed in one God, and that the glad tidings that so exceedingly troubled
Jesus was his Son, they would have bap- Philippi. They wrould tell him, that his
tized them, and taught them their peculiari- teaching was " an iron bedstead," and " poorties after. They would not have troubled ly adapted to the liberal spirit of the gospel,"
their minds about Jewish matters, and the being " new and diverse from the sentiments
kingdom, and the covenants, and the prom- \ of ail Christendom." The liberal spirit of
ises. Certainly not; these are only for | the gospel 1! As if Paul's gospel were the
graduates in the truth; profound and re- \ gospel of modern liberalism ! The spirit of
condite affairs, patent only to Eleusinian his gospel was liberal indeed ; for it offered
doctors!! It is easy to convert men to men, without money and without price, an
foolishness, as every " revival " and camp everlasting kingdom with inexaustible riches,
meeting prove ; and in a very short time \ unlimited power, divine honors? and eternal
too; yea, in less than the twenty-fourth life and glory. This was a gospel of a libpart of a day. But it is not so with re- eral spirit; and offered man a covenantspect to the wisdom of God in the absence right to all these good things upon the easy
of his attestation by miracle and sign. It conditions of believing the exceeding grefct
requires much testimony and close reasoning and precious promises of God, faith in Jesus,
to cast out the demons of foolishness, that and baptism in his name; but our impartial
the truth may find an entrance. You have readers of the Bible for thirty years are disto convince Christians in their own conceit, pleased with it; because it does not grant
that they are not Christians in the judge- this right to their Christendom
ment of Scripture. This was a difficulty <
terms ! Their gospels are more liberal;
the apostles had not to contend with. They jJ own
for they offer the babes they teach rights
had no spurious, or counterfeit gospels to j without
to faith in the promises at
combat in Macedonia ; for there were then all! Yeregard
natural
borns of Christendom,
but " one faith, one baptism, and one hope educationally credulous
of its dogmas, only
of the calling," and these were set forth in 1i be
and your gaseous immortalities
their preaching alone. They had but to i shallpious,
" have the stars " in spirit-land ! This
state them endorsed by the attestation of is a liberal
spirited gospel truly ! Nay, it
God ; and they were received with a faith is more liberal
than even this, for it gives
that rested upon his power, and not upon i rights to glory amoug
stars to infants of
the word, wisdom, or persuasive eloquence the flesh without faith, the
or hope, or thought,
of men. Thus, their work was compara- ) or any thing, but the instincts
betively short ami easy, where the truth they ) ing! And shall they glorify themof intheir
heaven,
stated fell into honest and good hearts. But ] and send *' the pious" to eternal flames;
or
it is not so now. In our experience we have
them no interest in the future world,
met with men of sincere and good intentions, j| give
they did not believe in the Kingdom
the Crito family for instance, '' who have } because
and the things pertaining to it, which Paul
read the Bible lor thirty years with as much \ preached
to the Macedonians?" "Perish
impartiality as any man living, but for the
thought!" say they. Away with such
life of them they cannot see " what was \) "the
a system of theological ultraism ! " '· The
visible to any novice in the days of Paul,
is extreme, and utterly untenable
that for dipptng in water to be the " One \\ ground
explored in the light of tacts and apoBaptism," the subject thereof must be en- S when
stolic precedent!" These ''sentiments of
lightened by the " one faith," or1 dipping can-i all
" are sacred in the eyes of
not be ''the obedience of faith/
They are Christendom
liberalism, which is pious disbelief' of
filled with zeal against this self-evident pro- j! pious
God's promises unpalatable to the thinking
position, not because they can shew the con- \ all
the flesh. Pious liberalism and pious
trary, but because it pulverizes their foun- ! of'
bigotry are the two extremes of Chnstendation, makes them " naked," and exposes j dom,
which, though tierce antagonists, meet
them to " shame ; " for the pride of opinion ) in sweet
accord upon this common ground.
is so strong and inflexible even in the well- ! Their pieties
mere exhalations of the
disposed, that they cannot endure that they ' flesh, which joinareheart
and soul in justifying
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themselves upon principles which, though
;
' highly esteemed among men, are abomination in the sight of God " (Luke xvi, 15 ;
Gal. i, 10.)
We conclude, then," in the light of the facts
and apostolic precedent " shining forth from
Philippi and Thessalonica, that men were
enlightened in " the things of the kingdom
of God, and name of Jesus Christ," by Paul's
preaching before they were baptized ; we
know from an understanding of " the sentiments of all Christendom," that the pious
are not so enlightened, even though they
may have been readers of the Bible for
thirty years, and may profess that the Bible
is their religion and only creed: we conclude, therefore*, that they ought to be so
enlightened before they are immersed; and
that in default of the same, their immersion is
not " obeying the truth," " the obedience of faith," nor the " one baptism ;"
and that consequently, they have acquired no covenant right to the kingdom
and glory of God. All of which is benevolently and respectfully submitted to our wellbeloved friends in all the world, in hope that
they will candidly look into the things
written, without burdening their troubled
spirits with affairs in this city which don't
concern them; or with the motives and
" infallibility " of the writer, to which he
lays no claim. The truth of the matter need
be our sole concern.

but his comprehension of it and self-denial
of ·· ungodliness and worldly lusts " are a
pungent rebuke of many by whose conduct
the truth is crucified in the house of its professed friends. To such the Spirit saith, " I
know thy works, that thou hast a name that
thou livest, but art dead. Be watchful and
strengthen the things which remain, that are
ready to die, for I have not found ihy works
perfect before God. Remember, therefore,
how thou hast received and heard, and hold
fast, and repent. .If, iherefore, thou wilt not
watch, 1 will come on thee as a thief, and
thou shalt not know what hour I will come
upon thee."—Rev. iii. 1-3. We grieve over
the conduct of such, but how to remedy it
is the difficulty. If they will not heed the
words of the spirit, is it conceivable that
they will attend to us ? Oh, that the Lord
would come and vindicate his truth ! Amen.
—Ed

HOT.
THE LETTER.

'* Dear Bro. Anderson: I thank you very
sincerely for your kind communication. J
have read your letters again and again, and
find no language adequate to express how
much pleasure they have given me. They
are sweet to the taste of the inner, the hidden, the intellectual man. They regale the
mind with beautiful representations of that
wonderful day immediately impending, and
which * is big with the ' destiny of the whole
race of man ; the glorious day in which ' all
Sept. 1, 1855.
EDITOR.
kings shall fall down before him' who is * the
man of God's right hand, the son of man
5 l n a U c t a < £ p i s t ο I a r i a . whom Jehovah has made strong for himself.'
; The day in the which God will judge the na...
_ (1 tions righteously, by Jesus the Christ, and
Food for Profitable Thinking.
;! the kingdoms of the earth shall sing unto
BY WILLIAM PASSMOKE, M.D.
)! God; and God shall save Zion, making it
THE following letter was written to our jι beautiful in the eyes of all nations, and shall
self-denying, exemplary, and earnest brother, J build the cities of Judah, and his son shall
Albert Anderson of Caroline Co., Virginia, i reign for ever ; and ' all nations shall serve
who, in forwarding it to us for publication, ] him,' and all God's works shall praise him.
says, " Possibly the love I cherish for the •;and * all nations' shall join with his saints,
writer may, to some extent, disqualify me in ] and call him blessed. Then * the Lord shall
judging of his productions, but I think his ha- i re/'oice in his works,1 because they shall praise
t(Ts very profitable to me, and they may be ! him and call him blessed. Oh ! glorious day
so to others. You can judge better of .this ;) of happiness! when wilt thou unfold thy
than I, on account of the circumstances of I tranquilizing energies upon our fallen and
our relations to him." We insert the letter ] disordered race, promoting peace on earth
with much pleasure. It shows that he is J and good will among men ? Never until the
not satisfied with simply believing the gos- <Man at God's right hand returns anil restort s
pel of the kingdom, ami being immersed, Jall things; not until ' he shall have dothat his past offences might bo pardoned, but { minon from sea to sea, and from the fiver
that he is diligent also to acquire " glory, >to the ends of the earth ;' when he shall
honor, incorruptibility and life," in the speak peace to the nations, and destrov
Aionian Kingdom of Jehovah and of his \ * the people who delight in war.' Not until
Anointed, or Christ, by increasing in know- the glory of Jehovah shall cover the earth,
the; saints shall have received their
ledge and faith, as evinced in devotion to j and
4
heavenly things. Brother Passmore's " obedi- j eternal weight of glory.' Then, and net
to the faith " is compnrativelv recent, ' before, will 'tranquillity and onUr'bo re-
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stored among * the bewildered race of 5 " The greatness and achievements of such
Adam.' How powerfully calculated are men as Johnson, Chatham, Burke, Newton,
such ideas and energizing impressions to ex- < &c, the most impassioned and beautiful
pand the range of mental vision, enlarge the ί productions of the poets ; the masculine vigor
bounds of thought, and bring the intellect to j of Dryden, the wit of Congreve, the pathos
the investigation of the great problems of \ of Otway, the glowing inspiration of Shakstime as well as eternity. And, Ο! how \ peare, the Roman Empire of Gibbon, the
much are they intensified when we consider \ essays of Bacon, the Elia of Lamb, the
that they compose the pabulum of our eter- \ Spectator and Tattler of Addisou and Steele,
nal existence! They develop, to use the ) the Rome of Arnold, the Notes on Books,
glowing language of Lamartine, * that grand ί Friends in Council, the Statesman of Tayand inward improvement of the thought, by i lor, the Elpis Israel and Anatolia of Dr.
the exercise of thought itself.' Now all < Thomas, in which thoughts and suggestions
things in the universe are the products of <; of thoughts move in such solid phalanx, that
thought, the offspring of eternal mind, the ί every line is a study; all, all were the products
earth on which we dwell, the entire solar < of thought.
system, the universe of wonders. The new
« Letter-writing is the telegraphic medium
creature is the product of thought; we are by which mind is immediately connected
made the image of God by knowledge. This } w i t h m ind ; the medium through which inkuowledge, which professes the wonderful telligeuce and emotion, love and truth, friendpower of moulding the views and feelings of ship and sympathy are conducted, as sooththe man, destroying all old things, and pro ing zephyrs to the mind. Many able men
ducing a new creature, with all things new, < a r e coming to our standard, contending for
is the truth as it is in Jesus. This powerful f that which has been so long inscribed theresystem Jesus came into our world to estab- j o n > j n blazing capitals,
lish, as it is written,' for this cause came i
.
r.
1 into the world, that I should bear witness ofa n·c e " ' Pb l s SCar hO sΛs i e wa s o f t h e Promised lnhentthe Truth: Because he confirmed it by the
>' Y
>
preacher among the
attestations of heaven, it is emphatically \ Methodists, is a charming production. In
styled, 'the Truth in him.' This truth ;,} advocating the literal interpretation, he says,
' the promise confirmed to Isaac for a law ,·' i ' proceeding upon this rule (and who will
'written upon the hearts of those who under- \ presume to pronounce it either unsound or
stand righteousness.' It supersedes the law f unsafe?) I found it impossible to reconcile
of Moses,'being the substance; not, how- \ t ho en popular
doctrine with the voice ofprophecy
ever, by destroying, but by fulfilling it. They > t h o subjects of which I have discussed,
who are'of the truth' have been « redeem- } T h e s e « u b J e c t s a r e > the-new dispensation,
ed from the curse of the law.' Therefore. \ t h e ffto"°us parousia, the first resurrection,
Jesus says, « Every one who is of the truth \ t h e millennial kingdom, the day of judgment,
hears my voice.' This system, styled, ' the \ &c-> <^·> a 1 1 w h l c h (1° l l 0 t a - r e e W l t h . t h e
truth in Jesus,' is not shrouded in incoinpre- \ popular doctrine, when viewed in the light
hensiveness, but is the * strong meat belong- ί °f prophecy.
ing to them who are full of age, even those ί " I ugree with vou, dear brother, in thinkwho, by reason of use, have their faculties ex- '( ing it an unspeakable privilege to be per·
erased to discern' the elements of which it is « mi t ted to meditate on the Word of God ;
composed. They are ' not children in under- j but, alas, alas ! how few, even among those
standing but in malice'
only. They have J who have professed to have become ' new
been 'made free' by 4 the truth,' and shall, ί creatures in Christ-,' think and act as if they
therefore, remain * in the house ' with ' the ί deemed it such. Christians, indeed, ' look
son forever.' The complicated and beantiful\ not at the things which are seen,' that is,
structure, 'fearfully and wonderfully made. <*earthly things;' forgetting such, they are
once exhibited the image of God, and had \ seen ' reaching forth unto those things which
dominion ; it again can have that image re- <l are before,' ' denying ' themselves of all
stamped upon it, by receiving the truth, and \ worldly lusts,' they live soberly, righteousbecoming obedient to law. Weariug this ί ly and godly in this present world, looking
*
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Jehovah, tho plurality of worlds, the sublimi- \ his kiugdora, chauge our vile body, and
ties of creation, the earth filled with riches, < fashion it like unto his own glorious" body,
the mysteries of life, the beauties of the uui- ί All who have this hope purity themselves,
verse, but manifestations, vast exhibitions of \ even as Christ is pure. They are diligent
the eternal mind, whose conception gave \ in every good word and work. Diligence,
birth to them all ?
-it has "been well said, is the philosopher's
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stone, that turns everything· to gold. By
1
diligence' alone our culling and election are
eecured. * What a lesson,' then,' the word
diligence contains! How profitable it is
for every one of us to be reminded, as we
are reminded when we make ourselves aware
of its derivation from diligo (to love). The
only secret of true industry in our work, is
love of that work!'

one ?' This certainly would be very strange,
if he means by 4 worldly kingdom of God,' the
kingdom which God once had upon the
earth, namely, the kingdom of Israel, under
the Mosaic constitution. The kingdom to
supersede this is the one of which Jesua is
the king, to be * set up by the God of
heaven, comprehending all nations, and
languages, and peoples, and tongues, under
the whole heaven, and is an everlasting
kingdom. Now if this were succeeded by
the Mosaic kingdom, the divine dispensation
would be going back instead of advancing,
but he does not use the word 4 spiritual' iii'
this sense, but in the sense of invisibleness,
4
refined from ext-ernal things.' H e understands by spiritual kingdom, the church and
Jesus reigning over it in the heavens. Now
I cannot see, if we take this view of the subject—which is utterly inconsistent with the
Scriptures—that the dispensation would be
going back instead of advancing, if Jesue
were to come and reign on the earth ; his
location only would be changed. But if he
were to come and immortalize the saints,
introduce his law among all nations, and
they have his name called upon; and1 in
their midst is seen * the sapphire-colored
throne and Him that sits thereon,' with'the
crown of all the earth, the earth decorated
with garlands of imperishable verdure and
beauty. This, I think, Whately himself
would be compelled to admit, is advancing
rather than going back.

*' I have been reading ' Wluitely's Future
State.' In lecture 7th, on the restoration
of the Jews, and the millennium, he says,
' Christ coming in bodily person upon earth,
recalling the Jews after the flesh to Judea,
rebuilding Jerusalem, and there reigning in
worldly (he should have said heavenly and
visible) splendor, with his saints
. . . .
there is no ground for expecting.' Again,
he says,' Nothing can be more at variance
with this (that is, the general tenor of the
Scriptures) than a literal reign of Christ in
bodily person for a thousand years at Jerusalem, a literal restoration of the Jews to
their country, and all the other circumstances
of a literal and carnal (he should rather have
said spiritual) Millennium." The angels said,
4
this same Jesus . . . shall so * come*
in like manner," for God will * send Jesus
whom the heavens must receive until the
times of the restitution of all things.' The
' diadem ' aud ' crown ' taken from ' the profane and wicked prince' of Israel, will be
given him whose ' right it is ' to reign. These
are the words of Him who ' cannot deny himself,' and who says, * the Scripture cannot
" God's kingdom of old was a kingdom of
be broken.' Having received ' the throne of this world, but Christ's kingdom is not of this
his father David, he shall reign over the world ;' * and surely,' he continues, * it would
house of Jacob for ever.' ' All kings shall be going back to the carnal dispensation
fall down before him, all nations shall serve (which the Gospel set aside) to look for the
him.' Have these Scriptures been fulfilled ? establishment of a splendid aud prosperous
No, verily. « His own received him not.' earthly kingdom at Jerusalem for the saints,
They would acknowledge ' no king but for whom ' some better thing has been proCaesar.' ' The world knew him not.' This vided ' (Heb. ii, 40).
The kingdom of
was his condition who, in the time appointed, Christ is not of this world, but heaven, both
1
shall be king over all the earth.' He was ( in its principles and origin. Christ was not
1
despised and rejected of men,' who ' shall j of the earth, but above, still his mission was
judge among many people, and rebuke strong on the earth, and on the earth he again must
nations afar οίΓ,' when he shall reign in Ziou, come to reign. Jesus said, ' New is my
his chosen habitation. ' I will bring Israel kingdom, not from hence.' Instead ol its
again to his habitation, aud he shall feed on being of this world, it was of the heavens—
Carmel and Bashan, aud his soul shall be 4 the kingdom of heaven.'
satisfied upon Mount Ephraim and Gilead.'
" The quotation from Heb. xi, 40 does not
Then ' Judah shall dwell for ever, and Jerusalem, as the throne of the Lord, from teach, as Whately would have us believe,
generation to generation.' All, all of which that they who have ibrmed a good character
' is to be interpreted spiritually,' that ie, by faith, because they have not received the
according to the principle which resolves proniise,therefore never wili,but the contrary,
everytbirig into mystic vaguery ! !
that they, as well as we, shall receive it togo
ther, namely, at the time when all are ' made
" ' Is it not plain/ he continues, ' that the perfect.' The saints, for whom this ' better
course of the divine dispensation would be t h i n g ' has been provided, are also to receive
going back instead of advancing, if a worldly the vromisc, as well as Abraham, Isaac and
kingdom of God were to succeed a spiritual J ^ b , to whom it was made., *If ye are
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('Wrist's, then are ye Abraham's seed, and,
therefore, heirs according- to the promise.'
Here we learn that Christ is the better
thin^ through whom we obtain perfection,
and hence the promise. Hence Jesus is to
him ' the finisher of his faith,' whose blood
is ' the blood of the everlasting covenant,'
with which we are * made perfect,' by ' the
blood of sprinkling, that speaks ' better
things' than that of Abel.'
" Adieu, my dear friend, bdieve me to be
your most affectionate brother,
AVM. PASSMORK.

j xviii, 8.) We are told also that the Tares
! and the Wheat are both to GROW TOGETHER
J UNTIL THE HARVEST (explained by our Lord
J to be the end of the world, or age, or pres( ent dispensation).(Matt, xiii, 30, 39.)
\ The same truth is again taught by Christ in
\ Matt, xxiv, 37, 38, 3i), and Luke xvii, 2430.—After describing tke state of the world
before the Hood, and of Sodom before its
destruction, he says, " Even thus shall it
be in the day when the Son of Man is revealed." From these and many other portions of Scripture, we learn, with the utmost
clearness, the position of the world, especially
·· LUNKNBUBG, Va., Nov. 28, 1850."
of professing Christendom, when the Ix>rd
Jesus comes—that it will be full of daring
—«^^t-^*-«-^
N o Reign of Righteousness before rebellion and impiety, and ripe for judgment.
From this view of the position of the
Christ Appears.
world, we arc naturally led to consider what
I CANNOT gather from any portion of the ι w i l l 1 ) e t h e p o s i t j O n of the true c.church durword of God that a universal reign of right- > i n g t h e Rowing apostacy, and in expectation
eousuess (the Millennium) will precede the ο ί · t h e Savior's reappearance.
And in
personal appearing of Christ, when he d o i n f f t h i s w c fiml| f r o m t h e testimony of
comes " to be glorified in his saints," and to truth, that the event which will issue in
take « vengeance on them that know not a w f u , judgment to the wicked, is revealed as
(Jod." (2 lhess. J, 8, 10.) Let those who j t h e brightest hope of the church—as the
tell us that it will be so, show us, from \ t i m e o f h e r f u ] l s a i v u t i o n . -Looking for
Scripture, the basis of their be lief. 1 read, ; t h a t b l e s s e d h o p 0 > a n d t h e g l o r i o u s a p p e a r .
that " this gospel of the kingdom shall be j i n g o f t b e g r e a t G o d a n d o u r S a v i o r J e s U 8
preached m all the world for a WITNESS unto ] Christ." (Titus ii, 13.) " Be patient, thereall nations; and THEN shall the end come ;" ; f o r i i j brethren, unto the coming of the
(Matt, xxiv, 14.) and, that God is visiting < L o r d . » *
*
*
«. Be ye also patient;
the Gentiles, " to take out of them a people < s t a b l i s h your hearts ; for the coming of the
for his name." (Acts xv, 13-1 <.)
,· L o n ] d r a w e t h n i g h i » ( j a u i e s v > 7 f 8 ? ) « F o r
In opposition to the popular idea of a \ our conversation (citizenship) begins in
Millennium before the coming of Christ, I ; heavens ; from whence also we look for the
think I see it revealed very plainly that { Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ; who shall
nothing is to be hoped for but increasing ί change our vile body, that it may be fashmanifestations of ungodliness to the end of ί ioned like unto his glorious body, according
this age or dispensation. I find that in ί to the working whereby he is able even to
Paul's time the mystery of iniquity and the ί subdue all things unto himself." (Phil, iii,
falling away (the apostacy or departure from ί 20, 21.) " Beloved, we are now the sons of
the faith) had begun and would continue to ) God, (in reality though not manifested) and
work and to advance, until that wicked j it doth not yet appear what we shall be :
[One] (the man of sin—the son of perdition) but we know that when he shall appear, we
be revealed, " whom the Lord shall consume \ shall be like him ; for we shall see him as
with the spirit of his mouth, and shall de- \ he is." (1 John iii, 2.) " And the Lord
stroy with the brightness of his coming."* j direct your hearts into the love of God, and
And how much, with respect to the moral J into the patient waiting for Christ." (2
condition of mankind when H e comes, is J Thess. iii, 5.)
implied in the emphatic question of our : wherever on earth we look, whether to
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consequences
"coming" of the Lord Jesus Christ in the hearts of of the fall in A d a m . Confusion, sorrow,
the children of men, a* being referred to in a great sin suffering. All are GROINING,
many of the passages where his " coming" is spokeu
__r.
. .
.
, .
o „
of, it may be well to etate, which I to upon tbe au- < Λ ν h a t is the portion of the true followers
tbority of those competent to decide, that tbe Greek ; o f the Lamb here ? Even the same as was
words.used to describe tbat coming "are nsed to ex .. . » ,, . , ,
,T
',
, u
. ι.
prtas personal, or bodily or actual preacher See ) t ^ a t 0 ^ ^ e i r messed Lord aud Master Dimt;
•d Tract— Bemarks on the words */ arou&ia, 'Epi- <self. " I f they have persecuted me, thev
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the world ye shall have tribulation." (John Ν eat straw like the bullock : and dust shall
xvi, 33.) These, rejection and persecution, i be the serpent's meat; they shall not hurt
with trial, will be the abiding inheritance of) nor destroy in all my holy mountain, saith
the witnessing church till the Bridegroom ί the Lord." (Isaiah lxv, 25.) " T h e wolf also
comes. What docs Paul say : " Ourselves j shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard
also, which have the first-fruits of the spirit, j shall lie down with the kid ; and the calf
even we ourselves groan within ourselves, \ and the young lion and the fading' together;
waiting for the adoptΊοη, to wit, the redemption \ and a little child shall lead them. And the
of our body." (Rom. viii, 23.) " For I \ cow and the bear shall feed; their young
reckon that the sufferings of this present) ones shall lie down together: and the lion
time are not worthy to be compared with \ shall oat straw like the ox : and the sucking
the glory which shall be revealed IN US." i child shall play on the hole of the asp, and
(Rom. viii, 18.) " I f we sutler, we shall also <, the weaned child shall put his hand on the
reign with him." (2 Tim. ii, 12.) " Yea, and ί cockatrice's den. They shall not hurt or
all that will live godly in Christ Jesus shall j destroy in all my holy mountain : FOR TIIK
suffer persecution." (2 Tim. iii, 12.)

" If so <, EARTH SHALL BE FULL OF THE KNOWLEDGE

be that we suffer with him, that we may be s OF THE LORD, AS THE WATERS COVER THE
also glorified together." (Rom. viii, 17.) < SEA." (Isaiah xi, G-9.) Then also shall the
And Peter says, '* Rejoice, inasmuch as ye • vision of John be realized, " And EVERY
are partakers of Christ's sufferings: that CKEATURE .which is in heaven, and on the
when his glory shall be revealed, ye may be ί earth, and such as are in the sea, and ALL
glad also with exceeding joy." (1 Peter, iv, i that are in them (every thing in creation
13.) We find that the teachings of our \ which has breath), heard I saying, Blessing
Lord and his Apostles agree in this: that \ and honor, and glory and power, be unto
Christians in this age, would never cease to \ Him that sitteth upon the throne, and unto
be strangers and pilgrims ; that they, the j the Lamb for ever and ever." (Rev. v, 13.)
children of the bridechamber, were to fast! What is the present condition of the world?
till the return of the bridegroom. Hence j Groaning beneath the consequences of its
the exhortations, that we are not to be own impiety. Distress of nations with perconformed to the world ; and that we are plexity ; deceiving and being deceived ; gloneither to love it nor the things which are rying iu their shame ; minding earthly
in it. In this world we are led ever to ex- things; rejecting Christ, either boldly or
pect trial. This was the legacy of the Lord practically, or resting in a mere oarnal
to his disciples. In him alone they were to knowledge of him ; lovers of their own
have " peace." The preaching of the Cross selves, covetous, boasters, proud, blasphewill never cease to be foolishness and an \ niers, unthankful, unholy, despisers of those
offence to the world. The way to heaven that are good, heady, high-minded, lovers of
will continue to be narrow, and few will ] pleasure more than lovers of God, having a
find it; the road to destruction will continue ί form of godliness but denying the power,
to be broad, and many will throng it. This (2 Tim. iii.) What a fearful picture! Many
exhortation will continue in full force so ί are scoffing and saying, Where is the prolong as the head of the church is absent, ί mise of his coming ? They are WILLFULLY
" Set your affection-on things above—not ί ignorant of this, that because the Lord
on things on the earth ; for ye are dead, and < appears to be slack concerning his promise
your life is hid with Christ in G!od." (Col. \ (as some men count slackness) it is because
iii, 2, 3.)
< he is long-suffering, not willing that any
What is the present condition of the j should perish, but that all should come to
whole creation? By the introduction of <repentance. Λ11 this wickedness and apossin it " was made subject to vanity ?J (dis-(. tacy will continue to increase and abound
organization) ; and IT is also groaning and i till the end of this age, as 1 have before
travailing in pain together until now ; and \ shown ; and Paul says, that " evil men and
is earnestly waiting " for the manifestation ί seducers shall wax worse and worse, deceivof sons of God." (Rom. viii, 19, 20, 22.) \ ing and beiug deceived." (2 Tim. iii, 13.)
And at that glorious period it shall share in ; And what have the ungodly world to expect
the redemption purchased by Jesus for his ': when H e comes \yhose right it is to reign ?
people ; for " itself also shall be delivered ? Jesus is now waiting till bis enemies shall
from the bondage of corruption into the \ be made hk> footstool. And when he shall
glorious liberty of the (then mauifested) ί couie to be glorified in his saints, and to be
childreu of God." (Rom. viii, 21.) Then,] admired ID all them that belie\*e; he will
·· instead of the thorn shall come up thefir-· also come " in flaming fire, taking vengeance
tree, and instead of the brier shall come up!, upon them that kuow not God, and that
the myrtle tree." Then, " the wolf and the j obey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus
lamb shall feed together, and the lion shall ' Christ." (2 Thess. i, 8.)
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The dispensation in which we now live is J the "twinkling of an eye;' and, together,
the day of God's grace and long-euffering— ί they shall be caught up in the clouds to
the day of his mere ful visitation. " To-day meet the Lord in the air ; and so shall they
if ye will hear his voice." " Now is the ever be with the Lord.
day of salvation." God is now, " in Christ, \ His saints now share his rejection, but
reconciling the world unto himself, not im- { they will then share with him in his glory :
puting their trespasses unto them." Now •having suffered with him, they will also reign
is dispensed the word of reconcilation—the | with him: they " shall be priests of God
proclamation of the gospel of the grace of ; and of Christ; and shall reign with him a
God. The long-suffering of God is now j thousand years." Then that " new song" of
manifested to sinners ; and God is now, by I prospective triumph, if not then sungvwill
the foolishness of preaching, calling one here j at least be realized : " Thou wast slain and
and another there to himself. This day is >hast redeemed us to God by thy blood, out
now nearly two thousand years old; how <of every kindred, and tongue, and people,
much longer it will continue God only know-; and nation, anil hast made us, unto our God,
eth; but the state of the world and the ! kings and priests, and we shall reign on the
professing church proci m the u Day of the earth." (Rev. v, 9, 10.) Now the world
Lord " to be drawing η ι. Jesus ushered ** knoweth us not because it knew him not;"
in this day by his advi \ in humiliation. ; then " the upright shall have dominion over
lie appeared as an infai. u of days ; as the them in the morning." Now Satan is the
lowly one; as a man of sorrows and ac- <god of this world ; but then he will be
quainted with grief. He was despised and j bound; and tfle " great voices in heaven"
rejected of men. And he is so still; and his \ will be raised in joyous acclamation, saying,
people are now, or should be, the represen- ; " the kingdoms of this world are become the
tatives of his earthly rejection, just as he is kingdoms of our Lord and of his Christ:
now appearing in the presence of God for i and he* shall reign for ever and ever." Now
them : he in them, and they in him. The J every thing in the whole visible creation is
heavens have received the heir of all things J a manifest witness of the curse of and by
until the times of restitution of all thing— . sin ; all groan, being in bondage. Then rewhen he shall come to take possession of his ; demption will be applied to all that now
kingdom ; " and unto them that look for him groans ; and every creature will join in the
shall he appear the second time without sin universal song of joy and praise. Now the
unto salvation."
· Jews are blinded, and scattered, and are a
The next dispensation—the " dispensation " by-word among all nations." Then they
of the fullness of times"—will be the " DAY shall be established in blessing and honor
OF THE LORD,"—the " last day,"—the " per- in their own land. Now the Lord Jesus
fect day "—to the saints, the " day of re- Christ rules in his church by his word and
demption"—the redemption of the already (· by his Spirit. Then the " Redeemer shall
purchased possession. To the wicked, it come to Zion ;" then " out of Sion shall go
will be the " day of wrath ;" and the " day forth the law, and the word of the Lord from
of vengeance of our God." Whether this Jerusalem. And he shall judge among the
day will be as long as the day of his grace nations, and shall rebuke many people : and
has now been, we have no means of correctly \ they shall beat their swords into plowshares,
ascertaining. The " Day of the Lord," like j and their spears into pruning-hooks : nation
the day of calling in sinners, will likewise ί shall not lift up sword against nation,1
bo ushered in by the coming of the Lord j neither shall they learn war any more. '
•Jems Christ. But it will be in a very dif- ) (Isaiah ii, 3, 4.)
Irront manner, and for a very different pur- '<>In the evening, so to speak, of this glo>
| <>κ \ I le will come in the clouds of heaven, rious day, when the "thousand years" of
with ten thousand of his saints, with power reigning and blessedness are past, we are
and great glory ; and every eye shall see taught that Satan will be loosed from his
him. lie will then appear, not as the lowly confinement; that he will go forth and sucNiizareift», but as the Lion of the tribe of ceed in decciviug the nations ; these nations
•ludah. lie will " put on the garments of will go to war; against the beloved city ;
vengeance for clothing," and will be " clad that God will * devour ' them with fire from
with zeal us a cloak.'' (Isaiah lix, 17.) He heaven : that Satau will be cast into the
will come to take vengeance on his enemies, lake of fire and brimstone ; and then follows
and to be glorified and admired in his saints. the resurrection and judgment of the " rest
"' He will descend from heaven with a shout, of the dead." (Rev. xx.) Then " we, acwith the voice of the archangel, and with >cording to his promise, look for new heavens
and a new earth." " And," says John, imI he trump of God." The " dead in Christ' •
will; be raised incorruptible ; and those who j mediately after detailing the judgment of
ων · alive and remain' shall bo changed in •the wickod. " 1 saw a new heaven and a new
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earth ; for the first heaven and the first earth
are passed away.' (Rev. xxi, 1.) " Then
cometh the end, when he (Jesus) shall have
delivered up the kingdom to God, even the
Father : when he shall put down all rule
and ali authority and power."
*
*
°
And when all things shall be subdued unto
him, then shall the Son also himself be sub'
,
,

; fine. And full many a time and oft have
ί contending nations discovered, after fighting
\ until their resources were nearly exhausted,
) that there was no occasion for bloodshed,
all matters of difference being adjustable by
/the ordinary appliances of diplomacy.
\ y
nP cessarilv
\ n r f \ L y n e w . l d e a l l h l t l h s U l t C i i necessarily
provokes controvcrsv. livery new Tsm that

~ ' " *'
Lancaster, England ; June, 1843.
,,, ^
m
__. .
, _

' tain the assertion that just in proportion as
the proposition announced is in advance of
the age, and above the grasp of the general
\ mass of mind, will the opposition to it be

Mixing up the Isms.

jbittor

a m ]

t})e

pcrsecutioD

of

its

advocate

THERE is a subject respecting which we j relentless.
often feel like inflicting a preachment on ί It is all well and proper to examine caresome of our editorial brethren. Almost ! fully, silt, criticise, controvert, and oppose
ever since we have been in the habit of \ every new idea or ism. So far conservatism
reading newspapers, we have^ilso been in J is useful and necessarv. It is the business
the habit of noticing, on the part of certain \ of those who put forward new doctrines to
prominent political journals—and sometimes \ prove them. But they should have a fair
religious ones—a disposition to garble the ) hearing. And all who present new proposilanguage, pervert the sense, misstate the po- ) tions to the world should have the right
sition, or misrepresent the doctrine of an conceded to them of defining their positions ;
opponent, This, we respectfully submit, is and all who enter the lists of controversy
not exactly honest. Nor does the practice j should religiously respect this right.
A
generally, in the long run, advantage the >
; controversialist has no more right to pervert
party resorting to it. It certainly can never \ or misrepresent his opponent's statement or
advance the cause of truth. And it leads to j opinion than helms to girdle his cherryendless contention, bickering, crimination \ tree or to steal his coat,
and retaliation. Honesty, candor, and fair- ) r r l
.
. , . ,
ness are, we are fully persuaded, the best . U ; o r > are now many MWM and ologiis bem
dlscllss
(1
t h c
t n b u n a
policy in logic and literature, as well as in \ R
\ before
,
! ot public
U e domain of traffic and exchange.
° P l n l 0 n ' l i n < 1 \]}Φ W l 1 1 ? f " ^ s s i t y become

cliques, arraye
against <
in \
the
selves. The quarrel has not been so much \ LSI11 ' li™ ^
Spiritualism Mormonism,
about what men do or think, as about the e t c : ' while Protestantism Catholicism, CalV1 n sm
language with which thcT describe their ac. ! / Umtananism, Universa.ism, etc.,
tions o? clothe their thoughts. Many a hot- with their numerous schisms, divisions, and
blooded duelist has discovered, after an ex- ! subdivisions, are by no means out oi the
change of shots, that the « offensive words " ί P a I e o f l u r t h e r discussion,
were susceptible of an explanation perfectly ί All of these subjects are appreciated very
compatible with the honor of all parties con- \ differently by different persons, as the data
ccrned. Many a time have learned philoso- < on which they are predicated are interpreted
phers quarreled over a problem which, it j by different standards. Some of them may
was afterwards ascertained, neither of them ;, be the expressions of great truths, others
knew anything about. More than one per- (( contain, perhaps, the germs of true princison has been put to death for asserting what { pies not yet fully developed, or not yet
is now the general opinion of mankind. ? clothed in that dress of language which can
Often have religious zealots engaged in ( commend them to our judgment. And
" holy wars" about a word or a sentence the :'( others are, we presume, the mere vagaries
meaning of which neither party had thought ? of perverted intellects or diseased propenit necessarv to explain nor been able to de- ί sities.—Life Illustrated.

H E R A L D
OF THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
"Λη<1 in their days, even of those kinifs, the God of heacen shall sd up A KINGDOM which shall never rvrish, and
A DOMINION that shall not be left to another ptoplt. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kinydnns,
and itself sliall stand for eoer.''—IXANIKL.

JOHN THOMAS, Ed.]

Hott Haven, Westclicster, Ν. Υ. Oct. 1837.

Visit to Massachusetts and Rhode
Island.

[VOL. VII. No. 9.

building six stories above the level of the
ground. Immediately in front the area is
laid out in flower beds and walks, enclosed
ABOUT the middle of June last we opened by iron palisades. Before this is a railway
a new furrow with the plow of the king- from the mills to the freight depot of the
dom of God ; in other words, we made an Lawrence station. Next comes a canal, beexcursion into Massachusetts and Rhode ginning above the dam, about 150 feet wide
Island—both of them new ground—to and 15 deep, and terminating in the river bespeak to their citizens of " the wonderful low the mills, at the mouth of a creek called
works of God."
the Spiggot. The canal is crossed by seveAt Lawrence, Mass., a manufacturing town ral tastily constructed bridges, at the ends
of 20,000 inhabitants, nine miles below Low- of the streets leading into the town, and
ell, on the Merriinack river, and about 23 along its whole length is a promenade, adfrom Boston, there have been recently mani- orned with trees, and a road of wide dimenfested a few believers of the gospel of the sions. Then a broad pavement and blocks
kingdom, in yielding to it the obedience it of dwelling-houses, three or four stories high.
1
demands. At their request, we visited Law- belonging to the establishment. These are
rence for their benefit, and incidentally for constructed with reference to the comfort,
that of the public. We found what had health and convenience of the tenants, and
been, nine years ago, a sandy desert, now a would form good models for tenant houses
thriving and populous place. The largest nearer home.
cotton mills in the world are said to be here.
By favor of one of the brethren connected
We have seen the mills in Manchester, Pres- with the mills, we went all over them, and
ton, Bolton, tfce., and think it probable that saw the working of them, from the carding
they are excelled in magnitude by the Pa- of the raw material to the folding of the
cific Corporation and Atlantic Mills in Law- printed fabrics for home consumption and
rence. The latter are decidedly superior to exportation. The works of man show him
them in the beauty, and even elegance, of to be u the likeness of the Elohiin ;" for in
their surroundings. The neatness, cleanli- all his works of art and industry the genius
ness, and amplitude of their vicinity is not and skill he manifests are evidently the result
exceeded by Buckingham House or Windsor of an organism after the model of theirs.
Castle. The mills are palatial, and their Such works as these have the impress of
contiguous streets a standing rebuke to the deity upon them ; not that the architects and
largest and wealthiest city of the Union. builders are gods, far from it, but that an
Perhaps we were more struck with admira- intelligent First Cause, and not blind chance,
tion at their cleanliness because of the per- must have created him, " after his own image
petual disgust associated with the streets of and after his own likeness," as the Bible
the Empire City, in the midst of which we says. How wonderful and wise must that
are condemned to pick our way in going to Being be who created from the dust a creatand fro.
ure so skillful and ingenious as m a n ! N o
The print works are next the river, which other animal, however sagacious, can equal
is backed up with a strong and massive dam, him. Jiis works alone are godlike, but too
extending across it. In front of these are often, also, " devilish."
Great and ingenious are the works, but
the spinning arid weaving departments, in a
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their fabrics are flimsy, printed buckram, . Christ the Son of God and Son of Man.
more fit for show than use. The cotton ? Christ a Priest,
warp aud wool filling literally pass through >, Christ a Sacrifice,
fire and water before they arrive at the con- j Christ a Man of War.
sumer. In one place there are rows of flam- ^ i ) r . Thomas' exhibition of scripture teaching gas jets, over which the fabric passes, to ) j n i ? j s entirely at variance with the popular
be singed, so as to give it a finer appearance, theology of the present time.
In another place it is gummed and starched,
^
T h o d
a r e
c c t f u l l y
i n v i t e d
to stiffen ι ;, and to enable it to h^^
an opportunity for discussion
until it gets out of the lactory. When he j m b
Π
*
d e d
χ
f
h
wearer sends the stuff to the wash-tub, the j j e c t u r e
stiffening vanishes and the colors fly, and the >
. .
fabric soon finds the rag-bag, to which it
l h e result of these was the bringing toethti
a n
constitutionally belongs.
ff j;
audience of moderate dimensions,
The engraving and printing processes are a n d a f t e r t h o likeness of a mixed multitude,
ie
o f t h e cler
interesting. The patterns are cut into steel ^ ° !
gy» w e believe, accepted the
cylinders or rollers, and then transferred by \ imitation to attend ; but were, nevertheless,
pressure to copper rollers of the width of l l o t ^different altogether, inasmuch as they
the fabric to be printed. The coloring ™.m<*\ their worshipers to keep away from
matter is laid on these, so that when the the Circus and I^wrence H a l l ! knowing
fabric comes in contact with them they im- \ i 1C instability and blindness of their flocks,
print the pattern there.
> t h c 7 a r e T a h ' a l d t o }v}1^ l i c m o u t o i t h e i r
·„ .
-,., .
, T
. , Ϊ sight. Ignorance being the parent of vice
Bat we did not go to Iawrence to i n s p e c t ; ^ , c l m , . c n i ( , t
»on,
1he»
c a n
mills and machinery
1 his was only inci- j t h e m f r o m ^
^ , m e ^ a l l d ρ ^ , ' , ^ ο the
dental to our visit, which had a higher and ; | a t t e
, authorit
,{,- l a n t i
I n s t e a d
nobler object in view. We went to call olF U M J ^ ^
|
„ ^
t|R.jr h e . ^ a
rei
t,
the attention ol their operatives and others ; | a w ( ) f ^
.,.. o f ,. f „ t h i f r u | o y
b
to thnjsa of more oidunnj? substance-to
p ,
jj wa uot uh Wo r i t^»( m /b l(|Jl d ,t hi aa kt e na l tl ot h oi t/s i ti yo ut mh (l .uyt i uk nl l oi wf
persuade them or some ott them
if possible,
by bread
alone j; wt , ioe uy W1 ) e ^i , (i lmj t t (b .( J( U h,e ima kt e0 n be
t o instrucUMl
i t s i o u m l u t in
i u n the
if
that " m a n shall live notproceede
by bread
alone
h out
of ; ? c l .f t ' u ,. c , t h o s e w , 1 0 c a l l ;„
,hoir
ύ ο η
1
but by «very word that pat,r otherelure
d h they
t f , (].ι!ι η(ηιί;ι,,^11 o r j i v i u i t
j ,„'„.„ U | ( , v c o m .
the mouth ot (,od, and that,

just shall live by faith.
Before our arrival there, the brethren had
placarded the town with a hundred posters,
about three feet long, of which the following is a copy :

{^
(|)eir
h o a r t h e m ,
W h a t
cou,(]
})£n
j motive, but a fear that their members would
; come to discover that there were truths
J taught in the Bible which never came to
{ \\φ\ in their pulpit ministrations, and of
which, in fact, " divines " are entirely ignoFREE LECTURES !
rant ? To enlighten the people on these
" Prove all things, and hold fast that which . topics would .be to ruin the craft by which
]
is ffood " Paul
they have their hire and position. I hey and
_J
'
their flocks are ignorant of the scriptures.
THEY WHO HAVE THE TRUTH ASK NO OTHER >T h c y £ o t t k i i r religion and maintain their
FAVOR THAN THAT OF BEING HEARD.

<
; P"*y. without them ; and

they are

happy,

j shouting, " glory, hallelujah ! " \\ hy, then,
The public of Lawrence are respectfully ι disturb them ? for
invited to attend a Course of lectures to be \ "Where ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to be wise.11
delivered in Lawrence Hall, by JOHN THOMAS, j We spoke five times to congregations of
&c, of New York, commencing on the even-1 people who had not the fear of the clergy
ing of June 20.
ί before their eyes. Among them were some
< who, in rejecting the clergy, had cast off
Ρ,
their traditions and authority without emτ
SUBJECTS OF THE LECTURES.
b m c i n f , th(j t r u t h
T l i e i r i(]()ls w e r e
r c a s o n
The Christ—\Vhat ?
and what they call "philosophy." One of
The Mission of the Christ.
j these, catechismally educated an English
The Mosaic and Nazarene teaching concern- < Papist, but now a " Secularist," stood up
ing God.
s against us after one of our lectures. He
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admitted that we had proved our positions, ) know that the day after the morrow we had
and that they were strictly scriptural ; but, ί a series of appointments in llhode Island.
then, he denied the authority of the Bible, / In relation to Moses, we were sorry to perand consequently rejected the doctrine we / ceive that he was not as just and fair towards
had demonstrated. He said, he preferred j him as he would be to other authors. If in
one sentiment of Combe's Constitution of j an autobiography he found an account of
Man,Greeley and Fowler's Writings, Comte's j the author's death, he would immediately
Positive Philosophy, &c, to the whole of it. ί explain it by saying that the editor of the
We folded our arms, and rested upon the J work had appended it. This was true of
desk, with the most determined patience. j Deuteronomy and Joshua. The Oracles were
We allowed him to pour out all the bitter- j committed to the Hebrew nation, whose
ness of his soul without interruption. Hav- authorities edited them, and added to them
ing emptied his vessel to his entire satisfac- events as they came to pass, for the infortion, he sat down. We thought the time mation of posterity, in obedience to the
was now appropriate to put a question, Mosaic law. The Bible was a volume comwhich we did, saying, " Allow me very res- posed of public and national records, requirpectfully to inquire if you understand the ing the political life of the nation for its
Bible you have so unmeasuredlycondemned ? " development; and the nation being a pecuUpon this he rose, under considerable excite- liar people, the book is peculiar, and necesment, and retorted, " Do you understand it ? " sarily diiierent from all other books. Its
With studied calmness and bkindness of historiographers, who were also its priests
speech, we remarked that that was interro- and prophets, compiled its archives, commungating us. If we said " Yes," or " No," our icating of their own knowledge what was
question to him would still be awaiting a necessary to its general comprehension.
reply. We had respectfully asked him if lie
In regard to Solomon, the Bible did not
understood the Bible ; we did not ask him to
inquire of us if we understood it. He would justify his excessive polygamy, but rather
not say that he did, so that we were induced condemned it. But we will assume that his
to say that it was very evident that he had morals were bad—that a believer in revelabeen condemning what he did not under- tion, and the writer of the Proverbs, Kcclestand ; a practice which was very reprehen- siastes, and the Canticles, was corrupt in
sible in one who avowed himself a disciple of practice—we put it to our opponent whether
reason and philosophy ! Do you believe that such a man could not speak truth, without
an immortal soul exists in man ? " No ; but that truth being responsible for his evil
I was taught to believe it in the catechism deeds? We knew nothing at all of our
when a Catholic." Does the Bible teach opponent—he might be a very virtuous, and
that dogma ? " No." Then you and the quite an immaculate man, or he might not.
Bible appear to be on the same side of that We could not tell which. He boasted,
important question. I should advise you to however, of reason and philosophy as superior
study it without prejudice, and you will find to revelation in its principles and conduct.
that the better you understand it, if sincere, Would he, as a rationalist and a philosopher,
the more you will admire and truly appre- cast a stone at Solomon upon the principle
of being without offence? If he could not,
ciate it.
it was hypocrisy, mere ad captandum vulgus,
Another secularist, not satisfied with the to be raising an issue against revelation beposition of affairs, stood up and denounced cause some of the officials of the Hebrew
Moses for a tillibuster, and Solomon for a monarchy acted contrary to the precepts of
Brigham Young! He admitted that Solo- the decalogue ! Is philosophy false because
mon was the wisest of men; but he had no philosophers lie, steal, and commit adultery?
respect for a book, a considerable portion of Is reason an imposition because they are irwhich was written by such fellows. He did rational ?
not see how any man in his senses could acHere our secularist seemed to be in a
cept it as a revelation from heaven, lleason
and philosophy were enough for him, and tight place. He did not mean to say that
both of these condemned it. Only think of ! he was clear of what was called sin ; upon
a man giving an account of his own death J which he rambled off into a speculation about
after he was buried, as Moses appears to do ! ! sin, in which he confounded sin and evil,
So of Joshua ! He was willing to debate ! between which he saw no difference, and
these matters with us for a week. If we | therefore made God the author of both, on
would agree to do so, the Secularists would I Bible principles, because he did not prevent
hire a hall for the purpose, and there the j it. We out this short by remarking that he
matter could be fully and freely discussed. \ did not understand what he was talking
To this we replied that he might safely \ about. The Bible declared that God was
challenge us to a week's debate, as he might ( the author of evil, and human lust, of sin ;
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for " sin is the trangression of law" to which
man is tempted when he is drawn away and
enticed of his own lust—James i, 14 ; while
evil is that with which God punishes sin.

- real difference being a question of fleshly
piety and of open profanity. Both parties
are blasphemous ; that is, both bring the
Bible into contempt and disuse by their
principles and practice, only the clerical
As for reason and philosophy, they were communities are piously infidel, while the
but a broken reed upon which, in the ab- secularists are impiously so ! Thus it is that
sence of revelation, no stress could be laid. the extremes meet together and embrace
What had they done lor the world during each other—both are working ruin to themfour thousand years, or for thirty-four centu- selves and the people, only in a different
ries from the Flood to the appearance of way.
Jesus and the Apostles? They had free
scope, certainly, during that long period, but < From Lawrence we journeyed to Bristol,
all they could do was to reason the world Rhode Island, via Boston and Providence.
into the belief of idolatry and immortal The latter was founded by ltoger Williams,
soulisrn. They could not find out God, nor an English Baptist, who withdrew from a
the constitution of man. Philosophy was as neighboring town to avoid the persecution
mutable as the wind ; always changing with of the Congregational or Baby-sprinklingr
the fashion of the time, and assuming all clergy. These men are renowned in New
sorts of colors according to the intellect that England story for hanging Quakers and
dabbled in it. Not so with revelation. It Baptists, and the burning of spiritualists,
was stedl'ast and unchangeable, like the God styled " witches," in those palmy days of
that gave it. Smattercrs were always prat- clerical ascendancy. It is doubtless to
ing about reason and philosophy, while the secularism in the hearts of politicians that
best minds the race could boast of were on we are indebted for the restraint that binds
the side of revelation. Our opponent ad- the clergy now. The Lord makes devil
mitted that Solomon was the wisest of men. fight devil for the punishment of devil, and
lie was, therefore, wiser than Combe, '• for the safety of his " little flock" ; for " the
Greeley, and Comte, or even himself. Solo- wicked are Jehovah's sword." Thus "the
mon was wiser than all philosophers. He Earth helps the Woman," and commands the
approved the Bible and they rejected it. Sir clergy to cease imprisoning, hanging, and
Isaac Newton also believed it, and wrote in burning the creatures of God who reject
its favor. Likewise Lord Bacon, Milton, their authority and traditions. It is not
and many others of renown. For our part, that the present clerical generation is more
we preferred their company, however few, to enlightened and humane than its " fathers,"
that of philosophers who are so irrational in whom it rejoices, building their monuand blind as to condemn a book before they ments, as the pious murderers of God's Son
did those of the prophets whom their fathers
Lave come to a knowledge of its contents.
slew—a wicked and adulterous generation
Lawrence abounds with this class of per" both of them : but the clergy of our day are
sons. Philosophy and vain deceit have cut more infidel in heart, and feeling the restraint
them loose from the clergy and their com- of their brethren the political secularists,
munions without introducing them to the they devote themselves to guarding the vested
light. They hate the Bible, and openly interests transmitted to them by their fathers,
avow it; the clergy pretend to love it, but into whose labors they have entered abunpervert it to the ruin of all who trust them. dantly. Let them alone, and they will let
The secularists, though more openly profane, you alone ; but if you will not let them rest,
are certainly more honest than the " seducing knowing their own weakness, they will still
spirits'' or divines. They have brought the leave you unopposed, but direct all their inBible into contempt by their traditions and fluence upon their own worshipers to precontradictions, which the secularists have vent them, if possible, from hearing anything
mistaken for the teaching of the Bible itself. that might cause a ripple upon the dead sea
Thev have not sense enough to discern be- of their dominion. . Their policy is now to
tween the two; but very irrationally make keep things quiet. They care not that the
the Bible responsible for clerical interpre- people should be intelligent in the great
tation, which is foolishness. Secularism is a principles of the truth; for if one of their
cesspool into which sinners of a freethinking flock gains light by studying the word, they
disposition are driven by the blasphemies of mark him as a trouble in their Zion, and a
clerical names and denominations. Jt is a disturber of its grave-like peace. So long
profane antagonism to clerical hypocrisy and as he will be content to echo their sentiments,
word-destroying tradition. The" Churches " and to " think with the court," they grant
profess to believe, the Bible, while in truth him ample liberty of speech ; but as soon as
they are as ignorant of its teaching, and as he thinks with the Bible in question of the
intidel of its contents, as the secularists ; the court's wisdom, his liberty is threatened, and
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excommunication glares upon him with an j tition with the public health. Bristol would
eye of terrific wrath. They profess to love ·, be as healthy as it is beautiful but for this
souls, whose worth is incalculable, and to be > fish abomination.
moved in all their doings by the love of)
TllG t o w n o f B r i s t o l
n o w i,iclnrles a place
them ; but let an invaluable immortal soul > called .Paukunnawkut by the Indians, where
embrace the promises of the Bible, and con- j Massasoit, chid' oftheAVumpanoa-sin 1684,
fess the faith of Jesus-let him become > a i l ( j grandfather of the celebrated King
obedient thereto and contend earnestly for it, [ Philip, resided. While in these parts, we
as he is commanded to do, and their hypo j v i s jt, e( i Mount Hope, which is notable in
crisy becomes apparent. Instead of leaving j j n ( l i a n 8 t o r y # T h e h e i h t j b measurement,
the ninety and nine and seeking the recovery • j a a b c m t 2()0 feet above the bay, and is well
of the strayed soul of their flock out of what < observed from Fall River, a town in Massathey suppose to be the snare of the devil, < clmssetts, distant some four miles. There is
they turri their back upon him, and have no j a s o ]i t a ry tree now standing on the top.
curse too bitter for his denunciation, or treat j Tlie view is very beautiful, being panoramic
him
with absolute indifference and silent j ()f t n c w n o l e s u r r o u n <lin«· country. Mount
contempt. Their affection is love for party's ( H o p e was known among the Narragansetts
sake ; and when he is no longer of any use /b y t b e n a m e p o kanoket, which signified in
to the party the clergy have no use for him, > t h e i r ] a n o ; uage the wood or land mi the other
and abandon his « immortal soul " oi " inti- Sl([e of t/ie w a ( e r . a n ( ] t o t ] i e \Vampannag3
nite preciousness " to the flames of hell for \ b y t h e n a m e Lowwams. This was the last
ever! This is the experience of many we \ r e t r e a t o f K i n i , p h i i i p > w ] ] 0 became chief
know of in divers parts, and that of Roger K a c h e m i n 1 G 6 2 . The English, for a long
Williams in particular, who fled to the Nar- t i m C i l i a ( 1 endeavored to kill him, but could
ragansett country, and there founded Provi- n o t find h i m o f f h i g R l i a r d > f o r h e w a s a ) w a y s
dence as an asylum for those who were the first who was apprized of their approach.
oppressed by clerical intolerance and fanati- lie having put to death one of his own men
cism
*
for advising him to make peace, the man's
We arrived at Bristol on Thursday after- brother, whose name was Alderman, fearing
noon, June 25th. We found it a quiet, the same fate, deserted him, and gave Captain
wealthy, and retired place, of some 6000 in- Church an account of his situation, and
habitants, situated between two bays, styled | offered to lead him to his camp, near Mount
Mount Hope and Narragansctt. The country Hope. Arrived at the swamp where it was
around is exceedingly beautiful, being diver- pitched, the English rushed in, and IMiilip,
sified with hill and dale, land and water, but just waked up and nearly naked, fled with
islands and the main. Two things, however, j all his might. Coming directly upon an
detract from Bristol as a residence—winter Englishman and an Indian, the gun of the
cold, and carrion fish. It is the practice of \ former missed fire, but Alderman, whose
the farmers to manure their onion fields with musket was loaded with two balls, " sent one
a fish called Manfiaden, which frequents the through his heart and another not above two
waters in myriads styled " schools." These inches from it. He fell upon his face in the
are strewn in cart-loads upon the land, where mud and water, and his gun under him,"
they are allowed to putrefy. On passing
" Cold, with the beast he slew, he sleeps;
from the station to the friend's house where
ν

p, we p
we were to encamp,
passed one of these
fields,
which
fild from
f
h i h the
h stench
t h arose so pungently as almost to Cause Sneezing. It 111fected US Oil the spot. Next morning We!
Ί

τ ι.ι.

Ί

'

Λ)

O'er him no filial spirit weep».

*
*
*
*
^^.S^KS^gT
No chronicles but theirs shall tdl
His mournful doom to future times;
Mav these upon his virtues dwell,

were drowsy and bilious, and were seized >
And in hiJ fateforgethis crimes."
with diarrhoea, which did not leave us until s
. ~,
,
-, , · ι ι ^ u n
Ί
our return to the dirty city of New York, Captain Church ordered his body to be
k
d
o i t h o
rc
m
U
w h e r e it w a s s t o p p e d b v t h e b i t t e r p r i n c i p l e \H '
™\
™ .
} ί ] ι ,°
T r l
in Burton a l e - a n English ale made in ί upon which some, of the captain s Indians
America. We knew a gentleman in Mat- j took hold of him by he stockings and some
thews county, Virginia, who manured his by his small clothes, being otherwise naked
land with fish in a certain year. The wind antl drew him through the mud to the upcarried the effluvium to Ins house, where > I a i u ] · The captain then said / l^rasmucli
several of his family were infected. Typhus ) ^ he has caused many an Englishman s body
came on, and several died. If animal matter J to lie unlmned and rot above ground, not
be used for manure, it ought to be buried, \ «no of his bones shall be buried,
and not left to infect the atmosphere by rot- \ Having visited the memorable retreat of the
ting on the top of the soil. It would be \ Wampanoag sachems, we may inform the
more trouble ; but that is nothing in coinpe- ' reader that there is a natural angular oxca-
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vation in an almost perpendicular rock, about ^ prayed the bullet into his heart." And in
six or eight feet from its base, called the ί speaking of the slaughter of Philip's people
chair, seat, or throne of King Philip, where at Narragansett, he says, " We have heard
it is said he and some of his chief men were > of two and twenty Indian captains slain all
surprised on the morning of Augyst 12, { of them, and brought down to hell in ono
1G7(>. This high rock is situated at the J day." Again, in speaking of a chief who
north part of Mount Hope, and is variously ί had sneered at the English religion, and who
estimated from thirty to lifty leet high, had " withal added a most hideous blasphemy,
From the seat is opened a line view of the immediately upon which a bullet took him
bay ; and near the foot of the rock is a line ! in the head, and dashed out his brains, sendspring of water, at present much in need of \ ing his cursed soul in a moment amongst the
cleaning, known to this day by the name of! devils and blasphemers in hell for ever."
Philip's spring.
T k ;
T n c r c a s c M a t n c r
r e ligion is still the
A Mr. Alden, the collector of curious ascendant piety at the old encampment of
epitaphs, says that Lieutenant-ljlovernor the Wampanoag sachem. I t is the piety of
Bradford, who died at Bristol 1808. in early < African corsairs, whose posterity and wealth
life knew an aged squaw who was one of are the strength and respectability of the
Philip's tribe, and well acquainted with him j churches in Bristol. We addressed some of
in her youthful days, and had often been in \ our contemporary Wampanoags on five
his wigwam. According to her, it was a ! several occasions at the Congregationalist
few steps south of I)eWolfe's summer-house, temple there. Jt is the oldest " church " in
now in ruins, near the brow of a hill. The the place, but not now in use ; the congreeastern side of this hill is very steep. When gation owning it having erected one more
Church's men were about to rush upon suited to the showiness and extravagance of
Philip, he is said to have evaded them by \ the times. Home of the clergy here are of a
springing1 from his wigwam a3 they were more noble disposition than their brethren
entering it, and rolling, like a hogshead, in Lawrence ; for they not only did not warn
down the precipice, which looks toward the ! the people not to hear, but came themselves
bay. J laving reached the lower part of this ] to hear what we had to say. One congratirightful ledge of rocks, without breaking ulated us upon the testimony we had borne
his bones, he got upon his feet, and ran along for the kingdom of God ; another admitted
the shore in a north-eastern direction, about that we understood ourselves, and adhered
a hundred rods, and endeavoured to screen I closely to scripture. We came to discover
himself in a swamp, then a quagmire, but j that the former was an old reader of our
now iirm ground. Such is the tradition of \ paper while we resided in Richmond and he
the place, part of which is doubtless apocry- j in Trenton, N . J . lie is now the pastor of
phal. His rolling down like a hogshead, si ml ) a congregation calling itself ''Christian
instead of all his bones being broken, starting ; Baptist," in contradistinction, we suppose,
up and running t\.r his liii.\ requires more to Baptist congregations which are not
credulity than we possess to receive it.
) Christian, of which there are a multitude in

The death of Philip, an.l the consequent ί ϊ' ι ΰ ''Τ 1 ;

H
t

° f ^

1

ί° , s u b f r i b u

for

t h c

deportation of his " immortal soul » J h o l l , I I ( ' ' : a k ' b u t *«* had to decline Ins name, our
was a mutter of great joy an.l thanksirivinjf ] c o l l l u e homS
<-'*h*u8ted tor tins year,
to the clergy of the day. " During the bloody > We were escorted to this settlement 0:'
u
contest," says a writer, the pious fathers j the Wampanoags by a friend who had forwrcstled long and often in prayer that God ] merly been obfuscated by the Millerite hallu
would prosper their arms, and deliver their < cination. There is a congregation of them
enemies into their hands; and when upon ; at Bristol, but with many of the old crotstated days of prayer, the Indians gained > diets purged out. They profess to be
advantage, it was looked upon as a rebuke; inquirers after truth, and have among them
of .Providence, aiid animated them to greater ί some candid and sincere men. We visited
sincerity and fervor ; a-id, on the contrary, j some of them with our friend, and were
when their arms prevailed on such days, it ) much pleased with the disposition they
was viewed as an immediate interposition in ; manifested. Our friend has pretty well freed
their favor." The philosophic mind will be himself from the thrall of (ientilisin, which
"shocked at the expressions of some very ; he clearly perceives to be mere heathenism,
eminent: in that day for piety and excellence <• sprinkled with " holy water." We hope yet
of moral life. i)r. Increase Mai her, in to hear of the word bearing fruit in Bristol.
speaking of the eincaey of prayer in bringing ; Paul may plant, Apollos water, but (Jod
about the destruction of the Indians, says,', only gives the increase when the fruit is to
-· X<>r could they (thc Kngiish) erase crying · eternal life ; for concerning all that attain to
to tiio Lord against Philip until they had ' this, it is written, " They shall be ail taught
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of God ;" but to be taught of him, men must < his mouth, and shall destroy with the brightabandon the clergy, and become students of ί ness of his coming," (2 Thess. ii, 8.) lie, then,
his word, for this is his teaching.
ί must be the fourth member of the visions.
We .left Bristol on Tuesday afternoon for j The object of the visions has been much
Fall River, where we took the steamer \ misconceived, when it has been thought
Empire City, for Now York. We left at 7 \ that they have been given in order to the
P.M., and arrived at the city by ίί A.M., \ exhibition to us of political changes, which
and in two hours more arrived at home to • were to take place upon the earth, as ocbreakfast.
Here we have remained about < curring in a succession of empires, the one
twelve dnys, and are now about to start j arising from the overthrow of the other, and
again in another direction ; and expect before j ruling each in its turn in supremacy. Conour return to have visited Henderson, Ky., { solidation, and not disruption, is the marked
Memphis, Tenn., and De Soto county, Mis- \ feature of the great image, and the true
sissippi.
EDITOR.
{ end thereof is to put before us that centraliJuly 13, 1857.
ί zution of human i>ower which stands in op\ position to the dominion of the Lord Jesus,
ί and which is to be cast down and demolishe<
(DpCU ( E o i l U C t l .
l when he comes to his right and reigns.
.
J It shows, in fact, the working of that selfIN THIH DEPARTMENT OF TiiE HEUALD ALL THAT ι 8 ] will, and self-glorification, a c t i n g in e n m i t y
PRINTED is NOT THEREFORE APPROVED. THE EDIT- ι «ο·., :„<.<• ( ; Π ί ι f i n l n n u , n ioriur
rebellions
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HIS OWN SIGNATURE.

which are to be headed up in him who will
be the embodiment of all iniquity, and of
" T h e F o u r G r e a t Kings of Babylon. / / all hatred to (jod, and who is known, theren ,·
.,n n
r · ι χ r τ> ι
II i fore, supereminently,
as "the Antichrist—
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Lhroughout the several points of the vis(Concluded from page 1^2.)
\·
•
4. The legs and the feet of the image, or the \ mon to all the subjects thereof, of a nature
fourth beast.
\ to identify them with this personage, in
BABYLON, as we have seen, stands forth as ί whom they meet with a common end, and
the great corrupter of the earth, and ορρό- ί s u c i l as m a v S ( T V L N furthermore, to display
nent of God, and her final and yet future ! t l l ( -' m in marked contrast to the Lord .iesus,
judgement comes upon her at the time of the ί g a i n s t whom they stand, and by whom
Slu h
crisis of all thinirs, when the Lord Jesus <1 1 ι ι 7 i i r e t o b e I ) ! i t ( 1 ( ) W 1 1 ·
" will be
takes unto himself his great power and reigns. < f<>u»<l to exist; and the close correspondence
It is at tliis time, and under similar circum- ( i l 1 t l l 0 s e distingiiiHhing points between the
stances, that the imiiirc of the vision meets : t l i r c 0 n r s t uieinbers of the visions, known
its doom.
It is seen standing in all its ! < l l l l t l r " n e l ) ) r , i l 1 1 ^ i ! l · ^ Aiuiehrist, is the
strength and grandeur at the period when >'fourth, who has yet to come, will serve to
the kingdom of the stone cut out without \ i l ( l ( l t o t h 0 proof that licit is who talus up
hands is brought in ; and then, as beinir an- \ fl»is l a ^ P ^ 1 ^ °» t h ( ^ 1 L ^ S a i u l t l l l i l w t o i t ^
tagonistic to that kingdom, it is crushed to ; iniage, and the fourth beast,
dust, and scattered to the wind.
There is ; 1. The members of the vision are all individthus a close correspondence both as to po- i
ual personages.
sition and fate, between the image and Bub- \ T h a t t ] i e first o f t ] i c m w a 3 a n individual
y^on'

\ m a n — N e b u c h a d n e z z a r — a n d not a

system

The three first members of the vision, ) or dynasty, in which many were to have
who have appeared and passed away, have part, is undeniable, since the Scripture
proved to have been three kings of Baby- ί pusses by the whole of his predecessors and
Ion.
The thing' in common among them, < successors, declaring that in him this portion
whereinto they were consolidated as parts \ of the image stood complete in all its fullol one and the same great image, was just '; ness. The actions attributed to the second
this empire of Babylon.
The fourth must ) member of the visions, which could be true
then hold place in the same object, and be a « but of one, and were realized by Cyrus, deking of Habylon, and he must be found at inonstruted that he fulfilled this portion, and
the time of the end ranged in open hostility s that none of his line had part with him in
to the Lord Jesus, when he comes to h i s ' i t . The third member, Alexander, necessaKingdom, and at his hands must perish.-· rily stands single us to his kingdom, for he
T\ oik' other, it is evident, can fill this place' was the founder thereof, and its sole posbut the Antichrist, that wicked one " whom ses^or, none who followed him having lvtainthe Lord thall consume with the spirit of cd his empire. The individuality of the
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fourth member will the better appear when , after appertain to the Antichrist. " Therethe details that concern him are gone into. ? fore," we are told, " the he goat (Alexander)
Then it may be assumed to attach to him, as waxed very great : and when he wus strong,
he is spoken of in the vision in the self same j the great horn was broken ; and from it came
terms as the other three, and stands in \ up four notable ones toward the four winds
membership with them in the same image. \ of heaven. And out of one of them came
The Antichrist who is held to be this fourth J forth a little horn, which waxed exceeding
member, will undoubtedly be an individual, j great." After this the Antichrist is himself
If, by what is said of him, a system or a spoken of as also in alliance with this emclass of beings, had been intended, the terms pire. " And the rough goat is the king of
' ' t h a t man of sin—the son of perdition," Grecia ; and the great horn that is between
and the designation of " t h e Antichrist," his eyes is the first king. Now, that being
could not have been used ; for these all speak S broken, whereas four stood up for it, four
of individuality, and that of a special sort, \ kingdoms shall stand up out of the nation,
distinguishing the one referred to, as before ( but not in his power. And in the latter
observed, preeminently above all others.
time of their kingdom,* when the transgressThe stone cut out without hands, by ors are come to the full, a king of fierce
which the great image is to be destroyed, is countenance, and understanding dark scnalso an individual, being universally known \ tences, shall stand up, and his power shall be
and acknowledged to be the Lord Jesus, to mighty. (Dan. vni, 8, 9, 21, 24.) The Anwhom the same figure is more than once ap- tichrist, and with him the little horn, are
plied in Scripture.
t- n u s connected with the dominion of their
1

The objects of which the image are com-1 P™!' "*»'. the third member of the visions,
Further on,'we learn in which of the four diposed, are thus in each instance alike. The
first being an individual king, as all must be visions'of the empire it is that the throne of Anconstraincd to allow; the second is not a I tichrist is to subsist. In the eleventh chapter
line of kings ; and the third at one time a ) of Daniel, there is an account of the kings of
consolidated empire, and at another four di-! the South and of the North, who are rulers of
vided and conflicting kingdoms ; and the ! t w 0 o i * these divisions ; namely Egypt, as is
fourth, as system—so or many have taught, specifically signified in verse 8, which was
The incorporated image is not made up of the southermost division ; and Syria, which
such discordant materials, but every partic- >
; lay directly north thereto. From verse 5
ular portion partakes of the same nature \t o verse 12 the operations of the kings of
as its fellow portion, so that each can ap- > Egypt %e detailed ; and from verse 13 to
propriately enter into the constitution of the \v e r r i e 2 0 > t l l 0 s e ot% the kings of Syria ; and
other, and all form together one consistent \ after mention of one of them, who was to
whole,
be known as a raiser of taxes, it goes on
to say, " and in his estate shall stand up a
2. They are all kings of Babylon.
vile person," whose history occupies the reNebuchadnezzar was such, beyond room mainder of the chapter.
for question, and it was in Babylon that the
„,, .
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learn, in ('fleet, that he has his origin m one Jk i n f { ( l o m , a s b o i n g indicated in those prophecies, beof the divisions of Alexander's empire, all j twven that of the successors of Alexander, and that
of which, according to the rule of consoli- < ^VljJ ^h^^fourth iariof^he vUsioiT"^») unlviTsally
datlOll belonging to the image, should here- ί applied, is thus not to be found in these prophecies.
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But the Scripture brings us still closer to ^ made holiness to the Lord.) . . . And there
the region of his power, and shows us that it \ shall come forth a rod out of the stem of
will be centered in Assyria, and more defi- I Jesse, and a branch shall grow out of his
nitely still, in Babylon.
(roots. . . . With righteousness shall he
>· ι 4
ΙΛ
χι
c Ϊ judge the poor, and reprove with equity for
m l
The connection between the overthrow of ^the ttmeek ofr the
\\ earth
\ : and
ι ιhe shall
ι π smite
;f
Babylon, and the redemption of Israel, has the earthλ with the rod of his mouth, and with
(
been seen, as also that the time of the the breath of his lips " (see 2 Thess. ii, 8,)
deliverance of Israel is to be preceded " shall he slay the wicked." (Isa. x, 5 - 3 3 ;
by the period of their greatest trou- xi, 1-4.) " F o r the Lord will have mercy
ble. The Antichrist will be the instru- on Jacob, and will yet choose Israel, and set
ment of this their last tribulation, and as them in their own land. . . . and they shall
they are brought out of it, he will be con- rule over their oppressors. And it shall
signed to destruction. The " vile person " come to pass in the day that the Lord shall
has just this career. He aggresses upon Is- give thee rest from thy sorrow, and from thy
rael, and then meets his doom, and this at fear, and from the hard bondage wherein
the close of their final trial. " And he shall thou wast made to serve, that thou shalt
plant the tabernacles of his palace between take up this proverb against tlie king of Babthe seas (the Mediterranean and the Red ylon, and say, How hath the oppressor
Sea) in the glorious holy mountain ; yet, he
, > ceased ! the golden city ceased !" The Lord
shall come to his end, and none shall Dhe IlPp hath broken the staff of the wicked, and the
him. And at that time shall Michael stand scepter of the rulers. H e who smote the
up, the great prince which standeth for the people in wrath with a continual stroke, he
children of thy people : ami then shall be a that ruleth the nations in anger, is persey pp

t
l tb
h
time ol troube, such as never was since > c u t e d
,n o n e ,lindcreth
there was a nation even to that some time : o f H ( l s t s , h
,
j
u g u r e ]
a3
y people
pp shall be deliver- b a ( 1 , h
and at that tune thy
£ to
£ am]
h t g0 sha]1 it '
j
T
,
!
.
j
ed,
ed every one that sha 1 be found written in Ϊ
hav( T
o s c dd) s o s h ha ll II i ti s t a t !d d t l l a t
the book." (Dan. x,, 45 ; xii, 1.)
w i ] , b r e a k V A s s y r i a n in mlJ toi(/, a u d t ( f o n
Now it is as the Assyrian that he thus acts my mountains tread him under foot ; then
towards Israel, and hence his connection with shall his yoke depart from off them, and his
Babylon, the capital of Assyria, is the more burden depart from off their shoulders/' (Isa.
evidentlyy manifested. " 0 Assyrian,
y , the rod xiv, 1-6, 24-26.)) " Moreover the light
g of
i anger, andd the
h staff'
ff' in
i thine
hi hand
h d iis the moon shall be as the light of the sun,
off mine
my indignation. I will send him against an and the light of the sun shall be seven-fold
hypocritical nation, and against the people as the light of seven days, in the day that
of my wrath will I give him a charge, to \ the Lord bindeth up his breach of his peotake the spoil, and to take the prey, and to s pie, and healeth the stroke of their wound,
tread them down like the mire of the streets. J . . . . And the Lord shall cause his gloriHowbeit he meaneth not so, neither doth $ ous voice to be heard, and shall show the
his heart think so," (he has no thought of ( lighting down of his arm, with the imlignaserving Gotl's purposes in this,) ' bbut iit iis \ tion
ti off his anger, and with the flame of a
in his heart to destroy and cut off nations devouring fire, with scattering, and tempest,
not a few. . . . W here fore it shall come to and hailstones. " For through the voice of
pass, that when the Lord hath performed his the Lord" (seeagain, 2 Thess. ii, 8,) ·· shall
whole work upon Mount Zion and on Jerusa- the Assyrian be beaten down which smote
For Tophet is ordained
lem," (when the time of all her tribulation is with a rod
accomplished,) " 1 will punish the stout heart of old ; yea, for the King " (this king of Asof the king of Assyria, and the glory of his syria—see Rev. xix, 20,) " it is prepared : he
high looks. . . . Therefore, thus saith hath made it deep, and large : the pile therethe Lord God of Hosts, Ο my people that of is fire and much wood ; the breath of the
dwelleth in Zion, be not afraid of the Assy- Lord, like a stream of brimstone, doth kindle
rian ; he shall smite thee with a rod, and it." (Isa. xxx, 26-33.) " But thou, Bethlehem
shall lift up his staff against thee, after the Ephratah, though thou be little among the
manner of Egypt. For yet a very little thousands of Judah, yet out of thee shall he
while, and the indignation shall cease, and come forth unto me that is to be ruler in Ismine anger in their destruction. And the rael : whose goings forth have been from of
Lord of Hosts shall stir up a scourge for old, from everlasting
And this man
him. . . . And it shall come to pass in that shall be the peace when the Assyrian shall
day, that his burden shall be taken away come into our land : and when he shall
from off thy shoulder, and his yoke from off tread in our palaces, then shall we raise
thy neck, and the yoke shall be destroyed κ against him seven shepherds and eight prinbecause of the anointing" (when Israel is { cipal men. And they shall waste the land
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of Assyria with the sword, and the land of
Nimrod in the entrances thereof: thus shall
he deliver us from the Assyrian, when he
cometh into our land, and when he treadeth
within our borders. And the remnant of
Jacob shall be in the midst of many people
as a dew from the Lord, as the showers upon
the grass, that tarrieth not for man, nor
waiteth for the sons of men. And the remnant of Jacob shall be among the Gentiles
in the midst of many people, as a lion among
the beasts of the lorest, as a young lion among
the flocks of sheep : who, if he go through,
both treadeth down and teareth in pieces,
and none can deliver.'' (Mic. v, 2-8.)
The testimony is thus complete that the
Antichrist, the instrument of the last and
greatest of the tribulations of Israel, will
be an Assyrian, and the king of Babylon.

the second member, had been conferred " all
the kingdoms of the earth ;'' (Ezra i, 2,)
that is, all which he came in contact with.
Alexander, the third member, had even more
extended sway, and in his contest with Darius, which was one for universal empire, is
reported to have said, " that as the heavens
could not bear two suns, neither could the
earth suffer two kings." The Antichrist is
to be a still mightier potentate than any of
his predecessors in the image. Satan, who
is " the prince of this world," will give him
" his power, and his seat, and great authority," and " all the world " will " wonder after
him, and he will have power over ail kindreds, and tongues, and nations. And all
that dwell upou the earth shall worship
' him." (Rev. xiii, 2-8.) Babylon, the place
of the thrones of these rulers, is thus " that
3. They are bwlders together of the empire of j great city which reigneth over the kings of
the earth."
Babylon.
5. They all act in self-will, and so usurp the
Nebuchadnezzar founded the glory of
proper attribute of God.
the capital, saying of it, " Is not this great
Of
Nebuchadnezzar
it is said that all" peoBabylon, that I have built for the house of
my kingdom, by the might of my power, ple, nations, and languages, trembled and
and for the honor of my majesty ?'' And in feared before him : whom he would he slew,
his hands the state first became dominant and whom he would he kept alive, and whom
among surrounding nations. Cyrus brought he would he set up, and whom he would he
in the kingdoms of Media and Persia, ad- put down. But," it is added, " when his
joining them to the dominions of Babylon. heart was lifted up, and his mind hardened
Alexander still farther increased the empire, in pride, he was deposed from his kingly
contributing thereto the territories of Greece, throne, and they took his glory from him,"
Asia Minor, Syria and Egypt. Thus the (Dan. v, 19, 20,) "and he learned to know
image grew under their hands as each took that all the inhabitants of the earth are rehis place in it, supplying the substance there- putfed as nothing " before the Most High,
of, and adding to its proportions. The part and that it is He that " doeth according to
that the Antichrist performs as a construct- his will in the army of heaven, and among
or of the empire, must be considered here- the inhabitants of the earth ; and none can
after, when the particulars of the visions con- stay his hand, or say unto him, What doest
nected with him are treated of.
thou ? " (chap, iv, 35.) Of Cyrus also, unThe Lord Jesus, on his side, is the found- der the figure of the ram, it is said that " he
er of the kingdom which he has to set up, did according to his will, " (chap, viii, 4,)
so also of Alexander, that lie should
but unlike what springs from man. His do* and
u
do also according to his will," (chap, xi, 13.)
minion is not to be confined in its compreThe same has likewise been predicted of the
hensiveness by shape or size as is the image,
Antichrist as the vile person. " The king,"
which, reaching from the head to the feet, is
it is said, " shall do according to his will."
incapable of further extension. The stone,
(Chap, xi, 30.)
cut out without hands, and thus unrestrictThe characteristic of the Lord Jesus was
ed in figure or dimensions, is a type of this.
<k
" Of the increase of his government . . . . the very reverse of this, for he came not
there shall be no end." (Lsa. ix, 7,) and to do his own will, but the will of him that
he is without coadjutors in the work of rais- sent him." (John vi, 38.)
ing it up, but is the Alpha and the Omega, 6. They are all addicted to idolatry, honoring
the author and finisher of the whole.
thus other than the true God.
4. They are all kings aspiring to universal
Nebuchadnezzar, besides doubtless carryrule.
ing on habitually the idolatrous worship of
Nebuchadnezzar, the first member, was a Babylon, set up a golden image in the plain
"king of Icings, . . . . and wheresoever the of Dura, and caused all under his authority
children of men dwelt," they hud been ) to fall down and worship it. (Chap, iii,
" given into his hand," and he was made the i 1-6.) Cyrus viewed the earth and the sun
" ruler over them all." Upon Cyrus also, • as gods, and worshiped them, and, when
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dying, rejoiced in the thought of reposing three first beasts of the vision, is here very
in the bosom of the earth, as in that of a evident, and his part in the fourth, the most
deity. Alexander was so earnest an idola- important and formidable of them all, canter, that he sacrificed to the gods of every not be doubted. Its features are here unincountry which he visited in his course of dicated, simply because he is himself that
conquest. The Antichrist will also be a fourth.
promoter of idolatry. He is to honor " the ; The incorporation and oneness of the
god of forces, and a god whom his fathers members of the visions, becomes thus as perknew not shall he honor with gold, and sil- fect in the visions of the beasts, as in that
ver, and with precious stones, and pleasant of the great image, and the whole are found
things. Thus shall he do in the most strong to center and be represented in the last that
holds with a strange god, whom he shall ac- ι appears upon the scene—the Antichrist.
knowledge and increase with glory." (Chap. ;
The three first members of the vision, it
χι, 38, 3D.) This strange god, unknown to ( has been seen, were severally constructors of
any who had gone before, is probably his the empire of Babylon, as typified by the
own image which is to be set up for adora- great image. Each brought in his contrition, (Rev. xiii, 14,) for his act of honoring butions, and the successive portions were
it is introduced by the declaration that he added on, the one to the other ; nothing, up
shall not regard " the God of his fathers, nor >to that period, being lost of what had gone
the desire of women, (the Lord Jesus,) nor before. But from the time that Alexander,
regard any god : for he shall magnify him- ; the third member, passed away, this condiself above all." (Dan. xi, 37.)
\ tion of the empire ceased to be. The work
7. Lastly, they assume the very place and ! of disruption began y the provinces of the
powers of the Divinity.
i state were disjointed and severed ; Babylon
Nebuchadnezzar openly defied the living ί herself, the place of the throne, became an
Ood, saying to Shadrach, Meshach,and Abed- \ utter ruin ; and the strength, the glory, and
nego, when they refused to do homage to the \ the very proportion of the great image, disimage which he had set up, " Who is that ί appeared.
God that shall deliver you out of my j But in the latter day, as we said, this
hands ? " arrogating thus to himself a supe- \ image is to be found standing in all its brightriority above God. Cyrus received public j ness and terribleness, and in the full dimenadoration as a god when he appeared in <sions of its stature. Nothing that the earprocession before a countless host after the \ lier members brought in will then be wantcapture of Babylon. Alexander assumed to · ing. The head of gold, the breast and the
be the son of Jupiter Ammon, and thus of \ arms of silver, the belly and thighs of brass,
divine origin, heading all his letters and or- \ will all be there, together with the legs of
ders as such ; and when he conquered Dari- <iron, and the feet of iron and clay.
us, he caused himself to be worshiped as a ] The Antichrist, to take his place in the
god. The Antichrist will go beyond all his <image, must be a constructor thereof, equalpredecessors in this daring attempt to de- \ly with his predecessors, and as the whole
throne Jehovah, and to magnify himself to \ of their labors has come to nought, and the
his seat/ He will do this in a determinate ; image perfected by them to its lower limbs,
way, choosing the very temple of God for j has been dismembered, and no more exists,
the exhibition of himself in His room. He \ upon him it must devolve to reproduce'it in
" opposeth and exalted himself above all J all its parts, and to restore it as it was.
that is called God, or that is worshiped :
so that he, as god, sitteth in the temple of
God, showing himself that he is God." (2
Notes on the Above.
Thess. ii, 4.)
1. " A king of Babylon must be found at
The first member of the vision was as a the time of the end, ranged in hostility to
lion, the second as a bear, and the third as the Lord Jesus." Of this there can be no
a leopard. The fourth is said to be " dread- doubt. But, although king of Babylon, it
ful, and terrible, and strong exceedingly," j does not, therefore, follow that the old town
but his form is not given. In the descrip- j called Babylon must be rebuilt; for Babytion of the Antichrist in the thirteenth chap- ?lon, we have shown, is used in scripture in
ter of the Revelation, we have it, and it is >more senses than one, being the name of a
found to be made up of the figures of the other ! town on the Euphrates, a province, an emthree. " And the beast which I saw was pire, and a mystical city. A man may be
like unto a leopard, and his feet were as the <king of Babylon, and in Babylon, and yet
feet of a bear, and his mouth as the mouth the old aggregation of houses so called have
of a lion."
< no existence.
The association of the Antichrist with the \ 2. Before Mr. Strange published the
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speculations before us, we had abundantly last man is enthroned. Spirit precedes matproved that " the objects of Daniel's vision ter. The spirit of the tiling exists as the
bad been much misconceived ;" and that germ thereof previous to its manifestation.
their principal design was to exhibit the Hence, the spirit of Antichrist worked in
crisis of the latter days in the subversion of the apostolic age, in which there were many
the kingdom of men, termed Babylon, by the Antichrists—1 Jno., ii, 18 ; and by which
kingdom of God, styled THE STONE ; and that it was then known that it was " the last
the image of Nebuchadnezzar, representative hour" of the Mosaic dispensation. The
of the kingdom of men in full manifestation, spirit of Antichrist was the denial that Jesus
had yet to attain to the perfect stature of a Christ had come in the flesh, that is, that he
Man in Satan, antagonistic to the Man in had immaculate flesh, a holier flesh than falls
Christ, the mystical stone. Mr. Strange, to the common lot of man—1 John iv, 3.
therefore, agrees with us when he says, that This spirit has become material or corporate
" consolidation, and not disruption, is the in " the church " termed " Christendom," but
marked future of the great image, and the properly AntiChristendom, or the Dominion
true end thereof is to put before us that of Antichrist, and has inspired the late decentralization of human power which stands cree affirming the Immaculate Conception of
in opposition to the dominion of the Lord the mother of Jesus, that a clean nature, or
Jesus, and which is to be cast down and de- something else than " the flesh" might be
molished when he comes to his right, and born of her ! We see, then, that Antichrist
exists, for the co-apostolic spirit thereof is in
reigns."
vigorous and corporate activity in " the
3. " The members of the vision are all powers that be." Antichrist, however, we
individual personages." The erroneousness admit readily, has not attained to hi.s full
of this will appear by reference to No. 3 manifestation. His power awaits its conof our notes on page 182, col. 2. The solidation in the giving of the power and
second member of the visions, that is, the strength of the ten-horn kingdoms to the
silver of the image, the bear of the four eighth head of the beast (Rev. xvii, 13-17)
beasts, and the ram of Dan. viii, he says, which will be the development of " the devil
referred only to one man, and he, Cyrus the and his angels" iti full. This is a future
Persian, with whom none of his line had any event, and must, of course, occur under the
part. But this notion is overturned by sovereignty of some one man who may then
Daniel telling Nebuchadnezzar that 'the happen to be enthroned. This one man is not
silver of the image represented " a kingdom," the Antichrist, but the representative, for
not a man, " inferior to " him, or to the the time being, of the power which already
kingdom of which he was the executive exists, and has existed for ages, in the
chief. " After thee shall arise another kingdom world.
inferior to thee, and another third kingdom
5. The little horn of the goat, in Dan.
of brass, which shall bear rule over all the
earth. And the fourth kingdom shall be viii, is neither racial nor personal, but postrong as iron." According to Mr. Strange's tential. It is the symbol of human power
strange theory, Daniel should have said, consolidated against Israel in the east, and
" After thee, Nebuchadnezzar, shall arise which magnified itself against Jesus, the
another king, one Cyrus, a man inferior to Prince of the host ; took away the daily
thee, and another third king of brass, one sacrifice ; cast down Jerusalem, the place of
Alexander ; and the fourth king, Antichrist, its sanctuary ; leveled the form of knowledge
shall be strong as iron." But, as we have and of the truth in the law (Rom. ii, 20);
said before, Mr. Strange errs in mistaking and cast down of the host and the stars of
powers for individual men. Cyrus was pro- Judah to the ground, and stamped upon
phesied of by name, indeed, but not as part them ; destroyed the people of the holy ones,
of the visions of Daniel; but as a represent- and is yet to stand up against the Prince of
ative man, in Isaiah, typifying Messiah as Princes at the epoch of its fall, to rise no
the subverter of Babylon, restorer of Israel, more for a thousand years. And yet Mr.
and rebuildcr of the temple. The Plymouth Strange tells us, in effect, that the little horn
brotherist principle of interpretation is too is a personal Antichrist, and affords no
personal, not enough potential, to elaborate scope in its symbol for the Roman element
the truths
of power.
4. The Antichrist is a combination of j G. Mr. Strange directs the reader's attenpersons and power, not a single man. There tion to Dan. xi, 21, where he finds mention
will, doubtless, be a last man of the power, > made of " a vile person," which, without a
through whom that power will find expres- ί shadow of proof, he declares is Antichrist,
sion ; but it does not, therefore, follow that ί *' whose history occupies the remainder of
the Antichrist power docs not exi<t till that · the chapter !! " Having swept out of his
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way nineteen verses of difficulties, he falls ' he assumes also that Satan gives his throne
upon verse 40, where he finds the phrase, (; to Antichrist, and that in so doing he will
" at the time of the end ;" and assuming that j give him the mounds of Euphrates overthe " vile person" and " the king' of verse ( spread with palaces. These things assumed,
3G are the same, he makes this verse testify \ he concludes : " Babylon, the place of the
that the vile person is to " prosper till the > thrones of these rulers, is thus ' that great
indignation be accomplished." " We thus f city which reigneth over the kings of the
find," says he, " this vile person to be in ' earth.'—Rev. xvii, 18."
existence at the time of the end I!» Upon \ p u t a fcw t c s l i m 0 1 l i e s i n t o M r . strange's
the same unprincipled interpretation he >
„
ib,
a]1(] h e c u n h n
m t
u ^
might have Iound Alexander the Great to_; M g u i t ) l i m s e l f _ 1 [ e d o u b t i e s 3 Calculated
have existence at the time of the end ; tor it ; w i ( , L ,, o n t h e C 1 . e d u l i t o f h i s r e a ( ]
fop h e
assertion be [.roof, anything may be proved. ,
. ^ ,ike 0|,e w ] w - ^ m ) f
f
b e i
But we deny that this "vile person» is ; a s k e ( , f u r
of.
w h e n
J o l m
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Antichrist, that he is identical with " t h e . W 0 1 . d s
^
t h o K u p h r a t c a u t i w u w a s
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king, and that h.s history occupies the • h
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believe it to be invulnerable. We have i "heritor of the sovereignty'of the kingdom
there shown to what this chapter refers from ί ?,f . m c n » which had passed from W v t h cO
verse 21 to the end, and need not repeat it [ Babylon, and thence to Koine,
here. We will only quote our paraphrase 5 9. The " strange god " of Dan. xi, 39, Mr.
of verse 21, to show who the vile person was : Strange tells us, " is probably Antichrist's
"And in his, Seleucus Philopator's, place • own image, which is to be set up for adorshall stand up lleliodorus, a vile person, ! "-tioii! " This is absurd. The ·' desire of
being both a poisoner and usurper, to whom women," if the parenthesis be in the right
they, the authorities of the nation, shall not place, is the Lord Jesus ! This is absurder ;
give the honor (f the kingdom; toAntiochus . ami Antichrist is to be in the temple of God,
Kpiphanes shall come in peaceably and obtam ' which is the absurdest of all. The absurdity
the kingdom by Jlaitenes bestowed on the in the positive and comparative degree is
party of lleliodorus." The italics are the (; sufficiently manifested in Anatolia, p. 45,
text, the lloimin type the interpretation. • and Elpis Israel, p. 362. We may, thercShall not Antichrist obtain the honor of ί fore, here simply refer to them. A word or
the kiiii-dom obtained by flatteries ? This \ so may, however, be added concerning the
is certainly not the kingdom of God. The ί absurdity in its superlative degree,
vile person cannot possibly be Antichrist, ^ It is a common notion, founded upon the
for even Mr. Strange admits that Antichrist ( English version of 2 Thess. ii, 3, that 4 < the
is to be great above ail, even in the temple \ Man of Sin, the Son of Perdition,'' is to be
of God.
\ found in " the temple of God," in the sense
7. We ai
is without <
up
that, :
which
new government, there are to be seven . f. ,
.,„
„„ „.
,, .,~ ^
r
o.
Bhcphmls and eight princes of meu-Micuh \ ^ h \ . l l l U S ' " \'e M',ln °f * " / • t h e , ? n , °f
v, 5 ; and the spTnt of Chri.t in John testi- Krd.tim,, opposeth and exaiteth hmselj above
ties that the undetiled follow the Ulmli\
everyone ca led a go,l, or august; so that he
whithersoever he goes ; and that he ha* with i *''* "f " "','ίί'," / / " Um,plc "•> '"e ?*'· f l t
th
him in the war against the kings of Kun.pe " ' " J'":m-' bec("'fe l i e ' s " «»<·. ^
«
"the called, the laithlul, and the chosen" ! jvader compare tins with Dan χι, 3, and
lic W l
ubtl s
and Daniel says that the fourth beast system )
" ' °.
f F « * ' ™ that one and the
of powers is destn.ved bv the saiuts. Yet ί f,;!,me « I H I l s rcie.red to by Daniel and Paul.
Mr! Strange strangely affirms that Messiah i ^ * ™ ψ ^ » the former, who regards
has 110 coadjutors hi the work !
! " o t , l ! ' c i " * l r c u .. w n , e S ' ",'* Γ 1 " ' η - " y
J
.
\ god, tor he magnifies hnnsell above all," is
8. Having assumed that the old town' clearly identical with the Man of Sin power,
Babylon is to be rebuilt, and that because which exalts himself above every one, " forit was once the locality of the throije of the
ids to marry, and commands to abstain
Babylonian kings, it must be so to the end, from meats."—l^t Tim. iv. 3. It is " in the
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estate1 of the king who doth according to his Jothers equally plain and obvious, our reswill/ and not in the temple of the living pected friend has been infidel and dogmaticand true God, that this ambitious god is ally deniant, while professing to be a true
found. That king's estate belongs to the believer and a Christian. These are errors
court without the temple of God ; in which that cannot be offset, or transmuted into
court the temple of the god is seen. There, harmless mistakes, by publishing mistaken
as upon a stage, the papal puppet, the notions of Dr. Thomas' views or opinions
image of the Beast, exhibits himself as a of unrevealed details strongly expressed.
god, and is worshiped by the fools that AVe have not been trained in the expression
bow to him the knee, and kiss his toe. He of our views and convictions in the " Ciris a god strange or foreign to the worship cumlocution Office." We have neither time,
of the Pagan Caesars, who knew him not, space, nor taste, for circumlocution ; and
for it remained for their besotted successors in expressing strong convictions, we use our
in the Roman purple to set him up in their own language in our own sense of its terms.
estate. Mr. Strange is, therefore, far wide We say, then, that the Russian war has not
of the mark in teaching that Antichrist will ended, and that the present is not " a geneyet exhibit himself in " the very temple of ral peace," but a temporary truce, or susGod." This is mere fal-lal, being without pension of arms. We have, over and over
the shadow of a foundation in the scriptures >again, declared our conviction, that the
Russian war, or antagonism, in the great
of truth.
EDITOR.
Eastern Question, is resolvable into four
August 25, 1857.
stages: and that the independence of Turkey
and the integrity of its territory, cannot be
maintained, though all the world should
decree the same. The events of the past
two years demonstrate the truth of this
An Editorial Offaet.
position. We do not walk by sight. We
"Dr. Thomas has published that the recent;Russian
war would not terminate till the Lord should come, do not form our views of the future by
and destroy Gog and his army on the mountains of \ present temporary incidents. Because SeIsrat'l. The war hus terminated in a general peace; >bastopol has fallen, and a truce exists, we
the Lord has not come ; Gog has been turned back, \
and consequently has not been on the mountains of > do not admit that the Russian war is over.
Israel."—£\vpo6itor, p. (iti'2. A. D. 18o7.
• The French war was not over because there
Ουκ friend of The Expositor seems to ) was a general pacification ofEurope in 1802,
think, that what he terms " the recent Κ us- ',which lasted till May 1803. The interval
sia.i war," is over, having terminated in " a \ afforded scope for modifying the course of
general peace," as he considers the present events. This is the character of the pressuspension of arms among the belligerents. ent interval between the treaty of Paris,
We have said that the antagonism between and the future renewal of blood. We
Kussia and Britain, aided by whatever allies walk by faith, and are fully assured that
she may be able to diplomatize in her in- the policy of Britain and France will be
terest, will not terminate until the Lord ί circumvented, and that Russia will triumph ;
comes and punishes Leviathan, the crooked ! and that her triumph can only be converted
and piercing serpent, the dragon of the \ into irremediable disaster and defeat by the
sea, (Isaiah xxvii, 1,) upon the mountains [ King of the Jews, at his advent, in power
of Israel. Our contemporary thinks that f and great glory. u Gog has " not yet " been
we have made a mistake in this matter. \ turned back," as our reepected friend of
Now, we never have pretended to infalli- j The Expositor supposes ; for he has never
bility, or an exemption from error, es-! yet " pitched the tent of his entrenched
pccially in our views of the details of the i camp between the seas " upon the mountains
future. As to the general outlines, we have of{ Israel—Dan. xi, 45; and it is from
" full assurance of faith," and " full assurance >thence that he is to be turned, and not from
of hope," and cannot be shaken with respect \ the frontier formed by the Pruth. When
to them. We are certain that the kingdom I turned back only a sixth part of Gog will
of God will be set up, or restored, in the survive,
>
which was not the fact at the fall
Holy Land ; that the twelve tribes of Israel >of Sebastopol.—Ezek. xxxix, 2.
will be planted there by Jesus Christ; and i Our friend says, we have " observed " prothat he will conquer Leviathan on themoun-! found silence as to, what he terms, our
tains of his kingdom. We can make no J ** miscalculations." We hope he will let his
mistake about this while we retain the fa- >readers know, in the republishing of these
culty of reading the English Bible, where '>remarks verbatim, that the silence is at
these points stand out iu such bold relief, \ length broken ; and that we have neither
that a child may read and understand. Up- >time, space, nor disposition, to reply to all
on all these points, with a multitude of >the misrepresentations of our views, that,
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from divers causes, find their way into all the great lights of diplomacy insisted
print. We can afford to be silent, knowing upon the necessity of extricating the Ottothat time will rectify misapprehensions, and man Government, from its position of dejustify us in our position. The first stage grading dependence upon foreign influence.
of the Russian war has terminated; and According to Nesselrodc, Russia went to
the transition period, between the first war wholly and solely to secure to the
and second stages, is present with us. Sultan the free and un trammeled exercise
" There is no peace for the wicked," saith of his sovereign rights. Drouyn de l'lluys,
Jehovah ; yet are the wicked not always on behalf of France, and Clarendon, on
slaying" and killing one another with the behalf of England, were equally ardent in
edge of the sword. The Little Horn was to declaring that they, too, had fully made up
make war upon the saints, until the Ancient their minds that the time was come for makof Days come. The war still continues, ing the Padishah a member of the great
though the saints no longer continue to fall European confederacy, and guaranteeing to
by sword, and imprisonment, and torture ; him, as to all such powers, complete liberty
for they continue to contend by their tes- of action inside his own dominions, reserving
timony, and the Ancient of Days has not to themselves, however, the privilege of
yet come.—Dan. vii, 21, 22. Can our ' remonstrating ' in favor of religious tolerfriend not now understand how that blood ation. To estimate these declarations at
may cease to flow in battle, and yet war their full value, we must remember that
continue till the controversy be finally as- ever since the beginning of this century,
suaged ? The Russian war is in continuance, ever since, in short, Turkey became weak
only, lor the present, diplomatically waged. and disorganized, the actual ruler of the
The subject of diplomatic strife is the same Ottoman Empire, has been, not the Sultan,
as when Sebastopol was beseiged, the in- or the Grand Medjliss, but whichever of
dependence and integrity of Turkey. The the foreign ambassadors, for the time being,
following article from tke New York Times, happened to be the greatest bully, or in the
will show the reader the point at which that fiercest mood, or in possession of the most
matter of debate has arrived. AVe submit determined-will, he was the actual sovereign
it to him without further comment, leaving of the country. The Sultan occupied very
our friend of The Expositor to his own re- much the position of the princes of the
flections on the premises.
Merovingian dynasty in France, and the
foreign plenipotentiaries were the Mayors
Aug. 25th, 1857.
EDITOR.
of his palace. Each of them had his favorite among the Turkish pachas, and
fought and snarled and threatened to proTurkish Independence.
cure his advent to power, with us much
" The last mails bring news of rather a ferocity as Stamboul dogs over the bones
serious political complication at Constanti- of an old horse. The natural result was to
nople, arising out of differences between the crush out every spark of nationality amongst
French Ambassador, and lledschid Pasha, the Turks, and to convince every aspirant
touching the union of the two Principalities for oliice that his only chance of success lay,
of Moldavia and AVallachia. As far as we not in deserving well of his country, but in
know at present, the influence of Lord pandering to the whims and caprices of
Stratford de Redcliffe, hitherto paramount foreign emissaries. What was done en
in the councils of the Porte, seems to be grand in the Capitol, was done en yet it in
on the wane, and that of the French minister the provinces. Every pashalik had its
to be in the ascendant. Ups and downs Russian, French, and British Consul, who
of this sort in the fortunes of Turkish bullied its Governor, and fought over his
ministers have, however, been so very com- prostrate carcase; reported him, and called
mon for the last seven years, that it would for his removal, after the manner of their
be absurd to pretend to see in them any superiors in the metropolis. The brunt of
indications that can guide us in judging of these battles, of course, mainly fell on the
representatives of Russia and England.
the future of the Ottoman Empire.
" In one point of view, however, the few The one was able to threaten Turkey by
lines of the dispatch which tells us that the land, and the other by sea. One could
French Ambassador made the resignation throw 100,000 men ashore iu Bulgaria,
of the Sultan's ministry the only condition the other to anchor a dozen line of battle
on which he would consent to maintain ships in the Golden Horn. The Sultan was
diplomatic intercourse, are pregnant with a shuttlecock between them, and they batmeaning. No one who followed the history tered him about till he became the laughing
of the late war, however carelessly, can stock of the world.
" At the close of the last war, we were
forget with what warmth all the ' notes' of
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told we were to have had an end of this.
Turkey was to be placed in such a position,
that a Russian Minister would no more
think of calling lor the dismissal of liedschid Pasha, than of requesting Lord Palmerston to retire into private life; and the
British Minister would as soon insist upon
appointing· the Grand Vizier, as upon nominating a candidate for the American Presidency. .Russian influence once overthrown,
by the capture of Sebastopol, and the destruction of the Black sea ileet, the halycon
days of Turkey were to begin. The Ministers
were to be the Sultan's, the police the
Sultan's, and in short the country was to
belong to the Turkish-Government.
" The controversy about the Principalities, which has now been dragging its slow
length along tor two weary years, and the
foreign intrigues which have been hatched
in rapid succession in the seraglio ever since
the treaty was signed, and this last Ministerial crisis which has resulted in the overthrow oi Lord Stratford de lledclifte's favorite, all prove, tiiat as far as Turkey herself is
concerned, the war has simply given her a
master the more. Instead of receiving all
her kicks and smiles and insults from .Russia
and England aione, she now gets a iew from
France as well, and is hobbling along on
the old beaten track of foreign dependence,
and will, in our opinion, hobble along it to
the close, which cannot be very far distant.
The spasmodic attempts at reiorm, of which
we hear but the faint echo, are but the
struggles preceding dissolution. These diplomatic contlicts waged by the dragomans,
in the halls of the Porte, are but heralds of
sterner controversey which the three great
powers of Europe will yet wage, and at no
very remote period, over the remains of the
extinguished empire."

2luaUcta
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The Truth in Washington, D. C.
WASHINGTON, D. C,Juty 25,1857.
BRO. THOMAS,—Baptism, without the
Abraliamic faith, is once more rejected and
cast to the moles and bats. On the evening
of the 2Oth we proceeded to the wate*, iu
company with four candidates for immersion,
viz. : two members of the Baptisfe ehureh,
one a Methodist, and another who had been
baptized ini.0 (Jampbellism and Milleri/m,
having been of the class spoken of by the
prophet, in the 107 Ps. 23 v. 1 must say to
you this is, in maritime language, a inaintopsuil haul, having been perlornied in the presence oi the preacher. They rejected that
baptism that is called by the baptist preach-

ers " a divine command," and with the next
breath they denounce it as ·' non-essential."
They rejected the teachings of men, and fled
for refuge to the promises of God made to
the fathers of Israel, of which promises says
Paul, Heb. 6 : 17 v., " Wherein God, willing
more abundantly to show unto the heirs of
promise the immutability of his council, confirmed it with an oath, that by two immutable things in which it was impossible for
God to lie, we might have a strong consolation who have tied for refuge to lay hold on
the hope set before us, which hope we have
as an anchor to the soul." They can now
say, in the language of Paul when arraigned
before the Sanhedrim, Acts 23 ch. 0 v., " of
the hope and resurrection we are condemned
by the world," even that hope which Paul so
nobly contends for before King Agrippa,
Acts 26, when he exclaims, ** And now 1
stand and am judged for the hope of the promise made of God unto our lathers; unto
which promise our twelve tribes hope to
come, and for which hope's sake I am accused," for preaching the Gospel of the kingdom in the name of Jesus ; and it is for this
hope they can say with us, we are denounced
by the clergy. Let them reject the promises
of God, and teach the doctrines of men, it is
but vanity; for they may see their position
and doom in the end in the language of
Paul, Eph. 2 ch. 11 and 12 v., that they are
gentiles, and are aliens from, the commonwealth of Israel, strangers from the covenants
of promise, having no hope and without God
iu the world.
Having arrived at the water, Brother
Campbell opened the Scriptures, and taught
the people the tilings concerning the kingdom of God and the name of Jesus Christ, in
contrast with the teaching of the clergy, to
which they listened in silence and attention.
Having concluded his discourse, I informed
the audience that if they would close around
the candidates they could hear the Gospel in
a nutshell, by hearing the confession they
were in the act of making.
\ They came near, and I proceeded as fol;, lows : " Do you believe in the covenants of.
: promise made of God unto the fathers of
Israel, and in the personal reign of Jesus the
Messiah upon the throne of his father David
in Jerusalem, over the Jews restored, and
the nations, in virtue of these covenants of
promise made to Abraham and David and
brought into force by the resurrection of
: Christ from the dead?" They answered:
', " We do believe." What the audience
• thought of such a confession of faith I do
' not know, for they were very silent. 1 then
;' informed them that this is the only Gospel
'•• revealed to us in the Bible, and before any
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man can become a Christian he must believe The Gospel of the Kingdom progressthis Gospel, and make the good confession
ing in Canada.
which Paul says, 1 Tim. 6 ch. 13 v. Jesus
TORONTO,
1st August, 1857.
witnessed before Pontius Pilate, 15 v., who,
DEAR BROTHER THOMAS,—As you favored
in his times he shall show who is the blessed
and only potentate, the King of Kings and the readers of the " Herald of the Kingdom
Lord of Lords, who only hath immortality.' and Age to Come " with a sketch of your
When arraigned before Pilate (John 18 ch. journey through Canada West last summer,
37 v.) Jesus exclaimed, " Thou sayest it; I I know that a short account of " the cause»"
am king. To this end was I born, and in this province will be acceptable to all
of truth whose lot is cast in the
for this cause came I into the world, that 1 friends
41
should bear witness unto the truth." This dark and cloudy day." Brother Williams,
is the reason why " he has commanded all of whose arrival in this country you had
men every where to repent, (Acts 17 ch. 30 heard from the church at Plymouth, has
and 31 v.) because he has appointed a day in been instant in season and out of season ever
the which he will judge the world in right- since he came amongst us, and you will be
eousness by that man whom he hath ordain- rejoiced to hear that three in this city have
ed, and hath given assurance unto all men in become " obedient to the Truth," through
the earnest, heart-searching discourses of our
that he hath raised him from the dead."
respected brother on the inexorable necessity
I can scarcely believe the clergy to be ig- of a belief at once enlightened and sincere,
norant of these great truths of the Gospel, in " the things concerning the kingdom of
for they must know from the teaching of the God and the name of Jesus Christ," as enScripture, that Christ must come again, as joined in the Scripture of truth ; and here
it is written, lieb. 9 ch, 28 v., " Unto those was furnished a most delightful proof of the
who look for him shall he appear a 'second moral power of " the word," when received
time ;" Acts 3 ch. 20, 21 v., "For he shall into honest hearts "—a proof full of comfort
send Jesus, which was before preached unto ; to the believer, and at the same time big
you, whom the heaven must receive until the j with scathing, withering rebuke to the sapient
time of restitution of all things which God >cavillers of our time, at what they suppose
hath spoken by the mouth of his prophets the ultraismof our views. Here, then, were
since the world begun." Then the seventh two honest, earnest hearts, already faithful
trump sounds, and there are voices in heaven of the things concerning the name of Jesus
saying, " The kingdoms of this world have Christ, and with very considerable knowlbecome the kingdoms of our Lord and his edge of the coming kingdom, prompting
Christ, and he shall reign for ever and ever, them to pray with fervor that it might
he takes to himself his power and reigns ; " speedily come, yet, in the good providence of
the nations become angry at his wrath, and God, through the preaching of Brother W.,
the time of the dead that they should be convinced that they possessed not the one
judged, and that thou shouldst give reward hope of the calling, viz,, to God's kingdom
unto thy servants the prophets, and to the and glory, by becoming joint heirs with the
saints and them that fear thy name, and to Christ, their Elder Brother, in the age to
destroy the wicked. Well, teaching such come, as rulers over the mortal nations then
doctrine as this, does not suit the clergy in existent on he earth, (this being the specific
Washington, so the disputers of the world point of the Gospel or glad tidings, of which
spoken of by Paul, 1 Cor. 1 ch., 2 Pet. 2 ch., they were ignorant, and of necessity, Tnt*!^call it " perfect humbuggery." Such lan- fore, faithless) they at once casting aside the
guage as this from the wise should make us sincere ignorance of a pious immersion, subcontent to be iools ; but truly such language mitted themselves to the righteou&^*jHt>f
is like wisdom in a balloon, they being igno God, were forthwith baptized into the name
rant of the teachings of Moses, the Prophets, of" the Holy Ones," and can now, with full
Christ and the Apostles ; they are of neces- assurance of faith, look forward with grate**
sity also ignorant of that which we believe ful joy to the high vocation whereunto they
and teach; therefore let us (Tim. 6 ch. 12 have been called; convinced, from the tesv.) fight the good tight of faith and lay hold timony of the living God, that no amount of
on eternal life whereunto we are called ; intensity of sincere ignorance can stand in
Rom. 5 ch. 2 v., rejoicing in hope of the lieu of the truth, heartily believed and lovglory of God at his appearing and kingdom. ingly obeyed. Would that many now holding a position similar to that of our respected
Your brother in the hope of Israel,
friends, could be induced to enter in by the
R. A. BOARMAN.
door, and renounce, at once and for ever,
all their puny efforts at either improving
upon, or virtually ignoring, the all-surpassing
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way of

righteous-

Brother Williams, at the urgent request
of our friend, intends visiting Quecnsville
(I). V.) next week, when the Christians in
We are in good hope of having others yet
that quarter will have certain strange things
added to our number here. 1 know that
brought to their ears." In Paris, Brother
some are seeking " what they must do to bo
Scott having been denounced as infidel by
saved ;" and were the fogs of a life-long
the respectable orthodoxy of the place for
tradition once dispelled (as dispelling they
assisting in the distributor) of certain tract*
are) by the rising beams of the Hun of
intending to show the people the Bible docTruth, they would soon bask in the life-givtrine of Immortality, has, by public handing rays of his light, love, and joy. A Mr.
bill, openly challenged any of his calumniaBlain, of Buffalo, New York, has been lately
tors (lay or clerical) to meet him in public
here lecturing to the people, and distributing
debate and prove him in error. So far,
tracts on the Life and Death question, though
however, they have preserved a silence highutterly void of Life to perishing men (inasly ominous of a consciousness of their weakmuch as he virtually ignores the testimony
ness. If they but study their own vested
of Moses and the Prophets.) The addresses
interests, that silence will remain unbroken.
and tracts of Jacob Blain may not be valueOur brother of Paris has received an invitaless in calling the attention of some to the
tion to go down to Cayuga on the Grand
false pretensions of the orthodox to that
River, and speak to some inquirers after
much abused name, while claiming for themtruth—a call which it is needless to say, he
selves and all mankind a right to that existwill most joyfully and gratefully' obey. Many
ence which is promised to the righteous
inquiries have been made of late by the
alone, as a part of their reward for belief in,
readers of your works here respecting the
and obedience to, things at which the superpromised book on Revelation. How soon
stitious rail and scoff. Once convinced of
are your Apocalyptic labors likely to close ?
being without Life in themselves, men, if sinAll the brethren in Christ send their grateful
cere for life eternal, will soon ask how they
remembrances.
I remain, dear Brother,
can obtain that of which they are destitute.
yours in Israel's hope,
From Hamilton Brother Somerville writes
J . COOMBE.
— " that there was a small meeting of inquirers there, to which he had been invited"
some time ago; they had pretty correct j
Grateful Acknowledgement.
views of the things of the Kingdom, " but
j
BELOVED
BROTHER THOMAS, — I return
having been brought up among Presbyterians, had incorrect views about baptism." ; you my sincere thanks for the honor you
Since he commenced meeting with them, Ί have done me, in taking the pains you have
three had been baptized, and he hopes the ! in answering my letter; and must say that
whole will soon come round. Prior to his \ I am highly satisfied, and gratified too, with
visit among them, I do not know that they ) your explanation, and think that you have
had been more than investigation meetings. ί greatly honored me in being so explicit;
I trust, however, they will be enabled to \ and believe that you have not only removed
form a church ere long. From Queensville • a great mist from my eyes, but by your
Brother Degeer writes, under recent date, • plainness, criticism, and profound knowledge
inter alia, as follows : " Are you aware in the meaning of the original Scriptures,
whether Dr. Thomas is likely to visit Canada < have, and are doing, mighty things in this
again soon ? Could he be prevailed on to do { perverse and serpent generation.
soon, I will pay his fare from New York to ί I had prepared another letter for you, but
Canada on condition of his giving some lec- ' need not trouble you with it, being greatly
tures in our part. I think some might fully ( satisfied with what you have already written
embrace the truth conld they hear the doc- upon the subject. Yet I thought it but
tor's reasoning on the same. I am endeavor- : just to acknowledge thus my gratitude, and
ing, with the little ability I have, to let the to thank you for the trouble you have taken.
light shine ; and although I am still alone for Go on in the good cause you have emthe hope of the Kingdom, yet there is some barked in, and may God bless, strengthen,
prospect in future of others embracing the and comfort you, is the prayer of your affaith. AVe cannot expect much in these fectionate brother in Israel's Hope.
days, seeing there are so many " forms of \
CHARLES F I S H .
Godliness," yet without the power, and j
The " Seeker after Truth.* "
" lovers of pleasure more than lovers of ', Nottingham, England,
God."
Nevertheless, dear friend, let us
ί
June 24, 1857.
continue " steadfast in the faith, always
abounding in the \vork of the Lord."
* See page 60 of this volume.—Editor,
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Therefore, the Lord's

DEAR BROTHER THOMAS,—Having a few | doctrine cannot be denied or set aside ; and,

moments' leisure, 1 have concluded to write > therefore, the opposer has no other work than
you a few lines. Our beloved Brother An- calumny and misrepresentation. Let us,
derson has been among us. He has been \ then, continue to search the Scriptures. A
speaking with great power. His discourses \ great deal of important knowledge has been
were, 1 think, more eloquent and powerful ί the result of this active investigation. All
than common. His purity of character and < minds arc not susceptible of receiving great
high intellectual qualities commanded for him ) truths even when they are discovered for them,
the warmest respect and praise. May, dear ί Truth, which is above all price, giving the
brother, we all be like minded, having the ί highest hope to prosperity—softening, soothsame love, not seeking our own, but the j i»g> and cheering the heart even in the
things which are Jesus Christ's. I/it us i darkest hours of adversity—can be obtained
study to be approved of God, to make ac- ί only by perseverance, labor, and research,
quisition of " the doctrine which is according J There are some here, dear brother, seeking
to godliness," for it is " profitable to all for it—some have surveyed, and obeyed it.
things, having promise of the life that now A few days ago I had the pleasure of baptizis, and of that which is to come." I admire ing two very intelligent persons into the hope
your article in the June number, " Did Jesus ' of the Gospel; and, a short time before that,
and the Apostles teach the Mosaic Doctrine a gentleman of comprehensive scriptural
of Immortality ? " It contains, I think, a knowledge demanded baptism. A month
vast deal of accurate and valuable knowl- before that, two gentlemen, understanding
edge. Such investigation cannot be other- the truth, renounced their erroneous views,
wise than laudable, and 1 think it at present and cheerfully obeyed the truth. Another,
altogether wisely directed. There are many having discovered the truth, has abandoned
to whom your writings are detestable ; they the false, and desires to obey from the heart
think you are making war with the earnest the truth as it is in Jesus, at her earliest opconvictions of serious persons, but, in fact, > portunity. These facts throw a lively interit is offensive collision with popular creeds, est over the welfare of our little band. All
bigoted opinions, strong prejudices, and nar- had been immersed before into the systems
row views, all of which combine to maintain of error—five into Campbellism, and one
the ascendancy of error, and falsify the truth. into Baptistism.
Many think your views vague, incompreWe are expecting you here soon. When
hensible, and extravagant; but they are al- shall we expect you ? I desire much to see
ways of that number who manifest great un- you, and hear you speak.
willingness to look closely at the system,
I am, affectionately, your friend and brothinvestigate the foundations on which it rests,
and the conclusions to which it leads. As er, in hope of the first resurrection,
W M . PASSMORE.
to your incomprehensibleness, it is well known
that your views have, for a number of years,
Lunenburg, Va., June 12,1857.
been deliberately shaping themselves, expressing themselves in language the most
lucid and forcible, displaying a superiority Visit to Kentucky, Mississippi and
over every other system of vagueness and
Tennessee.
mysticism which the language of men has
IN July, nit., we repeated our visit to
been made to give utterance to, and all for
the purpose of being thoroughly understood. Henderson, Ky., arriving there about the
The mind attains health and perfection only 19tli. We found the brethren united in
when it attains clear, systematic, and hide- brotherly
.
. affection and love of the truth, and
ii
pendent expression—expression not of the s desirous
olf knowing all about it that is
false, the current common of our day, but of · knowable,
having no sectarian horizon limitm
tne r v i e w
sound wisdom and discretion. How clearly, < S
^
·
lucidly, and forcibly are the transcendental ) Weί remaine<
remained with them till the following
mystics of the ingenious Platonic school Monday week, speaking every day of our
described to us! so clear, and intelligent, sojourn, and on one occasion twice. Weekand demonstrative in its utterance, that few, day meetings, even with the " Names and
I should think, of Adam's race would be de- Denominations" which enjoy the favor of
nied the luxury of possessing its knowledge. the world, are very scantily attended by the
They may deny the truth, style it prepos- Hendersonians; it was not to be expected,
terous, absurd, and pernicious, but they can- therefore, that our meetings, whom the world
not overturn it, cannot exhibit it as logically, neither loves nor favors, would be numerousscripturally, really false. " The foundation ly patronized. We found, however, an inof God staudeth sure : the Lord knoweth creased attendance compared with last year,
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and larger audiences than, we were informed, distic gospelism, and ends in a " railroad
attend the ministrations of the world's di- speech." Mr. Pitts, or some person in comvines. On Lord's Day, the multitude turned munication with him, issued bills, anouncing
out, as a matter of course, the impression that he would preach at certain places, and
being that " there would be a crowd," and after the sermon a railroad speech would be
such an opportunity of seeing and being I delivered. We had something else to do
seen is not to be lost, " down in the country <than to attend the preaching, but we underside."
\ stand that he taught, or rather rehearsed, the
Our auditors had all ears, as far as we foolishness lately published in a Methodist
know. It is presumable they had, as the book styled " Armageddon," which declares
ear-cropping era for offences against the the valley of the Mississippi to be the field
opinions and rules of society does not at of Armageddon, and the United States the
present obtain. Perhaps it is well for the stone cut out of the mountain without hands !
safety of our own and our brethren's ears He is said to forestall the applause of his
that it does not, as we might be minus auditory by telling them how he was magnithose useful appendices ourselves.
Be fied by the world's great ones at Washington,
this as it may, whether our auditors had D. C. He there undertook to prophesy,
" ears to hear what the Spirit saith to the Ec- before the conscript fathers of the nation,
clesias," is beyond our faculty to testify. Our the foreign ambassadors, and the people in
fears are that, generally speaking, they had the capital (I think), and in his prophesyings
not; and Ave say this, because, after a couple of the destiny of the United States, to deof hours' declaration of God's testimony, and clare that, as France was with the original
the reasoning out of its points, the levity of colonies in the establishing of their independdemeanor and frivolity of the wordiness we ence, so she will be with this Union when
overheard around us, demonstrated that it crushes Nebuchadnezzar's image in the
what we had proved to be the saying of the valley of the Mississippi! 1! While vaticinating after this fashion, which none but a
Spirit, found no respect with the majority.
daimonion, or " divine," or theologian of the
All, however, were not of this light and apostacy could be blind enough to do, a
shallow cast of mind. On the contrary, they pointing of innumerable fingers turned his
heard with gravity, and seemed interested in attention to a portrait behind him, which on
what they heard ; and we have the satisfac- beholding he discovered to be that of La
tion of knowing that several are diligently Fayette 1 The effect was dramatic, and the
studying the Scriptures, and with an interest laurel descended on his brow! 0, ye Henin the Bible they had not felt until they were dersonians, half horse half alligator men,
made acquainted with the matter of our could you presume to withhold applause
teaching. A lady, forty years ago immersed after such an example at the capital ? Dare
into Baptistism, and afterwards received ye exercise common sense in view of such
into the Campbellite kingdom by an evangel- romance ? Was it love of liberty and deist right hand of fellowship, voluntarily pre- mocracy that caused France to aid the
sented herself for an intelligent immersion colonies, or hatred of England ? And will
into the One Faith and Hope of the calling. France so abandon the love of glory, its
This was the result of some two years' ex- national vanity, and become so disinterestedamination of the Word, assisted by our ly unselfish as to devote herself to the exaltawritings. She publicly renounced her sec- tion of the United States above all dominions,
tarian baptism, and intelligently confessed not excepting her beloved self ? Alas!
how blind must the people be with whom
the faith before many witnesses.
While in these parts, the Pitt-fountain of such babbling can pass for a logical exposiromance (see p. 142) was on a mission, pour- tion of the sure prophetic word ! With such
ing out waters sweet and bitter. We affirm trash the railroading divine is said to begin
this, however, only hypothetically, for James his proclamation, not forgetting to lug in
inquires, " Doth a fountain send forth at the j the prophet Ν ahum, and casting him into
same spout sweet water and bitter ? " He the crucible of theological alchemy, and
did not believe it could, nor do we. But compelling him to .prophesy of railroads,
Mr. Fountain E. Pitts seems to have been and, by consequence, of tliat which is sought
trying the experiment in Henderson County, i to be from Nashville to Henderson city. This
The " reverend " gentleman had descended >brings him to the railroad element of his
thither from Nashville on a gospello-railroad- ] divine mission. He labors to persuade the
ing adventure! The reader may have never >Hendersonians to tax themselves for the
heard of the like, even in this " progressive >completion of the Tennessee and Ohio Railage." We will define it, then, for his especial ; road through their country. This was the
question of the day while we were
benefit. Gospello-railroading is a preachinggreat
\
there,
and Mr. P. was its apostle ! This is
which begins in discoursing Wesley-Metho- (
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the divine," the Methodist deity (for all direction for a day and a half. The brother
divines " are the deities of" the names and who accompanied us suggested Peter's exdenominations ") who is said to have left a cursion, and we went a fishing to kill time,
challenge for us if ever we should visit the certainly not to kill fish, for of all the sport
country again! But we did not meet his 1 could boast, " a glorious nibble " was " the
reverence, though we heard of him within sum total of the whole!" On the second
two or three miles of our locality, nor did day he hooked two respectable looking fish,
the alleged challenge arrive. But if it had it but for me, the nibble was the sole reward.
would have been all the same, lor our time
At length the St. Louis packet, Highflyer,
is of too much value to waste it in discussion
with men so grossly ignorant of the first rounded to the wharf, and we were soon
principles of the oracles of God. The place after in full steam for Cairo, not in Egypt,
for them is on the form, the lowest form, in but at the junction of the Ohio with the
the class of A B C. To admit them to the Mississippi. We arrived here about 8 A.M.
arena of debate as principals in a discussion As our course was down the Mississippi, and
of the matters we teach, is a conception too the steamer's up, we had to part company at
magnitudinous to be entertained. If Method- this place. We were now at our late employ
ism, or some other kindred " name of blas- again, on an Ohio wharf-boat, waiting for a
phemy," were the subject matter of debate, boat. One other was in the same case, and
the case would be altered. " Divines " are as the prospect of departure was particularly
tolerably proficient in these, and can legiti- dreary, being armed with hook and line, he
mately take their positions as principals, betook himself to killing fish. This he did
affirming, illustrating, and attempting to literally ; for though at Henderson he caugh^
prove their systems, by their own authorities nothing, at Cairo he drew from the water
and feelings. \Ve understand their sectarian four or five cat fish, from ten to twenty
principles, at least as well as they, and, there- pounds each.
fore, claim the arena as their equals in disThe Illinois Central Railroad has made
cussing them. But this we cannot grant to this Cairo an important place. In itself, it
them. Confessedly, they do not understand is without attraction, and will never be
the prophels, an admission which declares sought for as a site where wealth and refinetheir disqualitication to explain the apostolic ment may enjoy otium cum dignitate. The
writings. Now, the prophets and the apostles leisure or inactivity it affords is masterly,
are our especial study, the very writings they but undignified—an inactivity compelled aud
know least about. Their systems preached compelling, by an utter disregard to the condo not require intelligence therein, either for venience of the river-traveling public. In
salvation or proclamation. One might, 1832, the site of the present town was six
therefore, as properly challenge an A. B. 0. feet under water, but it is now leveed by an
scholar to debate the principles of classical embankment, the top of which is eighteen
English, as a titled daimonton of the apostacy, feet above the streets. A good deal of busithe Christianity of Moses, and the " prophet ness of some sort seems so be going on,
like unto him." We are ready and willing especially when the river is too low for the
to teach*them this with all possible long largest steamers to ascend. Smaller boats
Buffering and patience, but to admit them to bring cargoes to Cairo, which are there
the coequality of debate is a condescension transferred to Mississippi craft of larger
too sublimely ridiculous to be momentarily size. This work detained us twelve hours at
entertained.
the wharf. Tk,e City of Memphis arrived
Having stayed as long as was compatible there from St. Louis about an hour after the
with other engagements, we returned to Highflyer had departed. We boarded her,
Henderson city, from whence we purposed to and on the assurance that slie was about to
board a steamer for Memphis. But it is start almost forthwith, we entered our name
easier, at least such is our experience, to ar- as a passenger to Memphis. But lying seems
rive at Henderson than to depart from it. to belong to steamboating, as an ordinary
Our quarters being at the end of the town, official attribute. Instead of starting forthwe were too far off from the landing-place to with, they had no intention of leaving until
reach it between the blowing of a steamer's night, but had to make sure of our fare, that
whistle, notifying its approach, and the de- we might not go by an earlier boat. This
parture of the vessel. We were obliged, was exceedingly vexatious, as we were strivtherefore, to keep watch upon the wharf-boat, ing to reach Memphis, a distance of 240
and to return to our meals, at the risk of a miles, by Friday night or Saturday morning
steamer passing while away. This was a at latest. " We shall start when we have
tedious look out upon the waters, for looking done coaling," this was the first assignable
for a boat was like looking for land from the cause of delay. It was reasonable, however,
ark of Noah, none appearing for the right that fuel should be stored, for without it her
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paddles would give no sign. Yet that coaling was a damper on all haste, for two enormous flats had to be emptied, a full three
hours' work for thirty hands.
While this was in progress, we exercised
the eye in beholding the pursuits of the sons
of earth. The tumbling of a platform with
twenty bags of coffee into the river, and the
getting of them out by the semi-immersed
stevedores, though a source of vexation to
the commission merchant, was something to
amuse the bystanders, who had nothing to do
but to kill time. There was a study in the
incidents of the hour. Half a dozen men
fishing bags of coffee from the deep, and
thirty others shoveling coal under a broiling
sun, could not fail of exciting profound gratitude in the heart of a spectator, that the
lines had fallen to him in better places, and
that one of these was even the shadow of the
City of Memphis, waiting for a start. There
are few miseries in ordinary life which are
%ot greatly diminished by comparison. It is
a less evil to be imposed upon by a steamboat official, than to be sunstricken shoveling
coal. Thus we kept our humor good, the
cheerfulness of which increased as we perceived the coaling drawing to a close. Now,
thought we, we shall soon be off! And so
we were, for round went the wheels, and we
steamed from the wharf, but not for Memphis ; in ten minutes we were moored higher
up the river opposite the mills, from which
several hundred barrels of flour were to be
rolled into our hold. This occupied the crew
about two hours. When all were on board,
" now we shall soon be under weigh." This
was the general impression; but we all
" reckoned " without the skipper. We had
to put back to our former moorings to take
in some more flour. While engaged in this,
a freight steamer hove to, which had passed
us while fishing from the Henderson wharfboat, called the Arkansas Traveler. To our
dismay, we were soon apprized that her cargo
was to be transferred to the City of Memphis.
This was a finisher to all our hopes, and we
abandoned ourselves to despair of loosing
from this Cairo till midnight. Fortunately
the Mississippi was too low to float us
with a full cargo, or we might have been
detained to tranship the lading of another
boat. We do not blame skippers for getting
all the freight they can, but we do despise
their meanness in making passengers the
sport of their mendacity for the sake of their
fare. To charge a man ten dollars from
Cairo to Memphis, and to compel him to
lose a whole day, and sometimes three days,
besides, is downright robbery. The government ought to protect passengers from this
imposition on their time and patience, for
conscientiousness has no place upon the

waters of the West. The morality of that
world is perfectly antediluvian, and ripening
fast for a like catastrophe.
At length, the coal being all in, the flour
stowed away, and the Arkansas Traveler
completely emptied, steam was got up, and
we bid adieu to Cairo at 8 P.M. We were
soon on the broad waste of the Mississippi,
coursing our way amidst its shoals to the
" Bluff City." From the mouth of the Ohio
to Memphis, it is as uninteresting a river as
can be found on earth. Low alluvial banks,
mostly covered with cotton wood trees, and
where open, unadorned with anything attractive. We shall never travel tin's route
again if we can help it. Nothing but monotony on every side. The Mississippi region
is evidently a portion of the earth not yet
finished. An earthquake, raising the banks
some fifty feet, would be quite an improvement, confining the wild waters to a respectable channel, and affording beautiful " villa
sites." A good, deep channel to the Gulf
of Mexico would very much enhance the
Valley of the Mississippi; but with all its
transmuting influences, would never convert
its undulations into " the mountains of
Israel." It requires a Methodist " divine "
to do this, by theological legerdemain!
What a country for an Armageddon ! What
a military encampment for the armies of
Nebuchadnezzar's image! Truly will the
United States break them to pieces there
when they shall have befooled them into the
untamed forests of this watery wild ! Alas
for Mr. Pitts, into what a pit of absurdity
has he fallen!
About 10 P.M. of Saturday, we landed
at Memphis, Tennessee. The time of our
arrival being uncertain, there was no one to
meet us. We had written to a brother some
forty miles distant, that we should leave
Henderson about July 30, and he had written to another, twenty-five miles off in another
direction, giving him the same information ;
but, owing to the uncertainty of the route,
as the reader will have perceived, exactness
as to departure and arrival, was out of the
question. Being, then, a stranger, fifteen
hundred miles from home, we had to follow
the example of strangers, and shift for ourselves as we best could. We accordingly
surrendered self and baggage into the hands
of a 'bussman, who, getting no other fare,
drove us at his leisure to the Commercial
Hotel, which we had ascertained beforehand
was a safe and reputable place, where
travelers were taken in and respectably done
for at two dollars and a half a day. The
price was imperial, but not the appointments.
New York prices, but not New York splendor is found in Memphis. We get -.the
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prices, which are long, but the commons are
short enough—short of cleanliness, short of
good cookery, and, in many instances, abundantly short. However, as we are not a
.gourmand, we can get along with anything
that is eatable, without certain tmesis ; still,
when we are charged Empire City fees, we
feel entitled to Empire City fare. We don't
expect it, however, for experience has cured
us of such foolishness. This is not an age
and generation whose principle is an equivalent for value received. "All things," they
Bay, " are fair in trade," and " anything will
do for travelers." These are preeminently
the principles of hotels and refreshment
rooms, as we found them in a circuit of three
thousand miles. No matter how inferior
the stuff, the full pay is sure to be extorted.
Such is the reciprocity of hostelry.
On Sunday morning, Aug. 2, we arose
with the intention of leaving Memphis by the
Mississippi Central. This was the wrong
route, as we fortunately discovered. We were
aiming for De Soto County, Mississippi, but
did not know at what station we were to
stop. We ascertained this, however, that it
was the Mississippi and Tennessee Railroad,
and not the Mississippi Central, that ran
through De Soto. We took the omnibus for
this, and at the depot were much relieved at
learning that our friend's residence, to which
we Avere tending, was seven miles east of
Senatahoby station.
While sitting at the door of the Commercial, we overheard a gentleman talking
about the best mode of using cold water.
We concluded from his discourse that he
was some Memphian hydropathist commending his wares to a prospective patient. But
we afterwards learned our mistake, for in a
few days he appeared at our meetings in
Mississippi, and there revealed himself as our
old friend of Goochland County, Virginia,
Matthew Webber, now of Fisherville, Shelby, Tennessee. He had come twenty-five
miles to Memphis, on Saturday, to meet us,
supposing that we should arrive about that
time, and had lodged in the same hotel as we.
He remembered seeing us on the pavement,
but " thought that could not be Dr. Thomas,
because of the whiteness of his beard."
Ahout twenty years had elapsed since we
met in Virginia, during which Old Time has
laid hands upon us both. He had changed
as well as we, or we should not have mistaken him for a water doctor of the city.
After we had left, he found our name in the
register of the hotel. He remained that day
in the city, and preached in the Reformers'
House, and on the next day returned home,
to make arrangements there for his absence
in Mississippi, where he proposed to attend
our meetings.
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We arrived at Senatahoby between 10
and 11 A.M. On inquiring concerning our
friend's abode, we were told that he lived
ten miles east, and that we could hire a horse
and buggy at the livery stables in the rear
with a driver to take us there. We were
glad to hear this, for we were apprehensive
that we should have to pedestrian ize the
way. The truth was not told us as to the
distance. It was seven, not ten, miles, but
the three were probably added to secure the
hire of the conveyance. Be this as it may,
while the horse was being harnessed, our
friend appeared, having arrived at the station
with several in company to take the return
train for Memphis, expecting to meet us
there. The meeting was opportune. We
surrendered the horse and buggy to a gentleman, who was regretting that we had secured before him the only one to be obtained,
and entering our friend's, proceeded with
him en retour to Looxohama.
(To be continued.)

"What Nation will Rank the Highest in
Future Years ?
HERE is a political question, which it will
puzzle politicians to answer. Some, on reading it, will at once claim the honor for America, others for Britain, and others look to
the Russian colossus as the one which shall
tower high above all. If we trust to the
imaginings of the fleshly mind, unenlightened
by the word of Prophecy, we may spend all
our day3 in speculating on the Future, and
yet be very far from the truth.
The nations and governments of earth, as
at present constituted, are unstable as water,
and liable to mightiest changes. Instance
the powerful nations of Assyria, Greece,"
Home, or Egypt. Where are the magnificent cities of Nineveh and Babylon ? They
are all come to nought, and are brought
down to the dust. Their glory has departed,
and is lost in the past. Seeing, then, those
once prosperous nations and mighty empires
have been removed and are lost, how presumptuous it is for vain man, in this late
day, to undertake the task of diving into
Futurity, to bring therefrom the history of
nations now existing, unless aided by the
unerring light of Revelation! By bringing
this luminary to bear upon our subjected
reason, we can at once decide the question
before us.
All Bible readers are aware, that at one
period of our world's history there was a
powerful nation existed, which sprang from
a man chosen of God, viz., Abraham. This
nation (Israel) was under God's especial care,
and he wrought mighty wonders and miracles
in their midst, such as were never witnessed
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by any other people* but, notwithstanding shall be my people, and the heathen (nations)
these, they were a stiffnecked and rebellious shall know that I the Lord do sanctify Ispeople, choosing to serve dumb idols rather ; rael, when my sanctuary shall be in the midst
than the ever-living and true God. Con- of them for evermore."
sequent on their disobedience they were
From the proof adduced, (not a tithe of
punished many times; but this failing to
bring them into subjection, God determined which has been given) we conclude—
to cast them off for a time, and he suffered • 1. That Israel are to be restored to the
the great powers and enemies of Israel, then •land from whence they were taken captive,
existing, to carry them captive into all na- and are to be subjects of God's everlasting
tions, and thus they have remained to this mercy and kindness.
day.
>
2. That the judgments God has poured
If we were to believe the false teachings ': upon them for so many centuries are to be
of many of the so-called enlighteners of the : taken away, and the enemies who have servpeople, who teach for hire, and use smooth ': ed themselves of Israel are to be cast out.
words, we should say that the nation so scat- \
tered would ever remain so ; but we choose { 3. When reestablished in this enviable
rather to receive the plain word of God, un- position, they will be further blessed by the
tainted by the fanciful interpretation put •residence in their midst of the King of Israel,
upon it by these hirelings. '
/ even Christ, and with him, as their King,
they shall not see evil any more ; but every
Concerning this nation God says: " For a •land where they have been put to shame
small moment have I forsaken thee, but with ί shall resound with the. praise and fame of
great mercies will I gather thee; in a little \ Israel restored.
wrath I hid my face from thee for a moment, j
but with everlasting kindness will I have / 4. Such a mighty power and excellence
mercy on thee." Isa. liv, 7, 8. We see that, Jshall be granted to this once despised nation,
compared with the duration of mercy and \ that all other nations (republics included)
kindness which is to be extended towards ) shall be as it were struck dumb, and amazethem, the season of their affliction is com- j ment will seize them,
paratively but a moment; yea, as though to ί
reduce it still more, he terms it a small \ 5. All nations or weapons of war brought
moment.
\ to bear against Israel At that day cannot
prosper, for God will be with them as their
The prophet Zephaniah, in a vision of the ι shield.
Future, (chap, iii, 14,) calls upon Israel to j
shout, because, he says : " The Lord hath ; 6. A covenant of peace will be made betaL·n away thy judgments, he hath cast out ί tween them and God, and he will cause them
thine enemy;" and, as though this was not ί to increase rapidly, by reason of the peace
Butlicient for Israel, he blesses them still \ and prosperity they will enjoy; and for evermore : " The King of Israel, even the Lord, \ more he will be their God and they his
is in the midst of thee; thou shalt not see ; people.
evil any more." In verse 19th, he says : " I j And now, we leave the matter between
will get them praise and fame in every land \ the reader and the word of God, whether the
where they have been put to shame."
Ί question we undertook to solve is not fairly
answered ?
T.
Again : " The nations shall see and be j
Geneva,
Illinois.
confounded at all their might; they shall lay \

their hand upon their mouth; their ears
shall be deaf; they shall lick the dust like a
serpent; they shall move out of their holes
"The Merchants of Tarshish."
like creeping things." Micah vii, 16, 17.
What terror and submission ! ίη Isa. liv,
Tins commercial corporation is in great
15, we read that " Whosoever shall gather trouble just now: Their Indian Presidency
together against thee (Israel) shall fall for
a
thy sake ;'' and verse 17 : No weapon that of Bengal is in military insurrection. It
is formed against thee shall prosper;" and will, doubtless, be suppressed; and lead to
in Ezek. xxxvii, 2G-28, the Lord says: the extension as well as consolidation of
" Moreover, I will make a covenant of peace British power in the East. We shall return
with them ; it shall be an everlasting covenant with them; and I will place them (in •to the subject when our travels for '57 are
their own land, verse 25,) and multiply them ended.
EDITJR.
* * * yea, I will be their God, and they

H E R A L D
OF THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
iose kings, the God of heaven shall set up A KINGDOM which shall n^wr peri.-h, and
A DOMINION that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end allthtst kingdoms,
anditself ' ill stand for ever."—DAMKL.

JOHN THOMAS, Ed.]

Mott Haven, Westchcstcr, Ν. Υ. Nov. 18i7.

The Apostasy of the First Century.
BY THE EDITOR.

WHEN the effusion of the Holy Spirit first
occurred, the gospel of the kingdom was
taught with power ; and no sentiments which
militated against it, could be supported for
a. moment. As through the prevalence of
human corruption, the love of the truth was
lessened, heresies and various abuses of the
gospel appeared ; and in estimating thorn,
we may form some idea of the declension of
true religion towards the end of the First
Century, which was, doubtless, not confined
to the churches of Judea, but appears to
have affected those in other countries also.
The epistolary part of the New Testament affords but too ample proof of corruptions. Paul guards the saints in Rome
against false teachers, one mark of whose
character was, that " by good worth and fair
speeches they deceive the hearts of the simple."
These were the prototypes of the clergy and
their flocks of our day. Corinth was lull of
evils of this kind. Their false apostles, by
their " good words and fair speeches," transformed themselves into the appearance of
real ones. Many Christians walked as enemies of the cross of Christ, " whose end was
destruction, whose god was their appetites,
whose glory was in their shame, who minded
earthly things." So Paul tells the Philippians with tears of grief. The epistle to the
Colossians proves that pretty strong symptoms of that amazing mass of austerities and
superstitions by which, in after agas, the
faith was so much clouded, and of that spurious piety, or self-righteousness, which surpasses men's regard to the things of the
kingdom of God, and of the name of Jesus,
had begun to discover themselves, even in
the apostles' days.
The prophecy of the Apostasy in 1 Tim.
iv. 1-3, expressly intimates that the spirit of
antichrist had already commenced in the ex-
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cessive esteem of celibacy and abstinence
from meats. The corrupt mixtures of \*ain
philosophy had also seduced some from the
faith. Peter and John have graphically described certain horrible enormities of nominal Christians, little, if at all, inferior to the
most scandalous vices of the same kind in
these latter ages.
Tertullian reduces the heretics of apostolic
times, as they stand contradistinguished to
that faith which was once delivered to the
saints, to two dosses, the Docetai and the
Ebionites. The Gnostics, or Doceia?, were
false teachers, so styled, from professing to
enjoy higher degrees of γνωϊις, gnosis, or
knowledge of divine things, than the apostles;
and they regarded all those who held to a
literal interpretation of the scriptures, as
simple and ignorant. These were persons
who professed to " understand all mysteries
and all knowledge," and '· had not love ;" of
4<
which the apostle saith,
it cnvieth not,
vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up, behaveth
not unseemly, seeketh not her own, is not
easily provoked, thinkcth no evil, rejoiceth
not in iniquity," and so forth. These things
which love doth not do, the Gnostics, or
Knotting Ones, of the apostle's days were
remarkable for doing. The knowledge they
professed being unmixed with love, pufied
them up, and filled them with noisy arrogance. They rejoiced not in the truth, they
believed not all things, and hoped not all
things; but " gave heed to fables and endless genealogies ; and turned aside from unfeigned faith to vain jangling ; desiring to be
teachers of the law, understanding neither
what they said, nor whereof they alh'rmed."
— 1 Tim. i. 3-7.
The apostle cautions Timothy against the
Gnostics in saying, "avoid profane, vain,
babblings, and opposition of gnosis, falsely
so called ; which some professing have erred
concerning the faith." Of these were Ily-
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mcneus, Philctus, Alexander, who, for the grievous wolves enter in among you, not
love of money, sold their consciences, and sparing the flock. Also of your own selves
made shipwreck of the faith, and so pierced shall men arise, speaking perverse things, to
themselves through with many sorrows. draw away disciples after them."—Acts xx.
Though very wise in their own conceit, they 29. And when giving directions to T i t o
were in the true sense of the words, the real about selecting men for elders over the
" Know Nothings" of the first century,—a churches in Crete, he cautions him to be
religious order flourishing in great vigor to careful whom he ordains, for these men were
this day. Paul thus refers to them in i lifting up their heads in all directions. l i e
1 Tim. vi. 3, " If any man tcacheth other- i therefore insists on the candidates for office
wise, (than he instructed Timothy to teach,) j being ascertained to be men who hold fast tlte
and consent not to wholesome words, even j words of faith according to the trachin^s, that
the words of onr Lord Jesus Christ, and to i he may be able by sound doctrine, both to
the doctrine which is according to godliness, ί exhort and convince the gainsayers. Por
he is proud KNOWING NOTHING, but doting | there are many unruly and vain talkers and
about questions and strifes of words, whereof \ deceivers, especially they of the circumciscometh envy, strife, railings, evil surmisings, < sion ; whose mouths must be stopped, who
perverse disputings of men of corrupt ;! subvert whole houses, teaching things which
minds, and destitute of the truth, supposing \ they ought not FOR FILTHY LUCRE'S SAKE.
that gain is godliness: * * * but they ) Ono of themselves, a prophet of their own,
that will be rich fall into temptation, and a \ said, " T h e Cretans are always liars, evil
snare, and into many foolish and hurtful J beasts, slow bodies." This testimony is true.
lusts, which drown men in destruction and J Wherefore rebuke them sharply, that they
perdition : for the love of money is the root of \ ma if be sound in the faith ; not giving heed
all evil; which while some covet after they ;; to Jewish fables, and commandments of men
have erred from the faith, and pierced them- ! that turn from the truth. They profess to
selves through with many sorrows."
j know God; but in works they deny him,
In his second epistle, which, as well as the being abominable, and disobedient, and unto
first, Paul wrote in " the last days," bespeaks every good work reprobate."
There were some of these Gnostical Know
of the Gnostics as " Lovers of their own
selves, covetous, boasters, proud, blasphem- Nothings in the church at Corinth, who
ers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, un- perceiving that they could not make merholy, without natural affection, covenant chandize of its members, so long as Paul's
breakers, devils {διάβολοι)
incontinent, influence was paramount, set to work to
fierce, despising those that are good, be- destroy it, as the first step to the exaltation
trayers, heady, high-minded, lovers of plea- of their own. Hence, they accused him of
sures more than lovers of God; having walking after the flesh; that his bodily prea form of godliness but denying- the power sence was weak, and his speech contemptible ;
thereof: of which sort are they who creep and that being crafty, he caught them with
into houses, and lead captive silly women guile.—2 Cor. x. 2, 10 ; xii. 1(λ The last
laden with sins, led away with divers lusts, four chapters of this epistle are his defence
ever learning and never able to come to the and justification against them. 1 le denies
knowledge of the truth. Now as Jannes that he walked after the flesh ; and, though
and Jambres withstood Moses, so do these his personal bearing might not be commandalso resist the truth ; men of corrupt minds ing, nor his discourse eloquent, he was not
reprobate concerning ΤΗΚ faith."
H e after- to be judged by these exteriors ; but by the
wards styles them "Evil men and seducers, matter of his speech, the divine power wherewho shall wax worse and worse, deceiving,- with it was accompanied, the gratuitousness
and being deceived." l i e predicts also that of his labors among them, the persecutions
their influence on the mind of the religious he suffered for his doctrine, and his perfect
public would be so deleterious that " the abnegation of self in all his dealings with
time would come when they would not endure them, that they might be presented perfect
sound doctrine; but after their own lusts, in the day of the Lord Jesus. He was not
they would heap to themselves teachers, of the number of those who commended
having itching ears; and should turn away themselves, like " the fools," they seemed to
their ears from the truth, and be turned " suffer gladly," but he mentioned these
things that they might judge righteously by
unto fables."—2 Tim. iii. 1-13 ; iv. 3.
a comparison of his faith with theirs.
These " fools" boasted that they were
When Paul was at Ephesus, he forewarned
the overseers of the congregation there, that "Hebrews," " Israelites," " the seed of Abrathese men would appear among them, that ham," ministers and apostles of Christ;" but
is, in the Eldership itself. " I know this," Paul denied their claims, and charged them
Baid ho, " that after my departing shall with being " False apostles, deceitful workers,

Apostasy of the First Century.
transforming themselves into apostles of
Christ; Satan's ministers transformed as ministers of righteousness,'* preaching " another
Jesus," " another spirit," and " another
gospel." The fifteenth chapter of his first
epistle was written as an antidote to the
gospel they preached. They professed to
believe in a future state, and in future rewards and punishments therein ; but they
denied Paul's doctrine, saying, '· There is no
resurrection of the dead ;" or that " the resurrection is past already," which amounts to
the same thing.—1 Cor. xv. 12 ; 2 Tim. ii. 18.
This was equivalent to saying, that -man has
an immortal soul in his mortal body, which at
the instant of death goes either to heaven or
Ml. If they had denied a future state, then
their denial of the resurrection would have
been equivalent to denying incorruptibility
and life, or immortality altogether ; and they
would have been mere French materialists,
who proclaimed that " death is an eternal
sleep to all mankind.11
It was indeed, then,
that immortal-soultsm was the foundation of
Gnosticism—the Cnosis professed by the
false teachers of the First Century. This
γνωσίς, or " science, falsely so called," was
full of " oppositions'1 to " THE FAITH ;" which,
if admitted, would consume it as a gangrene
The faith of those who admitted it was regarded as " overthrown" and " shipwrecked;"
and themselves considered " reprobate ;'' it
opposes " the wholesome words of the Lord
Jesus," and taught that to believe the gospel
of the kingdom and be baptized, was not
enough for justification ; but that they must
be circumcised and keep the law of Moses
also, or man could not be saved.—Actsxv. 1.
It opposed the self-denial of the gospel, and
taught that " gain was godliness ;" it opposed
the decision of " the apostles and elders, and
brethren" of the Jerusalem congregation, and
taught a distinction of meats and drinks;
respect for holy days, new moons, and sabbaths ; and beguiled them into a voluntary
humility and worshipping of angels.—Col.
ii. 16. " They preached Christ of envy and
strife—of contention not sincerely, supposing to add afiliction to the apostles bonds.""
—Phil. i. 1G. " They walked as the enemies
of the cross of Christ, worshipping their appetites, glorying in their shame, minding
earthly things."—ch. iii. 13. They were
" enemies of the cross of Christ ;" that is,
yvtdarai, or Knowing Ones, were opposed
to the doctrine of the cross, as taught by the
apostles. These taught that " God sent his
Son in the likeness of the ilesh of sin (σαρκός
αμαρπας) and on account of sin condemned
sin in the flesh;" that " he was descended
from David according to flesh ;" " for as much
as the children are partakers of flesh and
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blood, he also himself likewise took part of
the same;" "being in all things made like
unto his brethren ;" so that " he could bear
their sins in his own body to the tree," and
" be touched with the feelings of their infirmities ;" being, when tried, " tempted in all
points like as they, but without sin.—Rom.
i. 3 ; viii. 3 ; Heb. ii. 14-17 ; iv. 15 ; 1 Pet.
ii. 24. The " seducers" opposed this, and
taught that "Jesus did not come in flesh;11
and consequently, <]\\ not descend from
David; was theref)re also, not born of a
Virgin ; and did.'^ot really suffer on the
cross; so that " Bin was not condemned in
the flesh ; and his resurrection not real.
These things flow logically from the assertion that the flesh of «Jesus was not " flesh of
sin," but a holy and better compound. If
he came not iu the flesh of Abraham's seed,
he can have no right to the things eoveuanted to Abraham and his seed, nor to " the
sure mercies of David ;" for these are promised only to David and his seed. The whole
gospel was therefore nullified by these two
principles, namely, " the resurrection past,
and the body of Jesus not flesh of sin.
Well
might the apostle say, that such had
made shipwreck of the faith.
Ignatius, who was contemporary with
Paul, and from the year 70 to A.D. 107, was
one of the elders of the church at Antioch,
in Syria, in a letter written from Smyrna
to the Magnesians, alluding to these false
teachers, says, " Be not deceived with heterodox opinions, nor old unprofitable fables.
For if we still live according to Judaism, we
confess that we have not received grace.
For the Divine Prophets lived according to the
gospel of Jesus Christ. For this they were
persecuted, being inspired by his grace, (or
spirit,) to assure the disobedient, that there
is one God, who magnified himself by Jesus
Christ his son, who is His eternal word. If
then they have cast off their old principles,
and arc come to a new hope in Christ, let
them no longer observe the Jewish Sabbath^
but live according to the resurrection of the
Lord,* in whose resurrection from the dead
our resurrection also is ensured, by him and
by his death, which some deny.11
To the Philadelphians he writes, " If any
interpret Judaism to you, hear him not, for
it is better to hear the gospel from a circumcised person, than Judaism from an uncircumcised one. But if both speak not of
Jesus Christ, they are to me pillars and
sepulchres of the dead, on which are written
only the names of men. The objects dear to
me are Jesus Christ, his cross, his death, his
resurrection, and the faith which is iu him ;
*κνρί(ΐκην ζωην A manifest intimation to them to ob•erve the Lord'· Day instead of tb· Babbath.
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by which I desire through your prayer to in with certain who are called Christians,who
confess not this truth"—the gospel of the
be justified."
But in his letter from Troas to the con- kingdom in Palestine for a thousand years—
gregation at Smyrna, he is exceedingly " but dare to blaspheme the God of Abraham,
pointed against the Gnostics, against whose and Isaac, and Jacob, in that they say there
doctrine he warns them with great zeal. In is no resurrection of the dead, but that IMhis view, the evil of their heresy consisted in MEDIATELY WHEN THEY DIE, THEIR SOULS
destroying the sacrifice of the body of Jesus \ ARE RECEIVED Ul> INTO HEAVEN, UVOld them,
for sin, by denying its true humanity, and the \ and esteem them not Christians. But I, and
hope of resurrection. Let those who will j whatsoever Christians are orthodox in all
not hear the apostles, hear Ignatius, one ofj things, do know that there will be a rcsur" the Fathers," in whom they boast, and be j rection of the flesh, and a thousand years in
instructed. " I glorify Jesus Christ our | the city of Jerusalem, built, adorned, and
God, who really was of the seed of David ac- s enlarged, according to the Prophets."
cording to the flesh, and born of a virgin
(To be concluded in our next.)
really; who really suffered under Pontius
Pilate. For these things he suffered for us,
Eternal Life.
that we might be saved. And he truly
JOHN xvii. 8.
suffered ; as also lie truly raised up himself;
not as some infidels say that he seemed to
DEAR SIR :—I am much obliged to you
suffer. I forewarn you of those beasts, who | for giving, at my request, a literal translaare in the shape of men ; whom you ought ' tion of the passage John xvii. 3. (See Denot only not to receive, but if possible not cember '56 number of the Herald.) The
even to meet with. Only you ought to pray amended translation does not, however, clear
for them, if they may be converted, which is , up the uncertainty as to the exact meaning
a difficult case."
It seemed that these • of the verse. The difficulty appears to be,
heretics labored to work themselves into the • to find what is the significance of the close
good graces of Ignatius. But he saw through connection, and apparent dependence one
their designs, and says, " For what does it j upon the other, of the age, (or eternal) life
profit me, if any man commend me, and yet, and the knowledge. Is the knowledge the
blaspheme my God, denying him to have come / cause or the consequence of the life; or is it
in the flesh ? They separate from the giv-j the object for which the life was given ?
ing of thanks and from prayer, because they With the light of the amended translation,
confess not the eucharist, or thanksgiving, I conceive the meaning of the verse may be
to be the body of our Saviour Jesus Christ, either of the two following—or perhaps
who suffered for our sins. They who contra- ; both and more ; for considering that the
dict the gift of God, die in their reasonings." , speaker spake as never man spake, it is not
Ignatius was put to death, A.D. 107, by ' unreasonable to predicate a manifoldness of
order of Trajan. After him arose Justin, meaning.
1. That the life is the age life, or eternal
who embraced Christianity A.I). 132, and
wrote considerably between A.D. 140 and life, of the future ; and that God's object or
A.I). 1G0. In his " Dialogue with Tnjpho," purpose in endowing with this life is that He,
he testifies against the nonresurreetion of the , and Jesus the anointed, might be known by
Gnostics as pointedly as Ignatius does those to whom the life was given. In this
against their denial of the true humanity of case the life is the. fully-manifested life—
Jesus. The Gnostics were anti-millennarians, likeness to him, " our life," Col. iii, 4,—
or sky-kin^domists, having no more need for resurrection life in the age to come; and the
a terrestrio-millennial kingdom in their knowledge is perfect knowledge, when we
scheme than for a resurrection to enter into shall see '· face to face," a;id " KNOW even as
and possess i t ; seeing that their gospel was we are known/' 1 Cor. xiii. 22. This view
a proclamation of soul-translation to the skies harmonizes with the two previous verses
at death. Having avowed his faith in the (John xvii. 1, 2,)—that the Son's dominion
" New Heavens and Earth" of Isaiah lxv. 17, over all flesh, and his bestowment of life to
when Jerusalem and her people shall be a all that the Father had given him, glorified
joy in the earth, &c, lie says, " Many, even the Son directly, and the Father by and
those of the race of Christians who follow not through the Son. I t also harmonizes with
godly and pure doctrine, do -not acknowledge Ephes. ii. 7 ; iii. 9-11, 17-19.
2. That the "life eternal" is "that eterit. For I have demonstrated to thee that
these are indeed called Christians, but. are nal life which was with the Father, and was
atheists and impious heretics, because that in manifested unto us"—even Jesus himself,
all things they teach what is blasphemous, 1 John i. 2 : and that this life is a present
ungodly, and unsound. Jf therefore you fall (as well as a future) possession. " H e that

Eternal Life.
hath the Son [of God] hath life," 1 John v.
12 ; " Hath everlasting· life * * * is passed
from death unto life." John v. 24; " That
ye may know that ye have eternal life,"
1 John v. 13 ; " lie that is joined unto the
Lord is one spirit," 1 Cor. vi. 17 ; a For we
are members of his body, of his flesh, and of
his bones," Kphes, v. 30 ; " God hath given
to us eternal life, and this liie is in his Son,"
1 John v. 11 ; " Ye have an anointing from
the Holy One, and ye know all tilings,"
1 John iii. 20, 27 ; " And we know that the
Son of God is come, and hath given us an
understanding, that we may know him that
is true ; and we are IN him that is true, even
IN his Son, Jesus Christ: this is the true
God and eternal life,'7 John x. 28 ; " Christ
in you the hope of glory," Col. i. 27 ;*—and
that the knowledge is one of the necessary
consequences of having the life. ]n this
case the knowledge is only " in part," and
the life is only manifested by its effects.
Perfect likeness to the author of the life
will take place at the time of the manifestations of the sons of God : sons now ; likeness to the Son at his appearing, 1 John iii. 2.f
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death to mean anything. And so the very
plain «scripture teaching about life and death
is well nigh lost. In Christ—LIFE : not in
Christ—DEATH. The wages of sin is death :
but eternal life in Jesus our Lord is the gift
of God." "Because I live, ye shall live
also." " lie that hath the son hath life : he
that hath not the Son of God hath not life.*
I beg your assistance concerning the following passages :
Hebrews iii. 14. Here I want the literal
rendering of the verb " are made." Boothroyd has it " sliall be made." Craik has it
" have been made." [In testing the correctness of translations of the New Testament
Scriptures, I have only the assistance of
AVigrain's Englishman's Greek Concordance
to the New Testament, and a Greek Lexicon ; and therefore 1 have to be under obligation to you, or some other Greek scholar,
for moods, tenses, cases, etc., in the exact
translation of which much beauty and accuracy are involved.]
John xv. 2. u Taketh away.'1 A. C has
it " lopped off."
Can excision be got out of
the Greek word, especially as applied to a
If I rightly interpret your remarks, you vine? 1 think not; but I ask the question
suppose that the knowledge is the basis of the more especially for our mutual friend, Mr.
life; which is something diifereut to either Miles Taylor, of this place, through whose
kindness I am a reader of your Herald In
of my conceptions.
This passage (John xvii. 3), as it appears the Lexicon 1 see the word contains a double
in the common version, besides being of du- action—lifting up, and sustaining in the
bious meaning, or perhaps on account of its lifted-up position. The latter may be done
dubious meaning, is often used to thicken either by the lifter-up continuing to hold up
the existing darkness on the subject of life the thing so lifted up (as was the case with
—eternal life ; and that is the reason why I the palsied man whilst walking home with
was so anxious to get at a correct transla- his bed, where the same word is translated
tion as a key to the meaning. It is quite " take up") or its equivalent, securing it to
commonly quoted, even by intelligent per- some support. It is not difficult to see the
sons, as follows : " This is life eternal—το meaning of the word when used concerning
KNOW thee the only true God, and Jesus the branch of a vine. The branch either
Christ whom tlion hast sent,"—thus making never had a support, or had lost its hold of
knowledge and life one thing. And the it and fallen to the ground—perhaps covered
error of making life to mean anything, may up by grass and weeds. In this position, we
have caused the kindred error of making know, a vine branch cannot bear fruit. Now
conies the vine-dresser and lifts u up, and
* In this passage (Col. i. 25, 2G, 27) it appears to be fixes it m its lifted-up position, that it may
st:itod that the indwelling of Christ in his saints, get sunshine and wind, and so bear fruit,
which involves union, is not only the mysterv, but the
riches of the {/lor// of the mystery, which hath been The application of this to branches in the
ad from ages and generations, but is now made mani- true vine is obvious.
est to his saints. And yet the must prominent pecuThe Greek adjective aionios:—can you
lurity in the mode of God's working in the salvation
of men (acceptance because of union to an accepted give me any directions as to when it should
one), and that past transaction (the union to Christ—
/(tct unumode) which immersion more especially me- be translated eternal, and when ape or dis
morializes, arc ignored, or explained as meaning some- pensutional.
Yours respectfully,
"'ing quit,·, different, by all the so-called religious
L. ΛΥ\ W I L L A N .
parties. The great bulk of them teach that present
union is nothing more than Christ and his saints think- Pewaule*, Waidesha Co., Wis.
ing alike and acting alike ; thus confoundini: cause and
October, 1857.
consequence; mistaking the effects of Hie for life
itself.
* How many of those who have not life in Christ
t This view appears, to some, to conflict with eter- will be raised to endure the penalty of the necond
nal life, being frequently presented as a matter of hope death, is another and a much more difficult question;
and promise. The fuct of the future far excelling the and perhaps a question with which we have not tofdo ;
present in glory, because of new and more glorious that is, so far as settling it is concerned. Don't we
manifestations and combinations of life, may, to such, want to settle, and square, and rigidly define everybe a solution of the apparent difficulty.
thing too much ?
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Remarks by the Editor.
The knowledge of God, or God's system
" The knowledge of God " in both cause of knowledge is " the truth," belief of which
and consequence of " the life of God." Theprepares a sinner for purification in the obe" divine power," says Peter, " hath given dience of it. " Having purified your souls
unto us all things that pertain unto life and in the obedience of the truth—εν τη υπακοή
godliness, through the knowledge of him that της αλήθειας—through spirit—1 Pet. i. 22.
has called us to glory and virtue, through A soul thus purified has passed from under
which are given to us exceeding great and sentence of death, and consequently in the
purified state exists under sentence of life.
precious promises, that through these ye might
im
be partakers of divine nature, 1 Kp. i. 3, 4. He has obtained a right" to the life of
Messiah's
Aion
by
belief and obedience—
Here the knowledge of the exceeding great
and precious promises of God is declared to " the obedience of faith:" hence, " Blessed
be the medium through which life and god- are they who do his commandments (in some
liness, or the divine nature, are attained : for copies, '* who wash their robes") so shall the
without the knowledge of the truth there is right be theirs upon (επί) the tree of the
no incorruptibility and life iu the coming life, and they may enter in through the gates
into the city.—Rev. xxii. 14.
Aion.
Therefore, also, it is, that Paul saith in
To know God intellectually and to know
Ephes. iv. 18, that the ignorant are estrang- him corporeally, is to be iu him and he in
ed from " the life of God." Speaking of the the believer, as he is now in Christ; being
intellectually blind, he says, " darkened in " one spirit" in the fullest import of the
the understanding, beicg alienated from the phrase.
life of God through the ignorance that *is in The word in IJeb. iii. 14, rendered in
them, because of the insensibility of their the Common Version " we are made," is
heart." But to those whose ignorance is γεγοναμεν ; it is 1 pers. plur. perf. 2 ind.
dispelled, he says, " I cease not to give thanks Boothroyd's rendering is merely theological,
for you, making mention of you in my not descerning that true believers are now
prayers, that the God of our Lord Jesus partakers with Christ, who dwells in their
Christ, the Father of the glory (to which hearts by faith that works by love. Craik
the gospel invites them) may give to you is right. " We have been made partakers,"
spirit, and wisdom, and revelation in know- and continue partakers " if we may have held
ledge of him—εν επιγνωσει αντον ; the the beginning of the confidence steadfast
eyes of your understanding having been en- until the end."
lightened—πεφωτισμένους, perf. part. pass.
John xv. 2, the verb αίρει is 3 pers. sing,
—ye may know—εις το ειδεναι—what is
the hope of his invitation, and what the pres. indie, act, and signifies to remove,
richness of the glory of his inheritance with take away, destroy, kill. A brunch on a
the saints ; and what the exceeding great- vine not bearing fruit, is unprofitable, and a
ness of his power in us believing, according useless consumer of sap. Us removal will
to the energy of the power of his might, be beneficial to the tree. This the Father
which he wrought in the Christ, raising does. He did it in tho case of Judas, who
was a branch that bore no fruit, lie did
(aor. part.) him from among the dead."
not prune him, but lopped him off, taking
In John xvii. 3, the verb rendered by him away. The word Jesus spoke did not
11
" they might know is γινωσκωσι; but in cleanse him. He did not abide in Jesus, nor
the passage from Paul, it is ειδεναι. They did the words of Jesus abide in him ; he
are both rendered k?iow, but obviously in was therefore cast forth as a withered branch :
different senses. The verb γινωσίίω is to and when he rises again, he will be cast into
know intellectually; and is the root of the the fire, and be burned in the fiery stream
word used in the text from Peter : while that shall issue forth from the Ancient of
είδε ναι is from ειδεω to see, so as to view, Days for the destruction of Daniel's dreador behold, in the sense of discerning and ful and terrible, and exceedingly strong,
being the subject of experimentally. To fourth beast.—Dan. vii. 7, 1), 10.' The late
know the hope, richness, and power of God of Judas is a warning to all traitors and
in the K<-n;-e of ειδεωf is to be in the king- unprofitable professors of the gospel of the
kingdom.
dom a resurrected possessor of its riches
AVe shall speak of Aion at some future
glory and power : but to know them in the
Εϋΐτοη.
sense of γινωσκο)) is to have scriptural time.
intelligence concerning them, which the
November 4, 1857.
Kphesians had causing them to be baptized
that they might become heirs of them by
faith.

Visit to Kentucky, Mississippi, ai\d Tennessee.
Visit t o Mississippi a n d Tennessee.

is a large, and when finished, will be a comfortable place of meeting. It belongs to
Arrived at Looxohama, De Soto, Miss., j our former brethren, whom, fur the sake of
wo addressed the public, hastily collected, at distinction, we style Campbellite Baptists,
five P . M., in the Temperance Hall. About Mr. Campbell claiming to be their Supereighty or more assembled to hear the new visor, and they themselves seeking unity
doctrine, for new it is to this Bible neglect- \ with the Baptists, and receiving Baptists
ing generation.
j into their " kingdom," as they term " the
church," by their preacher's " right hand of
On Monday and Tuesday, one or both j fellowship."
A Mr. Plattenburg, late a
days, I think on both, we spoke at the house j student of the Bethany Seminary, is their
on De Wolf creek. Here an old gentleman j pastor, whose acquaintance we were afterbroke out in fuming indignation against the j wards introduced to by bro. Webber at Colteaching: He was formerly king of the little liersville, Tennessee. He was not at Thyatira
world around him, in which nothing was \ when the wolves broke into his fold, and
transacted without consulting his majesty. \ overhauled the peculiarities of his sheep.
This was in times when De Soto had been ( The audience was ample and attentive ; and
but recently redeemed from the dominion of had an opportunity of hearing " wondrous
the Red Man. But Young America has things out of God's law ; " which the hearing
since invaded his domain, and set him at de- ; of Campbellism, and of all the Isms, for all
fiance ; and is thoroughly convinced that \ time and eternity, would never sound upon
Looxohama will still exist and flourish, j their ears. After we had finished, bro. Webthough he should give up the ghost, and ', ber rose, and spoke to them to the following
depart where De Wolfe* has gone before j effect. " My friends," said he, < 4 1 have been
him ! The Gospel of the Kingdom, as well j coming to teach you the truth as fast as 1
as Young America, has come to disturb his \ could learn it myself, for many years past. I
peace, announcing the coming overthrow of \ have in all that time sought you, and not
all dominion ; and the reduction of Amer- your own. When I first became acquainted
ica, both " Old " and " Young" to the ab- with you, it was in your lowest estate. You
solute regime of King Jesus and the Saints. were few and feeble. But you began to
The old king of the Looxoharnas declared grow, and occupied the De Wolfe schoolthat this was nothing else but abolitionism ! house. You have increased still more ; and
And, although his trembling majesty pro- I rejoice to see you in so large and respectfesses no particular form of faith, or rather, | able a building as this. If I could afford it,
superstition, he loudly proclaimed himself in j I should be happy to give you $300 to
the woods, adjoining the Hall, perfectly ί plaster its walls. In the many years that 1
satisfied with die religion handed down to \ have traveled from my own home in Shelby,
him by his forefathers ! Truly it is aboliti- Tennessee, to teach you the Word, (a disonism in the largest sense ; for the New tance, we believe, of fifty miles—Editor) I
Dominion will abolish abolitionists and all j have journeyed at my own expense ; and
their spurious sentimentalism ; and all the j during all that time I have not received from
kingdoms, empires, and republics; for it is <you more than $75, and out of that I have
written, that all nations, peoples, languages, \ returned you $25 towards the erection of
tribes, and dominions, shall serve the Son of \ this house. Now, I do not mention this by
Man and his Associates. Dan. vii., 13, 14, \ way of complaint; but to prove to you by
18, 22, 2G, 27.
\ reference to facts, that it is even as I say,
On Wednesday and Thursday the 5th and j that I do not seek yours, but you.
sixth of August, we addressed full houses in ;
the Baptist temple at Tyro, Marshall Co., \
" Well, time has wore on, and I believe
Miss. Here we met with bro. Mathew W . that 1 have advanced in knowledge with it.
Webber, whom we mistook in Memphis for \ 1 do not believe in standing still, but in
some Memphian hydropathist, eulogizing ; going on, and acquiring truth where'er 'tis
cold water for the benefit of his antiallopa- { found ; on Christian or on heathen ground.
thistic practice. He had come to Tyro to ; Nor do I think you will blame me for this.
hear for himself concerning the great things J Do you not know more of the Scriptures toof the Bible his attention had been fixed • day than you did when you first Lad your
upon, and for which his affection had been ;; attention drawn to them ; and do you think
kindled, by our writings.
j; you are blameworthy for acting, us you
lam
On Friday, Saturday and Sunday we •do, according to yonr convictions?
spoke at Thyatira, in the same county. This I sure you dont. All men should act in the
\ fear of God according to their eon ν id ions.
• Chief of the Indians, formerly occupying the j And this is what I have endeavor-, d to do
Looxohaina district; and now in the hunting grounds
ί all the time 1 have been going· in and out
of the dead !
"
(Concluded from page 239.)
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before you ; and what also I intend to do by \ Looxoliama in company with brethren'jjximes
his help as long as he continues me in being, j and Robert Jeffries for Senatahobia, where
" But some of you in time past have called ) we were to take the cars to Hemando. We
me " a Thomasite !'
Well, you have heard ί arrived at this place about midday, and exl)r. Thomas for yourselves; and I am glad \ pected to find one waiting lor us at whose
that you have heard him. Now, my con- \ instance we had made the appointment. H e
elusion is after what you have heard, that J l i a d impressed bro. J . G. Jeffries with the
you will no more call me " a Thomasite" by \ u l c a t h a t h e l i a ( ] a s t r O i l & a »d earnest desire
way of reproach. Where he is heard, that \ t o h c a r u s lt e v e r w e c a m e t o Mississippi,
epithet will not be used for reproach. I ! He had said, that the « Christian Church,"
rather believe that you will henceforth find ί the house so called in Hemando where the
fault with me for not talking to you more } Campbelhtes belore their dispersion used to
like Thomas. You will be saying, Why i m c c t > w o u l d b e a t o u r service. Therefore,
docs not the old man Webber speak to us as \ believing him in earnest, bro. Jeffries sent
he did? Well, he would if he were as well ί o u r appointment to him, to advertize it, and
informed in the word. My regret is that \ t o make due preparation. Bro. Webber did
] l e
you have not had the same benefit I have in n o t t l l l I l k a n y £ o o d w o u l d c o m e o f l t
the reading of his works. They open the has had experience of Hernando of old. He
eyes to understand the scriptures, wliich had visited them until the conduct of the
ought to be the chief end of all religious < Campbellites both put him to shame, and
writing. But, I shall do the best-1 can. I ! nullified his endeavors. A t length, he told
shall not cease to visit you ; but shall come \ i h c m h e would have no more to do with
as often as possible, and endeavor to show < t h e m · 1 I e . l e i t . t l i e m t o t h e operation of
you the truth.
s their own iniquity which has consumed them
" But, 1 must now first become obedient \ w i t b a n irreparable dispersion. Our appoiutto i t ; fur, although, when a boy, I was im- m e n t w a s f ( j r 4 Γ · Μ ·» w m c h h e thought unmersed, and joined the Baptist church in 5 favorable, being the hour of the day m which
Virginia, though pious, I was dipped in ig- ί Hernando was too somnolent to hear,
norance of the gospel Paul preached. That j The lawyer who was to prepare the way,
gospel 1'now understand and heartily believe; \ advertized in the local paper that there
and I deem it, not only necessary, but my \ would be a meeting iu the " Christian
privilege, to obey it. But, I do not wish to { Church," which would be addressed by us.
act selfishly. There are some among you ; But he did not meet us at the station ; so
who have been searching the scriptures to < w e took up our satchels, and tramped off to
know the truth. If such are satisfied that ) the Virginia Hotel. None but those who
they are the subjects of an intelligent belief) ] i a v e tried them know the ennui that reigns
of ' the things of the Kingdom of God, and j in s u c h hotels. There is no comfortable,
of the Name of Jesus Christ,' as the Samar-) neatly furnished traveler's room, with centre
itans were of old,—let such, I say, come \ table well supplied with useful and enterforth, and make the good confession Timothy Uaining literature to wile away the time,
made before many witnesses ; even the same [ w h i c h always hangs heavily upon the hands
confession Jesus made at Pilate's bar at the > (,f a thinking creature having nothing to do.
sacrifice of his life. As for myself, I shall } p o r W a n t of comfort within, or, because
not be immersed to-day. I wish to obey the '• there was nought but a bare floor and nuked
gospel in the presence of my family and walls, positive discomfort to the eyes, and to
neighbors. I shall, Cod willing, be baptized ^ a U the organs whose windows they are, we
at home. Others, however, need not defer ί seated ourselves in the porch, that we might
on this account."
/ s e e > if'aught worthy of being seen should
Bro. Webber having concluded his re- •, pass that way. While seated there the lawmarks, four persons, two men and two women, ) yer whom we had expected to see, like the
presented themselves for baptism. Of these, priest and the Lcvite in the fable, passed by
one had formerly been a Campbellite ; ano- thrice on the other side, leaving us among
ther first a Baptist, and afterwards a CV'inp- the thieves dependent on that good Samarbellile ; the other two, we think, were of no itan in the pocket, which fills travelers with
sect.
all available consolation as long as his presOn Sunday evening, bro. Webber departed ence therein is presupposed. Though one
for Tennessee, arranging to rejoin us in ! of us three was the lawyer's client, he could
Memphis on Tuesday, Aug. 11. In the ! not see us ; for the sign was *' The Virginia
meantime, we proposed to fill an appoint- Hotel," and not " The Lawyer's Fee." He
merit made at Hernando, the county seat of was not in search of a lost fee, or a coining
De Soto ; and then to go on to Memphis. ' brief, across the way; so that, not supposing
Accordingly, on Monday morning we left that there could be any one there in search
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of him, he looked^ straight onwards, and to Ilernando was an experiment. Could a
lawyer lately become rich, and desiring popukept ahead.
This was more trial to the client's patience larity, endure to be pointed at as the man
than to us, to find himself reduced to the that introduced a preacher to the citizens, of
mere value of a fee. The man of law was whom only half a dozen turned out to hear !
his business man, always obsequiously polite But, when the crowd (and it was a crowd for
in business, but under existing circumstances Hernando in the week when Court is not in
he was ignored ; and that, too, by one who session) turned out to hear, the lawyer must
had professed to believe the truth ! We felt not be left behind. He must be there, and
not at all disposed to trouble ourselves with among the foremost, with a vail of words
the appointment; and regretted that we had signifying nothing as a covering of the past.
come to the place at all, asr we could have Our company, the client, his brother, and
been better employed elsew here. About 4 ourself, congratulated itself that we owed
P. M. we walked to the " Christian Church," Hernando nothing. We had laid before it
the doors of which were closed and fast. We the truth, working for nothing, and finding
looked through the window, and perceived ourselves. All the hospitality we experieued
it to be in picturesque confusion, being used we paid for and departed.
for a school room ; so that, if the house had
Next day we arrived in Momphis, twenty
been open, and people to hear, it would have
miles west of Ilernando. In this city,
been necessary to adjourn for want of accom- two
where we staid two or three days, we enjoyed
modation.
the hospitality of Colonel Logan, a member
We returned to the hotel. Ilernando of the Campbellite Baptist congregation
being in siesta, we concluded to share in the there. Here also for the first time since we
dose. But, our brother the client was not left Louisville, Kentucky, where we resided
to be nonsuited by a Mississippi lawyer. He in 1843, we met an old acquaintance, and we
went into the town, or city, or perhaps, vil- believe wre may say, friend, Dr. Barbee, who
lage, we know not which, and laid the case is " popularly styled, Pastor of the Christian
before the Probate Judge, who came down Church." The following interesting and
to the hotel to see us; but finding us en well written letter will afford the reader
repose, he returned to chambers. Neverthe- some clue to his relative position.
less, he undertook to provide a place and
congregation. He obtained the loan of the LETTER FROM DR. BARBEE TO THE EDITOR.
Cumberland Presbyterian temple; and cirDR. JOHN THOMAS. Dear sir—I would
culated among the citizens urging them to say Brother Thoma*, but I suppose you will
attend at 8 P. M. At this hour the bell hardly recognize me as such, as I am one of
was sounded calling them together. When your friends in the " Campbellite encampwe arrived we found about half a dozen as- ment," and have not been baptized into the
sembled. It was thought desirable to wait hope of Israel, the inheritance of the goodly
a little longer. In a quarter of an hour, laud which extends from the river of Egypt
much to our astonishment, an audience was to the river Euphrates.
assembled of about a hundred people ; and
I have read your El pis Israel. I did so
among them the identical lawyer who had at the suggestion of President Fanning ; and
abandoned us to fortune, but not the judge ; I agree with him in saying it is an able prowhose potations were supposed to have ex- duction, and the author is a good man, one
alted him too highly for vulgar gaze. We that fears God, and cares not for the wisdom
addressed the people from Zeeh. ii, announ- that is earthly, sensual and devilish.
cing the coining glory of Jerusalem, when
I have also read your Anatolia, and several
Jesus shall reign there, and be the glory in
her midst; and the great national regener- numbers of the Herald; and although I do
ation that will follow. Upon this subject not agree with you in some things, 1 hesitate
we spoke about two hours, and were listened not to say that your teaching, in the main,
to with marked interest and attention. concerning· the Kiplom of (Jod, is scriptural.
1 have some difficulties on two or three
Could we have remained another twentyfour hours in ITernaudo, it was thought that points, which I would be glad to have you
the people would have turned out en mas^c. remove if you can.
Even the lawyer had become approving. J Ie
The prophets preceding the Messiah seem
introduced himself to us in the cars en route to teach very plainly the Restoration of the
for Memphis ; and made more apologies and Jews ; but it is worthy of remark, that Paul,
explanations for not meeting us, taking us to in his letter to the Oalatians, does not appear
his house, and fixing up the church than we to sustain the idea of a literal return to
could, or cared to remember. We believed Canaan. lie says, (chap. 3—10) Now to
we saw into the true merits of the case amid Abraham and his seed were the promises
all the apologies and explications. Our visit made. .1 Ic saith not and to seeds as of many ;
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but as of one, and to thy seed which is r Τ am rationally inclined to adopt the view
CHRIST. Again, at v. 29. And if ye be i which you take, but Peter wont let me.
CHRIST'S then are ye Abraham's seed and
\t ^,\\\ b c o f n o u s e whatever to quote
heirs according to the promise.
o t i K T passages showing that fire is used in
a
Of a similar import is his language in
symbolical sense—such, for example, as
Komans, iv, ch. 13,14 ; and then at the 10th Hani's declaration m Corinthians—the fire
verse of same chapter he includes both the « h i l H U7 every man's work, &c. &e. If fire
literal Jews and the spiritual Israel—" all 1d o e s m e a n God's wrath in a thousand other
the seed "—both " of the law " and " of the ? t c x t s > t h e question still presents itself, what
faith."
But are not those " of the law " in- i does 'li m e a n m 2 J I>et-> 3 ~ 5 > e t c ·
eluded, upon the condition that they abide \ Enough for the present. More anon,
not in unbelief?
j
W. J . B.
This is rather a knotty question, and I \ Memphis, Tenn., April 11,1857.
have every reason to believe that you are j
better prepared to solve it to my satisfaction j Of the contents of this letter in reference
than any man living. Give us something j to the conflagration of the Saints' inheritshort, pithy, and right to the point. You I ance, called " the earth' (" the meek shall
have written a great deal upon it, but you ί inherit the earth "—Jesus) we shall speak at
know that we cannot all have access to your large hereafter. What we have more particularly to say about our friend in " the
former essays. Explain again and again.
Cainpbellite Encampment " is, that for the
Another difficult matter is the conflagra- short time we passed with him in Memphis
tion ot the world. How can you, according w e w e r e a^r^ablv entertained; and, we
to the laws of rhetoric, explain 2d Pet., 3d j t r u s t > o c c l i p i e d t o m u t u a i profit in conversing
ch., 5—13, to mean anything else than an ) u
pertaining to the truth we
tlie t h i
actual burning of some sort? I have read j a d v o c a t e
the learned criticisms of venerated doctors
A s ] i e n a i l p r o m i s e d , he tried to obtain for
on these passages, trying to explain away \ u s a h e a r i n g ; though he apprehended, that
the idea of literal burning, but when I hear J a I l i a j O rity of his folks in Memphis would
Peter say, the world that then was, being j s l l u t u g o u t < l i e accordingly proposed to
overflowed with WATER, perished ; but the \ t h e m t o o f f e r u s t h e i r h o u s e # AH h e c x p e o .
present heavens and earth are reserved unto } t e d t h e proposition was not favored by many.
tire, etc. And when I remember a law of) still there was favor enough to prevent it
language which directs me to consider the j b e i n g sunmiarily and finally rejected. Befire literal, inasmuch as the water of the j t w e e u t h e t w o > i t w a s the subject of grave
flood was literal. I am constrained to say / discussion till midnight. Some thought it
that we certainly must expect that « the m i g h t be granted if we made application for
earth and the works that arc therein, shall be ; i t . But they were informed that application
burned up." Now it is very easy to conceive j w o u W n o t b e m a ( ] c . r r h e p r o p o s u i w a s t o
that such an event could occur by the demoli- ; invite Dr. Thomas to speak there as there
tion of existing governments, and that so j w e r e s e v e r u i that wanted to hear him. The
great will be the display of omnipotent gran- \ m a t t o r w a s a t ieno-th put to the vote, when
deur in the overthrow of the kingdoms of the } j t w a s agreed by all with the exception of
earth, when the Lord comes, with great pro- j t w o dissentients, that the house should be
pricty it would be likened unto a conflagra- j offered us for use as long as we chose to
tion; but there stands the actual water, the ] u s e it.
destructive element in the davs of Noah, and
,Ί
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Plcaso explain. Meet my difficulty. If
Peter had said everything concerning the
burning without making an allusion to the
flood, 1 con Id construe it figuratively. As
it is, candor compels me to acknowledge,
contrary to my own inclinations, that the
apostle teaches an actual burning. It may
be a renovation by electricity, or it may bo
something else. I cannot tjll, but certain it
is that Poter calls it Fire. He uses the
terms earth, air, fire and water. Without
dispute, he employs three of them (earth, air
and water) literally. AVhy not the fire in
the same sense ?

; sions we undertook to show what the gospel
\ was ; that it was not preached for the first
time on the Day of Pentecost; but that it
was preached to Abraham ; preached by
Moses to the Hebrews in Egypt; promised
\ in the Prophets ; preached by Jesus, &c.;
'>• that it was the gospel in the revelation of its
j mystery that was preached for the first time
< uu Pentecost; and that " the church " was
j not the kingdom; but an aggregation of the
] heirs thereof; and that everyone know that
\ heirs were expectants, not actual possessors,
j of an inheritance. When we had finished,
ί some regretted that we were not going to
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remain longer ; and hoped that we would but, on the contrary, one gospel for all.
Bro. Webber is a host in himself, because he
revisit them when in those parts again.
has the ear and respect of the people in
Next day we left Memphis in company Memphis and the region round about. Be Hire
with bro. Webber for Fisherville, near to he saw the light distinctly he was trying to
which he resides. We spoke at a meeting reconcile the doctrine we advocate with the
house hard by on the three following days. theory and practice of Campbellisin. But
The notice was short, but effective. Very he has discovered that there is no harmony
respectable congregations were convened, between them. Campbellism may tolerate
and the attention they paid encouraging to us; but we can no more tolerate it than any
a speaker. On the second day bro. Webber other of " the names" of Christendom.
repeated substantially what he had said at Friendship and respect for all men as such ;
Thyatira ; and added, that it was his inten- but against all their " names and denomintion to b'e baptized that afternoon, and in- ations," war and destruction unto death, or
vited his neighbors and friends to come to till the Lord comes ; and then we shall see
his house and witness it; for he was to be what will become of them! This is our batimmersed in a pond on his estate. A large tle-gage ; conquer us, or we will conquer
number accordingly attended, to whom we you : we give no quarter, and crave none.
spoke on the use of water in connexion with
Having filled our appointment on Sunday
the gospel; and afterwards proceeded to the morning,
brother Webber drove us over to
water, and baptized him.
Colliersville, about eight miles from his
Bro. Webber though advanced in years abode. We spoke there at night in the
is hale and hearty and capable of doing good Campbellite house to a congregation of
service for some time to come. He was an considerable size. In the morning we took
efficient laborer among the Baptists and the cars at the station with a through ticket
Campbellites, having raised up several con- to Montgomery White Sulphur Spring3 in
gregations among them, and he thinks, that Virginia, which was as far as we could be
he may yet do something for the truth. He put through from Memphis on our return
comes of a courageous stock. His father, as by the way of the East Tennessee and Virwell as the father of our afflicted bro. An- ! ginia railroad. At 7.30 we parted with
thony who lives near him, was a Baptist ' brother Webber and Mr. Plattenburg, paspreacher in revolutionary times. He was tor of the Church at Colliersville, whose
cast into prison by the Devil (Rev. ii. 10) abhorrence of heresy did not prevent him
who then ruled Virginia with pike and gun : from hearing us the night before; and bidand when there preached to the people ding us farewell at the station.
through the prison-bars. The son will not
While iu Mississippi, we inquired concernbe more afraid of the Devil than the father ; ing friends in that State whose names only
though the Devil's policy is more to be feared we could remember, to wit, Messrs. J. Burch
now than in former times. Then he came and E. J. H. White. Their direction we
upon you with a club and scalping knife, did not recollect. On our return to Xew
which were sure to excite resistance; but York we found a letter awaiting us there
now he approaches you in the garb of a from brother White, which, as it may be
saint, and pretends to be a very pious gen- encouraging to brethren iu that State, we
tleman. It is, nevertheless, still necessary shall produce here.
to meet him with helm and shield. He
BROTHER E. J. WHITE'S LETTER TO THE
must never be permitted to insinuate himself
EDITOR.
between the person and the shield ; for then
DEAR BROTHER THOMAS :—Will you let
the body will be uncovered and the life exposed. The shield of faith must ever be me know what 1 owe for the Herald ; and I
interposed between the Devil and the Saint; will pay you what it calls for. Its intrinsic
for " this is the victory (ν/ νίκη the conquer- and real value I am not able to pay. You
ing power) that overcomes the world, our have my sincere thanks for the service you
faith," AVith this for a shield, and our have rendered me in throwing off the errors
heads helmeted with the gospel-hope, we are of early education : your reward for this
proof against the blandishments and seduc- you have now in my gratitude and prayers
tions of the devil within and the devil with- to our Heavenly Father for well-being now
out. Bro. Webber, we believe, will be and for ever. There is a blessing pronounced
seduced by neither from " the simplicity on those who turn maiy to righteousness;
which is in Christ." He will beware of \ may this blessing be yours.
flattering approaches. If a man would be
I receive the Herald at this office very
saved by the gospel he must do as he has irregularly ; some scattering numbers of last
done—obey it. There is not one gospel for year just came to hand. In one of them I
our friends, and another for our eiieinios; see you say you will be in Lawrence county
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Miss., the beginning of this summer. If this J 11 a. m. We preferred to stop here till
reaches you in time, please let me know 3 a. m., to being detained all night at Lynchwhen this will be. I will meet you there. burg till 11 next day. The Springs are
I am extremely anxious that you should be two miles from the railroad, but connected
here in our county. You could be allowed with it by a private rail. The Montgomto proclaim the Gospel in the house of the ery White Sulphur Springs are a beautiful
Campbellite brethren in Fayette; and 1 location among the mountains, and situated
have no doubt you could exercise a salutary in what was formerly termed the Devil's
iniluence on them. I have mentioned to Hole. We left them at 3 a. m. and resumed
the Christian brethren here the prospect of our route by the Tennessee and Virginia
your coining ; they are highly pleased, and line. We arrived at Lynchburg at 10, and
heartily welcome you : will do what they left the dusty place at 11 a. m. for the Junccan, that you may incur no loss by the trip tion of the Richmond and Petershurg roads.
pecuniarily. Brother T. do come. I say, At this point we left the Soutli Side for the
again, come. 1 am sure the cause of truth Richmond, and in crossing from one to the
will be promoted by your advocacy of it other met brother Passniore on the platform,
here ; perhaps as much as it will be in any who was on his way to Old Point Comfort
other place of the south. I have done all for his health which appeared to be very
that 1 could for the cause. My efforts have infirm. We parted at Richmond, agreeing
been limited owing to my poverty ; but have . to meet again at New York, through which
been able to excite an interest and a great \ he intended to pass on his λvay to Niagara
desire to hear you. There are some twelve ! Falls. At 7.30, we left Richmond for Washof us here sound in the faith ; that faith ington by way of Alexandria; and from
Washington we passed on for New York
which sees both into the past and future.
without delay. As we have said, we arrived
I subscribe myself your brother in the
there at 10.30, w7ith severe headache and
hope.
E. J . H. WHITE.
sickness of stomach. A little medicine and
Fayette, Jefferson Co., Miss.;
rest for a day or two enabled us to overJune 15, 1857.
come it; and at once to prepare for a seven
P. S.—Since writing this, I find that I weeks' campaign in Old Virginia, for which
was mistaken in your coming to this State— we were to set out in three weeks, as related
having taken Mass, for Miss. We have a in our next.
EDITOR.
Lawrence county in our State. My anxiety
Nov. 6, 1857.
that you come here contributed to the mistake.

KJ.JLW.
Clerical Heroism.
We did not arrive home till 10.30 on
DEAR BROTHER THOMAS :—You will reSaturday night. The distance to be traveled was fifteen hundred miles by rail; which joice to hear that the " Glorious Gospel of
when accomplished completed a tour of three the Blessed God" has been sounded forth in
thousand miles, and an absence of nearly Queensville by our Brother Williams. In
six weeks, in which we addressed the people August last, he paid a visit to that village,
twenty-six times. In returning we passed remaining there upwards of a week, '· teachthrough Alabama, by Tuscumbia, Ilunts- ing and persuading the things concerning the
ville, and Stevenson ; thence to Chatta- kingdom of God"—speaking several times,
nooga ; from this place we turned off to both in the Methodist and Christian meetDalton in Georgia ; and thence to Ivnoxville, inghouses, to large and intelligent audiences.
Tenn. From Knoxville we passed to the What the result will be must be left to Him
Gap.
J fere we had to exchange the cars who seeth the end from the beginning. I t
for ibrty miles of staging, which occupied is the intention of our respected brother to
from midnight to 2 p. m. next day This return there again in the course of the fall
brought us to Jonesboro, whose hotel ac- or winter, in the hope that some of the seed
commodations were so badly reported of that may have vegetated. Shortly after his rewe all preferred to push on to Bristol by a turn to Toronto, brother W. attended (in
freight train to staying there for the mor- company with two sisters in the Faith) a
row's passenger cars. Fleas, bugs, with lecture delivered in the Primitive Methodist
abominable cookery, and general uncleanli- Chapel in this city, by the Rev. «las. Edgar,
ness, at high prices, constitute an imposition on '* Thy Kingdom Come," being one of
that travellers will not submit to if they a series on the Lord's Prayer. At the concan be avoided, Bristol is partly in Tennes- clusion of the sermon, brother Williams asked
see and partly in Virginia, and supplies the permission to put a question or two to the
desiderata unattainable at Jonesboro. At reverend gentleman ; at once there was (juitc
Bristol we were detained a night. We left an excitement in the audience. Some of the
at 5 a. in. and arrived at the Springs about lecturer's coadjutors who were present dep-
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recated the movement, and all was surprise to pass me by. If a " good man " or " saint,"
and [confusion among them. Our brother good alone could have resulted from such
invited discussion; but the Rev. James Ed- saintly communion ; but if a " bad man"
gar, heroic man, actually declined all at- or "sinner," your close imitation of Him
tempt at proving his assertions, and nerv- who " came not to call the righteous, but
ously dismissed the meeting. Fearful that sinners to repentance" is above all praise.
he might be again disturbed on the follow- 2. I have yet to learn that " God is any
ing evening, he addressed the accompanying i respecter of persons," therefore, " if called of
note early the next morning to brother W. God, as Aaron was," you stand condemned
Agnes street, August 21, 1857. by that Bible you profess to advocate in
MR. WILLIAMS—DEAR SIR—I decline all withholding from me (unless Protestant)
controversy with you on the topic so very " the word of life," of which you arc an amuncourteously introduced last evening ; for bassador. 3. I affirm, distinctly, that " I
the following reasons, viz : 1. You are a did come to you to inquire in relation to the
stranger to me, and consequently may be Saviour's kingdom ; " having no wish to
either a good man, or a bad one, a saint or a force" upon you " my own" views of the
sinner, for aught I know. 2. You have no question, yet curious to see, I confess, how
visible union with any of the Protestant far an " ambassador for Christ" in this
congregations in the city—at least, so I in- nineteenth century would accord with the
ferred j'rom what you stated last evening. spirit of those of the first century, when
they very pertinently inquired of their Great
3. You did not come to me to inquire in re- Teacher, " Lord, wilt thou at this time relation to the Saviour's kingdom, but to force store again the Kingdom to Israel ? 4.
upon me your own views of the question. Your " disposition to avoid entering into
4. 1 have no disposition of entering into arguments where no important doctrines are
arguments on controverted points where no involved," is sufficiently commendable ; but
important doctrines are involved. I leave when " the Truth as it is in Jesus" is involvthat to ladies who have more tongue than ed, and in effect denied, the heart and tongues
brains, and gentlemen possessing more self- of all (both men and women) who have been
esteem than humility. 5. I have no spare set on fire by Moses and the prophets,
time to squander in useless discussion, were scripturally expounded, speak forth abunthere eight days in the week instead of seven, dantly regardless of the humble remonstrance,
I would find work for the whole period. 6. " Refrain, for in thus speaking, thou con1 never found discussion profitable to my demnest us also." The graceful complisoul; however it may be to those whose re- ment paid to the ladies, proceeding, as it
ligion is more in words than in spirit 7. did from Christian humility and " entire
I have not the profound erudition, nor the sanctification" they duly appreciate. 5.
logical acumen, nor the brass requisite to I am right glad, sir, to find that you have
force myself upon the public in a discussion. no spare time for useless discussion. Eight
8. It is seldom or ever that discussions honor days per week, instead of seven, would inGod, advance the interests of religion, con- deed, as you observe, be a happy desideratum
vince skeptics, or increase the faith and to one so usefully employed. G. I can readily
piety of those engaged therein. Dear Sir— believe you when you say, " you never found
these are reasons which move me to prefer discussion profitable to your soul"—why?
seclusion to being exhibited to the public in You have always avoided it. Not so, St.
the character of a champion. I profess to Paul, however, who " reasoned with the
be pro bono publico, and as such desire to people out of the Scriptures," and disputed
daily in the synagogues and markets with
keep my place.
them that met with him." Query, Did
I am, dear sir, your humble servant,
| Paul first ask them if they were " .saints,"
JAS. EDGAR.
It was deemed advisable, for many reasons, | or "sinners," "Protestants" or not? 7.
to reply to this letter, which was done as ( You say " you have not the profound eru! dition, nor the logical acumen, nor the brass
follows:
! requisite to force yourself upon the public
Yonge street, Toronto, ) i in a discussion." This also 1 readily believe.
August 21, 1857. f ! " To contend earnestly for the Faith once dcREV. JAS. EDGAR—DEAR SIR :—In reply 1 livered to the saints," requires an erudition
to your " very courteous" note of yesterday, ! even that, "that cometh from above," a
I beg leave, with all due "humility," to no-\ " logical acumen," even the " rightly dividtice as briefly as possible your eight reasons ! ing the word of Truth," and an amount of
for " declining all controversy" with me on1 " brass" even " the breastplate of righteousthe topic at issue between us. 1. As a N ness, " which at once condemns its possessor
" stranger to you," I cannot but admire your ( in the eyes of the world, and renders him
" good-Samaritan" disposition in endeavoring
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unpopular with all the sects of so-called
η α Iectα
Christendom. 8th and lastly, I prefer the
testimony of Jesus Christ and his apostles to
your individual opinion as to what is, or is^
A "Word cf Thanksgiving.
not, " honoring to God, convincing to skep)
DEAR
BROTHER THOMAS :—As I have
tics, or promotive of true faith and piety."
" These that have turned the world upside \ removed to Memphis, you will confer a favor
down are come hither also." If inspired by changing the address of the Herald
men thus stand out in bold relief as contro- from Louisville, Ky., to Memphis, Tenn.
versialists, par excellence, is it not a sinful ) And I may take the opportunity of saying,
sickly sighing for " Peace," that abandons that it is with great pleasure I receive every
the ground in toto, without first4ascertaining , number of it. As I consider it of far more
from " the law and the testimony" (as the value than all the other religious papers I
Bercans did at the instance of the renowned \ have seen ; and it is the only one I can
controversialist) if we be " pure." I have ' read with pleasure and profit: and I hope
thus noticed, Dear Sir, in brief, the eight < you will be long spared in health and strength
objections urged in your note ; if you are) to prosecute the labors you are engaged in,
<;
bona lidc" as you profess to be " pro bono > of endeavoring to enlighten the dark and
publico," I invite you to meet in discussion, ) ignorant of this sectarian age. I feel very
either public or private, and examine from ' thankful that 1 have been permitted, in the
the Fount of Truth itself whether you or I providence of our Heavenly Father, to listen
" contend for that Faith once for all deliv- } to your teachings, and to read your writings
ered to the saints," revealed by the Eternal without the prejudice usually encumbering
in that " 'Word which he hath magnified people's minds ; and for the liberty of mind
above all his name," all short of this is mere that I enjoy; and for the glorious prospect
profession. Awaiting a reply at your earli- of the Future Age which the truth unfolds ;
of the glorious inheritance of the saints in
est convenience,
a renovated earth under the reign and rule
1 am, sir, respectfully yours,
of the Prince of Peace : which they cannot
appreciate who are expecting Kingdoms beJOIIN WILLIAMS.
yond the skies, of which we have no revelation. Ο may we be enabled to attain to the
The reply appeared duly as follows :
Agnes street, August 25, 1857. perfection of character that will secure the
" Crown of Righteousness" which Paul was
MR. WILLIAMS — DEAR S I R : — I have to
striving for, and which the Lord, the Righgay, once for all, no discussion shall take teous J udge will give to all who love his
place between us. You may congratulate appearing.
yourself from being free from the trammels
1 inclose my next year's subscription.
of ignorance with which you think I am
Yours in the Love of the Truth.
shackled ; be it so, each of us, therefore, shall
Tuos. BEADMAN.
enjoy our own views. If I have done you
Memphis, Tenn., Oct. 22, 1857.
any injury, I ask your forgiveness.
I am, dear, sir, your ob't servant,
Letter from Tennessee.
* JAS. EDGAR.
|
DEAR BROTHER THOMAS :—By this time 1
i suppose
you are resting at home from your

DEAR BROTHER THOMAS : — These let- trip to the South, and have found repose in
ters, tell their own story, without note the bosom of your little family. I was in
or comment—unhappy people who are so ,Memphis yesterday, and heard Brother Platblindly led by blinder men, shrouded in more tenburg deliver an address on reconciliation.
than Egyptian darkness—be it ours, if pos- The last of the week a protracted meeting
sible to come to the rescue of such deluded will commence at Thyatira, where you spoke
ones ; and at the same time use all diligence three days. The ministers who arc invited
to be found worthy of that kingdom for \are Messrs. Barbee, Matthews, Buttler and
which we hope, and for which we pray, at ;Plattenburg, the minister in charge. I
the near approach of Him " whose right it ; intend to go down and be in attendance.
is." May we all be enabled to " watch." ;· It may be I may find something to do while
The little church here now numbers eleven \ there. If any one believing the gospel of
members, all of whom wish to bo most kindly <the kingdom wishes to be immersed, 1 will
remembered. 1 remain, dear sir,
do that; and I may say something by the
Yours in hope of Eternal Life.
f way that may be for the promotion of the
truth ; and if anything remarkable occurs,
JOHN COOMBE.
I will inform you.
Toronto, Can. W.; Oct. 13,1857.
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Sinco you were at my house, two gentle- j matters so essential to us ; and as I wished
men who hoard you inquired of me whether v1 to arrive at the truth upon the subject, I
you could be induced to come to Macon, a I would await his reply pointing* out the
small village in Fayette county, Tenn., and ί errors in your doctrines; he is, or was, one
speak for one week. They said they thought ί of the members of the church to which I
they con Id raise about two hundred dollars ί belonged in Glasgow.
to aid you in coming. I told them I did j
Though immersed, I am quite convinced
not expect you could come this year, but ; that I have yet to be baptized upon Ihc same
thought you would come next year if you j f a i t h a s Abraham, David, and all the Prowere desired, and something to keep the j phots before the death and resurrection of
wheels of your machine in motion. I have ( t n c L o r j j e s u s . ttll,i u p o n t n e p a r a e ir a ith
had but little opportunity of knowing what a s t n e Apostles and first Christians ; who
had been accomplished by your labors here, < .d\i w c r e looking forward to the time when
and time will be needful to determine. You >t | , e j j O r d w o u ] d ^ universal king over all
have made, as far as I know, a favorable ) t n e e a r t i , . a m j u s i 1 L T U 1 t j i e d t t y o f r c s t for
impression on some. I heard while ] was j t l j e p ( . o p l e o f (j u { j. w j l 0 know the joyful
in Memphis, that one of my old brethren ι ^ u n d
there «,id ho was sorry, if I wished to be • ' W j ; h i
·η
L e a U h an(J
TOccCRg
baptized, I had not been so by one of our ; ( , 1 | ( l c a v W d t ( / l ! ( ) V ( . | „ , „ , . . h e i r e . . f V , r the kingformer preachers ; that my course had lwwi ; ,,
„,· ,,,„, b (|i| V |1?i
t,,e k n o w l ( i d g e °f
morn yui- to many ο my friends. 1 would , H i s t n , U l a m , , , ;
have told him, and will, that they could not ,
°
l
have baptized me into my present faith, as \
™nain y ° u r affectionate friend,
they weni uninformed about it. I saw sister I
IS. T. S.
F., she had returned from Kentucky ; and > Caledonia, Wise, Sept. 4, 1857.
another sister said she thought ] would havo )
| | _
to baptize her, though she wanted to read
more first. Our family are all well, except ;
" W h o will go for u s ? v
one case of measles. We shall soon be, 1 ;
hope, in receipt of your paper.
\ T>E\n ^ I R : ~ * a m a t a l o s s t o ] a ) 0 W w l l J
Yours in the one hope,
j some preacher of your persuasion has not
M. W . W KBBER
< reached this place. All other denominations
Shelby Co., Tenn., Sept. 27, 1857,
'
\ (except the Mormons) have been seen or
_
_
j heard here. I would be glad to hear one of
^ some ability. Any other sort could not be
m++*m
H a v e Nothing to do -with i t
J welcomed.
MY DEAR SIR : — I have read with much j
Cheueyville is a village on the thirty-first
pleasure and it a isfaction your Elpis Israel ; { degree of north latitude, iifty miles from the
and 1 desire above all tilings to get your \ mouth of lied River. A line of stages rurf^
periodical, ΐ am astonished at my igno- J from the mouth through the village to Alexrance concerning the Holy Scriptures. About ! andria on Ited River. 1 live three miles
twenty years ago 1 was immersed by a Free i below Cheney ν ille on Bayou Boeuf. I am
Communion Baptist, and joined their church, j well known by all the sectarians for forty
Latterly^ left. At that time 1 became ac- S miles around. All that is necessary for one
quainted with John Cowans, and was im- \ —whom you may send here—to do, is to
merscd by him a second time for the remis- ί order the coachman at Alexandria, or at the
fiion of sins; but upon reflection, I could · mouth of Red River, to leave him at Peter
see no difference between my former baptism ί Tanner's ; and he will be accommodated. 1
and this one. And so I told him. Now it Vs know it is useless to ask you to come; but
appears to me they were both defective in ! you may find some one to undertake,
one of the most essential points. Not one of j
This region is the richest portion of
their systems said one word about the King- \ Louisiana ; and all opposed to your views
dorn of the Messiah upon the earth; nor j except a few. The Episcopalian and Camphad my teachers any knowledge of what ( lH>lIites are the most popular denominations.
" the hope of the Gasp-1" was.
j If y o u c a r i ) svm\ u s a m a n w n a s c facc j s j r o n <
A friend in Detroit being informed that I and his nerves brass—whose tongue is oil;
meant to take the Jfercid, tried to dissuade whose back is broad and strong. Jle will
me from having anything to do with i t ; be- \ need all the courage of Paul and the elocau.se that wherever your works were read •[ quence of Apollos to bear the conflicts which
they did more evil than good ; and worse c will be inevitable,
than all, that your doctrines were not fairly j
May you live long and r prospcr.
drawn from Scripture. I wrote him 1 was \
PETEU TANNER.
sorry great and good men should differ upon !
Oct. 9, 1857.
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Result of Our Visit to Plymouth, Eng- Elpis Israel, you make a comparison between
land.
Joseph and Jesus being separated from his
DEAR BROTHER THOMAS -.—Brother Wil- brethren, &c. Now would it not be reliams wished me, when writing, to say that i markable if the coming of Jesus, which by
your labors in Plymouth have not been in the* prophecies is probably about 18G4,
vain , the good seed there sown broadcast should be the same number of years after
by you some years ago, has fructified in some the birth of Jesus as before his birth that
good and honest hearts, who are now earn- Joseph was exalted in Pharaoh's court ?
est defenders of that Faith once for all de- Wishing you every good from our Heavlivered to the Saints. The church there enly Father, I remain,
numbers some thirty members. They are
Yours truly in the Lord,
all looking forward with great interest to
JNO. ROBERTS.
your again visiting them. Our brother has
Ottawa, C. W., Oct. 29, 1857.
not been idle since his arrival here, lie has
addressed the people eight or nine times on The "One Faith" and "Everlasting
Punishment"
the things of the kingdom of God, and negMY DEAR FRIEND :—At the request of
lects no opportunity of speaking a word in
season. Many listen with interest, and the some of your inquiri?ig subscribers, I have
Truth may yet be embraced by a goodly < briefly delivered to them my views on the
number in this fair city. The soil requires "One Faith," and on " Everlasting Punishmuch preparation to fit it for germinating ment ;" those views are, doubtless, consonant
the seed, so long has it been overrun with with yours; as, however, owing to indispothe noxious weeds of tradition and sectari- sition, they were but very briefly stated,
probably you will at some future period
anism.
May we continue to ask when you are favor them with better instruction thereon,
from your abler pen, without deeming it an
coming here again ?
act of supererogation.
1 remain, dear brother Thomas,
Religious persons generally acquire their
Yours in the good hope,
information of the plan of human redempToronto, C. W.
JOHN COOMBE.
tion, revealed in the Scriptures, from some
corrupt system of theological instruction,
and hence the " One Faith," is commonly inΔ Possible Coincidence.
terpreted to mean belief in the life, death,
DEAR BROTHER :—I hope this will find resurrection, &c, of our Lord ; whereas it is
you in good health as this leaves me. I re- distinctly defined by the Apostle Paul to be
ceived your letter in reply to mine; and am " the substance of things hoped for" (ITeb.
sorry to learn that there are no brethren so xi. 1,) who further shows, " without which
far North with whom, as Paul remarks, I it is impossible to please God." So also.
might have mutual comfort; however, the " Everlasting Punishment," under the like
pillar of light, the lamp to our feet, (in this subtle priestcraft, is construed into endless
dark age) in it is to be found comfort in torment; indeed, so firmly has this spurious
every position we may be placed in; and dogma of eternal pain, and anguish, been
many parallel instances of " the sons of God" established, first, by papistical craft, and
being entirely isolated from the common subsequently by sectarian opinions, that no
brotherhood. In this age is not to be found argument, however scriptural, appears able
ouvfi'cst; and our position is essentially one to dislodge it from its stronghold in the huof waiting and patiently enduring until the man intellect, notwithstanding there is, natubridegroom shall return, when those only rally, a tendency to hope for the contrary.
who have on the wedding garments, their 1 apprehend that there is no insurmountable
lights burning, and who look for and love difficulty in the doctrine itself, viewed spirithis appearing, shall be the happy guests.
ually, as also appears obvious, from some of
It verily requires a faith akin to that of the uninitiated in clerical chicanery, being
Abraham to stand alone in the midst of so able to perceive that its primary meaning is
many professors ; but blessed be the God of a total extinction of the privilege of a blissAbraham, that through his watchful care we ful immortality ; but at the same time doubthave beside us the light to our feet and the iiig|\vhether it docs not involve perpetual suflamp to our path—the contents of which, fering.
fully understood and heartily believed, enEver yours, very faithfully
ables one to be equal to any emergency.
" Waiting for the kingdom of God."
In reading Joseyh's history in the Old
RICHARD ROBERTSON.
Testament lately, 1 was somewhat struck
89 Grange Road, Jlermondscy,
with the date of his becoming Governor of
London, S. E., June 30, 1857.
Egypt; viz. 18G4 years B. 0. In your
Is it possible for the faithful and anxious
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watchman on Jerusalem's walls to scan the ', to do the work which will be absolutely
present state of the nations morally, poHti- • needed. These will not be able to exist
cally and religiously; and not feel assured without agriculture ; and thus the very nethat his long-promised blissful reward is J cessity of the east; will compel them to subnigh ?
II. II. ; ject the soil to the action of the plow and
tfe&* Our respected and highly-esteemed ' spade; to sink wells ; to build fences ; to
corresdondent's request shall not be lost sight plant trees; and at last to rid the country
of.
EDITOR.
i °f those bad neighbors who love to reap
.m
J where others sow. Who is able to foresee
m
·. the consequences of such a new method of
Sign of t h e Times.
Who can tell
;: tilliug· the soil of Palestine?
The following extract from an article on ) i l 0 W m a l i y J ° w s may seek a homo there,
" Syrian Exploration," found iu the Septem-< w ] l 0 n they can live there in independence
bcr number of the Occident, a Jewish peri- ί ^ηΛ security? Men may laugh at our enodical, published at Philadelphia, is highly thusiasm ; but more improbable things have
interesting, and plainly shows that Cod is { come to pass ; and this is at all events within
about " to remember Jlis land " in mercy, j the «cope of possibility, and there is nothing
and that the " time to favor Zion" is nigh : \ which can prevent it, if once the urgency of
* * * « England will soon need a more , commerce gives the impulse to farther iU
rapid intercourse with her eastern possess- j S U C C G f t > ·
ions, than the one now at her command. I Then referring to a report made by the
The revolt in the Bengal army, though it i New York Geographical .Society, relative
may be momentarily suppressed, must force ! to information collected by them, on the
the English ministry, no less than the East ί feasibility of building a railroad from the
India Company, to reflect on the uncertain s Mediterranean to the Euphrates, the Occitenure by which they hold so many millions ,' dent justly remarks :
of men in subjection, and that a revolt illy \ " They of course have nothing to do with
concerted this year, may be better planned ^ the theological question which we consider
and more successfully carried out a few years j involved in the matter ; but as God generally
hence.
j guides the course of events through human
Great Britain, therefore, not desiring to i agency, it is but rational to hope, that,
lose her Indian Empire, from which she de- j should something grow out of the present
rives so much importance, if even there were ' project, the beginning of the restoration of
no pecuniary benefit to flow thence into her ί Palestine may be thus secured. One thing
coflers, will have to obtain a road for reach- \ is certain,—that intelligent men of various
ing her eastern possessions reliable at all ^ persuasions and different professions, think
times, and not liable to be interrupted by ί well of the idea of settling and improving
storms and low water iu the lied Sea, and ) our ancient patrimony ; and we, as Jews,
not depend on a navigation through a coun ' may freely join in this opinion, especially as
try controlled by so ambitious a n l bold a ' the ancient fertility of the land is an unfamily as that of the Pacha of Egypt. I t 1 doubled fact, and as the former splendor of
wilt accordingly be no love for the Jews, or ! tho cities on the coast and .interior, based on
a desire for their restoration, which will.' commerce and agriculture, proves what the
compel England to build the Euphrates Yal- \ land was able to furnish, and therefore leads
ley Railroad, thus securing a highway lead- \ us to believe that the same may be again, if
ing directly, after a short navigation into :; the same means are employed as formerly."
the heart of Hindustan, through a more ;
—healthy region than by

the

mouths of t h e !

» His IIOKN SHALL BE EXALTED."—Con

Ganges.
; tinuing to ride to Banias, we toiled up steep
This railroad once built, and the increased •. rocky paths, where we found trees'and shrubs
commerce seeking a passage over it proving, > very abundant, particularly on grassy tablethat it may be profitable as an investment, j land. AVe met people traveling—women on
or if not this, a stimulant to a very active \ horseback, wearing the curious horn, which
and lucrative trade, shrewd merchants will · is fixed on the front of the head, and fastened
apply for the privilege of building branch >'behind. This hmtur, or horn, is made of
roads leading oli in all directions, into Ara- ! tin, .silver or gold, according to the rank or
bia, Persia, Syria, and Egypt, just as other ! wealth of the wearer. Some are a yard long,
distant enterprises are undertaken for the ; shaped like a speaking-trumpet. I t rises
simple hope of gain. However little may j from the forehead, aud is fastened at the
be thought of benefiting the land of Israel, > back of the head by a band. A large veil
the great stream of commerce will naturally i is thrown over it, and falls down the sides
attract to it an active laboring population, > of the head and shoulders. It is usually
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worn only by married women, but I believe hear of a railway laborers' i l strike/' and the
unmarried women also occasionally wear it. j only benefit the poor clergymen get by the
There are many references to this horn in operation, is to say prayers over the wounded,
the Old Testament. It was sometimes worn ! or to lecture the rich on Sunday about the
by men. Job says: " I have sewed sack-J propriety of being more liberal, and the poor
cloth upon my skin, and defiled my horn in about the advisability of not narrowing the
the dust." Job xvi. 15 ; and David, allud- road to heaven by fighting over it. The
ing to the righteous, says, in Psalm cxii. 9 : printer, who puts in type the Parson's ser·· His horn shall be exalted with honor."— | mon, u strikes" for higher wages, on account
Lady Falkland's Chow-Chow.
s of dearer provisions and house rent turned
^
I into a fable. But the poor Parson, who has
( supplied the soul and the eloquence for the
" Who then is that faithful and wise stew- j document, cannot " s t r i k e " without proard, whom his Lord shall make ruler ever { ducing a rather too striking prejudice against
his household, to give them their portion of• ] u - 3 c\oi\l;
if jils house rent is turned
an(j
meat in due season ? Blessed is that serv- i, lt o a fable, he must accommodate his feelant whom his Lord when he cometh shall j j n g H t o a less fabulous dwelling. Even the
find so doing. Of a truth 1 say unto you, j u s e f u i i l u ] i v i j u a i w u o m c n d s soles, "strikes,"
that he shall make him ruler over all that he ?a n j thereupon gets more for the soles he
hath." Luke xn. 42-44 ; Matt. xxiv. 4:>- [ m c i M i S | ] J l l t l l l ( i p o o r p a r s o n m a y mend souls
47 ; xxv. 21, 23 ; Luke xix. 12-19.
j a n hi s lifetime, and it never seems to strike
__
.«.·-*.
.—
^ anybody that there is any connection bei fwccn h i s s°ul a i l d h i s bod^ o r h i s P o c k e t a : i ( ]
. Ins stomachs
A very singular discussion has just sprung j
Looking at this state of affair?, Pursoudom
up in the American papers upon a very j is likely to become depopulated in the United
American-like subject, namely: where are ,; States. Some clerical gentlemen, as we have
the people to find Preachers, or rather who ) remarked, are turning "contractors, oonducwill preach in these days of temptation and > tors on railroads, speculators, and, in all
money making? Elder, or Preacher Landon / likelihood, very export expounders of bogus
—we forget just now how he was described ;; or sham undertakings there. Others again
in the evidence before the Railway Commit- \ are turning merchants and traders ; and one
tee—was found the only man who could > exceptional character, we should hope, turned
properly " improve the occasvm" when the · his attention to coveting and appropriating
municipalities were to be acted upon for the \ his neighbors' goods. This, however, only
£145,000 for the Woodstock and Eric road, j applies to the present inhabitants of ParsonAn engineer, who has seen somewhat of the ; cjom. The emigrants thither, in the shape
railway elephant out west, assures us, that a .; o f students, aiuTyoung men with a religious
Methodist Preacher was one of the principal J turn of mind, are beginning to add alittle
contractors on the Michigan Central road. < personal political economy to their other indecently we saw a paragraph goinjf the'; formation; and are sadly given to impresrounds, that a Preacher made himself useful j 8 · ι 0 Ι 1 3 that five, six, and seven hundred dollars
all week as a conductor, and then conduc- \ a year may be all very well on the score of
ted the services in a fashionable church on : humility, but that the figures are amazingly
Sunday. In Wisconsin, a few weeks since, \ ddective in ths logic of purchasing beef at
the extraordinary spectacle was exhibited, \ tea pence a pound, potatoes at two'dollars a
of a Preacher pleading, as an excuse for i bushel, and paying -helps" and house rent
theft, that he was actually driven to it to J in neighborhoods where a respectable Parson
keep his family from starving. Preachers, \ m a y meet his perhaps fashionable congrcgatoo, have two causes very strongly operating > t i o n < I n p l a i n j ^ g i ^ Parsons, like' other
W h a t are w e to do for Preachers.

Ά

{ the
, ~
,. They cannot go into debt
coming comfortable in the world, without.: ^ ] , 0 Γ without walking out of their pulpits,
the application of either extraordinary judg- J o r w a lking into them from time to time under
ment or unusual industry. And the second { v e r y painful circumstances. J fence, many
is, that whilst every necessary of life has I a r e f o r c c d, from sheer necessity, to abandon
been more than doubled in price, and every ; t n c i r callings, or to divide their duties with
kind of labor is proportionally rewarded, the ; o t \ i m o f a niore profitable characti;r. Some
clergyman is left to his six or eight hundred (
—
doll-UN Ί ve-ir i n d t o t-ike t h e )Yst of h\> ' * The souls aro so badly inendod, that our opinion
(lOlldls Λ ) e a r , a n u ΙΟ TOKL IMC lCbt Ol hl.> , j that the spiritual cobblers draw much largor com-

iiving out ία thin air.

Now and then we : peneation for their work than it is worth.

Immersion, apart from the One Faith.
leave (hem from prudential motives. Others
are, of course, afflicted by the almost universal thirst for gain. Whilst students find
their religion yield before the prospect of little le°s than beggary, 'and their enthusiasm
dies out before meat at ten pence a pound,
house rent at four hundred dollars a year,
and a salary or income of seven or eight hundred ; men, in these days, are liable to take a
practical view of things, and to associate
their religious ideas with the comforts and
respectability of their children ; and they
really cannot be blamed for abandoning what
brings sufferings that no m MI should be called
upon to endure, and that no men can be
happy whilst enduring.*
We by no means intended saying so much
on this subject when we began this little article. Indeed we meant but to introduce
some pleasant and instructive observations
from the Boston Traveller on the subject;
but whilst we are upon it, we may as well
add, that it is one of the least creditable features in American progress and wealth, that
Parsons are so wretchedly paid. Lawyers'
fees—we speak of counsel—are immensely
disproportions! to what they used to be.
Twenty-five pounds are now paid in cases
that five pounds, ten years ago, was the
usual figures for on the back of a brief.
Even members of Parliament—bad as many
of them are—are tolerated whilst they vote
themselves six dollars a day. Infinitely better men, not very many years ago, made their
contributions to the collective wisdom for a
dollar a day, with the privilege, however, of
eating their bread and cheese on the steps of
the Parliament House. In the recent railroad disclosures, upwards of £1,400 were
found to have been paid to one gentleman
for railroad services outside of Parliament.
What they*were did not transpire, unless he
drank large quantities of parliamentary cider,
vulgarly called champaign, down in the underground branch of the legislature. Sir
Allan McNab received, for services chiefly,
£10,000 from the Great Western Road ; and
another gentleman in Parliament positively
scouted the idea of being only offered five
thousand pounds for his ! But has it never
occurred to a respectable, and we fondly
hope still, an honest people, that those who
take care of our road to heaven should have
some little consideration, when those who
* Compare the '· sufferings "of these persons with the
sufferings of Paul as detailed in his experience.
They
pretend to be *• ambassadors of Christ,'1 let them be
as he, who says, " I rejoice in my sufferings for you
(Colossians), and fill up that which is behind of the
afflictions of Christ in my flesh for His Body's sake,
which is the Church." Λ genuine minister of the
word "is culled to suffering, even unto death, if need
be: the sufferings, however, should not emanate from
his own brethren; but from the enemies of the
truth.—Editor.
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make our roads here enjoy so much ? For
law—and it is often a poor consideration for
money—we pay liberally; for every enterprise that improves our material condition,
or added to our conveniences, we pay enormously. Is it fair—nay, is it creditable to
our civilization, our humanity, and our intelligence, that those who improve our morals,
and teach our children truth, should be allowed to exist as a mere libel upon decent
living in a sumptuous land.*
The following are the opinions of the
Traveller to which we have alluded :
u
The complaint is general ; it comes up
from the seminaries of every sect; that no
young men will enter the ministry—that the
benches of the theological schools arc empty,
while the law schools and the colleges of
medicine are full to overflowing. But, in
return, the young men ask: 4 Why should
we enter a profession whero the average pay
is less than that of a good day laborer ? We
will do good where we can—perhaps it may
be in our power to do much good elsewhere
— but how can we live on §500 or §600 ayear ?—how can we marry—how support a
family—how pay off the debt of a theological
education with such miserable stipend ?'
True, a minister of the word of God should
be content to suffer and bear all things, confident of the All hail Hereafter ; but why to
the necessary trials, and the inevitable sorrows, and the too sure sacrifices, of a selfimmolating and devoted life—why to all this
should be added the harassings of poverty,
the pinching of debt, and the continual anxiety for daily bread ? I t is an insane and
suicidal policy which brings about this state
of things, and the Church of America should
profit by the lessons of the past."—From a
Canadian paper.
^ , «»
_

Immersion apart from the " One Faith11
not the u One Baptism."
IN reference to the remarks contained in
our article, entitled "An Editorial Offset,11
we said, " We hope he (our friend of " The
Expositor ") will let his readers know, in the
repiiblishing of these remarks verbatim, that
the silence is at length broken, <tc." We
said this being apprehensive that a different
" y would be pursued—that we should not
policy
be permitted
so to speak for ourselves. And
be
pen
• Yes, but they do not teach the children " tho
truth." On the contrary, their teaching closes their
minds against i t ; 80 that in after years it is tiie most
difficult thing in the world to effect an entrance for it.
If they really taught tho truth, the children of the
truth would delight to honor aud console them in their1
conflict with " the world, which is the enemy of God."
But they live by the world, and seek to plerse the
world, and therefore they are like the world; so that
all their "sufferings" are according to their deserts.—
Editor.
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so it has come to pass. Five scraps, con- \ by which also he declares we shall beacquitsisting of about nineteen lines, selected to ' t^d or condemned. But if then; is to be no
suit, out of a hundred and twenty-six, have ί restoration of Israel; no restitution of the
been transferred to The Expos ,7o/\ and smoth- > ki ngdom and throne of David; if all the
ered in three columns of notes and com- j nations are to be destroyed ; and the earth—
ments, designed to prove, what we have never \ the inheritance of the meek—to be burned
denied, that we are not infallible I—that the \ up (as taught by Millerism which our friend
events of Russia's prophetic career have not \ professed) :—if "these things be true, then
transpired so early as we have seemed to ex- j Jesus did not preach the truth. j*ut, he did
pect. Elpis Israel, written in 18-10-50, has j preach the truth ; ergo, Millcri.siu is a lie ;
been ransacked for evidence of mistakes,, and { and " no lie is of the truth."
as the result, five lines have been paraded ; j O u r i r i ( ? l u l i s solicitous to put those errors
and besides these, seven lines from some \ o f l l i s a i l ( 1 Air. JMillor, on a par with our
number of the Herald, in reference to the } a l k i l f ( . d errors of detail concerning· the career
fate of the Russian power when planted in o l · U l l s s i . L 1 I c s a y g > « S u c h w t , ^ 0 l u . o m > r s
the Jiolyy Land. ΛΥ ith him " war " must be
for which (though we have acknowledged
without truce, or peace or intermission. If and confessed them) Dr. Thomas cannot felits thunder and lightning are not incessant, ' | ( ) W s l l i p u s a s a c l l l . i s t i . m U l l t i l w c a r e r c ,
the intervals constitute its several roarings ; baptized." All our - e r r o r s " put to-other
new wars. ΛΥο do not use « war " in this j l
t
llif
t h
(
J
l
b
t
tl

jllo

n o t nullify thli ( J o s p e l

.

b u t tll(J e r r o r s ( ) u r

latiou to the Ottoman Empire, and the passed ) destructive of it. If our friend can prove to
likewise since 1828 ; and will so continue to ;; o u r i S a l l \ s r a c t i O n that he believed the gospel
be till «the Sick Man " is dead.
\ o f t h e k i n i ? d o m before he was immersed, wc
We admit that we did not expect so abrupt) w i l l r c a d i l y admit that he is a Christian, and
a cessation of bloodsheddmg
J he death.of; m m i ( l i i y a g r e C f t h a t a s e c o m ] j l l i m e r s j 0 1 1
Nicolas, no subject of prophecy, and which j w o u M b e w r o n g . w e c o u l d t b c n s a V j
«])eal.
changed the elements of the situation, was j Yr\en^ y o u a r e doubtless a Christian, but
the cause of this. But though he has de- h a v e b een sadly tossed about by winds of
parted, Russia remains, her policy respecting doctrine : you say you have confessed your
the Ottoman Empire is the same, the Eastern e r r o r S j a n ( ] r e t u r n e d t o t h e truth ; in this we
question is further from settlement by the { t r u l r - o i c e . r n a y t h e L o r J fol i v e
fur
Powers than e^er, the Allies are enietibled, ι i n y o u r c a s C j fOrffiveness is with him alone,
Turkey too weak to maintain order m her / t u a t h ( J m a y b e feared."
own territory, and the ambition of Russia <
unabated, t h e very question now at issue
Lastly, our friend says, " \\ e deem D r
between the Powers diplomatically is the in- T - ' s t e s t o f l>nptisin unscriptuml, and if cartegnty of Turkey. Λ\Γο say, then, that war I ried out to the letter is calculated to divide
continues, and will continue between the the flock of Christ." AVhat our iriend terms
Powers concerned in the fate of Turkey, till ! our test of baptism is really this: we say
he who is both Jehovah and Christ come, ί that the teaching of the New Testament inwho alone can give a quietus to the question, ί cu\vdic* Juilh first and immersion afterwards;
But suppose we were mistaken in all the \ '^ that the faith inculcated is comprehendetails of the great issue between Russia and i sivc of " t h e things concerning the Kingdom
Turkey, prefacing the final settlement of' <>f God, and the Name of the Anointed
" the Controversy of Zion," is our respected \ Jesus ;" and that without this, the One Faith,
contemporary therefore justified from all his · no religion is pleasing to Cod. See Acts,
past sins by faith in Christyanism; or, if: vni. 1 2 ; Heb.xi. υ ; Kph. iv. 5. Strikeout
justified by obeying the truth, (on the by- t b c f a i t h > a i u l l l i e immersion is worth nothpothesis that he did so in his immersion,) is > ing. " It is one (Jod which shall justify the
he therefore not apostate from the truth (we ' circumcision (those under the law before the
disclaim all intention unnecessarily to wound) \ faith came) by faith; and the uncircumcision
in making a bonfire of all the promises—the j (us Gentiles) όια της πίστεως through the
good thing Jehovah has promised to Israel—s faith"—Rom. iii. 30. The great question
when, as a Millerite, he warred against ; ' car- ; with us is not about the dipping, but about
nal Judaism," which he now professes, and ( the faith. True, we must have the faith and
doomed the earth to annihilation in flames? j the baptism, on the principle that no man
« Salvation is of the Jews." These are < must put asunder what Cod has joined : and
the words of Jesus. I t was the salvation :; we want it in the order in which we find it
he preached—" the Gospel of the Kingdom," ? in the book ; and not baptism first, and the
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faith afterwards, or not at all. All this is \ the months of their own year ; so that the
perfectly scriptural ; but at the same time \ Jewish months then lost their old names and
too strictly scriptural for our gospel-nullify- are now called by those of the Chaldeans,
ing generation ; and therefore in its estimaThe Jews began their civil year from the
tion unscrtjjtural, i. e. not according to its ) autumnal equinox, and their sacred year
interpretation of the word. The test is not I from the vernal ; and the first day of the
our's, but Christ's, who says, that the word \ first month was on the visible new moon,
he preached shall judge men in the last day. j which was nearest the equinox.
Ignorance of this before immersion leaves \ Whether Daniel used the Chaldean or
that immersion on a par with a Jewish ab- j Jewish year is not very material, the diiTerlution, or rather below it.
\ enee being but six hours in a year, and
Nov. 12, 1857.
EDITOR,
j four months in 480 years, lint Τ take his
, ;»
ι months to be Jewish ; first, because Daniel
m
. . _
. _, ,
__
ί was a Jew, and the Jews even by their names
J e w i s h I m m & o l a r Years.
<o f t J l 0 c , l a | , , P l l u m o , l t l ) S i u n j t ,. s t ( ) ,, ( l the
From a work- written by Sir Isaac New- ' months of their own year : secondly, beton,and probably the only copy in the United I cause this prophecy (of the Seventy AVeeks)
States, we select for the Heni/d of the King- is grounded on Jeremiah's concerning the
doin tin; following remarks on the Jewish \ 70 years of captivity and therefore must be
Luni-Solar Years.
understood of the same sort of years with
" The ancient solar years of the Eastern t l l ° ^-venty ; and these were Jewish, since
nations consisted of twelve months, a n a that prophecy was given Judea before the
every month of thirty days ; and hence came captivity and lastly, because Daniel reckons
the division of a circle* into 300 decrees. b ? w e c k s o f >" e a r s ' w h l e h l s a W i i y υ Ι r e c k "
This year seems to be used by Moses in his ί o n m S P^'uhar to the Jewish years. For as
history of the Flood, and by John in the 5t h c i r ( l a > s r a n b - y S O V C 1 1 S ' a n d t h e h A l l i l >' o l
Apocalypse, where 'a time,'times and /^yj every seven was a Sabbath ; so their years
a time;~42 months and 12G0 davs, are put ( r a n b - y s e v e n s ' a n d t h e l a s t >Τ£11> o l c v e r y
equipollent. But in reckoning by many of * s o v e n w a s a > S i l b b a t h l c a l year, and seven
these years together, an account is to be <s u c h w c e k s o f > 7 e a r s m a d e a J u b l l e e · "
kept of the odd days which were added to ]
the end of these years. For the Egyptians l
+-·+of this

SS ^ ? ώ ί ± ί ££ί ffiiS j

" » Subscription List

of Daniel, as appears by the era of XabonBY CIIARLES DICKENS.
assar: and the Persian Magi used the same
.
.
_ .
. . . xl
.. .
T
Ι τ
h a s
b e e n
year of 355 days, till the empire of the Ara-j
declared, with truth, that
bians.
bians. The
The ancient
ancient Greeks
Greeks also
also used
used the
the jj public
public charity
charity accom
accomplishes more in this
same solar
year off twelve
equall months,
l
t l
h or <C 0 U ntry than in any other in the world.

^y^Z^^S
tn^y^Z^J^S

U\
U\'^

" " - - **»**"**
**»* f -

this fact

days alternately,
\ must be carefully drawn. JNIany influences
The year of the Jews, even from their ί swell the amount of " charitable donations;"
coming out of Egypt, was Luni-solar. It and it is by arriving at something like an
was solar, for the harvest always followed estimate of the pure charity, to be generally
the Passover, ami the fruits of the land were t ^
.
s u b s c r i p t i o n list, that we meaa I ways gathered before the Feast oi Tab,
„ t Λ ,. , '
s u r e t h e e x t e n t o f
ernacles, Lee. xxii. But the mouths were
l ) u b h c heart-benevolence,
lunar, for the people were commanded by Let us take up a list at random. Here is a
Moses in the beginning of every month to j subscription in aid of an hospital. The first
blow with trumpets, and oiler burnt offerings ί
ι · tl t f
fi
•ii

;1

·

ι

·

1

IT

AT

1

1

< ilHlIitJ WU

l l l l t l ib

l l l c l t Ul

with their drink offerings, Numb. x. K) ; ?
XXVlii. 11, 51 ; and this solemnity was kept
Miss Letitia Latterday, of Latterborough Hall, £10
on the new moons, Psul. lxxxi. 3-5 ; 1 Chron.
, L,
., . , , . .
. , .
1Λ
xxiii. 31. These months were called by
doubtless, this lady is sincerely desirous
Moses the first, second, third, fourth month, ί that the hospital thus patronised should be
&(!._; and the first month was also called \ a couple of beds the better of her contribuAbib the second Zij\ the seventh Eihantm, t i o l l . y c t ί ϊ ι ο conspicuous contribution of
the eighth \Bult Kxod. xii. A ; 1 Kings vi. ί Λ τ . 7 \ , , ,
,
, .
,
37, 38 ; viii. 2. But in the Babylonian cap- ί M l S 3 L a t t m % s n a m e a i i d euphonious adtivity the Jews used the names of the Chal- ί ( ! r °ss at full length, betrays an anxiety that
dean months, and by those names understood ^ her benevolent desires, together with the
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fact of her being the possessor of Latter- see, s i r ? " continued the wily solicitor,
knowing his man, and remembering his iniborough Hall, should be extensively known
tial, " We do not make up our list nlohabcto the public at large. The next lines on ticaUij, but according to amounts."
the list arc:
" ΪΓιιπι! " considered Tomlinson, melting
to the cause when ho remembered how comJohn Pampas, Esq
£«>
pletely out of sight the « T V were stuck in
Mrs. John Pampas
5
former advertisements ; " JTow much has
If Mr. Pampas be solely anxious to ex- Sir Skinner Flint put down? "
tend the usefulness of the hospital, why did
" Twenty pounds, sir."
u
he not subscribe at once without dragging
Very well ; put down twenty-five opposite
to my name. You sec,'' was Tomlinin his wife? Is he pleased to see his name
son's a.side speech to us, " one must do the
prominently repeated in the list; or has
thing a little handsome as a new comer into
Mrs. Pampas insisted upon seeing herself in this aristocratic part of the country, or oni;
print? We suspect that the Pampases look gets looked on freezingly by these people : 1
upon the matter rather as a bit of cheap may say blown upon."
it is a sorry inference, then—but, alas, a
distinction, than as real good performed by
true one—that Tomlinson's money was not
them. Mr. Pampas, we are told, was very put forth to fend off suffering from the sick
particular about having his name properly poor, but as a golden shield for himself
against the cold shoulder of the rich.
spelled.
" Sir," said the secretary, when he called
This expedient for spreading a small
on the chief proprietor of the Whited Seamount of charity over a large surface of pulchre Chronicle, " We spend twelve hunpublicity is more strikingly exemplified by dred a year in newspaper advertising ; besides two hundred per annum in printing
the next entries :
circulars. You could not have a better
T h e R i g h t Honorable Lady Bittern .
. 10s. Od
medium for making your excellent publicaT h e Honorable Blanche Bittern .
7 6
tion extensively known to the public. Let
T h e Honorable F a n n y Bittern .
.
. 5 0
me say five." But does the person appealed
T h e Honorable Alicia Bittern
.
2 6
to, know that the notification would be reT h e Honorable J e m i m a Bittern
.
. 2 6
peated in just as many impressions for less
T h e Honorable (has.de Brandenburgh Bittern 2 6
money, we find it stand"thus:
Lady Bittern is an economist. N o one
Proprietors of the Whited Sepulchre Chronicle £2 2s
knows better than her ladyship how to lay
out thirty shillings in charity with profit to Could the price and day of publication have
appeared, the donor candidly owned he
the reputation of her numerous family. would have boen glad to give the five.
What a miracle of precocious munificence it
(]lancing the eye over other parts of the
exhibited to those who happen to know that subscription list, we do not find it wholly a
Charles de Brandenburg Bittern has not yet record of pomps and vanities. There are a
few scarcely perceptible entries almost overarrived at the dignity of being short-coated! shadowed by the big letters of the great
The next name worthy of note is that of subscribers. They are simply initials set
against small sums; the smallest, however,
our friend—·
is greater than either of Lady Bittern's
Johnson Tomlinson, Esq., of Topperton Hall £25
family offerings. " A Friend " occurs more
We happened to be present when this than once, and ten shillings is bestowed by
subscription was solicited. Tomlinson, an " an Old Patient.'' Such contributions
exemplary share-broker, had recently bought speak true charity out of the fulness of gen" the place" advertised above. The first uine gratitude.
Our former instances are, we reluctantly
question he asked the begging secretary was
-—not as to the object of the fund in course ! own, not overcharged demonstrations of
of formation ; how it would be applied ; \ what goes by the name of charity, in a great
what amount of suffering it would mitigate; ' many cases. A new ward is to be built in
a hospital. Experience proves that to dehow many new patients would be relieved—
monstrate the necessity and utility of such
but, " Who have you got ? " The secretary
an addition, is but a secondary necessity.
unfokKl his list; "AYrell, sir," he began, The promoters know, that to succeed, they
" we have the Lord Lieutenant (fifty guin- must get the undertaking graced with the
eas), the High Sheriff (fifty pounds), Lord names and patronage of half a dozen peers,
Bramble, one hundred and five pounds. You a sprinkling of the House of Common?, and
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a judicious selection from wealthy neigh-) Saviour, so much as the system that says
bors. The list is published, and subscrip- j there are many saviours, and many ways to
tions flow in. Why do they flow in? Be- peace. I t is the system which is so liberal,
cause the undistinguished rich—the mob of , that it dare not say any thing is false. It is
gentlemen who pay with case—have, too ! the system which is so charitable, that it
often, a morbid desire to find their names ί will allow every thing to be true, i t is the
ranged alongside those of " G o o d " Dukes, •system which seems ready to honor other
Peers, and M.P's.
( religions as well as that of our Lord Jesus
The truth is, deep, sympathising, effectual \ Christ; to class them all together, and hope
benevolence does not often find its way into , well of all who profess them. It is the system
the subscription list at all. Neither dues it ] which will smile complacently on all creeds
go about in mysterious melodramatic dis- \ and systems of religion—the Bible and the
guise, on purpose to be found out and be all Koran—the Hindoo Vedas and the Persian
the more blazoned ; but, with unostentatious ' Zendavests—the old wives' fables of Rabearnestness, gives its intellect and its time, •binical writers and the rubbish of Patristic
a3 well as its money, to the needy and suiter- ' t r a d i t i o n s — t h e Racovian Catechism and
ing. It discriminates, inquires, and affords > 'the Thirty-nine articles —the revelations of
judicious help rather than unqualified alms ; · Emaimel Swcdenborgand the Book of Morwhich though it may bless the giver, seldom ί mon of John Smyth ; all are to bo listened
blesses the receiver ; unless in cases of utter ' to ; none are to be denounced as lies. It is
helplessness.
- the system which is so scrupulous about the
Meek charity never thrusts her hand into •feelings of others, that we are nerer to say
her purse with the bouncing let-me-know- \ they are wrong. I t is the system which is
what-i-have-to-pay, - and - have-done-with-it, \ so liberal, that' it calls a man a bigot if he
profusion of a rich " subscriber." She is a dares to say " I know my views are right."
great economist; for had she millions, she ' This is the system which I desire emphaticould not cover and heal all the sores of < cally to testify against and denounce. What
poverty that cover the land. She knows ;, is it but a sacrificing of truth upon the altar
Beware of it
that unwise profusion to one case is gross of a caricature of charily?
l i a s the Lord
injustice to many others that must be con- ;! if you believe the Bible,
sequent ly neglected.
i God spoken to us in the Bible, or has he
not ? I ias he shown us the way of salvaJ t may be argued, that whatever be the !
tion plainly in the Bible, or has he not ?
motives of the advertisers, for their seeming I
l i a s he declared to us the dangerous state
charity, the result is good. They give their j
Gird
( of all out of that way,Or has he not?
money and that is usefully applied.
.
up the loins of your mind and look the quesAs a general rule, we doubt this. The
tion fairly in the face, and give them an
regular charities, of which routine advertise- '
honest answer. Tell us that there is some
incuts arc constantly appearing in the Spring, )
other inspired book besides the Bible, and
are, many of them, gigantic jobs ; operating
then we shall know what you mean. Tell us
less for the excellent objects pretended in '••
that the whole Bible is not inspired, and
them than for tjie payment of large salaries j
then we shall know where to meet you. But
to their otTicers and managers. Most of the (
grant for a moment that the Bible, the whole
subscribed capital goes to build magnificent \
Bible, and nothing but the Bible, is God's
palaces for a few children, who are supposed '.
truth, and then I know not in what way you
to be born in hovels; to pay Hit; bills of
can escape the conclusion that sincerity
treasurers, who manage to get elected as ;.
alone will not save your soul. From the
such because they are printers, or contrac- '
liberality which says every body is right—
tors for articles used in the institution, and j
from the charity which forbids you to say
enormously overcharged. The purest we
anybody is wrong—from the peace which is
believe to be medical charities ; but some .'
bought at the expense of truth, may the
of these are full of abuses—abuses often '
good Lord deliver you.—Rev. J. C. llylc.
occasioned by their very atlluence, and
7
which the} have attained by moans of a K
clever and constant working of Τιικ Sru- ',
he G r e a t Riv^er E u p h r a t e s . "
LIST.
T h e Infidelity o* t h e Day.
It is not Atheism Τ fear so much in tha
present tunes as Pantheism. It is not the v
system whicli says nothing is true, so much:
as the system which says every thing is true.
It is not the system which says there is no l;

The Turkish and Persian empires bound
each other from the IVr/ian Gulf to the
^ea. The frontier between them is
H j a c k
, Λ Ί
· λ ..
.ι
Λ.
Λ • ,
milPKCid b
>'a l m 0 w h l e h PmJects l r o m t h e
Persian Gull, between the 30th and 31st
parallels of X. latitude, and the 46th and
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Sects and their Clergy.
49th degrees of East longitude. It' con- ;
tinues in a very zig-zag and deeply indented
It is scarcely true that " the Sects are the.
course to a not far distant point west of greatest curse that afflicts the world." As
Lake Oroomiah, where the 37th parallel of the world will not receive the truth in the
North latitude decussates the 45th degree absence of Christ from our planet, and as it
of East longitude. Thence it runs to Mount must have a superstition of some sort for its
Ararat, whence it is deflected in a very ser- phrenolo£-ically "moral sentiments" to act
rated north-westerly direction till it strikes upon, it would be a greater curse if the world
the Black Sea ..qjt.about the 48th degree of were of one uniform mammoth superstition^
north latitude, and 42d of East longitude. In such an event, there would be no civil
North of this line, between the Caspian and or religious liberty on earth ; and then woe
Black Seas, lies Georgia ; Persia lies on the uto all writers that dared to show up the
Scribes, Pharisees, and hypocrites,"' of the
east, and the Turkish empire west of this
line ; so that, the latter includes the whole ; glorious and enlightened nineteenth century
in the colors they are painted with in the
of "THE GREAT RIVER EUPHRATES," the
Scriptures of truth ! The clergy are the acTigris, ancient Chaldea, Mesopotamia, the
cursed preachers of an anti-Pauline Gospel,
ancient Assyria and Armenia, part of Media, Gal. i. (>-9 ; " Who run greedily after the
and all the Holy Land as defined by Moses error of Balaam for reward "—Jude ii.;
and Ezekiol. The ancient Assyria, and part \ and " For whom is reserved the blackness of
of Armenia and Media, are included in : darkness during the Aion—verse 13. So
Rhoordistan, styled by Xenophon in his ac- long as the peoples, and nations, and tongues
count of the retreat of the ten thousand of " Christendom " glorify them as " great
Greeks from Persia, Kharduchai.
The•
' and good, wise and spiritual," it is impossiNestorians, a few years since massacred by ! ble for them to be saved. They handle the
Beder Khan Bey, are the Mountain Nes- .; word of God deceitfully, and in pretending
torians, a people almost as fierce as the >to cure souls," make merchandise of them,
Khoords, and so styled to distinguish them \ and devour them. Instead of being " workfrom the Nestorians of the plain of Oroo-;: men that need not to be ashamed, rightly
miah, east of the mountains in Persia.
; dividing the word of truth," they are mere
botches, and pass for skilful workmen only
From this rough sketch, the reader will I with those who are ignorant of the Scripperceive the reason why the Spirit of God i ture ; and, therefore, know not what work is
has chosen the Euphrates as the symbol of \ when rightly done. No ; the safety of liberty
in any country is in the divisions and clerithe Turkish empire, not to mention the con- ·
cal enmities of its ecclesiastics. Their
sideration that the Ί?urks invaded ROOM, the j
" Names of Blasphemy," as their " Names
Greco-Roman empire, from their native ί and Denominations" are apocalyptically
country eastward of that river. The Turk- \ styled, being mutually antagonistic, are to
ish and Persian powers are so merely nomi- \them a cause of weakness; but to " THE
nal with respect to each other, that they WOMAN," and " THE EAUTII," which u helps
have ceased to appeal to arms for the settle- ί her" their divisions are a defence. The
ment of disputes, a3 in former times ; their <more sects the better till the Lord come,
umpires are the great powers of Europe, by j provided only that the saints be united among
their plcnopotentiaries at Constantinople j themselves. To these it is cause of joy to
and Teheran. In the countries of the Tigris, j behold Satan divided against Satan ; for,
Euphrates^ the Jordan, and the Nile, the while fighting against himself, he is too busy
Ottoman supremacy is scarcely more than in an opposite direction to molest the faiththe shade of a once potent name. The vial , ful. We pray, therefore, that the ^ainpbelof the Sixth Angel has most emphatically \ lite crotchet of the " union of all Christians,"
dried up the waters of the river Euphrates, \as they style their brethren of " The Names,"
may never, as we are certain it will never,
so that no obstacle is presented now, by
be realized; but may " sects" and their
Turkish ability to withstaud, the resettle- )
clergy be soon abolished by the apocalypse of
ment of the Lord's land from the great river \ Christ.—Editor.
to the river or stream of Egypt.
\

H E R A L D
OF THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
"And in their days, even of those kings, the God of heaven shall set up A KINGDOM which shall never perish, and
A DOMINION that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms,
and itself shall stand for ever."—DANIEL.

JOHN THOMAS, Ed.]

Molt Haven, Westchester, N. Y. Dec. 1857.

[ V O L . V I I . N O . 12.

who loved the wages of unrighteousnessThese are wells without water, clouds that
are covered with a tempest, to whom the mist
IMMORTAL-SOULISM and its consequents, of darkness is reserved for ever. For when
and the denial of the true humanity of Jesus they speak great swelling words of vanity,
and its consequents, were the " damnable they allure through the lusts of theflesh,and
heresies " introduced by the false teachers of wantonness, those that were clean escaped
the first century. As Paul predicted, so have from them that live in error ; while they
they truly gangrenously eaten out the faith promise them liberty, they themselves are
originally deliverer to the saints ; and it is the servants of corruption."—2 Peter, ii.
these heresies, organized into an ecclesiasti- These were the scoifers of the last days of the
cal system, that constitute the Christianity Mosaic dispensation, walking after their own
of Our day. The apostles were exceedingly lusts, who tauntingly inquired, Where is the
incensed at the planters and propagators of promise of his coming ? of that coming prethese abominations ; and well they might be, dicted in Mat. x, 23 ; xxiv, 27 ?
for their work was brought to contempt and
From the existence of such *· evil men and
destroyed by their operations. Peter is very seducers "' diligently, and indefatigably cirindignant, and bears his testimony against cumventing the doctrine of the apostles, and,
them, saying, " There were false prophets as the serpent beguiled Eve through his subamong the people (Israel), as there will be tilty, corrupting the minds of the disciples
false teachers among you, privately introdu- from the simplicity that is in Christ; there
cing damnable heresies,even denying the Lord appears great propriety in ' Jude's exhortathat bought them (denying that he came in tion that they should " contend earnestly for
real flesh).- And many will follow their per- the faith-once delivered to the saints." Innicious ways, by reason of whom the way of deed, he declares that this was the reason of
iruth will be evil spoken of. And through his exhortation. " For," continues he," there
covetousness shall they with' feigned wordsare certain men crept in unawares, who were
MAKE MERCHANDIZE OF YOU. Presumptuous,
before of old ordained to the condemnation,
self willed, they are not afraid to speak evil ungodly men, turning the grace of God into
of dignities (δόξας, glories, or those in the lasciviousness, and denying the only Lord
Church through whom the ministration of God and our Lord Jesus Christ." He then
the Spirit is glory), whereas angels, who are reminds them of the fate of those who pergreater in power and might, bear not re- ished in the wilderness because of unbelief;
proachful opinions in respect of them before of the disobedient angels ; and of Sodom and
the Lord. But these, as natural brute beasts, Gomorrha ; and then remarks, "Likewise
made to be taken and destroyed, speak evil also these dreamers defile the flesh, despise
of the things they understand not. Spots are authority, and speak evil of dignities. They
they, and blemishes, sporting themselves with speak evil of those things they understand
their own deceivings while they feast with Hot, but what they understand naturally, as
you ; having eyes full of adultery, and that brute beasts, in those things they corrupt
cannot cease from sin ; beguiling unstable themselves. Woe unto them ! for they have
souls; a heart they have exercised with covet- gone the way of Cain, and run greedily after
ous practices,· cursed children, who have for- the error of Balaam for reward» and perish in,
saken the right way, ami are gone astray, the contradiction of Korah. These are spots,
following the way of Balaam, son of Bosor, in your feast of love, when they feast with
The Apostasy of the First Century.
(Concluded from our laet.)
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you, feeding themselves without fear ; they j xii, 3. There is no doubt they were moved
are clouds without water, carried about of j by a spirit to teach, even as some of our
winds; trees whose frnit withers, without > pious contemporaries profess to be ; but it
fruit, twice dead, plucked up by the roots ; \ was not the Spirit of God. It was tin; spirit
racing· waves of the sea, foaming out their ', of those phrenological organs which, before
own shame ; wandering stars, to whom is \ they professed Christianity, had been defiled
reserved the blackness of darkness for ever. \ and perverted by rabbinical traditions·and
Enoch prophesied of these murmurers, com- ί fables, philosophy and vain deceit, or by the
plainers, walking after their own lusts ; and grosser paganism of the vulgar, as they haptheir mouth speaking great swelling words, poned to be led. They had received the
having men's persons in admiration because j word of the kingdom as " wayside," *'stony/'
of advantage."
j and " thorny ground " hearers. They re~
The unhappy state of things in the last j ceived it with joy, but when tribulation and
thirty years of the Alosaic dispensation de- j persecution arose because of the word, when
fined by these testimonies, was a literal ac- < worldly cares increased, the word was choked,
complishmcnt of the words of the Lord Jesus, j they became offended and unfruitful. Unpredicting the signs indicative of the ap-j willing to abandon Christianity entircl}', they
proaching destruction of the Mosaic world, i sought to popularize it by mixing up its
Addressing his apostles, he said, " Ye shall : doctrines with rabbinical and philosophical
be hated of all nations for my name's sake, j traditions, that the oflenseof the cross might
And then shall many be offended, and shall \ cease, and the persecutor be appeased. But
betray one another, and shall hate one an- j neither Jesus nor the apostles would tolerate
other; and many false prophets will rise, and j this. They would admit of no blending of
deceive many; and because iniquity will > their doctrine with mere human tradition,
abound, the love of many will wax cold. But \ The consequence was, that these false prophhe that shall endure to the end shall be saved, j els or teachers, these cowardly and infidel 1
And this gospel of the kingdom shall be ; pietists, pitched themselves CLVTL, against
preached in all the habitable for a testimony j Χρίστος, Christ, as taugjt by the apostles,
unto all the nations, and afterwards shall the and were therefore styled " antichrists," and
end come." Matt, xxiv, 9, 14 ; Col. i, 23.
the spirit that begat them, " the spirit of the
The apostle John, alluding to the fulfill- antichrist." They did not renounce Christiment of these words, in writing to those unity, but corrupted it. They set up " a
whose "sins had been forgiven them for his ! form^of godliness " which had its God, its
name's sake," says, u Little children, it is the j Jesus, its Holy Spirit, its gospel, its piety,
last hour (ώρα) ; and as ye have heard that wand
so forth ; but when these were compared
The Antichrist comes, even now there are i t n those taught by Jesus and the apostles,
many antichrists, whereby we know that it is j they were found to be destitute of the power.
the last hour. They (these antichrists) went The form and the power were apostolic
out from us, but they were not of U3 ; for if Christianity ; the form, mutilated by super+1>,Λ·, v.^,1 u^v^^ ^P ,,ο. 41,,.,, ,.Τ,Λ,,Ι/1 ΐ.^,τ^ ^ ^
h o i r a . The
Γηο 1n.tt.or
!liri«t.innit;
stition, ttheirs.
latter iais tiio
the ίChristianity
they had been of us, they would have con- «titirvn
tinued with us ; but they went out that they that has been traditionally and papistieally
might be made manifest that they were not handed down to us. It is the Christianity
all of us" 1 John ii 18
< of all Christendom, state and denominational,
wh d
mu h
01
tlKi s irit
These'antichrists professed great zeal for
; ,' ' ? f *
V*****. . , , P f i °f
" divine things," claiming to be Christians of! antichrist as were the antichrists of the first
superior sanctity to the apostles themselves. P 0 1 ! ^ 5 for «t is the very antichrist itself
Their antichristian character consisted in not | m l t s ecclesiastical constitution,
consenting to their teaching concerning the j The Spirit in the apostles, and the spirit
Father and the Son. As we have seen, there j in the antichrists, were rival and hostile spirwcrc great numbers of them of exceedingly its. It became very important, therefore,
bad minds, nevertheless, many made a great \ that some rule should be given whereby they
show of piety in word and austerity of life, j might be distinguished. This rule the apo3by which they were enabled to pass current > tie supplies, in these words : *· Beloved, beamong the simple for good saints and minis- j lieve not every spirit, but try the spirits,
ters of righteousness. They professed to \ whether they be of God ; because many false
have the Holy Ghost, and to speak by its j prophets are gone out into the world. Hereimpulses. Some of them, not understanding < by know ye the Spirit of God : every spirit
in what sense " Jesus was made a curse for that confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in
us," went so far as to pronounce him accursed, the flesh is of God, and every spirit (or teachwhich led Paul to say," I give you, Gentiles, er) that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is
to understand that uo man speaking by the come in the flesh is not of God ; and this ia
Spirit of Godcalleth Jesus accursed." 1 Cor. ! that spirit of th* Antichrist whereof ye have
Γ
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heard that it should come, and even now al- come any unto you, and bring not this docready it is in the world. They are of-the trine, receive him not into the house, neither
world ; therefore speak they of the world, bid him God speed ; for he that biddeth him
(or according to its traditions,) and the world God speed is partaker of his evil deeds."
heareth them. We are of God ; he that
The Antichrist, and all that are his, are
knoweth God heareth 113; he that is not of} the " enemies of the cross of Christ," in deGod heareth not us. Hereby know we the j nying the true sin-flesh humanity of Jesus.
spirit of truth and the spirit of error." 1 They talk a good deal about the blood of
John, iv, 1-6. This excellent rule has long Christ, at the same time that they maintain
since fallen into desuetude, because antichrist that his body was not " flesh of sin," rendered
is now paramount. The controversy about in the common version, " sinful flesh." But
Jesus coming in " the flesh " has been decided j the blood of Jesus is only sin-remitting by
against the apostles ; and he that affirms with ? being the blood of flesh of sin ; if it was the
them that the body of Jesus was no better j blood of undefiled flesh, it was not sin-atonflesh than the " flesh of sin " common to all j ing. Examine the traditions of ChristenAdam's race, is denounced for a heretic. As j dom ; and it will be found that its orthodoxy
to ascertaining who is and who is not of God, j is mere immaculate-conceptionism. " Christ
by the hearing or not hearing what the j the Son of God," says the Assembly's Cateapostles say, such a thing is scarcely thought I chism, " became man by taking to himself a
of. The criterion now is, " thj s ntiments of ί true body aud a reasonable soul, being conall Chri tendom." If you speak in accord- '"·ceived by the power of the Holy Ghost in the
ance with these, then you are of God, and womb of the Virgin Mary, yet without sin."
the world heareth you ; if in opposition to j It is John's characteristic of the Antichrist;
them, then you are of the devil, and the ; and it is very remarkable that the characworld heareth you not! Such is the rule in ί teristic should be made to stand out in such
the nineteenth century, which has supplanted J bold relief by the papal decree concerning
that of the apostles in the first!
j the nature of the mother of the Lord Jesus,
The spirit of error and the spirit of the t in a time when the antichristian system is
antichrist being the same spirit, and this op- j rapidly approaching the crisis of its final
posed to the doctrine of the apostles, it is ί perdition. Antichrist affirms the immacunot difficult to discern it; and discerning it, j lateness of the flesh of Jesus before crucito detect the Antichrist. "This is the An- j fixion ! But where did it come from ? Was
tichrist, that denieth the Father and the <the flesh of David's daughter the flesh of
Son." John docs not mean deny their exist- \ ordinary women ? If so, how could the flesh
ence, but deny their true nature and relation- of Jesus be otherwise than hers ? Doctor
ship. " Whosoever denieth the Son," says Antichrist has not been able to solve this
he, " the same hath not the Father." Hence knotty point, so as to make it an article of
the denial of the Father is made consequent faith, until his reigning " Son of Perdition,"
on denying the Son ; for not to have the Ρίο NONO, bethought him of settling the
Father is to deny him. He that denied that matter by a decree, which pronounces her
Jesus came in the flesh, in so doing denied nature immaculate as her Son's ! Protestthat Jesus is the Christ, because the Christ ants laugh at the stupid folly of the Vatican,
predicted by the prophet was to descend but fail to perceive tnat, in denying the true
from David according to theu£esh ; but if sin-flesh nature of the body born of her, they
Jesus did not come in the flesh; then Jesus are as deep in the mud as he and his bishops
could not be the Christ. This explains 1 are in the mire. All antichrists together
John, ii, 22, which inquires, " Who is a liar, they are the withering fruit of the primitive
but he that denieth4that Jesus is the Christ ? J heresy, which, in affirming the superior huThis, οντος, is fbe jfttitichrist, who [in so <manity of Jesus, nullified the doctrine of the
doing] denies the Father and the Son. λ\Ίιο-) cross, and denied the Father and the Son.
soever denieth the Son has not the Father." ί The multitude of false prophets, teachers,
That this is the meaning of the text appears \ or antichrists, which sprung up like rank
from another definition of the Antichrist, in <weods in the apostolic age, are distinguished
2 John, v, 7, " Many deceivers are entered ί by a variety of names; but, as already reinto the world, who confess not that Jesus \ marked, they are reduced to two classes by
is come in the flesh. This is The Deceiver 'J^ertullian, a Latin writer of the third centuand The Antichrist. Look to yourselves, that ry, viz., to the Docetai or Gnomes, and the
we lose not those things which we have Ebionites. But the New TustuniHit lias no
wrought, but that we receive a full reward. regard to this classification and nomenclature.
Whosoever transgresseth, and alndeth not in In the letters to the seven congregations of
tL· doctrine of Christ, hath not God. lie Asia, the Lord Jesus refers to them as a
that abideth in the doctrine of Christ, he whole, by indicating their prominent herethath both the Father aiui the S,n. If there ical characteristics, which he symbolizes by
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the names of persons whose characters they and dwelling place existed at that time, he
resembled, and whose fate was typical of that reminded the eldership there that they had
which awaits them. He does not, therefore, those who held the doctrine of the Nicolaistyle them Gnostics, which would be to rec- tans, which thing he hated. In the precedognize their pretensions to knowledge while ! ing verse, he characterizes the doctrine by
they were ignorant of " the first principles of ' associating it with Balaam and his practices.
the oracles of God," and consequently " un- " Thou hast them that hold the doctrine of
skilful in the word of righteousness." In- Balaam, who taught Balak to cast a stumblstead of this, he bestows upon them titles in ing block before the children of Israel, to
strict harmony with their evil and destructive ) eat things sacrificed to idols, and to commit
principles. The first mention he makes of \ fornication; in this way, όντως, thou hast
them is by reference to tlfeir assumptions of Xalso those holding the doctrine of the Nicoapostleship, having, like the priests, clergy, laitans, which thing I hate." Peter, as we
and ministers of our day, no right, title, or J have seen,
_
had introduced " Balaam the son
qualifications for the office. "Thou hast { o f Bosor, who loved the wages of unrighte"
tried them," saith he to the Ephesian An-) ousness," as an illustration of the false teachgelism, " who say they are apostles, and are j e r s w ho throw stumbling blocks in the way
not, and hast found them liars." Here is a ί o f Christians, and, having eyes full of aduldirect reference to those whom Paul desig- tery, allured them with great swelling words
nates
fools, " transformed ministers of \ of vanity, through the lusts of tiki flesh and
nnli* «" fnnls."
Satan," " falsee apostles," and " deceitful wantonness, to commit like evil deeds. Ilavworkers/'beguiling
theCorinthians with their j
,Ι,η^ϊ,οΓΙηηηΛίοηαΐΓ^Λη;^
χ^^ ^
introduced, the Lord adopts
n g
subtilty as the serpent beguiled Eve. Hence, him
as a type of the same teachers who were
they worked death in the simple, whom they corrupting his saints in Pergamos. Balaam's
deceived. They vanquished the people by name, too, and the effect of his doctrine upon
their philosophy and vain deceit, bewitching Israel, were in keeping with the other title
them, as in the case of the Galatians, so that he had bestowed upon the seducers of the
they did not continue in the obedience of church. The word ΌΛ^ the prophet's
the truth. For this cause, the Lord Jesus name, comes from 3>bsi» bahla, to consume,
styles them in the same letter, vanquishers of devour, destroy, &c. Moses tells us, that
the people, or Νικολαϊτοι, Nikolaitoi, from the women of Moab, through the counsel of
νικος, victory, and λαός, people. " Nicola- Balaam, seduced the men of Israel into idolitans " was therefore a more appropriate atrous practices, &c, on account of which
name for them than Gnostics. These here- Jehovah destroyed twenty-four thousand of
tics, whose successors are now " orthodox," them ; so that Balaam and his Moabites
so completely for the time have they gained gained a victory over the people, or became
the " victory,11 have " prevailed against the Nicolaitans to them, which they could not
saints," and will prevail till the Lord appears. have done had they continued faithful.
They attempted to gain the ascendancy in
In writing to Thyatira, the Lord Jesus
the Ephesian eldership, or angel ism, but ap- symbolized the "evil men and seducers"
pear to have been foiled in their first at- Paul wrote about, by another notorious chartempt, owing probably to their recollection j acter of antiquity, Jezebel, the wife of Ahab,
of the warning Paul had given them of the < whose history was illustrative of their prac" grievous wolves " that would " enter in tices, and her fate typical of theirs. Speakamong them, not sparing the flock." They } jn<r to the eldership of the congregation there,
had found the " perverse things " they spake \ h e says, " Thou suffercst that woman Jezebel
to be lies, and therefore refused to follow \ to teach and to seduce my servants to comthem. Down to the time of the Lord Jesus' \ m i t fornication, and -to eat things sacrificed
letter to them, " they could not bear them j l l u to idols." Fornication, as well as eating
which were evil;"
; nevertheless, their love j o f the sacrifices, being both elements of idolwas not as warm as at first, which was an atrous worship, are used in the Apocalypse
unfavorable symptom, as it prepared the way as symbolical actions, representing a defor their being finally overcome. But thus parture from the right way, by corrupt or
far he could say to them, " This [redeeming untruthful practices, and by doing what is
quality] thou hast, that thou West the forbidden, which is idolatry; " for rebellion
works of the Nicolaitans, [or, of these lying is as the sin of witchcraft, and stubbornness
as iniquity and idolatry." This Jezebel was a
apostles,] which I also hate."
teacher of the false doctrine, or " knowledge
The Lord Jesus was particular to stamp >
his
rprbation
upon
the
doctrine
of
the
Ni
his reprobation upon the doctrine of the Ni-1 (γνωσις) falsely so called,' whose « opposicolaitans, as well as upon their works. « lions " were pervertive and subversive of the
Hence, when he ordered John to write for doctrines of Christ, by which she seduced
him to Pergamos, where the Satan's throne * his servants from the simplicity of faith and
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practice which are in him. She was no may present you as a chaste virgin to Christ.
more an individual woman than the drunken But 1 fear lest by any means, as the serpent
woman who now rides the blood-dyed beast beguiled Eve through his subtilty, so your
of the Gentiles—Rev. xvii. She was the minds should be corrupted from the simplic" Holy Catholic Church " in her incipient ! ity that is in Christ." Paul's fear was not
ecclesiasticism ; the aggregate of the false groundless. When the Spirit of God formed
teachers, or antichrists, contemporary with the Bride from the side of the Second Adam,
the apostle John, who had then not as yet and by faith in his resurrectiou she became
"deceived all nations by her sorceries," nor ·: partaker of his flesh and bones, on the day of
become u drunken with the blood of the Pentecost, she was as Eve before the fall,
saints and the witnesses of Jesus," nor re- As long as she " continued steadfastly in the
ceived the embraces of the kings of the earth, apostles'doctrine and fellowship, &c," she
As the Jezebel of apostolic times, she had ] continued " a chaste virgin." But in process
no place in the heaven of the Roman Habit- \ of time, men of corrupt minds crept in unaable, not having been yet allied with Ahab ί wares, and began to discourse to her about
in the throne. She confined her operations \ the principles of the gentile philosophy, and
of necessity to a humbler sphere. She was s the desirableness of their commixture with
the daughter of a king, the god of the world, ! the doctrine of Christ. Unfortunately, she
and destined to become the concubine of j lent but a too willing ear, and was beguiled,
many ; but in her earlier career she found \ The result was unavoidable. She was imscope only in increasing her partizans by j preguated with principles which, in a set
seducing the servants of the Lord.
j time, attained maturity, aud she gave birth
The large and rapidly increasing party of \ to Cain, The Uiwless One. In the period of
the Jezebels was the great faction in the ! her gestation, she was the Fallen One, JezeChristian community, whose formative prin- i bel, the beguiler of her companions. " I gave
ciples are comprehensively styled by Paul, \ her space," eaith the Lord, " to repeut of her
" T/IP Mystery of Iniquity," in 2 Thess., ii, 7. j fornication, and she repented not. Behold,
Jezebel was this mystery symbolized, and of 1 (therefore,) I will cast her into a bed, and
whom was to be born that power termed them that commit adultery with her into
" The Lawless One" 6 άνομος, whose pres- great tribulation, except they repent of their
ence was to be the result of " the working ί ( k ; e d s · A n d l w i n k i l 1 h e r children with
of the Satan in all power, and si^ns, and j death, and all the congregations shall know
wonders of falsehood, and in all seduction of \ t l i a t I a m H e t h a t searcheth the reins and
deceitfulness in them who are being lost; l> hearts, and I will give unto every one of you
because they received not the love of the ! according to your works." This was the
truth that they might be saved." The work- principal cause of those terrible persecutions
ing of the Satan here, the Lord styles " the s s 0 frequent in the reigns of the pagan empedepth of the Satan as they speak." In these ! rors. They were "judgment beginning at
places, " Satan " is a noun of multitude, and ! t h e h o u s e of God ;" and while many of the
stands for " the false prophets," or " anti- !> Lord's servants no doubt suffered, ecclesiaschrists," of the Jezebel faction, who were ; fcil history justifies the conclusion that its
the Adversary to the servants of Jesus, whose \ severity fell principally on the children of
eternal well being their subtilty, where sue- i Jezebel. The desire of martydom became a
ccsstul, effectually destroyed. In J o h n s day, < madness, and instead of fleeing from one city
the throne and palace of this Satan were at ' ^hen persecuted, to another tor safety, as
Pergamos, Rev. ii, 13. Jezebel's teachers < the Lord advised, they sought death by the
and seducers of the'saints were appropriately ] fiercest torments in expiation of their sins,
styled Satan, because they were corrupting > ^ l l G Xieolaitan, Balaam, and Jezebel comthe doctrine of Christ, by"mixin<r up with it ] munitie-s, which were indeed one and the
the principles of the existing idoTatry, whose ; same, are styled by the Lord Jesus " a synaorganization in church and state was repre- \ g°gue °f ^te Satan,'1 σνναγογη
τον Σαsented by a " Ureat Red Dragon, that old > rava.
They called themselves Jews; but
serpent, surnamed the Devil and the Satan," \ were not such in reality. The congregation
whose throne and palace were in Rome, if \ in Smyrna numbered such among its memthe reader understand this, he will easily • bers, but the King of the Jews refused to
comprehend that part of the letter to Thya- recognize them as belonging to his people,
tira in the twenty-fourth verse, where the styling them liars and blasphemers. AdLord says, " To as many as have not this • dn s ing that society and its sister in Phildoctrine, (of Jezebel,) and who have not ; adclphia, he says, · ' I know the blasphemy
known the depths of the Satan, as they speak, ) of them who say they are Jews, and are not,
I will put upon you none other burden."
< but do lie, and are of the synagogue of the
Paul wroic to the saints in Corinth, " I ; adversary." Rev. ii, 9 ; iii, 0. Let the readhave espoused you to one husband, that I ' er mark this well, that for a nominal Chris-
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tian to claim to be a Jew, and that claim j Will (the Abrahamic) through tbe once ofprove to be unscriptural, the Lord Jesus ( fering of the body of Jesus Christ: asanctipronounces him to be a blasphemer, a liar, fication which occurs in putting· him on when
and a member of the adversary's synagogue. < buried with him in baptism, as it is written,
u
There are very few professors now-a-days j Ye are circumcised in him with the cirbut are more zealous to prove that they cumcision made without hands in putting off
have no relationship to things Jewish than . the sins of the flesh in the circumcision of
that they are Jews. They have no idea Christ, having been buried with him (evvthatthe doctrine of Christ places them in J ταφεντες) in the baptism." Being baptized
any sort of connection with Israel, or Israel's? i n to the circumcision of Christ, no other
commonwealth. They feel and speak as the j circumcision was necessary. The circumcisnecessary.
enemies of Israel, and care no more for Jerusalem than for Bagdad or Samarcand. ion of the heart of the baptized was known
There are some, however, who claim to be by their faith in the promises of the AbraJews to the exclusion of the whole Jewish hamic Covenant, and the manifestation of an
nation ; appropriating all the promises of Abrahamic disposition or spirit. Professors
good for Israel to themselves, and all the destitute of these are tenacious of mere circurses of God to Jacob. They call them- cumcision, mere sprinkling, which they say
selves "the Israel of God," true Israelites, came in the room of circumcision, or mere
and the genuine seed of Abraham ; while dipping on a profession of piety. These are
they who say they are Jews, and are not, but
they are as blind as bats, and faithless as are of the synagogue of Satan. The Lord
sectarian pietism can make them of the " sal- Jesus and his apostles repudiate them, and
vation " which " is of the Jews."
in saying that they *· are not Jews," declare
Paul was much pestered with such " Chris- that they shall have no part or lot in the
tians " as these, who were " called Jews, and kingdom when it shall be restored to Israel,
rested in the law, and made their boast of and he shall sit upon the throne and the
God." They were the false teachers who apostles with him, ruling the twelve tribes
lifted up their horn against him in Corinth, j thereof. The sentence is recorded against
and whom he styles " false apostles, deceitlul j them in the letter of the King of the Jews to
workers, and ministers of the adversary," j t h e congregation in Philadelphia. He says
ο Σατανας.
They had been commending t r t t n u faithful of that society, " Behold, I
themselves as Jews, while they walked as will recompense them of the synagogue of
enemies of the cross of Christ. The apos- \ the adversary, who say that they are Jews,
tie's indignation was much excited at this, { and are not, but are* liars ; behold, I will
and caused him to exclaim, " Are they lie- > make them to come and worship before thy
brews? So am I ! Are they Israelites ?J feet, and to know that I have loved thee."
So am I ! Are they the seed of Abraham ? J This implies a resurrection of both parties,
So am I ! Are they servants (διάκονοι) j inasmuch as this subjection
of Satan's synj
y
t those
h who
h are Israelites
I l i t
idd
of Christ ? I speak ironically : I am more ! " ; agogu
gue to
indeed,
He then shows
his"ιservice exceeds > in whom there is no guile, has not yet come
•ws wherein his
; to pass. Satan's Synagogue is " The Church
theirs ; an excess so remarkable, as to leavee ί<
them ironical servants indeed ; and declares \ of Christendom," which, in part and whole,
that the God and Father of the Lord Jesus ί has prevailed against the truth, and will preChrist knows that he doth not lie. These ! vail until the time to begin to fulfill the
ag
were they of whom he warned the Philippi- [ things threatened against
Jezebel, and all
ans, saying " Beware of dogs, beware of evil who have been seduced by her, shall arrive.
Such was the awful apostasy from the
workers, beware of the Concision! " The
concision were the iahu prophets or teachers faith that manifested itself ere the apostles
who taught that circumcision must be prac- had retired from the contest, and the gifts of
tised WITH baptism, to constitute a believer the Spirit had been withdrawn. It was
of the gospel of the kingdom one of the Jews modern Christendom in embryo ; a field of
to whom the kingdom is promised with eter- tares sown by the enemy, now fully ripe for
nal life and glory. They had been circum- harvest. Not only have the saints been
cised and baptized, why should not believ- > prevailed against, but the faith they coning Gentile* also ? Circumcision was a / tended for is denounced as heresy, and the
mark, sign, or token of the covenant betwixt ) real heresies, protested by the apostles, esJehovah on the one part, and Abraham \ tablLshed and incorporated
as the truth.
p
and his seed on the other ; and at the same '•.
These have eaten as a gangrene, so that
time it was " a seal of the righteousness of/ " the tilings concerning the kingdom of God
the faith had in uncireumcision ;'"' but they and name of Jesus " are as fables in the cars
did not see that the sign of circumcision, in of the deaf. AVhat Ls to be done in such a
the thing signified, was of the heart in spirit, case? The evil is too great and strong for
when that heart was sunetitied by the Second the saints in the absence of their Lord. They
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cannot destroy it, and to reform evil would{
That the God of truth may induct your
leave it but evil still. One thing only can (; minds into a patient waiting· for his Son
be done, and that is, testify against it, and I from heaven, whom he raised from the dead,
bear witness for the truth, by which we may j even Jesus who will deliver us from the
save ourselves, and some gleanings of the j wrath to come, is the sincere prayer of him
field.
EDITOR.
ί whose hope and labor is to attain unto eterOctobtr 2G, 1855.
\ nal life by having part in the " First Rcsur] rection ;" because in 13 written " Blessed and
w^m
holy is he that hath part in the first resurM
He k a t h a Demon, a n d is M a d ; w h y J rection : on such the Second Death hath no
hear y e him ? "
' powrer ; but they shall be priests of God and
JOHN x. 20
°^ ^hrist, <ancl shall reign with him a thou_
_
. i sand years" "OH the earth;"—Rev. xx. 6 :
DOCT. THOMAS—Dear & r : — l o u r preach- U 10 ; —and not above it, as some affirm,
ing has created some talk among the sky- 1 Yours in hope of eternal life, which God that
kingdom believers in this place. They say (c a n u o t l i c s p rO mi S ed before the world began,
you are nothing more than an old infidel;
^ j r j$ E A Z L E y
and that those who agree with you are mad. Norfolk, Virginia ;
Our minds have been stirred up to a more
QC^ Q}\g^m
diligent examination of the things pertaining ;
to the kingdom of God ; and there are others \
'
' * · *
who have taken it upon themselves to do j
The Editor in Virginia,
their own thinking. We hope the result \ ^ & . , ~χ1
, „, ^
,r . .
O n
will be an opening of the eyes of their uu^ . ^ ™ l c f t * e w l o r k "? c o ? "
derstanding, that they may be renewed i u pa«y w-h brother Pa^more and our da^ghthe spirit of their minds, and put on the new f · l n h e Koanoke steamship for Norfolk,
man, which alter God is created in righteous- V , . e · ' f™?™
" T I T e d a t 1 ( W 0 P111· . 0 D
ness and true holiness, and thus be prepared ! }?*"$!* \'
S
" .fl^1*"*1™
for his name; that they may with patience t h a t t h e f e a , m f w o u l d m ' s s } ? u s i i a l «"P
wait for the hope of righteousness which is i o n · Μ ° » η ' o t , Btormv^veather the appointto be brought unto us at the revelation of ί " » n t f o r Friday night <vas not advertized.
Jesus Christ. I herewith subjoin a copy of I ^ t t e , r om. a r [ i v a "f.icte w a s P n v a t e l - V C l r c n the
I wrote
the church
th lletter
tt I
t tto th
h h with
i h which
h i h \ ^ ' ™\*b™i
l ^ L H f ! 8 0 " ? ^ ^

! preached,
be the rule or measure of faith,
χα.
r T~r· -u -ι
ιr
-a *· *.·
\ w e retort the charge
upon its preachers.
l
Letter of Withdrawal from Baptistisin.
On S t t t u r d a y n i i T h t { t w a s exceedingly wet.
^ e w e n t t o t h f e H a l 1 .a? 7 · 3 0 1 P m · ' b u t f o u . n d
it empty. After waiting about fifteen minMY DEAR BRETHREN,—YOU will greatly u tes, we pro})osed to Dr. Passniore to beoblige me by erasing my name from your c o m e his congregation if he would speak,
list. rJMie reasons by which I am governed \ H u t declining, we concluded to wait a littlo
in making this request, are these. After a longer. At 8 p.m., four persons arrived,
long and careful investigation of Moses and making five with brother Passmore. They
the Prophets, Jesus and his Apostles, I have \m u s t certainly have been interested or they
come to the conclusion, that the doctrines j w o u u n o t have come through such inclemtaught by the church are at variance with \e n t weather. AYe concluded, therefore, to
the Scriptures. Hence, 1 am compelled to {SpGnk to them the words of eternal life. They
reject your teachings in order to receive { listened to us very attentively for an hour
theirs.
\ and a half. Questions were asked, and anJohn tells us, ' ; that which we have seen, \ swered: and about 10 o'clock we retired to
and heard we declare unto you, that ye also \ our quarters at the National,
may have fellowship with us, and truly our \ An advertisement in the Norfolk paper
fellowship is with the Father, and with his \ convened audiences at the same place on
Son Jesus Christ :" this is the highest point j Sunday morning and night. The weather
of fellowship to which I aspire; and thus f was still unpropitious. From thirty to fifty
being in fellowship with the Apostles and \ assembled on each occasion. The ice was
prophets, I have the conscious satisfaction j broken ; and it is probable that some w7ill
of being in fellowship also with the Father j " with joy draw water out of the wells of
and with his Sou Jesus Christ.
: salvation." We know some in Norfolk that
To the Free-Mason street Baptist Church.
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will not rest contented in the bonds of sec
tarian foolishness. What remains of " the
Times of the Gentiles" is short. The " Time
of the End' is upon us ; so that what men
propose to do they should do speedily; nevertheless, intelligently withal. We hope
that there will yet be many witnesses for the
truth in Norfolk ; for no place stands more
in need of light than this dark corner of the
Old Dominion. Our friend Beazley has
done well; when he obeys the gospel he will
do better : and in walking worthy of it, he
will have cause to sing for joy.
We left Norfolk on Monday morning on
the Curtis Peek for Richmond, Va., where
we arrived about 4 p.m.; and found brother
F. Y. Button, Ben., with a hack waiting to
convey us to Hs hospitable abode. AVe remained with him two days, when we departed east for King William county, twentylive miles distant. We spoke there ten
hours, that is, on four days, at Zion, a meeting house belonging to the brethren. From
this section wre went to Louisa County,
thirty miles northwest of Richmond. We
spoke at an old tumbledown, called Temperance, on two days. Brother Fassmore also
addressed the people twice at the same place.
We were glad to learn that the brethren
here are going to put up a comfortable octagon building after the plan suggested in
Fowler's "Home for All;" which ought to
be in the hands of all farmers inhabiting
rocky and gravelly districts. It can be obtained from them at .308 Broadway, New
York City. It will teach the people how
to erect comfortable and cheap winter houses
for public meetings, which are needed in no
country more than in Eastern Virginia.
From Louisa we went to Lunenburg,
about seventy-five "iiiles southwest of Richmond. In this county we spoke at Ledbetter, Good Hope, and Powell's school house.
The brethren have repaired their meeting
house, called Good Hope, enlarging and
ceiling it, so that it is now quite comfortable.
There is some talk of building another on a
more convenient and agreeable situatiou
than Ledbettcr. This house being held as
private property, brethren do not feel at
liberty in the occupation of it. They think
it desirable to have a house of their own,
and entirely free from all individual influence and control. What they will finally
determine on we know not; but such is the
tenor of their discourse upon the subject.
[f they can come to some conclusion that
will free them from their present embarrassment, it would be very beneficial to the cause
of righteousness and the truth, which seems
to be in a suffering condition here. The
people are willing to hear, for the house was
crowded; but they sec nothing congrega-

tionally, illustrative of the influence of the
truth upon the hearts of those who are professedly its friends. This is a great calamity, equally afflictive to all; and pressing
upon all for its removal. Branches, individually and congregationally, that do not bear
fruit will be destroyed as Judas, who is the
type of all such. The brethren are not their
own, but the Lord's. They must not, therefore, seek to please themselves, but Him ;
and he expects every man of them to do his
duty ; and in love to serve one another.
; From this issue there is no appeal under
penalty of the Becond Death.
From Lunenburg we returned to Richmond,
where we spoke thrice. Once on Sunday
morning at Bethel, a meeting house on Union
Hill belonging to the brethren ; and at night,
and the following night also, at the Universalist Church, which was liberally granted
for the purpose. The attendance was good
on each occasion, as the following notice
which appeared in the Richmond Whig, testifies in part:—
; " DR. JOHN THOMAS.—This learned theologian delivered a sermon, or lecture, at the
; Universalist Church, in this city, on Sunday
' evening, to a large and attentive congregation. The text of his discourse was based
upon a portion of the 21st chap, of Luke,
giving him as a subject of elucidation the
, second advent of Jesus Christ. He declared
! that the Redeemer would descend to earth,
i " in like manner as he ascended," when the
\ " times of the Gentiles" were complete, and
that he would then re-establish the Hebrew
monarchy, and reign supremely upon the
earth over a regenerated world, as " Prince
| of Peace." In support of his views, he
: quoted several striking passages from the
; Bible. Other positions in regard to the
destiny of mankind were advanced and argued by the speaker with a degree of pertinacity which evinced his entire familiarity
with the subject. Should Dr. Thomas again
lecture in Richmond, we would advise all
persons who are interested in the revelations
of the Bible to give him a hearing."
There is hope even for Richmond as well
as for Norfolk. The truth has had great
obstacles to contend against in the former
city for many years. It seemed in times
past to be a principle, or sort of indi^pensability with the ecclesiastical conscience of
Campbellisin installed in Sycamore Church,
to blaspheme our reputation, in reviling and
persecuting us, and saying all manner of evil
of us, to shut up the ears of the people
against us. But the times are changed or
changing. Our old traducers are dead and
buried, dying, or bankrupt. Cod has rewarded them even now according to their
deeds; while we, the object of their malig-
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nity, still live to advocate and glory in the reciprocate this sentiment of mutual friendtruth. The voice of malevolence, however, ship, and unity of spirit ?
Hoping to share with you and Christ,
is not entirely stilled in this city. It has
Believe me truly,
proclaimed us there " an incubus upon the
truth which can never prosper till we are
overthrown!" This has issued from the
The italics and SMALL CAPITALS in the
throat of one, who, if he had indeed believed above are as they exist in the original.
the gospel of the kingdom as he pretends, We acquiesced in the request with which it
would, but for our instrumeutality, have re- ; concludes ; and as we do not wish to extend
mained ignorant of it to death, had he lived i the knowledge of the name of the writer in
to the full age of Methuselah. But he has ) connection with his offence beyond its presdeclared also to one, who informs us that he j ent limits, we withold his name, lie assures
has averred his intention to break up the ) us that he has acted during the past year in
church in Richmond. He has not succeeded \ good faith and sincerity towards us ; which
in creeping into it, however; still hi^machi- \assurance we frankly accept, in hope that
nations show themselves for evil. But if the \ nothing may occur henceforth to impair or
brethren are true to themselves, and to the / forfeit confidence.
truth they have confessed, they will be proof \ We have produced the letter as States'
against his diabolism. In 3 John 9, the \ evidence against the copperheaded would-be
prototype of this troubler of the brethren<, disrupter of the church in Richmond. Let
will be found. Like another Alexander, the \the brethren be united, and pay no regard
coppersmith, he has tried to do us much \to any suspicions generated from that quarevil, both in New York, Richmond, and \ ter. Fight such troubles by letting them
elsewhere ; but happily he hath signally ) alone. This policy is death to their ambifailed. As Paul said of Alexander, so say tion ; and the only course that can conquer
we of him, " The Lord reward him accord- \ peace. Let traitors beat the air, and their
ing to his works ;" and as Paul thought it j gymnastics will exhaust themselves. If the
proper to write to Timothy to put him on \brethren will just let the fire die out for
his guard against him; so we think it right \ want of fuel; cease to talk about anything
to say to the brethren in Richmond concern- \but the truth ; " be kindly affectioned koue
ing him who threatens their disruption, " Of \to another in brotherly love ; in horor prehim be ye ware also." While in New York ferring one another ;" " be perfect, be of
City, where religiously he was a perfect \ good comfort, be of one mind, live in peace,
cypher when left to his own resources, he {and the God of love, and peace will be with
made use of one domestically in his power, tothem
\
;" and they will be more than a match
" inflict injustice upon us in helping to spread j for all the enemies of the truth.
reports detrimental to our character." This
From Richmond we revisited King Wilindividual who is no longer subject to his ιliam County, where we spoke again on two
control, has come to see the enormity of his jdays. From thence we journeyed to King
crime, and as one evidence of sincere repent- \ and Queen Court House, where we addressed
ancc, made the following written confession, < a small congregation including two Methodwhich he caused to be handed to us by \ist preachers, who thought we were very " inbrother Anderson a year ago.
j genious ;" but, of course, did not believe in
our anti-demoniac views. Having partaken
Richmond, Sept. 21, 1856. ί of the hospitality of a Baptist friend, we
BROTHER THOMAS,—Being very desirous ! proceeded after dinner to the house of Dr.
of the value and sympathy of your friend-l Bland, where we were kindly entertained till
ship, which in the past has been alienated, •
· the next day. About nine o'clock we started
not by youwlf, but by the unfortunate cir- J again for brother Norman's meeting-house,
cumstances which transpired in New York, ^whore we were to speak on Saturday and
in which / participated ; I take this oppor- ' Sunday, October 24th and 25th. These aptunity of acknowledging to you personally pointments filled, we proposed to push on to
that 1 WAS WRONG in taking the relative po- Urbanna, in .Middlesex, on Monday, to take
sition Γ did towards you whom I ever ac- the steamer then for Baltimore. But the
knowledged as an unflinching and truthful weather was too stormy, so we deferred it
advocate of " the Word !" I did gr atly vio- till the morrow. On Tuesday morning,
late my dut·/; and inflicted injustice upon brethren Anderson and Passmore bid us
you in helping to spread reports detrimental farewell, and returned to King William,
to your character. This confession 1 make • where they were to hold meeting on the folin ALL SINCERITY to you, as I have done to lowing Saturday and Sunday. Brother
had conipanied with us seven days ;
others; and believe the Lord will favor me Anderson
r
most, as 1 render the most uprightness to- •w hile brother Passmore had journeyed with
wards his faithful ones. Will you, therefore, ' us in all the route from New York to this
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place. These brethren arc both devoted ίο
the truth, proving by their works the sincerity and earnestness of their convictions.
May they be found to praise, and honor, and
glory in the day of Christ, and in concert
with a great multitude, sing the song of
Moses and the Lamb in the Kingdom of
God.
On Tuesday we arrived in Urbanna, but
no steamer came into port. We were detained here till 3 p.m. next day, when the
boat appeared from Fredericksburg. Bidding adieu to brother Norman, who had patiently waited with us all the time of our
detention, we embarked for Baltimore, where,
after a pleasant voyage across the Chesapeake, we arrived at 7 a.m. next day.
Having been so long absent from New
York, we were anxious to return, especially
as November had arrived, and we had made
no preparation for the Herald. Still we did
not like to pass through without visiting the
brethren. We were detained consequently
in Baltimore till Monday night. We spoke
twice on Lord's Day at China Hall, West
Baltimore street, near Fremont, where the
brethren usually assemble. We were informed by brother Lemmon, that five or six
had been added to their little flock during
the past year. The audiences we addressed
were respectable in size and appearance, and
remarkably attentive. We spoke to them
in reply to the question, " What is the
truth?" and in so doing, outlined the gospel
system with as much simplicity and plainness as we could attain to.
Before we left the city we received a telegram inviting us to Washington, D. C.
Had we passed through we should have
halted there ; but under existing· circumstances we found it necessary to defer our
visit there to a future time. We understand
that our brethren meet in the same Hall as
the Campbelfite Baptists; the latter occupying it in one part of the day, and our
brethren in another.
Having filled all appointments, we left
Baltimore by the evening express for New
York City. In ten hours and a half we arrived at Jersey City; and in two hours
more returned to the place of our abode,
after an absence of seven weeks, during which
we had spoken eighty-four hours, at twentyseven appointments. But " neither is he
that planteth any thing, nor he that watereth ; but Cod that giveth1 the increase ;" and
He hath testified, saying/ As the rain cometh
down, and the snow from heaven, and returneth not thither, but watereth the earth,
and niaketh it bring forth and bud, that it
may give seed to the sower and bread to the
eater ; so shall my word be that goeth forth
out of my mouth ; it shall not return unto

me void, but it shall accomplish that which I

please, and it shall prosper in the thing,
whereto 1 sent it." And again, " N o t by
might, nor by power, but by my spirit, saith
Jehovah of armies ;" and that " spirit is the
truth."

EDITOR.

Nov. 6, 1857.
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Letter from Texas.
MY DEAR BROTHER,—Except the inspired

writers of the Bible, we feel under greater
obligations to you than to any other man,
living or dead. Nay, we esteem you as our
father in Christ. It was you that prompted
us to search the Scriptures—especially the
venerable books of the old prophets—and
gave us a start in understanding the same,
in relation to the coming of Messiah, and reassembling the remnant of Jacob, and setting
up the kingdom of God upon Mount Zion,
with the judgment of the living wicked, the
exalted glory of the (dead) martyrs and
saints, with their bodies ransomed " from the
power of the grave, and made never-dying,
with the same glorious change wrought in
the mortal bodies of the saints alive at his
coming ; and the consummation, when " He
shall rule the nations with a rod of iron."
Also, in like manner, are we indebted to you,
in comprehending the promise made to
Abraham,
and the manner in which gentiles
become u heirs of the inheritance, &c, &c.
Surrounded by those who are steeped
in the " darkness" that " covers the earth,
and gross darkness the people," myself and
family, with a few others of kindred spirit,
are searching the Scriptures daily, with zeal
more and more increasing, to see whether
these things are so or not. Our motto is,
" To the law and the testimony
; " Be sure
you are right, then go ahead.1' We can now
see more and more plainly how a knowledge
of the Holy Scriptures is " to n.ake us wise
unto salvation ;'' and with all our
might we
1
are striving 1 to be of the " wise' that " shall
understand. ' Seeing that the ''king of the
north'' has, and is again about to " come
against ΙιίηΓ— (the king of Stamboul,) that
men do " run to and fro," and " knowledge"
' is " increased ;"' that the "wicked' do more
and more " wickedly," and do " not understand," we can see clearly that " the time of
the end" has come. That " the people of
the saints will soon take the kingdom, and
possess it forever even forever and ever!"
\ The power of the Turk, " for an hour, a
day, a month and a year, for to slay the
' third part of men," being gone, we see that
' the sixth vial has just been poured out in a
' signal manner; hence, we may very soon
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(too soon, alas! for the "Amoritcs" of this the earth, in turning many to righteousness.
most abandoned age, whose cup of " inYours in the " One Hope,"
iquity" is nearly •" full") expect that last
JOHN OATMAN, Sen.
vial to be poured out, and to hear that voice
Slano Co., Texas; Oct. 30, '57.
of thunder saying, " IT IS DONE !"
0, my brother, with my mind's eye, I can
realize — though perhaps but faintly—the
(EljMopolttical.
stupendous scenes about to be ushered forth
upon the world's stage ; when the once " man
The Indo-Mohammedan Rebellion;
of sorrows" shall appear upon Mount Zion
What Meaneth it ?
" with power and great glory," with that
The great military problem of the not far
" two-edged sword " " bathed in heaven," and
that bright and glorious face, and those eyes distant future to be solved by the coming
of " flaming fire," at the sight of whom the events is that indicated in the last chapter
rebels " call for the rocks and mountains to of Zechariah, and the second verse, where it
fall on them, and hide them from the face is written, " I will gather all the nations—
of him that sitteth on the throne," prefer- ΰ'νρΠ-ϊϊ-Γ'.Ι* ι eth-kol-harrgoyim—against
ring this dire destruction to being made the Jerusalem to war." This is the purpose of
subjects of his wrath and vengeance. And Him of whom Moses says, nfcnlft E^K «ΠΓΗ
in my mind I oan hear asked : " Who is this Yehoxah ish milkhama, I SHALL BE IS A MAN
that comes from Bozra, with dyed garments OF WAR—Ex. xv. 3. The phrase eth-kolfrom Edom !" and the replies : " I will tread haggoyim does not mean indefinitely, " all
them in my anger, and trample them in my nations," as would seem to be intended by
fury." " With their blood I will stain all the Common Version; the particle eth is
my raiment." Vengeance is in my heart." emphatic, and prefixed to kol signifies cer" The year of my redeemed has came /" Yes,tain particular nations He will gather all
and " as he fought in the day of battle" the nations, that is, the armies of the nations
with mighty thunderings, " great hailstone3 subject to " the Powers that be," which
fire and brimstone" so will we break forth have scattered Israel, and parted or divided
against the grim hosts of Gog and his con- among themselves Jehovah's land. See Joel
federates, who have " come like a storm" iii. 12: and Zcch. xii. 3, in which latter
against the Holy Land, and overthrow them, place it is written, " In that day (the day
leaving but " the sixth part." Thus, Mes- when Jerusalem is besieged) will I make Jesiah doth " break them in pieces as a pot- rusalem a burdensome stone for all people;
ter's vessel." Thus, " He treadeth the wine- all that burden themselves with it, shall be cut
press of Almighty <Jod." And thus, with in pieces, though all the people of the earth
the " great noise" and uproar of war, do the be gathered together against it."
political " heavens pass away,"—that is they
The armies of the Powers of the earth,
commence passing away, and are soon " fled then, which burden themselves with Jerusaaway till no more place is found for them." lem and the Holy I^and, are to be gathered
But, meantime, the sons of Jacob, armed, together for war in that region of the East.
" Ephraim as his battle-axe, and Juda It is the last Stage of the Eastern Question
as his bended bow," dash forth upon the which immediately precedes the apocalypse
rebel nations, and u tread down the wicked, of Israel's King, styled by the Eternal Spirit
who become ashes under the soles of their in the second psalm, " My King ;" who is to
feet" overthrow and destroy Antichrist be placed upon Zion, the hill of the Jehovahtill the last dregs of the stench of spiritual Sprit's holiness, though all the Powers
fornication is removed from the earth. Nor should decree the contrary.
do they cease their warfare, till the earth is
These powers of the Earth are the parties
made " empty," and turned " upside down ;" to the Eastern Question, the principle of
and the last vestige of false religion, and which is " the integrity and independence of
political rule are gone, never more to ap- the Ottoman Empire.1' Of course, if this be
pear. Then shall the Lord Messiah become maintained by the Powers, the Jehovah" King over all the Earth," and " shall reign Spirit's purpose of placing His king on Zion,
amongst his ancients gloriously," And the can never come to pass; for that empire in" wise «hall shine as the brightness of the cludes within its territorial limits, Jerusalem
firmament," " and they who turn many to and the Holy Land, which Jehovah in Joel
righteousness, as the stars forever and ever styles " his land." Hence the policy of the
ruling and reigning " as Kings and priests," Powers pledging themselves to the lnanite*
in the kingdom of " the Great King" for nance of Ottoman independence and the
ever. Hut for want of space I desist, invok- present boundary of its dominion places
ing Jehovah to shed forth his choicest bless- them in a state of war with Jehovah ; whose
ings upon you, and make you a blessing in king cannot" reign on Mount Zion and in Je-
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rusalem before his ancients gloriously," (Tsai. term Christianity, and coquets with Paganxxiv. 2.'},) so long as the Holy Land con- ism, and the superstition of Mecca. In
tinues a part of the Turkish, or any other Ireland, it endows Maynooth ; a college for
Gentile, dominion.
the indoctrination of serpents in the diabolJehovnk and h/s Kmg against the Powers ism of Rome, and the fooleries of image,
is the fundamental element of the current saint, and Mary worship ! It proclaims a
situation of human affairs. His hostility to woman, not Mary, but Victoria, as Head of
them is the source of all their trouble, an- " the Church," and promotes· to bishoprics
guish, and vexation of spirit. He has taken of souls, hypocrites, whose easy virtue fits
peace from thorn, and will plague them in them for convenient tools of the minister in
various ways until he has overwhelmed them, power, who rules them through their hopes
and made triumphant the purpose he hath of sharing the spoils of office with their kin.
decreed.
Such are some of the delinquencies of the
The Powers against which, as the poten- British government. It is antichristian, hytial rulers of the world, he has indignation, pocritical, blasphemous, and devilish. Its
are, Russia, Austria, Prussia, Turkey, France colonies and dependencies are badly ruled ;
and Great Britain. We do not mean to their administrations being filled with incomsay that he has no indignation against the petent and spendthrift adventurers of the
powers existing on the territories of Ger- titled and unproductive orders of the nation.
many, Spain, Italy, and so forth, because we These are ignorant, inflated, licentious, and
have named only the six aforesaid. Ue has proud, knowing nor caring for the people
indignation against all the powers of earth. nor their interests. By the infatuation of
We mention those six, because their will such rulers as these—" the rulers of the
directs and controls all the rest, which are darkness of the (British) Aion, the wicked
but the satellites of the political firmament spirit in its heavenlies"—the dominion of
or '· air." Russia claims ascendency at the the Guelph was broken in this region'of the
" Holy Shrines of Jerusalem" as the head of New World ; and were 4< the Times of the
the Greek superstition ; Austria and France Gentiles" to continue for another century,
as rival candidates for the chieftainship of the we doubt not but that the system which preLatin; Prussia and Great Britain have vails in the administration of British aftairs
planted their standard on Mount Zion as the would reduce the dominion of the Lion and
protesters against the Greeks and Latins; the Unicorn to the narrow limits of its native
while the Ottoman Turks claim the soil as isle.
their's, acquired and governed by the sword.
But history proves that governments are
But they are all thieves and robbers—spoil- not for the development, but the repression of
ers of Israel and the land.
nationalities ; to embarrass and restrain their
Great Britain, then, to say nothing of the peculiar ambitions. At all events, this has
other powers at this time, is in an attitude been their influence; and what progress the
of hostility to Jehovah. She has entered on people have made in what they call " civilia career which will lead to her overthrow at zation," has been in spite of their repressing
the hand of God. There are points about influence. The muddle-headed occupants of
the British lion that make it a more esti- place and power are the dead weight of the
mable and respectable beast than the Buz- system they belong to. They keep it from
zards of Russia, Prussia, Austria and France. shattering to pieces before the time by its
Its middle classes are, perhaps, better prin- own expansibility and explosiveness. The
cipled than the same classes in those coun- dead, inert, weight, however, sometimes presstries ; and liberty of speech and action, civil es too hard in certain directions ; and then,
and religious, more ample. It is a liberal, the oppressed are seized with convulsions,
generous, and benevolent nation ; and in arts, which are now successful and then not, by
manufactures, science, literature, and arms, which they seek to relieve themselves of the
hitherto unsurpassed. But with all these particular irritation.
excellencies in which she out-distances all
The colonial jade winced under the galling
her rivals, Great Britain is nevertheless an saddle of George III. Not regarding her
enemy of Jehovah, and unovangclized by his signs, she reared and threw him. He smote
truth. Its government has established, and her with heavy blows, which doubtless she
maintains by law and the sword that " Name deserved for her viciousness, but all his
of Blasphemy" known as " the Church of efforts to remount were fruitless.
" The
England and Ireland." This it patronizes wicked," says the Scripture, " are the sword
in England, Ireland, and all the dependencies of Jehovah." He points their swords against
of Britain. In Scotland, it enforces the one another for mutual punishment. King
supremacy of another " Name of Blasphemy" George's government and adherents were
called " The'CMiurch of Scotland." In II in- wicked, and so were the colonists. They
doostan it, discountenances what the people • were all in the same· condemnation with re-
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spect to God : he, therefore, used both par- ! fool-hardiness, arrogance, and conceit. The
ties, Whigs and Tories, to destroy one Ϊ wisdom and knowledge of God taught in the
another. This is his method, and very use- ί Bible have no place in them. They are
heathen in reality ; for their education has
ful in the premises.
The Indo-Mohammedan situation of affairs ; been in heathenism, Homer, Virgil, Horace,
in the East, is no exception to the rule. { Ovid, <fcc, being their favorite authors,
East Indian society, Hindoo, Mohammedan,< though nominally " Christians." Thus preand European, is as Sodom and Gomorrah : pared with philology, mythology, and a
and treasuring up for itself wrath against smattering of other things, they enter the
the day of wrath. Enlightened humanity civil and military service of the East India
shudders at its deeds, and exclaims, " the ) Company, and go forth to Hindostan ik grifdark places of the earth Are full of the habit- fins," an abomination to the natives, and a
ations of cruelty." All allow that the Hin- desecration of the Christian name.
doos are " sensual and devilish ;" all with S Now, did not Jehovah exterminate seven
one voice execrate them as fiends. And so ; nations in the Holy Land by the sword of
they are ; and utterly unfit to breathe the Israel for like abominations; and will he
breath of life. But are there no crimes to not also bring the sword upon the pampered
be punished by the wicked who are Jehovah's Sodomites of British India for the same?
sword on the other side ? If the Hindoos be In his judgment upon Canaan, he commandwicked, are the Europeans righteous ? No ed the extermination of " man and woman,
one that knows anything about European infant and suckling," without exception.
society in India, will answer this question Yet the Israelites were not fiends any more
affirmatively. Are the Europeans when at than Englishmen will be fiends for inflicting
home, when surrounded by the pious influ- deserved punishment upon the Sepoys for
ences of " Church and Dissent," remarka- their atrocities. The crimes of the Euroble for sobriety, for chastity, for mildness of » peans, like those of the ancient Canaanites,
demeanor, for all the qualities that highly are against God, whom they pretend to
adorn a man, not to name a Christian ? Nay, honor ; while the crimes of the Sepoys, λνΐιο
we who have lived in Britain twenty-eight know not the God of Christians, are, in the
years, and know what military officers, col- case before us, against the Europeans who
legiate parsons, doctors and lawyers are ; have offended them. To offend against God
what sort of education that class receives is a higher crime than to offend against our
from which the rulers and residents of India neighbour. The Europeans call themselves
are drawn—do not hesitate to say, that u Christians," while they bring Christianity
righteousness is the rare exception, not the into contempt with Mohammedans and
rule of the masters of Hindostan. If un- Pagans by their iniquity. No, the Israelites
christicinized by home piety, what sort of were not fiends ; but the whole-souled exconduct does the reader expect these Euro- ? ecutioners of Jehovah's vengeance upon the
pean scapegraces would develop in the midst guilty. Unlike the Sepoys, they were
of Mohammedans and Pagans where theru neither sensual nor devilish in their wrath,
exists no restraint at all ? Among the eight but stern avengers of outraged humanity
different influences, which, acting upon the and of G od.
minds of the natives, are assigned by obBut one may say, Can this Judo-Mohamservers in India as the causes of the tremen- medan massacre of Europeans be the sword
dous explosion there, is what is mildly of God upon them, seeing that holy and
characterized as u the indiscrete behavior of
certain Europeans towards Hindoo women." : pious missionaries have been slain among
An " indiscretion" that could result in such them ? Verily it may ; and the more so for
retaliation must have been monstrous. their slaughter. The missionaries there are
" "Whoremongera and adulterers God will not God's. Their holiness and piety are
judge"—Heb. xiii. 4 ; " The abominable and school-divinity excitations of Veneration,
whoremongers shall have their part in the : Marvellousness, and Conscientiousness—the
lake that burneth with fire and brimstone— natural sanctimoniousness of the flesh. They
Rev. xxi. 8. These are the true words of are sent to India by pietists of Exeter-Hall
celebrity, to proselyte the natives to the
God, and the}' are not uttered in vain.
'- Names of Blasphemy," of which the scarletThese Indo-Europeans, born into British colored Beast is full.—Rev. xvii. 3. They
society, which exists in absolute subjection are there to make them proselytes to the
to the lust of the fle3h, the lust of the eyes, Queen's Church, to Congregationalism, to
and the pride of life, grow up under these ' Baptistism, to Methodism, to Presbyteriaufreshly principles which strengthen with their ism, and such like ; none of which have any
growth. Formed by religious and educa- valid claim to identity with the sysUm of
tional institutions based upon and regulated righteousness taught by the Apostles, and
by these, they become mere incarnations of > attested by the Law and the Prophets.
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Their mission is without divine authority ; j tatives of Russia, Prussia, and Sardinia, foland their doctrine subversive of the truth. \ lowed the example of the French ambassador,
Granted; "they have a zeal of God;" but and all joined in demanding the annulment.
as Paul said of contemporary Jews, who, The Frenchman informed the Sultan that he
like our modern missionaries, went about to could no longer hold diplomatic relations
establish their own righteousness, " not ac- with ministers who were under foreign incording to knowledge." What they do, they fluence, that is to say, the influence of Engdo ignorantly in unbelief. If they did it land and Austria. This caused the Sultan
wilfully, it would be worse for them than to to change his advisers, and to call to his
be slain of Sepoys, or grilled for a nocturnal council new ones. They came to the same
feast by Fegees. The crime of the mission- \ resolution of not annulling the Moldavian
aries is that they speak lies in the name of! elections as the previous Cabinet had arJehovah, and wear garments of deceit. See j rived at. The French ambassador then
Zech. xiii. 3, 4. In Messiah's Aion, this ' struck his flag ; an example followed by
will be punished with death by the clergy- Russia, Prussia, and Sardinia. On the
man's own kin ; but now God winks at it, other hand, Austria protested against anas done in " times of ignorance," in which nulling the elections, and threatened that in
priests, clergymen, and ministers, know*not such an event she would occupy the Princiwhat they do. Still they partake of the palities with one hundred and fifty thousand
calamities of the situation, and die the death men. Such were the] complications in
of the wicked in the evil day.
August last.
We conclude, then, that the Indo-MohamEngland with a powerful fleet in the Black
medan rebellion means a divine retribution Sea, and Austria with one hundred and
upon the Europeans for their oft'encea against iifty thousand men in the Turkish PrinciGod and man. But this is not all. The palities, to maintain the Sultan's policy,
rebellion is a means promotivc of an ap- with France, Russia, Prussia, and Sardinia
pointed end. It is designed, we believe, to on the opposite side, would have been quite
produce a reaction, which shall tend to the a new and premature phase of the Eastern
preparation of Great Britain for the part Question. If England had been at liberty,
she is destined to perform in connection she would very probably have been stubborn;
with the events to be transacted at Jerusalem but just before news had arrived of the rer
and in the Holy Land. This is the signifi- volt in India. At this crisis Louis Napocancy of the rebellion with reference to the leon, with his minister Count Walewski,
ultimate. Jt lias, however, we believe, a paid a visit to Queen Victoria, at which inproximate signification which may be stated terview Lord Palmerston was present. The
in the following terms.
latter found it convenient to be convinced
In devising a plan for the defence of the of the illegality of the Moldavian elections,
independence of Turkey against Russian ag- but to save his consistency, referred the
gression, it was proposed to unite into one matter to Europe, " and Europe," says an
state the Principalities of Wallachia and p]nglish journal, " represented in this case
Moldavia, the latter situated between Austria by Louis Napokon, seems to have pronouncand Russia, or between the Carpathian ed in favor of a union of the Danubian
mountains and the river Pruth ; and the Principalities." The Emperor's decisive
former, south of Moldavia, and between the argument was, it is said that " the Congress
Austrian empire and the Danube. This of Paris was only adjourned, and had not
proposition was not agreeable to England, been dissolved. Upon this point PalmerAustria, and Turkey, who wished them to be ston struck his flag, and, as he says, " came
separate. Tt was therefore agreed to con- to an understanding with the French Governsult the wishes of the people of the provinces, ment ; and that the English Government
who were to express their desire at the polls. had reason to believe that the Austrian
This they did, and at first declared through Government was disposed to concur in the
their representatives for continued separa- elections being held over again on properly
tion. To this Louis Napoleon was decid- revised lists, and in uniformity with the
edly opposed, lie desired their union, as do firmans and the interpretation given of
also Russia, Prussia, and Sardinia. He de- them ; and this being so, it was hoped that
clared that the elections of the Divans were the Sultan would yield."
not lawfully conducted : but that coercion
The Sultan did yield, and annulled the
and terror ism were employed to secure a elections, ordering new ones; and Austria
majority in favor of continued separation. did not carry her threat into execution.
He sent his ambassador at Constantinople The new elections are concluded, and the reorders to break off diplomatic relations with sults known. The Divans have declared for
the Porte if the Moldavian elections were " self-government of the Principalities connot declared null and void. The represen- formably to the treaties with the Porte,
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whose rights are admitted. Union of the
Such in brief is the significance of the
two provinces under a prince belonging to a Indo-Mohammcdan rebellion. It is, first, a
dynasty of the West: a representative form judgment upon the. Europeans there for their
of government, and neutrality of the new abominations ; secondly, designed by the reState."
action it will develope to prepare British
But since this declaration of the Unionists, India for a military invasion of Western
"we find Sir Henry Bulwer, the English Asia; thirdly, a present diversion of British
Commissioner for settling the affairs of the pressure in Kurope, affording Louis NapoPrincipalities, behaving at Jassy, says the leon more scope for a policy which will
Leader, " as if England could dispose of the finally bring him to ruin, and open the way
world—freely pledging England to maintain for the European development of Russia.
intact the right and dignities of the Ottoman And here for the present we must conclude,,
Empire, even against her own subjects. earnestly desiring and looking for the Day
Notwithstanding the deliberate declaration of God, when the power of the wicked shall
both of Moldavia and Wallachia, union is not be broken, and "the meek shall inherit the
to be. After the virtual protest lately made earth."
by the Porte, conveying the certainty of its
EDITOR.
refusal to accept the union of the Danubian
Nov. 16,1857.
Principalities as the solution of the question,
Sir Henry Bulwer's speech at Jassy may be
Russian Annexation in Asia.
taken as pretty nearly conclusive : no foreign
WASHINGTON, Monday, Nov. 23, 1857.
prince will be placed upon the throne of
Moldo-Wallachia, for Moldo-Wallachia will
The last letter of your London corresponnot exist as a political province."
dent contained a statement so remarkable,
But, besides deferring the crisis created and yet so little noticed, that I copy it, in
by the Moldo-Wailachian elements of the ; the hopes of drawing to it the attention
Eastern Question, the Indian revolt serves which it deserves. He says :
the further purpose of diverting England's
" One of the most important facta, fully
attention from Continental politics, and fix- authenticated, though ignored by the English
ing it more particularly upon her own em- papers, is the submission of the Khaika
pire in the East. Three things have to be Tartars to Russia. Those clans amount to
accomplished before " all the nations" of the four millions, and their country extends from
Powers can be marshalled in the Holy Land. the frontiers of the province of Irkutsk to
The alliance between France and England the great Mongolian Desert. They are a
must be dissolved; Russia must gain politi- tribe of warrior??, and have lately learned to
cal ascendancy in Europe, so a3 to be able despise the Chinese Emperor, their former
to move its armies against the East; and suzerain. The Russian promise of lowering
Great Britain must become absolute in their tribute, and a few judiciously-adminisBritish Jndia, so that she may be able to tered bribes to their chieis, have at once exmeet Europe in arms in the land of Israel. tended the Russian boundaries far into CenWe need not speculate on the cause that tral Asia. The country thus acquired is as
may break up the entente cordiale of Francelarge as France with the climate of Southern
and England. Many causes are latent in France. It is the Italy of Siberia. Together
Europe, and ready when the time comes to with the recent acquisition of the country
spring forih to accomplish it. The French watered by the Amoor, Russia has gained
empire subverted, and the counterpoise to in Asia as large a territory since the accesRussia is removed. In the process, Rev. sion of Alexander 11 as France, Belgium,
xvii. 12-17, will be fulfilled ; and the Eighth Holland and Germany taken together. It
Head of the Scarlet Beast encircled with &seems, indeed, as if China, not India, were
the Ten I Torn-kingdom3, will be prepared to ί the real object of Russia."
descend like a storm upon Jehovah's land.
The Russian Embassy here know nothing
But combined Europe would not point its of this annexation of the Khaika country,
cannon against Jerusalem, if there were no and do not credit the report. I know so
enemy there more potent than now garrisons well, however, the high intelligence of your
its area. The scripture clearly shows that London correspondent, that 1 canno'. believe
the British Lion will be there with its legions he can be mistaken in the matter. He is too
from Tars!;ish, Sheba, and Dedan. The re- experienced a statesman to make such positaction superinduced by the Sepoy insurrec- ive assertions, without authority. If the
tion will prepare her for action. She will statement be correct, the fact is one of the
subdue them, and make them obedient; and greatest political consequences that has hapin so doing, make her native armies as mova- pened for several years. The questions of
ble to any country as her Europeans are Scandinavian Union, or of Moldo-Wallachfrom Albion to Turkey or Hindostan.
ian Union, which occupy the diplomatists,
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are trifling compared with it. It is the
" 0, divine Timour, [will thy great soul
greatest step forward which Russia has soon revive ?
made since the partition of Poland.
" Return! return! we await thee, 0 TiThe Chinese Tartars, as you know, are mour.
" We live in our vast plains, tranquil and
divided into two great nations, resembling
each other generally in appcarauee and peaceful as sheep ; yet our hearts are fervent
manners, but differing in language and hos- and full of life. The memory of the glorious
tile in history—the Mantehoos and the age of Timour is ever present to our minds.
Mongols. The Mantchoos, the present ruling Where is the chief who is to place himself at
race of the Empire, are of very recent his- our head and render us once more great
torical importance, having first become warriors ?
"O, divine Timour, will thy great soul
powerful and conspicuous in the seventeenth
century. The Mongols, on the contrary, soon revive ?
" Return ! return ! we await thee, 0 Tihave>-been famous and formidable from the
remotest times. Vast swarms of them have mour."
repeatedly descended from their high table
Father Hue says of the Khalkas, that of
lands in the center of Asia, and have over- all the Mongols,
run the plains of India, China, Persia, Syria,
" They are the most numerous, the most
Egypt and Eastern Europe, penetrating to
Germany, and even to France. Under At- wealthy and the most celebrated in history.
tila, and under Jenghis Khan, they estab- They occupy the entire north of Mongolia.
lished, for a time, empires, surpassing in Their country is of vast extent, including six
extent any others that the world has seen. hundred miles from north to south, and about
Under Kublai Khan they conquered China ί fifteen hundred from east to west. It is diin the thirteenth century, built Pekin and vided into four great provinces, subject to
the Great Canal, and maintained a brilliant ί four separate sovereigns. These provinces
rule for about ninety years, when they were are subdivided into eighty four banners, in
expelled by the natives. Since the conquest \ Chinese, called Ky, in Mongol, Bechkon.
of China by the Mantchoos in the seven- \ Princes of different ranks are at the head of
teenth century, they have been gradually each banner.
" The numerous principalities of which
bribed and coaxed into admitting the suzerainty of the Emperor, after a fashion, he Mongolia is composed may be considered as
paying them annually in presents about ten so many feudal kingdoms, giving no obedience
times the amount which he received from to their sovereign, beyond the extent of their
fear or their interest; and indeed what the
them as tribute. .
The Khalkas are the principal division of Mantchoo dynasty fears above all things, is
the Mongol nation, comprising by far the the vicinity of these Tartar tribes. The
greater portion of the people, and occupying Emperors are fully aware that, headed by
the finest territory. Their Chans, or Princes, an enterprising and bold chief, these tribes
who are four in number, are lineally descen- might successfully renew the terrible wars of
ded from Jenghis the Conqueror, and have other times, and once more obtain possession
constantly been a source of uneasiness to the of the empire. For this reason, they use
Mantchoo rulers of China, who have always every means in their power to preserve the
held them by a slack and capricious alleg- friendship of the Mongol princes, and to eniance, though nothing has been spared to feeble the strength of these terrible nomads.
" The Khalkas, however, do not seem to
flatter and conciliate them. Bribery and
religious influence have been the means used be much affected by the imperial blandishby Emperors to preserve peaceful relations ments. They see only in the Mantchoos a
with these warlike and haughty tribes, who rival race, in possession of a prey which
have not forgotten the unrivaled martial they themselves have never ceased to desire.
achievements of their ancestors, and whose ί We have frequently heard the Mongol
bards still sing of the days when they were ί Khalkas use the most unceremonious and
seditious language in speaking of the Mantmasters of the world.
choo Emperor. These redoubtable children
Father Hue, the latest traveler inTartary, of Jenghis Khan still seem to be cherishing
gives a specimen of the songs he heard. It in their innocent heart schemes of conquest
is the invocation to Timour or Tamerlane : and invasion. They only await, they say,
" When the divine Timour dwelt within the command of their Grand Lima to march
our tents, the Mongol nation was redoubt- direct upon Pekin, and to regain an empire
able and warlike ; its least movement made which they believe to be theirs, for the sole
the earth bend ; its mere look froze with reason that it was formerly theirs.
" Although Mongolia is scantily peopled
fear the ten thousand peoples upon whom
in comparison with its immense extent, it
the sun shines.
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could, at a day's notice, send forth [a form- ( pcrienced statesmen. The German traveler,
idable army. A high Lama—the Guison- \ Ennan, who was there in 1828, speaks of its
Tribe, for instance—would have but to raise ' appearance, and the mode of life of its inhis linger, and all the Mongols from the f habitants as in the highest degree attractive
frontiers of Siberia to the extremities of t and delightful. The climate in February
Thibet, rising as one man, would precipitate ; and March he compares to that of the finest
themselves, like a torrent, wherever their ; part of May, in Germany. The officers of
sainted leader might direct them. The pro- Government would have been di.>tinguished
found peace which they have enjoyed for J in any capital in Europe for their talents and
more than two centuries might seem to have ; attainments. Their scientific culture parnecessarily enervated their warlike charac- j; ticularly surprised the German, who was
ter ; nevertheless, you may still observe that : himself a man of science of high eminence,
they have not altogether lost their taste for > The present Governor-General at Irkutsk,
warlike adventures. The great campaigns j MourawioiY, is a man of great ability. Gurof Jenghis Khan, who led them to the con- ; owski says he is " as active, ambitious and
quest of the world, have not escaped their { enterprising as any man in Russia;" and
memory during the long leisure of their \ ascribes to him, rather than to the Imperial
nomadic life. They love to talk of them, \ Cabinet at Petersburg, the project of Rusand to feed their imagination with vague sian aggrandizement on the Chinese frontier.
projects of invasion."
In the present distracted and weakened
The territory which your London corres- state of the Chinese Empire, if the Russians
(
pondent affirms the Russians to have annexed > have really obtained control of the Khalkas
is not the whole of Mongolia, of which and their country, the field is open for imFather Hue gives the dimensions, but only ϊ mense acquisitions in the same direction, and
the region between the great desert of Gabi > even to the conquest of China itself. Diand the Russian frontier. As well as I can \ rected by Russian statesmanship and milicalculatc its area from the maps in my pos- > tary science, the warlike and enterprising
session, it is about seven hundred miles in \ Mongols, once put in motion, would be apt
length by two hundred and fifty in breadth, \ instruments for the subjugation of Central
comprising 175,000 square miles. It is un- \ and Southern Asia. The powers of Europe
questionably the finest part of Chinese Tar- \ could not interfere to any purpose, and no
tary, in climate and in natural advantages. ' Asiatic nation is in a condition to resist
It adjoins and completes the recent Russian ί them. The system of administration which
acquisitions on the Amoor, by the upper ί holds Siberia, with its vast area and multifpart of which river and its branches it is arious population, in peaceful submission to
chiefly watered. In extent, climate, soil and | the Czar, could easily and securely extend
position, it may be compared to Canada— over at least the three or four millions of
the country on the lower Amoor to Canada square miles of Chinese Tartary, and Russia
East, the Khalka country to Canada West, j thus brought into immediate contact with
The Jesuit travelers of the last century j India and China Proper.—Λτ. Υ. Tribune.
computed the number of the Khalkas at \
< M I > I
000,000 families, which agrees very well \
with the 4,000,000 of population given by < Clerical Views of the Indian Woe.
your correspondent. I have read somewhere, ί The Annual meeting of the Society for
I think, in i)u JIalde's great work on China, \ t n e Aid of Foreign Missions, held at Chester,
that they can bring into the field 300,000 \ England, gave occasion to the Bishop of Oxhorsemen.
', ford, and Mr. Gladston, late Chancellor of
thc
The entire commerce between Russia and \
Exchequer, to look at the Indian quesChina has for 170 years been carried on i tion from a religious point of view. Both
through the country of the Khalkas, the < attributed the British disasters to their havTownof Kiakta, in the Province of Irkutsk, ί inS discouraged Christianity ami encouraged
serving as thc entrepot of the trade. The > P«g<*nism in their Oriental empire and both
City of Irkutsk, the capital of the Province, teirC(1 t h a t Β π ' ι ι ι η should retamjndia, not
for
is the seat of Government for the whole of)
the augmentation of their power and
lor
Eastern Siberia, Kamtschatka and Russian F y> but as a means of carrying the Cms·
America. It is the commercial center of- tia'1 t<»th among a vast race of people, to
Northern Asia, and the Russian Government! whom, however, they would allow the liberty
has taken great care to maintain and augment { ^ following their own faith as long as they
the political importance of the place, by the > pleased.
institution of seminaries for teaching the; Mr. Arthur Mills, a Member of ParliaTartar and Chinese languages, and by keep- c ment, in addressing a meeting at Taunton,
ing there some of the ablest and most ex-' said, " the English had had a dominion given
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them over 180,000,000 of people in India \ streets, we will take it for granted that
which had for a century been committed to \ they were at church; and certainly,
y whattheir care ; they had at this moment a gov- \ ever
iliti
ever may
may be
be thought
thought of
of '' h
humiliation
'' acernment maintained there at an enormous cording
Decree,, there never was
g to Royal
y
ti
d
expenditure, and that government is now ! an occasion more suggestive
off sadd and
deeply involved in debt while the multitu- \ solemn thoughts. The reporters for the
dinous population of India, after a hundred ·, daily papere say that the religious edifices
years of British rule, are now in a condition ! were well attended ; and the streets in the
very little removed from that in which they \ forenoon showed many troops of worshippers
were under the most corrupt and cruel mem- passing on to church or chapel. They also
ber of the House of Tamerlane. l i e did > showed laborers lounging about with their
not impute the slightest blame to Ihe exist- i hands in their pockets, and ' gents' with
g government
g
g
pp
ing
of India ; but he blamed all j cigars
in their mouth,, chafferingg for apples
l
o
n
gpermitting
p g
for
α state
fo soo long
t t e of things
thi g to · and nuts with
ith itinerants,
itinerants and evidently not
exist
to the
Christian
i which
hih was a disgrace
di
h C
h i
going to church or chapel. Here shrillname. When he adverted to that subject, \ voiced women and husky-voiced
men transy
he' did so, not in a party spirit, but in the fformed
p i off Chrisd
f the
h uonce into
i
Chi
for
a species
spirit of a true patriot, and he thought it > tiau Muezzim, though calling from the
was not too strong an expression to say that muddy pavements instead of the airy altithe British rule in India Jutd been used as a J tudes of minarets, and having a truly Episscrene to protect the natives from the contami- < copal eye to money matters—' Mornin' and
nation of Christianity. He stated on the j Evenin' Prayer, a penny !" There the mopauthority of the late Bishop Heber, that in > ing policeman stalked along by himself, like
one district of India, C/tristians were -pre- j one of an army of blue devils. Such, in
duded from
holding
f
g office,
ffi, an order having j London streets, was the outward aspect of
i d b
th British
B i i h government proj the Fast.
been issued
by the
p
hibiting any but Mussulmans and Hindoos
Within the churches there were, we may
from holding office.
s u r t % m a n y devout, and no doubt many
Something in the way of self-condemna- sorely stricken worshippers—many also who
w o n t
tion has laid hold of the official mind in ( οιύϊ
because the queen commanded
m
England for its conduct in Hindustan. Its ί t b e m > a n d ] t w a s ' t h e t h i u f f · ' T h o
°™in
a r c
a
f e w
sins of omission and commission are practi2
extracts from some of the
cally admitted to be great, so that while it sermons of the day ;
is bathing its sword in the heavens ofl)elhi,
" The preacher at St. Paul's Cathedral
and drinking deep of the miscreant blood of observed that ' all must recognize in the
Moslems and Hindoos, its Royal Defendress \ Indian calamity the chastening hand of God.
of the Faith has commanded the people to j They were being punished because they had
it t h e l
i fti
d
j ho
t h e e l e s c o d s in fighting the
y
,
p
g
g
ed of in a leading weekly journal printed in ί the idolatrous races of that mighty
gy empire.
p
London:
\ . . . The British government had not
was pretty generally observed, if not as a day of ' humiliation,' as a
sons engaged in christianizing the heathen
day of abstention from work. Labor, howin India. They had not fought the battle
ever, did not entirely cease, for it might be
of the Lord in that country ; they had only
observed every here and there in obscure
been engaged in fighting the battle of man :
places ; but the shops for the most part were
closed, and the streets wore a sort of Good and if they were sincere that day, they could
Friday look of wretchedness and gloom. not help acknowledging their short-comings
An east wind increased the resemblance ; in India had been visited by the national
so that we might have almost imagined that, calamity they all deplored."
The preacher at Westminster Abbey atas Horace Walpole said, < Spring had sot in
with its usual severity.' The clouds gather- tributed the existing ruin and desolation in
ed thickly, and the rain fell heavily and per- India to " the accursed traffic in opium and
tinaciously, balking the hopes of those who other deadly poisons for the purpose of profit
designed to humiliate themselves at Green- and revenue, a sin as deadly as that of slawich, or to fast (on the eatable contents of very.'
heavy baskets) at Hampstead or Richmond.
The preacher at the Temple Church conGreat was the solitude of Piccadilly; inex- sidered that " t h e half-measures of the Govpressible the dolefulness of the Strand. . . . ernment had been its ruin. Britain might
The mass of the people not being in the have governed the Indians if it had left them
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as it found them—an ignorant, slavish race— \ waters shall go out from Jerusalem, and
and the Indian government, he believed, J JEHOVAH SHALL BE KING OVER ALL THE
would not have been indisposed to have left j EARTH, He one, and his naraa one." What
them in that state ; but the feeling and sense then becomes, Rabbi Adler, of the British
of the country were against such a policy, >Power in India ?
and the result was that we gave the natives $
of India a certain amount of education and < From these specimens it will be seen what
liberty, but we did not instil into them the •was indeed the universal fact, that the verprinciples of religion. Education and liberty \ sion of the story of the Indian woe presentwithout religion brought about the first I ed by the clerical phalanx was this : " having
French Revolution, and here were the same j neglected to extend Christianity in India,
cause and effect exempliiied in the case of the ] having on the contrary tolerated the idolatry
Indians. He did not believe that Britain \ and the vile practices of the Hindoos, Engcould hold India without a native army. land has committed a gigantic sin, of which
That army must, of course, be officered by the revolt was the retribution." " This,"
Europeans, and therefore it was absolutely | says an English paper, " was the presentment
necessary that we should improve the Chris- of the whole clerical jury upon the offender
arraigned before the sacred tribunal."
tian character of those officers who representUpon this clerical verdict a few remarks
ed our power in foreign lands."
may not be out of place. We agree with
The preacher at Surrey Chapel testified them all that " they have neglected," in a
that " the conduct of Englishmen had been a notable degree, to " extend Christianity in
/cproach to Christianity. He referred to their JIndia :" yea, more than this, we agree with
toleration of the burning of widows on the j the Bishop of Oxford and Mr. Gladstone,
funeral pile of their husbands ; their throw- that they have not only neglected to extend
ing impediments in the way of native con- j it, but that they have actually " discouraged
version to Christianity, by sanctioning the ; Christianity and encouraged Paganism" By
loss of caste and property upon such conver- ) " Christianity" here, we mean what the
sion, and dismissing the converted Sepoy ί Bishop of Oxford and his coreligionists of
from the army ; our application of a portion <li church " and '· Chapel," whether of the
of the imperial funds to the maintenance of \ Establishment or Dissent, understand by
heathen temples ; and in doing reverence to Christianity. Official and Middle class Engtheir false gods. They had dishonored God j land, inspired by the love of money and the
for the purpose of saving an empire; and \ love of power, have greatly discouraged this
by so dishonoring God that empire was en- species of Gentilism ; and have also patrondangered. It seemed to him that English- ized the more ancient species of Hinduism.
men were suffering manifest retribution be- This is a great offence in the estimation of
cause of their sins, which had drawn down all devout professors of the religion of the
the Divine displeasure.
English and Scotch, to say nothing of the
The Chief Rabbi of the Jews in England, Irish ; many of whom, both in Ireland and
did not attribute the calamity to the sin of j America, sympathize more with the Pagan
not Christianizing India. He said that and Mahommedan revolters, than with their
though that day was the Feast of Tabernacle, " fellow Christians" of Anglo-Saxondom.
they had made r it a day of public prayer, But with us the offence is greatly mitigated
because they w ished to obey all the com- j when we reflect that the issue between Anglomands of their sovereign! This was obey- ι Caledonianism and Hinduism is not " THE
ing man before God. He Look a cheering 1 TRUTH AT IT is IN JESUS," but a question of
view of the situation, telling his hearers that >morality and civilization. Is the European
" the nation had only to wait a little while, 'j morality in India any better than that of the
and the wrath would be over." lie pro- ; Mohammedan and Hindoo ? The Europeans
phesied of the future from the past, saying j do not burn widows in Suttee, nor do they
that " History taught that the state of anx- [ practice infanticide, and assassination : nevericty will not endure; that the people will \ theless, " Christianity" is evil-spoken of, and
enter into their chambers—the Chamber of 1 despised by the natives on account of the
conduct of those who profess it. The natives
legislature—to correct past errors; and '•.
" ^ the mutiny will ultimately lead to bless- j lie, cheat, steal, get drunk, swear, commit
ings for mankind at large. " The present whoredom, and so forth : so do the Eurostate of the world," said he, " is depicted by i peans to the disgust of those who know the
the prophet Zochuriah, xiv. 7, as being night \ righteousness of God. In fact, we consider
nor day, a mixture of light and darkness, of \ the immorality of European religionists more
belief and superstition, of hatred and love— ] condemnable than the Hindoo, onuthe ground
the East struggling with the West : but in | of Europeans km living better— Ye say ye
the evening there shall bj liirhl : the living ! see ; therefore your sin remains." The Euro-
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peans " profess to know Cod, but in works ,
But the analogy between Europeanism
deny him ;'? so that, while the natives do n o t ) anil heathenism is far from being exhausted
deny their gods by their works, the gods and ) in these ])arallels, as we have shown elsethe works being alike, Europeans an; piudi- \ where. But these are suiTieient for the precal athe/sts, being the deniers of the Cod son! ; and in view of them we hesitate not
they profess to worship.
! to say, that if the British government had
Hut. if the morality of Anglo-Caledoninn ' encouraged Oxford-Christianity, or Dissent;
religion be of such questionable superiority, ing-Christianity, or Scotch-Christiauit}', or
what shall we say of its theory? Is its any of the ^Christianities peculiar to "the
theory scriptural and more rational than court of the GentiLs." (Kev. xi. 2,) they
that of the natives? The religions of Europe j would have been guilty of patronizing two
are not inculcated in the Hible, it is there- j or more; systems of heathenism instead of
fore no opinion, but a self-evident proposi- \ one. Their real oHence is, that they should
tion, that they arc not Scriptural. They are ' have patronized any. Seeing that they were
only alluded to in the Bible as " Names of· the Executive Administration of an empire
Blasphemy." and " Mother of Harlots," and ! embracing all religionists and men of no re" Harlot Women," and " All the Abomina- ' ligion at all, they ought to have proclaimed
tions of the Earth"—as things defiling, and \ equality for all, and'have interfered only to
to be eschewed. To these belong the roll- \ protect the lives, liberties, and properties of
gion o\' Mr. (Gladstone and the Bishop of j Uie people they ruled.
Oxford, of Cardinal Wiseman of l)r Chal- j T h e B r i l i s h government has never yet dismers,andof thewhole herd oi the Dissent- j c
^ii^-ChrLstianity in India; not,
Γβ(]
ing mclosure
there is not one ot them j w e s u p i ) O S 0 t h i l t t ] i c y i i r e n J 1 0 r e f a v u r a b l u l o
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,e r o a s ( m t h ; l t i t l m s m ) t
t
isew Jestamen interpreted in harmony b e e n
^
nteil
to
t h e
1 I i m ] o o s llll)ler
with Moses and the Prophets. They are one >
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l h e v
J
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water—a heathenism or ffentilism elaborat- s ^
^
^ ^ ^
s ] ] a l L b e Q ^ h
t o
sur_
ed by the thinking of the flesh - a mere · r L , m l c r t h c i r badly administered dominion
creation of he " carnal mind
u proot oi i u t o t b e h i m ( h o f J J e i l 0 V a l l ^ K i u , r a i l d h i g
this, it is only necessary to refer the man en- Associatcs. Till then, Hindooism will prelightened by the truth to what they do and vail in India ; and all the prayers of all the
say. Bishop of Oxford Christians believe parsons of Britain will never bring the day
with the Pagans in the existence of an im- j j n w h i c h t h ( J η α ύ ^ 8 , m | 1 a s c r i b ( , - ,
a m ,
mortal sou in mankind j one and a I, they j
, u ^ f L e a v c u . tk;°
,fc ) t s
believe in the h p a n Fields ο the hea- o f r i l l t e o u s l l e s s a U ( ] t r u t h , 0 1 1 t h c i r
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says, that " I t was invented by demons i n '
^
imitation of ihd true baptism signified by \
Humiliation,
the prophets, that their votaries might also
„,
,
,
„ . , . , . .
have their pretended purifications by water :" \ Ί I I E d a > ' o i " s o l e n H 1 i a s t ' humiliation, and
ra
er
a s s c d e x a c t l
a 9 W(i
and the Emperor Julian, out of spite to thc \ P ? " P
y
expected. An
Christians of the fourth century, " used to \ additional Sunday was thrown into the midtllc
order the victuals in the market to be
^f the week, with a subject dictated for
sprinkled with holy water, on purpose either ί a 1 1 t l l C swmons, the congregations being exto starve, or force them to eat what by their ( P G c t e d t o l n a k e a collection.
there was
own principles they esteemed polluted."— \ " P r a y e r " v a l T 1 D i, r i» l t s l a y l l l 0 n according
t o tlie t c l l c t s a n d c o l o r o f l h e
Dr. Middhton.
\
congregation,
r
J1ie Christians of those days rejected \ m o r e o r l e s s sincere-more or less m o r a l m o r e o r leas b e r e f t
o f an
b e h e f m
l t s ϋ 1water sprinkling as hateful, heathen, and pol- j
?
?
luting—a counterfeit of the true baptism c a c y ' There was a " humiliation" with the
which is sprinkling of the heart with the } greatest number for the two hours in which
blood of sprinkling, and washing the body ! t l u i congregation was in church ; a huinihawitli cleansing water— 1kb. x. 22. In be- ! t l u n n i 1 1 1 ^ ^ with no small sense of Sunday
w a s t h e
sprinkling baby-faces and the faces of babies \ i i n e i 7 · J ] u t w/tere
" fast ? " ^ ot a
in the name of God, European religionists ( S 1 1 ^ l c meal was omitted on that day ; on the
constitute themselves not only Pagans, but i contrary, it was a Sunday dinner instead of
blasphemers—taking the name of Jehovah '> a working-day dinner.
Elohini in vain, which men are forbidden to > A strong sense of the terrible calamity in
do.
; the East did impart a greater solemnity,
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earnestness, and truth to the feeling of the and in the government of the world there
day than is customary in these observances. are moral laws as well as physical laws:
We have the evidence of this feeling· in the " All the physical convulsions that have
general strain of the sermons. Seldom have agitated the world have proceeded in conwe gone over a mass of clerical literature so formity with the natural laws assigned from
devoid of any individual " striking point," the first by God. An earthquake, a valeano,
very seldom have we seen so much harmony an eruption, a fined, though seeming to break
in the universal utterance. Not indeed that in on nature, does nevertheless l'ullil its laws
the clergy, whether of the established or as truly as the falling stone, or the raising
non-established churches, grasped the true sparks of lire, or the ripple of the streamlet
problem which was presented to them. They of the valley. So we may be sure that the
were, perhaps, compelled to take it up ac- just laws of the Moral Government are fulcording to, professional fashion, the fashion filled in the most inscrutable of human
being set in ages long past; but they did events, as truly as in the ordinary tenor of
their best to reconcile the practical require- human existence. There is a human probaments of the present day with the contracted tion going on beneath the Eternal Eye.
knowledge of past ages. Their version of There is a moral meaning fur all that happens.
the story which they had to tell was this : AVe must not then suppose that when we
having neglected to extend Christianity in have traced to social and natural causes the
India, having on the contrary tolerated the enormous crime and misery which have just
idolatry and the vile practices of the Hindoos, afflicted our Indian Empire, we have done
we have committed a gigantic sin, of which with them."
the revolt was the retribution. This was
The Times, said the same preacher, " has
the presentment of the whole clerical jury had the courage to charge the blame of the
upon the offender arraigned before the sacred present outbreak of heathenism in the East
tribunal.
on the defective Christianity in the middle
There are some flaws in the case. As one classes, who have abetted the Indian Governpreacher pointed out, if England is the of- ment in compromising between Christianity
fender,* justice has strangely visited with and heathenism." Dr. IRONS did not quesretribution not England but India ;f has tion these statements ; but he retorted that
inflicted the larger share of penalty not even the press does but reflect the mind of the
upon the English in India, but upon the middle classes ; and we may add, that in the
Hindoos, amongst whom the slaughter is far main, if the middle class have pandered to
greater than amongst the British.J Some compromise in India, the press has pandered
of the more timid amongst the clergy tremble to the middle class. But says Dr. IRONS,
lest modern knowledge should prove to be " this mutual shifting of the blame on one
inconsistent with sacred truth ; as if truth another is unworthy of a solemn hour like
and genuine knowledge could ever be incon- the present." " We have all had our share
sistent ! as if we should find out in the wrorks in the low tone of religion and morals among
of the Creator facts inconsistent with inspi- the people." If England will not trust reliration 1 On the occasion of the last day of gion, God will pluck up and destroy our
solemn fast, we had much broader and more power." We may, perhaps, question the
truthful explanations of our wrong-doing, accuracy of some expressions here, but it is
and, therefore, much clearer light thrown on the rough assertion of a great truth.
If we, as a people, habitually mingle truth
the method of reform. But still there were
some few who could seize the truth, and set and falsehood, if we adulterate our sincerity
it forth even in an established church. One with mere outward conformity, we underpreacher laid down his discourse upon the mine the strength that is in us, and render
established tramway. The Divine ruler of ourselves incapable of maintaining our own
the world, he said, " accorded not to indivi- greatness. Strewed throughout the churches
duals the final judgment on their deeds until of the country on that day devoted to cointhe close of their career, but communities of muuing with the Divine Power was a 7nass
men have their probation in this world ;" of hyprocisy, of pretended belief, of acquiescence in doctrines that are no longer sincerely
*1he English and Hindoos are offenders against accepted; and in the Divine Presence the
heaven; and therefore both classes have suffered by people of this country were lying. Is it posthe sword, by ruin and disaster.—Ευποκ.
sible that it can throw its heart into the
t England is rctributed in the large sums she is com- work, can prevent its mind from becoming
pelled to spend in putting down the revolt and ro
pairing the damage; in the thousands she will yet confused, or can distinguish between conhave to lose by war, cholera, &.c.; and in the alllietiou jscience and hypocrisy, between the work to
these loses Mill entail on families at home.—Ευιτυκ.
be done and the work that ought not to be
JThis fact only affects the degree of the punishment. done ?
The sepoys are devils, less mitigated than the English;
As if to anatomize and expose the nature
therefore the {slaughter has been greater. —-Ευιτυκ.
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of our religious observances before our face, j Hindoo cannot overthrow the empire of the
a great commercial company had specially j British, neither can he resist or divert the
added to its museum for the day. The !; calm, wise, and beneficent course of a GovernCrystal Palace Company had procured a \ ment higher than any which resides on
m • lister specimen of the geaus Preacher, and \ earth.—London Leader.
the attract ions of that zoological curiosity
—••• ^
drew an immense crowd of holiday congre-J
(From the Gospel Advocate.)
C a l 1t o t h e
gationalists. SPURGKON preached to 23,500 \
Ministry.
persons. He knew that he was expected to < A friend (S. G. O.) wishes to see an expose
be " striking ; " he has a voice as capable as • of the call to the ministry in the Advocate.
any of filling some part of that museum ] H e says, he heard a preacher not long
church ; and he has the ready knack of say-; since attempt to prove that he was speing things that are not generally spoken out, ΐ cially called to preach as were the aposin a coarse language which borrows its ap- ties.
N o sensible man acquainted with
ology from fanaticism, and adds a spice to re- j the New Testament can arrive at any such
ligious unction. In this direct language of a groundless conclusion. The witnesses and
a Wai worth Peter the Hermit, he told, not · ambassadors of Christ, were particularly
home truths, but home truisms; pleased the > called by name, and qualified by the Spirit,
people by loudly abusing them to their faces ; ^ to make known the will of the Savior to the
and bogged on behalf of the collection with ; world—they " brought glad tidings of good
a forty-parson power.
The congregation > things to light," and revealed the mind of
laughed, almost applauded. One and all, j God "not in words which man's wisdom
whether High Church or Low Church, , teaches, but which the Holy Spirit teaches."
Catholic or Jew, joined, or at least appeared {-These revelations were written in a book,
to join in the " p r a y e r " of the Low Church- j and since the sealing up of the testimony of
man ; and having thus gaily "humiliated" ) the apostles and prophets new developments
themselves on that solemn day, no sooner ) have not been made ; they have not been
had SPUIKJEON ended the entertainment, than · needed, and consequently all who have prohalf of the congregation hurried back to fessed themselves the especially called and
town engagements, while the other half sent, have been, and are, impious impostors,
rushed to finish the " f a s t ' in the refresh- Faithful men should be called by the church,
inent-rooni. For seldom have the waiters of J qualified and commissioned to preach the
the Crystal Palace been so busy as on that \ Gospel, and this is Heaven's arrangement to
day.
j convert the world.
" If an angel from
In all this great national exposure there \ Heaven preach a new gospel, let him be
is something that is respectable as well as < accursed."—Paul.
painful; something sound and earnest as )
* +—-m
well as that which is hollow and ridiculous. \
John Lccke.
The country means to do well, but it cannot j The celebrated John Locke, for fourteen
distinctly see its duty. Being Christian, it j or fifteen years, applied himself closely to
ought not unquestionably to discourage ', the study of the Holy Scriptures, and emChristianity in the East; being wise, it ought ployed the last period of his life scarcely iu
not to tolerate the most odious, silly, and • any thing else. H e Avas never weary of adeven bestial idolatry. But recognizing as ί miring the grand views of that sacred book,
we do the sacred right of freedom for con- \ and the just relations of all its parts. H e
science, we must leave to Hindoos their < every day made some discoveries in it, which
faith, must allow them the latitude that we gave him fresh cause of admiration. And
claim ourselves. Christians are not bound ) so earnest was he for the comfort of his
to tolerate, in any land which they govern, friends, and the diffusion of sacred knowledge
murder, torture, or compulsory slavery, on 5 amongst them, that even the day before he
the assertion that it is sanctioned by the ( died he particularly exhorted all about him
Hindoo gods. But on the other hand, if it j to read the Holy Scriptures. Hie wellpleases Hindoos to bow before idols, or to ( known recommendation to a person who
perform any other act which is not an ag- J asked him which was the shortest and surest
gression upon their fellow creatures, our { way for a young gentleman to attain to the
conscience is
is not
not so
so clear
clear oj
of follies
religion, in the
conscience
jouies that
tnat we
we \<; knowledge
Knowledge of
ol the
tlie Christian
Uhnstian religion,
Let him
have the right to prevent them. ' We need < full and just extent of it was, "' L<
:ially the
not supply them with the laws to carry out ί study the Holy Scriptures, especial
their tyranny ; we need not tyrannically re- j New Testament. Therein are contain
strain them "from folly. If we enforce the ; words of eternal life. I t hath God for its
broad laws of humanity against murder, I author ; salvation for its end ; and truth,
rapine, and depravity, we may kavre the rest . without any mixture of error, for its matto the free trade «if progress; fur if the ter."—Selected.
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